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LES MISERABLES.
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VOL.

ISO other merit is claimed for the following
"Les Miserables^^ than the most
scrupulous fidelity, and my chief anxiety has

CHAPTEK

Tersion of

been to keep myself out of sight, and give
the precise meaning of every word as written
by the author. This line was enforced on
me by the following passage in a letter which
I received from Victor Hugo
^'Permit me to ask you to adhere to the
:

utmost

fidelity in

your task.

My

book

is

up and combat prejudices in
Erance, England, and the whole world.
However, from the moment when M. Esquiwritten to clear

your friend, as he is mine, you cannot
produce an excellent work, having for
guide and counsellor that great and noble

res

is

fail to

mind.^^

I.

I.

M. MYRIEL.

Ik 1815 M. Charles Frangois Bienvenu
He was a man
Myriel was bishop of D
.

of about seventy-five years of age,

and had

since 1806.
Although
held the see of I)
the following details in no way affect our narrative, it may not be useless to quote the
rumors that were current about him at the
moment when he came to the diocese, for
true or
what is said oilmen, whether ij.

M

oftan occupies as much spaofi in their
life, and especially in thejr destiny, as what
thej .do. M. Myriel was the son of a councilfalse,

Aix Parliament.

was said that his

In the whole ten volumes of the orginal,
only two omissions have been made, to which
1 have called attention in the body of the
work. In the first case I left out two or
three pages, because the French is a bolder

lor of the

language than the English, and I could not
find the proper equivalents in which to convey fambronne's extraordinary reply, and
the conclusions which Victor Hugo draws

Myriel, in spite of this marriage

It

who intended that he should be his successor, married him at the age of eighteen or
twenty, according to a not uncommon cusCharles
tom in parliamentary families.
father,

people

(so

had been the cause of much tattle. He
was well built, though of short stature, elegant, graceful, and witty; and the earlier
was led part of his life was devoted to the world and

from it. In the second instance, I
by purely religious considerations to omit a
few pages referring to the monastic system,
which I believed (though M. Esquiros differed
from me) might have led to a misapprehension of the author'3 purpose in England.
With these two very slight omissions the
work is perfect.
In conclusion, I must add one word expressive of my thanks for the very great
assistance which M. Esquiros has rendered
me. It is no child^s play to translate a work
like ^^ Les Miserables,^^ which is studded with
antitheses and epigrams, but I hope that
together we have produced as fair h version
of th« book as the very differing idioms of
the two languages will allow.
Laccelles Wraxall.
Drayton

TerroAie^

West Brompton,

said),

to gallantry.

The Eevolution came,

events

hurried on, and the parliamentary families,
decimated ^and hunted down, became dispersed.
M. Charles Myriel emigrated to
Italy in the early part of the Eevolution, and
his wife, who had been long suffering from a
chest complaint, died there, leaving no chilWhat next took place in M. MyrieFs
dren.
destiny?
Did the overthrow, of the old

French society, the fall of
and the tragic spectacles of

his

own

family,

'93,

more

fright-

perhaps, to the emigres who saw them
from a distance with the magnifying power
of terror, cause ideas of renunciation and
solitude to germinate in him ? AVas he, in

ful,

the midst of one of the distractions and affections which occupied his life, suddenly assailed bv one of those mysterious and terrible
(o)

—
VICTOR HUGO'S WORKS.
blows which often prostrate^ by striking at
his hearty a

man whom
.

public catastrophes

could not overthrow by attacking him in his
and his fortune ? No one could

existence

have answered these questions; all that Avas
that when he returned from Italy
he was a priest.
In 1804 M. Myriel Avas cure of B
He was already aged, and lived
(Brignolles).

known was

Towards the period of
in great retirement.
the coronation a small matter connected with
his curacy, no one remembers what, took him

Among

other powerful persons he
applied to Cardinal Fesch on behalf of his
One day, when the emperor
parishioners.

to Paris.

was paying a visit to his uncle, the worthy
cure, who was waiting in the ante-room, saw
Napoleon, noticing this
his majesty pass.
old man regard him with some degree of
curiosity, turned and asked sharply,
^^
Who is this good man who is staring at

me r
" Sire/^

M. Myriel said, '' you are looking
and I at a great man. We
man
good
at a
may both profit by it.^^
The emperor, on the same evening, asked the
cardinal the cure^s name, and some time after
M. Myriel, to his great surprise, learned that
What
he was nominated Bishop of D
truth, by the way, was there in the stories
about M. MyrieFs early life ? no one knew,
for few persons had been acquainted with his
M. Myriel
family before the Kevolution.
was fated to undergo the lot of every newcomer to a little town, where there are many
mouths that speak, and but few heads that
He was obliged to undergo it, though
think.
he was bishop, and because he was bishop.
But after all, the stories in which his name
was mingled were only stories, rumors, words,
remarks, less than words, xaoYepalahres, to use
a term borrowed from the energetic language
Whatever they might be, after
of the'South.
ten years of episcopacy and residence at
this gossip, which at the outset
D
^ all
affords matter of conversation for little towns
and little people, had fallen into deep oblivion.
No one would have dared to speak of
it, no one have dared to remember it.
accomM. Myriel had arrived at D
panied by an old maid. Mile. Baptistine, who
was his sister, and ten years younger than
Their only servant was a female of
himself.
the same age as mademoiselle, of the name
of Madame Magloire, who, after having been
.

,

the servant of M. le Cure, now assumed the
double title of waiting-woman to madem-

and house-keeper
was a tall,

monseigneur.
gen Lie
person ; she realized the ideal of what the
word '^ respectable " expresses, for it seems
necessary for a woman to be a mother in
order to be venerable.
She had never been
pretty, but her whole life, which had been
but a succession of pious works, had eventually cast over her a species of whiteness and
oiselle,

Mile. Baptistine

to

pale, slim,

had

brightness, and in growing older she

ac-

may be called the beauty of
What had been thinness in her

quired what
goodness.

youth had become in her maturity transparency, and through this transparency the
angel could be seen. She seemed to be a
shadow, there was hardly enough body for a
sex to exist; she was a little quantity of matan excuse for a soul
ter containing a light
Madame Magto remain upon the earth.
loire Was a fair, plump, busy little body,

—

—

in the first place,
always short of breath,
through her activity, and, secondly, in consequence of an asthma.
On his arrival, M. Myriel was installed in
his episcopal palace with all the honors allotted
by the imperial decrees which classify the

bishop immediate after a major-general. The
mayor and the president paid him the first
visit, and he on his side paid the first visit to
the general and the prefect. When the installation was ended the town waited to see
its

bishop at work.

CHAPTEE
M.

11.

MYKIEL BECOMES MOXSEIG^^EUR WELCOME.

The

episcopal palace of

D

adjoined

the hospital. It was a spacious, handsome
mansion, built at the beginning of the last
century by Monsigneur Henri Puget, Doctor
in Theology of the Faculty of Paris, and abbe
in 1712,
of Simore, who was bishop of D

This palace was a true seigneurial residence:
the episevery thing had a noble air in it,
the
reception-rooms,
the
apartments,
copal
bed-rooms, the court of honor, which was
very wide, with arcades after the old Floren-

—

and the gardens planted with
magnificent trees. In the dining-room, a long
and superb gallery on the ground floor, ]\[onseigneur Henri Puget had given a state din-

tine fashion,

—

,
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ner on July 29, 1714, to Messeigneurs Charles twenty-six persons in five or six small rooms.
Brulart de Genlis, archiepiscopal prince of There are only three of us, and we have
Embrun, Antoine de Mesgrigny, capuchin and room for fifty. There is a mistake, I repeat;
Rebishop of Grasse, Philip de Vendoine, grand you have my house and I have yours.
prior of France and abbe of St. Honore de store me mine.
The next day the twenty-six poor patients
Lerins, Frangois de Berton de Grillon, baronial bishop of Vence, Caesar de Sabran de were installed in the bishop's palace, and the
M. Myriel had
Forcalquier, lord bishop of Glendeve, and bishop was in the hospital.
Jean Soanen, priest of the oratory, preacher in no property, as his family had been ruined
His sister had an anordinary to the king, and lord bishop of Senez. by the Revolution.
The portraits of these seven reverend person- nuity of 500 francs, which had sufficed at the
M. Myriel, as
ages decorated the dining-room, and the curacy for personal expenses.
memorable date, July 29, 1714, was engraved bishop, received from the State 15,000 francs
On the same day that he removed
in golden letter on a white marble tablet.
a year.
The hospital was a small, single-storied to the hospital, M. Myriel settled the employhouse, with a little garden.
Three days after ment of that sum, once for all, in the followhis arrival the bishop visited it, and when ing way.
We copy here a note in his own
his visit was over asked the director to be handwriting.

kind enough to come to his house.
''
How many patients have you at this
moment ?^^ he asked.
^'^Twenty-six,^^ monseigneur.'^

The number I countedf
^^ The
beds are very close
^^

^

said the bisbop.

together," the

director continued.

" I noticed
'^

it.''

The wards

are only bed-rooms,

and

diffi-

cult to ventilate/'

"I thought
''

den

so."

jind then,
is

when the sun

shines, the gar-

very small for the convalescents."
myself."

^^I said so to

" During epidemics, and

^^THE

EEGULATIOl^ OF

MY HOUSEHOLD

\
'

EX-

PEN'SES.
''
For the little Seminary, 1,500 f res. Congregation of the Mission, 100 frcs. The LazSeminary of
arists of Montididier, 100 frcs.

Foreign Missions at Paris, 200 frcs. CongreReligigation of the Holy Ghost, 150 frcs.
ious establishments in the Holy Land, 100
Societies of Maternal charity, 300 frcs.
frcs.
Additional for the one at Aries, 50 frcs.
Works for .improvement of prisons, 400 frcs.
Relief and deliverance of prisoners, 500 frcs.
For liberation of fathers imprisoned for debt,
1000 frs. Addition to the salary of poor
Disschool-masters in the diocese, 2000 frcs.
tribution of grain in the Upper Alps, 100

we have had the
typhus this year, and had military fever two
years ago, we have as many as one hundred
patients, and do not know what to do with frcs.
Ladies' society for gratutitous instructhem.
tion of poor girls at D
, Manosque, and
^^
That thought occurred to me."
For the poor, 6000 frcs.
Sisteron, 1,500 frcs.
^^ What would you have, monseigneur !" the
Total, 15,000
Persjonal expenses, 1000 frcs.
director said, ^^we must put up witb it."
frcs?'
This conversation had taken place in the
During the whole time he held the see of
The bishop D
dining-hall on the ground floor.
Myriel made no change in this
, M.
was silent for a moment, and then turned arrangement.
He called this, as we see,
smartly to the director.
regulating his household expenses. The ar''
How many beds," he asked him, '^ do you rangement was accepted with a smile by Mile.
think that this room alone would hold ? "
Baptistine, for that sainted woman regarded
" Monseigneur's dining-room ? the stupe- M. Myrief at once as her brother and her
fied director asked.
bishop; her friend according to nature, her
The bishop looked around the room, and superior according to the Church. She loved
seemed to be judging its capabilities.
and venerated him in the simplest way.
'^
It would hold twenty- beds," he said, as if When he spoke she bowed, when he acted
speaking to himself, and then, raising his she assented. The servant alone, Madame
The bishop,
Magloire, murmured a little.
voice, he added,
^'
Come, director, I will tell you what it is. it will have been noticed, only reserved 1000
There is evidently a mistake. You have frcs, and on this sum, with Mile. Baptistine's

—

^

|

\

:

j

]

^

k
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8
pension, these two old

And when

lived.

women and

a village cure

old

man

came

to

the bishop managed to regale him,
D
thanks to the strict economy of Madame
Magloire and the sensible management of
;,

Mile.

One day, when he had
about three months, the bishop

Baptistine.

D

been at

all that, I am dreadfully pressed/^
should think §o,'' exclaimed Madame
Magloire, " Mon seigneur has not even claimed
the annuity which the department is bound
to pay for keeping up his carriage in town,
''

For

''I

and

for his visitations.

with bishops in other

That was the custom
times.^'

'^True,'^ said the bishop, ^*^you are right,

Madame

Magloire/'

He made his claim, and

shortly after the council-general, taking the

demand

into consideration, voted

him the

annual sum of 3000 francs, under the heading, ^^ Allowance to the bishop for maintenance of carriage, posting charges, and out-

said to Mile Baptistine, "monseigneur began
with others, but he was obliged to finish with
himself.
He has regulated all his charities,
and here are 3000 francs for us at last !"
The same evening the bishop wrote, and
gave his sister a note conceived thus:

''CARRIAGE

AKD TRAVELLING EXPENSES.

''To provide the hospital patients with
broth, 1500 frcs.
The Society of Maternal
Charity at Aix, 250 frcs. Ditto at Dragaignan, 250 frcs.
For foundlings, 500 frcs.
For orphans, 500 frcs. Total, 3000 frcs/1
Such was M. MyrieFs budget. As for the
accidental receipts, such as fees for bans,
christenings, consecrating churches or chapels,

marriages, etc., the bishop collected

from the righ wjth

them

much

the more eagerness because he distributed them to the poor.
In a short time the monetary offerings became
so

augmented. Those who have and those who
want tapped at M. MyrieFs door, the last
'^
coming to seek the alms which the former
lay in visitations.
had
The bishop in less than
Just deposited.
This caused an uproar among the cits of
a
year
became
the
treasurer
of all charity and
the town, and on this occasion a senator of
the empire, ex-member of the Council of the
Five Hundred, favorable to the 18th Brumaire, and holding a magnificent appoint-

D

ment near

to the minister of
, wrote
worship, M. Bigot de Preameneu, a short,
angry, and confidential letter, from which we
extract these authentic lines:
^'

Maintenance of carriage what can
he want one for in a town of less than 4000
!

inhabitants

?

Visitation charges

in the

!

first

place,

what

roads,

and people must travel on horseback

the good of visitations at all?
and, secondly, how can he travel post in this
mountainous country, where there are no
is

?

The very bridge over the Durance at Chateau
Arnoux can hardly bear the weight of a cart
drawn by oxen. These priests are all the
same, greedy and avaricious
This one
played the good apostle when he arrived, but
now he is like the rest, and must have his
!

carriage and post-chaise.
He wishes to be as
luxurious as the old bishops.
Oh^is priesthood My lord, matters will never go on well
till the emperor has delivered us from the
skullcaps.
Down with the pope (there was
a quarrel at the time with Rome.) As for
!

!

me, I

am

for Caesar

and Caesar alone,

the cashier of all distress.
Considerable sums
passed through his hands, but nothing could
induce him to make any change in his mode
of

life,

The

affair,

add the

slightest superfluity to his

Far from it, as there is always more wretchedness at the bottom than paternity above,
was given, so to speak, before being reit was like water on dry ground
however much he might receive, he had
never a farthing.
At such times he stripped
himself.
It being the custom for the bishops
to place their Christian names at the head of
their mandates and pastoral letters, the poor
people of the country had selected the one
among them which conveyed a meaning, and
called him Monseigneur Welcome (Bienvenu).
We will do like them, and call him so when
occasion serves. Moreover, the name pleased
him.
"I like that name," he would say.
"The Welcome corrects the Monseigneur."
We do not assert that the portrait we are
here drawing is probably as far as fiction
all

received;

:

we confine ourselves to saying that
bears a likeness to the reality.
goes:

CHAPTEE

etc.,

it

III.

A HARD BISHOPRIC.

etc., etc."

dened

or

expenditure.

on the other hand, greatly glad-

Madame

Magloire.

'^

The

Come," she coach

bishop, though he had converted his
into alms, did not the less

make

his

>y
LES MISERABLES.
The diocese of

visitations.

there are few plains and

D

is

fatiguing;

roads, as we saw just now:
twenty-two curacies, forty-one vicarages, and
two hundred and eighty-five chapels of ease.
It was a task to visit all these, but the bishop

and hardly any

managed

He went on

it.

when the
when it was in
when it was in the
foot

place was near, in a calash

the plain, and in a cacolet

The two

mountains.

old females generally

accompanied him, but when the journey was
too wearying for them he went alone.
One day he arrived at Senez, which is an
old Episcopal town, mounted on a donkey;
his purse, which was very light at the time,
had not allowed him any other equipage.

The mayor

of the city

came

to receive

him

at

the door of the bishop^s palace, and saw him
dismount with scandalized eyes.
few cits
were laughing round him.
^^M. Mayor and
gentlemen,^^ the bishop said, '^I see what it

A

is that scandalizes you.
You consider it
great pride for a poor priest to ride the ani-

mal which our Saviour once upon a time bestrode.

I did so

through necessity, I assure

you, and not through vanity. ^^

On

knowing

the farmers are fond of lawsuits, and ruin

themselves in writs, he would say,

it is

like a little republic.

bailiff is

known

said,

''

Look

at the people of

Embrun.

If a father of a family at harvesttime has his sons in the army, his daughters
serving in the town, or if he be ill or prevented from toil, the cure recommends him
;

and on Sunday

after

mass

all

the villagers, men, women, and children, go
into his field,, and cut and carry home his
crop.''''
To families divided by questions of
money or inheritance he said, " Look at the

Highlanders of Devolny, a country so wild
is not heard once in

that the nightingale
fifty years.

Well,

at

Neither judge nor

and the mayor does

divides the imposts, taxes

conscientiously,

settles

quarrels

patrimonies without fees, gives
sentences without costs, and is obeyed because
he is a just man among simple men.^^ In
villages where there was no schoolmaster he
again quoted the people of Queyras. ^^Do
you know what they do ? As a small place,
containing only twelve or fifteen hearths, cannot always support a master, they have schoolmasters paid by the whole valley, who go from

spending a week in one, ten
days in another, and teaching.
These masters go to the fairs, where I have seen them.
They can be recognized by the pens they
carry in their hat-band.
Those who only
teach reading have but one pen those who
teach reading and arithmetic have two those
who teach reading, arithmetic, and Latin, have
village to village,

:

three.

XMit

!

But what a disgrace

Do

it is^

to be igno-

like the people of Queyras.'"'

He
When

spoke thus, gravely and paternally.
examples failed him he invented parables, going straight to the point, with few
phrases and a good deal of imagery. His was
the eloquence of the Apostles, convincing and
persuading.

their fields three days be-

a country blessed of God.
For one hundred years not a single murder has been committed there. ^^ To those eager for grain and

sermon

Look

gratis, allots

CHAPTER

it is

in his

there,

He

everything.

everybody

They rebuild their houses
when they are in ruins. Hence

good crops, he

^'

those good peasants of the valley of Queyras.
There are three thousand souls there. Why,

fore all the rest.

gratuitously

girls, so that they
In those parts where

obtain husbands. ^^

:

was indulgent and
gentle, and preached less than he conversed.
His reasonings and models were never farfetched, and to the inhabitants of one country he quoted the example of an adjacent
country.
In those cantons where people were
harsh to the needy he would say, '' Look at
the people of Bian9on.
They have given the
indigent, the widows, and the orphans, the
his tours the bishop

right of

and leave the property to the

many mountains, may

WORKS RESEMBLIKG WORDS.

The

was affable and
condescended to the level of the
two old f emalas who spent their life near him,
and when lie laughed it was a schoolboy^s
laugh.
Madame Magloire was fond of calling
him ^^ Your Grandeur."^ One day he rose from
his easy |^air and went to fetch a book from
his library as it was on one of the top shelves,
and as the bishop was short, he could not
reach it.
^'Madame Magloire,'' he said,
''
bring me a chair, for my Grandeur does not
lively.

bishops's conversation

He

:

rise to that shelf.''

One
when the father of a family de L6,

dies there the boys go off to seek their fortune.

IV.

of his distant relatives, the Countess
rarely let an opportunity slip to

enumerate in

his presence

what she

called
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the

'^ hopes'^ of lier three
sons.
She had
severalVery old relatives close to death's door,
of whom her sons were the natural heirs.
The youngest of the three would inherit
from a great aunt 100,000 francs a year ; the
second would succeed to his uncle's dukedom,
the third to his grandfather's peerage. The
bishop generally listened in silence to this innocent and pardonable maternal display.

Once, however, he seemed more dreamy than
Madame de Lo was repeating all
the details of their successions and
hopes.''
She broke off somewhat impatiently, ^' Good
usual, while

^"^

gracious, cousin," she

said, '-'what are

you

thinking about?" ''I am thinking," said
the bishop, ''of something singular, which,
if

my memory

is

right, is in St. Augustine.

Place your hopes in the
impossible to succeed."

On

another occasion,

man

to

whom

it is

receiving a letter

announcing the death of a country gentleman, in which, in addition to the dignities of
the defunct, all the feudal and noble titles of
all his relatives were recorded,
''What an
admirable burden of titles death is made
lightly to bear," he exclaimed, "and what
sense men must possess thus to employ the

—

lecting for the poor in a drawing-room of tlie

town.

The Marquis de Ohamptercier was presman, who contrived

ent, a rich old avaricious

to be at once ultra-Eoyalist

and

ultra- Vol-

This variety has existed. The bishop
on reaching him touched his arm, " Monsieur
le Marquis, you must give me something.''
The marquis turned and answered drjdy: "I
have my own poor, monseigneur." "Give
tairian.

them

to me," said the bishop.
One day he
delivered the following sermon at the cathedral
:

"

—

My

very dear brethren, my good friends,
there are in France thirteen hundred and
twenty thousand peasants' houses which have
only three openings ; eighteen hundred and
seventeen thousand which have only two
openings, the door and tho window; and,
lastly, three hundred and
forty-six thousand cabins which have only one opening,
the door, and that comes from a thing called

window tax. Just place poor
aged women, and little children, in
these houses, and then see the fevers and
the door and

families,

maladies!

Alas!

and the laws

God

gives

men

fresh

air

them. I do not accuse
the law, but I bless God. In the Isere, in the
tomb in satisfying their vanity."
Var, in the two Alps, Upper and Lower, the
He displayed at times a gentle raillery, peasants have not even trucks, but carry
which nearly always contained a serious manure on their backs: they have no candles,
meaning. During one Lent a young vicar and burn resinous logs and pieces of rope
came to D
and preached at the cathedral. steeped in pitch. It is the same through
He was rather eloquent, and the subject of all the high parts of Dauphin e. They make
his sermon was charity.
He invited the rich bread for six months, and bake it with dried
to give to the needy in order to escape hell, cow-dung.
In winter they break this bread
which he painted in the most frightful way with axes and steep it in water for four-andhe could, and reach paradise, which he made twenty hours before they can eat it. Brethdesirable and charming.
There was among ren, have pity, see how people suffer around
the congregation a rich, retired merchant, you!"
somewhat of an usurer, who had acquired
A ProveuQal by birth, he easily accustomed
£80,000 by manufacturing coarse cloths, himself to all the dialects of the South this
serges, and caddis.
In his whole lifetime greatly pleased the people, and had done no
M. Geborand had never given alms to a beg- little in securing him admission to all minds.
gar, but after this sermon it was remarked He was, as it were, at home in the hut and
that he gave every Sunday a halfpenny to the on the mountain.
He could say the grandest
old woman begging at the cathedral gate. things in the most vulgar idiom, and as he
There were six of them to share it. ^ One day spoke all languages he entered all hearts.
the bishop saw him bestowing his charity, However, he was the same to people of fashion
and said to his sister, with a smile, " Look at as to the lower classes.
M. Geborand buying a halfpenny worth of
He never condemned any thing hastily or
paradise."
without taking the circumstances into calWhen it was a question of charity he would culation. He would say: Let us look at the
not let himself be rebuffed even by a refusal, road by which the fault has passed. Being,
and at such times made remarks which as he called himself with a smile, an excaused people to reflect.
Once he was col- sinner, he had none of the intrenchments of
sells it to

:

.

—

y

:

LE8 MISERABLES.
and professed loudly, and careless
of the nnco^ good, a doctrine
frowns
the
of
which might be summed up nearly as folrigorism,

11

he feigned infidelity on the
and contrived, by cleverly pre-

eur had an idea
lover's part,

senting the

:

woman

with fragments of

letters,

and that
' ''
exThen,
her.
deceiving
was
man
the
is
at
which
Man has upon him the flesh
her
denounced
she
by
asperated
Jealousy,,
He
temptations.
his
and
burden
his
once
He lover, confessed everything, proved everycarries it with him and yields to it.
must watch, restrain, and repress it, and thing. The man was ruined, and would
In this shortly be tried with his accomplice at Aix.
only obey it in the last extremity.
but The story was told, and everybody was debe
fault:
still
a
may
there
obedience
had a

lows,

to persuade her that she

It is a
the fault thus committed is venial.
fail, but a fall on the^ knees, whicji may end
To be a saint is the exception, to
in prayer.

By
lighted at the magistrate's cleverness.
bringing Jealousy into play he brought out

be a Just man is the rule. Err, fail, sin,
The least possible amount of sin is
be just.
the law of man no sin at all is the dream of
All that is earthly is subjected to
angels.

but

:

sin, for it is a gravitation/^

'^

When

he saw everybody cry out and grow
all of a sudden, he would say with
a smile, ^^ Oh oh, it seems as if this is a great
crime which all of the world is committing.
indignant,

!

Look
to

the startled hypocrites, hastening
and place themselves under

at

protest

through passion, and obtained
through revenge. The bishop listened
to all this in silence, and when it was ended
he asked '^ Where will this man and woman
be tried ?'' ^' At the assizes.'' Then he continued, '' And where will the royal p^rocureur
be tried?"
A
A tragical event occured at D
man was condemned to death for murder.
He was a wretched fellow, not exactly educated, not exactly ignorant, who had been a
mountebank at bank at fairs and a public
truth

the

Justice

:

.

writer.

cover.^^

The

trial

the attention
the eve of the
execution the prison

attracted

On

He was indulgent to the women and the of the townspeople.
poor on whom the weight of human society day fixed for the
He would say, ^^The faults of chaplain was taken
presses.
women,

the weak, the
indigent, and the ignorant are the fault of
husbands, fathers, masters, the strong, the
He also said, " Teach
rich, and the learned/^
children,

servants,

the ignorant as much as you possibly can
society is culpable for not giving instruction
gratis, and is responsible for the night it
full of darkness, and
This soul
sin is committed, but^the guilty person is not
the man who commits the sin, but he who
produces the darkness.
As we see, he had a strange manner, peculiI suspect
arly his own, of Judging things.
that he obtained it from the Gospels. He
one day heard in a drawing-room the story
of a trial which was shortly to take place. A
wretched man, through love of a woman and
child he had by her, having exhausted his
resources, coined false money, which at that
period was an offence punished by death.
The woman was arrested while issuing the
first false piece manufactured by the man.
She was detained, but there was no proof
She alone could charge her
against her.
lover and ruin him by confessing.
She
They pressed her, but she adhered
denied.
Upon this, the royal procurto her denial.

produces.

is

rival,

wanted

ill,

and a

priest

to assist the sufferer in his last

was

mo-

and it seems
no business of
mine, I have nothing to do with the mountebank, I am ill too, and besides, that is not
my place." This answer was carried to the
ments.

The cure was

sent for,

that he refused, saying,

bishop,

who

said,

'^

"

It is

The cure

is

right,

it is

He went straight
not his place, it is
to the prison, entered the mountebank's cell,
called him by name, took his hand, and spoke
to him.
He spent the whole day with him,
fQj:getting sleep and food while praying to
mine."

God

He

for the

soul of the

condemned man.

which are the
was father, brother, friend
He taught him
bishop only to bless.
everything, while reassuring and consoling
him.
This man was about to die in desperatioli; death was to him like an abyss,
and he shuddered as he stood on its gloomy
brink.
He was not ignorant enough to
be completely indifferent, and his condemnation, which was a profound shock, had
here and there broken through that partition which separates us from the mystery
He peered
of things, and which we call life.
incessantly out of this world through these
told

him the

most simple.

—

best truths,

He

,
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and only saw darkness; but the
bishop showed him a light.
On the morrow, when they came to fetch
the condemned man, the bishop was with
him. He followed him, and showed himself
to the mob in his purple hood, and with the
episcopal cross round his neck, side by side
with this rope-bound wj-etch. He entered
the cart with him, he mounted the scaffold

ropes.

kill,

God

its

does.

cally/'

most sublime things are often those
were persons in the
town who said, in commenting on the bishop^s
This, howconduct, ^^ It is affectation.^^
,ever, was only the talk of drawing-rooms; the
people who do not regard holy actions maliciously were affected, and admired.
As for
the bishop, the sight of the guillotine was a
shock to him, and it was long ere he recovjered from it.
-As the

least understood, there

-

scaffold, in fact,

when

it

before you, has something about
cinates.

We may

stands erect
it

feel a certain

that hallu-

amount

scaffold

is

the accomplice of the

devours,

it

it

eats

flesh

and

after the execution, and for many days beyond, the bishop appeared crushed. The
almost violent serenity of the mournful moment had departed; the phantom of social
justice haunted him.
He who usually returned from all his offices with such radiant
satisfaction seemed to be reproaching himself.
At times he soliloquized, and stammered unconnected sentences in a low voice. Here is
one which his sister overheard and treasured
up. ^'^I did not believe that it was so monIt is wrong to absorb oneself in the
strous.
(Jivine law so greatly as no longer to perceive
the human law. Death belongs to God alone.
iBy what right do men touch that unknown
thing ?^^
With time these impressions were attenuStill it was noated, and perhaps effaced.
ticed that from this period the bishop avoided
crossing the execution square.
M. Myriel might be called at any hour to
the bedside of the sick and the dying. He was

!

The

mind the scaffold apup with what it

drinks blood. The scaffold is a species of
monster, manufactured by the judge and
the carpenter, a spectre that seems to live
a sort of horrible life made up of all the
death it has produced. Hence the impression was terrible *and deep ; on the day

Father again.
The Father
Pray, believe, enter into life
When he descended from the
is there V
scaffold there was something in his glance
which made the people open a path for him
it was impossible to say whether his pallor or
On
his serenity were the more admirable.
returning to the humble abode, which he
called smilingly his palace, he said to his
sister: '^1 have just been officiating pontifi-

^

The

executioner;

his brothers expel finds the

'^

presence casts the

pears terrible, and mixed

He whom

resuscitates.

It

hears, that the mechanism understands, that
the wood, the steel, and the ropes, have a
volition.
In the frightful reverie into which

The sufferer, so gloomy and
with him.
crushed on the previous day, was radiant; he
felt that his soul was reconciled, and he
hoped for heaven. The bishop embraced
him, and at the moment when tlie knife was
about to fall, said: ^^ The man whom his fellow-men

mecnanism made

of wood, steel and
seems to be a species of being possessing a gloomy intuition; you might say
that the wood-work lives, that the machine

a lifeless

crevices^

not ignorant that his greatest duty and great-

of

punishment of death,
not express an opinion, and say yes or no, so

indifference about the

est labor lay there.

families

Widowed

or orphaned

to send for

had no occasion

Mm,

for

he came of himself. He had the art of sitting down and holding his tongue for houiis
violent, and we must decide either for or by the side of a man who had lost the wife
Some admire it, like De Maistre, he loved, or of a mother bereaved of her child.
against.
others execrate it, like Beccaria. The guillo- As he knew the time to be silent, he also
What an admirable
tine is the concretion of the law, it calls itself knew the time to speak.
vinclicta ; it is not neutral, and does not consoler he was he did not try to efface grief
allow you to remain neutral. The person by oblivion, but to aggrandize and dignify it
who perceives it shudders with the most by hope. He would say " Take care of the
mysterious of shudders. All the social ques- way in which you turn to the dead. Do not
Look fixedly,
tions raise their notes of interrogation round think of that which perishes.
The scaffold is a vision, it is not and you will perceive the living light of your
this cutter.
carpentry work, it is not a machine, it is not beloved dead in heaven.^^ He knew that be-

long as we have never seen a guillotine ; but
when we have come across one the shock is

;

!

:

y
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and he sought to counsel and inous about it; old men and children came
calm the desperate man by pointing out to to the door to greet the bishop as they did
him the resigned man, and to transform the the sun. He blessed them and they blessed
grief that gazes at^a grave by showing it the him, and his house was pointed out to anybody
grief tliat looks at a star.
who was in want of anything. Now and then
he stopped, spoke to the little boys and girls,
and smiled on their mothers. He visited the
CHAPTER V.
poor so long as he had any money ; whau he
none he visited the rich. As he made
had
monseigkeur's cassocks last too long.
his cassocks last a long time, and he did not
M. Myriel^s domestic life was full of the wish the fact to be noticed, he never went
same thoughts as his public life. To any one into town save in his wadded violet coat.
able of inspecting it closely, the voluntary This was rather tiresome in summer.
poverty in which the bishop lived would have
On returning home he dined. The dinner
been a solemn and charming spectacle. Like resembled the breakfast. At half-past eight
all old men, and like most thinkers, he slept in the evening he supped with his sister,
little, but that short sleep was deep.
In the Madame Magloire standing behind them and
morning he remained in contemplation for waiting on them. Nothing could be more
an hour, and then read mass either at the frugal than this meal but if the bishop had
cathedral or in his house. Mass over, he a cure to supper, Madame Magloire would
breakfasted on rye bread dipped in the milk take advantage of it to serve monseigneur
of his own cows. Then he set to work.
with some excellent fish from the lake, or
A bishop is a very busy man. He must famous game from the mountain. Every
daily receive the secretary to the bishopric, cure was the excuse for a good meal,^ and the
who is generally a canon, and nearly daily bishop held his tongue. On other occasions
his grand vicars.
He has congregations to his repast only consisted of vegetables boiled
control, permissions to grant, a whole ecclesi- in water and soup made with oil.
Hence it
astical library to examine, in the shape of dio- was said in the town " When the bishop
cesan catechisms, books of hours, etc. ; man- does not fare like a cure, he fares like a trapdates to write, sermons to authorize, cures and pist.^^
mayors to reconcile, a clerical corresponAfter supper he conversed for half an hour
dence, an administrative correspondence, on with Mile Baptistine and Madame Magloire;
one side the State, on the other the Holy See; then he returned to his room and began
in a word, a thousand tasks.
The time which writing again, either on loose leaves or on
these thousand tasks, his edifices, and his the margin of some folio.
He was well read
breviary left him, he gave first to the needy, and a bit of a savant, and has left five or six
the sick, and the afflicted; the time which curious MSS. on theological subjects.
In
the afflicted, the sick, and the needy left him one of these dissertations he examines the
he gave to work. Sometimes he hoed in w*orks of Hugo, bishop of Ptolemais, greathis garden, at others he read and wrote.
He grand-uncle of him who writes this book,
had only one name for both sorts of labor, he and he proves that to this bishop must be
he called them gardening. "The mind is^ attributed the various opuscules published in
gax^des^i ^^ would say.
the last century under the pseudonym of
Toward mid-day, when the weather was Barleycourt. At times, in the midst of his
fine, he went out and walked in the country reading, no
matter the book he held in his
lief is healtliy,

;

:

or the town, frequently entering the cottages.
could be seen walking alone in deep
thought, looking down, leaning on his long
cane, dressed in his violet wadded and warm

He

great coat, with his violet stockings thrust

hands, he would suddenly fall into a deep
meditation, from which he only emerged to
write a few lines on the pages of the book.
These lines have frequently no connection
with the book that contains them. We have
before us a note written by him on the
margin of a quarto entitled, " Correspon-

clumsy shoes, and wearing his fiat hat,
through each corner of which were passed
three golden acorns as tassels. It was a fes- dence of Lord Germain with Generals
tival wherever he appeared, it seemed as if Clinton and Cornwallis, and the Admirals of
his passing had something warming and lum- the American Station.
Versailles, Prin9ot;
into

;
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and
Here

Paris^
is

Pissot,

Quai

des

Augustins."

the note.

'^^Oh you who are! Ecclesiastes calls you
Omnipotence; the Maccabees call you Creator; the Epistle to the Ephesians calls you
Liberty ; Baruch calls you Immensity ; the
Psalms call you Wisdom and Truth St. John
calls you Light
the Book of Kings calls you
Lord Exodus calls you Providence Leviti-

D

wood is excessively dear at
hit on
, he
the idea of partitioning off with planks a
portion of the cow-house. Here he spent his

Here it is necessary that
the ground floor.
we should give an exact idea of the bishop^s

evenings during the great frosts, and called it
^^
winter drawing-room."
In this room,
as in the dining-room, there was no other
furniture but a square deal table and four
straw chairs.
The dining-room was also
adorned with an old buffet stained to imitate rosewood.
The bishop had made the
altar which decorated his oratory out of a
similar buffet, suitably covered with white
His rich penicloths and imitation lace.
tents and the religious ladies of D
, had
often subscribed to pay for a handsome new
altar .for monseigneur^s oratory; each time
he took the money and gave it to the poor.
'^
The finest of all altars,"" he would say, " is

residence.

the soul of an

;

;

;

cus^

;

Holiness

;

Esdras,

Justice,

Creation

you God man calls you the Father
but Solomon calls you Mercy, and that is the
^^
fairest of all your names.
nine
the
two females witho^clock
About
drew and went up to their bed-rooms on the
first floor, leaving him alone till morning on
calls

;

CHAPTER

his

'

unhappy man who

is

consoled

and thanks God."
There was in his oratory two straw
priedieus, and an arm-chair, also of straw, in
his bed-room.
When he by chance received
seven or eight persons at the same time, the

VI.

BY WHOM THE HOUSE WAS GUARDED.

prefect, the general, the staff of the regiment

The

house the bishop resided in consisted,
as we have said, of a ground floor and one
above it, three rooms on the ground, three
bed-rooms on the first floor, and above them
a store-room. Behind the house Avas a quar-

an acre of garden. The two- females
first floor, and the bishop lodged
below. The first room, which opened on the
ter of

occupied the

served him as dining-room, the second
You
bed-room, the third as oratory.
could not get out of the oratory without
passing through the bed-room, or out of the
bed-room without passing through the sitting-room. At the end of the oratory was
street,

as

a closed alcove with a bed, for any one who
stayed the night, and the bishop offered this
bed to country cures whom business or the
calls of their

The

parish brought to

hospital

surgery,

a

D

small

.

building

to the house and built on a part of the
garden, had been transformed into kitchen
and cellar. There was also in the garden a
stable, which had been the old hospital kitchen, and in which the bishop kept two cows.
Whatever the quantity of milk they yielded,
he invariably sent one-half every morning to

added

quartered in the town, or some pupils of the
lower seminary, it was necessary to fetch the
chairs from the winter drawing-room, the
priedieus from the oratory, and the easy
chair from the bed-room: in this way as
many as eleven seats could be collected for
the visitors. At each new visit a room was
It happened at times that
unfurnished.
there would be twelve; in such a case the
bishop, concealed the embarrassing nature of
the situation by standing before the chim-

ney

if

it

were winter, or walking up and

it summer.
There was also another chair in the alcove,
but it was half robbed of the straw, and had

down the room were

only three legs to stand on, so that it could
only be used when resting against the wall.
Mile Baptistine also had in her bed-room a
very large settee of wood, which had once
been gilt and covered with fiowered chintz,

had been necessary to raise this settee
through the window, owing
to the narrowness of the stairs; and hence it
could not be reckoned on in any emergency.
It had been Mile Baptistine^s ambition to
buy drawing-room furniture of mahogany
the hospital patients. ^^I am paying my and covered with yellow Utrecht velvet, but
this would have cost at least 500 francs, and
tithes,'^ he was wont to say.
His room was rather spacious, and very seeing that she had only succeeded in saving
difficult to

heat in the cold weather.

As

but

it

to the first floor

for this object 42 francs 5 sous in five years,

LE8 MISERABLES,
she gave

up the

idea.

Besides,

that ever attains his ideal

who

is

there

A long window
bishop^s bed-room.
opening on the garden ; opposite the bed, an
iron hospital bed with a canopy of green
serge; in the shadow of the bed, behind
the

a curtain, toilet articles, still revealing the
old elegant habits of the man of fashion ; two

chimney leading

to the

oratory, the other near the library leading to

the dining-room.
glass

case

full

The

was a large
the chimney of

library

of books;

wood, painted to imitate marble, was habitually fireless in the chimney were a pair of
iron andirons ornamented with two vases,
displaying garlands and grooves which had
once been silvered, which was a species of
episcopal luxury; over the chimney a crucifix
of unsilvered copper fastened to threadbare
black velvet, in a frame which had lost its
gilding; near the window was a large table
with an inkstand, loaded with irregularly
arranged papers and heavy tomes; before the
table the straw arm-chair; in front of the
bed a priedieu borrowed from the oratory.
Two portraits, in two oval frames, hung on
the wall on either side of the bed. Small
gilded inscriptions on the neutral tinted
ground of the canvas by the side of the figures
indicated that the portraits represented, one
the Abbe de Chaliot, bishop of St. Claude;
the other the Abbe Tourteau, vicar-general
of Adge and abbe of Grand Champs, belonging to the Cistertian order in the diocese
The bishop, on succeeding to
of Chartres.
;

The seam formed a

cross,

often drew attention to

?

Nothing more simple can be imagined than

doors, one near the
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that

is,^^

he would

house, ground

say.

floor

whitewashed, which
fashion.

Still,

is

it.

and the bishop
"

How

pleasant

All the rooms in the

and

first

floor,

were

a barrack and hospital

some years

later,

Madame

Magloire discovered, as we shall see further
on, paintings under the whitewashed paper,
in Mile Baptistine's bed-room.
The rooms
were paved with red bricks which were
washed every week, and there were straw
mats in front of all the beds. This house,
morever, managed by two females, was exquisitely clean from top to bottom this was the
only luxury the bishop allowed himself, for,
as he said, " It takes nothing from the poor.^^
We must allow, however, that of the old
property there still remained six silver spoons
and forks and a soup ladle, which Madame
Magloire daily saw with delight shining
splendidly on the coarse table cloth. And as
we are here depicting the bishop of D
as
he was, we must add that he had said, more
than. once, ^^I do not think I could give up
eating with silver.^^ To this plate must be
added two heavy candlesticks of massive silver, which the bishop inherited from a great:

These branched candlesticks each held
two wax candles, and usually figured on the
bishop^s chimney.
When he had any one to
dinner Madame Magloire lit the candles and
placed the two candlesticks on the table.
There was in the bishop^s bed-room, at the
head of his bed, a small cupboard in the wall,
in which Madame Magloire each night placed
the plate and the large ladle; I am bound to
the hospital infirmary, found the pictures add that the key was never taken out.
They were priests,
there and left them.
The garden, spoiled to some extent by the
probably donors, two motives for him to ugly buildings to which we have referred,
respect them.
All he knew of the two per- was composed of four walks, radiating round
sonages was that they had been nominated a cesspool another walk ran all round the
by the king, the one to his bishopric, the garden close to the surrounding white wall.
other to his benefice, on the same day, April Between these walks were four box-bordered
27, 1785. Madame Magloire having unhooked squares. In three of them Madame Magloire
the portraits to remove the dust, the bishop grew vegetables; in the fourth the bishop
found this circumstance recorded in faded had placed flowers; here and there were a
ink on a small square of paper which time few fruit trees. Once Madame Magloire had
had turned yellow, and fastened by four said, with a sort of gentle malice, '' Monseignwafers behind the portrait of the abbe of eur, although you turn every thing- to use,
Grand Champs.
here is an unemployed plot.
It would be
He had at his window an antique curtain better to have lettuces there than bouquets."
of heavy woollen stuff, which had grown so " Madame Magloire," the bishop answered,
old that Madame Magloire, in order to avoid ^^ you are mistaken the beautiful is as useful
the expense of a new one, was obliged to as the useful."
He added, after a moment's
make a large seam in the very middle of it. silence, " More so, perhaps."
aunt.

—

;

;

:
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This square, composed of three or four
borders, occupied the bishop almost as
as his books did.

He

he did not fear lest some misfortune might
in a house so poorly guarded.
The
bishop tapped his shoulder with gentle
gravity, and said to him, "Msi dominus

much happen

liked to spend au hour

and digging
He was not custodierit domum, in vanum vigilant qui
so hostile to insects as a gardener would have custodiunt eam."
liked.
Then he spoke of something else.
However, he made no pretensions to
He
botany; he was ignorant of groups and soli- was fond of saying, too, "There is the priest's
or

two

there, cutting, raking,

holes in which he placed seeds.

dism; he did not make the slightest attempt
between Tournef ort and the natural
method ; he was not a partisan either of Jussieu or Linnaeus.
He did not study plants,
but he loved flowers.
He greatly respected
the professors, but he respected the ignorant
even more, and without ever failing in this
respect, he watered his borders every summer
evening with a green-painted tin pot.
The house had not a single door that
locked. The door of the dining-room, which,
as we said, opened right on the cathedral
square, had formerly been adorned with bolts
and locks like a prison gate. The bishop
had all this iron removed, and the door was
only hasped either night or day: the- first
passer-by, no matter the hour, had only to
At the outset the two females had
push it.
been greatly alarmed by this never closed
door; but the bishop said to them, "Have
bolts placed on the door of your rooms if you
like.^^
In the end they shared his confidence,
or at least aifected to do so: Madame Magloire alone was from time to time alarmed.

to decide

As regards the

bishop, his idea

is

explained,

or at least indicated, by these three lines,

bravery as well as that of the colonel of the
dragoons. The only thing is that ouns must
be quiet."

CHAPTEE

VII.

CRAYATTE.

Here

naturally comes a fact which

must not omit,

for

it

is

we

one of those which

will enable us to see what manner of man the
bishop of D
was. After the destruction
of the band of Gaspard Bes, which had infested the gorges of Ollioules, Cravatte, one

of his lieutenants, took refuge in the

moun-

He concealed

himself for a while with
his brigands, the remnant of Bes' band, in
the county of Nice, then went to Piedmont,
and suddenly reappeared in France, via BarHe was seen first at Jauziers,
celonnette.
and next at Tuiles, he concealed himself in

tains.

the caverns of the Joug de I'Aigle, and descended thence on the hamlets and villages
by the ravines of the Ubaye. He pushed on
even as far as Embrun, entered the church

one night and plundered the sacristy. His
which he wrote on the margin of a Bible brigandage desolated the country, and the gen"This is the distinction: the physician's darmes were in vain placed on his track. He
doors must never be closed, the priest's door constantly escaped, and at times even offered
must always be open.''
On another book, resistance, for he was a bold scoundrel. In
entitled " Philosophy of Medical Science," he the midst of all this terror the bishop arrived
wrote this other note " Am I not a physician on his visitation, and the mayor came to him
Cravatte held
like them ?
I also have my patients in the and urged him to turn back.
first place, I have theirs, whom they call the
the mountain as far as Arche and beyond,
sick, and then I have my own, whom I call and there was danger, even with an escort.
the unhappy." Elsewhere he also wrote " Do It would be uselessly exposing three or four
not ask the name of the man who seeks a bed unhappy gendarmes.
" For that reason," said the bishop, " I infrom you, for it is before all the man whom
lis name embarrasses that need an asylum." tend to go without escort."
It came about that a worthy cure
"Can you mean it monseigneur?" the
I forget
whether it were he of Couloubroux or he of mayor exclaimed.
" I mean it so fully that I absolutely refuse
Pompierry thought proper to ask him one
day, probably at the instigation of Madame gendarmes, and intend to start in an hour."
" Monseigneur, you will not do that !"
Magloire, whether monseigneur was qyite certain that he was not acting to some extent
"There is in the mountain," the bishop
imprudently by leaving his door open day continued, " a humble little parish, which I
and night for any who liked to enter, and if have not visited for three years. They are
:

:

:

—

—
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started again at once. The chest was
opened and found to contain a cope of cloth
of gold, a mitre adorned with diamonds, an

good friends of mine; and qniet and honest
shepherds. They are the owners of one goat
out of every thirty they guard; they make

who

very pretty woollen ropes of different colors,
and they play mountain airs on small sixholed flutes. They want to hear about heaven every now and then, and what would they
think of a bishop who was afraid? What
would they say if I did not go ?"
" But, monseigneur, the brigands.^^
" Ah/^ said the bishop, " you are right I

archiepiscopal cross, a magnificent crozier,

and all the pontifical robes stolen a month
back from the treasury of our Lady of Embrun. In the chest was a paper on which
were written these words " Oravatte to Monseigneur Welcome."
" Did I not tell you that it would be all
right ?" the bishop said, then he added with
They too must want to a smile, " Heaven sends an archbishop^s cope
:

;

may meet them.
hear about heaven.^^
'^
Monseigneur, they will plunder you.^^
''
I have nothing.^^
^^

They

will kill you.^^

to a

man who

is

contented with a cure

stir-

plice."

" Monseigneur," the cure muttered, with a
'*
gentle shake of his head, " Heaven or

A poor old priest who passes by, mutter- The bishop looked fixedly at the cure and
ing his mummery? Nonsense, what good repeated authoritatively, " Heaven !"
would that do them V^
When he returned to Ohastelon, and all
^^
Oh, goqd gracious, if you were to meet along the road, he was regarded curiously.
them V'
He found at the presbytery of that town Mile
" I would ask them for alms for my poor.^^ Baptistine and Madame Magloire waiting for
"Monseigneur, do not go.
In Heaven^s him, and he said to his sister, " Well, was I
name do not, for you expose your life.^'
right? The poor priest went among these
" My good sir,^^ said the bishop, " is that poor mountaineers with empty hands, and
all ?
I am not in this world to save my life, returns with his hands full.
I started only
but to save souls."
taking with me my confidence in Heaven,
There was no help for it, and he set out and I bring back the treasures of a catheonly accompanied by a lad, who offered to act dral."
'^

His obstinacy created a sensaand caused considerable
alarm. He would not take either his sister
or Madame Magloire with him. He crossed
the mountain on mule back, met nobody, and
reached his good friends, the goat-heirds, safe
and sound. He remained with them a fortas his guide.

tion in the country,

night, preaching, administering the sacra-

ments, teaching and moralizing. When he
start for home he resolved
to sing a Te Deum pontifically, and spoke
about it to the cure. But what was to be
done? there was no episcopal ornaments.
All that could be placed at his disposal was
a poor village sacristy, with a few old faded
and pinch-beck-covered chasubles.
"Nonsense," said the bishop; "announce
the Te Deum in your sermon for all that.
It will come right in the end."
Inquiries were made in the surrounding
churches: but all the magnificence of these
humble parishes would not have been sufficient decently to equip a cathedral chorister.
While they were in this embarrassment a
large chest was brought and left at the curacy for the bjshop by two strange horsemen.

was ready to

The same
too,

" Never

evening, before retiring, he said,

us fear robbers or murderers.
let us
prejudices are the real robbers,

let

These are external and small dangers;
fear ourselves ;

The great dangers
Let us not trouble
about what threatens our head or purse, and
only think of what threatens our soul."
Then, turning to his sister, he added, " Sister, a priest ought never to take precautions
against his neighbor.
What his neighbor
vices the true murderers.

are within

does

ourselves.

God permits, so let us confine ourselves
God when we believe that a

to praying to

danger is impending over us. Let us pray,
not for ourselves, but that our brother may
not fall into error on our account."
Events, however, were rare in his existence.
We relate those we know, but ordinarily he
spent his life in always doing the same things
at the same moment.
A month of his year
resembled an hour of his day. As to what
became of the treasure of Embrun cathedral,
we should be greatly embarrassed if questioned on that head. There were many fine
things, very tempting and famous to steal on
behalf of the poor. Stolen they were already,

Hugo.

Vol. II.—

^

—

—

;
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the adventure was accomthe only thing left to do was to
change the direction of the robbery, and
make it turn slightly towards the poor. Still,

my

one moiety of

have in

plished:

gilt backs.'^

library all. the philosophers with

^^Like yourself, count,'^ the bishop inter-

rupted him.

we

affirm nothing on the subject; we merely
The senator proceeded,
mention that among the bishop^s papers a
"I hate Diderot; he is an ideologist, a
rather obscure note was found, which proba- declaimer, and a revolutionist, believing in
bly refers to this question, and was thus con- his heart in Deity, and more bigoted tlian
ceived " The question is to know whether it Voltaire.
The latter ridiculed Needham,
ought to go to the cathedral or the hospital/^ and was wrong, for Needham's eels prove
that God is unnecessary. A drop of vinegar
:

CHAPTER

in a spoonful of flour supplies thejiat lux;

VIII.

suppose the drop larger, and the spoonful
and you have the world. Man is the
eel then, of what use is the Eternal Father?
The senator, to whom we have already My dear bishop, the Jehovah hypothesis
alluded, was a skilful man, who had made wearies me ; it is only fitted to produce thin
his way with a rectitude that paid no atten- people who think hollow.
Down with the
tion to all those things which constitute great All which annoys me
Long live Zero,
obstacles, and are called conscience, plighted who leaves me at peace
Between ourselves
word, right, and duty: he had gone straight' and in order to confess to my pastor, as is
to his object without once swerving from the right and proper, I confess to you that I posline of his promotions and his interest.
He sess common sense. I am not wild about
was an ex-procureur, softened by success, any- your Saviour, who continually preaches abthing but a wicked man, doing all the little negation and sacrifice. It is advice offered
bigger,

PHILOSOPHY AFTER DRINKIJ^G.

:

!

!

power for his sons, his sons-in- by a miser to beggars. Abnegation, why?
and even his friends: he Sacrifice, for what object? I do not see that
had selected the best opportunities, and the one wolf sacrifices itself to cause the happiHe ness of another wolf. Let us, therefore,
rest seemed to him something absurd.
was witty, and just sufficiently lettered to remain in nature. We are at the summit, so
believe himself a disciple of Epicurus, while let us have the supreme philosophy.
What
probably only a product of Pigault Lebrun. is the use of being at the top, if you cannot
He was fond of laughing pleasantly at things see further than the end of other people^s
infinite and eternal, and at the crochets '' of noses? Let us live gayly, for life is all in all.
He even laughed at As for man having a future elsewhere, up
our worthy bishop.^^
them with amiable authority in M. Myriel's there, down there, somewhere, I do not beOh yes! recommend
presence. On some semi-official occasion the lieve a syllable of it.
(this senator) and M. Myriel met sacrifices and abnegation to me.
Count
I must take
At the dessert the care of all I do. I must rack my brains
at the prefect^s table.
senator, who was merry but quite sober, about good and evil, justice and injustice, fas
services in his

law, his relatives,

et nefas.

said,

^^Cohie, bishop, let us have a cha.t.

A

senator and a bishop can hardly meet without
winking at each other, for we are two augurs,

and
I

so? because I shall have to

my
He

my

actions.

When?

after

What

a fine dream! after death!
will be a clever fellow who catches me.
Just think of a lump of ashes seized by a
death.

am about to make a confession to you.
shadowy hand. Let us speak the truth, we
my system of philosophy.
And you are right,^^ the bishop answered who are initiated and have raised the skirt of
I

have
''

^^

Why

give account for

you make your philosophy, so you must
on it. You are on the bed of purple.^^

as

lie

The

Isis

;

there

vegetation.

no good, no evil, but there is
Let us seek reality and go to the

is

bottom ; hang it all, we must scent the truth,
dig into the ground for it and seize it. Then
''
Decidedly.^'
it offers exquisite delights
then you become
" I declare to you,^'' the senator went on, strong and laugh. I am square at the base,
the Marquis d'Argens, Phyrrho, my dear bishop, and human immortality is a
'Hhat
Hobbes, and Naigeon are no impostors.
I thing which anybody who likes may listen to.
senator, thus encouraged, continued,

— " Let us be candid.^^

;
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The bishop clapped his hands.
Oh! what a charming prospect! What a fine
"That is what I call speaking,^^ he exwill
you
soul,
You
are
a
has!
Adam
billet
be an angel, and have blue wings on your claimed. " Ah, what an excellent and truly
Come, help me, is it not wonderful thing this materialism is it is not
shoulder-blades.
TertuUian who says that the blessed will go .every man who wishes that can have it. Ah,
from one planet to the other? Very good; when a man has reached that point, he is no
!

they will be the grasshoppers of the planets.
And then they will see God; Ta, ta, ta.
nonsense, and God is
would not say so in the
Moniteiir, of course, but I whisper it between

These paradises are
a monstrous fable.

all

I

Sacrificing the earth
giving up the substance for the
shadow. I am not such an ass as to be the
dupe of the Infinite. I am nothing, my name
is Count Nothing, Senator. Did I exist before
friends, inter pocula.

for paradise

my

is

my death?
dust aggregated

birth? no; shall I exist after

no.

What am

I

a

?

little

by an organism. What have I to do on this
earth ? I have the choice between suffering
and enjoyment. To what will suffering lead
me ? to nothingness, but I shall have suffered.
To what will enjoyment lead me ? to nothMy choice
ingness, but I shall have enjoyed.
is made
a man must either eat or be eaten,
and so I eat, for it is better to be the tooth
than the grass. That is my wisdom; after
which go on as I impel you; the gravedigger
is there, the Pantheon for such as us, and all
fall into the large hole.
Finis, and total
;

liquidation,

Death

is

that

the vanishing

is

dead, take

my word

for

it

point.
;

and

Boguey

for children,

sponsible, and thinking that they can devour
everything without anxiety, places, sinecures,
power well or badly gained, dignities, lucrative tergiversations, useful treaphery, folly,
capitulations with their consciences, and that
they will go down to the tomb after digesting it all properly. How agreeable this is
I am not referring to you, my dear senator,
refrain from congratulating
still I cannot

You great gentlemen have, as you say,
a philosophy of your own, and for yourselves,
exquisite, refined, accessible to the rich alone,
you.

good with any sauce, and admirably seasoning the joys of life. The philosophy is drawn
from the profundities, and dug up by special

But you are kind fellows, and
searchers.
think it no harm that belief in God should
be the philosophy of the populace, much in
the same way as a goose stuffed with chestnuts is the truffled turkey of the poor.^^

I

laugh at the idea of any one present affirmIt is an invention of
ing the contrary.
nurses, old

longer a dupe; he does not let himself be
stupidly exiled, like Cato; or stoned, like St.
Stephen; or burnt, like Joan of Arc. Those
who have succeeded in acquiring this materialism have the joy of feeling themselves irre-

Jehovah for

CHAPTER

IX.

THE BROTHER DESCRIBED BY THE

SISTER.

our morrow is night ; behind the
tomb there is nothing but equal nothings.
To give an idea of the domestic life of the
You may .have been Sardanapalus, you may bishop of D
the manner in which
, and
have been St. Vincent de Paule, but it all these two saintly women subordinated their
comes to the same thing. That is the truth, actions, their thoughts, even their feminine
so live above all else make us% of your me, instincts, which were easily startled, to the
In truth, I tell you, habits and intentions of the bishop, before
so long as you hold it.
my dear bishop, I have my philosophy, and I he required to express them in words, we
have my philosophers, and I do not let my- cannot do better than copy here a letter from
self be deluded by fables.
After all, some- Mile Baptistine to the Viscountess de Boisthing must be offered persons who are down chevron, her friend of childhood. This letin the world, the bare-footed, the stragglers ter is in our possession.
for existence and the wretched; and so they
, 16th Dec, 18
^^D
are offered pure legends chimeras ^the soul
immortality paradise the stars to swalNot a day passes in
^*^My dear Madam,
They chew that and put it on their dry which we do not talk about you. That is
low.
The man who has nothing has God, our general habit, but there is an extra reabread.
and that is something at any rate. I do not son at present. Just imagine that, in wash
oppose it, but I keep M. Naigeon for myself; ing and dusting the ceilings and walls,
God is good for the plebs.^^
Madame Magloire has made a discovery, and

men.

ISTo,

;

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

.

—
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now our two rooms papered with old white- which I was robbed,^ and he opened a chest
washed paper would not disgrace a chateau full of all the treasures of Emburn CatheMadame Magloire has torn down dral, which the robbers had given him. That
like yours.
time I could not refrain from scolding him a
all the paper, and there are things under it.
My sitting-room, in which there was no fur- little, but was careful only to speak when the
niture, and in which we used to hang up the wheels made a noise, so that no one could
linen to dry,

is

fifteen feet in height, eigh-

hear me.

At first I said to myself there is no danger
your house. It was that checks him, and he is terrible but at
covered with canvass during the time this present I have grown accustomed to it.
mansion was a hospital. But it ^is my bed- I make Madame Magloire a sign not to annoy
room, you should see; Madame Magloire has him, and he risks his life as he pleases. I
discovered, under at least ten layers of paper, I carry off Magloire, go to my bed-room, pray
paintings, which, though not excellent, are for him, and fall asleep. I am tranquil beThere is Telemachus dubbed a cause I know that if any harm happened to
endurable.
knight by Minerva; and there he is again in him it would be the death of me. I shall go
the gardens I forget their names, but where to heaven with my brother and my bishop.
the Koman ladies only went for a single night. Madame Magloire has had greater difficulty
What can I tell you ? I have Koman ladies than myself in accustoming herself to what
Madame she calls his imprudence, but at present she
{here an illegible word), and so on.
We both pray
Magloire has got it all straight. This sum- has learnt to put up with it
teen wide, and has a ceiling which was once

gilded,

and

''

;

rafters, as in

;

:

If
to repair a little damage, re- we are terrified together, and fall asleep.
and my bed-room will be a real the fiend were to enter the house no one
museum. She has also found in a corner of would try to stop him, ond after all what
the garret two consoles in the old fashion; we have to fear in this house ? There is always
they want twelve francs to regild them, but some one with us who is the stronger, the
be- demon may pass by, but our Lord lives in it.
it is better to give that sum to the poor
sides, they are frightfully ugly, and I should That is enough for me, and my brother no
longer requires to say a wordto me. I underprefer a round mahogany table.
^^1 am very happy, for my brother is so stand him without his speaking, and we leave
good he gives all he has to the sick and the ourselves in the hands of Providence, for
The that is the way in which you must behave to
poor, and we are often greatly pressed.
country is hard in winter, and something a man who has grandeur in his soul.
" I have questioned my brother about the
must be done for those who are in want. We
you require concerning the De
information
and
lighted
warmed,
and,
almost
as
you
ere
can see, that is a great comfort. My brother Faux family. You are aware that he knows
has peculiar habits; when he does talk, he everything, and what a memory he has, for he
It is really a very old
says that a bishop should be so.^ Just im- is still a good royalist.

mer she intends
varnish

it all,

:

;

'

agine that the house door
any one who likes can come

is

in,

never closed:
is at once

and

my brother's presence. He fears nothing,
not even night; and he says that is his way of
showing his bravery. He does not wish me
to feel alarmed for him, or for Madame
Magloire to do so; he exposes himself to all
dangers, and does not wish us to appear as if
we even noticed it. We must understand
him. He goes out in the rain, he wades
through the water and travels in winter. He
is not afraid of the night, suspicious roads, or
encounters. Last year he went all alone into
a country of robbers, for he would not take us
with him. He stayed away a whole fortnight,
and folk thought him dead, but he came
back all right, and said, ^ Here's the way in
in

Korman

family belonging to the generality of
Caen. Five hundred years ago there were a
Eaould, a John, and a Thomas de Faux who
were gentlemen, and one of them seigneur
Rochefort. The last was Guy Stephen
Alexander, who was major-general, and somehis
thing in the Brittany Light Horse
daughter, Maria Louisa, married Adrian
Charles de Gramont, peer of France, colonel
of

:

French ^guards, and lieutenant-general
The name is written Faux,
Fauq, and Faouq.

of the

in the army.

'^
My dear madam, recommend us to the
prayers of your holy relative, the cardinal.
As for your dear Sylvanie, she has done well
in not wasting the few momenta she passes

by your side in writing to me.

She

is

well.
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works according to your wishes, and loves
still, that is all I desire.

me

Her souvenir

through you safely reached me, and

me venturesome than

sent
I

am

delighted at it. My health is not bad, and
Good by, my
yet I grow thinner evey day.
me to break
compels
and
out
paper is running
thousand kind regards from your
off.

A

S.

Your

little

nephew

is

delightful

do you know that he is nearly five years of
age? Yesterday he saw a horse pass with
knee caps on, and he said, ' What has he got
on his knees ? He is such a dear child. His
little brother drags an old broom about the
'^
room like a coach, and cries, ^ Hu !'

As may be seen from this letter, the two
women managed to yield to the bishop's
ways, with the genius peculiar to woman,
who comprehends a man better than he does
The bishop of D
, beneath the
himself.
candid, gentle air which never broke down,
at times did grand, bold, and magnificent
things, without even appearing to suspect the

They tremble, but

fact.

him

let

alone.

At

Madame

Magloire would hazard a remonstrance beforehand, but never during or
They never troubled him
after the deed.
either by word or sign when he had once

times

begun an

affair.

At

certain

moments, with-

out his needing to mention the fact, or perhaps when he was not conscious of it, so perfect

among the

his trip in the

A man

bandits.

mountains

lived alone in

this man, let us out
the country near D
with the great word at once, was an ex-conPeople
ventionalist, of the name of G
talked about him in the little world of D
:

.

with a species of horror. A conventionalist,
Those men existed at
only think of that
the time when people " thou-ed '' one another
and were called citizens. This man was almost a monster: he had not voted for the
king's death, but had done all but that, and
was quasi-regicide. How was it that this
man had not been tried by court-martial, on
!

Baptistine.

" P.

31

was his

simplicity,

they vaguely

felt

that he was acting episcopally, and at such
times they were only two shadows in the

They served him passively, and if
disappearance were obedience, they disappeared. They knew, with an admirable inhouse.

the return of the legitimate princes? They
need not have cut his head off, for clemency
is all right and proper, but banishment for
life would have been an example, and so on.
Moreover, he was an atheist, like all those
men. It was the gossip of geese round a vulture.

a vulture? Yes, if he
And was this G
might be judged by his ferocious solitude.
As he had not voted the king's death, he was
not comprised in the decree of exile, and was
enabled to remain in France. He lived about
three miles from the town, far from every
village, every road, in a nook of a very wild
He had there, so it was said, a field,
valley.
a hut, a den. He had no neighbors, not even
passers by ; since he had' lived in the valley
the path leading to it had become overgrown

with grass. People talked of the spot as of
the hangman's house. Yet the bishop thought
of it, and from time to time gazed at a spot
on the horizon where a clump of trees pointed

out the old conventionalist's valley, and said^
^^
There is a soul there alone," and he added
might
to himself, " I owe him a visit."
tuitive delicacy, that certain attentions
But, let us confess it, this idea, which at
vex him, and hence, though they might believe
him in peril, they understood, I will not say the first blush was natural, seemed to him
his thoughts, but his nature, and no longer after a moment's reflection strange and imwatched over him. They intrusted him to possible, almost repulsive. For, in his heart,
God. Moreover, Baptistine said, as we have he shared the general impression, and the
just read, that her brother's death would be conventionalist inspired him, without his
her death. Madame Magloire did not say being able to account for it, with that feeling
which is the border line of hatred, and which
so, but she knew it.
is so well expressed by the word estrange-

CHAPTER

ment.

X.

Still the shepherd ought not to keep aloof
from a scabby sheep ; but then what a sheep
The good bishop was perplexed at
it was
At a period rather later than the date of times he started in that direction, but
the letter just quoted he did a thing which turned back. One day a rumor spread in
the whole town declared to be even more the town, that a young boy who waited on

THE BISHOP FACES A

KEW

LIGHT.

!

;

—

—

;

—

:
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in his den, had come to fetch a docthe old villain was dying, paralysis was
overpowering him, and he could not last out
some added.
the night. Happy release

<x

tor

:

!

glorious,

is it

not

?

I

had myself wheeled out

in order to take a farewell glance at things.

You can talk to me,
You have done well

for

to

it

does not weary me.

come and look

at a

put on his over- dying man, for it is proper that there should
People have their fancies, and
coat to hide his well-worn cassock, as well as be witnesses.
But
to protect him against the night breeze which I should have liked to go on till dawn.
would soon rise, and set out. The sun had I know that I can hardly last three hours.
almost attained the horizon when the bishop It will be night, but, after all, what matter ?
reached the excommunicated spot. He per- Finishing is a simple affair, and daylight is
ceived with a certain heart-beating that he not necessary for it. Be it so, I will die by
was close to the wild beast^s den. He strode starlight."
Then he turned to the lad
across a ditch, clambered over a hedge, en" Go to bed. You sat up the other night,
tered a neglected garden, and suddenly pershrubs.
It
must be tired."
and
behind
some
the
cavern
ceived
The boy went into the cabin ; the old man
was a low, poor-looking hut, small and clean,
looked after him, and added, as if speaking
with a vine nailed over the front.
In front of the door an old white-haired to himself,
^^
While he is sleeping I shall die the two
man, seated in a worn-out wheel chair, was
smiling in the sun. By his side stood a boy, slumbers can keep each other company."
The bishop was not so moved as we might
who handed him a pot of milk. While the
bishop was looking at him the old man up- imagine he would be. He did not think that
" Thanks,^^ he said, ^^ I want he saw God in this way of dying: and
lifted his voice.
further,"
and his smile was turned let us out with it, as the small contradicnothing
tions of great hearts must also be indicated
from the sun to rest on the boy.
The bishop stepped forward, and at the he, who at times laughed so heartily at his
noise of his footsteps the seated man turned grandeur, was somewhat annoyed at not being
his head, and his face expressed all the sur- called monseigneur, and was almost tempted
He felt an inclination for
to reply, citizen.
prise it is possible to feel after a long life.
'^
Since I have lived here," he said, ^^ you coarse familiarity, common enough with docare the first person who has come to me. tors and priests, but to which he was not accustomed. This man after all, the convenWho may you be, sir ?"
'^
this representative of the people,
tionalist,
BienMy
name
is
answered,
bishop
The
had been a mighty one of the earth for the
venu Myriel."
Are first time in his life, perhaps, the bishop felt
^^I have heard that name uttered.

The bishop took

his stick,

;

:

you not he
seigneur
''

I

whom

the peasants call

Welcome ?"

am."

Mon- disposed to sternness.
The republican, in the meanwhile, regarded him with modest cordiality, in which,

old man continued, with a halfbishop ?"
smile, " In that case you are

The

my

''

Yes, a

little."

Come in, sir."
The conventionalist offered
'^

perhaps, could be traced that humility which
is so becoming in a man who is on the point
The bishop, on his
of returning to the dust.
side, though he generally guarded against

which according to him was akin to
from examining the
attention which, as
an
with
conventionalist
confined himself to saying,
" I am pleased to see that I was deceived. it did not emanate from sympathy, would
have pricked his conscience in the case of any
You certainly do not look ill."
'^
The conventionalist produced
I am about to be cured, sir," the old man other man.
'^1
him of being beyond the pale
upon
effect
shall
the
said; then after a pause he added,
be dead in three hours. I am a bit of a phy- of the law, even the law of charity.
calm, almost upright, and possessG
sician, and know in what way the last hour
ing a sonorous voice, was one of those grand
comes. Yesterday only my feet were cold
his

hand

bishop, but the bishop did not take

to the

it

—he

curiosity,

insult, could not refrain

,

my knees; now I
ascending to my waist, and when
reaches the heart I shall stop. The sun is

who are the amazement of the
The revolution possessed many
such men, proportioned to the age. The

to-day the chill reached

octogenarians

can feel

physiologist.

it

it
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thoroughly tried

man

could be seen in him,

and, though so near his end, he had retained

the signs of health. There was something which would disconcert death in his
bright glance, his firm accent, and the robust
movement of his shoulders Azrael, the Moall

:

hammedan

angel of the tomb, would have
turned back, fancying that he had mistaken
the door. G
seemed to be dying because
he wished to do so ; there was liberty in his
agony, and his legs alone, by which the shadows clutched him were motionless. While the
feet were dead and cold, the head lived with
all the power of life and appeared in full
light.
at this awful moment resemG
bled the king in the Oriental legend, flesh
above and marble below. The bishop sat
down on a stone, and began rather abruptly,
" I congratulate you,^^ he said, in the tone
people employ to reprimand ; " at least you

Mingled joy," said the bishop.
^^You might call it a troubled

'^

joy,

and

now, after that fatal return of the past which
is called 1814, a departed joy.
Alas! the
work was incomplete, I grant; we demolished
the ancient regime in facts, but were not able
to suppress it completely in ideas.
It is not
sufficient to destroy abuses, but morals must
also be modi^ed.
Though the mill no longer
the wind still blows."
demolished: it may be useful, but I
distrust a demolition complicated with pas-

exists,
^'

You

sion."

Eight has its passion, sir bishop, and that
is an element of progress.
No matter what may be said, the French Revolution
is the most powerful step taken by the human race since the advent ^of Christ. It may
be incomplete, but it was sublime. It softened minds, it calmed, appeased, and en^^

passion

did not vote the king^s death.'^
The republican did not seem to notice the
covert bitterness of this remark, at least ; he
replied, without a smile on his face,
^^
Do not congratulate me, sir I voted the
death of the tyrant." It was the accent of
austerity opposed to that of sternness.
^^ What do you mean ?" the bishop continued,
^^ I mean that man has a tyrant. Ignorance,
and I voted for the end of that tyrant which
engendered royalty, which is the false authority, while knowledge is the true authority.
Man must only be governed by knowledge."
" And by his conscience,'^ the bishop added.
" That is the same thing. Conscience is
the amount of innate knowledge we have in

lightened,

us."

swered,

:
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world.
for

it

and

it

spread civilization over the

The French Eevolution was good,

was the consecration of humanity."

The bishop could not refrain from muttering.—
'^ Yes? '93!"
The republican drew himself up with almost mournful solemnity, and shouted, as
well as a dying man could shout,
"Ah! there we have it! I have been waiting for that. A cloud had been collecting
for fifteen hundred years, and at the end of
that period it burst: you are condemning
the thunder clap."
The bishop, without perhaps confessing it
to himself, felt that the blow had gone home
still he kept a good countenance, and an-

" The judge speaks in the name of justice;
Monseigneur Welcome listened in some
ISurprise to this language, which was very the priest speaks in that of pity, which is
A thundernovel to him. The republican continued, — only a higher form of justice.
^^
As for Louis XVI., I said no, I do not clap must not deceive itself."
And he added as, he looked fixedly at the
believe that I have the right to kill a man,
but I feel the duty of exterminating a tyrant, conventionalist,
" And Louis XVII. ?"
and I voted for the end of the tyrant. That is
The republican stretched forth his hand
to say, for the end of prostitution for women;
the end of slavery for men; and the end of and seized the bishop^s arm.
"Louis XVIL Let us consider. Whom
night for children. In voting for the repubI voted for fraternity, do you weep for ?
Is it the innocent child ?
lic I voted for all this
Is it the royal
concord, the Dawn! I aided in the over- in that_ case I weep with you.
throw of errors and prejudices, and such an child ? in that case I must ask leave to reflect.
overthrow produces light; we hurled down For me he thought of the brother of Carthe old world, and that vase of wretchedness, touche, an innocent lad, hung up under the
by being poured over the human race, be- armpits in the Place de Greve until death
ensued, for the sole crime of being Carcame an urn of joy."
:

—

—
;
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is not less painful than the
who attends to me. Your name, it is true,
grandson of Louis XV., the innocent boy has vaguely reached me, and I am bound to
martyrized in the Temple Tower for the sole say that it was pronounced affectionately,
crime of being the grandson of Louis XV/^
but that means nothing, for clever people
^^I do not like such an association of have so many ways of making the worthy,
names, sir,^^ said the bishop.
simple folk believe in them. By-the-by, 1
"Louis XV.? Cartouche? On behalf of did not hear the sound of your coach; you
which do you protest
doubtless left it down there behind that
There was a mementos silence; the bishop clump of trees at the cross roads. I do not
almost regretted having come, and yet felt know you, I tell you ; you have informed me
himself vaguely and strangely shaken. The that you are the bishop, but that teaches me
conventionalist continued,
nothing as to your moral character. In a
'^Ah! sir priest, you do not like the crud- word, I repeat my question, who are you ?
You are a bishop, that is to say, a prince of
ities of truth, but Christ loved them; he took
His light- the church, one of those gilded, escutcheoned
a scourge and swept the temple.
ening lash was a rough discourser of truths. annuitants who have fat prebends— the bishWhen he exclaimed, ^ Suffer little children to opric of D
with 15,000 francs certain,
,
come unto me,^ he made no distinction among 10,000 francs casualties, or a total of 25,000
them. He made no difference between the francs, who have kitchens, liveries, keep a
dauphin of Barabbas and the dauphin of good table, and eat water-fowl on a Friday
Herod. Innocence is its own crown, and who go about, with lackeys before and behind,
does not require to be a highness; it is as au- in a gilded coach, in the name of the Saviour
gust in rags as when crowned with fleur de who walked barefoot! You are a prelate;
you have, like all the rest, income, palace,
lis,"
" That is true,^^ said the bishop in a low horses, valets, a good table, and like all the

•touchers brother,

V

—

rest you' enjoy

voice.

" You have named Louis XVIL,^^ the con- but
us understand
each other. Shall we weep for all the innocents, martyrs, and children of the lowest as
ventionalist continued, "let

of the highest rank ? I am with you there,
but as I said, in that case we must go back
beyond ^93, and begin our tears before Louis
XVII. I will weep over the children of the
kings with you, provided that you weep with
me over the children of the people.^^
" I weep for all," said the bishop.
" Equally! '' G
exclaimed; " and if the
balance must be uneven, let it be on the side
of the people, as they have suffered the
longest.

There was again a silence, which the republican broke. He rose on his elbow, held
his chin with his thumb and forefinger, as a
man does mechanically when he is interrogar
ting aftd judging, and fixed on the bishop a
glance full of all the energy of approaching
was almost an explosion.
the people have suffered
long time. But let me ask why you
come to question and speak to me
Louis XVII.? I do not know you.
since I have been in this country I
death.
^^

Yes,

It

sir;

lived here alone, never setting

my foot

for a

have
about

Ever
have
across

the threshold, and seeing no one but the boy

it

them

:

says either too

does not enlighten

me

that

is

much

all

very well,

or too little;

it

your intrisnic
and essential value when you come with the
probable intention of bringing me wisdom.
To whom am I speaking who are you T'
The bishop bowed his head, and answered,
as

to

—

^'

I

am

a worm."

"A worm

in a carriage!" the republican

growled.
It

to be

was his turn to be haughty, the bishop's
humble; the latter continued gently,

But explain to me how my
little way off behind the
trees, my good table, and the water-fowl I eat
on Friday, my palace, my income, and my
'^

Be

it so, sir.

coach, which

is

a

footmen, prove that pity is not a virtue, that
clemency is not a duty, and that '93 was not
inexorable."

The republican passed

his hand over his
remove a cloud.
^^
Before answering you," he said, " I must
ask you to forgive me. I was in the wrong,
sir, for you are in my house and my guest.
You discuss my ideas, and I must restrict
myself to combating your reasoning. Your
wealth and enjoyments are advantages which
I have over you in the debate, but courtesy
bids me not employ them. I promise not to
do so again."

forehead, as

if to

—— —

—

—
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" I thank you/^ said the bishop.
continued: "Let us return to the
explanation you asked of me. Where were
G-

republican finished his thought with the
lowing few calm words,

;

25
fol-

the guillotine?"
" What do you think of Bossuet singing a
Te Deum over the Dragonnades?"
The response was harsh, but went to its
mark with the rigidity of a Minie bullet.

Yes, the brutalities of progress are called
when they are ended, this
fact is recognized ; the human race has been
chastised, but it has moved onwards."
The republican did not suspect that he had
carried in turn every one of the bishop^s
internal intrenchments.
One still remained,
however, and from this, the last resource of
monseigneur^s resistance, came this remark,
in which all the roughness of the commence-

The bishop

ment was

we?

What was

it

you

said, that ^93

exorable?"
^^Yes, inexorable/' the bishop said;

was

in-

"what

do you think of Murat clapping his hands at

started, and could not parry it,
but he was hurt by this way of mentioning
Bossuet. The best minds have their fetishes,
and at times feel vaguely wounded by any
want of respect on the part of logic. The
conventionalist was beginning to gasp; that
asthma which is mingled with the last breath
affected his voice; still he retained perfect
lucidity in his eyes. He continued,
" Let us say a few words more on this head.
Beyond the Kevolution, which, taken in its
entirety, is
^93, alas, is

an immense human affirmation,
a reply.

You

consider

it

inexor-

^^

revolutions, but

perceptible.

"Progress must believe in Grod, and the
good cannot have impious servants. A man
who is an atheist is a bad guide for the human
race."

The ex-representative

of the people did not
trembled, looked up to the sky,
and a tear slowly collected in his eye. When
the lid was full the tear ran down his livid
reply.

He

cheek, and he said in a low, shaking voice, as

speaking to himself,
^^Oh, thou! oh ideal! thou alone existest!"
The bishop had a sort of inexpressible commotion; after a silence the old man raised a
finger to heaven, and said,
" The infinite is. It is there. If the inif

but what was the whole monarchy?
Carrier is a bandit, but what name do you
give to Montrevel? Fouquier Tainville is a
scoundrel, but what is your opinion about finite had not a me, the I would be its limit
Lamoignon-Baville?
Maillard is frightful, it would not be infinite; in other words, it
but what of Saulx-Tavannes, if you please? would not be. But it is. Hence it has a me.
Father Duchene is ferocious, but what epithet This I of the infinite is God."
will you allow me for P^re Letellier? Jourdan
The dying man uttered these words in a
Coupe Tete is a monster, but less so than the loud voice, and with a shudder of ecstasy, as
Marquis de Louvois. I pity Marie Antoinette, if he saw some one. When he had spoken
archduchess and queen, but I also pity the his eyes closed, for the effort had exhausted
poor Huguenot woman who, in 1685, while him. It was evident that he had lived in one
suckling her child, was fastened, naked to the minute the few hours left him. The supreme
waist, to a stake, while her infant was held at moment was at hand. The bishop understood
a distance. Her breast was swollen witlj milk, it; he had come here as a priest, and had
her heart with agony; the babe, hungry and gradually passed from extreme coldness to
pale, saw that breast and screamed for it, and extreme emotion; he looked at these closed
the hangman said to the wife, mother, and eyes, he took this wrinkled and chilly hand
n^rse, ^ Abjure!^ giving her the choice be- and bent down over the dying man.
" This hour is God^s, Would you not contween the death of her infant and the death
of her conscience. What do you say of this sider it matter of regret if we had met in
punishment of Tantalus adapted to a woman? vain?"
Remember this carefully, sir, the French
The republican opened his eyes again; a
Revolution had its reasons, and its wrath will gravity which suggested the shadow of death
Its result is a was imprinted on his countenance.
be absolved by the future.
" Sir bishop," he said, with a slowness probetter world; and a caress for the human
race issues from its most terrible blows. I duced perhaps more by the dignity of the
must stop, for the game is all in my favor
soul than by failing of his strength, " I have
besides, I am dying."
spent my life in meditation, contemplation,
And ceasing to regard the bishop, the and study. I was sixty years of age when
able,
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my

summoned me and ordered me

country

to interfere in its affairs.

There

I obeyed.

were abuses^ and I combated them; tyranny,
rights and principles, and
it
and confessed them the territory
was invaded, and I defended it; France was
menaced, and I offered her my chest I was
not I'ich, and I am poor. I was one of the
masters of the state the bank cellars were so
filled with specie that it was necessary to
shore the walls up, which were ready to burst
through the weight of gold and silver, but I
dined in the Eue de TArbre Sec, at two-andtwenty sous a head. I succored the oppressed.

and

I destroyed

;

I proclaimed

;

;

;

I relieved the suffering.

cloth

it

is

true, but it

I tore

up the

altar

was to staunch the

wounds of the country. I ever supported
the onward march of the human race towards
light, and I at times resisted pitiless progress.

tected

When opportunity served, I promy adversaries, men of your class.

"pastoral

visit^^ nearly created a stir
small local coteries.
a bishol^'s place to visit the deathbed of such a man ? It was plain that he

this

among the
^*
Was it

had no conversion

to liope for, for all these

revolutionists are relapsed

!

Then why go ?

what had he to see there ? He must have
been very curious to see the fiend carry off a
soul.

One day a dowager, of the impertinent
breed which believes itself witty, asked him
this question, " Mon seigneur, are asking

when your grandeur

will have the red cap T'
the bishop answered, " that is an
ominous color. Fortunately those who despise it in a cap venerate it in a hat.^^

" Oh, oh

V

CHAPTER XL
A

KESTEICTIOiq-.

We should run a strong risk of making a
mistake were we to conclude from this that
had their summer palace, a monastery of Monseigneur Welcome was *^a philosophic
Urbanists, the Abbey of St. Claire en Beau- bishop,'^ or " a patriotic cure." His meeting,
I did my duty which might almost be called his conjunclieu, which I saved in 1793.
according to my strength, and what good I tion, with the conventionalist G
procould. After which I was driven out, tracked, duced in him a sort of amazement, which
pursued, persecuted, maligned, mocked, spat rendered him more gentle than ever. That
For many was all.
upon, accursed, and proscribed.
Though monseigneur was any thing rather
years I have felt that persons believed they
had a right to despise me. My face has been than a politician, this is perhaps the place to
held accursed by the poor ignorant mob, and, indicate briefly what was his attitude in the
while hating no one, I accepted the isolation events of that period, supposing that monof hatred.
Now, I am eighty-six years of seigneur ever dreamed of having an attitude.
age and on the point of death; what have We will, therefore, go back for a few years.
A short time after M. Myriel^s elevation to
you come to ask of me V'
" Your blessing V' said the bishop, and the episcopate, the emperor made him a
knelt down. When the bishop raised his baron, simultaneously with some other bishhead again, the conventionalist^s countenance ops. The arrest of the pope took place, as is
had become august: he had just expired. well known, on the night of July 5, 1809;
The bishon returned home absorbed in the at which time M. Myriel was called by ISTastrangest thoughts, and spent the whole night poleon to the synod of French and Italian
in prayer.
On the morrow curious worthies bishops convened at Paris. This synod was
tried to make him talk about G
the re- held at Notre Dame and assembled for the
publican, but he only pointed to heaven. first time on June 15, 1811, under the presiFrom this moment he increased his tender- dency of Cardinal Fesch. M. Myriel was one
ness and fraternity for the little ones and the of the ninety-five bishops convened, but he was
only present at one session and three or four
suffering.
Any allusion to "that old villain of a private conferences. As bishop of a mountain
" made him fall into a singular reverie
diocese, living so near to nature in rusticity
G
no one could say that the passing of that and poverty, it seems that he introduced
mind before him, and the reflection that among these eminent personages ideas which
great conscience cast upon his, had not some- changed the temperature of the assembly.
thing to do with this approach to perfection. He went back very soon to D
, and when
And

there is at Peteghem in Flanders, on
the same site where the Merovingian kings
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questioned about his hurried return, he rewas troublesome to them. The ex-

plied, " I

ternal air came in with me and I produced
the effect of an open door upon them/^ Another time he said, ^^ What would you have ?
these messeigneurs are princes, while I am
only a poor peasant bishop.
The fact is, that he displeased: among
other strange things he let the following remarks slip out, one. evening when he was visiting one of his most influential colleagues:
^^What fine clocks What splendid carpets
What magnificent liveries
You must find
all that very troublesome ?
Oh J[^ sliojild
/not likfi^to have such superfluities jbo yell meessantly in my^^ears: there are people who
'aJe^hungry; there are people who are cold;
there are poor, there are,^or.^'
Let us remark parenthetically, that a hatred of luxury would not be an intelligent
hatred, for it would imply a hatred of the
arts.
Still in churchmen any luxury beyond
that connected with their sacred office, is
wrong, for it seems to reveal habits which
are not truly charitable.
An opulent priest
is a paradox, for he is bound to live with the
poor.
Now, can a man incessantly both
night and day come in contact with distress,
misfortune, and want, without having about
him a little of that holy wretchedness, like
the dust of toil ? Can we imagine a man sitting close to a stove and not feeling hot?
Can we imagine a workman constantly toiling
at a furnace, and have neither a hair burned,
a nail blackened, nor a drop of perspiration,
nor grain of soot on his face? The first
proof of charity in a priest, in a bishop especially, is poverty.
This was doubtless the
opinion of the bishop of D
We must not believe either that he shared
what we might call the " ideas of the age^^ on
!

!

!

!
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sister. Mile.

Baptistine,^|Mi^^,d

two brothers, one a general, the other %jm^^
feet.
He wrote very frequently to botS|^M!r^
them. For some time he owed the former^||,;
grudge, because the general, who at the timet
of the landing at Cannes held a command in
Provence put himself at the head of twelve
hundred mqn and pursued the emperor as if
he wished to let him escape. His correspondence was more affectionate with the other
brother, the ex-prefect, a worthy, honest

man, who lived retired at Paris.
Monseigneur Welcome, therefore, also had
his hour of partisan spirit his hour of l)itterness, his cloud.
The shadow of the passions
of the moment fell athwart this gentle and
great mind, which was occupied by things
Certainly such a man would have
eternal.
deserved to have no political opinions.
Pray let there be no mistake as to our meaning we do not confound what are called
^^political opinions^^ with the grand aspira:

tions for progress, with that sublime,

patri-

democratic and human faith, which in
our days must be the foundation of all generous intelligence.
Without entering into
questions which only indirectly affect the
subject of this book, we say, it would have
been better had Monseigneur Welcome not
been a royalist, and if his eye had not
turned away, even for a moment, from that
serene contemplation, in which the three
pure lights of Truth, Justice, and Charity are
seen beaming above the fictions and hatreds
of this world, and above the stormy ebb and
otic,

^

flow of

human

affairs.

While allowing that God had not created
Monseigneur Welcome for political functions,
we 6ould have understood and admired a
protest in the name of justice and liberty, a
haughty opposition, and a perilous resistance
certain delicate points; he mingled but offered to the omnipotent Napoleon.
But
slightly in the theological questions of the conduct which pleases us towards those who
moment, in which church and state are com- are rising, pleases us less towards those who
promised ; but had he been greatly pressed are falling. We only like the contest so long
we fancy he would have been found to be ul- as there is danger ; and, in any case, only
tramontaine rather than Galilean. As we are the combatants from the beginning have a
drawing a portrait, and do not wish to conceal right to be the exterminators at the end, A
anything, we are forced to add that he was man who has not been an obstinate accuser
frigid toward the setting Napoleon, From during prosperity must be silent when the
1813 he adhered to or applauded all hostile crash comes ; the denouncer of success is the
demonstrations, he refused to see him when sole legitimate judge of the fall. For our
he passed through on his return from Elba, part, when Providence interferes and strikes
and abstained from ordering public prayers we let her do so 1812 begins to disarm us ;
for the emperor during the hundred days.
in 1813 the cowardly rupture of silence by
.

.
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the taciturn legislative corps, emboldened by
catastrophes, could only arouse indignation ;
in 1814, in the presence of the traitor marshals, in the presence of that senate, passing
from one atrocity to another, and insulting
after deifying, and at the sight of the idolar

now

spitting on their idol,

gave him a gentle lecturing, and appointed
him beadle to the cathederal.
In nine years, through his good deeds and
gentle manners, Monseigneur Welcome had
filled the town of D
, with a sort of tender
and filial veneratioqg Even his conduct to
Napoleon had been accepted, and, as it were,
tacitly pardoned, by the people, an honest
weak flock of sheep, who adored their empe-

was a duty
supreme
disasters were in the air, as France had a
shudder of their sinister approach as Water- ror but, loved their bishop.
loo, already open before Napoleon could be
ters

to turn one^s head

away

;

it

in 1815, as

vaguely distinguished, the dolorous acclamation offered by the army and the people had
nothing laughable about it, and leaving the
despot out of the question a heart like the
's ought not to have misunder
bishop of D
stood how much there was august and affecting in this close embrace between a great
nation and a great man on the YQYge of an

—

\

—

abyss.

With this exception, the bishop was in all
things just, true, equitable, intelligent, humble, and worthy ; beneficent, and benevolent,
which is another form of beneficence. He
was a priest, a sage, and a man. Even in
the political opinions with which we have
reproached him, and which we are inclined
to judge almost severely, we are bound to add
that he was tolerant and facile, more so perhaps than the writer of these lines. The
porter of the Town Hall had been appointed
by the emperor ; he was an ex-non-commisioned officer of the old guard, a legionary of
and as Bonapartist as the eagle.
This poor fellow now and then made thoughtless remarks, which the law of that day qualFrom the moment when
ified as seditious.
the Imperial profile disappeared from the
Legion of Honor, he never put on his uniform again, that he might not be obliged to
wear his cross. He had himself devotedly
removed the Imperial effigy from the cross
which Napoleon had given him with his own
hands, and though this made a hole he would
not let anything be put in its place. " Sooner
die,^^ he would say, " than wear three frogs
Austerlitz,

.

my heart.'^ He was fond of ridiculing
Louis XVIII. aloud. '' The old gouty fellow
with his English gaiters, let him be off to
Prussia with his salsifis/' It delighted him
thus to combine in one imprecation the two
things he hated most, England and Prussia.
He went on thus till he lost his place, and
then he was starving in the street with wife
The bishop sent for him.
and children.
on

CHAPTER

XII.

MOlS^SEIGi^EUR'S SOLITUDE.

There
squad of

is

nearly always round a bishop a
abbas, as there is a swarm of

little

young officers round a general. They are
what that delightful St. Francis de Sales
calls somewhere ^^ sucking priests.^^ Every
career has its aspirants, who pay their re-

who have reached the goal ;
not a power without its following,
not a fortune without its court. The seekers for a future buzz round the splendid
present.
Every metropolitan has his staff
every bishop who is at all influential has his
patrol of Seminarists Cherubim, who go the
rounds, maintain order in the episcopal palspects to those

there

is

:

ace,

and mount guard round monseigneur's

smile.

Pleasing a bishop

is

a foot in a

stir-

rup for a sub-deaconry
after all, a man
must make his way, and apostles do not de;

spise canonries.

In the same way as there are " gros bonnets," otherwhere, there are large mitres in
the Church.
They are bishops who stand
well with the court, well endowed, clever,

who doubtless know how
how to solicit, not scrupu-

favorites of society,
to pray, but also

lous about having a whole diocese waiting in
their ante-rooms, connecting links between

the sacristy and diplomacy, more abbes than
priests, rather prelates than bishops.
Happy
the man who approaches them
As they
stand in good credit they shower around
them, on their pressing and their favorites,
and all the youths who know the art of X)leasing, fat livings, prebends, archdeaconries,
chaplaincies, and cathedral appointments,
while waiting for episcopal dignitaries. While
.

!

themselves advancing, they cause their satel-

and it is an entire solar system moving onwards. Their beams throw
a purple hue over their suite, and their pros-

lites to progress,
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showered over the actors behind the

scenes in nice

little bits

of promotions.
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herd, success has nearly the same

The supremacy.

Success, that

'^i^t^m
MenaBchmH^li

larger the patron^s diocese, the larger is the talent, has a dupe in history, and Tacitti
cure the favorite obtains.
And then there and Juvenal alone grumble at it. In our
is Eome.
bishop who contrives to become days an almost official philosophy wears the
an archbishop, an arcbbi|^op who manages livery of success, and waits in its ante-room.
to become a cardinal, takes yon with him as Succeed, that is the theory, for prosperity
a Conclavist; yon enter the rota, you have presupposes capacity.
Win in the lottery
the pallium, you are an auditor, a chamber- and you are a clever man, for he who trilain, a monsignore, and from grandeur to umphs is revered.
All you want is to be
eminence there is but a step, and between born under a fortunate star.
Have luck

A

eminence and holiness there

smoke

of the balloting tickets.

is

only the

Every

cas-

sock can dream of the tiara. The priest is in
our days the only man who can regularly become a king, and what a king! Hence what
a hot-bed of longings is a seminary! How

many blushing choristers, how many youngabbes, have on their head Perrette^s milk jar]
how

and you will have the rest, be fortunate and
you will be thought a great man, leaving out
five or six immense exceptions, which form
the lustre of an age, contemporary admiration
is blear-eyedness.
Gilding is gold, and it d
you no harm to be any one so long as you
the parvenu. The mob is an old Narcissus,
adoring itself and applauding the mob. That
enormous faculty by which a man is a Moses,
^schylus, Dante, Michael Angelo, or ISTapoleon, the multitude decrees broad cast and
by acclamation to any one who attains his
object, no matter in what.
Let a notary

ambition calls itself a profession
it does so in good faith and in
self-deception, for it is so unworldly.
Monseigneur Welcome, humble, poor, and
out of the world, was not counting among
the large mitres.
This was visible in the transfigure himself into a deputy; a false
utter absence of young priests around him. Comeille produce Tiridates; an eunuch conWe have seen that at Paris ^Mie did not trive to possess a harem; a military prudtake,'^ and not an aspirant tried to cling to homme accidentally gain the decisive battle
easily

and perhaps

this solitary old man; not the most youthful
ambition tried to flourish in his shade. His
canons and vicars wer^ good old men, walled
up like him in this diocese which had no
issue to the cardinals hat and who resembled
their bishop with this difference, that they had
finished while he was completed.
The impossibility of growing up near Monseigneur
Welcome was so well felt, that young priests
whom he ordained at once obtained letters
commendatory to the archbishop of Aix, or

of an age; an apothecary invent cardboard

soles for the army of the Sambre et Mouse,
and make out of the cardboard sold for
leather an income of 400,000 francs a year;
a pedler espouse usury and put it to bed
with seven or eight millions, of which he is
the father and she the mother a preacher
become a bishop by his nasal twang; let the
Stewart of a good family be so rich on leaving
service that he is made chancellor of the
exchequer and men will call it genius, in
Auch, and went off at score. For, after all, the same way as they call Mousqueton^s face
we- repeat, men wished to be pushed upward. beauty and danders mien majesty. They
A saint who lives in a state of excessive self- confound with the constellations of prodenial is a dangerous neighbor, he might fundity the stars which the duck^s feet make
possibly communicate to you by contagion in the soft mud of the pond.
an incurable poverty, a stiffening of the joints,
useful for advancement, and, in a word, more
CHAPTER XIII.
renunciations than you care for: and such
scabby virtue is shunned. Hence came the
WHAT HE BELIEVED.
isolation of Monseigneur Bienvenu.
We
live in the midst of a gloomy society; sucIt is not our business to gauge the bishop
cess,
such is the teaching which falls drop of D
from an orthodox point of view.
by drop from the corruption which hangs In the presence of such a soul we only feel
;

—

—

over our heads.
Success is a very hideous thing, and its resemblance with merit deceives men. For the

The conscience of the
be believed on its word be
sides, certain natures granted, we admit the

inclined to respect.
just

man must

:
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possibility

of the

development of

the

all

were the puerilities of

St.

Francis d Assisi

human virtue in a creed differing and Marcus Aurelius. One day he sprained
from our own. What did he think of this himself because he did not wish to crush an
dogma or that mystery ? These heart-secrets ant.
Such was the way in which this just man
are only known to the tomb which souls
enter in a state of nudity. What we are certain lived; at times he^fell asleep in his garden^

beauties of

of

is,

that he never solved difficulties of faith
It is impossible for the dia-

by hypocrisy.

mond

to rot.

possibly

He

could,

believed as

much

as

he

and would frequently

ex-

He

also

claim, " I believe in the Father.'^

derived from his good deeds that amount of
satisfaction which suffices the conscience,

and which whispers to you, you are with
God.^^

What we think it our duty to note i^ that,
beyond his faith, he had an excess of love. It
was through this, quia mnUum a'tnavit, that
serious
he was considered vulnerable by
men,'^ ^^ grave persons,^" and ^treasonable
^*^

people,^^ those favorite phrases of our melancholy world, in which selfishness is under the
guidance of pedantry. W^hat was this excess
It was a serene benevolence, spreadof love ?

ing over men, as we have already indicated,
and on occasion extending even to things.
He loved without disdain, and was indulgent
Every man, even the
to God's creation.
best, has in him an unreflecting harshness
which he reserves for animals, but the bishop

had not this harshness, which is,
He did
however, peculiar to many priests.
not go so far as the Brahmin, but seemed to
have meditated on the words of the preacher

Qf J)

—

^'
Who knoweth the spirit of the beast that
An ugly
goeth downward to the earth ? ''
appearance, a deformity of instinct, did not
trouble him or render him indignant ; he
It
was moved, almost softened by them.
seemed as if he thoughtfully sought, beyond apparent life, for the cause, the exHe examined
planation, or the excuse.
without anger, and with the eye of a linguist
decyphering a palimpsest, the amount of
This revchaos which still exists in nature.
erie at times caused strange remarks to escape
One morning he was in his garfrom him.
den and fancied himself alone; but his sister
was walking behind, though unseen by him.
He stopped and looked at something on the
ground. It was a large, black, hairy, horrible
His sister heard him mutter, '' Poor
spider.
Why should we
brute, it is not thy fault.''
not repeat this almost divine childishness of
It may be puerile, but of such
goodness ?

and then nothing could be more venerable.
Monseigneur Welcome had been formerly, if

we may believe the stories about his youth,
and even his manhood, a passionate, perhaps
His universal mansuetude was
violent man.
a natural instinct than the result of a
grand conviction, which had filtered through
life into his heart, and slowly dropped into it
thought by thought, for in a character, as in
Such hola rock, there may be water holes.
lows, however, are ineffaceable, such formaIn 1815, as we think
tions indestructible.
we have said, he reached his seventy-fifth
He. was not
year, but did not seem sixty.
tall, and had a tendency to stoutness, which
he strove to combat by long walks; he stood
But
firmly, and was but very slightly built.
these are details from which we will not attempt to draw any conclusion, for Gregory
XVI. at the age of eighty was erect and smiling, which did not prevent him being a bad
Monseigneur Welcome had what
priest.
people call '^ a fine head," which was so amiWhen he
able that its beauty was forgotten.
talked with that infantine gaiety, which was
one of his graces, you felt at your ease by his
side, and joy seemed to emanate from his
whole person. His fresh, ruddy complexion,
and all his white teeth, which he had preserved and displayed when he laughed, gave
him that open facile air which makes you say
of an aged man, ^^He is a worthy person."
That, it will be remembered, was the effect
At the first
he produced on Napoleon.
glance, and when you saw him for the first
time, he was in reality only a worthy man,
but if you remained some hours in his company, and saw him in thought, he became
gradually transfigured and assumed something imposing; his wide and serious brow,
already august through the white hair, became also august through meditation; majesty
was evolved from the goodness; though the
latter did not cease to gleam, you felt the same
sort of emotion as you would do if you saw a
smiling angel slowly unfold his wings without

less

An inexpressible respect
gradually penetrated you and ascended to
your head, and you felt that you had before
ceasing to smile.

:
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you one of those powerful, well-bred, and in- wanting to this aged man, who divided the
dulgent souls whose thoughts are so great leisure of his life, which knew so little leisure,
that they cannot but be gentle.
between gardening by day and contemplaAs we have seen, prayer, celebration of the tion by night? Was not this limited enMass, aims-giving, consoling the af&icted, closure with the sky for its roof sufficient for
tilling a patch of ground, frugality, hospital- him to be able to adore God by turns in His
ity, self-denial, confidence, study, and labor most delicious and most sublime works? Was
filled every day of his life.
Filled is the not this everything in fact ? and what could
exact word, and certainly the bishop^s day be desired beyond ? A small garden to walk
was full of good thoughts, good words, and about in, and immensity to dream in; at his
good actions. Still, it was not complete. If feet, what can be cultivated and gathered;
cold or wet weather prevented him from over his head, what can be studied and medispending an hour or two in the garden before tated on the earth a few flowers, and all the
going to bed after the two females had retired, stars in the heavens.
it seemed as it were a species of rite of his to
prepare himself for sleep by meditation, in
CHAPTBE XIV.
the presence of the grand spectacle of the
heavens by night.
At times, even at an adW^HAT HE THOUGHT.
vanced hour of night, if the old maids were
Oi^E last word.
not asleep, they heard him slowly pacing the
As these details might, especially at the
walks. He was then alone with himself, contemplative, peaceful, adoring, comparing the present day, and to employ an expression
serenity of his heart with that of aether, af- which is now fashionable, give the bishop of
fected in the darkness by the visible splendor D
certain ^^ Pantheistic ^^ physiognomy,
of the constellations, and the invisible splen- and cause it to be believed, either to his
dor of God, and opening his soul to thoughts praise or blame, that he had in him one of
which fall from the unknown. At such mo- those personal philosophies peculiar to our age,
ments, offering up his heart at the hour when which germinates sometimes in solitary minds,
the nocturnal flowers offer up their perfumes, and grow until they take the place of religion,
he could not have said himself, possibly, what we must lay stress on the fact that not one of
was passing in his mind; but he felt some- the persons who knew Monseigneur Welcome
thing fly" out of him and something descend believed himself authorized in thinking any
:

2i,

into him.

He dreamed

thing of the

sort.

What

enlightened this

andpreseuce man was his heart, and his wisdom was the
of God; of future eternity, that strange mys- product of the light which emanates from it.
tery; of past eternity, that even stranger
He had no systems, but abundance of
mystery; of all the infinities which buried deeds. Abstruse speculations contain vertigo,
themselves before his eyes in all directions; and nothing indicates that he ventured his
and \^dt]^jUlit seeking to comprehendJhaJja- minda mid the Apocalypses. The apostle may
^^HSfeSB^l^^ he gaz^^^^t He did not be bold, but the bishop must be timid. He
study God; he was dazzled by Him. He con- probably refrained from going too deep into
sidered this magnificent concourse of atoms certain problems reserved to some extent
which reveals forces, creates individualities for great and terrible minds. There is a
in unity, proportions in space, innumerability sacred horror beneath the portals of the
in the Infinite, and through light produces engima; the abyss is gaping before you, but
beauty.
Such a concourse incessantly takes something tells you that jy^ou must not enter
place, and is dissolved again, and hence come w^oe to the man who does so.
Geniuses, in
life and death.
the profundities of abstraction and pure specHe would sit down on a wood bench with ulation, being situated, so to speak, above
his back against a rickety trellis, and gaze at dogmas, propose their ideas to
God; their
the stars through the stunted sickly profiles prayer audaciously offers a discussion, and
of his fruit trees.
This quarter of an acre, their adoration interrogates. This is direct
so poorly planted, and so encumbered with religion, full of anxiety and responsibility for
sheds and out-houses, was dear to him, and the man who attempts to carry the escarpwas sufficient for him.
What more w^as ment by storm.
of the grandeur
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Human meditation has no limits;

" Well,^^ Monsei
at its own one another is nonsense.^^
and produces its gneur Welcome replied, without discussion,
own bedazzlement we might also say that, "if it be nonsense, the soul must shut it
through a species of splendid reaction, it itself up in it like the pearl in the oyster. ^^
dazzles nature with it. The mysterious world He consequently shut himself up in it lived
around us gives back what it receives, and it in it, was absolutely satisfied with it, leaving
risk

and

'

peril it analyzes
;

probable that the contemplators are conHowever this may be, there are
in the world men
are they men ? who
distinctly perceive on the horizon of dreamland the heights of the Absolute, and have
the terrible vision of the mountain of the
Infinite.
Monseigneur Welcome was not one
of these men, for he was not a genius.
He
would have feared these sublimities, on which
even very great men, like Swedenborg and
Pascal, fell in their insanity. Assuredly, such
powerful reveries have their utility, and by
is

templated.

—

—

on one side those prodigious questions which
and terrify, the unfathomable per-

attract

the abstract, the precipices c^f
those depths which for the
apostle converge in God, for the atheist ia
spectives of

metaphysics,

all

nothingness destiny, good and evil, the war
of being against being, human consciousness?,
the pensive somnambulism of the animal,
transformation through death, the recapitulation of existences which the grave contains,
the incomprehensible grafting of successive
loves on the enduring Me, essence, substance,
these arduous routes ideal perfection is ap- the ISTil and Ens nature, liberty, necessit -;
proached, but he took a short cut the in a word, he avoided all the gloomy preciHe did not attempt to convert his pices, over which the gigantic archangels of
Gospel.
chasuble into Elijah^s cloak, he cast no beam the human mind bend, the formidable abysses
of the future over the gloomy heaving of which Lucretius, Manou, St. Paul, and Dante
events; there was nothing of the prophet or contemplate with that flashing eye which/
the Magus about him. This humble soul seems, in regarding Infinity, to make stars
sparkle in it.
loved, that was all.
Monseigneur Welcome was simply a man
It is probable that he expanded prayer into
a superhuman aspiration; but a man can no who accepted mysterious questions without
more pray too much than he can love too scrutinizing, disturbing them, or troubling
:

—

his own mind, and who had in his soul a
if it were a heresy to pray further
than the text, St. Theresa and St. Jerome grave respect for the shadow.
would be heretics. He bent down over all
that groaned and all that expiated; the
CHAPTER XV.
universe appeared to him an immense malady;
he felt a fever everywhere; he heard the
THE CLOSE OF A DAY^S MAKCH.
panting of suffering all around him, and
xlT the beginning of October, 1815, uvl^l
without trying to solve the engima, he sought
The formidable spectacle about an hour before sunset, a man travelling
to heal the wound.
The few
of created things developed tenderness in on foot entered the town of D
him; he was solely engaged in finding for inhabitants, who were at the moment at tieir
himself and arousing in others the best way windows or doors, regarded this traveller with
Existence was to a species of anxiety. It would be difficult to
of pitying and relieving.
this good and rare priest a permanent subject meet a wayfarer of more wretched appearance; he was a man of middle height, musof sorrow seeking for consolation.

much, and

.

There are some men who toil to extract
but he labored to extract pity; the
universal wretchedness was his mine. Sorrow
all around was an opportunity for constant
kindness.
^^Love one another ^^ he declared
to be complete; he wished for nothing more,
and that was his entire doctrine. One day

gold,

the senator,

who believed

himself a "philosopher,^^ said to the bishop: "Just look at the
spectacle of the world; all are fighting, and
the strongest man is the cleverest. Your ^ love

cular,

and robust, and

in the full vigor of

He might

be forty-six to forty-eight
A cap with a leather peak
years of age.
partly concealed his sunburnt face, down
which the perspiration streamed. His shirt

life.

of coarse yellow calico, fastened at the

by a small

neck

silver anchor, allowed his hairy

chest to be seen; he had on a neck-cloth
twisted like a rope, trousers of blue ticking

worn and threadbare, white

at

one knee and

torn at the other; an old gray ragged blouse,
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patched at one elbow with a rag of green cloth;
on his back a large, new, well-filled knapsack,
and a large knotty stick in his hand. His
stockingless feet were thrust into iron-shod
shoes, his hair was cut close and his beard
large.

Perspiration, heat, travelling on foot,

and the dust, added something sordid to his
wretched appearance. His hair was cut close
and yet was bristling, for it was beginning to
grow a little, and did not seem to have been
cut for some time.

No one knew him ; he was evidently passing through the town. Where did he come
from ? The south perhaps, the sea-board, for
he made his entrance into D
by the same
road Napoleon had driven aloug seven months
previously when going from Cannes to Patis.
The man must have been walking all day, for
he seemed very tired. Some women in the
old suburb at the lower part of the town had
seen him halt under the trees on the Gassendi Boulevard, and drink from the fountain
at the end of the walk.
He must have been
very thirsty, for the children that followed
him saw him stop and drink again at the
fountain on the market-place.
On reaching
the corner of the Kue Poichevert, he turned
to the left and proceeded to the mayor^s
He went in and came out again a
office.
quarter of an hour after. A gendarme was
sitting on the stone bench near the door, on
which General Drouot had mounted on March
4th, to read to the startled town-folk of D
the proclamation of the gulf of Juan. The
man doffed his cap and bowed humbly to the
gendarme; the latter, without returning his
salute, looked at him attentively and then
entered the

office.

There was at that time at
inn, with the sign

D

of the Cross

a capital
of

Colbas.

This inn was kept by a certain Jacquin Labarre,

a

man

highly respected in the town

for his relationship to another Labarre,

who

kept the Three Dolphins at Labarre, and had
served in the Guides. When the emperor
landed, many rumors were current in the
country about the Three Dolphms; it was
said that General Bertrand, in the disguise
of a wagoner, had stopped there several times
in the month of January, and distributed
crosses of honor to the soldiers, and handfuls
The fact
t)f Napoleons to the townspeople.
was that the emperor on entering Grenoble
refused to take up his quarters at the prefecture; he thanked the mayor, and said, "I

am
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going to a worthy

and he went

man whom

I know,^^

Three Dolphins. The
glory of the Grenoble Labarre was reflected
for a distance of five-and-twenty leagues on
to the

the Labarre of the Cross of Colbas. The
townspeople said of him, ^' He is cousin to
the one at Grenoble.^*

The man proceeded to this inn, which was
the best in the town, and entered the kitchen,
the door of which opened on the street. All
the ovens were heated, and a large fire blazed
cheerily in the chimney. The host, who was at
the same time head-cook, went from the hearth
to the stew-pans, very busy in attending to a
dinner intended for the carriers, who could
be heard singing and talking noisily in an adjoining room. Any one who has travelledknows that no people feed so well as carriers.
fat marmot, flanked by white-legged partridges and grouse, was turning on a long
spit before the fire while two large carp from
lake Lauzet and an Alloz trout were bubbling
in the ovens.
The landlord, on hearing the
door open and a stranger enter, said, without
raising his eyes from his stew-pans,
"What do you want, sir V'
" Supper and a bed,'' the man replied.
"Nothing easier,'' said mine host. At this

A

;

moment he looked up, took in the stranger's
appearance at a glance, and added, "For
payment."
The man drew a heavy leathern purse from
the pocket of his blouse, and replied,
" I have money."
" In that case I am at your service," said
the host.

The man returned the purse to his pocket,
took off his knapsack, placed it on the ground
near the dopr, kept his stick in his hand,
and sat down on a low stool near the fire.
D
is in the mountains, and the evenings
there are cold in October. While going backwards and forwards the landlord still in
spected his guest.
"Will supper be ready soon?" the man
asked.

" Directly."

While the new-comer had his back turned
to warm himself, the worthy landlord took a
pencil from his pocket, and then tore off the
corner of an old newspaper which lay on a
small table near the window. On the white
margin he wrote a line or two, folded up the
paper, and handed it to a lad who seemed to
serve both as turnspit and page.
The land-
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word in the boy's ear,, and
the direction of the mayor's
house. The traveller had seen nothing of all
this, and he asked again whether supper
would be ready soon. The boy came back
with the paper in his hand, and the landlord
eagerly unfolded it, like a man who is expecting an answer. He read it carefully, then
shook his head, and remained thoughtful for

The

lord whispered a

lie

ran

off in

At

a moment.
traveller,

.

last

he walked up to the
in anything

who seemed plunged

but a pleasant reverie.
^^
I cannot make room for you, sir,'' he said.
The man half turned on his stool.
" What do you mean ? Are you afraid I
shall bilk you ?" do you want me to pay you
in advance ? I have money, I tell you."
" It is not that."
^^Whatisit, then?"
" You have money."
" Yes," said the man.
" But I have not a spare bed-room."
The man continued quietly: "Put

in

"Why?"
" The horses take up all the room."
" Well," the man continued, " a corner in
the loft and a truss of straw we will see to
:

that after supper."

" I cannot give you any supper."
This declaration, made in a measured but
firm tone, seemed to the stranger serious.
rose.

am dying of hunger. I have
been on my legs since sunrise, and have
walked twelve leagues. I can pay, and
" Nonsense, I

demand

food."

" I have none," said the landlord.
The man burst into a laugh, and turned to
the chimney and the oven.
" Nothing why what is all this? "
" All this is ordered."
" By whom ? "
!

"

By

"

How many

the carriers."
are there of

them ? "

"Twelve."
" There is enough food here for twenty."
The man sat down again, and said, without
raising his voice,

" I am at an inn, I am hungry, and so shall
remain."
The landlord then stooped down, and
whispered with an accent which made him
startj " Be off with you."

thrusting

fire

and this is the answer I received. Can you read ?
While saying this, he handed the stranger
the paper which had travelled from the inn
to the office and back again.
The man took
a glance at it, and mine host continued after
I sent to the police office,

a moment's silence,

"I

am

accustomed to be polite with every-

body, so pray be

and went

me

moment was

with the ferule of his
stick, but he turned quickly, and as he was
opening his mouth to reply, the landlord
continued in the same low voice; "Come,
enough of this. Do you wish me to tell you
your name ?
It is Jean Valjean.
Now, do
you wish me to tell you who you are ? On
seeing you come in I suspected something, so

The man

the stables ?"
"I cannot."

He

stranger at this

some logs into the

off."

stooped, picked

He

up

his knapsack,

walked along the high
streets hap-hazard, keeping close to the
houses like a sad and humiliated man.
He
did not look back once; had he done so he
would have seen the landlord of the Cross of
Colbas in his doorway, surrounded by all his
guests and the passers-by, talking eagerly
and pointing to him and judging from the
looks of suspicion and terror, he might have
guessed that ere long his arrival would be
the event of the whole town. He saw
nothing of all this, for men who are oppressed
do not look back, as they know only too
well that an evil destiny is following them.
He walked on thus for a long time, turning
down streets he did not know, and forgetting
his fatigue, as happens in sorrow.
All at
once he was sharply assailed by hunger:
night was approaching, and he looked round
to see whether he could not discover a shelter.
The best inn was closed against him,
and he sought some very humble pot-house,
some wretched den. At this moment a lamp
was lit at the end of the street, and a firbranch hanging from an iron bar stood out
on the white twilight sky. He went towards
it
it was really a pot-house.
The stranger
stopped for a moment and looked through
the window into the low tap-room, which was
lighted up by a small lamp on the table and
Some men were
a large fire on the hearth.
drinking and the landlord was warming himself; over the flames bubbled a cauldron
hanging from an iron hook. This pot-house,
which is also a sort of inn, has two entrances,
one on the street, the other opening on a,
off.

:

:
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small yard full of manure. The traveller did
not dare enter by the street door he slipped
into the yard, stopped once again, and then
timidly raised the latch and entered the
room.
'' Whet's
there T^ the landlord asked.
^^
Some one who wants a supper and bed."^
^'
Very good. They are to be had here.^^
He went in, and all the topers turned to
look at him; they examined him for some
time while he was taking off his knapsack.
Said the landlord to him, " Here is a fire
supper is boiling in the pot come and warm
:

''
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Where would you have me go

?"

" Somewhere else."
The man took his knapsack and stick and
went away. As he stepped out, some boys

who had

followed him from the Cross of Coland seemed to have been waiting for
him, threw stones at him.
He turned
savagely, and threatened them with his stick,
and the boys dispersed like a flock of birds.
He passed in front of the prison, and pulled
the iron bell-handle; a wicket was opened.
bas,

" Mr. Gaoler," he said, as he humbly doffed
would you be kind enough to open
yourself, comrade.^^
the door and give me a night's lodging ? "
He sat down in the ingle and stretched out
voice answered, ^^ A prison is not an inn;
his feet, which were swollen with fatigue. yet yourself arrested and then I will open the
A pleasant smell issued from the cauldron. door."
All that could be distinguished of his face unThe man entered a small street in which
der his cap-peak assumed a vague appearance there are numerous gardens, some of them
of comfort blended with the other wretched, being merely enclosed with hedges, which enappearance which the habit of suffering liven the street. Among these gardens and
produces. It was, morever, a firm, energetic, hedges he saw a single-storied house, whose
and sad profile; the face was strangely com- window was illuminated, and he looked
posed, for it began by appearing humble and through the panes as he had done at the pot:

his cap, "

A

ended by becoming severe. His eyes gleamed
under his brows, like a fire under a curfew.
One of the men seated at the table was a
fishmonger, who, before entering the pothouse, had gone to put up his horse in LaAccident willed it, that on
barre^s stables.
the same morning he had met this ill-looking
stranger walking between Bras d^Asse and
(I have forgotten the name, but I fancy
it is Escoublon).
Now, on meeting him, the
man, who appeared very fatigued, had asked
the fishmonger to give him a lift, which had
only made him go the faster.
This fishmonger had been half an hour previously one
of the party surrounding Jacquin Labarre,
and had told his unpleasant encounter in the
morning to the people at the Cross of Oolbas.
He made an imperceptible sign to the landlord from his seat, and the latter went up to
him, and they exchanged a few whispered
The man had fallen back into his
words.
reverie.

The
his

landlord went up to the chimney, laid
hand sharply on the man^s shoulder, and

said to him,

"

You must

The

be off from here.^^
stranger turned and replied gently,

" Ah, you

know ? ^^

"Yes.^^

was turned out of the other inn."
" And so you will be out of this."
^^I

It was a large white-washed room,
with a bed with printed chintz curtains, and
a cradle in a corner, a few chairs, and a

house.

gun hanging on the wall.
was laid for supper in the middle of
the room; a copper lamp lit up the coarse
double-barrelled

A table

white cloth, the tin

and

full

mug

glistening like silver

and the brown smoking
At this table was seated a man

of wine,

soup-tureen.

of about forty years of age, with a hearty,
open face, who was riding a child on his
By his side a woman, still young, was
knee.
suckling another child.
The father was
laughing, the children were laughing, and
the mother was smiling. The stranger stood

moment

for a

pensively before this gentle

and

calming spectacle; what was going on within
him? It would be impossible to say, but it
is probable that he thought that this joyous
house would prove hospitable, and that where
he saw so much happiness he might find a
He tapped very slightly on a
little pity.
window pane, but was not heard ; he tapped
a second time, and he heard the woman say,
"Husband, I fancy I can hear some one
knocking."

"No," the husband answered.
The husband
tapped a third time.
rose, took the lamp, and walked to the front
door.
He was a tall man, half peasant, half

He

artisan;

he wore a huge, leathern apron^
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" A charge of shot !" the peasant said.
wHich came up to his left shoulder, and on
Then he violently closed the door, and the
which he carried a hammer, a red handkerheard two bolts fastened. A moment
stranger
things,
all
sorts
of
chief, a powder-flask, and
which his belt held like a pocket. As he after the window shutters were closed, and
threw hack his head, his turned-upon shirt the souiid of the iron bar being put in reached
Night was coming on apace: the
collar displayed his full neck, white and bare. his ear.
By the
of the Alps was blowing.
wind
cold
black
He had thick eyebrows, enormous
stranger
noticed
the
day
expiring
of
the
light
bull-dog
a
his
head,
with
flush
eyes
whiskers,
lower jaw, and over all this that air of being in one of the gardens a sort of hut which
seemed to him to be made of sods of turf.
at home, which is inexpressible.
"I beg your pardon, sir," the traveller He boldly clambered over a railing and found
said, " but would you, for payment, give me himself in the garden; he approached the
a plateful of soup and a corner to sleep in in hut, which had as entrance a narrow, extremely low door, and resembled the teneyour garden outhouse?'^
" Who are you?" the owner of the cottage ments which road-menders construct by the
He doubtless thought
side of the highway.
asked.
The man answered, ^^I have come from it was such he was suffering from cold and
Puy Moisson; I have walked the whole day. hunger, and though he had made up his
mind to starve, it was at any rate a shelter
Could you do it? for payment of course?"
:

" I would not refuse," the peasant answered, against the cold. As this sort of residence is
" to lodge any respectable person who paid. not usually occupied at night, he lay down
on his stomach and crawled into the hut it
But why do you nob go to the inn?"
" There is no room there."
was warm, and he found a rather good straw
^^
Nonsense! that is impossible; it is neither litter in it. He lay for a moment motionless
market nor fair day. Have you been to on this bed as his fatigue was so great: but
as his knapsack hurt his back and was a
Labarre^s?"
^
ready-made pillow, he began unbuckling one
"Yes."
:

At

moment

a hoarse

^^Well?"

of the thongs.

The

growl was audible he raised his eyes, and the
head of an enormous mastiff stood out in the
shadow at the opening of the hut, which was

traveller continued, with

tion, ^^I

take me in."
" Have you been to what
Kue de Chauffaut?"

The

some

hesita-

do not know why, but he refused to

stranger's

he stammered,

is

his

name

in the

embarrassment increased;

"He would

not

take

me

this

:

kennel. The dog itself was strong and
formidable, hence he raised his stick, employed his knapsack as a shield, and left the
kennel as he best could, though not without

its

enlarging the rents in his rags.

either."

He also left the garden, but backwards,
assumed a suspicious
compelled to twirl his stick in order to
and
look, he surveyed the new-comer from head
the dog at a respectful distance. When
keep
sort
once
with
exclaimed,
a
to foot, and all at
The

peasant's face

of shudder,

—

;

" Can you be the man?'
He took anothei^^look at the stranger, placed
the lamp on the mble, and took down his
gun. On hearing the peasant say, " Can you
be the man?" his wife had risen, taken her
two children in her arms, and hurriedly
sought refuge behind her husband, and looked
in horror at he stranger as she muttered,
^^ The villain!"
All this took place in less
time than is needed to imagine it. After
examining the man for some minutes as if he
had been a viper, the peasant returned to the
door and said: ^^Be off!"
"For mercy's sake," the man continued,

"a

glass of water."

he, not without difficulty, had leapt the fence
again, and found himself once more in the
street, alone,

without a bed, roof, or shelter,

and expelled even from the bed of straw and
the kennel, he fell rather than sat on a stone,
and a passer-by heard him exclaim, "I am
not even a dog." He soon rose and recommenced his walk. He left the town hoping
to find some tree or mill in the fields w^hich

would afford him

shelter.

He

walked on

thus for some time with hanging head; when
he found himself far from all human habitations, he raised his eyes and looked around
him.

He was

him one
stubble,

in a field,

and had

in front of

of those low hills with

close-cut

which resemble cropped heads.

The

"

LES MISERABLE8.
horizon was perfectly black, but it was not
solely the gloom of night, but low clouds,

which seem to be resting on the hill itself,
Still, as the
rose and filled the whole sky.
moon was about to rise shortly, and -a remnant of twilight still hovered in the zenith,
these clouds formed a species of whitish vault
whence a gleam of light was thrown on the
earth.

of the name,
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was the Marchioness de

R

.

" she continued.
" I have had for nineteen years a wooden
mattress," the man said, " and now I have a
stone one."
" Have you been a soldier ? "
" Yes, my good woman."
"

On

that bench

?

Why do you not go to the inn
" Because I have no money."
" Alas !" said Madame de R
^'

?

" I have

The ground was therefore more illumined
than the sky, which produces a peculiarly
sinister effect, and the hill with its paltry
outlines stood out vaguely and dully on the
gloomy horizon. The whole scene was hideous, mean, mournful, and confined; there
was nothing in the field or on the hill but a
stunted tree, which writhed and trembled a
few yards from the traveller. This man was

continued, " You cannot lodge at an
R
inn for so small a sum, still you should make
the attempt, for you cannot possibly spend
the night here. Doubtless you are cold and
hungry, and some one might take you in for

evidently far from possessing those delicate

charity."

habits of

mind which render persons

sensi-

ble of the mysterious aspect of things,

still

only two-pence in
" You can give

,

my purse.

them to me all the same."
The man took the money, and Madame de

" I have knocked at every door."

"Well?"

" And was- turned away at all."
something so profoundly desolate,
The "good wonian" touched the man's
that after standing motionless and thought- arm and pointed to a small house next to the
ful for a while he suddenly turned back. bishop's palace.
" You have," she continued, " knocked at
There are instants in which nature seems
every
door.
Have you done so there ? "
to be hostile.
"No."
He went back and found the gates of the
"Then do it."
town closed. D
sustained sieges
, which
there was in the sky, this

hill, this plain,

and

this tree,

in the religious wars, was still begirt in 1815
by old walls flanked by square towers, which
He passed
have since been demolished.
CHAPTER XVI.
through a breach, and re-entered the town.
It might be about eight o'clock in the evenPRUDEKCE RECOMMENDED TO WISDOM.
ing, and as he did not know the streets he
wandered about without purpose. He thus
Ok this evening, the bishop of D
, after
reached the prefecture and then the semi- his walk in the town, had remained in his
nary on passing through the Cathedral Square bed-room till a late hour. He was engaged
he shook his fist at the church. There is at on a heavy work on the " duties," which he
the corner of this square a printing-office, unfortunately has left incomplete. He was
where the proclamations of the emperor and still working at eight o'clock, writing rather
the imperial guard to the army, brought from uncomfortably on small squares of paper, with
Elba, and drawn up by Napoleon himself, were a large book open on his knees, when Madame
first printed.
Worn out with fatigue, and Magloire came in as usual to fetch the plate
hopeless, he sat down on the stone bench at from the wall-cupboard near the bed.
A
the door of this printing-office. An old lady moment after the bishop, feeling that supper
who was leaving the church at the moment was ready, and that his sister might be waitsaw the man stretched out in the dark- ing, closed his book, rose from the table, and
walked into the dining-room. It was an obness.
" What are you doing there, my friend ? '' long apartment, as we have said, with a door
opening on the street, and a window looking
she said.
He answered, harshly and savagely, " You on the garden. Madame Magloire had laid
can see, my good woman, that I am going to the table, and while attending to her duties,
was chatting with Mademoiselle Baptistine.
sleep.''
The good woman, who was really worthy A lamp was on the table, which was close to
;
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the chimney, in which a tolerable

fire

was

lighted.

We

can easily figure to ourselves the two
who had both passed their sixtieth

females,

Madame Magloire, short, stout, and
quick; Mademoiselle Baptistine, gentle, thin,

year:

and

somewhat

than her brother,
dressed in a puce-colored silk gown, the fashionable color in 1806, which she had bought
frail,

in Paris in that year

taller

and

still

wore.

Madame

Magloire wore a white cap, on her neck a
gold jeannette, the only piece of feminine
jewelry in the house, a very white handkerchief emerging from a black stuff gown with
wide and short sleeves, a calico red and puce
checked apron, fastened round the waist with
a green ribbon, with a stomacher of the same
stuff fastened with two pins at the top
corners, heavy shoes and yellow stockings,
like the Marseilles women.
Mademoiselle
Baptistine's gown was cut after the fashion
of 1806, short-waisted, with epaulettes on the
sleeves, flaps and buttons, and she concealed
her grey hair by a curling front called, a
Venfant, Madame Magloire had an intelligent, quick, and kindly air, though the unevenly raised corners of her mouth and the
upper lip, thicker than the lower, gave her a
somev/hat rough and imperious air. So long
as monseigneur was silent, she spoke to him
boldly with a mingled respect and liberty, but
so soon as he spoke she passively obeyed, like
mademoiselle, who no longer replied, but
restricted herself to obeying and enduring.
Even when she was young the latter was not
pretty; she had large blue eyes, flush with her
head, and a longed peaked nose; but all her
face, all her person, as we said at the outset,
breathed ineffable kindness. She had always
been predestined to gentleness, but Faith,
Hope and Charity, those three virtues that
softly warm the soul, had gradually elevated

ter of the front door latch.
It appears that
while going to purchase something for supper, Madame Magloire had heard things
spoken of in certain quarters ; people were
talking of an ill-looking prowler, that a sus-

picious vagabond had arrived,

who must be
the town, and that it would
possibly be an unpleasant thing for any one
late to meet him.
The police were very
badly managed because the prefect and the
somewhere

in

mayor were not friendly, and tried to injure
each other by allowing things to happen.
Hence wise people would be their own police,
and be careful to close their houses and loch
their doors,

Madame

Magloire italicized the last senbishop had come from his

tence, but the

room where it was rather cold, and was
warming himself at the fire while thinking
of other matters
in fact, he did not pick up
the words which Madame Magloire had just
let drop.
She repeated them, and then
mademoiselle, who wished to satisfy Madame
;

Magloire without displeasing her brother,
ventured to say timidly,
"Brother, do you hear what Madame Ma-

V

is saying
" I vaguely heard something,'' the bishop
answered; then he half turned his chair,
placed his hand on his knees, and looked up

gloire

at the old servant with his cordial

and

easily

pleased face, which the fire illuminated from
below: ''Well, what is it? what is it? are

we in any great danger V
Then Madame Magloire
again, while exaggerating

told her story over
it slightly,

though

unsuspicious of the fact.
It would seem
that a gypsy, a barefooted fellow, a sort of
dangerous beggar, was in town at the moment. He had tried to get a lodging at

Jacquin Labarre's, who had refused to take
him in. He had been seen prowling about
that gentleness to sanctity.
Nature had only the streets at nightfall, and was evidently a
made her a lamb, and religion had made her gallows bird, with his frightful face.
an angel. Poor holy woman a sweet remi''Is he really
said the bishop.
nisence which had departed.
This cross-questioning encouraged Madame
Mademoiselle afterwards narrated so many Magloire; it seemed to indicate that the
times what took place at the bishopric on bishop was beginning to grow
alarmed, and
this evening that several persons still living hence she continued
triumphantl}^,
remember the slightest details.
At the
"Yes, monseigneur, it is so, and some mis-

V

!

moment when

the bishop entered Madame
Magloire was talking with some vivacity; she
was conversing with mademoiselle on a sub-

was familiar to her, and to which
the bishop was accustomed it was the mat-

ject that

—

fortune will occur in the town this night:
everybody says so, and then the police are so
badly managed (useful repetition).
Fancy
in a mountain town, and not even
having lanthorns in the streets at nights

living

!

LES MI8ERABLES.
You go

"My name

is Jean Valjean.
I am a galand have spent nineteen years in
the bagne.
I was liberated four days ago.
interrupted, ^^say nothing; and started for Pontarlier, which is my des-

out and find yourself in pitch darkand mademoiselle

I say, monseigneur,

ness.
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ley-slave,

"I/^ the sister
whatever my brother does is right/^
tination.
I have been walking for four days
Madame Magloire continued, as if no pro- since I left Toulon, and to-day I have
test had been made,
marched twelve leagues. This evening on
^^ We say that this
house is not at all safe, coming into the town I went to the inn, but
and that if monseigneur permits I will go to was sent away in consequence of my yellow
Paulin Musebois, the locksmith, and tell him passport, which I had shown at the police
to put the old bolts on the door again; I office.
I went to another inn, and the landhave them by me, and it will not take a lord said to me. Be off. It was the same
minute; and I say, monseigneur, that we everywhere, and no one would have any
ought to have bolts if it were only for this dealings with me. I went to the prison, but
night, for I say that a door which can be the gaoler would not take me in.
I got into
opened from the outside by the first passer- a dog^s kennel, but the dog bit me and drove
by is most terrible; besides, monseigneur is me off, as if it had been a man; it seemed to
always accustomed to say Come in, and in know who I was. I went into the fields to
the middle of the night, oh my gracious! sleep in the starlight, but there were no
there is no occasion to ask for permission/^
stars.
I thought it would rain, and as there
At this moment there was a rather loud rap was no God to prevent it from raining, I
at the front door.
came back to the town to sleep in a doorway.
" Come in,'^ said the bishop.
I was lying down on a stone in the square,
when a good woman pointed to your house,
and said. Go and knock there. What sort of
CHAPTER XVII.
a house is this ? do you keep an inn ? I
have money, 109 francs 15 sous, which I
THE HEROISM OF PASSIVE OBEDIENCE.
earned at the bagne by my nineteen years^
The door was thrown open wide, as if toil. I will pay, for what do I care for that,
some one were pushing it energetically and as I have money!
I am very tired and
resolutely.
A man entered whom we already frightfully hungry ; will you let me stay
know it was the traveller whom we saw just here?^'
" Madame Magloire/^ said the bishop, ^^you
now wandering about in search of a shelter.
He entered and stopped, leaving the door will lay another knife and fork.
open behind him. He had his knapsack
The man advanced three paces, and apon his shoulder, his stick in his hand, proached the lamp which was on the table.
and a rough, bold, wearied, and violent "Wait a minute," he continued, as if he had
expression in his eyes.
The fire-light fell on not comprehended, "that will not do. Did
him; he was hideous; it was a sinister ap- you not hear me say that I was a galley-slave,
parition.
a convict, and have just come from the
Madame Magloire had not even the strength bagne?" He took from his pocket a large
to utter a cry, she shivered and stood with yellow paper,, which he unfolded.
"Here is
widely-open mouth.
Mademoiselle Baptis- my passport, yellow as you see, which turns
tine turned, perceived the man who entered, me out wherever I go.
Will you read it?
and half started up in terror; then, gradu- I can read it, for I learned to do so at the
ally 'turning her head to the chimney, she bagne, where there is a school for those who
began looking at her brother, and her face like to attend it.
This is what is written in
became again calm and serene. The bishop my passport,
^Jean Valjean, a liberated
fixed a quiet eye on the man, as he opened convict, native of ^
but that does not concern
' has
his mouth, doubtless to ask the new-comer you
remained nineteen years at the
what he wanted. The man leant both his galleys. Five years for robbery with househands on his stick, looked in turn at the two breaking, fourteen years for having tried to
aged females and the old man, and, not wait- escape four times. The man is very daning for the bishop to speak, said in a loud gerous.' All the world has turned me out,
:

—

voice,

and are you willing

to receive

me

? is this

an
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The man went

inn? will you give me some food and a bed ?
''
have you a stable ?
Madame Magloire, said the bishop, you
will put clean sheets on the bed in the

still

;

—

*^

I have all

my money

in four years I have only spent 25 sous,

which

/"

on,

I earned

Grasse.

As you

by helping

to unload carts at

are an abbe I will tell you

:

we

had a chaplain at the bagne, and one day I
We have already explained of what nature saw a bishop, monseigneur, as they call him.
was the obedience of the two females. He is the cure over the cures but pardon
Madame Magloire left the room to carry out me, you know that, placed as we are, we
The bishop turned to the man.
(convicts) know and explain such things
the orders.
"Sit down and warm yourself, sir. We badly, and for me in particular it is so far away
shall sup directly, and your bed will be got in the past. He said mass in the middle of the
^^
bagne at an altar, and had a pointed gold
ready while we are supping.
The man understood this at once. The thing on his head, which glistened in the
we were drawn up on three
expression of his face, which had hitherto bright sunshine
been gloomy and harsh, was marked with sides of a square, with guns, and lighted
He spoke, but was too
stupefaction, joy, doubt, and became extra- matches facing us.
He began stammering like a far off, and we did not hear him. That is
ordinary.
what a bishop is.^^
lunatic.
While he was speaking the bishop had gone
^^Is it true? what? You will let me stay,
you will not turn me out a convict ? You to close the door, which had been left open.
Madame Magloire came in, bringing a silver
call me Sir, you do not ^ thou ' me. ^ Get out,
I spoon and fork, which she placed on the
dog,^ that is what is always said to me
really believed you would turn me out, and table.
^^
Oh what
Madame Magloire, ^^ said the bishop " lay
hence told you at once who I am
here
me
them as near as you can to the fire; and
a worthy woman she was who sent
supper,
bed
with
mattresses
turning to his guest, he said, '' The night
a
have
shall
I
and sheets, like everybody else. For nineteen breeze is sharp on the Alps, and you must be
years I have not slept in a bed ? You really cold, sir.^'
Each time he said the word ^'^.V with his
mean that I am to stay. You are worthy
people ; besides, I have money and will pay gentle grave voice the man^s face was illuSir to the convict is a glass of
handsomely. By the way, what is your name, mined.
I will pay anything you water to the shipwrecked sailor of the Meduse.
Mr. Landlord?
You keep Ignominy thirsts for respect.
please, for you are a worthy man.
^^This lamp gives a very, bad light,^^ the
an inn, do you not?^^

alcove/''

;

;

;

!

!

^'

I am,^^ said the bishop, ^^a priest, living

in this house.

"A

priest

^^

P

what a worthy

the

man

priest

!

continued.
I suppose

^^Oh!

you

will

not ask me for money. The cure, I suppose,
the cure of that big church ? Oh yes, what
^^
an ass I am, I did not notice your cassock.
While speaking, he deposited his knapsack
and stick in a corner returned his passport to

Madame Magloire underbishop continued.
stood, and fetched from the chimney of
monseigneur^s bed-room the two silver candlesticks, which she placed on the table ready
lighted.

'Monsieur le Cure,^^ said the man,^^ 3?^ou are
good and do not despise me. You receive me
as a friend and light your wax candles for me,
and yet I have not hidden from you whence
While Mademoi- I come, and that I am an unfortunate
his pocket, and sat down.
selle Baptistine regarded him gently, he went fellow.^'
The bishop, who was seated by his side,
on,
"You are humane, sir, and do not feel gently touched his hand. ^^ You need not
contempt. A good priest is very good. Then have told me who you were this is not my
This door
house, but the house of Christ.
you do not want me to pay ? "
'^ 1^0,'' said the bishop, ^^ keep your money.
does not ask a man who enters whether he
How long did you take in earning these 109 has a name, but if he has sorrow; you are
suffering, you are hungry and thirsty, and so
francs?
^^ Nineteen years."
be welcome. And do not thank me, or say
^^ Nineteen
years !^^ The bishop gave a that I am receiving you in my house, for no
'^ 'op sigh.
one is at home here excepting the man who lia<5
;

LE8 MI8ERABLE8.
need of an asylum. I tell you, who are a
you are more at home here
than I am myself, and all there is here is
yours.
Why do I want to know your name ?
besides, before you told it to me you had one
which I knew.^^
The man opened his eyes in amazement.
^^ Is that true ? you know my name ''
'^ Yes,^^ the bishop answered, ''
you are my
passer-by, that

brother.^'
^^

Monsieur

le Cure,'^

the

man

exclaimed,
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was tne custom in this house, when the bish«
op had any one to supper, to arrange the
whole stock of plate on the table, as an innocent display. This graceful semblance of
luxury was a species of childishness full of
charm in this gentle and strict house, which
elevated poverty to dignity. Madame Magloire took the hint, went out without a word,
and a moment after the remaining spoons
and forks glittered on the cloth, symmetrically arranged before each of the guests.

when I came in, but you
do not know at present

"I was very hungry
are so kind that I

what

has passed over.''
The bishop looked at him and said,
"You have suffered greatly ?''
^^ Oh
the red jacket, the cannon ball on
your foot, a plank to sleep on, heat, cold,
!

men, the blows, the double
chain for a nothing, a dungeon for a word,
even when yon are ill in bed, and the chaingang. The very dogs are happier. ^Nineteen
labor, the set of

years and

now

am

I

forty-six;

and at present

the yellow passport!"

from a place of sorrow. Listen to me ; there
will be more joy in heaven over the tearful
face of a repentant sinner than over the
white robes of one hundred just men. If you
leave that mournful place with thoughts of
hatred and anger against your fellow-men you
are worthy of pity; if you leave it with
thoughts of kindliness, gentleness, and peace,
you are worth more than any of us."
In the meanwhile Madame Magloire had
sei:ved the soup it was made of water, oil,
bread, and salt, and a little bacon, and the
:

rest of the

supper consisted of a piece of

a fresh cheese, and loaf of rye
She had herself added a bottle of
old Mauves wine. The bishop's face suddenly assumed the expression of gayety pecu>
" To table," he
liar to hospitable natures.
said eagerly, as he was wont to do when any
stranger supped with him; and he bade the
man sit down on his right hand, while Mile
Baptistine, perfectly peaceful and natural,
took her seat on his left. The bishop said
grace, and then served the soup himself, according to his wont. The man began eating

mutton,

figs,

bread.

All at once the bishop said,
"It strikes me that there is something

greedily.

wanting on the table."

Madame

Magloire, truth to

CHEESE-MAKIKG AT

XVIII.
PO]!irTARLIEK.

And now, in order to give an idea of what
took place at the table, we cannot do better
than transcribe a passage of a letter written
by Mademoiselle Baptistine to Madame
Boischevron, in which the conversation between the convict and the bishop is recorded
with simple minuteness.
t¥
^
^
Hs
%
i^i

" Yes," said the bishop, " you have come

"The man paid no attention to any one;
he ate with frightful voracity, but after
supper he said,
" Monsieur le
Cure, all this is much too
'
good for me, but I am bound to say that the
carriers who would not let me sup with them
have better cheer than you."
*^ Between
ourselves, this remark slightly
offended me, but my brother answered,
" ' They are harder worked
than I am.'
"^No,' the man continued, ^they have
more money. You are poor as I can plainly
see; perhaps you are not even cure.
Ah, if
Heaven were just you ought to be a cure.'
"^Heaven is more than just,' said my
brother. A moment after he added,
" ^ Monsieur Jean Valjean, I think you said
you were going to Pontarlier ?'
" ^ I am compelled to go there,' Then he
continued, ' I must be off by sunrise to-morrow morning; it is a tough journey, for if the
nights are cold the days are hot.'

"'You are going to an excellent part of
the country,' my brother resumed. 'When
the Revolution ruined my family I sought
shelter first in Franche Comte, and lived
there for some time by the labor of my arms.
I had a good will, and found plenty to do, as
I

tell,

iaid the absolutely necessary silver.

r

CHAPTER

I feel; it

had only

Now

it

need only choose.

tanneries,

There are paper-mills,

oil-mills, wholesale
manufactories of clocks, steel works, copper
distilleries,
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works, and at least twenty iron foundries, of
which the four at Lods, Chatillon, Audincourt, and Beure are very large/
" I am pretty sure I am not mistaken, and
that they are the names my brother mentioned; then he broke off and addressed me.
'^
My dear sister, have we not some rela'

tives in those parts

V

"My

answer was, ^We used to have some;
among others Monsieur de Lucinet, who was
captain of the gates at Pontarlier, under the
ancient regime/
"^Yes,^ my brother continued, ^but in ^93
people had no relatives but only their arms,
and so I worked. In the country to which
you are going. Monsieur Yaljean, there is a
truly patriarchal and pleasing trade. My
dear sister, I mean their cheese manufactories,

which they

g^ fruitier es/

"Then my brother, while
man to eat explained in their

pressing this
fullest details

the fruitieres of Pontarlier, which are divided into two classes the large farms which
belong to the rich, and where there are forty

—

from seven to
summer, and
the partnership fruitieres, which belong to

or fifty cows, which produce
eight thousand cheeses in the

The peasants of the

the poor.

tain district keep their cows in

central

moun-

common and

They have a cheesemaker, who is called the grurin; he receives
the milk from the partners thrice a day, and
divide the produce.

The

cheese-

making begins about the middle of
and the dairy farmers lead their cows
mountains toward midsummer.

to the

enters the quantities in a book.

"The man grew animated

April,

while eating,

my

brother made him drink that excellent Mauves wine, which he does not drink
himself because he says that it is expensive.
My brother gave him all these details with

and

that easy gayety of his which you know,
mingling his remarks with graceful appeals

He dwelt a good deal on the
comfortable position of the grurin, as if
wishful that this man should understand,
without advising him directly and harshly,
One thing
that it would be a refuge for him.
struck me the man was as I have described
him to you; well my brother, during the
whole of supper and indeed of the evening, did
not utter a word which could remind this man
of what he was, or tell him who my brother
was. It was apparently a good opportunity
to give him a little lecture, and let the bishop

to myself.

:

produce a permanent effect on the galley-slave.
It might have seemed to any one else that having this wretched man in hand it would be
right to feed his mind at the same time as

and address to him some reproaches
seasoned with morality and advice, or at any
rate a little commiseration, with an exhortaMy
tion to behave better in the future.

his body,

brother did not even ask

him where he came

from, or his history, for his fault is contained
in his history, and my brother appeared to
avoid everything which might call it to his
mind. This was carried to such a point that
at a certain moment, when my brother was
talking about the mountaineers of Pontarlier
^ who had a pleasant
task near heaven,^ and
who, he added, ^ are happy because they are
innocent.^ he stopped short, fearing lest there
might be in the remark something that might
unpleasantly affect this man. After considerable reflection, I believe I can understand
what was going on in my brother^s heart ; he
doubtless thought that this Jean Valjean
had his misery ever present to his mind, that
the best thing was to distract his attention,
and make him believe, were it only momentarily, that he was a man like the rest, by behaving to him as he would to others. W^is
not this really charity! Is there not, my
dear lady, something truly evangelical in this
delicacy, which abstains from all lecturing

and is not the best pity when
has a sore point, not to touch it at all ?
It seemed to me that this might be my brothand
a

allusions,

man

innermost thought in any case, what I
can safely say is that if he had all these ideas,
he did not let any of them be visible, even to
me ; he was from beginning to end the same
man he is every night, and he supped with
Jean Yaljean with the same air and in the
same way as if he had been supping with M.
Gedeon le Prevost or with the parish curate.
"Toward the end, when we had come to
It
the figs, there was a knock at the door.
was Mother Gerbaud with her little baby in
her arms. My brother kissed the child's forehead, and borrowed from me 15 sous which I
happened to have about me, to give them to
The man, while this was going
the mother.
on, did not seem to pay great attention he
When
said nothing, and seemed very tired.
poor Mother Gerbaud left, my brother said
grace, and then said to this man: ^You must
need your bed.' Madame Magloire hastily removed the plate.
I understood that we
er's

:

:

—

—

—
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folded his arms, and, fixing on him a savage
however, glance, he exclaimed hoarsely,
"What you really lodge me so close to
sent Madame Magloire to lay on the man^s
bed a roebuck^s hide from the Black Forest, you^as that?^^ He broke off and added with
which was in my room, for the nights are a laugh, in which there was something monvery cold, and that keeps you warm.
It is a strous,
" Have you reflected fully ? who tells you
pity that this skin is old and the hair is wearing off.
My brother bought it when he was that I have not committed a murder T^
in Germany, at TottUngen, near the source
The bishop answered " That concerns
of the Danube, as well as the small ivory- God."
handled knife which I use at meals.
Then gravely moving his lips, like a man
" Madame Magloire came up again almost who is praying and speaking to himself,
immediately.
We said our prayers in the he stretched out two fingers of his right
room where the clothes are hung up to dry, hand and blessed the man, who did not
and then retired to our bed-rooms without bow his head, and returned to his bed-room,
saying a word to each other/^
without turning his head or looking behind
him.
When the alcove was occupied, a
large serge curtain drawn right across the
CHAPTER XIX.
oratory concealed the altar. The bishop
knelt down as he passed before this curTRANQUILLITY.
tain, and offered up a short prayer
a moAfter bidding his sister good-night, Mon- ment after he was in his garden, walking,
seigneur Welcome took up one of the silver dreaming,
and
contemplating, his soul
candlesticks, handed the other to his guest, thoughts entirely occupied by those grand
and said,
mysteries which God displays at night to eyes
^^
I will lead you to your room, sir.^^
that remain open.
The man followed him. The reader will
As for the man, he was really so wearied
remember, from our description, that the that he did not even take advantage of the
rooms were so arranged that in order to nice white sheets. He blew out the candle
reach the oratory where the alcove was it with his nostrils, after the fashion of conwas necessary to pass through the bishop^s victs, and threw himself in his clothes upon
bed-room.
At the moment when he went the bed, where he at once fell into a deep
through this room Madame Magloire was sleep. Midnight was striking as the bishop
putting away the plate in the cupboard over returned from the garden to his room, and
the bed-head it was the last job she did a few minutes later everybody was asleep in
every night before retiring.
The bishop the small house.
led his guest to the alcove, where a clean
bed was prepared for him: the man placed
CHAPTER XX.
the branched candlestick on a small table.
"I trust you will pass a good night,^^
JEAl^ VALJEAK.
" To-morrow morning, besaid the bishop.
fore starting, you will drink a glass of milk
Toward the middle of the night Jean Valfresh from our cows.^^
jean awoke.
He belonged to a poor peasant
" Thank you. Monsieur TAbbe,^^ the man family of la Brie.
In his childhood he had
said.
He had hardly uttered these peace- not been taught to read, and when he was of
ful words when, suddenly and without any man^s age he was a wood-lopper at Faveroltransition, he had a strange emotion which les. His mother^s name was Jeanne Mathieu,
would have frightened the two old females his father^s Jean Valjean or Vlajean, probto death had they witnessed it.
Even at ably a soubriquet and a contraction of Voila
the present day it is difficult to account Jean, Jean Valjean possessed a pensive but
for what urged him at the moment.
Did not melancholy character, which is peculiar
he wish to warn or to threaten? was he to affectionate natures; but altogether he was
simply obeying a species of instinctive im- a dull, insignificant fellow, at least apparently.
pulse which was obscure to himself? He He had lost father and mother when still very
«kuddenly turned to the old gentleman. young ; the latter died ,of a badly-managed

must retire in order
and we both went

to let this traveller sleep,
up-stairs.

I,

!

:

;

:
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milk feyer ; the former, a pruner, like himAll
self, was killed by a fall from a tree.
that was left Jean Valjean was a sister older
than himself, a widow with seven children,
boys and girls. This sister brought Jean
Valjean up, and so long as her husband was
When the
alive she supported her brother.
husband died, the oldest of the seven children was eight years of age, and the youngest
one, Avhile Jean Valjean had just reached his
twenty-fifth year; he took the place of the
father, and in his turn supported the sister
who had reared him. This was done simply
as a duty, and even rather roughly by Jean
Valjean; and his youth was thus expended
He was never
in hard and ill-paid toil.
known to have had a sweetheart, for he had
no time for love-making.
At night he came home tired, and ate his
soup without saying a word. His sister, mother Jeanne, while he was eating, often took

WORK8.

baker in the ehurch square at FaveroUes, was
bed when he heard a violent
blow dealt the grating in front of his shop.
He arrived in time to see an arm passed
through a hole made by a fist through the
grating and window pane the arm seized a
Isabeau ran out hasloaf and carried it off.
tily; the thief ran away at his hardest, but
the baker caught him up and stopped him.
The thief had thrown away the loaf, but
his arm was still bleeding; it was Jean Val-

just going to

;

jean.

Jean Valjean
This took place in 1795.
was brought before the courts of the day,
charged '' with burglary committed with violence at night, in an inhabited house.'' He
had a gun, was a splendid shot, and a bit of
a poacher, and this injured him. There is a
legitimate

prejudice against poachers, for,

like smugglers, they trench very closely

brigandage.

Still

we must remark

on

that there

an abyss between these classes and the
hideous assassins of our cities ; the poacher
lives in the forest; the smuggler in the mounCities produce ferotains and on the sea.
cious men, because they produce corrupted
men ; the foregt, the mountain, and the sea
produce savage men, but while they develop
their ferocious side, they do not always desJean Valjean was
varolles, not far from the Valjean's cottage, troy their human part.
on the other side of the lane, a farmer^s wife found guilty, and the terms of the code were
The young Valjeans, formal. There are in our civilization forcalled Marie Claude.
who were habitually starving, would go at midable hours they are those moments in
times and borrow in their mother's name a which penal justice pronounces a shipwreck.

out of his porringer the best part of his meal,
the piece of meat, the slice of bacon, or the
heart of the cabbage, to give it to one of her
children; he, still eating, bent over the table
with his head almost in the soup, and his
long hair falling round his porringer and
hiding his eyes, pretended not to see it, and
There was at Falet her do as she pleased.

is

;

What

a mournful minute is that in which soand consummates the irrewithdraws
drank behind a hedge or in some corner,tearing
the vessel from each other so eagerly that the parable abandonment of a thinking being
Jean Valjean was sentenced to five years at
little girls spilt the milk over their aprons.

pint of milk from Marie Claude, which they

ciety

!

Their mother, had she been aware of this
fraud, would have severely corrected the delinquents, but Jean Valjean, coarse and rough
though he was, paid Marie Claude for trfe
milk behind his sister's back, and the children
were not punished.
He earned in the pruning season eighteen
sous a day, and besides hired himself out as a
reaper, laborer, neatherd, and odd man. He
did what he could ; his sister worked too, but
what could she do with seven children ? It
was a sad group, which wretchedness gradually enveloped and choked.
One winter was
hard, and Jean had no work to do, and the
family had no bread. No bread, literally none,
and seven children.

the galleys.
On April 22d, 1796, men were crying in
the streets of Paris the ^victory of Montenotte, gained by the general-in-chief of the
army of Italy, whom the message of the Directory to the Five

Hundred

IV., calls Buona-Parte;

of 2 Floreal, an

and on the same day a
chains at Bicetre, and

heavy gang was put in
Jean Valjean formed part of the chain.

An

ex-gaoler of the prison, who is now nearly
ninety years of age, perfectly remembers the

wretched man, who was chained at the end
of the fourth cordon, in the north angle of
the court-yard. He was seated on the ground
like the rest, and seemed not at all to understand his position, except that it was horIt IS probable that he also saw someOne Sunday evening, Maubert Isabeau, the rible.

JEAN VALJEAN STEALS A LOAF OF BREAD.
Hugo,

vol. IL, p

44.
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thing excessive through the vague ideas of an
While the bolt of his
utterly ignorant man.
iron collar was being riveted with heavy hammer blows behind his head, he wept, tears
choked him, and prevented him from speaking, and he could only manage to say from
time to time ^^ I was a wood-cutter at Faverolles/^
Then, while still continuing to
sob, he raised his right hand, and lowered it
gradually seven times, as if touching seven
uneven heads in turn, and from this gesture
it could be guessed that whatever the crime
he had committed, he had done it to feed
and clothe seven children.
He started for Toulon, and arrived there
after a journey of twenty-seven days in a
At Toulon,
cart, with the chain on his neck.
All that
he was dressed in the red jacket.
had hitherto been his life, even to his name
was effaced. He was no longer Jean ValWhat became of his
jean, but Ko. 24,601.
sister, what became of the seven children ?
Who troubles himself about that ? What
becomes of the spray of leaves when the stem
of the young tree has been cut at the foot ?
These poor livIt is always the same story.
ing beings, these creatures of God, henceforth
without support, guide, or shelter, went off
hap-hazard, and gradually buried themselves
in that cold fog in which solitary destinies
are swallowed up, that mournful gloom in
which so many unfortunates disappear during the sullen progress of the human race.
They left their country; what had once been
their steeple forgot them; what had once
been their hedge-row forgot them; and after
a few years^ stay in the bagne, Jean Valjean
himself forgot them. In that heart where
there had once been a wound there was now
He only heard about
a scar: that was all.
his sister once during the whole time he spent
at Toulon; it was, I believe, toward the end
of the fourth year of his captivity, though I
have forgotten in what way the information
reached them. She was in Paris, living in
Kue du Geindre, a poor street, near Saint
Sulpice, and had only one child with her, the
youngest, a boy. Where were the other six ?
perhaps she did not know herself. Every
morning she went to a printing office, No, 3,
Eue du Sabot, where she was a folder and
stitcher; she had to be there at six in the
morning, long before daylight in winter.
In the same house as the printing-office there
was a day*school, to which she *took the little
:

45

who was seven years of age, but as she
went to work at six and the school did not
open till seven o^clock, the boy was compelled
to wait in the yard for an hour, in winter,
an hour of night in the open air. The boy
was not allowed to enter the printing-office,
because it was said that he would be in the
boy,

way.

The workmen

as they passed in the

morning saw the poor little fellow seated on
the pavement, and often sleeping in the darkness, with his head on his satchel.
When it
rained, an old woman, the portress, took pity
on him; she invited him into her den, where
there was only a bed, a spinning-wheel, and
two chairs, when the

little

fellow fell asleep

in a corner, clinging to the cat, to keep

him

warm. This is what Jean Valjean was told;
it was a momentary flash, as it were a window suddenly opened in the destiny of the
beings he had loved, and then all was closed
again; he never heard about them more.
Nothing reached him from them; he never
saw them again, never met them, and we
shall not

come

across

them

in the course of

melancholy narrative.
Toward the end of this fourth year, Jean
Valjean^s turn to escape arrived, and his
comrades aided him as they always do in this
sorrowful place. He escaped and wandered
about the fields at liberty for two days: if it is
liberty to be hunted down; to turn one^s
head at every moment; to start at the slightest sound; to be afraid of every thing, of a
chimney that smokes, a man who passes, a
barking dog, a galloping horse, the striking
of the hour, of day because people see, of
night because they do not see, of the highway,
the path, the thicket, and even sleep.
On
the evening of the second day he was recaptured; he had not eaten or slept for-six-andthirty hours.
The maritime tribunal added
this

three years to his sentence for his crime,

which made it eight years.
In the sixth
it was again his turn to escape; he
tried, but could not succeed.
He was missing at roll call, the gun was fired, and at
night the watchman found him hidden under
the keel of a ship that was building, and he
resisted the garde cMourme, who seized himo
Escape and rebellion: this fact, foreseen by
the special code, was punished by an addition
of five years; of which two would be spent in

year,

double chains. Thirteen years. In his tenth
year his turn came again, and he took advantage of it, but succeeded no better; three
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years for this
in

all.

new attempt,

Finally, I think

thirteenth year that he

and only succeeded
in four hours:

it

or sixteen years

was during his

made

a last attempt,

so far as to be recaptured

three years for these four

hours, and a total of nineteen years.

In Ocwas liberated; he had gone
in in 1796 for breaking a window and stealtober, 1815, he

ing a

loaf.

Let us make room for a short parenthesis.
This is the second time that, during his essays on the penal question and condemnation
by the law, the author of this book has come
^

^

across a loaf as the starting-point of the dis-

Claude Gueux stole a loaf,
Jean Valjean, and English statis-

aster of a destiny.

and

so did

tics

prove that in London four robberies out

of five have hunger as their immediate cause.

Jean Valjean entered the bagne sobbing and
shuddering: he left it stoically. He entered
it in despair: he came out of it gloomy.
What had taken place in this soul ?

CHAPTER XXL
A DESPERATE

MAJST^S

HEART.

Society must necessarily look at these
by it. He
was, as we have said, an ignorant man, but
he was not weak-minded. The natural light
was kindled within him, and misfortune,
things, because they are created

which also has
little

its

brightness, increased the

daylight there was in this mind.

Un-

der the stick and the chain in the dungeon,
when at work, beneath the torrid sun of the
bagne, or whfen lying on the convict^s plank,
he reflected. He constituted himself a court,
and began by trying himself. He recognized
that he was not an innocent man unjustly
punished; he confessed to himself that he
had committed an extreme and blamable action; that the loaf would probably not have
been refused him had he asked for it; that
in any case it would have better to wait for

little

children; that

for him, a wretched
collar society

and

it

was an act of madness

weak man,

violently to

to imagine that a

man can

escape from wretchedness by theft; that in
any case the door by which a man enters in-

famy

is a bad one by -which to escape from
wretchedness; and, in short, that he had
been in the wrong.

Then he asked himself were he the only
who had been in the wrong in his fatal

person

history? whether, in the

first

a serious thing that he, a

place,

it

was not

workman, should

want for work ; that he, laborious as he was,
should want for bread? whether, next, when
the fault was committed and confessed, the
punishment had not been ferocious and excessive, and whether there were not more
abuse on the side of the law in the penalty
than there was on the side of the culprit in
the crime? Tfhether there had not been an
excessive weight in one of the scales, that one
in which expiation lies? whether the excess
of punishment were not the effacement of the
crime, and led to the result of making a victim of the culprit, a creditor of the debtor,
and definitively placing the right on the side
of the man who had violated it? whether this
penalty, complicated by excessive aggravations for attempted escapes, did not eventually become a sort of attack made by the
stronger on the weaker, a crime of society
committed on the individual, a crime which
was renewed every day, and had lasted for
nineteen years? He asked himself if human
society could have the right to make its
members equally undergo, on one side, its
unreasonable improvidence, on the other its
pitiless foresight, and to hold a man eternally
between a want and an excess, want of work
and excess of punishment? whether it were
not exorbitant that society should treat thus
its members who were worst endowed in that
division of property which is made by
chance, and consequently the most worthy
of indulgence?

These questions asked and solved, he
was not a thoroughly unanswerable argu- passed sentence on society and condemned
ment to say, ^^Can a man wait when he is it to his hatred. He made it responsible
hungry ?'" That, in the first place, it is very for the fate he underwent, and said to himrare for a man to die literally of hunger; self that he would not hesitate to call it to
He declared that there
next, that unhappily or happily, man is so account some day.
made that he can suffer for a long time, and was no equilibrium between the damage he
severely, morally and physically, without dy- had caused and the damage caused him ; and
ing; that hence he should have been patient; he came to the conclusion that his punishthat it would have been better for the poor ment was not an injustice, but most assuredly

it,

either

from pity or from

labor,

and that

it

—

;
;
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Wrath may be wild and ab- the other, which good can develop, illumine,
an iniquity
surd ; a man may be wrongly irritated ; but and cause to glisten splendidly, and which
he is only indignant when he has some show evil can never entirely extinguish?
These are grave and obscure questions, the
Jean Valjean felt inof reason somewhere.
dignant.
And then, again, human society last of which every physiologist would unhad never done him aught but harm, he had hesitatingly have answered in the negative,
only seen its wrathful face, which is called its had he seen at Toulon, in those hours of rejustice, and shows to those whom it strikes.
pose which were for Jean Valjean hours of
Men had only laid hands on him to injure reverie, this gloomy, stern, silent and penhim, and any contact with them had been a sive galley-slave the pariah of the law which
blow to him. IN'ever, since his infancy, since regarded men passionately the condemned
his mother and his sister, had he heard a of civilization, who regarded heaven with
From severity— seated with folded arms on a capskind word or met a friendly look.
suffering after suffering, he 'gradually at- tan bar, with the end of his chain thrust into
tained the conviction that life was war, and his pocket to prevent it from dragging. We
that in this war he was the vanquished.
As assuredly do not deny that the physiological
he had no other weapon but his hatred, he observer would have seen there an irremediresolved to sharpen it in the bagne and take able misery he would probably have pitied
it with him when he left.
this patient of the law, but he would not
There was at Brest a school fqr the chain- have even attempted a cure he would have
gang, kept by Ignorantine Brethren, who turned away from the caverns he noticed in
imparted elementary instruction to those this soul, and, like Dante at the gates of the
wretches who were willing to learn.
He Inferno, he would have effaced from this exwas one of the number, and went to school at istence that word which God, however, has
the age of forty, where he learnt reading, written on the brow of every man ho2Je I
writing
and arithmetic ; he felt that
Was this state of his soul, which we have
strengthening his mind was strengthening attempted to analyze, as perfectly clear to
In certain cases, instruction Jean Valjean as we have tried to render it to
his hatred.
and education may serve as allies to evil. It our readers? Did Jean Valjean see after
°s sad to say that after trying society which
their formation, and had he seen distinctly
had caused his misfortune, he tried Provi- as they were formed, all the elements of
dence, who had made society, and con- which his moral wretchedness was composed?
demned it also. Hence, during these nine- Had this rude and unlettered man clearly
teen years of torture and slavery, this soul comprehended the succession of ideas by
ascended and descended at the same time
which he had step by step ascended and
light entered on one side and darkness on the descended to the gloomy views which had for
other.
As we have seen, Jean Valjean was so many years been the inner horizon of his
not naturally bad, he was still good when he mind? Was he really conscious of all that
arrived at the bagne.
He condemned society had taken place in him and all that was stirthen, and felt that he was growing wicked
ring in him? This we should not like to
he condemned Providence and felt that he assert, and, indeed, we are not inclined to
was growing impious.
believe it.
There was too much ignorance in
Here it is difficult not to meditate for a Jean Valjean for a considerable amount of
moment.
Is human nature thus utterly vagueness not to remain, even after so much
transformed ? can man, who is created good by misfortune at times he did not even know
God, be made bad by man? can the soul be exactly what he experienced.
Jean Valjean
entirely re-made by destiny, and become evil was in darkness ; he suffered in darkness, and
if the destiny be evil? can the heart be dehe hated in darkness. He lived habitually in
formed, and contract incurable ugliness and this shadow, groping like a blind man and a
infirmity under the pressure of dispropor- dreamer at times he was attacked, both intionate misfortune, like the spine beneath too ternally and externally, by a shock of paslow a vault? Is there not in every human sion, a surcharge of suffering, a pale and
soul, was there not in that of Jean Valjean rapid flash which illumined his whole soul,
Especially, a primary spark, a divine element. and suddenly made him see all around, both
Incorruptible in this world, and immortal for before and behind him, in the glare of a

—

—

;

:

:

^^

;

;
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frightful light the hideous precipices and

visible, was child^s play for Jean Valjean.
gloomy perspective of his destiny. When Given a corner of a wall, with the tension of
the flash had passed, night encompassed him his back and hands, with his elbows and
again, and where was he? He no longer heels clinging to the rough stone, he would
hoist Jiimself as if by magic to a third story,
knew.
The peculiarity of punishments of this and at times would ascend to the very roof
nature, in which nought but what is pitiless, of the bagne.
He spoke little and never
that is to say brutalizing, prevails, is gradu- laughed
it needed some extreme emotion to
all}^, and by a species of stupid transfiguradraw from him, once or twice a year, that
tion, to transform a man into a wild beast,
mournful convict laugh, which is, as it were,
at times a ferocious beast.
Jean Valjean^s the echo of fiendish laughter. To look at
attempted escapes, successive and obstinate, him, he seemed engaged in continually gazwould be sufficient to prove the strange ing at something terrible. He was, in fact,
work carried on by the law upon a human soul; absorbed. Through the sickly perceptions
he would have renewed these attempts, so of an incomplete nature and a crushed intelutterly useless and mad, as many times as lect, he saw confusedly that a monstrous
In this obthe opportunity offered itself, without dream- thing was hanging over him.
ing for a moment of the result, or the experi- scure and dull gloom through which he
ments already made. He escaped impetu- crawled, wherever he turned his head and
;

ously like the wolf that finds
Instinct said to him,

''

its

Eun away

cage open.
''
reason-

;

-"
ing would have said to him, '^ Kemain
hut injhe presence of so violent a temptatioji, reason disappeared and instinct alone
was left. The brute alone acted, and when
he was recaptured the new severities inflicted on him only served to render him

more

wild.

One

fact

we must not omit mentioning

is

that he possessed a physical strength with
which no one in the bagne could compete.

In turning a capstan, Jean Yaljean was
equal to four men he frequently raised and
held on his back enormous weights, and took
the place at times of that instrument which is
called a jack, and was formerly called orgveil,
from which, by the way, the Eue Montorgueil
His comrades surnamed
derived its name.
him Jean the Jack. Once when the balcony
of the Town Hall at Toulon was being repaired, one of those admirable caryatides of
Puget's which support the balcony, became
Jean Valjean, who
loose and almost fell.
was on the spot, supported the statue with
his shoulder, and thus gave the workmen
;

time to come up.
His suppleness even exceeded his vigor.
perpetually dream of
Some
escaping, eventually make a real science of
combined skill and strength ; it is the science
full course of mysterious
of the muscles.
convicts,

who

A

essayed to raise his eye, he saw, with a terror

blended with rage, built up above him,
with frightfully scarped sides, a species of
terrific

pile

men and

of

things,

laws,

prejudices,

whose outline escaped him,
whose mass terrified him, and which was
nothing else but that prodigious pyramid
He distinwhich we call civilization.
guished here and there in this heaving
and shapeless conglomeration— at one moment close to him, at another on distant and inaccessible plateaux some highly
illuminated group ; here the gaoler and his
stick, there the gendarme and his sabre,
down below the mitred archbishop, and on
the summit, in a species of sun, the crowned
and dazzling emperor. It seemed to him
as if this distant splendor, far from dissipating his night, only rendered it more gloomy
and black. All these laws, prejudices, facts,
men and things, came and went above him,
in accordance with the complicated and
mysterious movements which God imprints
on civilization, marching over him, and
crushing him with something painful in its
cruelty and inexorable in its indifference.
Souls which have fallen into the abyss of
facte,

—

men lost in the
depths of those limbos into which people
no longer look, and the reprobates of the
law, feel on their heads the whole weight of
the human society which is so formidable

possible misfortune, hapless

by the prisoners, for those outside it, so terrific for those
birds. beneath it.
flies and
In this situation, Jean Valjean thought,
Swarming up a perpendicular, and finding a
resting-place where a projection is scarcely and what could be the nature of his reverie r

statics is daily practised

those

eternal

enviers

of
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If the grain of corn had its thoughts, when port described Jean Valjean as a highly danground by the millstone, it would doubtless gerous man. Year by year this soul had bethink as did Jean Valjean. All these things, come more and more withered, slowly but
phantasmagorias fatally. A dry soul must have a dry eye,
realities full of spectres,
full of reality, ended by creating for him a and on leaving the bagne, nineteen years had
sort of internal condition which, is almost in- elapsad since he had shed a tear.

At

expressible.

times, in the midst of his

and began thinkand more troubled
All that had hap-

galley-slave toil he stopped

ing; his reason, at once riper

than of yore, revolved.
pened appeared to him absurd ; all that surrounded him seemed to him impossible. He
said to himself that it was a dream ; he
looked at the overseer standing a few yards
from him, and he appeared to him as a
phantom, until the phantom suddenly dealt
him a blow with a stick. Visible nature
scarce existed for him ; we might almost say
with truth, that for Jean Valjean, there was
no sun, no glorious summer-day, no brilliant
sky, no fresh April dawn
we cannot describe the gloomy light which illumined his
;

soul.

In conclusion, to sum up all that can be
in what we have indicated, we

summed up

will confine ourselves to establishing the fact
that in nineteen years, Jean Valjean, the inoffensive wood-feller of Faverolles, and the
formidable galley-slave of Toulon, had be-

come, thanks to the manner in which the
bagne had fashioned him, capable of two
sorts of bad actions ; first, a rapid, unreflecting bad deed, entirely instinctive, and a
species of reprisals for the evil he had suffered ; and, secondly, of a grave, serious,
evil
deed, discussed conscientiously and

meditated with the false ideas which such a
misfortuniB can produce. His premeditations
passed through the three successive phases
which natures of a certain temperament can
alone undergo, reasoning, will, and obstinacy.

He had for his motives habitual indignation,
bitterness of soul, the profound feeling of
iniquities endured, and reaction even against
the good, the innocent, and the just, if such
The starting-point, like the goal, of
all his thoughts, was hatred of human law
that hatred, which, if it be not arrested in

exist.

development by some providential incident, becomes within a given time a hatred
of society, then a hatred of the human race,
next a hatred of creation, and which is expressed by a vague, incessant, and brutal deits

some one, no matter whom.
was not unfairly that the pass-

sire to injure

As we

see, it

CHAPTBE

XXII.

WIDEKIJ^G THE GAP.

When the
arrived,

hour for quitting the bagne

when Jean Valjean heard

the unfamiliar words

^^you

in his ear

are free,^^ the

moment seemed improbable and

extraordi-

nary, and a ray of bright light, of the light
of the living, penetrated to him but it soon
grew pale. Jean Valjean had been dazzled
by the idea of liberty, and bad believed in a
new life, but he soon saw that it is a liberty
And
to which a yellow passport is granted.
around this there was much bitterness ; he
had calculated that his earnings, during his
stay at the bagne, should have amounted to
We are bound to add that he
171 francs.
had omitted to take into his calculations the
forced rest of Sundays and holidays, which,
during the nineteen years, entajjed a diminuHowever this
tion of about 24 francs.
might be, the sum was reduced, through
;

various local stoppages, to 109 francs 15 sous,

which were paid to him when he

left

the

He

did not understand it at all, and
fancied that he had been robbed.
On the day after his liberation, he saw at
G-rasse men in front of a distillery of orangebagne.

flower water,

men unloading bales he offered

his services,

and

;

as the

work was

of a press-

ing nature they were accepted. He set to
work, he was intelligent, powerful, and skilful, and his master appeared satisfied. .While
he was at work a gendarme passed, noticed
him, asked for his paper, and he was comThis done,
pelled to show his yellow pass.

A little
Jean Valjean resumed his toil.
while previously he had asked one of the
workmen what he earned for his day^s work,
and the answer was 30 sous. At night, as
he was compelled to start again the next
morning, he went to the master of the disthe master
tillery and asked for payment
did not say a word, but gave him 15 sous,
and when he protested, the answer was,
^^ That is enough for you.^^ He became pi^pHugo. Vol. II.
;
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master looked him in the face and the right as you came in from the diningroom. The plate was heavy and old, the big
^'Mind you don't get into prison/'
soup-ladle was worth at least 200 francs, or
robbed
himself
as
Here again he regarded
;
society, the state, by diminishing his earn- double what he had earned in nineteen years,
ings, and robbed him wholesale ; now it was though it was true that he would have earned
was the turn of the individual to commit re- more had not the officials robbed him.
His mind oscillated for a good hour, in
Liberation is not deliverance, a
tail robbery.
man may leave the bagne, but not condem- these fluctuations with which a struggle
nation.
We have seen what happened to him was almost assuredly blended. When three
at Grasse, and we know how he was treated o'clock struck he opened his eyes, suddenly
sat up, stretched out his arms, and felt for his
atD
knapsack which he had thrown into a corner
of the alcove, then let his legs hang, and felt
CHAPTER XXIII.
himself seated on the bed-side almost without
He remained for awhile
knowing how.
THE MAN AWAKE.,
thoughtfully in this attitude, which would
As two o'clock pealed from the cathedral have had, something sinister about it, for any
What aroused one who had seen him, the only wakeful perbell, Jean Valjean awoke.
him was that the bed was too comfortable, son in the house. All at once he stooped,
for close on twenty years he had not slept in took off his shoes, then resumed his thoughtIn
a bed, and though he had not undressed, the ful posture, and remained motionless.
sensation was too novel not to disturb his the midst of this hideous meditation, the
He had been asleep for more than ideas which we have indicated incessantly
sleep.
crossed his brain, entered, went out,returned,
four hours, and his weariness had worn off
and he was accustomed not to grant many and weighed upon him and then he thought,
hours to repose. He opened his eyes and without knowing why, and with the melooked into the surrounding darkness, and chanical obstinacy of reverie, of a convict he
then he closed them again to go to sleep once had known at the bagne, of the name of
more. Whei^ many diverse sensations have Brevet, whose trousers were only held up by a
agitated a day, and when matters preoccupy single knitted brace. The draught-board dethe mind, a man may sleep, but he cannot go sign of that brace incessantly returned to his
Sleep comes more easily than mind. He remained in this situation, and
to sleep again.
would have probably remained so till sunrise,
it returns, and this happened to Jean YalAs he could not go to sleep again, he had not the clock struck the quarter or the halfjean.
hour. It seemed as if this stroke said to him,
began thinking.
He rose, hesitated for a moment and
It was one of those moments in which the To work
ideas that occupy the mind are troubled, and listened; all was silent in the house, and he
there was a species of obscure ascillation in went on tiptoe to the window, through which
His old recollections and imme- he peered. The night was not very dart ; there
his brain.
crossed each other, and was a full moon, across which heavy clouds
recollections
diate
This produced
floated confusedly, losing their shape, grow- were chased by the wind.
ing enprmously, and then disappearing sud- alternations of light and shade, and a species
denly, as if in troubled and muddy water. of twilight in the room this twilight, suffising, the
said,

.

;

!

;

Many thoughts occurred to him, but there
was one Avhich constantly reverted and exThis thought we will at
pelled all the-rest.
once describe ; he had noticed the six silver
forks and spoons and the great ladle which
Madame Magloire put on the table. This
plate overwhelmed him— it was there a few
yards from him. When he crossed the adjoining room to reach the one in which he
now was, the old servant was putting it in a
small cupboard at the bed-head, he had
carefully noticed this cupboard it was on

—

—

—

cient to guide him, but intermittent in con-

sequence of the clouds, resembled that livid

hue produced by the grating of a cellar over
which people are continually passing. On
reaching the window, Jean Valjean examined
it was without bars, looked on the garden,
it
and was only closed, according to the fashion
He opened
of the country, by a small peg.
;

but as a cold sharp breeze suddenly entered the room, he closed it again directly.
He gazed into the garden with that attentive
it,

glance which studies rather than looks, and
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was enclosed by a whitewashed opening must be increased at all hazards.
Beyond it he no- He made up his mind, and pushed the door
ticed the tops of trees standing at regular a third time, more energetically still.
This
distances, which proved that this wall sepa- time there was a badly-oiled hinge, which
suddenly uttered a hoarse prolonged cry in
rated the garden from a public walk.
Jean Yaljean started; the
After taking this glance, he walked boldly the darkness.
to the alcove, opened his knapsack, took out sound of the hinge smote his ear startingly
something which he laid on the bed, put his and formidably, as if it had been the trumpet
shoes in one of the pouches, placed the knap- of the day of judgment. In the fantastic exsack on his shoulders, put on his cap, the aggerations of the first minute, he almost
peak of which he pulled over his eyes, groped imagined that this hinge had become anifor his stick, which he placed in the window mated, and suddenly obtained a terrible vinook, and then returned to the bed, and tality and barked like a dog to warn and
took up the object he had laid on it. It re- awaken the sleepers. He stopped shuddersembled a short iron bar, sharpened at one of ing and dismayed, and fell back from tiptoes
its ends.
It would have been difficult to dis- on his heels.
He felt the arteries in his temtinguish in the darkness for what purpose ples beat like two forge hammers, and it
this piece of iron had been fashioned; per- seemed to him that his breath issued from
haps it was a lever, perhaps it was a club. his lungs with the noise of the wind roaring
By daylight it could have been seen that out of a cavern. He fancied that the horriit was nothing but a miner^s candlestick.
ble clamor of this irritated hinge must have
The convicts at that day were sometimes startled the whole house like the shock of an
employed in extracting rock from the lofty earthquake; the door he opened had been
hills that surround Toulon, and it was not alarmed and cried for help; the old man
infrequent for them to have mining tools would rise, the two aged females would shriek,
at their disposal.
The miners^ candlesticks and assistance would arrive within a quarter
are made of massive steel, and have a point of an hour, the town would be astir, and the
at the lower end, by which they are dug into gendarmerie turned out.
For a moment he
found that

it

wall, easy to climb over.

He

took the bar in his right hand,
and deadening his
footsteps he walked towards the door of the
adjoining room, the bishop^s as we know.
On reaching this door he found it ajar the
bishop had not shut it.
the rock.

and holding

his breath

—

CHAPTER XXIV.
WHAT HE

DID.

Jeait VALJEAi^r Hstened, but there was
not a sound; he pushed the door with a tip
of his finger lightly, and with the furtive
restless gentleness of a cat that wants to get
in.
The door yielded to the pressure, and
made an almost imperceptible and silent move-

ment, which slightly widened the opening.
He waited for a moment and then pushed
the door again more boldly. It continued to
yield silently, and the opening was soon large

enough for him

to pass through.
But there
was near the door a small table which formed
an awkward angle with it, and barred the en-

trance.

Jean Yaljean noticed the

difficulty:

the

believed himself

He

lost.

remained where he was, petrified like
the statue of salt, and not daring to make a
movement. A few minutes passed, during
which the door remained wide open. He
ventured to look into the room, and found
that nothing had stirred. He listened; no
one was moving in the house, the creaking of
the rusty hinge had not awakened any one.
The first danger had passed, but still there
was fearful tumult within him. But he did
not recoil, he had not done so even when he
thought himself lost; he only thought of finishing the job as speedily as possible, and entered the bed-room. The room was in a
state of perfect calmness; here and there
might be distinguished confused and vague
forms, which by day were papers scattered
over the table, open folios, books piled on a
sofa, an easy-chair covered with clothes, and
a priedieu, all of which were at this moment
only dark nooks and patches of white. Jean
Valjean advanced cautiously and carefully,
and avoided coming into collision with the
furniture.
He heard from the end of the
room the calm and regular breathing of the
sleeping bishop. Suddenly he stopped, for he
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was close to the bed; he had reached it
sooner than he had anticipated.
Nature at times blends her effects and
spectacles with our actions with a species of
gloomy and intelligent design, as if wishing
For nearly half an hour
to make us reflect.
a heavy cloud had covered the sky, but at the
moment when Jean Valjean stopped at the
foot of the bed^ this cloud was rent asunder
as if expressly, and a moonbeam passing
through the tall window suddenly illumined
the bishop's pale face. He was sleeping
peacefully, and was wrapped up in a long
garment of brown wool, which covered his
arms down to the wrists. His head was
thrown back on the pillow in the easy attitude of repose, and his hand, adorned with the
pastoral ring, and which had done so many
good deeds, hung out of bed. His entire
face was lit up by a vague expression of satisfaction, hope, and beatitude— it was more
than a smile and almost a radiance. He had
on his forehead the inexpressible reflection
of an invisible light, for the soul of a just
man contemplates a mysterious heaven during sleep. A reflection of this heaven was
cast over the bishop, but it was at the same
time a luminous transparency, for the heaven
was within him, and was conscience.
At the moment when the moonbeam was

No one could have said what was
going on within him, not even himself. In
order to form any idea of it we must imagine
what is the most violent in the presence- of
what is gentlest. Even in his face nothing
could have been distinguished with certainty,
for it displayed a sort of haggard astonishment. He looked at the bishop, that was all,
but what his thoughts were it would be impossible to divine; what was evident was, that he
was moved and shaken, but of what nature was
this emotion ? His eye was not once removed
from the old man, and the only thing clearly
revealed by his attitude and countenance was
It seemed as if he
a strange indecision.
were hesitating between two abysses, the
one that saves and the one that destroys
he was ready to dash out the bishop's brains
At the expiration of a few
or kiss his hand.
minutes his left arm slowly rose to his cap,
which he took off then his arm fell again
with the same slowness, and Jean Valjean
recommenced his contemplation, with his cap
in his left hand, his crow-bar in his right,
and his hair standing erect on his savage
ously.

;

;

head.

The bishop continued to sleep peacefully
beneath this terrific glance. A moonbeam
rendered the crucifix over the mantelpiece
dimly visible, which seemed to open its arms
cast over this internal night, the sleeping for both, with a blessing for one and a parbishop seemed to be surrounded by a glory, don for the other. All at once Jean Valjean
which was veiled, however, by an ineffable put on his cap again, then walked rapidly
The moon in the heavens, the along the bed, without looking at the bishop,
semi-light.
slumbering landscape, the quiet house, the and went straight to the cupboard. He
hour, the silence, the moment, added some- raised his crow-bar to force the lock, but as
thing solemn and indescribable to this man's the key was in it, he opened it, and the first
venerable repose, and cast a majestic and thing he saw was the plate-basket, which he
He hurried across the room, not
serene halo round his white hair and closed seized.
eyes, his face, in which all was hope and caring for the noise he made, re-entered the
confidence, his aged head, and his infantine oratory, opened the window, seized his stick,
There was almost a divinity in put the silver in his pocket, threw away the
slumbers.
Jean Val- basket, leaped into the garden, bounded over
this unconsciously august man.
jean was standing in the shadow with his the wall like a tiger, and fled.
crow-bar in his hand, motionless and terrified
by this luminous old man. He had never
seen any thing like this before, and such conOHAPTEK XXV.
The moral world has
fidence horrified him.
no greater spectacle than this, a troubled
THE BISHOP AT WORK.
which is on the point of
committing a bad action, contemplating the
sleep of a just man.
This sleep is such isolation, and with a

restless conscience,

neighbor like himself, possessed a species of
sublimity which he felt vaguely, but imperi-

The

next morning at sunrise Monseigneur

Welcome was walking about the garden, when
Madame Magloire came running toward him
in a state of great alarm.

^^Monseigneur,

monseigneur!^^

she

LE8 MISERABLES.
screamed, ^' does your grandeur know where
^'
the plate basket is ?
**
bishop.
the
said
Yes/^
" The Lord be praised/^ she continued ;
" I did not know what had become of \V
The bishop had just picked up the basket
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same table at which Jean Valjean sat
on the previous evening. While breakfasting
Monseigneur Welcome gayly remarked to his

at the

who said nothing, and to Madame
who growled in a low voice, that

sister,

Magloire,

spoon and fork, even of wood, are not required
Madame
to dip a piece of bread in a cup of milk.
it
to
handed
now
and
in a flower-bed,
" What an idea !" ,Madame Magloire said,
Magloire. " Here it is/^ he said.
" Well ? " she said, '' there is nothing in as she went backwards and forwards, ''to
?^^
receive a man like that, and lodge him by
it ; where is the plate
" Ah ? '' the bishop replied, ^' it is the plate one^s side. And what a blessing it is that he
Oh, Lord the mere thought
Well, I do not only stole
that troubles your mind.
makes a body shudder."
know where that is."
" Good Lord it is stolen, and that man
As the brother and sister were leaving the
table there was a knock at the door.
who came last night is the robber."
" Come in," said the bishop.
In a twinkling Madame Magloire had run
The door opened, and a strange and vioto the oratory, entered the alcove, and returned to the bishop. He was stooping lent group appeared on the threshold. Three
down and looking sorrowfully at a cochlearia, men were holding a fourth by the collar.
whose stem the basket had broken. He The three men were gendarmes, the fourth
A corporal, who apparaised himself on hearing Madame Magloire was Jean Valjean.
rently commanded the party, came in and
scream,—
" Monseigneur, the man has gone the walked up to the bishop with a military sa!

!

!

!

plate

is

stolen

lute.

!

While uttering this exclamation her eyes
fell on a corner of the garden, where there
were signs of climbing ; the coping of the
wall had been torn away.
" That is the way he went he leaped into
Ah, what an abomination;
Cochefilet lane.
he has stolen our plate
The bishop remained silent for a moment,
then raised his earnest eyes, and said gently
to Madame Magloire,—
"
''
By the way, was that plate ours ?
Madame Magleire was speechless ; there
was another interval of silence, after which
the bishop continued,—
" Madame Magloire, I had wrongfully held
back this silver, which belongs to the poor.
Who was this person ? evidently a poor man."
^^ Good gracious!" Madame Magloire continued; ''I do not care for it, nor does
mademoiselle, but we feel for mon seigneur.
'
With what will monseigneur eat now ?
amazement.
in
The bishop looked at her
"Why, are they not pewter forks to be
!

!

had?"
Madame Magloire shrugged her

shoulders.

" Pewter smells "
" Then iron "
!

!

Magloire made and expressive
*^ Iron tastes."
grimace.
"Well then," said the bishop, ''wood!"
few minutes later he was breakfasting

Madame

A

" Monseigneur," he said.
At this word Jean Valjean,

and crushed, raised

his

who was gloomy
head with a stupefied

air.

" Monseigner," he muttered, then he is
not the cure.
" This
" Silence !" said a gendarme.
gentleman is monseigneur the bishop."
In the meanwhile Monseigneur W^elcome
had advanced as rapidly as his great age permitted.

" Ah

there vou are," he said, looking at
"I am glad to see you.'
Why, I gave you the candlesticks too, whichj
are also silver, and will fetch you 200 francs.'.
Why did you not take them away with the

Jean

!

Valjean.

^

rest of the plate ?"

\

Jean Valjean opened his eyes, and looked
at the bishop with an expression which no

\

;

human language

could render.
" Monseigneur," the corporal said ; " what
We met
this man told us was true then?
him, and as he looked as if he were running
away, we arrested him. He had this plate
" And he told you," the bishop interrupted,
with a smile, " that it was given to him by an
old priest at whose house he passed the night ?

—

I see it all.

here

?

"In
we can

That

And you brought him
is

a mistake."

case," the corporal
let him go ?"

that

back

continued,^
v-

"^

,
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he was affected or humiliated ; at times a
strange softening came over him, against
which he strove, and to which he opposed
Valjean, who tottered back.
" Is it true that I am at liberty
he said, the hardening of the last twenty years. This
in ail almost inarticulate voice, and as if condition offended him, and he saw with
alarm that the species of frightful calmness,
speaking in his sleep.
" Yes, you are let go ; don^t you under- which the injustice of his misfortune had
produced, was shaken within him.
stand T^ said a gendarme.
He
" My friend/^ the bishop continued, '' be- askbd himself what would take its place at
times he would have preferred being in prifore you go takg yoiir candlogticks.^^
He went to the mantelpiece, fetched the son and with the gendarmes, and that things
two candlesticks, and handed them to Jean had not happened thus for that would have
The two females watched him do agitated him less. Although the season was
Valjean.
so without a word, without a sign, without a advanced, there were still here and there in
look that could disturb the bishop. Jean the hedges a few laggard flowers, whose
Yaljean was trembling in all his limbs ; he smell recalled childhood^s memories as he
took the candlesticks mechanically, and with passed them. These recollections were almost unendurable, for it was so long since
wandering looks.
''
Now^^ said the bishop, " go in peace. they had recurred to him.
Indescribable thoughts were thus congreBy the bye, when you return, my friend, it
gated within him the whole day through.
is unnecessary to pass through the garden,
for you can always enter, day and night, by When the sun was setting, and lengthening
on the ground the shadow of the smallest
the front door, which is only latched.^^
pebble, Jean Valjean was sitting behind a
Then, turning to the gendarmes, he said,
'' Gentlemen, you can retire.^^
bush in a large tawny and utterly deserted
They did so. Jean Valjean looked as if he plain. There were only the Alps on the
were on the point of fainting ; the bishop horizon, there was not even the steeple of a
distant village.
Jean Valjean might be
walked up to him, and said in a low voice,
" Never forget that you have promised me about three leagues from D
a path
, and
to employ this money in becoming an honest that crossed the plain ran a few paces from
the bushes.
In the midst of this meditation,
man. '^
Jean Valjean, who had no recollection of which would have contributed no little in
having promised any thing, stood silent. The rendering his rage formidable to any one who
bishop, who had laid a stress on these words, saw him, he heard a sound of mirth.
He
turned his head and saw a little Savoyard
continued solemnly,
'^
Jean Valjean, my brother, you no longer about ten years of age coming along the path,
belong to evil, but to good. I have bought with his hurdy-gurdy at his side and his
your soul of you. I withdraw it from black dormouse-box on his back. He was one of
thoughts and the spirit of perdition, and those gentle, merry lads who go about from
country to country, displaying their knees
giveXt_ta^God.^^
through the holes in their trousers.
While singing the lad stopped eve.ry now
CHAPTER 5XVI.
and then to play at pitch and toss with some
coins he held in his hand, which were
LITTLE GERVAIS.
probably his entire fortune.
Among these
Jeais" Valjean left the town as if running coins was a two-franc piece.
The lad stopaway ; he walked hastily across the fields, ped by the side of the bushes without seetaking the roads and paths that off ered them- ing Jean Valjean, and threw up the handful
selves, without perceiving that he was going of sous,
all
of which he had hitherto
round and round. He wandered thus the always caught on the back of his hand.
entire morning, and though he had eaten This time the two-franc piece fell, and
nothing, he did not feel hungry. He was at- rolled up to Jean Valjean, who placed his
tacked by a multitude of novel sensations ; foot upon it. But the boy had looked after
he felt a sort of passion, but he did not know the coin, and seen him do it; he did not seem
with whom. He could not have said whether surprised, but walked straight up to the
r^ Of course/^ the bishop answered.
The gendarmes loosed their hold of Jean

V

;

;

—
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was an utterly deserted spo^ as far darkness collected around Jean Valjean, He
was no one on the had eaten nothing all day, and was probably
He had remained standing and
plain or the path. Nothing was audible, save in a fever.
the faint cries of a swarm of birds of pas- not changed his attitude since the boy ran
sage passing through the sky, at an immense off. His breath heaved his chest at long and
The boy had his back turned to the unequal intervals, his eye fixed ten or twelve
height.
sun, which wove golden threads in his hair, yards ahead, seemed to be studying with proand suffused Jean Valjean's face with a pur- found attention the shape of an old fragment of blue earthenware which had fallen
pled blood-red hue.
Suddenly he started, for he
^^Sir,'^ the little Savoyard said, with that in the grass.
childish confidence which is composed of felt the night chill; he pulled his cap over
his forehead, mechanically tried to cross and
ignorance and innocence, ^*my coin?'^
^^What is your name?^^ Jean Valjean said. button his blouse, made a step, and stooped
mail.

It

as eye could extend there

" Little Gervais, sir.^^
'^ Be off,^^ said Jean Valjean.

me my

up

to pick

At

his stick.

moment he perceived the

this

two-franc

which his foot had half buried in the
turf, and which glistened among the pebbles.
Jean
It had the effect of a galvanic shock upon
nothing.
^^ What is this T' he muttered.
He
him.
The boy began again,
fell back three paces, then stopped, unable
^*My two-franc piece, sir.^^
Jean Valjean's eye remained fixed on the to take his eye from the spot his foot had
''

Give

you please, sir.^^
Valjean hung his head, but said
coin, if

trodden a

ground.
^^

My

piece,

coin,''^

the boy cried,

^^

my

silver

my money. '^
seemed as if Jean Valjean did not hear
him, for the boy seized the collar of his
blouse and shook him, and at the same time
made an effort to remove the iron-shod shoe
placed on his coin.
"I want my money, my forty-sous piece.^'
The boy began crying, and Jean Valjean
He was still sitting on the
raised his head.
ground, and his eyes were misty. He looked
at the lad with a sort of amazement, then
stretched forth his hand to his stick, and
piece,
It

shouted in a terrible voice, ^^ Who is this?^^
^^ Little Ger^^I, sir,^^ the boy replied.

moment

before, as

the thing

if

glistening there in the darkness

had an open

In a few moments he
eye fixed upon him.
dashed convulsively at the coin, picked it
up, and began looking out into the plain,
while shuddering like a straying wild beast
which is seeking shelter.
He saw nothing, night was falling, the
plain was cold and indistinct, and heavy violet mists rose in

the twilight.

rapidly in a certain

direction,

He set out
the one in

which the lad had gone. After going some
thirty yards he stopped, looked and saw
nothing; then he shouted with

all his

strength^

He was
and waited, but there was no response.
vais; give me back my two francs, if you The country was deserted and gloomy, and
Take away your foot, sir, if you he was surrounded by space. There was
please.
Then he grew irritated, though so nothing but a gloom in which his glance was
please. ^^
little, and almost threatening.
lost, and a silence in which his voice was lost.
^' Come,
will you remove your foot, I An icy breeze was blowing, and imparted to
sayr
things around a sort of mournful life. The
**Ah, it is you still, '^ said Jean Valjean, bushes shook their little thin arms with inand springing up, wiih his foot still held on credible fury; they seemed to be threatening
the coin, he added, '' Will you be off or and pursuing some one.
not?^'
He walked onwards and then began runThe startled boy looked at him, then began ning, from time to time he stopped, and
trembling from head to foot, and after a few shouted in the solitude with a voice the most
moments of stupor ran off at full speed, formidable and agonizing that can be im" Little Gervais, little Gervais P^-*
without daring to look back or utter a cry. agined
Still, when he got a certain distance, want of Assuredly, if the boy had heard him, he
breath, forced him to stop, and Jean Valjean would have felt frightened, and not have
could hear him sobbing. In a few minutes shown himself; but the lad was doubtless a
The convict met
the boy had disappeared. The sun had set, and long way off by this time.
'^Little

silent,

:

Gervais,

little

Gervais!''

!
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a priest on horseback, to

up and

whom

he went

^'Monsieur

le

Cure, have you seen a lad

pass?'^

No/^ the priest replied.
^^A lad of the name of 'Little Gervais?^^^

^^

nobody/^
took two five-franc pieces
trom his pouch and handed them to the
•'I have seen

The

convict

and gentle words of the old
" You have promised me to become

angelic deeds

man

said:

:

an honest man. I purchase your soul ; I
withdraw it from the spirit of perverseness,
and give it to God.^^ This incessantly recurred to him, and he opposed to this celestial indulgence that pride which is within us
as the fortress of evil.

He

felt indistinctly

that this priest's forgiveness was the greatest

and most formidable assault by which he had
yet been shaken
that his hardening would
be permanent if he resisted this clemency
that if he yielded he must renounce that
hatred with which the actions of other men
'^
had filled his soul during so many years, and
I did not see him.^^
'^ Can you tell me if there is any one of
which pleased him; that this time he must
the name of Little Gervais in the villages either conquer or be vanquished, and that the
struggle, a colossal and final struggle, had
about here?'^
begun between his wickedness and that man^s
''^If it is as you say, my good fellow, the
priest.

Monsieur le Cure, this is for your poor.
He way a boy of about ten years of age, with
a dormouse, I think, and a hurdy-gurdy, a
Savoyard, you know.^'
'^

lad

a stranger.

is

Many

of

them pass

this

way."*'

Jean Valjean violently took out two other
five-franc pieces, which he gave the priest.
'Tor your poor,"^ he said; then added
wildly, ''Monsieur TAbbe, have me arrested:
I

am

a robber.^'

;

;

goodness.

In the presence of all these gleams he
walked on like a drunken man. While he
went on thus with haggard eye, had he any
distinct perception of what the result of his
might be ? Did he hear
adventure at D
all that mysterious buzzing which warns or

priest urged on his horse, and rode
away in great alarm, while Jean Valjean set
off running in the direction he had first
He went on for a long distance, looktaken.
ing, calling, and shouting, but he met no one
Twice or thrice he ran across the plain
else.
to something that appeared to him to be a

mind at certain moments of life ?
Did a voice whisper in his ear that he had
just gone through the solemn hour of his
destiny, that no middle way was now left
him, and that if he were not henceforth the
best of men he would be the worst that he
must now ascend higher than the bishop, or

person lying or sitting down but he only
found heather or rocks level with the ground.
At last he stopped at a spot where three paths
met the moon had risen he called out for

sink lower than the galley-slave

The

;

;

;

the last time, " Little Gervais, Little GerHis shout died away
vais, Little Gervais V^
in the mist, without even awakening an echo.
He muttered again, "Little Gervais, ^^ in a

weak and almost inarticulate voice, but it
was his last effort. His knees suddenly gave
away under him as if an invisible power were
crushing him beneath the weight of a bad
conscience.

He

fell

exhausted on a large

hand tearing his hair, his face
" I am a
between his knees, and shrieked
scoundrel '' Then his heart melted, and he
be^an to weep it was the first time for ninestone, with his

:

;

tee a years.

When Jean Valjean quitted the bishop^s
house he was lifted out of his former thoughts,
and could not account for what was going on
within him. JEIe stiffened himself against the

disturbs the

;

;

that

if

he

wished to be good he must become an angel,
and if he wished to remain wicked that he

must become a monster ?
Here we must ask again the question we
previously asked, did he confusedly receive
Asall this into his mind ?

any shadow of

we

misfortune educates the
doubtful whether Jean
Valjean was in a state to draw the conclusions
we have formed. If these ideas reached him,
he had a glimpse of them rather than saw
them, and they only succeeded in throwing
him into an indescribable and almost jDainful
On leaving that shapeless black
trouble.
thing which is called the bagne the bishop
had hurt his soul, in the same way as a too
brilliant light would have hurt his eyes on
coming out of darkness. The future life,
the possible life, which presented itself to
him, all pure and radiant, filled him with
tremor and anxiety, and he really no longer
suredly, as
intellect,

still

said,

it

is

LES MISERABLES.
knew how matters

Like an owl that
were.
suddenly witnessed a sunrise the convict had
been dazzled and, as it were, blinded by virtue.

One thing which he did not

suspect

is

cer-

he was no longer the same
man all was changed in him, and it was no
longer in his power to get rid of the fact that
6he bishop had spoken to him and taken his
hand. While in this mental condition he
met Little Gervais, and robbed him of his two
francs why did he so ; assuredly he could not
explain it.
Was it a final, and as it were supreme effort of the evil thought he had
brought from the bagne, a remainder of impulse, a result of what i» called in statics
^^ acquired force
It was so, and was perT'
haps also even less than that. Let us say
simply, it wa s^not he who robbed, it was not
th^man, but the brute beast that through
habit and instinct stupidly placed its foot on
5the coin, while the intellect was struggling
/with such novel and extraordinary sensations.
When the intellect woke again and saw this
\brutish action, Jean Valjean recoiled with
/agony and uttered a cry of horror. It was a
curious phenomenqn, and one only possible
in the situation he was in, that, in robbing
the boy of that money, he committed a deed
of which he was no longer capable.
However this may be, this last bad action
had a decisive effect upon him it suddenly
darted through the chaos which filled his
mind and dissipated it, placed on one side
the dark mists, on the other the light, and
tain, however, that
;

:

1

:

acted on his soul, in

its

present condition,

upon a
troubled mixture, by precipitating one ele-

like certain chemical re-agents act

ment and
even

clarifying another.

examining himself or

At first, before
reflecting,

he

wildly strove to find the boy again and return

him

his

money

;

then,

when he

perceived

that this was useless and impossible, he
stopped in despair. At the moment when he
''
^^ I am a scoundrel
he had seen
himself as he really was, and was already so
separated from himself that he fancied him-

exclaimed,

self merely a phantom, and that he had there
before him, in flesh and blood, his blouse

fastened round his hips, his knapsack full of
stolen objects

on his back, with his resolute

his mind full of hideous
schemes, the frightful galley-slave, Jean Val-

and gloomy face and
jean.
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As we have remarked, excessive misfortune
had made him to some extent a visionary,
and this therefore was a species of vision.
He really saw that Jean Valjean with his sinister face before him, and almost asked himself

who

this

man who

so horrified

him

was.

His brain was in that violent and yet frightfully calm stage when the reverie is so deep
that it absorbs reality'-.
He contemplated
himself, so to speak, face to face, and at tlie
same time he saw through this hallucination
a species of light which he at first took for a

On looking more attentively at this
which appeared to his conscience, he
perceived that it had a human shape and was
His conscience examined in turn
the bishop.
the two men standing before him, the bishop
and Jean Valjean. By one of those singular
effects peculiar to an ecstasy of this nature,
the more his reverie was prolonged, the taller
and more brilliant the bishop appeared, while
Jean Valjean grew less and faded out of sight.
At length he disappeared and the bishop alone
remained, who filled the wretched man^s soul
torch.
light

with a magnificent radiance.
Jean Valjean wept for a long time, and
sobbed with more weakness than a woman,
more terror than a child. While he wept the
light grew brighter in his brain, an extraordinary light, at once ravishing and terrible.
His past life, his first fault, his long expiation, his external brutalization, his internal

hardening, his liberation, accompanied by so
many plans of vengeance, what had happened
at the bishop^s, the last thing he had done,
the robbery of the boy, a crime the more
cowardly and monstrous because it took place
all this reafter the bishop^s forgiveness
curred to him, but in a light which he had
never before seen. He looked at his life,
and it appeared to him horrible; at his soul,
and it appeared to him frightful. Still a
soft light was shed over both, and he fancied
that he saw Satan by the light of Paradise.
How many hours did he weep thus ? what
did he do afterwards ? whither did he go ?
No one ever knew. It was stated, however,
that on this very night the mail carrier
at
from Grenoble, who arrived at D
about 3 A.M., while passing through the
street where the bishop^s palace stood, saw
a man kneeling on the pavement in the

—

attitude of prayer in front of Monseigneur

Welcome^s door.
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CHAPTER
THE YEAR

XXVII.
1817.

1817 is the year which Louis XVIII., with
a certain royal coolness which was not deficient in pride, entitled the twenty-second of
It is the year in which M. Bruhis rein.
guiere de Sorsum was celebrated. All the
wig-makers' shops, hoping for powder and
the return of the royal bird, were covered
with azure and fleurs-de-lys. It was the candid time when Count Lynch sate every Sun-

day as churchwarden at St. Germain-des-Pres
n the coat of a peer of France, with his' red
ribbon, his long nose, and that majestic proto a man who has done a
file peculiar
The brilliant deed done by
brilliant deed.
M. Lynch was having, when mayor of Bordeaux, surrendered the town rather prematurely on March 12, 1814, to the Due d'Angouleme hence his peerage. In 1817 fashion
buried little boys of the age of six and seven
beneath vast Morocco leather caps with ear;

flaps,

much

nets.

resembling Esquimaux fur bonThe French army was dressed in white,

like the Austrian; the

legions,

regiments w^ere called

and bore the names of the depart-

ments instead of numbers. ISTapoleon was at
St. Helera, and as England refused him green
cloth he had his old coats turned. In 1817
Pellegrini sang, and Mile Bigottini danced,
Potior reigned, and Odry w^as not as yet.
Madame Saqui succeeded Forioso. There
were still Prussians in France. M. Delalot
Legitimacy had just
was a personage.
strengthened itself by cutting off the hand
and then the head of Pleignier, Carbonneau,
Prince de Talleyrand, lord
and Tolleron.
high chamberlain, and the Abbe Louis, mindesignate of finance, looked at each
other with the laugh of two augurs. Both
had celebrated, on July 14, 1790, the mass of
the confederation in the Champ de Mars.
Talleyrand had read it as bishop, Louis had
ister

it as deacon.
In 1817, in the side
walks of the same Champ de Mars, could be
seen large w^ooden cylinders, lying in the wet
and rotting in the grass, painted blue, with
traces of eagles and bees which had lost their
gilding.
These were the columns which two
years previously supported the emperor's
balcony at the Champ de Mai. They were
partly blackened by the bivouac fires of the
Austrians encamped near Gros Caillou, and
two or three of the columns had disappeared

served

fires, and warmed the coarse
hands of the Kaiserlichs. The Champ de
Mai had this remarkable thing about it, that
it was held in the month of June, and on the
Champ de Mars. In this year, 1817, two
things w^ere popular, the Voltaire Touquet
and the snuff-box a la charte. The latest
Parisian sensation w^as the crime of Dautun,
who threw his brother's head into the basin
on the Flower Market. People w^ere beginning to grow anxious at the admiralty that
no news arrived about that fatal frigate la
Meduse, which was destined to cover Chaumareix with shame and Gericault with glory.
Colonel Selves proceeded to Egypt to become
Soliman Pacha there.
The palace of the
Thermos, in the Rue de la Harj)e, served as a
shop for a cooper. On the platform of the
octagonal tower of the Hotel de Cluny, could
still be seen the small plank hut w^hich had
served as an observatory for Messier, astronomer to the admiralty under Louis XVI.
The Duchesse de Daras was reading to three
or four friends in her boudoir furnished with
sky-blue satin X's, her unpublished romance
of Ourilcn,
The N.'s were scratched off the
Louvre, the Austerlitz bridge abdicated, and
was called the Kings' Gardens' bridge
double enigma which at once disguised the
Austerlitz bridge and the Jarden des Plantes.
Louis XVIIL, while annotating Horace with
his nail, was troubled by heroes who make
themselves emperors and cobblers who make
themselves dauphins; he had two objects of
anxiety, Napoleon and Mathurin Bruneau.
The French academy offered as subject for
the prize essay the happiness produced by
M. Billart was officially eloquent;
study.
and in his shadow could be seen growing up
that future Advocate-General de Broe promised to the sarcasms of Paul Louis Courier.
There was a false Chateaubriand called Mar-

in the bivouac

—

changy, while waiting

till

there should be a

Marchangy, called d'Arlincourt. ^^ Claire
d'Albe" and ''Malek Adel" were masterpieces; and Madame Cottin was declared the
false

first

writer of the age.

The

institute erased

the academician Napoleon Bonroyal decree constituted Angouaparte.
leme a naval school, for, as the Due d'Angouleme was lord high admiral, it was evident that the city from which he derived his

from

its lists

A

title

possessed de jure all the qualifications
if not, the monarchical princi-

of a seaport ;

ple would be encroached on.

In the council
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of

ministers

the

question

was

discussed

whether the woodcuts representing tumblers,
which seasoned Franconi^s bills and caused
the street scamps to congregate, should be
M. Paer, author of TAgnese,
tolerated.
a square-faced man with a carbuncle on
private
concerts
chin, directed the
of the Marchioness de Sassenaye in the Eue de
la Yille d^Ev^que. All the young ladies were
his

singing, ^^L^ermite de Saint Avelle/^ words

The Yellow Dwarf
by Edmond Geraud.
was transformed into the Mirror. The cafe
Lemblin stood up for the emperor against
the Cafe Valois, which supported the Bourbons. The Due de Berry, whom Louvel was
already gazing at from the darkness, had just
It was
been married to a princess of Sicily.
a year since Madame de Stael had died. The
Life Guards hissed Mademoiselle Mars. The
large papers were all small ; their size was
limited, but the liberty was great. The Constihdionnel was constitutional, and the Minerva called Chateaubriand Chdteaubriant
this t made the city laugh heartily, at the
Prostituted
expense of the great writer.
journalists insulted in sold journals the proDavid had no longer any
scripts of 1815.
talent, Arnault any wit, Carnot any probity.
It is true that
Soult never gained a battle.
Napoleon was no longer a genius. Every-
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be at a later date '^ the conspiracy du Bord
de Feau.'^ The ^^ black pin^^ was plotting
on its side. Delaverderie was coming to an
understanding with Trogoff. M. Dekazes,
a rather liberally-minded man, was in the
Chateaubriand, standing each
ascendant.
morning at his No. 27 Eue Saint Dominique,
in trousers and slippers, with his gray hair
fastened by a handkerchief, with his eyes
fixed on a mirror, and a case of dentist^s instruments open before him, was cleaning
his teeth, which were splendid, while dictating ^^ Monarchy according to the Charter'^
to M. Pilorge, his secretary.
Authoritative
critics preferred Lafon to Talma.
M. de
Feletz signed A ; M. Hoffman signed Z.
Charles Nodier was writing ^^ Therese AuDivorce was abolished. The Lycaea
bert.^^
were called colleges. The collegians, with a
gold fleur de lys on their collar, were fighting about the king of Eome. The counterpolice of the chateau denounced to her Eoyal
Highness Madame, the universally exposed
portrait of the Due d^Ol'leans, who looked

—

much handsomer in his uniform of colonel
general of hussars than the Due de Berry did
in his uniform as colonel general of dragoons,
which was a serious annoyance. The city of
dome

of the Invalides

charges.

Serious-minded

Paris was having the
regilt at its

own

body knows that it is rare for letters sent by men asked themselves what M. de Trinquepost to reach an exile, for the police make it lague would do in such and such a case.
a religious duty to intercept them. The fact M. Clausel de Mentals diverged on certain
points from M. Clausel de Coussergues; M. de
is not new, for Descartes, when banished,
complained of it. DaVid having displayed Salaberry was not satisfied. Picard the comesome temper in a Belgian paper at not receiv- dian, who belonged to the academy of which
ing letters written to him, this appeared very Moliere was^ not a member, was playing the
amusing to the royalist journals which ridi- two Philiberts at the Odeon, on the facade of
The use of the which could still be distinctly read: Theatre
culed the proscribed man.
words regicides or voters, enemies or allies, DE l^Impeeatrice, although the letters had
Napoleon, or Bonaparte^ separated two men been torn down. People were taking sides
more than an abyss. All persons of common for or against Cugnet de Montarlot. FabBavoux was revolutionary,
sense were agreed that the era of revolutions vier was factious
was eternally closed by Louis XVIIL, sur- Pelicier the publisher brought out an edition
named ^^ the immortal author of the charter. ^^ of Voltaire with the title ^^The Works of
On the platform of the Pont Neuf the word Votaire, Member of the Academy/' '^ That
'' Eedivivus^^
was carved on the pedestal catches purchasers, ^^ the simple publisher
awaiting
the statue of Henri IV. said.
was
It was the general opinion that M.
which
M. Piet was excogitating at No. 4 Eue Charles Loyson would be the genius of the
Therese his council to consolidate the mon- age envy was beginning to snap at him,
The leaders of the right said in grave whicn is a sign of glory, and the following
archy.
complications, ^'Bacotmust be written to.^^ line was written about nim
Messieurs Canuel, O^Mahony, and de Chap- "M^me quand Loyson vole, on sent qu'il a des
pedelaine, were sketching under the covert
As Cardinal Feseh refused to resign, M»
approval of monsieur what was destined to
:

;

:

—
:
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de Pins, archbishop of Amasia, was administering the diocese of Lyons.

The

quarrel

about the Dappes valley began between Switzerland and France, through a memorial of
Captain Dufour, who has since become a
Saint Simon, utterly ignored, was
general.
There were
building up his sublime dream.
in

Academy

the

Sciences a celebrated

of

Fourier whom posterity has forgotten, and in
some obscure garret a Fourier whom the
Lord Byron was befuture will remember.
a note to a poem of
him to France in these
David
terms, ''^uncertain Lord Baron/^
The
d^ Angers was trying to mould marble.
Abbe Oaron spoke in terms of praise to a

ginning to culminate

;

Millevoye^s announced

select

audience in the Alley of the Feuillan-

an unknown

tines of

priest called Felicite

Robert, who was at a later date Lamennais.
thing that smoked and plashed on the
Seine with the noise of a swimming dog, went

A

under the Tuileries windows from the Pont
Royal to the Pont Louis XV.; it was a mechanism not worth, much, a sort of a plaything, a reverie of a dreamy inventor, an

The Parisians looked
thing with indifference. M.
de Vaublanc, reformer of the Institute by
coup d^etat, and distinguished author of several academicians, after making them, could
not succeed in becoming one himself. The
Utopia

:

d^'Artois

enter

Notre

Dame,

said

aloud

when

I saw
Napoleon and Talma enter the Bal-Sauvage
arm-in-arm -," seditious remarks punished
with six months^ imprisonment.
^*

Sapristi

!

I regret the days

Traitors displayed themselves unblushingly;

some,

who had

passed over to the

enemy

on the eve of a battle, did not conceal their
reward, but v/alked immodestly in the sunshine with the cynicism of wealth and dignities; the deserters at Ligny and Quatre Bras,
well rewarded for their turpitude, openly displayed their monarchical devotion.
Such are a few recollections of the year
1817, which is now forgotten. History neglects nearly all these details, and cannot do
otherwise, as the infinity would crush it.
Still these details, wrongly called little,
there are no little facts in humanit}^ or little
leaves in vegetation,
of ages

is

—are useful, for the face

composed of the physiogonomy of

years.

In this year 1817 four young Parisians
played a capital joke.

a steamboat.

CHAPTER

at this useless

XXVIII.

A DOUBLE QUARTETTE.
These

Parisians came, one from Toulouse,

the second from Limoges, the third from

Germain and the Pavilion Mar- Cahors, the fourth from Montauban, but
M. Delevau as prefect of they were students, and thus Parisians; for
Dupuy- studying in Paris is being born in Paris.
police on account of his devotion.
tren and Recamier quarrelled in the theatre These young men were insignificant, four
of the school of medicine, and were going every-day specimens, neither good nor bad,
to fight about the divinity of the Saviour. wise nor ignorant, geniuses nor idiots, and
Cuvier, with one eye on Genesis and the handsome with that charming April, which
They were four
other on nature, was striving to please the is called twenty years.
bigoted reaction by placing forms in harmony Oscars, for at that period Arthurs did not yet
" Burn for him the perfumes of
with texts, and letting Moses be flattered by exist.
the Mastodons. M. Frangois de I^eufchateau, Araby,^^ the romance said; ^^ Oscar is advancthe praiseworthy cultivator of the memory of ing, I am about to see him."^ People had
Parmentier, was making a thousand efforts to just emerged from Ossian the elegant world
have ^^pommes de terre^^ pronounced ^^par- was Scandinavian and Caledonian, the Engmentiere,^^ but did not succeed.
The Abbe lish style was not yet destined to prevail till a
Gregoire, ex-bishop, ex-conventionalist, and later date, and the first of the Arthurs, Wellex-senator, had reached in the royal polemics ington, had only just won the battle of
the state of the ^Hhe infamous Gregoire.''^ Waterloo.
The names of these Oscars were Felix
In the third arch of the Pont de Jena, the
new stone could still be distinguished through Tholomyes, Listolier, Fameuil, and Blache=
velle.
Of course each had a mistress; Blacheits whiteness, with which two years previously
the mine formed by Blucher to blow up the velle loved Favorite, so called because she
bridge was stopped up. Justice summoned had been to England Listolier adored Dahto her bar a man who, on seeing the Comte lia, who had taken the name of a flower for

Fauburg

St.

son desired to have

:

;

;
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nom de guerre j Fameuil idolized Zephine, half a dozen, and spent her evenings in the
an abridgment of Josephine; while Tholo- porter's lodge, where she abused her daughmyes had Fantine, called the Blonde, owing ter. What drew Dahlia towards Listolier,
Favor- towards others perhaps, towards idleness, was
to her magnificent sun-colored hair.
having too pretty pink nails. How could
ite, Dahlia, Zephine, and Fantine were four
exquisitely pretty girls, still to some extent she employ such nails in working ? a girl who
They had not entirely laid wished to remain virtuous must not have pity
work-women.
down the needle, and though deranged by on her hands. As for Zephine, she had contheir amourettes, they still had in their quered Fameuil by her little saucy and coaxThe young
.faces a remnant of the serenity of toil, and ing way of saying "Yes, Sir."
Such
in their souls that flower of honesty, which men were comrades, the girls friends.
One amours are always doubled by such friendin a woman survives the first fall.
of the four was called the young one, be- ships.
A sage and a philosopher are two persons;
cause she was the youngest, and one called
the old one, who was only three-and-twenty. and what proves it is that, after making all
To conceal nothing, the three first were more reservations for these little irregular houseexperienced, more reckless, and had flown holds. Favorite, Zephine, and Dahlia were
further into the noise of life than Fantine philosophic girls, and Fantine a prudent
Prudent, it will be said, and Tholthe Blonde, who was still occupied with her girl.
omyes' ?
Solomon would reply, that love
first illusion.
We confine ourselves
Dahlia, Zephine, and especially Favorite, forms part of wisdom.
There was to saying that Fantine's love was a first love,
could not have said the same.
She was the
already more than one episode in their scarce- a single love, a faithful love.
begun romance, and the lover who was called only one of the four who was addressed faAdolphe in the first chapter, became Al- miliarly by one man alone.
Fantine was one of those beings who
phonse in the second, and Gustave in the
Poverty and coquettishness are two spring up from the dregs of the people ; issuthird.
fatal counsellors: one scolds, the other flat- ing from the lowest depths of the social
ters, and the poor girls of the lower classes darkness she had on her forehead the stamp
have them whispering in both ears. Badly- of the anonymous and the unknown. She
guarded souls listen, and hence come the was born at M. sur M. ; of what parents ?
falls they make, and the stones hurled at who could say ? she had never known either
them. They are crushed with the splendor father or mother. She called herself Fanof all that is immaculate and inaccessible. tine, and why Fantine ? she was never known
Alas if the Jungf ran were to be starving ? by any other name. At the period of her
Favorite who had been to England, was ad- birth, the directory was still in existence.
mired by Zaphine and Dahlia. She had a She had no family name, as she had no famhome of her own from an early age. Her ily; and no Christian name, as the church was
father was an old brutal and boasting profes- abolished. She accepted the name given her
sor of mathematics, unmarried, and still giv- by the first passer-by, who saw her running
ing lessons in spite of his age. This pro- barefooted about the streets. She was called
fessor, when a young man, had one day seen little Fantine, and no one knew any more.
a lady's maid^s gown caught in a fender he This human creature came into the world
At the age of ten, Fantine left
fell in love with this accident, and Favorite in that way.
was the result. She met her father from the town, and went into service with farmers
time to time, and he bowed to her. One in the neighborhood. At the age of fifteen
morning, an old woman with a hypocritical she went to Paris, ^ Ho seek her fortune."
look came into her room, and said, ^* Do you Fantine was pretty and remained pure as
She was a charming
not know me. Miss?'' "No," " I am your long as she could.
mother.'' Then the old woman opened the blonde, with handsome teeth; she had gold
cupboard, ate and dtank, sent for a mattress and pearls for her dower, but the gold was
she had, and installed herself. This mother, on her head, and the pearls in her mouth.
She worked for a livelihood and then she
who was grumbling and proud, never spoke
her

!

;

;

to Favorite, sat for hours without saying a

vmrd,

breakfasted, .dined, and supped

for

loved,

heart

still
is

for the sake of living, for the

hungry

too.

She loved Tholomyes

—

;
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was a pastime for him, but a passion with
The streets of the Quartier Latin, which
are thronged with students and grisettes, saw
the beginning of this dream. Fantine, in
the labyrinth of the Pantheon Hill, where so
many adventures are fastened and unfastened, long shunned Tholomyes, but in such
a way as to meet him constantly. There is a
manner of avoiding which resembles seeking
in a word, the eclogue was played.
Blachevelle, Listolier, and Fameuil formed
a sort of group, of which Tholomyes was the
head, for it was he who had the wit. Tholomyes was the antique old student he was
rich, for he had an income of 4000 francs a
year, a splendid scandal on the Montague St.
Tholomyes was a man of the
Genevieve.
world, thirty years of age, and in a bad state
of preservation. He was wrinkled and had lost
teeth, and he had an incipient baldness, of
" The
which himself said without sorrow
skull at thirty, the knee at forty.^^ He had
but a poor digestion, and one of his eyes was
permanently watery. But in proportion as
his youth was extinguished, his gayety became brighter; he substituted jests for his
it

her.

—

ing that a mighty and enthusiastic laugh
mouths simultaneously, and
Blacheville exclaimed, ^^ That is an idea

burst from four

V

An

est ami net full of

they went

and the remainder

result of the

gloom was a

itself,

of their con-

ference was lost in the tobacco clouds.

The

brilliant pleasure

excursion, that took place on the following

Sunday, to which the four young
the

men invited

girls.

CHAPTER XXIX.
FOUR TO FOUR.

;

:

in,

smoke presenting

It

is difficult

to

form an idea

at the pres-

ent day of what a pleasure party of students
and grisettes was four-and-forty years ago.

same environs; the
what may be termed circum-Parisian
life has completely changed during half a
century; where there was the coucou, there
is a railway-carriage; where there was the
Paris has no longer the

face of

fly-boat, there is

talk of

Fecamp

now

the steamer; people

as people did in those days

Paris of 1862 is a city which
of St. Cloud.
has France for its suburbs.
The four couples conscientiously accomand his weeping eye laughed incessantly.
He was battered, but still flowery. His plished all the rustic follies possible at that
youth had beaten an orderly retreat, and day. It was a bright warm summer day;
only the fire was visible. He had had a piece they rose at five o'clock; then they went to
refused at the Vaudeville theatre, and wrote St. Cloud in the stage coach, looked at the
occasional verses now and then. In addi- dry cascade, and exclaimed, '^ That must be
tion, he doubted every thing in a superior grand when there is water " breakfasted at
way, which is a great strength in the eyes of the Tete Noire, where Castaing had not yet
the weak. Hence, being ironical and bald, put up, ran at the the ring in the Quincunx
he was the leader. We wonder whether irony of the great basin, ascended into the Diois derived from the English word " iron '' ?
genes lanthorn, gambled for macaroons at
One day Tholomyes took the other three the roulette board by the Sevres bridge,
aside, made an oracular gesture, and said,
culled posies at Puteaux, bought reed" It is nearly a year that Fantine, Dahlia, pipes a Neuilly, ate apple tarts everywhere,
Zephine, and Favorite have been asking us and were perfectly happy. The girls prattled
to give them a surprise, and we promised and chattered like escaped linnets; they were
Solemnly to do so. They are always talking quite wild, and every now and then gave the
about it, especially to me. In the same way young men little taps. Oh youthful intoxias the old woman of Naples cry to Saint Jan- cation of life adorable years the wing of
Oh, whoever you may
uarius, Yellow face perform your miracle !^ the dragon-fly rustles.
our beauties incessantly say to me, Tho- be, do you remember ? have you ever walked
lomyes, when will you be delivered of your in the woods, removing the branches for the
surprise ? ' At the same time our parents sake of the pretty head that comes behind
are writing to us, so let us kill two birds with you ? have you laughingly stepped on a damp
one stone. The moment appears to me to slope, with a beloved woman who holds your
hand, and cries, " Oh, my boots, what a state
have arrived, so let us talk it over.^^
Upon this, Tholomyes lowered his voice, they are in V Let us say at once, that the
and mysteriously uttered something so amus- merry annoyance of a shower was spared the
teeth, joy for his hair, irony for his health,

!

'

'

!
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happy party, although Favorite had said on under the willows. Her rosy lips prattled
starting, with a magisterial and maternal air, enchantingly; the corners of her mouth
"The slugs are walking about the paths; voluptuously raised, as in the antique masks
that is a sign of rain, children/^
^ of Erigone, seemed to encourage boldness;
All four were pretty madcaps. A good but her long eyelashes, full of shade, were
old classic poet, then renowned M. le Che- discreetly lowered upon the seductiveness of
valier de Labouisse, a worthy man who had the lower part of the face, as if to command
an Eleanore, wandering that day under the respect.
Her whole toilet had something
chestnut-trees of St. Cloud, saw them pass flaming about it; she had on a dress of
at about ten in the morning, and exclaimed, mauve barege, little buskin slippers, whose
^' There is one too many;^^ he was thinking
strings formed an X on her fine, openof the Graces. Favorite, the girl who was worked stockings, and that sort of muslin
three-and-twenty and the old one, ran in front spencer, a Marseillais invention whose name
under the large green branches, leapt over of canezou, a corrupted pronunciation of
ditches, strode madly across bushes, and pre- qiiinze Aout at the Cannebiere, signifies fine
sided over the gayety with the spirit of a weather and heat.
The three others, who
ypung fawn. Zephine and Dahlia, whom were less timid, as we said, bravely wore lowaccident had created as a couple necessary necked dresses, which in summer are very
to enchance each other^s beauty by contrast, graceful and attractive, under bonnets covered
did not separate, though more through a with flowers; but by the side of this bold
coquettish instinct than through friendship,
and leaning on one another, assumed English attitudes the first Keepsakes had just
come out, melancholy was caluminating for
women, as Byronism did at a later date for
men, and the air of the tender sex was beginning to become dishevelled. Zephine and
Dahlia had their hair in rolls. Listolier and
Fameuil, who were engaged in a discussion
about their professors, were explaining to
Fantine, the difference there was between
M. Delvincourt and M. Blondeau. Blacheville seemed to have been created expressly
to carry Favorite^s dingy shabby shawl on
;

Sundays.

Tholomyes came last; he was very gay,
but there was something dictatorial in his
Joviality; his principal ornament was nankeen trousers, cut in the shape of elephants^
legs, with leathern straps; he had a mighty
rattan worth 200 francs in his hand, and as
he was quite reckless, a strange thing called
a cigar in his mouth; nothing being sacred
''
to him, he smoked.
That Tholomyes is
astounding,^' the others were wont to say
with veneration; ^^ What trousers! what en-

dress,

Fantine's canezou, with

rency, indiscretion,

and

its

transpa-

reticences, at

once

concealing and displaying seemed a provocative invention of decency; and the famous
court of Love, presided over by the Vicom-

de Cette with the sea-green eyes, would
have probably bestowed the prize for coquettishness on this canezou, which competed for
tesse

that of chastity.
The simplest things are
frequently the cleverest.

Dazzling from a front view, delicate
from a side view, with dark blue eyes,
heavy eyelids, arched and small feet, wrists
and ankles admirably set on, the white skin
displaying here and there the* azure arborescences of the veins, with a childish fresh
cheek, and robust neck of the ^ginetan
Junes, shoulders, apparently modelled by
Couston, and having in their centre a volup-

tuous dimple, visible through the muslin; a
gayety tempered by reverie; a sculptural and

—

exquisite being such was Fantine; you
could trace beneath the ribbons and finery
statue, and inside the statue a soul.
Fantine
was beautiful, without being exactly conscious of it.
Those rare dreamers, the mysergy!''
terious priests of the beautiful, who silently
As for Fantine, she was the personfication confort every thing with perfection, would
of joy.
Her splendid teeth had evidently have been in this little work-girl the ancient
been made for laughter by nature. She car- sacred euphony, through the transparency of
ried in her hand, more willingly than on her Parisian grace
This girl had blood in her,
head, her little straw bonnet, with its long and had those two descriptions of beauty
streamers. Her thick, light hair, inclined to which are the style and the rhythm.
The
float and which had to be done up continu- style is the form of the idea; the rhythm is
ally, seemed made for the flight of Galatea its movement.
«.

!
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We

have

said' that

she was also modesty.

Fan tine was joy itself; in turn. Fantine alone was shut up in her
Any one who watched vague dreamy resistance, and loved. " You

her closely would have seen through
intoxication of youth, the season,

all this

and

love,

an invincible expression of restraint and
She remained slightly astonished,
and this chaste astonishment distinguishes
Psyche from Venus. Fantine had the long

modesty.

white delicate fingers of the Vestal, who stirs
up the sacred fire with a golden bodkin.
Though she had refused nothing, as we shall
soon see, to Tholomyes, her face, when in repose, was supremely virginal; a species of
stern and almost austere dignity suddenly
invaded it at certain hours, and nothing was
so singular and affection as to see gayety so
rapidly extinguished on it, and contemplation
succeed cheerfulness without any transition.
This sudden gravity, which was at times
sternly marked, resembled the disdain of a
goddess. Her forehead, nose and chin offered
that equilibrium of outline which is very distinct from the equilibrium of proportion, and
produces the harmony of the face; in the
characteristic -space between the base of the
nose and the upper lip, she had that imperceptible and charming curve, that mysterious
sign of chastity, which made Barbarossa fall
in love with a Diana found in the ruins of
Iconium. Love is a fault; be it so; but Fantine was innocence floating on the surface of
the fault.

always look strange,^^ Favorite said to her.
Such passings-by of happy couples are a
profound appeal to life and nature, and bring
caresses and light out of every thing.
Once
upon a time there was a fairy, who made
fields and trees expressly for lovers; hence
the eternal playing at truant of lovers, which
incessantly recommences, and will last so-

long as there are bushes and scholars. Hencethe popularity of sprhig amongst thinkers;,
the patrician and the artizan, the duke and
the lawyer, people of the court and people of
the city, as they were called formerly, are all
subjects of this festival.
People laugh, thereis the brilliancy of an apotheosis in the air,
for what a transfiguration is loving Notary's
And then the little shrieks,,
clerks are gods.
pursuits in the grass,waists caught hold of, that
chattering which is so melodious, that adoration which breaks out in the way of uttering
a word, cherries torn from lips all this is
glorious!
People believe that it will never
!

—

end

;

philosophers, poets, artists, regard these-

ecstasies,

and know not what

are so dazzled by them.

to do, as they

The departure

for
exclaims Watteau; Lancret, the
painter of the middle classes, regards his cits
flying away in the blue sky; Diderot sketches
out his arms to all these amourettes, and

Sythera!

d'Urfe mixes up Druids with them.
After breakfast the four couples went ta
see, in what was then called
the King's
|3HAPTEK XXX.
Square, a plant newly arrived from the Indies^
whose name we have forgotten, but which at
THOLOMYES Sli^GS A SPANISH SONG.
that time attracted all Paris to St. Clo.id; it
.The whole of this day seemed to be com- was a strange and pretty shrub, whose numerposed of dawn: all nature seemed to be ous branches, fine as threads and leafless, were
having a holiday, and laughing. The pastures covered with a million of small white flowers;
of St. Cloud exhaled perfumes; the breeze there was always a crowd round it, admiring
from the Seine vaguely stirred the leaves; it. After inspecting the shrub, Tholomyes
the branches gesticulated in the wind; the exclaimed, "I will pay for donkeys;" and
bees were plundering the Jessamine; a mad- after making a bargain with the donkey man,,
cap swarm of butterflies settled down on the they returned by Vauvres and Issy. At the
ragwort, the clover, and the wild oats; there latter place an incident occurred the park, a
was in the august park of the king of France national estate held at this time by Bourguin
The four the contractor, was accidentally open. They
a pack of vagabonds, the birds.
happy couples enjoyed the sun, the fields, the passed through the gates, visited the wax
flowers, and the trees.
And in this commu- hermit in his grotto, and tried the mysterious
nity of paradise, three of the girls, while eifect of the famous cabinet of mirrors, a
singing, talking, dancing, chasing butterflies, lascivious trap, worthy of a satyr who had
picking bindweed, wetting their stockings in become a millionnaire. They bravely pulled
the tall grass, fresh, madcap, but not dis- the large swing fastened to the two chestnut
solute, received kisses from all the gentlemen trees celebrated by the Abbe de Bernis.
;

JEAN VALJEAN'S TEKIUBLE TEMPTATION.
Hugo.

vol. 11., p.
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While swinging the ladies in turn, which
produced, amid general laughter, a flying of
skirts, by which G-reuze would have profited,
the Toulousian Tholomyes, who was somewhat
of a Spaniard, as Toulouse is the cousin of
Tolosa, sang to a melancholy tune, the old
gallega, which was probably inspired by the
sight of a pretty girl swinging between two
trees,—
Soy de Badajoz

Amor me

A tus piernas.
Fantine alone declined to swing.
^' I do not like people to be so affected, ^^
Favorite muttered rather sharply.
On giving i^p the donkeys there was fresh
pleasure; the Seine was crossed in a boat, and
from Passy they walked to the Barriere de
They had been afoot since five in
FEtoile.
" There is no
the morning; but no matter
!

such thing as weariness on Sunday,^' said
Favorite; ^^on Sundays fatigue does not
work."*^
At about three o^clock, the four
couples, wild with delight, turned into the
Montagues Busses, a singular building, which
at that time occupied the heights of Beaujon,
and whose winding line could be seen over
the trees of the Champs Elysees. From time
to time Favorite exclaimed,
^^ Whereas the surprise?
I insist on the
surprise.^^
^'

Have

patience,^"*

one of them a triumphal mountain of bottles,
mixed up with hats and bonnets, at the other
one four couples joyously seated round a

mass of

Tholomyes answered.

but

AT BOMBARDA'S.

The Russian mountain exhausted, they
thought about dinner, and the radiant eight,
at length somewhat weary, put into the
Cabaret Bombarda, an off-shoot established
in the Champs Elysees by that famous restaurateur Bombarda, whose sign could be
seen at that time at the Rue de Rivoli by the
side of the

Delorme passage.

A large, but ugly room, with an alcove and
a bed at the end (owing to the crowded state
of the houses on Sundays they were compelled
to put up with it) ; two windows from which
the quay and river could be contemplated
through the elm trees; a magnificent autumn
sun illumining the windows; two tables, on

bottles;

little

order on the table, and sonie

amount

of disorder

Un

under

glasses,

it.

"lis faisaient sous la table
un trique-trac de pieds epouvantable,

bruit,

Such was the state of the
which began at 5 am.; at half-past
the sun was declining and appetite was

as Moliere says.

pastoral

4 P.M.

satisfied.

The Champs Elysees, full of sunshine and
crowd, were naught but light and dust, two
The
things of which glory is composed.
horses of Marly, those neighing marbles,
reared amid a golden cloud. Carriages continually passed along; a squadron of spleudid
guards, with the trumpeter at their head,
rode down the Neuilly avenue; the white
flag, tinted with pink by the setting sun,
floated above the dome of the Tuileries.
The Place de la Concorde, which had again
become the Place Louis XV., was crow^ded
Many wore a
with merry promenaders.
silYer fletir-de-lys hanging from a black moire
ribbon, which, in 1817, had not entirely disappeared from the button-holes. Here and
there, in the midst of applauding crowds,
little girls were singing a royalist bourree,
very celebrated at that time, intended to
crush the hundred days, and which had a
chorus of
••
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and
wine

dishes, plates, bottles,

pitchers of beer, mingled with

llama

Toda mi alma
Es en mis ojos
Porque ensenas
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Rendez nous notre pere de Gand,
Rendez vous notre p^re.

Heaps of suburbans, dressed in their Sunday clothes, and some wearing fleur-de-lys
like the cits, were scattered over the squares,
playing at quintain, or riding in roundabouts;
others were drinking; some who were printers^ apprentices wore paper caps, and their
laughter was the loudest. All was radiant; it
was a time of undeniable peace, and of profound royalist security; it was a period when
a private and special report of Angles, prefectof police to the king, terminated with these^

" All things duly considered, sire, therenothing to fear from these people. They

lines
is

:

careless and indolent as cats, and
though the lower classes in the provinces are

are as

stirring those in Paris are not so.
all little

men,

sire,

them to make one
Hugo. Vol.

and
of

They 'are

would take two of
your grenadiers. There
it

XL—
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nothing to fear from the populace of the
It is remarkable that their height
has decreased during the last fifty years^ and
the people of the suburbs of Paris are shorter
than they were before the Eevolution. They
are not dangerous, and, in a word, are goodtempered cayiaille.^'
Prefects of police do not believe it possible
that a cat can be changed into a lion ; it is
so, however, and that is the miracle of the
The cat, so despised by
people of Paris.
Count Angles, possessed the esteem of the
it was the incarnation of libold Republics
erty in their eyes, and as if to serve as a pendant to the Minerva Apteros of the Piraeus,
there was on the public square of Corinth a
The simple
colossal bronze statup of a cat.

CHAPTER XXXII.

is

capital.

;

IJS"

WHICH PEOPLE ADORE EACH OTHER.

Love

talk

and table talk are equally inde-

scribable, for the first

smoke.

is

a cloud, the second

Fantine and Dahlia were

humming

a tune, Tholomyes v/as drinking, Zephine
laughing, Fantine smiling, Listolier was

blowing a penny trumpet bought at St.
Cloud, Favorite was looking tenderly at
Blachevelle and saying,
''
Blachevelle, I adore you.^^
This led to Blachevelle asking, —
'^MYhat would jou do. Favorite, if I
ceased to love you?^^

^'IV

^^oh, do not
yon ceased to love
police of the restoration had too favorable me I would run after you, claw you, throw
an opinion of the people of Paris, and they water over you, and have you arrested. ^^
were not such good-tempered canaille as they
Blachevelle smiled mth the voluptuous
were supposed to be. The Parisian is to the fatuity of a man whose self-esteem is tickled.
Frenchman what the Athenian is to the Dahlia, while still eating, whispered to
Greek no one sleeps sounder than he no Favorite through the noise,
^' You
one is more frankly frivolous and idle than
seem to be very fond of your
he ; no one can pretend to forget so well as Blachevelle?^^
but he must not be trusted
he is
he,
^/I detest him,^^ Favorite answered in the
suited for every species of nonchalance, but same key, as she seized her fork again.
when there is a glory as the result, he is ^^ He is miserly, and I prefer the little fellow
admirable for every sort of fury.
Give him who lives opposite to me. He is a very
give good-looking young man do you know him?
a pike and he will make August 10
him a musket, and you will have Austerlitz. It is easy to see that he wants to be an
He is the support of ^NTapoleon, and the actor, and I am fond of actors. So soon as
resource of Danton. If the country is in he comes in, his mother says,
^ Oh, good
danger, he enlists if liberty is imperilled, heavens, my tranquillity is destroyed he is
he tears up the payment. His hair, full of going to begin to shout my dear boy, you
wrath, is epical, his blouse assumes the folds give me a headache ; ' because he goes about
Take care ; for of the first the house, into the garrets as high as he can
of a chlamys.
Rue Grenetal he comes to, he will make get, and sings and declaims so that he can be
If the hour strikes, this heard from the streets
Caudine forks.
He already earns 20
faubourien grows, the little man looks in a sous a day in a lawyer^s office. He is the son
terrible manner, his breath becomes a tem- of an ex-chorister at St. Jacques du Haut
pest, and from his weak chest issues a blast pas.
Ah he adores me to such a pitch that
strong enough to uproot the Alps.
It was one day, when he saw me making batter for
through the Parisian Faubourien that the pancakes, he said to me, Mamselle, make
Revolution, joined with armies, conquered fritters of your gloves, and I will eat them.'
Europe.
He sings, and that forms his Only professional men are able to say things
delight ; proportion his song to his nature, like that.
Ah he is very good-looking, and
and you shall see
so long as he has no I feel as if I am about to fall madly in love
burden but the Carmagnole, he will merely with the little fellow, ^o matter, I tell
overthrow Louis XVI. ; but make him sing Blachevelle that I adore him what a falsethe Marseillaise, and he will deliver the world. hood, eh, what a falsehood?''''
After writing this note on the margin of
After a pause. Favorite continued,
^' Dahlia, look you, I am sad.
C(5unt Angles^ report, we will return to our
It has done
four couples. The dinner, as we said, was nothing but rain all the summer the wind
drawing to a close.
annoys me, Blachevelle is excessively mean.
;

Favorite exclaimed,

say that, even in fun

!

if

y

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

:

;

!

!

'

!

!

:

:

^
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hardly any
market, one does not
I have the spleen, as
butter is so dear, and
that we are dining in

green

there are

it,

and that disgusts

At

length,

when

peas

know what

in
to

the
eat

the English say, for
then it is horrifying
a room with a bed in

me

all

with life/^
were singing

noisily,

or talking all together, Tholomyes interfered.
"Let us not talk hap-hazard or too
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playing upon words. Listen to me, for I
possess the prudence of Amphiaralis and the
boldness of Caesar; a limit must even be
placed on the rebus, for est modus in rebus.
There must be a limit even to dinners; you
are fond of apple-puffs, ladies, but no abuse;
even in the matter of apple-puffs, good sense
and art are needed. Gluttony chastises the

glutton; g^iU punishes gulax. Indigestion
he exclaimed, " we must meditate was sent into the world to read a lecture to
our stomachs; and, bear this in mind, each
if we desire to be striking ; too much improof our passions, even love, has a stomach
Gentlemind.
the
empties
visation stupidly
men, no haste ; let us mingle majesty with which must not be filled too full. In all
quickly,''

and let things, we must write betimes the word finis,
We must not we must restrain ourselves when it becomes
festina lente be our rule.
urgent, put a bolt on our appetites, lock up
it goes ahead
if
Look at the Spring,
hurry.
too fast it is floored, that is to say, nipped by our fancy, and place ourselves under arrest.
Excessive zeal rains the peach and The wise man is he who knows how, at a
frost.
Place
excessive zeal kills the grace given moment, to arrest himself.
apricot trees
follow
not
does
it
me:
in
confidence
some
gentleand joy of good dinners. Ko zeal,
men Grimaud de la Eeyniere is of the same because I know a little law, as my examinaour

gayety,

eat

contemplatively,

;

;

opinion as Talleyrand/'

A dull

rebellion broke out in the party.
" Tholomyes, leave us at peace," said

tions

prove;

because

ture was applied at

have

I

thesis in Latin as to the

mode

Rome

sustained
in

which

at the time

a

tor-

when

Munatius Demens was quaestor; and because
Bla6hevelle.
I am going to be a Doctor at Law, as it
"Down with the tyrant," said Fameuil,
seems it does not necessarily follow, I say,
"Sunday exists," Listolier added.
" We are sober," Fameuil remarked again. that I am an ass. I recommend to you moder"Tholomyes, said Blachevelle, "regard ation in your desires. As truly as my name
is Felix Tholomyes, I am speaking the truth.
my calmness" {mos calme),
"You are the marquis of that ilk," Tho- Happy the man who, when the hour has
lomyes replied. This poor pun produced struck, forms an heroic resolve, and abdicates
the effect of a stone thrown into a pond. like Sylla or Origen."
Favorite was listening with profound atThe Marquis de Montcalm was a celebrated
"Felix !" she said, "what a pretty
Royalist at that day. All the frogs were tention.
name, I like it. It is Latin, and means prossilent.
"My friends," Tholomyes shouted with perous."
Tholomyes continued
the accent of a man who is recapturing his
"
Gentlemen, be suspicious of woman
stupor
great
too
yourself:
empire, "recover
should not greet this pun which has fallen woe to the man who surrenders himself to a
woman is perfidious
from the clouds, for every thing that falls in woman's fickle heart
such a manner is not necessarily worthy of and tortuous, and detests the serpent through
enthusiasm and respect. Far be from me to a professional jealousy."
"Tholomyes," Blachevelle shouted, "you
insult puns I honor them according to their
All the most august, are drunk."
deserts, and no more.
^a hope so!"
sublime, and charming members of humanity
"Then be jolly."
have made puns: as, for instance JEschylus
^'I am agreeable," Tholomyes answered.
on Polynices, and Cleopatra on Octavius.
And Qote the fact that Cleopatra's pun pre- And filling his glass, he rose.
"Glory to wine! nunc te, BaccJie cayiam!
ceded the battle of Actium, and that, were it
ladies, that is Spanish, and the
the
Pardon,
know
would
one
no
not for that pun,
town of Toryne, a Greek word signifying a proof, senoras, is this: as the country is, so
This granted, I return to my ex- is the measure. The arroba of Castile conpot-ladle.
Brethren, I repeat, no zeal, no tains sixteen quarts, the cantaro of Alicante
hortation.
row, no excess, not even in puns, fun, and twelve, the almuda of the Canary Islea
;

;

:

"

!
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the curatino

twenty-five,

Isles twenty-six,

and Czar

of

the, Balearic

Peter's boot thirty.

Long live the czar who was great, and his
Ladies, take a
boot which was greater still
friend's advice; deceive your neighbor, if
you think proper. The peculiarity of love is
to wander, and it is not made to crouch like
an English servant girl who has stiff knees
!

freshness, sauvity, youth, and sweet mornFantine, girl worthy to
ing brightness.
be called Margaret or Pearl, you are a woman
worthy of the fairest East. Ladies, here is a
do not marry, for
second piece of advice

is

:

and you had better shun
But nonsense I am wasting my words
it.
girls are incurable about wedlock ; and all
It is said that error is that we sages may say will not prevent waistfrom scrubbing.
human, but I say, error is amorous. Ladies, coat-makers and shoe-binders from dreaming
Zephine, you with your of husbands loaded with diamonds. Well,
I idolize you all.
be charming were beauties, be it so but bear this in mind, you
would
you
face,
seductive
you not all askew your face looks for all the eat too much sugar. You have only one
women, and that is nibbling sugar.
world as if it had been sat upon by mistake. fault,
rodent sex, your pretty little white teeth
ye Nymphs and Muses
As for Favorite,
one day when Blachevelle was crossing the adore sugar. Now, listen to this, sugar is a
gutter in the Eue Guerin-Boisseau, he saw a salt, and salts are of a drying nature, and
It
pretty girl with white, well drawn up stock- sugar is the most drying of all salts.
marriage

is

a risk,

I

'

:

:

who displayed her legs. The prologue pumps out the fluidity of the blood through
this produces first coagulation
was pleasing, and Blachevelle fell in love; the veins
of the blood
from this
then
solidfying
Favorite,
and
Favorite.
was
loved
the girl he
you have Ionian lips; there was a Greek come tubercles in the lungs, and thence
Hence do not nibble sugar, and you
painter of the name of Euphorion, who was death.
christened the painter of lips, and this Greek will live. I now turn to my male hearers
Eob one analone would be worthy to paint your mouth. Gentlemen, make conquests.
before you there was not a other of your well-beloved ones remorseListen to me
creature deserving of the name; you are lessly change partners, for in love there are
made to receive the apple like Venus, or to no friends. Whenever there is a pretty
Beauty begins with you, woman, hostilities are opened there is no
eat it like Eve,
a pretty
patent for inventing a quarter, but war to the knife
a
and you deserve
ings,

;

;

:

:

;

;

!

pretty

You

woman.

alluded to

my name woman

is

a casus

belli

and a

flagrant offence.

now it affected me deeply, but we must
be distrustful of names, for they may be de-

All the invasions of history were produced
by petticoats ; for woman is the lawful prey
My name is Felix, and yet I am not of man. Eomulus carried off the Sabine
ceptive.
William raped the Saxon women,
us not blmdly accept the indi- women.
Let
happy.
A
cations they give us, it would be a mistake to and Caesar ravished the Eoman women.

just

:

write to Liege for corks, or to Pau for gloves.^'
Miss Dahlia, in your place I would call my-

Eose, for a flower ought to smell agreeand a woman have spirit. I say nothing of Fantine, for she is a dreamer, pensive
and sensitive ; she is a phantom, having the

self

ably],

form of a nymph, and the modesty of a nun,

who has
ette,

strayed

into the life of a gris-

but takes shelter in

illusions,

and who

man who is not loved soars like a vulture
over the mistresses of other men: and for
my part, I offer all these unfortunate widowers, Bonaparte's sublime proclamation to
' Soldiers,
you want for
the army of Italy
:

everything, the

enemy

possesses

Here Tholomyes broke off.
^^ Take a breather, my boy,''

'

it.

said Blache-

velle.

At the same time the other three gentlestruck up to a doleful air one of those

and looks at the blue sky, without exactly knowing what she sees or what
she does, and who, with her eyes fixed on
heaven, wanders about a garden in which
there are more birds than ever existed.

studio-songs, which are composed extemporaneously, either in rhyme or prose, which
spring up from the smoke of pipes, and fly

Fantine, be aware of this fact ; I, Tholomyes,
am an illusion why the fair girl of chimeras
All about her
is not even listening to me !

away with it. The song was not adapted to
calm Tholomyes inspiration hence we emptied his glass, filled it again, and began once

sings, prays,

—

* An untranslatable

pun based on

chene-lUge

and

men

;

more.
^^

Down with wisdom

!

forget all I

have

—

:
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!

drink the health
Let us comus be jolly.

so let

:

plete our legal

I

studies by

and good

folly

food, for indigestion should run in a curricle

with digests. Let Justinian be the male and
creation ;
merriment the female
Live,
the world is one large diamond ; I am happy,
!

and the birds are astounding.
val all around us

Ellyviou

;

Summer,

What

the nightingale

a festia gratis

is

Luxem-

I salute thee.

bourg
ye Georgics of the Rue Madame
ye
and the Allee de TObservatoire
dreaming lobsters,
ye delicious nurses,
who, while taking care of children, fancy
what your own will be like the pampas of
America would please me if I had not the
My soul is flying
arcades of the Odeon.
away to the Virgin forests and the savannas.
All is glorious the flies are buzzing in the
light; the sun has sneezed forth the humming-bird. Kiss me, Fantine !^'
He made a mistake and kissed Favorite.
!

!

I

:
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It

is

a better dinner at Edon's than at

Bombarda's,^^ Zephine exclaimed.
"^I

clared,

prefer

^Hhere

Bombarda/* Blachevelle deis more luxury: it is more

Just look at the dining-room with
look at the knives, they are
silver handled here and bone at Edon^s ; now,
silver is more precious than bone."'
**
Excepting for those persons who have a
Asiatic.

mirrors

its

:

silver chin,"

Tholomeyes observed.

He was

looking at this moment at the
dome of the Invalides which was visible from
Bombarda^s window. There was a pause,
after which Tholomyes continued
all is not fiiiished in
I consent to live
Since men can still be unreasonthe world.
able, I return thanks to the immortal gods.
Men lie, but they laugh they afifirm, but
they doubt and something unexpected isThis is grand
sues from the syllogism.
there are still in the world human beings
who can joyously open and shut the puzzlebox of paradox. This wine, ladies, which
you are drinking so calmly is Madeira, you
must know, grown at Coural das Freiras,
which is three hundred and seventeen toises
above the sea level. Attention while drink:

"'^

:

:

:

four francs, fifty centimes."
drained his' glass and then
continued:
"Honor to Bombarda he would be equal
to Memphis of Elephanta if he could ladle
toises for

Tholomyes

!

me up Almeh, and

to Thygelion of Cheronea
he could procure me an Hetaera for,
ladies, there were Bombardas in Greece and
Egypt, as Apuleius teaches us. Alas! ever
the same thing, and nothing new: nothing
is left unpublished in the creation of the
^ Nothing new under the sun,' says
Creator.
Solomon a7nor omnibus idem, and Carabine
gets into the St. Cloud fly-boat with Carabin,
just as Aspasia embarked with Pericles
aboard the Samos fleet. One last word: Do
you know who Aspasia was, ladies? Although she lived at a time when women had
no soul, she was a soul a soul of a pink and
purple hue, hotter than fire, and fresher than
the dawn.
Aspasia was a woman in whom
the two extremes of femininity met she was
a Socrates plus a Manon Lescaut."
Tholomyds, when started, would hardly
have been checked, had not a horse fallen in
if

!

:

:

:

THE DEATH OF A HORSE.
^^

toises, and
M. Bombarda, the magnificent restaurateur,
lets you have these hundred and seventeen

Be neither prudish, nor pru- ing three hundred and seventeen

said to you.

dent, nor prud'hommes,
of jollity
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the street at this very moment.
Through
the shock, cart and orator stopped short. It
was a Beauce mare, old and lean and worthy
of the knacker, dragging a very heavy cart.
On getting in front of Bombarda's, the beast,
exhausted and worn out, refused to go any
further, and this incident produced a crowd.
The carter, swearing and indignant, had
scarce time to utter with the suitable energy
the sacramental word, " Cur V backed up

by a pitiless lash, ere the poor beast fell,
never to rise again. Tholomyes' gay hearers
turned their heads away on noticing the confusion, while he wound up his speech by the
following sad strophe,
"Elle etrait de ce

Ont

le

monde

meme

oii

coucoiis et carrosses,

destin,

Et, rosse, elle a vecu ce que vivent les rosses,
L'espace d*un: M^tin !*'

" Poor horse !" Fantine said with a sigh
and Dahlia shouted
''Why, here is Fantine beginning to feel
;

:

pity for
fool

horses;

how can one bo such

a

!"

At this moment. Favorite crossed her arms
and threw her head back she then looked
boldly at Tholomyes, and said
;

:

—
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^^Well^

how about

the surprise

V

That is true, the hour has arrived/^
Tholomyes answered. " Gentlemen, it is
time to surprise the ladies. Pray wait for us
a moment/^
^'

^'It begins

with a kiss/" said Blachevelle.

" On the forehead/" Tholomyes added.
Each solemnly kissed the forehead of

his

mistress: then they proceeded to the door in

Indian file, with a finger on their lip. Favorclapped her hands as they went oat.
''\t is amusing already/" she said.
"Do not be long/" Fantine murmured,
''
we are waiting for you.""

ite

The

girls,

when

left

JOY.

alone, leant out of

the windows, two by two, talking, looking

They watched the
and wondering.
young men leave the Bombarda cabaret armin-arm; they turned round, made laughing
signs, and disappeared in that dusty Sunday
a week invaded the

Champs

Elysees.

" Do not be long,"" Fantine cried.
" What will they bring us ?"" said Zephine.
"I am certain it will be pretty,"" said
Dahlia.

"For my

waking from

started as if

sleep.

" Well,"" she said, " where is the surprise.^""
" Oh yes,"" Dahlia continued, "the famous
surprise.'"

" They are a long time,'" said Fantine.
Just as Fantine had ended this sigh, the
waiter who had served the dinner came in;
he held in his hand something that resembled

left

for you, ladies.'"
"'
Why did you not bring it to us at once ?""
" Because the gentlemen," the waiter went
on, "ordered that it should not be delivered
to you for an hour.'"
Favorite snatched the paper from tlie
waiter's hands, it was really a letter.
" Stay,'" she said, " there is no address, but
the following words are written on it: This
IS the surprise."'
She quickly opened the
letter and read (she could read).

" Well-beloved
"Know that we have
!

part,"'

Favorite added,

"I hope

be set in gold.""
They were soon distracted by the movement on the quay, which they could notice
through the branches of the lofty trees, and
which greatly amused them. It was the hour
for the mail-carts and stages to start, and
nearly all those bound for the South and
West at that time passed through the Champs
Every moment some heavy vehicle,
Elysees.
painted yellow and black, heavily loaded and
rendered shapeless by trunks and valises,
dashed through the crowd with the sparks of
a forge, the dust representing the smoke.
This confusion amused the girls.
One of these vehicles, which could hardly
the branches,
be distinguished through
stopped for a moment, and then started again
This surprised Fantine.
at a gallop.
"That is strange,'" she said, "I fancied
that the diligence never stopped.""
Favorite shrugged her shoulders.
" This Fantine is really amazing, and is
surprised at the simplest things.
Let us

it will

norant of life, my dear.""
Some time elapsed; all at once Favorite

" What is that ?"" Favorite asked.
The waiter answered,
"It is a paper which the gentlemen

out,

mob which once

*

a letter.

CHAPTEE XXXIV.
THE JOYOUS EKD OF

suppose that I am a traveller and say to the
guard of the stage coach, I will walk on and
you can pick me up at the quay as you pass."
The coach passes, sees me, stops and takes
me in. That is done every day; you are ig-

relatives: perhaps
you are not perfectly cognizant what they
are; it means fathers and mothers in the
civil, puerile,

and honest code.

Well, these

relatives are groaning; these old people claim

us as their

women

call

own;

these

worthy men and

us prodigal sons.

They

desire

our return home, and offer to kill the fatted
calf.
We obey them as we are virtuous: at
the hour when you read this, five impetuous
steeds will be conveying us back to our papas
and mammas. We are going, to quote the
language of Bossuet; we are going, gone.
We are flying away in the arms of Lafitte and
on the wings of Caillard. The Toulouse
coach is dragging us away from the abyss,

and that abyss

We

is

yourselves, pretty dears.

are re-entering society, duty,

at a sharp trot,

an hour.

and

and

order,

at the rate of nine miles

important for our country
like everybody else,
prefects, fathers of a family, game-keepers,
and councillers of state. Eevere us, for we
are sacrificing ourselves.
Dry up your tears
that

It is

we should become,

;;

n
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for us rapidly,

and get a substitute

speedily.

your hearts^ treat it in
Good-by. For nearly two
the same fashion.
yeai^ we rendered you happy^ so do not owe
us any grudge.
If this letter lacerates

(Signed)

Blachevelle.

Fameail.
Listolier.

Felix Tholomyes.''
" P. S. The dinner is paid for."
The four girls looked at each other, and
Favorite was the first to break the silence.
^'
I don^t care/^ she said, ^^ it is a capital
joke."
^'^It is very funny/^ Zephine remarked.
" It must have been Blachevelle who had
that idea,^' Favorite continued; ^' it makes
me in love with him. So soon as he has left
me I am beginning to grow fond of him ; the

who had passed

that way.

It

was the

part of one of those wains used in

fore-

wood coun-

dragging planks and trunks of trees
was composed of a massive iron axle-tree,
in which a heavy pole was imbedded and supported by two enormous wheels. The whole
thing was sturdy, crushing, and ugly, and it
might have passed for the carriage of a monstrous gun.
The ruts have given the wheels
felloes, spokes, axle-tree, and pole, a coating
tries for
it

of

mud, a hideous yellow

that with which

adorned.

plaster,

cathedrals

are

much
so

like

often

The wood-work was hidden by

mud and

the iron by rust. Under the axletree was festooned a heavy chain, suited for
a convict Goliath. This chain made you
think, not of the wood it was intended to

mastodons and mammoths
which it would have served as harness
it had the air of a cyclopean and superhuman
old story."
'' No/^ said Dahlia,
'' That is an idea of
bagne, and seemed removed from some monster.
Homer would have bound Polyphemus
Tholomyes. That can be easily seen.^^
^^ In that ease," Favorite retorted, '^ down
with it, and Shakespeare, Caliban.
Why was this thing at this place in the
with Blachevelle and long live Tholomyes !"
And they burst into a laugh, in which Fan- street ? First, to block it up secondly, to fintine joined; an hour later though, when she ish the rusting process.
There is in the -old
returned to her bed-room, she burst into social order, a multitude of institutions which
tears; he was, as we have said, her first love;' may be found in the same way in the open
she had yielded to Tholomyes as to a hus- air, and which have no other reasons for being
there.
The centre of the chain hung rather
band, and the poor girl had a child.
close to the ground, and on the curve, as on
the rope of a swing, two little girls were seated
CHAPTER XXXV.
on this evening, in an exquisite embrace,
one about two years and a half, the other
TAVO MOTHERS MEET.
eighteen months; the younger being in the
There was in the first quarter of this cen- arms of the elder. An artfully-tied handkertury a sort of pot-house at Montf ermeil, near chief prevented them from falling, for a
Paris, which no longer exists.
It was kept mother had seen this frightful chain, and
by a couple of the name of Thenardier, and said, ^^What a famous plaything for my
was situated in the Rue du Boulanger. Over children V The two children, who were pretthe door a board was nailed to the wall, and tily dressed and with some taste, were radiant;
on this board was painted something re- they looked like two roses among old iron;
sembling a man carrying on his back another their eyes were a triumph, their healthy
man, who wore large gilt generaFs epaulettes cheeks laughed; one had auburn hair, the
with silver stars ; red dabs represented blood, other was a brunette; their innocent faces
and the rest of the painting was smoke, had a look of surprise; a flowering shrub a
probably representing a battle. At the bot- little distance off sent to passers-by a perfume
The which seemed to come from them; and the
tom could be read the inscription
Sergeant of Waterloo.
younger displayed her nudity with the chaste
Though nothing is more common than a indecency of childhood. Above and around
cart at a pot-house door, the vehicle, or rather their two delicate heads, moulded in happifragment of a vehicle, which blocked up the ness and bathed in light, the gigantic wain,
street in front of the Sergeant of Waterloo, black with rust, almost terrible, and bristling
one spring evening in 1818, would have cer- with curves and savage angles, formed the
tainly attracted the attention of any painter porch of a cavern, as it were.
A few yards
secure, but of the

for

;

:

n
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and seated in the inn-door, the mother, a
of no very pleasing appearance, but
touching at this moment, was swinging the
children by the help of a long cord, and
devouring them with her eyes, for fear of an
accident, with that animal and heavenly expression peculiar to maternity. At each osoff,

woman

cillation tlie hideous links

produced a sharp

sound, resembling a cry of anger. The little
girls were delighted ; the setting sun mingled
with the joy, and nothing could be so charming as this caprice of accident which had
made of a Titanic chain a cherub's swing.

While playing with her little ones, the
mother sang, terribly out of tune, a romance,
very celebrated at that day,
*'I1 le faut, disait

un

guerrier."

Her song and contemplation

of her daughprevented her hearing and seeing what
took place in the street. Some one, however,
had approached her, as she began the first
couplets of the romance, and suddenly she
heard a voice saying close to her ear,
" You have two pretty children, madame.''
ters

nun's hood; ugly, tight, and fastened under
her chin. Laughter displays fine teeth, when
a person happens to possess them; but she
did not laugh. Her eyes looked as if they
had not been dry for a long time; she had
a fatigued and rather sickly air, and she
looked at the child sleeping in her arms in
the manner peculiar to a mother who had
suckled her babe.
large blue handkerchief, like those served to the invalids, folded
like a shawl, clumsily hid her shape.
Her
hands were rough and covered with red spots,
and her forefinger was hardened and torn by
the needle. She had on a brown cloth cloak,
a cotton gown, and heavy shoes. It was
Fantine.
It was difficult to recognize her, but, after
an attentive examination, she still possessed
her beauty. As for her toilette, that aerian
toilette of muslin and ribbons which seemed
made of gayety, folly, and music, to be full
of bells, and perfumed with lilacs,
it had
faded away like the dazzling hoar-frost which

A

—

looks like diamonds in the sun

it

melts,

and

leaves the branch quite black.

—a labelle et tendre Imog^ue,

Ten months had elapsed since the ^'good
What had taken place during these
the mother answered, continuing her song,
and then turned her head. A woman was ten months ? we can guess. After desertion
standing a few paces from her, who also had want. Fantine at once lost sight of Favorite,
'

*

joke."

a child, which she was carrying in her arms.
She also carried a heavy bag. This woman^s
child was one of the most divine creatures
possible to behold; she was a girl between
two and three years of age, and could have
vied with the two other little ones in the coquettishness of her dress. She had on a hood
of fine linen, ribbons at her shoulders, and

Valenciennes lace in her cap. Her raised
petticoats displayed her white, dimpled, fine
thigh; it was admirably pink and healthy,
and her cheeks made one long to^ bite them.
Nothing could be said of her eyes, except
that they were very large, and that she had
magnificent lashes, for she was asleep. She
was sleeping with the absolute confidence
peculiar to her age; a mother's arms are

Zephine, and Dahlia, for this tie broken on
the side of the men separated the women.
They would have been greatly surprised a
fortnight after had they been told that they

were friends, for there was no reason for it.
Fantine remained alone when the father of
her child had gone away alas such rup-

—

!

She found herself abshe had lost her habit of

tures are irrevocable.
solutely isolated

;

working, and had gained a taste for pleasure.
Led away by her liaison with Tholomy^s to
despise the little trade she knew, she had
neglected her connection, and it was lost.
She had no resource. Fantine could hardly
read, and could not write ; she had been
merely taught in childhood to sign her name,
and she had sent a letter to Tholomyes, then
made of tenderness, and children sleep a second, then a third, through a public
soundly in them. As for the mother, she writer, but Tholomyes did not answer one of
One day Fantine heard the gossips
looked grave and sorrowful, and was dressed them.
" Chillike a work-girl who was trying to become say, while looking at her daughter,
are
not
regarded
seriously,
a country-woman again. She was young; dren like that
was she pretty? perhaps so; but in this people shrug their shoulders at them." Then
Her hair, a she thought of Tholomyes who shrugged his
dress she did not appear so.
light lock of which peeped out, seemed very shoulders at her child, and did not regard the
thick, but was completely hidden beneath a innocent creature seriously, and her heart

—

;

"
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turned away from this man. What was she
do now ? She knew not where to turn.
She had committed a fault, hut the foundation of her nature, we must remember, was
She felt vaguely that
mode^sty and virtue.
she was on the eve of falling into distress,
and gliding into worse. She needed courage,
and sb^e had it. The idea occurred to her of
returning to her native town, M. sur M.
There liome one might know her, and give her
work ; |but she must hide her fault. And she
vaguely glimpsed at the possible necessity of
a separation more painful still than the first
her hear was contracted, but she formed her

was drawing breath between two verses of
her song, she could not refrain from saying
to her what we have already recorded.
^^ You have two pretty children,
madame.^'
The most ferocious creatures are disarmed
by a caress given to their little ones. The
mother raised her head, thanked her, and
bade her sit down on the door bench. The
two women began talking.

to

^'

Fan tine,

as

we

sessed the stern bravery of

already valiantly given

up

dress

Then returning
'*

morning, she left Paris, carrying her child on
her back. Any one who had seen them pass
would have felt pity for them ; the woman
had nothing in the world but her child, and
the child nothing but her mother in the
world.
Fantine had suckled her child ; this
had bent her chest, and she was coughing a

The woman

have no further occasion to speak
of M. Felix Tholomyes.
We will merely say
that twenty years later, in the reign of Louis
Philippe, he was a stout country lawyer, inrich,

fication.

a sensible elector, and a
man of pleas-

the rate of three or four leagues an hour, in
called the '' little vehicles of

what were then

—

the suburbs of Paris, ^^ Fantine found herself
As she passed the Sergeant
of Waterloo, the two little girls in their monster swing had dazzled her, and she stopped
at Montfermeil.

There are charms
and these two little girls were one for
mother. She looked afc them with great

before this vision of joy.
life,

emotions, for the presence of angels

is

la Palestine.

some modiher husband

told her story with

She was a work

;

juror, but always a

About midday, after resting herself now
and then by travelling from time to time, at

this

pour

girl,

was dead ; she could get no work in Paris,
and was going to seek it elsewhere, in her
native town.
She had left Paris that very
morning on foot
as she felt tired from
carrying her child, she had travelled by the
stage coach to Villemomble, from that place
she walked to Montfermeil.
The little one
had walked' a little, but not much, for she
was so young, and so she had been obliged to
carry her, and the darling had gone to sleep,
and as she said this she gave her daughter
a passionate kiss, which awoke her.
The
babe opened her eyes, large blue eyes like her
mother^s, and gazed at what ?
JSTothing,
everything, with that serious and at times
stern air of infants, which is a mystery of
their luminous innocence in the presence of
our twilight virtues. We might say that
they feel themselves to be angels, and know
us to be men. Then the child began laughing, and, though its mother had to check it,
slipped down to the ground with the undaunt-

ure.

in

je pars

this.

shall

and

went

height and colossal proportions, fitting for a
show, would have at once startled the traveller, destroyed her confidence, and prevented
what we have to record. A person sitting
instead of standing up—destinies hang on

little.

strict

to her romance, she

This Madame Thenardier was a red-headed,
thin, angular woman, the soldier's wife in all
its ugliness, and, strange to say, with a languishing air which she owed to reading
romances. She was a finikin woman, for old
romances, by working on the imagination of
landladies, produce that effect.
She was still
young, scarce thirty. If this woman, now
sitting, had been standing up, perhaps her

;

had only about 80 francs left. At
the age of two-and-twenty, on a fine Spring

very

Thenardier,^' the
ones said, ^' we keep this

II le faut, je suis chevalier,

Et

She had

debts, she

fluential

Madame

on humming,

shall see, poslife.

is

little

inn.^^

she dressed
in calico, and had put all her silk ribbons
and laces upon her daughter, the only vanity
left her, and it was a holy one.
She sold all
she possessed, which brought her in 200
francs ; and when she had paid her little

We

My name

mother of the

'j;

resolution.
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an

announcement of Paradise. These two little
creatures were evidently happy
She looked
then, and admired them with such tenderness that at the moment when the mother
!

[

u
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able energy of a little creature wishing to
All at once, she noticed the other two

run.

Heaven that made me pass in front of jyour
inn when I saw your little ones so j)]fetty,
;

me

children in their swing, stopped short, and
put out her tongue as a sign of admiration.

so clean, so happy,

Mother Thenardier unfastened her children,
took them out of the swing, and said,

they will be three sisters.
be long before I come back.
"
child ?

^^

Play about

care of

all three.''

Such ages soon grow tame and
the

little

to myself,

Thenardiers were playing with the

;

She

is

it

gave

a turn.

a kind mother.'

X said

It is so;

Then

I sha|l not
Will yoli take

my

'^We will see," said Mother Thenardier.
^^I would pay six francs a month."
Here a man's voice cried from the pack

in a minute

new-comer at making holes in the ground,
which was an immense pleasure. The stranger
child was very merry the goodness of the
mother is written in the gayety of the baby.
She had picked up a piece of wood which she
used as a spade, and was energetically digging
The two
a grave large enough for a fly.
went on talking.
^^
What's the name of your bantling ?''

'

i

the tap-room,
'^
Can't be done under

sevei),

and

six

of

months

paid in advance."
" Six times seven are forty-two,", said the
landlady.
^*
I will pay it," said the mother.
'^
And seventeen francs in addition for extra expenses," the man's voice added.
^^ Total fifty-seven francs," said
Madame
^^Cosette/'
For Cosette read Euphrasie, for that was Thenardier, a,ud through these figures she
the child's real name, but the mother had sang vaguely,
"II le faut disait un giierrier."
converted Euphrasie into Cosette, through
^^I will pay it," the mother said ; '^1 have
that gentle, graceful instinct peculiar to mothers and the people, which changes Josefa eighty francs, and shall have enough left to
I shall earn money there,
It is a get home on foot.
into Pepita, and Frangoise to Sellette.
species of derivation w^hich deranges

and

dis-

concerts the entire science of etymologists.
We know a grandmother who contrived to

and

so soon as I

fetch

my

have a

little I will

come and

darling."

The man's

voice continued,

one any stock of clothing? "
husband," said Madame Then-

^''Has the little

make out of Theodore, Gnon.
'^
What is her age ? "

'^

Going on for three.''
^^
Just the same age as my eldest."
In the meantime the children were grouped
in a posture of profound anxiety and blessedA large worm
ness an event had occurred.
crept out of the ground, and they were frightened, and were in ecstasy; their radiant brows
touched each other, and they looked like
^^

It is

my

ardier.
''

Of course she has clothes, poor little
and a
I saw it was your husband

treasure.

;

fine stock of clothes too, a

wonderful stock, a

dozen of everything, and

silk frocks like

a

;

The things are in my bag."
" They must be handed over," the man's

lady.

voice remarked.
^^

three heads in a halo.

^^How soon

children get to

know one

other," Mother Thenardier exclaimed ;
they might be taken for three sisters.

*^

an-

why,

;

and

said,

*^Will

you take charge

of

my

child for

me?"
The woman gave one
prise

it

of those starts of sur-

wjiich are neither assent or refusal.

Fantine continued,
'' Look ye, I cannot take the child with me
to my town, for when a woman has a baby,
it is a hard matter for her to get a situation.
People are so foolish in our part. It was

Of course they must,"
would be funny if I left

The
'^

The word was probably the spark which
the other mother had been waiting for she
seized the speaker's hand, looked at her fixedly,

'^

said the mother,

my

child naked."

master's face appeared.

All right," he said.

The bargain was concluded, the mother
spent the night at the inn, paid her money
and left her child, fastened up her bag, w^hich
was now light, and started the next morning
Such
with the intention of returning soon.
departures are arranged calmly, but they enA neighbor's wife saw the mother going away, and went home saying,
" I have just seen a woman crying in the
street as if her heart were broken."
When Cosette's mother had gone, the man

tail despair.

said to his wife,
^^

That money

will

meet

my

bill for

one
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hundred and ten francs which falls due to- exploits, and he had painted it himself, for
morrow, and I was fifty francs short. It he could do a little of everything badly. It
would have been protested, and I should have was the epoch when the old classical romance
which after being Clelie, had now become
had a bailiff put it. You set a famous mouseLodoisha, and though still noble, was daily
trap with your brats.^^
^^ Without suspecting it/' said the woman.
growing more vulgar, and had fallen from
Mademoiselle de Scudery to Madame Bournon Malarme, and from Madame de LafayCHAPTER XXXVI.
ette to Madame Barthelemy Hadet
was

—

—

—

A SKETCH OF TWO UGLY

FACES.

The

captured mouse was very small, but
is pleased even with a thin mouse.
Who were the Thenardiers ? We will say one
word about them for the present, and comThese beings beplete the sketch hereafter.
longed to the bastard class, composed of
coarse parvenus, and of degraded people of
intellect, which stands between the classes
called the middle and the lower, and combines some of the faults of the second with
nearly all the vices of the first, though without possessing the generpus impulse of the
working man or the honest regularity of the
tradesman.
Theirs were those dwarf natures which
easily become monstrous, when any gloomy
fire accidently warms them.
There was in
the woman the basis of a witch, in the man
Both were in the
the stuff for a beggar.
highest degree susceptible of that sort of
hideous progress which is made in the directhe cat

tion of evil.

There are crab-like souls which

constantly recoil toward darkness, retrograde
in life rather

than advance*employ experience

augment their deformity, incessantly grow
worse, and grow more and more covered with
an increasing blackness. This man and this
woman had souls of that sort.
Thenardier was peculiarly troublesome to
there are some men
the physiognomist
whom you need only look at to distrust them,
for they are restless behind and threatening
We can no more answer for what
in front.
they have done than for what they will do.
Merely by hearing them say a word or seeing
them make a gesture, we get a glimpse of
to

:

dark secrets in their past, dark mysteries in
This Thenardier, could he be
their future.
sergeant, he
believed, had been a soldier
said ; he had probably gone through the
campaign of 1815, and had even behaved

—

We

shall see
rather bravely, as it seems.
presently how the matter really stood. The
sign of his inn was an allusion to one of his

inflaming the loving souls of the porters'
wives in Paris, and even extended its ravages
into the suburbs.
Madame Thenardier was
just intelligent enough to read books of this
nature and lived on them. She thus drowned any brains she possessed, and, so long as
she remained young and a little beyond, it

gave her a sort of pensive attitude by the
side of her husband, who was a scamp of
some depth, an almost grammsfctical ruffian,
coarse and delicate at the same time, but
who, in matters of sentimentalism, read
Pigault Lebrun, and, " in all that concerned
the sex,^^ as he said in his jargon, was a correct and unmingled booby.
His wife was
some twelve or fifteen years younger than
he, and when her romantically flowing locks
began to grow gray, when the Megaera was
disengaged from the Pamela, she was only a
stout wicked woman, who had been pampered
with foolish romances. As such absurdities
cannot be read with impunity, the result was
that her eldest daughter was christened
Eponine ; as for the younger, the poor girl
was all but named Gulnare, and owed it to a
fortunate diversion made by a romance of
Ducray Duminirs, that she was only christened Azelma.
By the way, all is not ridiculous and superficial in the curious epoch to which we are
alluding, and which might be called the anarchy of baptismal names. By the side of
the romantic element, which we have just
pointed out, there was the social symptom.
It is not rare at the present day for a drover^s son to be called Arthur, Alfred, or Alphonse, and for the viscount ^if there are
any viscounts left to be called Thomas,
Pierre, or Jacques.
This displacement which
gives the " elegant" name to the plebeian,
and the rustic name to the aristocrat, is
nothing else than an eddy of equality. The
irresistible penetration of the new blast is
Bevisible in this as in every thing else.
neath this apparent discord, there is a grand
and deep thing, the French Revolution.

—

—

—
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CHAPTER XXXVII.
THE LARK.
not enough to be bad in order to
and the pot-house was a failure.
Thanks to the fifty-seven francs, Thenardier
had been able to avoid a protest, and honor
his signature ; but the next month they
wanted money again, and his wife took to
Paris and pledged Cosette's outfit for sixty
francs.
So soon as this sum was spent, the
It

is

prosper

:

Thenardiers grew accustomed to see in the
little girl a child they had taken in through
charity, and treated her accordingly.
As
she had no clothes, she was dressed in the
left-off chemises and petticoats of the little
Thenardiers, that is to say in rags. She was
fed on the leavings of everybody, a little
better than the dog, and a little worse than
the cat.
Dog and cat were her usual comfor Cosette ate with them
pany at dinner
under the table off a wooden trencher like

blows on herself, while the daughters only
received the caresses.
Cosette did not make
a movement that did not bring down on her
head a hail-storm of violent and unmerited
chastisement. The poor weak child, unnecessarily punished, scolded, cuffed, and beaten,
saw by her side two little creatures like herself w^ho lived in radiant happiness.

As Madame Thenardier was unkind to
Eponine and Azetma were the same

Cosette,

;

for children

mother

:

at that

the form

is

age are

coi^ies of their

smaller, that

is

all.

A

then another, and people said

year passed,
in the village,

Those Thenardiers are worthy people.
are not well off, and yet they bring up
"^
a poor child left on their hands.
Cosette was supposed to be deserted by her
mother; Thernardier, however, having learnt
in some obscure way that the child was
probably illegitimate, and that the mother
could not confess it, insisted on fifteen francs
theirs.
a month, saying that the creature was growThe mother, who had settled, as we shall ing and eating, and threatening to send her
'' She must not play
see hereafter, at M. sur M., w^rote, or, to back.
the fool with
speak more correctly, had letters written me,"'' he shouted, '*or I^'ll let her brat fall
''

They

:

every month to niqun-e after her child. The
Thenardiers invariably replied that Cosette
was getting on famously. When tlie first
six months had passed, the mother sent seven

like a bomb-shell into her

hiding-place.

I

must have an increase." The mother paid
Year by year the child
the fifteen francs.
grew, and so did her wretchedness: so long
francs for the seventh month, and continued as Cosette was little, she was the scapegoat
to send the money punctually month by of the two other children; so soon as she bemonth. The year was not ended before gan to be developed a little, that is to say,
Thenardier said, '' A fine thing that what even before she was five years old, she bedoes she expect us to do with seven francs V' came the servant of the house.
At five
and he wrote to demand twelve. The mother, years, the reader will say, that is improbable,
!

whom

they persuaded that her child was

but, alas!

happy and healthy, submitted, and sent the

at

twelve francs.
Some natures cannot love on one side withMother Thenardier
out hating on the other.

trial of

own two daughters,
which made her detest the stranger. It is
sad to think that a mother^s love can look so
passionately loved her

ugly.
Though Cosette occupied so little
room, it seemed to her as if her children
were robbed of it, and that the little one
diminished the air her daughters breathed.
This woman, like many women of l^r class,
had a certain amount of caresses and another
of blows and insults to expend daily.
If she
had not had Cosette, it^ is certain that her
daughters, though they were idolized, would
have received th^ -entire amount, but the
,

strange child did the service of diverting the

any

it is

true.

Social suffering begins

Have we not

recently seen the
a certain Dumollard, an ophan, who
turned bandit, and who from the age of five,
as the official documents tell us, was alone in
the world and ^^ worked for a living and
Cosette was made to go on messages,
stole ?"
sweep the rooms, the yard, the street, w^ash
the dishes, and even carry heavy bundles.
The Thenardiers considered themselves the
more Justified in acting thus, because the
age.

mother, who was still at M. sur M., was beginning to pay badly, and was several months
in arrear.
If the mother had returned to Montfermeil at the end of three years, she would not
have recognized her child. Cosette, so pretty
and ruddy on her arrival in this house, was
now thin and sickly. She had a timid look

COSSETT

K..

IIu-o. vol

II.. p. 7n.
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cunning P^ said the Thenarhad make her sulky and
wretchedness had made her ugly. N^othing
was left her but her fine eyes, which were
painful to look at, because, as they were so
large, it seemed as if a greater amount of
sadness was visible in them. It was a heart-

particularly, scraps of bent plate for welded

rending sight to see this poor child, scarce
six years of age, shivering in wdnter under
her calico rags, and sweeping the street before daybreak, with an enormous broom in
her small red hands and a tear in her large

allowed the goods to be sold cheap, while
producing them the profit, an advantage for
the manufacturer.
In less than three years the inventor of the
process had become rich, which is a good
thing, and had made all rich about him, which
is better.
He was a stranger in the department; no one knew anything about his
origin, aud but little about his start.
It was
said that he had entered the town with but
very little money, a few hundred francs at
the most ; but with this small capital, placed
at the service of an ingenious idea, and fertilized by regularity and thought, he made
his own fortune and that of the town.
On
his arrival at M. sur M. he had the dress,
manners, and language of a workingman. It
appears that on the very December night
when he obscurely entered M. sur M. with
his knapsack on his back, and a knotted
stick in his hand, a great fire broke out in
the Town Hall.
This man rushed into the
midst of the flames, and at the risk of his

about her;

'^It^s

Injustice

diers.

e3^es.

The country people called her ^^the lark,^^
who are fond of metaphors,
had given the name to the poor little creature, who was no larger than a bird, trembling, frightened, and starting, who was
the lower classes,

first awake in the house and the
and ever in the street or the fields by

always the
village,

daybreak.

There was

this difference, however,

— this

poor lark did not sing.

CHAPTER XXXYIIL
PROGRESS IK BLACK BEAD MAKING.

What

had become

of

the mother who,

according to the people of Montfermeil, appeared to have deserted her child? where
was she, what was she doing? After leaving
her little Cosette with the Thenardiers, she had
continued her journey and arrived at M. sur
M. Fantine had been away from her province for ten years, and while she had been
slowly descending from misery to misery, her
native

town had prospered. About two years

before, one of those industrial facts

are the
place.

which

events of small towns had taken
The details are important, and we

think it useful to develop them, we might
almost say, to understand them.
From time immemorial M. sur M. had as
a special trade the imitation of English jet
and German black beads.
This trade had
hitherto only vegetated, owing to -the dearness of the material, which reacted on the
artizan.
At the moment when Fantine returned to M. sur M. an extraordinary transformation had taken place in the production
of ^^ black articles. ^^ Toward the close of
1815, a man, a stranger, had settled in the
town, and had the idea of substituting in
this trade

gum

lac for rosin,

and in bracelets

plate.
it

This slight change was a revolution;

prodigiously reduced the cost of the mate-

rial,
which, in the first place, allowed
the wages to be raised, a benefit for the
town; secondly, improved the manufacture,
an advantage for the consumer; and, thirdly,

life saved tw^o children who happened to belong to the captain of gendarmes; hence no
one dreamed of asking for his passport. On
this occasion his name was learned; he called
himself Father Madeleine.
He was a man
of about fifty, with a preoccupied air, and
he was good-hearted.
That was all that
could be said of him.

Thanks

to the rapid progress of this trade

which he had so admirably modelled, M. sur
M. had become a place of considerable trade.
Spain, which consumes an immense amount
of jet, gave large orders for it annually, and
in this trade M. sur M. almost rivalled London and Berlin. Father Zvladeleine^s profits
were so great, that after the second year he

was able lo ouild a large factory, in which
were two spacious workshops, one for men,
the other for women.
Anyone who was
hungry need only to come, and was sure to
find there employment and bread.
Father
Madeleine expected from the men good-will,
from the women purity, and from all probity.
He had divided the workshops in order to
separate the sexes, and enable the women
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and girls to remain virtuous. On this point
he was inflexible, and it was the only one in
which he was at all intolerant. This sternness was the more justifiable because M. sur
M. was a garrison town^ and opportunities
for corruption abounded.
Altogether his arrival had been a benefit, and his presence
was a providence. Before Father Madelein^e
came everything was languishing, and now
all

lead the healthy

ful circulation

life of

work.

A

warmed and penetrated

powerevery-

and wretchedness were
unknown. There was not a pocket, however
obscure, in which there was not a little
money, nor a lodging so poor in which there
was not a little joy.
thing

stagnation

;

As we have

said, in the

midst of this

ac-

which he was the cause and the
pivot. Father Madeleine made his fortune,
but, singularly enough in a plain man of
tivity,

of

business, this did not appear to be his chief
care; he

seemed to think a great deal of

where, soon became alarmed about tliis reThis deputy, who had been a member of the legislative council of the empire,
shared the religious ideas of a father of the
ligion.

oratory,

known by

the

name

of

Fouche Due

d'Otranto, whose creature and friend he had
been.

But when he saw the

rich manufac-

turer Madeleine go to seven o'clock low mass,

he scented a possible candidate, aiid resolved
to go beyond him; he chose a Jesuit confessor, and went to high mass and vespers.
Ambition at that time was, in tlie true sense
of the term, a steeple-chase.
'I'he
poor
profited by the alarm, for the honora])le
deputy founded two ])eds at the liospitah

which made twelve.
In 1819, the report spread one morning
through the town that, on the recommendation of the prefect, and in consideration of
services rendered the town. Father Madeleine was about to be nominated by the king,
mayor of M. Those who had declared the
new-comer an ambitious man, eagerly seized
''
this opportunity to exclaim
Did we not
say so?'' All M. was in an uproar; for the
rumor was w^ell founded. A few days after,

little of himself.
In 1.820, he
was known to have a sum of 630,000 francs,
in Lafitte's bank; but before he put that
amount on one side he had spent more than
The the ap]3ointment a23peared in the Monifeiir.
a million for the town and the poor.
hospital was badly endowed, and he added and the next day Father Madeleine declined
M. sur M. is divided into an up- the honor. In the same year, the new proten beds.
per and a lower town; the latter, in which cesses worked by him were shown at the Inhe lived, had only one school, a poor tene- dustrial Exhibition; and on the report of the
ment falling in ruins, and he built two, one jury, the king made the inventor a Chevalier
He paid the two of the Legion of Honor. There was a fresh
for boys and one for girls.
'^ Well, it was
teachers an amount the double of their poor commotion in the little town;
'^
but
Father
Madeline
wanted,
the
cross
he
official salary, and to some one who expressed
''
Decidedly
the
man was
cross.
declined
the
functionfirst
two
The
said,
surprise, he
aries of the state are the nurse and the an enigma, but charitable souls got out of
He had established at his the difficulty by saying, After all he is a
schoolmaster.^'

others and but

:

'*'

'^

own charges an hospice, a thing at that time sort of adventurer.
As we have seen, the country owed him
almost unknown in France, and a charitable
fund for old and infirm v/orkmen. As his much, and the poor owed him everything;
factory was a centre, a new district, in which he was so useful that he could not help being
there was a large number of indigent fami- honored, and so gentle that people could not
sprang up around it, and he help loving him; his work-people especially
lies, rapidly
opened there a free dispensary.

At the beginning, kind

man who wants

souls said,

^'

He

is

:'"
wdien it was
before entown
seen that he enriched the
riching himself, the same charitable souls
This seemed the
said, '^^He is ambitious.'^
more likely because he was religious, and

a

to grow^ rich

even practised to a certain extent a line

which was admired

in those days.

He went

regularly to hear low m.ass on Sundays, and
the local deputy, who scented rivalry every-

adored him, and he bore this adoration with
When he was
a sort of melancholy gravity.
known to be rich, "people in society'^ bowed
to him, and he was called in the town Monsieur Madeleine, but his workmen and the
children continued to call him Father Mjideleine, and this caused him his happiest
smile.
In proportion as he ascended, invitatations showered upon him; and society
claimed him as its own.
The little formal
drawinsr-rooms, which had of course been at
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closed to the artizan, opened their doors

proportion as leisure came with fortune, he

the millionaire. A thousand advances were made to him, but he refused.
This time again charitable souls were not
thrown out, '' He is an ignorant man of poor
education. No one knows where he comes
from.
He could not pass muster in society,
and it is doubtful whether he can read.^^
When he was seen to be earning money, they
said, "He is a tradesman;'^ when he scattered his money, they said, ^' He is ambitious;'^ when he rejected honor, they said,
^^He is an adventurer ;'' and when he re-

seemed to employ it cultivating his mind: it
was noticed that with each year he spent in
M. his language became more polite, chosen,
and gentle.
He was fond of taking a gun wdth him on
when he did so
his walks, but rarely fired
by accident, he had an infallible aim, which
was almost terrific. He never killed an inofThough he
iensive animal or a small bird.
was no longer young, he was said to possess
prodigious strength he lent a hand to any
one who needed it, raised a fallen horse, put

pulsed society, they said, ^' He w^as a brute.'"
In 1820, five years after his arrival at M.,
the services he had rendered the town were
so brilliant, the will of the whole country
was so unanimous, that the king again nominated mayor of the town.
He refused again,
but the prefect would not accept his refusal;
all the notables came to beg, the people suplicated him in the open streets, and the
pressure was so great, that he eventually assented.
It was noticed that what appeared
specially to determine him was the almost

his shoulder to a wheel stuck in the

first

wide

to

angry remark of an old woman, who cried to
him from her door ^^ A good mayor is useful; a man should not recoil before the good
he may be able to do.'' This was the third
phase of his ascent; Father Madeleine had
become Monsieur Madeleine, and Monsieur
Madeleine became Monsieur le Maire.
:

OHAPTEK XXXIX.

Fathee Madeleike remained
he had been on the

hair,

a serious eye,

first

;

mud,

or

His
stopped a runaway bull by the horns.
pockets were always full of half-pence when
he went out, and empty when he came home;
whenever he passed through a village, the
ragged children ran merrily after him, and
surrounded him like a swarm of gnats. It
was supposed that he must have formerly
lived a rustic life, for he had all sorts of useful secrets which he taught the peasants. He

showed them how to destroy blight in wheat
by sprinkling the granary and pouring into
the cracks of the boards a solution of common salt^ and to get rid of weevils by hanging
up everywhere, on the walls and roofs, flowering orviot.
He had recipes to extirpate
from arable land^ tares, and other parasitic
plants which injure wheat, and would defend
a rabbit hutch from rats by the mere smell
of a little Guinea pig, which he placed in it.
One day he saw some countrymen very
busy in tearing up nettles he looked at the
pile of up-rooted and already withered plants
and said ^' They are dead, and yet they are
good if yon know how to use them. When
nettles are young, the tops are an excellent
vegetable.
When they are old, they have
threads and fibre like hemp and flax.
When
chopped up, nettles are good for fowls when
pounded, excellent for horned cattle. JS^ettleseed mixed with the food renders the coats of
cattle shining, and the root mixed with salt
;

SUMS LODGED AT LAFITTE'S.

as

;

as simple

day: he had grey

the bronzed face of a

:

workingman, and the thoughtful face of a
phdosopher. He habitually wore a broadbrimmed hat, and a long coat of coarse cloth,
buttoned up to the chin. He peformed bis
duties as ma5^or, but beyond that lived soli- produces a pine yellow color.
The nettle is
tary; he spoke to few persons, liked to escape also excellent hay, which can be mown twice;
from compliments, smiled to save himself and what does it require ? A little earth,
laughing, and gave to save himself from no care, and no cultivation. The only thing
smiling.
The women said of him, ^^ What a is that the seed falls as it ripens, and is diffifine bear!" and his great pleasure was to cult to garner.
If a little care were taken,
walk about the fields. He always took his the nettle would be useful but, being negmeals with an open book before him, and he lected. It becomes injurious, and is then
had a well-selected library. He was fond pf killed. Here men resemble nettles I" He
books, for thev are cool and sure friends. In added after a moment's silence: ^' Mv fri(^nds.
;

;
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remember this,
bad men; there

— there

:

;

;

He seemed
with the priests round a coffin.
to be fond of hearing those mournful psalms
which are full of the vision of another w^orld.
With his eye fixed on heaven, he listened,
with a species of aspiration toward all the
mysteries of Infinitude, to the sad voice singing on the brink of the obscure abyss of death.
He did a number of good actions, while as
careful to hide them as if they were bad. He
would quietly at night enter houses, and furA poor fellow, on
tively ascend the stairs.
returning to his garret, would find that his
door had been opened, at times forced, during his absence; the man would cry that a
robber had been there, but when he entered,
the first thing he saw was a gold coin left on
The robber who had been there
the table.

was Father Madeleine.
He was affable and sad people said,
''
There is a rich man who does not look
'^
proud: a lucky man who does not look happy.
mysteriwas
a
he
that
asserted
Some persons
ous character, and declared that no one ever
entered his bed-room, which was a real anchorite's cell, furnished with winged hourglasses and embellished with cross-bones and
This was so often repeated
death's heads.
:

t

hat

le

some elegant and

him one
Maire, do show

M.
Monsieur

spiteful ladies of

day, and said,

''

us your bed-room, for peo-

He

smiled and led
ple say it
them straightway to the ''grotto;'' they were
is

a grotto."

punished for their curiosity, as it
was a bed-room, merely containing mahogany
furniture as ugly as all furniture of that sort,
and hung with paper at sixpence the piece.
They could not notice anything but two double-branched candlesticks of an antiquated
pattern, standing on the mantle piece, and
seemed to be silver, '' because they w^ere Halla remark full of the wit of small
marked,''^
People did not the less continue to
towns.
repeat, however, that no one ever entered
this bed-room, and that it was a hermitage,
They also whispered that he
a hole, a tomb.
terribly

—

Lafitte,

and

|

The children also loved him, because he
could make them pretty little toys of straw
and cocoa-nut shells. When he saw a church
door hung with black, he went in he w^ent
after a funeral as other persons do after a
The misfortunes of others atchristening.
tracted him, owing to his great gentleness
he mingled with friends in mourning, and

(^ame to

had immense sums lodged with

are no bad herbs or

are only bad cultivators/'

with this peculiarity that things were ahvays
at his immediate disposal, *'so that," they
added, "' M. Madeleine could go any morning to Lafitte's, sign a receipt, and carry oil*

two or three millions of francs in ten
minutes." In reality, these '"two or three
millions" were reduced, as we have said, to
six hundred and thirty or forty thousand
his

francs.

CHAPTER

XL.

31.

MADELEINE GOES FXTO

At

the beginning of 1821, the papers an-

MOlJR>fI]S"G.

nounced the decease of M. Myriel, bishop of
'' surnamed Monseigneur Welcome,"
D
,
and who died in the odor of sanctity at the

The bishop of D
age of eighty-two.
, to
add here a detail omitted by the papers, had
been blind for several years, and was satisfied
to be blind as his sister w^as by his side.
Let us say parenthetically that to be blind
and to be loved is one of the most strangely
exquisite forms of happiness upon this earth,
where nothing is perfect. To have continually at your side a wife, a sister, a daughter,
a charming being, who is there because you
have need of her, and because she cannot do
to know yourself indispensawithout you
ble to a woman who is necessary to you; to be
able constantly to guage her affection by the
amount of her presence which she gives you,
and to say to yourself: -'She devotes all her
;

me because I possess her entire
heart;" to see her thoughts in default of her
face; to prove the fidelity of a being in the
eclipse of the world ; to catch the rustling of
time to

a dress like the sound of wings; to hear her
come and go, leave the room, return, talk,
sing,

and then

to

dream that you are the

centre of those steps,

those w^ords,

those

songs; to manifest at every moment your
own attraction, and feel yourself |)owerful in

proportion to your weakness; to become in
darkness and through darkness the planet
round wdiich this angel gravitates— but few
The supreme happiness
felicities equal this.
of life is the conviction of being loved for
yourself, or, more correctly speaking, loved
in spite of yourself; and this conviction the
blind man has. In this distress to be served
is

to

be caressed. Does he want for any
No. When you possess love, you

thing?

!

—

6

;
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have not lost the light. And what a love a doubtless a cousin of the late bishop of
a love entirely made of virtues. There is no D
He answered, " No, madame.''
blindness where there is certainty the grop" But," the dowager went on, '^ you wear
this
and
finds
it,
and
soul
a
ing soul seeks
found and tried soul is a woman. A hand mourning for him.''
" In my youth I was footman in his famsuports you, it is hers a mouth touches your
forehead, it is hers; you hear a breathing ily," was the answer.
Another thing noticed was, that when a
close to you, it is she.
To have every thing she has, from her young Savoyard passed through the town,
workship to her pity, to be never left, to looking for chimneys to sweep, the mayor
to have this gentle weakness to succor you, sent for him, asked his name, and gave him
The Savoyard boys told each other
to lean on this unbending reed, to touch pro- money.
vidence with her hands, and be able to take of this, and a great many passed through M.
her in your arms oh! what rapture is this!
!

r

:

;

:

The

heart, that obscure celestial flower, be-

CHAPTER

gins to expand mysteriously, and you would
not exchange this shadow for all the light

The angel

soul

she go away,

is

it is

VAGUE FLASHES OX THE HORIZOX.

thus necessarily there; if
to return; she disappears

dream, and reappears like reality. You
You
feel heat approaching you, it is she.
overflow with serenity, ecstasy, and gayety;
you are a sunbeam in the night. And then
the thousand little attentions, the nothings
like a

XLI.

By

degrees and with time

sition died out ; at first there

M. Madeleine

all

the oppo-

had been calum-

—

a species of law
undergo; then it was
only backbiting; then it was only malice;
and eventually all this faded away. The reThe spect felt for him was complete, unanimous,
which are so enormous in this vacuum
most ineffable accents of the human voice and cordial, and the moment arrived in 1821
emj)loyed to lull you, and taking the place of when the name of the mayor was uttered at
with nearly the same accent as '' monthe vanished universe. You are caressed
seigneur
the bishop" had been said at D
with the soul you see nothing, but you feel
People came for ten leagues round
in
1815.
of
darkparadise
yourself adored; it is a
to consult M. Madeleine ; he settled disputes,
ness.
It was from this paradise that Monseigneur prevented lawsuits, and reconciled enemies.
Welcome had passed to the other. The an- Everybody was willing to accept him as arnouncement of his death was copied by the biter, and it seemed as if he had the book of
and on the next day natural law for his soul. It was a sort of
local paper of
,
Monsieur Madeleine appeared dressed in contagious veneration, which in six or seven
The mourn- years spread all over the country-side.
black, with crape on his hat.
Only one man in the town and bailiwick
ing was noticed in the town, and the people
gossiped about it, for it seemed to throw a resisted this contagion, and whatever M.
gleam over M. Madeleine^s origin. It was Madeleine might do, remained rebellious to it,
concluded that he was somehow connected as if a sort of incorruptible and imperturwith the bishop. "He is in mourning for bable instinct kept him on his guard. It
the bishop," was said in drawing-rooms this would appear, in fact, as if there is in cernies against

which

rising

all

men

!

M

:

M

;

added inches to M. Madeleine's stature,
and suddenly gave him a certain consideraThe microtion in the noble world of M.
scopic Faubourg St. Germain of the town
thought about raising the quarantine of M.
Madeleine, the probable relation of a bishop
and M. Madeleine remarked the promotion
he had obtained in the increased love of the
ladies, and the greater amount of smiles
from the young. One evening a lady belonging to this little great world, curious by right
of seniority, ventured to say. " M. le Maire is

tain

men

a veritable bestial instinct, though

pure and honest as all instincts are, which
creates sympathies and antipathies; which
fatally separates one nature from another;
which never hesitates which is not troubled,
is never silent, and never contradicts itself
;

which

is

clear in its obscurity, infallible, im-

all the counsels of inthe solvents of the reason,
and which, whatever the way in which destines are made, surely warns the man-dog of
the man-cat, and the man-fox of the presence

perious; refractory to
telligence

and

Hugo.

all

Vol. II.—

—
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of the man-lion.

It often

happened when M.

Madeleine passed along a street calmly^ kindly^ and greeted by the bless in. gs of all^ that a
tall nian^ dressed in an iron-gray great coat
armed \yith a thick cane^ and wearing a hat
with tnrned-down brim^ tnrned suddenly and
looked after him till he disappeared; folding
his arms^ shaking his head, and raising his
upper lip with the lower as liigh as his nose^
a sort of significant grimace, which may be
translated^

— "AYhois

tain that I haye seen

any

rate, I

am

am

cer-

him somewhere.

At

that

man?

I

not his dupe/^

This pei'son^ who w.-is graye, witli an almost menacing gravity, y;as one of those men
who^ thoLigh only noticed for a moment, preoccupy the observer. His name was Javert
and he belonged to the j^olioe, and performed
at

M

the laborious brit useful duties of
He had not seen Madeleine^s

an inspector.

begiiming, for he was indebted for the post
he occupied to the secretary of Count Augle^
at that time prefect of police at Paris.
When

M

moment that in every man there is one of
the animal species of creation, it will be easy
for us to say what Javert the policeman was.
a

The Austrian peasants are convhiced that in
every litter of wolves there is a dog, vdiich is
killed by the mother, for, otherwise, vrhen it

grew

it

Giye a
w^olf

,

would devour

human

and we

the other

vrhelps.

face to this dog-son of a

shall liave Javert.

slie-

He* was borji

mother was a fortune-teller,
whose husband was at the galleys. "When he
grew up he thought that he was beyoiid the
l^ale of society, and despaired of ever enterin prison; his

it.
He noticed that society inexorably
keeps at bay two classes of men, those vrho
attack it, and those who guard it: ]ie had
only a clioice betvreen these two classes, and
at the same time felt within him a rigid ness,
regularity, ami probity, conibined v/ith an
inexpressible hatred of the race of Bohemians
to which he belonged.
He entered the
police, got on. and at the age of forty was an
inspector.
In his 3^outh he was engaged in
the southern bagnes.

ing

—

the great manufacmade^ and Father MaBefore going further, let us explain the
deleine had become Monsieur Madeleine. words '^luman face'" which we applied just
Some police officers have a jDeculiar face^ noy//to Javert. His human face consisted of
which is complicated by an air of baseness, a stub-nose, with two enormous iiostrils,
blended with an air of authority. Javert had toward which enormous whiskers mourited
this face, less thee baseness.
In our convic- on his cheeks. You felt uncomfortable the
tion, if souls were visible, we should distinctly first time that you saw these two forests and
see the sti-ange fact that every individual of these two caverns.
When Javert laughed,
the human sjDccies corresponds to some one which was rare and terrible, his thin lips
of the species of animal creation; and we parted, and displayed, not only his teeth, but
might easily recognize the truth which has as his gums, and a savage flat curl formed
yet scarce occurred to the thinker, that, from round his nose,, such as is seen on the muztlie oyster to the eagle, from the hog to tlie
zle of a wild beast.
Jayert when serious was
tiger, all animals are in man, and that each a bull-dog; when he laughed he was a tiger.
of them is in a man; at times several of them To sum up, he had but little skull and })lenty
at once.
Animals are nothing else than the of Jaw; his hair hid his forehead and fell
figures of our virtues and our vices, wander- over his brows; he had between his eyes a
ing before our eyes, the visible phantoms of cerjtral and permanent frown, like a star of
our souls. God shows these to us in order to anger, an o])scure glance, a pinched-up and
make us reflect; but, as animals are only formidable mouth, and an air of ferocious

Jjivert arrived at

,

turer's fortune w^as

shadows, God has not made them capable of
education in the complete sense of the term
for of what use would it be ?
On the other
hand, our souls being realities and having an
end of their own, God has endowed them
with intelligence; that is to say, possible

command.
Iliis

and

man was

nnide up of two very simple

which he
almost rendered bad by exaggerating them,
respect for authority and hatred of rebellion;
relative excellent feelings, but

and in

ried out, can always

his eyes, robbery, murder, and every
crime, were only forms of rebellion.
He enyeloped in a species of blind faith everybody

matter

in the service of the state,

education.
its

Social education,

nature

,

propcdy

car-

draw out of a joul, no
the utility which it con-

Now,

from the prime
gamekeeper. He covered with contempt, ayersion and disgust.

minister

tains.
if

the reader will admit with

me

for

down

to the

—
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«very one wlio had once crossed the legal
threshold of evil. He was absolute, and admitted of no exceptions; on one side he said:
A functionary cannot he mistaken, a magistrate can do no wrong -/^ on the other he
" They are irremediably lost no good
.said
€an come of them/^ He fully shared the
opinion of those extreme minds that attribute
to the human law some power of making or
verifying demons, and that place a Styx at
'^'

:

:

the bottom of society.
He Avas social, stern,
tmd austere; a sad dreamer, and humble yet
haughty, like all fanatics. His glance was a
gimlet, for it was cold and piercing.
His
whole life was composed in the two words,
watching and overlooking. He had introduced the straight line into what is the most
tortuous thing in the world; he was conscious of his usefulness, had religious respect
for his duties, and was a spy as well as

Woe
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snuff, and that was his connecting link witjli
humanity. Our readers will readily understand that Javert was. the terror of all that
class

whom

the yearly statistics of the minis-

under the rubric

ter of justice designate

vagabonds.
set

them

The name

to flight;

seen, petrified them.

of Javert,

the

if

uttered,

face of Javert,

Such was

if

this formid-

able man. Javert was like an eye ever fixed
on M. Madeleine, an eye full of suspicion
and conjectures. M. Madeleine noticed it in
the end but he considered it a matter of in;

He did not even ask Javert his
motive, he neither sought nor shunned him,
significance.

and endured his annoying glance without
appearing to notice. He treated Javert like
every one else, easily and kindly.
From
some remarks that dropped from Javert, it
was supposed that he had secretly sought,
with that curiosity belonging to the breed,

wretch who and in which there is as much instinct as
would have will, all the previous traces which Father
arrested his father if escaping from prison, Madeleine might have left.
He appeared to
and denounced his mother had she broken her know, and sometimes said covertly, that some
ban. And he would have done it with that sort one had obtained certain information in a cerof inner satisfaction which virtue produces. tain district about a certain family which had
With all this he spent a life of privation, disappeared.
Once he happened to say,
isolation, self-denial, chastity.
He was the speaking of himself, ''I believe that I have
implacal)le duty, the police comprehended as got him '^ then he remained thoughtful for
the Spartans comprehended Sparta, a pitiless three days without saying a word.
It seems
watchman, a marble-hearted spy, a Brutus that the thread which he fancied he held was
contained in a Vidocq.
broken.
However, there cannot be any
another

came

is

a priest.

into

his

clutches!

to the

he

;

Javert^s entire person expressed the

who

man

and hides himself. The mystic
school of Joseph de Maistre, which at this
epoch was seasoning with high cosmogony
what were called the ultra Journals, would
not have failed to say that Javert was a symbol.
His forehead could not be seen, for it
was hidden by his hat; his eyes could not be
seen, because they were lost under his eyebrows his chin was plunged into his cravat,
his hands were covered by his cuffs, and his
cane was carried under his coat. But when
spies

;

the opportunity arrived, there could be seen
suddenly emerging from all this shadow, as
from an ambush, an angular, narrow forehead, a fatal glance, a menacing chin, enor
mous hands, and a monstrous rattan. In his

theory really infallible in a human creature,
and it is the peculiarity of instinct that it
can be troubled, thrown out, and routed. If
it would be superior to intelligence, and
the brute would have a better light than
man.
Javert was evidently somewhat disconcerted by M. Madeleine's complete naturalness and calmness.
One day, however,
his strange manner seemed to produce an

not,

impression on M. Madeleine.

was

The

occasion

as follows.

CHAPTER

XLII.

FATHER FAUCHELEVEKT.

WHE^q- M. Madeleine was passing one
moments, which were few, he read, morning through an unpaved lane in the
though he hated books, and this caused him town, he heard a noise and saw a group at
not to be utterly ignorant, as could be noticed some distance, to which he walked up. An
through a certain emphasis in his language. old man, known as Father Fauchelevent, had
As we have said, he had no vice when satis- fallen under his cart, and his horse was lying
fied with himself, he indulged in a pinch of on the ground. This Fauchelevent was one
of
leisure

;

.

— —

——

;
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the few enemies M. Madeleine still had at
When Miideleine came to these
parts, Fauchelevent, a tolerably well-educated
peasant, was doing badly in business; and
this time.

he saw the simple workman grow rich, while
he, a master, was being ruined.
This filled
him with jealousy and he had done all in his
power, on every possible occasion, to injure
Madeh^iiie.
Then bankruptcy came and in
his old days, having only a horse and cart
left, and no family, he turned carter to earn

man

drawu

})e

out.

who

Is

has stroDg loins
be earned."

?

louis.''

The same

silence.

horse had both legs broken and could
not get up, while the old man was entangled
between the wheels. The fall had been so

in," a voice cried.

unfortunate, that the whole weight of the

Javert; he had noticed

on his chest, and it was
Fauchelevent uttered lamentable groans, and attempts had been made,
though in vain, to draw him out and any
irregular effort, any clumsy help or shock,
might kill him. It was impossible to extricate him except by raising the cart from

up.

heavily loaded.

;

and Javert, who came uj^ at the
of the accident, had sent to fetcli a
jack.
When M. Madeleine came up, the mob
made way respectfully.
''
Help I*' old Fauclielevent cried, ''is there
no good soul who will save an old man?^^
M. Madeleine turned to the spectators.
below,

moment

"

''

Have you a jack ?
They have gone to

fetch one,'^ a peasant
answered.
'*
How soon will it be hei'e ?^'
'•'Well, the nearest is at Hachet the blacksmith's but it cannot be brought here under
a good quarter of an hour."^
" A
quarter of an hour " Madeleine
exclaimed.
It had rained on the previous night, the
ground was soft, the cart sunk deeper into it
every moment, and more and more pressed
It was evident that his
the old man's chest.
ribs would be broken within five minutes.
''It is impossible to wait a quarter of an
hour,'' said M. Madeleine to the peasants who
were looking on.
!

"We

must.''

"

But do you not see that the
into the ground ?"
'Mlang it, so it is."
''

Listen

to

cart

is

sinking

me," Madeleine continued

said.

His hearers looked down, and one of them
muttered, " A man would have to be deucedly
strong, and, besides, he would ruu. a risk of
being smashed."
'' C^ODie," Madeleine
began again, "twenty

The

cart, w^as j)ressing

there any one here

there are live louis to

No one stirred.
"Ten louis,'' ^ladeleine

a living.

*'

—

"It

is

M.

not the good-will they are deficient

Madeleine

turned

Javert continued.
" It is the strength.

and

recognized

him when he came

A man

would

ha^'(^

tremendously strong to lift a cart like
that with his back.
Then, looking fixedly at M. Madeleine, he
continued, laying a marked stress on nvery
word he uttered,
" Monsieur Madeleine, I never knew but
one man capable of doing what you ask."
Madeleine started, but Javert continued
carelessly, though without taking his eyes
to be

off

Madeleine,

"He

was a galley-slave."

'"Indeed!" said Madeleine.
"At the Toulon bagne."

Madeleine turned pale; all this while the
was slowly settling down, and P^athe]Fauchelevent was screaming,
"I am choking; it is breaking my ribs: a
jack
something oh I"
Madeleine looked around him.
" Is there no one here willing to earn
twenty louis aiul save this poor old man's
cart

—

!

life?''

No

one stirred, and Javert repeated,
knew but one man capable of
acting as a jack, and it was that convict."
"Oh, it is crushing me!" the old man
" I never

yelled.

Madeleine raised his head, met Javert 's
still fixed on him, gazed at the
peasants, and sighed sorrowfully.
Then,
without saying a word, he fell on his knees,
and, ere the crowd had time to utter a cry,
was under the cart. There was a frightful

falcon eye

moment

of expectation

and

silence.

Made-

room enough for a man to slip leine, almost lying flat under the tremendous
under the cart and raise it with his back. weight, twice tried in vain to bring his elbows
It will only take half a minute, and the poor up to his knees.
The peasants shouted:
"-

there

is still

LE8 MI8ERABLES.
''Father Madeleine come out!^^ And old
Eauchelevent himself said " Monsieur Madeleine go away I must die^ so leave me you
will be killed too/^
Madeleine made no answer; the spectators
gasped, the wheels had sunk deeper, and it
was now almost impossible for him to get out
from under the cart. All at once the enormous mass shook, the cart slowly rose, and
the wheels had half emerged from the rut.
A stifled voice could be heard crying, " Make
It was Madeleine, who had
haste, help!"'
made a last effort. They rushed forward, for
the devotion of one man had restored strength
and courage to all. The cart was lifted by
twenty arms, and old Eauchelevent was saved.
Madeleine rose he was livid, although dripping with perspiration his clothes were torn
and covered with mud. The old man kissed
:

I

;

:

:

his knees,

and

called

him

his saviour, w^hile

Madeleine bad on his face a strange expres-

happy and

suffering,

and

turned his placid eye on Javert, who was
looking at him.

still

sion

of

celestial

CHAPTER XLIIL
THIRTY-EIVE FRANCS SPENT IN MORxVLITY.

Eauchelevent had put

out his knee-cap

and Eather Madeleine had liim
carried to an infirmary he had established for
his workmen in his factory, and which was
managed by two sisters of charity. The next
morning the old man found a thousand franc
note by his bedside, with a line in M. Madeleines^ handwriting " Payment for your cart
and horse, Avhich I have bought:'^ the cart
was smashed and the horse dead. Eauchelevent recovered, but his leg remained stiff,
and hence M. Madeleine, by the recommendation of the sisters and his cure, procured him
in his

fall,

:
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This prosperity created in
by Eather
Madeleine had, in addition to the visible signs
we have indicated, another symptom, which,
though not visible, was not the less significant, for it is one that never deceives: when
the population is suffering, when work is
scarce and trade bad, taxpayers exhaust and
exceed the time granted them, and the state
spends a good deal of money in enforcing
payment. When the work abounds, when
the country is happy and rich, the taxes are
paid cheerfully, and costs the state little.
We may say that wretchedness and the public
exchequer have an infallible thermometer in
the cost of collecting the taxes. In seven
years these costs bad

been reduced three-

M

fourths in the arrondissement of
,whic]i
caused it to be frequently quoted by M. de
Villele, at that time minister of finances.

Such was the state of the town when
Eantine returned to it. JSTo one remembered
her, but luckily the door of M. Madeleine's
factory was like a friendly face; she presented herself at it, and was admitted to the
female shop. As the trade was quite new to
Eantine, she was awkward at it and earned
but small wages; but that was enough, for
she had solved the problem, she was earning
her livelihood. When Eantine saw that she
could live by it, she had a moment of joy.
To live honestly by her own toil, what a favor

—

Heaven!
back to her

A

of

taste for

work

really

came

she bought a looking-glass, delighted in seeing in it her youth, her fine
hair

and

:

fine teeth; forgot

many things,

only

thought of Oosette, and her possible future,
and was almost happy. She hired a small
room and furnished it, 07i credit, to be paid
for out of her future earnings,
this Avas a

—

relic of

ber irregular habits.

ISTot being able to say that sbe was married,
she was very careful not to drop a word about

a situation as gardner at a convent in the St. her child.
At the outset, as we have seen,
Antoine quarter of Paris.
she punctually paid the Thenardiers, and as
Some time after, M. Madeleine w^as ap- she could only sign her name, she was compointed mayor the first time Javert saw him pelled to write to them through the agency
wearing the scarf which gave him all authority of a public writer. It was noticed that she
in the town, he felt that sort of excitement a wrote frequently.
It was beginning to bo
dog would feel that scented a wolf in his whispered in the shop that Eantine " wrote
master's clothes. Erom this moment he letters,^^ and was ^^ carrying on.^^
avoided him as much as he could, and when
No one spies the actions of persons so much
duty imperiously compelled him, and he as those whom they do not concern. Why
could not do otherwise than appear before does M. X. never come till nightfall ? Wh}^
the mayor, he addressed him with profound does M. So and So neyer hang up his key on
respect.
Thursdays ? Why does he always take back
;
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always get
streets ?
Why does Madameout of her Jiackne}' coach before reaching lier
Why does she send out to buy a
h.ouse ?
quire of note paper, when slie has a desk full ?

and

so on.

There are people

who^, in order

to solve these inquiries, wliich are

matters of

spend money,
lavish more tinie^ and take more trouble, than
would be required for ten good deeds; and
thev do it gratuitously for the pleasure, and
utter

indiiference

tliem,

to

they are only paid for their curiosity with
They will follow a gentleman or
curiosity.
a lady for wdiole days, will stand sentry at
the corner of a street or in a gateway at night
in

the cold and rain;

corrupt

messengers,

hackney coachmen and footmen,
buy a lady's-maid, and make a purchase of a
why? For nothing; for a pure deporter,
it is a
sire to see, to knovv^, and find out
intoxicate

—

—

simple itch for
these secrets

talking.

And

frequently

when made known,

teries published, these

daylight, entail

these mysenigmas brought to

catastrophies,

duels, bank-

ruptcies, ruin of families, to the great delight

of those

who

fotind

it

all

out, without

any

personal motives, through pure instinct. It
Some persons are wicked
is
a sad thing.

through a desire to talk, and this conwhich is gossip in the drawingroom, scandal in the ante-room is like those
chimneys which consume v\^ood rapidly; they
require a great deal of combustible, and this

solely

versation,

combustible is their neighbor.
Fantine was observed then, and besides,
more than one girl was jealous of her light
It was noticed that
hair and white teeth.
it
she often wiped away a tear in the shop
was when she was thinking of her child, perIt is a painhaps of the man she had loved.
ful labor to break oif all the gloomy connect;

It was a fact that
ing links with the past.
she wrote, at least twice a month, and always
to the same address, and paid the postage.
They managed to obtain the address ^^ Monsieur Thenardier, jDublican, Montfermeil.^'
The public writer, who could not fill his
stomach with wine without emptying his pocket of secrets, was made to talk at the wine:

and, in short, it was known that
shop
Fantine had a child. A gossip undertook a
journey to Montfermeil, spoke to the Thenardiers, and on her return said, ^^I do not begrudge my five-and-thirty francs, for I have

the

name

of

and portress

Madame

Victnrnien, guardian

She was
and covered the mask

of everybody's virtue.

fifty-six years of age,

with the mask of old age. Astounding to say, this old woman had once
been young in her youth, in '03. she had
married a monk, Vvdio escaped from the cloisters in a red cap, and jaassed over from the
Bernardines to the Jacobin es.
She was dry,
of ugliness

;

crabbed, sharp, thorny,

and almost veno-

mous, while remembering the monk whose
widow she was and who had considerably

tamed

her.

At the Eestoration

she had

turned bigot, and so energetically, that the
priests forgave her her monk.
She had a
small estate which she left with considerable
pallor to a religions community, and she was
very welcome at the Episcopal Pulace of
This Madame Yicturnien, then,
Arras.
went to Montfermeil, and when she returned,
said, '' I have seen the child."
All this took time, and Fantine had been
more than a year at the factory, v/hen one
morning the forewoman handed her fifty
francs in the mayor's name, and told her that
she was no longer engaged, and had better
It was
leav^e the town, so the mayor said.
in this very month that the Thenardiers,
after asking for 12 francs instead of 7, raised
Fantine was
a claim for 15 instead of 12.
startled
she could not leave the town, for
she owed her rent and for her furniture, and
She
50 francs would not pay those debts.
stammered a few words of entreaty, but the
forewoman intimated to her that she must
moreover, Fantine
leave the shop at once
was but an indifferent workwoman. Crushed
by shame more than disgrace, she left the
factory, and returned to her room her fault
She did not
then was now known to all
she
feel the strength in her to say a word
was advised to see the mayor, but did not
The mayor gave her 50 francs
dare do so.
because he was kind, and discharged her beand she bowed her head
cause he was just
;

;

:

!

;

:

to the sentence.

CHAPTEE

XLIV.

;

seen the child.'"

The

gossip

who

SUCCESS OF ^tlADAME YICTURXIEN.

The monk's widow, then, was good for
M. Madeleine, however, knew
something.
nothing of all this and they were combinations of events of which the world is full.
;

did this was a Gorgon of

—
;

LES MISERABLES.
M. Madeleine made it a rule hardly ever to sublime talent, and regained a little courage.
workroom he had placed At this period she said to a neighbor, ^^ Nonby only sleeping for
at its head an old maid whom the cure had sense, I say to myself
given him^ and he had entire confidence in five hours and working all the others at mj
She was really a respectable^ firm^ needle, I shall ahvays manage to earn bread,
her.
And then, when yon are sad,
equitable^ and just person^ full of that charity at any rate.
enter the female

;

;

which consists in giving, but not possessing to
the same extent the charity which comprehends and pardons, M. Madeleine trusted to
her in everything, for the best men are
often forced to delegate their authority, and

was with this full power, and in the convicwas acting rightly, that the forewoman tried, condemned, and executed Fan-

it

tion she

As

suffering, anxiety, a
you eat less.
Well
little bread on one side and sorrow on the
other, ail will support me."
In this distress, it would have been a
strange happiness to have had her daughter
with her, and she thought of sending for her.
But, what make her share her denudation?
and then she owed money to the Thenardiers
how was she to pay it and the travelling ex!

!

!

had given
them out of a sum M, Madeleine had given penses? The old woman who had given her
her for alms and helping the workwomen, lessons in what may be called indigent life was
a pious creature, poor, and charitable to the
and which she did not account for.
Eantine tried to get a servant's place in poor and even to the rich, who could just
the town, and went from house to house, but write her name, ^''Margeritte,'" and believed
There are
no one would have anything to do with her. in God, which is knowledge.
She could not leave the town, for the broker many such virtues down here and one day
they will be up above, for this life has a
to whom she was in debt for her furniture
what furniture! said to her, "li you go morrow.
At the beginning Fantine had been so
away, I will have you arrested as a thief.''
The landlord to whom she owed her rent, ashamed that she did not dare go out. When
said to her^ '" You are young and pretty, you she was in the streets, she perceived that
can pay." She divided the 50 francs be- people turned around to look at her and
tween the landlord and the broker, gave pointed to her. Every one stared at her, and
back to the latter three-fourths of the goods^ no one bowed to her the cold bitter cononly retaining what was absolutely necessary, tempt of the passers-by passed through her
and found herself without work, without a flesh and her mind like an east wind. In
trade, with only a bed, and still owing about small towns an unhappy girl seems to bo
She set to work making coarse naked beneath the sarcasm and curiosity of
100 francs.
In Paris, at least no one knows you, and
shirts for the troops, and earned at this six- all.
tine.

for the 50

francs, she

—

;

pence a day, her daughter costing her fourIt was at this moment she began to
pence.
An
fall in arrears with the Thenardiers.
old woman, however, who lit her candle for
her when she came in at nights^ taught her
the way to live in wretchedness. Behind
living on little, there is living on nothing

—

there are two chambers the first is obscure,
the second quite dark.
Fantine learned how she could do entirely

without

fire

in winter,

how

she must get rid

of a bird that cost her a halfpenny every

two

how she could make a petticoat of her
blanket and a blanket of her petticoat, and
how candle can be saved by taking your
meals by the light of the window opposite.
We do not know all that certain weak beings,
who have grown old in want and honesty,
can get out of a halfpenny, and in the end
Fantine acquired this
it becomes a talent.
days,

that obscurity

is

a garment.

Oh

!

how

glad

she would have been to be back in Paris.

She must grow accustomed to
she had done to poverty.

disrespect, as

G-radually she

made up her mind, and

after two or three
months shook off her shame, and went as if
''It is no m^itter to
nothing had occurred.
me, '^ she said. She came and went, with head
erect and with a bitter smile, and felt that she
was growing impudent. Madame Victurnein
sometimes saw her pass from her window
;

she noticed

whom

the distress of

'^

the creature

she had made know her place," and
The wicked have a
congratulated herself.
Excessive labor fatigued
black happiness.
Fantine, and the little dry cough she had
grew worse.
She sometimes said to her
neighbor, '* Marguerite, just feel how hot
my hands are !" Still, in the morning, when
she passed an old broken comb through her
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glorious hair^ which shone like floss silk^ she

had a minute of happy coquettishness.
She had been discharged toward the end
of winter

summer

the next

;

and winter returned.
work in winter there

parsed away^,
Short days and less

is no warmth, no light,
;
no midday, for the evening is joined to the

morning
is

;

there

fog, twilight, the

is

grey, and you cannot see clearly.

;

and the heart of man Her creditors pressed
her, for Eantine was earning too little, and
her debts had increased.
The Thenardiers,
being irregularly paid, constantly wrote her
whose contents alflicted her, and
postage ruined her. One day they wrote her
that little Cosette was quite naked, that she
wanted a flannel skirt, and that the mother
must send at least ten francs for the purpose.
She crumpled the letter in her hands all day,

letters,

at nightfall w^ent to a barber's at the cor-

ner of the street and removed her comb.
splendid light hair
•'
*"

"'

fell

down

Her

to her hips.

What fine hair V' the barber exclaimed.
What will you give me for it ?' she asked.
Ten francs."

^^Out itofl:'/'
She bought a
ardiers

;

it

skirt

and sent

it

to the

Then-

made them furious, for they
money. They gave it to Eponine,

wanted the
and the poor lark continued
tine thought,

^*

My

child

is

for I have dressed her in

to shiver.

Fan-

no longer

cold,

my

She
wore small round caps which hid her shorn
head, and she still looked pretty in them.
A dark change took place in Fantine^s
When she found that she could no
heart.
longer dress her hair, she began to hate all
around her. She had long shared the universal veneration for Father Madeleine
but,
through the constant iteration that he had
discharged her and was the cause of her mishair/^

;

fortune, she

grew

to hate

him

too,

back.

:

like a

and

:

One day she received from the Thenardiers
window
^^ Cosette is
The sky a letter to the following effect

dark vault, and the sun has the look
It is a frightful season
of a poor man.
winter changes into stone the water of heaven
is

lower she sank, the darker the gloom became
around her, the more did this sweet little
angel gleam in her soul.
She said ^' When
I am rich I shall have my Cosette wath me ;"'
and she laughed. She did not get rid of her
cough, and she felt a cold perspiration in her

and

w^orse

than the rest. When she jmssed the factory
she pretended to laugh and sing.
An old
workman who once saw her doing so, said,
'' That's a girl who w^ill
come to a bad end.''
She took a lover, the first who offered, a man
she did not love, through bravado and with
rage in her heart.
He was a scoundrel, a
sort of mendicant musician, an idle scamp,
who beat her, and left her, as she had chosen
him, in disgust. She adored her child. The

ill

is

—

with a miliary fever, as they call it, which
very prevalent. She must have expensive

drugs, and that ruins us, and

we cannot pay
you do not send us
forty francs within a week the little one will
be dead." She burst into a loud laugh, and
said to her old neighbor, '' Oh, what funny
people
they want forty francs where do
for

them any

longer.

If

!

;

me

they expect

them

to get

?

What

fools

she went to a
staircase window and read the letter again
then she went out into the street, still laugh-

these 23easants are

!"

Still,

;

ing and siiiging. So one who met her said,
What has made you so merry ?" and she
answered, ''It is a piece of stupidity some
country folk have written they want forty
^"^

francs of

As

me

— the asses."

;

she passed across the market-place she

saw a crowd surrounding a vehicle of a strange
shape, on the box of which a man dressed in
red was haranguing. He was a dentist going
his rounds,

who

sets of teeth,

offered the public comjflete

opiates, powders,

and

elixirs.

Fantine joined the crowd and began laughing
like the rest at this harangue, in which there
was slang for the mob, and scientific jargon
respectable

for

persons.

The

extractor of

teeth saw the pretty girl laughing,

denly exclaimed
^^

If

You have fine

you

like to

and sud-

:

teeth,

sell

me

my

laughing beauty.
your two top front

teeth I will give you a IS^apoleon a piece for

them."
^'

What

a

horrible

idea

!"

Fantine ex-

claimed.
^' Two ISTapoleons !" an old toothless woman
by her side grumbled, '' there's a lucky girl."
Fantine run away and stopped her ears not
to hear the hoarse voice of the man, wdio
Think it over, my dear, two
shouted,
jSTapoleons may be useful. If your heart says

—

'*^

Yes, come to-night to the Tilhic cF Argoif,
where you will find me.''
Fantine wdien she reached home, was furious, and told her good neighbor Marguerite

what had happened.

^'^

Can you understand

—

!
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it ?

he not an abominable

is

man

?

How can

people like that be allowed to go about the
country ? Pull out my two front teeth why^
I should look horrible ; hair grows again, but
I would sooner
oh, the monster
teeth
throw myself head first out of a fifth-floor
window on to the pavement.'^
^^ And what did he offer you?" Marguerite
!

!

!

^^

^tis

Oh

89

Lord

!

a fortune

;

^' why,
" said Marguerite
where ever did you get them
!

;

from?"
^^Ihad them by me," Fantine answered.
At the same time she smiled, the candle lit
up her face, and it was a fearful smile. A
reddish saliva stained the corner of her lips,

—

and she had a black hole in her mouth the
two teeth were pulled out. She sent the
'^ Two Napoleons/^
forty francs to Montfermeil.
It had only
'^ That makes forty francs/""
been a trick of the Thenardiers to get money,
Yes," said Fantine, '^that makes forty for Cosette was not ill.

asked.

*^'

Fantine threw her looking-glass out of the
She became thoughtful and sat down to window she had long before left her cell on
her work. At the end of a quarter of an the second floor, for a garret under the roof,
one of those tenements in which the ceiling
hour, she left the room and read ThenarWhen forms an angle with the floor, and you knock
dier^s letter again on the staircase.
The poor man can
your head at every step.
she returned, she said to Marguerite
" Do you know what a miliary fever is?"
only go to the end of his room, as to the end
*^Yes," said the old woman, ^^it is an of his destiny, by stooping more and more.
She had no bed left ; she had only a rag she
illness."
called a blanket, a mattress on the ground,
^^Does it require much medicine?'^
and a bottomless chair ; a little rose-tree she
^^Oh, an awful lot."
had had withered away, forgotten, in a cor^^Does it attack children?"
^^
ner. In another corner she had a pail to hold
More than anybody."
water, which froze in winter, and in which
^^Dothey dieof it?"
'' Plenty," said Marguerite.
the diiferent levels of the water remained
Fantine went out and read the letter once marked for a long time by rings of ice. She
again on the staircase. At night she went had lost her shame, and now lost her
out, and could be seen proceeding in the coquetry ; the last sign was, that she weht
direction of the Rue de Paris, where the inns out with dirty caps. Either through want of
The next morning, when Marguerite time or carelessness, she no longer mended
are.
entered Fantine's room before daybreak, for her linen, and as the heels of her stockings
they worked together, and they made one wore out, she tucked them into her shoes.
candle do for them both, she found her sit- She mended her worn-out gown with rags of
Mng on her bed, pale and chill. Her cap had calico, which tore away at the slightest
The people to whom she owed
fallen on her knees, and the candle had been movement.
burning all night, and was nearly consumed. money made ^^ scenes," and allowed her no
Marguerite stopped in the doorway, horrified rest she met them in the street, she met
by this enormous extravagance, and ex- them again on her stairs. Her ej^^es were
very bright, and she felt a settled pain at the
claimed,
Oh Lord the candle nearly burnt out top of her left shoulder-blade, while she
coughed frequently.
She deeply hated
something must have happened.
Then she looked at Fantine, who turned Father Madeleine, and sewed for sevenbut a speculator hired
her close-shaven head towards her, and teen hours a day
seemed to have grown ten years older since all the female prisoners, and reduced the
prices of the free workmen to nine sous a
the previous day.
Seventeen hours^ work for nine sous
^'Gracious Heaven!" said Marguerite, day.
^^ what is the matter with you, Fantine?"
Her creditors were more pitiless than ever,
the girl answered, ^^I am and the broker, who had got back nearly all
*^ Nothing,"

francs."

;

—

:

;

"'^

!

!

;

!

all

right.

My

child will not die of that

frightful disease for
I

am

want

of assistance,

and

satisfied."

As she

said this, she pointed to

eons that glistened on the table.

''

her furniture, incessantly said to her,

are you going to pay me, you cheat?"

did they want of her, good Heavens she felt
herself tracked, and something of the wild
beast was aroused in her.
About the same
!

two Napol-

When
What

!
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time Tlienardier wrote to her, that he had
decidedly waited too patiently, and that unless he received one hundred francs at once^
he would turn poor Cosette^, who liad scarce
recovered^ out of doors^ into the cold^, and
she must do what she could or rot.
hundred francs '' Fantine thought^

where

the trade in which

is

hundred sous a day?
that

I

!

One

I

will

''

sell

all

''

is left

And

Well

''

but
can earn one

!

the unfortunate

girl

went on the

streets.

CHAPTER XLV.
BAMATABOIS' AMUSEME]5TTS.

M.

Theke
at

M

is

in all small towns,

and there was
young men

in particular, a class of

who squander

hundred francs a year
same air as their
Paris devour two hundred

fifteen

in the provinces with the

congeners
thousand.

in

They

are beings

the great

of

neutral species; geldings, parasites, nobodies,

a

who

possess a little land, a little folly

little wit,

who

and

w^ould be rustics in a draw-

ing-room, and believe themselves gentlemen
They talk about my fields,
my woods, my peasants, horses, the actresses,
to prove themselves men of taste ; quarrel
with the officers, to prove themselves men of
war; shoot, smoke, yarn, drink, smell of
tobacco, play at billiards, watch the travellers get out of the stage coach, live at the
cafe, dine at the inn, have a dog that gnaws
bones under the table, and a mistress who

in a pot-house.

places the dishes

exaggerate

the

upon

it

;

fashions,

haggle over a sou,

admire

tragedy,

women, wear out their old boots,
copy London through Paris, and Paris
through Pont-a-Mousson grow stupidly old,
despise

;

do not work, are of no use, and do no great
harm. Had ^L Felix Tholomyes remained
in his province and not seen Paris, he would
have been one of them. H they were richer,
people would say they are dandies if poorer,
they are idle scamps ; but they are simply
men without work. Among them there are
and bored, dreamers, and a few
bores
;

scamps.

At that

day, a

tall collar, a large

dandy was composed of a
cravat, a watch and seals,

ver buttons, sewn on close togeclier, and ascending to the shoulders, and trousers of a
lighter olive, adorned on tho seams with an

undetermined but always uneven number of
varying fi'om one to eleven, a limit which

ribs,

Avas

never exceeded.

boots with swivel iron

Add

to this

slipper-

narrow
an enormous
cane, and a conversatio]i improved by Potier's puns; over and above all these were
spurs a]id moustaches, for at that period
moustaches indicated the civilian, and spurs
The provincial dandy wore
the pedestrian.
longer spurs and more ferocious moustaches.
It was the 2)eriod of the struggle of the South
iVmerican Republics against the King of
Spain, of Bolivar against Morillo.
Karrowbrimmed hats were royalist and called Morillos, while the liberals were broad brims,
which were called Bolivars.
Eight or ten months after the events we
have described in the previous chapter, toward the beginning of January, 1823, and on
a night when snow had fallen, one of these
dandies— a man of "right sentiments," for
he wore a Morillo, and was also warmly
wrapped up in one of the large Spanish
cloaks which at that time completed the
fashionable costume in cold weather was
amusing himself by annoying a creature, who
was prowling about in a low-necked ball
dress and with flowers in her hair, before the
window of the officer's cafe. This dandy
was smoking, as that was a decided mark of
Each time this woman passed him,
fashion.
he made some remark to her, which he fan''
cied witty and amusing, as
How ugly you
Why don't you go to kennel? You
are!
have no teeth, etc., etc."' This gentleman's
name was Monsieur Bamatabois.
The
woman, a sad dressed phantom walking
backwards and forwards in the snow, made
him no answer, did not even look at him, but
still continued silently and with a gloomy
regularity her walk, which every few minutes brought her under his sarcasms, like the
condemned soldier running the gauntlet.
The slight effect produced doubtless annoyed
the idler, for taking advantage of her back
being turned, he crept up behind her,
stopped to pick up a handful of snow, and
suddenly plunged it between her bare shoul-

brimmed

hat, hair

in

heels, a tall,

a tui,

—

;

—

three waistcoats over one another, blue and

ders.

red inside, a short-waisted olive-colored coat,
with a swallow tail, and a double row of sil-

like a

—

The

girl uttered a yell, turned, leapt

panther on the man, and dug her nails
into his face with the most frightful language
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that could fall from a guard-room into the
gutter.

These

insults,

vomited by a voice
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them, punish them as they think proper,
confiscate the two sad things which they

and

Javert
call their trade and their liberty.
from a mouth in which the two front teeth was stoical: his grave face displayed no emotion, and yet he was seriously and deeply prewere really missing. It was Fantine.
At the noise, the officers left the cafe in a occupied. It was one of those moments in
throng, the passers-by stopped, and a laugh- which he exercised without control, but with
ing, yelling, applauding circle was made all the scruples of a strict conscience, his
round these two beings, in whom it was dif- formidable discretionary power. At this inthe stant he felt that his high stool was a tribuficult to recognize a man and a woman,
man struggling, his hat on the ground, the nal, and himself the judge. He tried and
woman striking with feet and fists, bare- he condemned; he summoned all the ideas
headed, yelling, without teeth or hair, livid he had in his mind round the great thing he
with passion and horrible. All at once a tall was doing. The more he examined the girl's
man quickly broke through the crowd, seized deed, the more outraged he felt; for it was
the woman^s satin dress, which was covered evident that he had just seen a crime comwith mud, and said: ^^ Follow me.^' The mitted. He had seen in the street, society,
woman raised her hand, and her passionate represented by a householder and elector, inHer eyes were sulted and attacked by a creature beyond the
voice suddenly died out.
A prostitute had asglassy, she grew pale instead of being livid, pale of everything.
and trembled with fear — she had recognized saulted a citizen, and he, Javert, had witThe dandy profited by this incident nessed it. He wrote on silently. When he
Javert.
had finished, he affixed his signature, folded
to make his escape.
up the paper, and said to the sergeant as he
handed it to him ^^ Take these men and lead

rendered hoarse by brandy, hideously issued

—

CHAPTER

XLVI.

THE POLICE

OFFICE.

:

tine,

'^

You

w411

The wretched
Jayeet broke through the circle and began walking with long strides toward the
police office, which is at the other end of the
market-place, dragging the wretched girl
She allowed him to do so meafter him.
chanically, and neither he nor she said a
word. The crowd of spectators, in a parox-

ysm

of delight, followed

Jokes, for

them with

supreme misery

obscenities.

On

is

coarse

an occasion for

reaching the police

office,

which was a low room, heated by a stove,
and guarded by a sentry, and having a
barred glass door opening on the street, Javert walked in w^ith Fantine, and shut the
door after him, to the great disappointment
of the curious, who stood on tiptoe, and
stretched out their necks in front of the dirty

window trying to see. Curiosity
and seeing is devouring.

On

is

entering, Fantine crouched

gluttony,

down mo-

tionless in a corner like a frightened dog.

The sergeant on duty brought in a candle.
Javert sat down at a table, took a sheet of
stamped paper from
writing.

Women

French laws

of

his pocket,
this

class

and began
are by the

left entirely to the discretion of

the police: they do what

they

Then he turned to Fan-

this girl to prison.'^

like

with

have

six

months

for

it.'^

girl started.

^^Six months, six months^ imprisonment

she cried;
sous a day
sette,

my

P

months! and only earn seven
Why, what will become of Co-

'^'^six
!

child,

my

child!

Why,

I

owe more

than 100 francs to Thenardier, M. Inspector,
do you know that ?^'
She dragged herself across the floor, dirtied
by the muddy boots of all these men, without
rising, with clasped hands, and taking long
strides with her knees.
^^ Monsieur Javert," she said, "I ask for
mercy. I assure you that I was not in the
wrong; if you had seen the beginning, you
would say so I swear by our Saviour that I
was not to blame. That gentleman, who was
a stranger to me, put snow down my back;
had lie any right to do that when I was passing gently, and doing nobody a harm ? It
sent me wild, for you must know I am not
very well, and besides he had been abusing
me ^You are ugly, you have no teeth.' I
am well aware that I have lost my teeth, I
did nothing, and said to myself, This gentleman is amusing himself,' I was civil to
him, and said nothing, and it was at this
moment he put the snow down my back.
My good M. Javert, is there no one w^ho saw
;

—

'
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I was^
it to tell you that this is the truth ?
perhaps, wrong to get into a passion, but at
the moment, as you are aware, people are not
masters of thenirfelves, and I am quick-tem-

pered.

And

down your

then, something so cold put
moment when you are

back, at a

least expecting

it

I

It

was wrong to destroy
why has he gone

the gentleman's hat, but

Oh I
I would ask his pardon.
away ?
would willingly do so. Let me off this time.
M. Javert, perhaps you do not know that in
prison you can only earn seven sous a day, it
is not the fault of government, but you only
earn seven sous; and just fancy I have one
hundred francs to pay, or my child will be
I

!

turned his back, and the soldiers seized her
arm. Some minutes previousl}'' a man had
entered unnoticed, he had closed the door,
leant against it, and heard Fantine's desperate
entreaties.

At the moment when the

soldiers

hold of the unhap23y girl, who would not
rise, he emerged from the gloom, and said,
^^Wait a minute, if you please.''
Javert raised his eyes, and recognized M.
Madeline; he took off his hat, and boAved with
a sort of vexed awkwardness.
'''I beg your pardon, M. le Maire
The words '^ M. le Maire" produced a
strange effect on Fantine; she sprang up like
a spectre emerging from the ground, thrust
back the soldiers, walked straight up to M.
Madeleine before she could be prevented, and,
looking at him wildly, she exclaimed,
^
So you are the mayor ?"
Then she burst into a laugh, and spat in
M. Madeleine wiped his face, and
his face.
laid

—

turned into the street. Oh I cannot have
her with me, for my mode of life is so bad
Oh my Oosette, oh my little angel, what ever
I must tell
will become of you, poor darling
you that the Thenardiers are innkeepers,
peasants, and unreasonable; they insist on
having their money. Oh, do not send me to said,
^^ Inspector
Javert, set this woman at
prison.
Look you, the little thing will be
middle
winter
the
in
the
of
turned into
streets
liberty."
Javert felt for a moment as if he wei'e goto go where she likes, and you must take pity
on tliat, my kind M. Javert. If she were ing mad; he experienced at this instant the
older she could earn her living, but at her most violent emotions he had ever felt in his
I am not a bad woman life, following each other in rapid succession,
age it is impossible.
To see a girl of the
at heart, it is not cowardice and gluttony and almost mingled.
If I drink town spit in the maj^or's face was so monstrous
that have made me what I am.
brandy, it is through wretchedness I do not a thing that he would have regarded it as
like it, but it makes me reckless.
In happier sacrilege even to believe it possible.
On the
times you need only have looked into my other side, he confusedly made a hideous
chest of drawers, and you would have seen approximation in his mind between what this
that I was not a disorderly woman, for I had woman was and what this mayor might be,
linen, plenty of linen.
Take pity of me, M. and then he saw with horror something perfectly simple in this prodigious assault.
But
Javert/^
She spoke thus, crushed, shaken by sobs, when he saw^ this mayor, this magistrate,
blinded by tears, wringing her hands, inter- calmly wipe his face, and say, "Set this
rupted by a sharp dry cough, and stammering woman at liberty," he had a bedazzlemejit of
softly, with death imprinted on her voice, stu23or, so to speak; thought and language
(/reat sorrow is a divine and terrible ray failed him equally, for he had passed the
which transfigures the wretched, and at this limits of possible amazement. He remained
moment Fantine became lovely again. From dumb. His sentence had produced an equally
time to time she stopped, and tenderly kissed strange effect on Fantine; she rais(^d her bare
the skirt of the policeman's coat. She would arm, and clung to the chimney-key of the
She looked
have melted a heart of granite, but a w^ooden stove like a tottering person.
around, and began saying in a low voice, as if
heart cannot be moved.
Well, '^ said Javert, -*I have listened to speaking to herself,
I am to be let go
"At liberty
I shall
Have you said all? Be off now, you
you.
Who
The Eternal Father in not be sent to prison for six months
have six months.
said that ? it is impossible that any one said
person could not alter it."
On hearing this solemn phrase, she under- it. I must have heard badly; it cannot be
Was it you, my
stood that sentence was passed she fell all of that monster of a mayor.
Mercy !" But Javert kind M. Javert, who said that I was to be set
a heap, murmuring,
!

!

!

:

—

^"^

I

!

!

;

''^
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at liberty?

and you

Well, I will

will let

mayor, that old

me

go.

you all about it,
That monster of a

tell

mayor,

the
cause of it all.
Just imagine, M. Javert, he
discharged me on account of a parcel of sluts
gossiping in the shop. AVas not that horrible
to discharge a poor girl who is doing her work
fairly
After that I did not earn enough,
and all this misfortune came. In the first
place, there is an improvement which the
police gentry ought to make, and that is to
prevent persons in prison injuring poor
people.
I will explain this to you
you earn
twelve sous for making a shirt, but it falls to
villain of a

is

!

!

;
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them to make fun of. And
then you came up you are compelled to restore order, you remove the woman who was
in the wrong, but, on reflection, as you are
kind-hearted, you order me to be set at libinto the world for

:

erty, for the sake of

my

little

girl, for

six

months' imprisonment would prevent my
supporting her. But don't come here again,
faggot
Oh, I will not come here again, M.
Javert
they can do what they like to me ia
future, and I will not stir.
Still I cried out
to-night because it hurt me ; I did not at all
expect that gentleman's snow ; and then be!

;

—

trampled on the gentleman's hat before the
officer's cafe, but he had ruined my dress
with snow; and our sort have only one silk
dress for night.
Indeed, M. Javert, I never
did any harm purposely, and I see everywhere
much w^orse women than myself who are much
more fortunate. Oh, Monsieur Javert, you
said that I was to be set at liberty, did you
not ? Make inquiries, speak to my landlord;
I pay my rent now, and you will hear that I
am honest. Oh, good gracious
I ask your
pai-don, but I have touched the key of the
stove without noticing it, and made a smoke.''
M. Madeleine listened to her with deep attention
while she was talking, he took out
his purse, but as he found it empty on opening it he returned it to his pocket. He now

sides, as I told you, I am not very well,
cough, I have a ball in my stomach which
^ Take
burns, and the doctor says
care of
yourself.'
Here, feel, give me your hand;
do not be frightened."
She no longer cried, her voice was caressing ; she laid Javert's large coarse hand on
her white, delicate throat, and looked up at
him smilingly. All at once she hurriedly repaired the disorder in her clothes, let the
folds of her dress fall, which had been almost
dragged up to her knee, and walked toward
the door, saying to the soldiers with a friendly
nod,
'^ My lads, M. Javert says I may go, so I
will be off."
She laid her hand on the hasp ; one step
further, and she would be in the street. Up
to this moment Javert had stood motionless,
with his eyes fixed on the ground, appearing
in the centre of this scene like a statue waiting to be put up in its proper place. The
sound of the hasp aroused him
he raised
his head with an expression of sovereign

said to Fantine,

authority

seven, and then

you can no longer live, and
are obliged to do what you can.
As I had
my little Cosette I was forced to become a
bad woman. You can now understand how
it was that beggar of a mayor -who did all

My

the mischief.

present offence

is

that I

!

:

"

How much

did you say that you

who was looking at Javert, turned
him

to

;

speaking to you ? "
Then she said to the soldiers,
'' Tell me,
men, did you see how I spat in
his face
Ah, you old villain of a mayor,
you have come here to frighten me, but I am
not afraid of you I am only afraid of M.
Javert, my kind Monsieur Javert."
While saying this, she turned again to the
" After all, people should be just.
inspector,
I can understand that you are a just man, M.
Javert ; in fact, it is quite simple ; a man
who played at putting snow down a woman's
back, made the officers laugh
they must
have some amusement, and we girls are sent
^"

Am

I

.^

;

;

:

—an expression the more

owed ?" the lower the man

Fantine,

round

:

in

frightful,

power stands

;

it

is

ferocity in the wild beast, atrocity in the no-

body.

"Sergeant," he shouted,
that the

wench

is

bolting

?

^^'^

do you not see
told you to

Who

"

her go ?
" I did," said Madeleine.
Fantine, at the sound of Javert's voice,
trembled, and let go the hasp, like a detected
At Madethief lets fall the stolen article.
let

leine's voice

she turned, and from this mo-

ment, without uttering a word, without even
daring to breathe freely, her eye wandered
from Madeleine to Javert, and from Javert
It
to Madeleine, according as each spoke.
was evident that Javert must have been
" lifted off the hooks," as people say, when
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he ventured to address the sergeant as he had this woman should go to prison for six
done, after the mayor's request that Fantine months."
M. Madeleine answered gently,
should be set at liberty. Had he gone so far
" Listen to this carefully ; she will not go
Did he
as to forget the mayor's presence ?
eventually declare to himself that it was im- for a single day."
to have given
On hearing these decided w^ords, Javert
possible for "^^an authority
such an order, and that the mayor must cer- ventured to look fixedly at the mayor, and
tainly have said one thing for another with- said to him, though still with a resj^ectful
out meaning it ? Or was it that, in the pres- accent,
''I bitterly regret being compelled to resist
ence of all the enormities he had witnessed
during the last two hours, he said to himself you. Monsieur le Maire, it is the first time
that he must have recourse 'to a supreme in my life, but you will deign to let me ob'^

resolution, that the little

must become

great,

the detective be transformed into the magistrate, and that, in this prodigious extremity,

and society,
were personified in him, Javert ? However
I
this may be, when M. Madeleine said
order, law, morality, government,

''

the inspector of police could be seen to
turn to the mayor, pale, cold, with blue lips,
with a desjjorate glance, and an imperceptible
tremor all over him, and, extraordinary cirdid,''

cumstance to say to him, with downcast eye,
but in a fierce voice,
" Monsieur le Maire, that cannot be."
!

''

Why

so

?

'-'

^^This creature has insulted a gentleman."

Inspector Javei-t," ^t- Madeleine replied
with a conciliating and calm accent, '^ listen
You are an honest man, and I shall
to me.
have no difficulty in coming to an explanaI
The truth is as follows
tion with you.
was crossing the market-place at the time
you w^ere leading this girl away, a crowd was
^'

:

still

assembled,

man was

I

inquired, and

in tlie wrong, and, in

know all
common

;

my

au-

I will confine

myself to the affair with the gentleman.
I
was present; this girl attacked M. Bamatabois, who is an elector and owner of that fine
three-storied

house,

Well, there are things
ever this

may

ter of the

and

I

be,

of

built

which forms the corner

M.

in.

le

street police

hewn

stone,

of the Esplanade.

this vrorld

!

How-

matwhich concerns me,

Alaire, this is a

intend to punish the

woman Fantine."

M. Madeleine upon this folded his arms,
and said in a stern voice, which no one in
the town had ever heard before,
^'
The affair to which you allude belongs
to the borough police; and by tlie terms of
articles nine, eleven, fifteen, and sixty-six of
I order that
the Criminal Code, I try it.
this woman is to be set at liberty."

Javert tried a final

effort.

detention."

^^Biit,

^^

Permit me,

''l^ot a

The wTetched

it, sir,

the

Javert objected,
''

within the limits of

jus-

her."

M.

am

As you wish

Monsieur le Maire—"
'^
I call your attention to article eighty-one
of the law of Dec. 13th, 1799, upon arbitrary

ought to have been arrested instead of

tice,

serve that I
thority.

creature has just insulted

Maire."
^^
That concerns myself," M. Madeleine
^^
my insult is, perhaps, my own, and I
said
can do what I like with it."
'^
I ask your jDardon, sir
the insult does
not belong to you, but to the judicial
le

;

;

court."

word

sir

—

I"

^^

Still—

^'

Leave the room

!

" said

M. Madeline.

Javert received the blow right in his
chest, like a Russian soldier; he bowed down
to the ground to the mayor, and went out.
Fantine stood up against the door, and
watched him pass by her in stupor. She too
was suffering from a strange perturbation:
for she had seen herself, so to speak, con^'^

tended for by two opposite powers. She had
seen tv/o men struggling in her presence, who
held in their hands her liberty, her life, her
One of these men dragged
doing."
soul, her child.
" And I, Monsieur le Maire, do not know her towards the gloom, the other restored her
In this struggle, which she
what I am seeing."
to the light.
^^
In that case, be content with obeying."
gazed at through the exaggeration of terror,
" 1 obey my duty ; my duty orders that the two men seemed to her giants,
one sp:.ke

^^ Inspector
Javert," Madeleine replied,
conscience is the highest of all courts. I
nave heard the woman, and know what I am
'^

—

——

—

—
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house, and intrusted her to the sisters,

The angel had vanquished the demon^ and put her to bed.
the thing which made her shudder from head out; she spent
to foot was that this angel, this liberator,

was the very

mayor

whom

man whom

she abhorred, the

she had so long regarded as the

her woes; and at the very moinsulted him in such a
hideous way, he saved her. Could she be
mistaken ? must she change her whole soul ?
she did not know, but she trembled; she listened wildly^ she looked on with terror, and
at every word that M. Madeleine said, she
felt the darkness of hatred fade away in her
heart, and something glowing and ineffable
spring up in its place, which was composed
of joy, confidence, and love.
When M. Javert
had left the room, M. Madeleine turned to
her, and said in a slow voice, like a serious

cause of

all

ment when she had

man who

is

making an

effort to restrain his

tears,
'' I have
heard your story. I knew nothing
about what you have said, but I believe, I
feel, that it is true.
I was even ignorant
that you had left the factory, but why did
you not apply to me ? This is what I will do
for you; I will pay your debts and send for
your child or you can go to it.
You can live
here, in Paris, or wherever you please, and I
will provide for your child and yourself.
I
will give you all the money you require, and
3^0 u will become respectable again in becoming happy, and I will say more than that: if
all be as you say, and I do not doubt it, you
have never ceased to be virtuous and holy in
the sight of God
Poor woman V'
This was more than poor Fantine could
endure.
To have her Oosette to leave this
infamous life to live free, rich, happy, and
respectable with Cosette
to see all these realities of Paradise suddenly burst into flower, in
the midst of her wretchedness
She looked
as if stunned at the person who was speaking,
and could only sob two or three times: ^^ Oh,
oh, oh V' Her legs gave way, she fell on her
knees before M. Madeleine, and before he
could prevent it he felt her seize his hand
and press her lips to it.
!

!

!

!

!

Then

she fainted.

CHAPTER
THE

A

violent fever

a part of the night in raving

and talking aloud, but at length fell asleep*
On the morrow, at about midday, Fantine
woke, and hearing a breathing close to her
bed, she drew the curtain aside, and noticed
M. Madeleine gazing at something above her
head.
His glance was full of pity and agony,
and supplicated; she followed its direction,
and saw that it was fixed on a crucifix nailed
to the wall.
M. Madeleine was now transfigured in Fantine^s eyes, and seemed to her
surrounded by light. He was absorbed in a
species of prayer, and she looked at him for
some time without daring to interrupt him,
but at length said, timidly,
^^ What are you doing there
'f
M. Madeleine had been standing at this
spot for an hour, waiting till Fantine should
wake. He took her hand, felt her pulse, and
answered,

How are you T'
Very comfortable,

'^
^'

have slept, and fan^^
be nothing.
answering the question she
had asked him first, and as if he had only
just heard it,
^*
I was praying to the Martyr up there ',''
and he mentally added, ^^for the martyr

am better.
He continued,

cy I

down

COMMEIiifCEMB:?^! OF EEPOSE.

M. Madeliei^e had Fantine conveyed -to
the infirmary he had established in his own

I

It will

here."''

M. Madeleine had spent the night and
morning in making inquiries, and had learnt
every thing; he
tails of

knew

all

Fantine's history.

the poignant deHe continued,

You have

suffered deeply, poor mother.
do not complain, for you have at present the dowry of the elect: it is in this way
'^

Oh

that

!

human

beings become angels.

It is

know what
you have now left

their fault; they do not

not

to do

The hell
is the
ante-room to heaven, and you were obliged
to begin with that.""
He breathed a deep sigh, but she smiled
upon him with the sublime smile in which
two teeth were wanting. Javert had ^vritten
a letter during the past night, and posted it
himself the next morning. It was for Paris,
and the address was " Monsieur Chabouillet,
secretary to the prefect of police.""
As a rumor had spread about the affair in the police
office, the lady-manager of the post, and some
other persons who saw the letter before it was
sent off and recognized Javert"s handwriting,
supposed that he was sendmg in his resigna^
otherwise.

:
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tion.
M. Madeleine hastened to write to the
Thenardiers.
Fantine owed them over 120
francs^ and he sent them 300, bidding them

pay themselves out of the amount, and bring
the child at once to
where a sick mo,
ther was awaiting it.
This dazzled Thenar-

M

'^

dier.

Hang

it all/'

must not let the brat
come a milch cow for

he said

^*

to his wife.

we

go^ for the lark will bens.

I see

it all

;

some

fellow has fallen in love with the mother/'

He

—

replied by sending a bill for 500

and odd
drawn up.
In this bill two
undeniable amounts figure, one from a physician, and the other from an apothecary, who
had attended Eponine and xizelma in a long
illness.
Cosette, as was said, had not been
ill, and hence it was merely a little substitution of names.
At the bottom of the bill
francs very well

Thenardier gave credit for 300 francs received
on account. M. Madeleine at once sent 300
francs more, and wrote, ^^Make haste and
bring Cosette.'^
" Ohristi "" said Thenardier, ''we must
not let the child go.^'
In the meantime Fantine did not recover,
and still remained in the infirmary.
The

He would

answer.

"To-morrow 2ierha})s; she can j.] rive
moment, lor I am expectinsr her."

And

th(^

at

any

mother^s pale face would grow

ra-

diaiit.
'•

Oh

!

" she said.

'•

how happy I

shall be

"'
I

We have said that she did not improve; on
the contrary her condition seemed to grow
worse week by w(^ek.
The handful of snow
placed between her naked shoulder-blades
produced a sudden check of perspiration,
which caused the illness which had smouldered in her for years suddenly to break out.
Larmier^s fine method for studying and healing diseases of the lungs was just beginning
to be employed; the physician placed \he.
stethoscope to Fantine^s chest, and shook his
M. Madeleine said to him.
head.
''Well?^^
''Has she not a child that she wishes to
see ? *' asked the doctor.
" Yes.^^
" Well,

!

make

haste to send for her."

Madeleine gave a
him,

"What

start,

and Fantine asked

did the doctor say to you

?''

and nursed '' this
girl '' with some repugnance
any one who
has seen the bas-relief at Eheims will remem-

M. Madeleine forced a
" He said your child
for that would cure you.

ber the pouting lower lip of the wise virgins
looking at the foolish virgins.
This ancient
contempt of Vestals for AmbubaTa3 is one of
the deepest instincts of the feminine dignity,
and the sisters had experienced it, with the
increased dislike which religion adds.
But
in a few days Fantine disarmed them
she

" Oh,"" she replied, '-he is right but what
do those Thenardiers mean by keeping my
Cosette? Oh, she will come, and then I shall
see haiDpiness close to me."
Thenardier, however, would not let the
child go, and alleged a hundred poor excuses.
Cosette was ailing, and it would be dangerous
for her to travel in winter, and then there
were some small debts still to pay, Vvhich he
was collecting, etc.
"I will send some one to fetch Cosette,'"
said Fathej- iMadeleine " if necessary I will go

sisters

had

at first received

;

;

had

all sorts

of

humble and gentle

wordfe',

and

the mother within her was touching.
One
day the sisters heard her say in the paroxysm
of fever, ''I have been a sinner, but

have

my

child by

my

when

I

show that
was living

side, that will

has forgiven me. While I
badly, I sliould not have liked to have Cosette
v\^ith me, for I could not have endured her
sad and astonished eyes. And yet it was for
her sake that I did wrong, and for that reason
God pardons me. I shall feel the blessing of
Heaven when Cosette is here; I shall look at
her, and it will do me good to see the innocent creature.
She knows nothing, as she is
an angel. My sisters, at her age the wings
have not yet dropped oif.'^
M. Madeleine went to see her twice a day,
and every time she asked him, ^' Shall I see
mv (V.sette soon ? ^'
(rod

smile.

nnist

come

at once,

;

;

myself.*^

He wrote to Fantine's dictation the following letter, which she signed:
"M.

Thenardier,

You
bearer,

who

will

will

hand over Cosette

pay up

all little

to the

matters.

Yours, Fantine."

About this time, a great incident happened.
However cleverly we may have carved the
mysterious block of which our life is made.,
the
in

it.

black vein

of

destinj^

ever reappears

T

HE

D E 1' E C T

I

VE

.

Hugo,

vol. II., p. 91.
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JEAK " MAY BECOME

One morning M.

^'

CHAMP.^^
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in a true humility
till

and tranquil

the mayor might think propei-

—

round calm, serious, hat in hand,
and with an expression which was half way
between the private before his officer and the
to turn

Madeleine was in his
engaged in settling some pressing culprit before the judge. All the feelings as
mayorality matters, in case he decided on the well as all the revolutions he might be supjourney to Montfermeil, when he was told posed to possess had disappeared there was
that Inspector Javert wished to speak with nothing but a gloomy sadness on his face,
him. On hearing this name pronounced, M. which was impenetrable and simple as granMadeleine could not refrain from a disagree- ite. His whole person displayed humiliation
Since the guard-room ad- and firmness, and a sort of courageous deable impression.
venture Javert had avoided him more than spondency. At length the mayor laid down
ever, and M. Madeleine had not seen him his pen and half turned round.
^^Well, what is the matter, Javert ?^^
again.
" Show him in/^ he said.
Javert remained silent for a moment, as if
Javert entered. M. Madeline remained at reflecting, and then raised his voice with a
his table near the fireplace with a pen in his sad solemnity, which, however, did not exhand and his eyes fixed on a charge book, clude simplicity.
"iV culpable deed has been committed,
whose leaves he was turning over and annotating.
He did not put himself out of the sir/^
" What deed
way for Javert, for he could not refrain think" An inferior agent of authority has failed
ing of poor Fantine. Javert bowed respectfully to the Mayor, who had his back turned in his respect to a magistrate in the gravest
I have come, as is my duty, to bring
to him; the mayor did not look at him, but matter.
^^
continued to make his notes. Javert walked the fact to your knowledge.
" Who is this agent
M. Madeleine asked.
a little way into the study, and then halted
^^
^^
Myself.
without a word. A physiognomist familiar
" And who is the magistrate who has cause
with Javert's nature, and who had studied
for any length of time this savage in the to complain of the agent T^
" You, Monsieur le Maire.^^
this strange comservice of civilization,
M. Madeleine sat up, and Javert continued
posite of the Roman, the Spartan, the monk,
and the corporal, this spy incapable of false- with a stern air and still looking down,
^^ Monsieur le Maire, I
have come to rehood, this virgin detective, a physiognomist
aware of his secret and old aversion for M. quest that you will procure my dismissal from
^^
Madeleine, and his conflict with him about the service.
Fantine, and who regarded Javert at this
M. Madeleine in his stupefaction opened
moment, would have asked himself. What his mouth, but Javert interrupted him,
" You will say that I could have sent in
has happened ? It was evident to any one
who knew this upright, clear, sincere, honest, my resignation, but that is not enough.
austere, and ferocious conscience, that Javert Such a course is honorable, but I have done
had Just emerged from some great internal wrong, and deserve punishment. I must be
struggle.
Javert had nothing in his mind discharged.^^
which he did not also have in his face, and,
Aud after a pause he added,
" Monsieur le Maire, you were severe to me
like all violent men, he was subject to sudden
^^
changes. Kever had his face been stranger the other day unjustly, be so to-day justly.
or more unexpected. On entering, he bowed
^^What is the meaning of all this, nonto M. Madeleine with a look in which there sense V' M. Madeleine exclaimed what is the
was neither rancor, anger, nor suspicion; he culpable act you have committed ? what have
had halted a few yards behind the mayor^s you done to me ? You accuse yourself, you.
"^
chair, and was. now standing there in an al- wish to be removed
^^
most military attitude, with the simple cold
Discharged,^^ said Javet.
" Very good, discharged. I do not underrudeness of a man who has never been gentle
and has ever been patient. He was waiting, stand it.'^
" You shall do so, sir. ^'
without saying a word, without making a
Hugo. Vol. 11.-7
study,
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heaved a deep sigli^, and continued
and sadh^^
" Six weeks ago^ M. le Maire, after the
scene ahout that girl, I was furious, and denounced you/^
Jcivert

coldly

still

Denounced me V

'•

"To

the prefect of police at Paris/'

M. Madeleine, who did not laugh much
oftener than Javert, burst into a laugh.
''

As

police

a

mayor who had encroached on the

?''

As an ex-galley slave/'
The mayor turned livid, but
"'

Javert,

who

had not raised his eyes, continued,
^'I thought you were so, and have had
these

A

notions for a long time.

resem-

blance, information you sought at Faverolles,

the strength of your loins, the adventure
with old Fauchelevent, your skill in firing,

your leg which halts a little— and so on. It
was very absurd, but I took you for a man of
the name of Jean Valjean.''
^^ What name did you say ?''
^*
Jean Valjean; he is a convict I saw
twenty years ago when I was assistant keeper
at the

Toulon

]}agne.

this Valjean, as

it

On

leaving the galley,

appears, robbed a bishop,

and then committed a highway robbery on
Savoyard. For eight years he has
been out of the way and could not be found,
and I imagined in a word, I did as T said.
Passion decided me, and I denounced you
a little

—

to the prefect.''

M. Madeleine, who had taken up the
charge book again, said with a careless accent,
^^

Father Ohampmathieu was arrested for stealthere was a robbery, a wall
climbed over, and branches broken.
This
Ohampmathieu was arrested with the brancli
still in his hand, and was locked up.
Up to
this point it is only a matter for a police
court, but here Providence interposes.
As
the lock-up was under repair, the magistrates
ordered that Ohampmathieu should be taken
to the departmental prison at Arras.
In
this prison there is an ex-convict of the name
of Brevet, under imprisoment for some offense, aiid he had been made room turnkey
for his good behavior.
Ohampmathieu no
sooner arrived then Brevet cries out, Why
I know this man
he is an ex-convict. Look
at me, old fellow
you are Jean Valjean.
' What
you mean T says OhamiDmathieu,
affecting surprise.
Don't play the humbug
with me,' says Brevet, ^ you are Jean ValYou were at the Toulon bagne twenty
jean.
years ago, and I was there too."
Ohampmathieu denied identity, and, as you may suppose, the affair was thoroughly investigated,
with the following result.
This Ohampmathieu about thirty years ago was a journeyman woodcutter at several places, especially
at Faverolles, where his trail is lost. A long
time after he is found again in Auvergne,
and then in Paris, where he says he was a
blacksmith, and had a daughter a washerwoman though there is no evidence of this
and lastly he turned up in these parts. Now,
before being sent to the galleys, what was Jean
Valjean ? a woodcutter; where ? at Faveing cider apples

*'

;

:

'

—

rolles.

And what was the

^'That I was
" Well ?"

"They were
^^'It is

answer you received ?"

mad!"

:

And

here

is

another fact

:

this Val-

name was Jean, and his
What
mother's family name was Mathieu.

jean's

Ohristian

more natural to suppose than that on leaving the bagne he assumed his mother's name
as a disguise, and called himself Jean Mais

right."

fortunate that you allow it."
so for the real Jean Valjean

He went to Auvergne, where Jean
?
pronounced Ohan, and thus he was transYou are folThe book M. Madeleine was holding fell formed into Ohampmathieu.
from his grasp, he raised his head, looked lowing me, I suppose ? Inquiries had been
searchingly at Javert, said with an indescrib- made at Faverolles, but Jean Valjean's famable accent,
ily is no longer there, and no one knows
^^Oh r
where it has gone. As you are aware, in
'^1

must do

has been found."

thieu
is

It

those places families frequently disappear in
such a way ; these people, if they are not

seems that there was over at Ailly le Haut
Cloche, an old fellow who was called Father
Ohampmathieu. He was very wretched, and
no attention was paid to him, for no one
knows how such people live. This autumn

ginning of this story dates back thirty years,
there is no one in Faverolles who knew Jean
Valjean and beside Brevet, there are only
two convicts who remember him. These two

Javert continued,
''

The

facts are as follows,

M.

le

Maire.

mud,

are dust.

:

And

then, again, as the be-
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were brought from the bagne and confronted
with the pretended Champniathieu, and
they did not hesitate for a moment. The same
age fifty-fonr^ the same height^ the same
It was at
look;, the same man^ in short.
this very moment that I sent my denunanswer I reciation to PariS;, and the
ceived was that I had lost my senses^ for
Jean Valjean was in the hands of justice at
You can conceive that this surprised
Arras.
me^ as I fancied that I held my Jean Valjean
I wrote to the magistrates^ who sent
here.
for me, and Ohampmathieu was brought

—

in.^^
''

Well

?""

M Madeleine interrupted

him.

and

sad face,
^'

Monsieur

le

sorry, but that

Maire, truth

man

is

is

truth

I

;

:

am

I rec-

ognized him too.''''
M. Madeleine said in a very low voice
'^

Are you sure

?'"

summoned

Oh certain.''
He stood for a moment
''

said to the inspector

cally, taking pinches of

^^

Enough, Javert;

pensive, mechani-

sawdust out of the

sprinkler in the inkstand, and q^dded

after all these details

me

but very slightly; we are losing
time, and have a great deal of work before
us.
Javert, you will go at once to Mother
Busaupied, who sells vegetables at the corner
of the- Eue Saint Saulve, and tell her to

summons

against Pierre, the car-

who almost drove
woman and her child, and he must
punished. You will then go to M. Oharcihe

ter;

is

a brutal fellow,

over this

be

!

as a witness."

M. Madeleine had turned round to his
desk again, taken np his charge book, and
was quietly turning over the leaves, and
He now
busily reading and writing in turn.

take out a

Javert burst into that sorrowful laugh
which escapes from a profound conviction

pretends though not to un-

'I am Ohampmathieu,
and I will stick to it.' He has a look of
amazement, and plays the brute-beast, which
is better. Oh! he is a clever scoundel! But no
matter, the proofs are ready to hand; he
has been recognized by four persons, and the
He is
old scoundrel will be found guilty.
to be tried at Arras assizes, and I have been

interest

Jean Valjean

He

so on.

derstand, and says,

Javert answered with his incorruptible and
•
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blay in the

Rue Ohampigny; he complains

that there

a gutter next door which leaks,

and
But
could you

is

Valjean, I cannot understand how I
have believed anything else. I ask your par-

shaking the foundation of his house.
giving you a deal to do, and I think
Did you not
said you were going away.
state you were going to Arras on this matter

don, M.

in a

'^

And now

that I have seen the real Jean

le Maire.''

While addressing these supplicating words
to the person who six weeks previously had
humiliated him so deeply and bidden him
leave the room, this haughty man was unconsciously full of dignity and simplicity.
M. Madeleine merely answered his entreaty
with the hurried qustion,^^And what does this man say

?''

^^WeP, Monsieur le Maire, it is an ugly
business, for if he is Jean Valjean, he is an
escaped convict.
Scaling a wall, breaking a
branch, and stealing apples is a peccadillo
with a child, an offense in a man, but a
crime in a convict. It is no longer a matter
for the police courts, but for the assizes ; it is
no longer imprisonment for a few days, but
the galleys for life. And there is the matter
with the Savoyard, w^hich, I trust, will be

brought up again.
a man,

There is enough to settle
there not ? but Jean Valjean is

is

I

am

week

or ten days ?"

Sooner than that, sir."
*^^0n what day, then ?"

^^

you that the trial comes
to-morrow, and that I should start by tonight's coach."
^^
And how long will the trial last ?"
" A day at the most, and sentence will be
passed to-morrow night at the latest. But I
shall not wait for that, but return so soon as
*^I fancied I told

off

have given my evidence."
'^ Very good," said M. Madeleine, and he
dismissed Javert with a wave of his hand.
But he did not go.
^^
I beg your pardon, M. le Maire," he
I

said.
''

What's the matter now ?" M. Madeleine

asked.
^^

''

I have one thing to
is it ?"

remind you

of, sir."

What

'' That I must be discharged."
is
and in that I recognize him too. Any
M. Madelaine rose.
^^ Javert, you are a man of honor, and I
other man would find it warm
he would
struggle, cry out, refuse to be Jean Valjean, esteem you
you exaggerate your fault, and

artful,

;

;
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sinking, and I insist on your keeping your

have strong arms and w^ill turn
le Maire, the good of the serI simply demand
vice requires an example.

situation/^

the discharge of Inspector Javert.''

Javert looked at M. Madeleine with his
bright eyes, in which it seemed as if his un-

All this was said with an humble, proud,
despairing, and convinced accent, which gave

enlightened, but rigid and chaste conscience
could be seen, and he said quietly,
^'M. le Maire, I cannot allow it/'

a peculiar

another insult which concerns

for me.

I

me, Jayert, you are worthy of rising, not of

laborer.

M.

besides^, it is

'•'I

repeat,''

M.

Madeleine rei^Iied, ''that

the affair concerns myself."
But Javert, only attending

thoughts, continued
''As for exaggerating, I
for this

is

unjustly

;

how
that

nothing

to

his

own

am

not doing

so,

you
duty of

I suspected
;

it

will see," said

him

is tlie

sternly,

sir, but that must not be
mayor ought not to give his hand to a spy.
He added between his teeth,
" Yes, a spy from the moment when I
;

;

my

misused

myself to suspect, though there is
an abuse in suspecting those above us. But,
without proofs, in a moment of passion and

spy."

for the purpose of revenge, I denounced you,
a respectable man, a mayor and a magistrate ;
this is serious, very serious ; I, an agent of
the authority, insulted that authority in your

and

men like

M. Madeleine, and he

his hand, but Javert fell back,

"Pardon me,

a

I reason.

is

"We
offered

and said

^

grandeur to this strangely honest

man.

authority, I

have been

Then he bowed deeply and
door.

only a

•

When

w^alked to the

he turned round
bent on the ground,
continue on duty till

he reached

it

person.

with eyes still
Maire, I will
my place is filled up."
He went out. M. Madeleine thoughtfully
listened to his firm sure step as he walked

what

along the paved passage.

Had any of my subordinates done
have done, I should have declared him
unw^orthy of the service and discharged him.
Stay, Monseur le Maire, one word more, I
I

have often been severe in my life to others,
for it was just, and I was doing my duty, and
if Iw^ere not severe to myself now, all the justice I have done w^ould become injustice.
Ought I to spare myself more than others ?
What I have only been good to punno.
!

said,

" M.

le

CHAPTER XLIX.
SISTER SIMPLICE.

The

incidents

we

are about to record were

known at M
which were known left such

only partially

,

a

but the few

memory

in

and not myself ? w^hy, I should be that town, that it would be a serious gap in
their
a scoundrel, and the people wdio call me that this book if we did not tell them in
reader
the
details
these
In
M.
details.
right
smallest
rogue of a Javert, would be in the
will notice tw^o or three improbable circumle Maire, I do not wish you to treat me with
kindness, for your kindness caused me suffi- stances^ wdiich we retain through respect for
In the afternoon that followed Jacient ill-blood when dealt to others, and 1 truth.
The kindness that vert's visit, M. Madeleine went to see Fanw^ant none for myself.
but before going to her, he
consists in defending the street- walker against tine as usual
The two nuns
the gentleman, the police agent against the asked for Sister Simplice.

ish others

!

;

mayor, the lower classes against' the higher,
is what I call bad kindness, and it is such
kindness that disorganizes

Lord

I

it

is

society.

Come if you had
be just.
been w^hat I believed you I should not have
been kind to you, as you would have seen.
M. le Maire, I am bound to treat myself as I
when I repressed
would treat another man
malefactors, when I was severe with scamps,
to myself, ' If you ever catch
I often said
look out.' I have tripped,
tripping,
yourself
i have committed a fault, and all the worse
I

;

the infirmary, w^ho were Laza-

were known
Perpetua and SimSister Perpetua was an ordinary vilplice.
lage girl, a clumsy sister of charity, who had

rets, like all sisters of charity,

Good by the names

easy enough to be good, but the

difficulty is to

who managed

of Sisters

entered the service of Heaven just as she
would have taken a cook's place. This type
is not rare, for the Monastic orders gladly
accept this clumsy peasant cla}^, which can

be easily fashioned into a Capuchin friar or
an Ursuline nun ; and these rusticities are
employed in the heavy work of devotion.
The transition from a drover to a Carmelite

—
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no hard task; the common substratum of
and cloister ignorance is a ready-made
preparation, and at once places the country
on a level with the monk. Widen the blouse
Sitter Pera little and you have a gown.
petua was a strong nun belonging to Marnies,

is

village

near Pantoise, who talked with a country accent, sang psalms to match, sugared the tisane
according to the bigotry or hypocrisy of the
patient,

was rough with the

sick,

and harsh

God in their
moments with

with the dying, almost throwing

and storming their last
an angry prayer.
Withal she was bold,
honest, and red-faced.
Sister Simplice was pale, and looked like a
wax taper by the side of Sister Perpetua, who
was a tallow candle in comparison. Vincent
de Paul has divinely described the sister of
charity in those admirable words in which so
much liberty is blended with slavery. '^ They
will have no other convent but the hospital,
no other cell but a hired room, no chapel
but the parish church, no cloister beyond the
streets or the hospital wards, no walls but
obedience, no grating but the fear of God,
and no veil but modesty.^ Sister Simplice
was the living ideal of this no one could
have told her age, for she had never
been young, and seemed as if she would
never grow old. She was a gentle, austere,
faces,

:

well-nurtured, cold person

woman

—who

—we

dare not say

had never told a falsehood
she was so gentle that she appeared fragile,
but she was more than solid granite.
She
touched the wretched with her delicate and
pure fingers. There was, so to speak, silence
in her language; she only said what was
necessary, and possessed an intonation of
voice which would at once have edified a
confessional and delighted a drawing-room.
This delicacy harmonized with the rough
gown, for it formed in this rough contact a
continual reminder of heaven. Let us dwell
on one detail; never to have told a falsehood,
never to have said, for any advantage or even
indifferently, a thing which was not the truth,
the holy truth, was the characteristic feature
of Sister Simplice.
She was almost celea

;

brated in the congregation for this imperturbable veracity, and the Abbe, Suard alludes to
Sister Simplice in a letter to* the deaf mute
Massieeu.
However sincere and pure we
may be, we have all the brand of a little
white lie on our candor, but she had not.
Can there be such a thing as a white'lie, an

101

Lying

innocent

lie ?

Lying a

little is

is the absolute of evil.
not possible; the man who
lying is the face of
lies tells the whole lie
the fiend, and Satan has two names he is
called Satan and Lying.
That is what she
thought, and she practised, as she thought.
The result was the whiteness to which we
have alluded, a whiteness which even covered
with its radiance her lipg and eyes, for her
smile was white, her glance was white. There
was not a spider^s web nor a grain of dust on
the window of this conscience on entering
the obedience of St. Vincent de Paul she
took the name of Simplice through special
choice.
Simplice of Sicily, our readers will
remember, is the saint who sooner let her
bosom be plucked out than say she was a
native of Segeste, as she was born at Syracuse,
though the falsehood would have saved her.
Such a patron saint suited this soul.
Simplice on entering the order had two
;

—

;

of which she had gradually corrected herself; she had a taste for dainties

faults,

and was fond of receiving letters. Now she
never read any thing but a prayer-book in
large type and in Latin
though she did not
understand the language, she. understood the
book. This pious woman felt an affection
for Fantine, as she probably noticed the
latent virtue in her, and nearly entirely
devoted herself to nursing her. M. Madeleine
took Sister Simplice on one side and recommended Fantine to her with a singular
accent, which the sister remembered afterwards.
On leaving the sister he went to
Fantine. The patient daily awaited the
appearance of M. Madeleine, as if he brought
her warmth and light she said to the sisters
''
I only live when M. le Maire is here.^^ This
day she was very feverish, and so soon as she
saw M. Madeleine she asked him,
:

;

"

Where

He

is

Cosette?^^

replied with a smile,

^'

She

will be here

soon."

M. Madeleine behaved to Fantine as usual,
except that he remained with her an hour
instead of half an hour, to her great delight.
He pressed everybody not to allow the
patient to want for any thing, and it was
noticed at one moment that his face became

very dark, but this was explained when it was
learnt that the physician had bent down to
his ear and said " She is rapidly sinking."

Then he returned to the mayoralty, and the
office clerk saw him attentively examining a

:

—

:
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road-map of France which hung in his room,
and write a few figures in jiencil on a ^nece

you may have seen it pass sonieiimes, is an
animal fi-om the Bas Boulonnais, and full of

of paper.

fire.

They

liorse of

CHAPTER

it,

that got on

L.

make a saddlereared and threw everybouy
back.
It was supposed to be

tried at first to

but
its

it

and they did not know what to do
with it; I bought it and put it in a gig.
That was just what it wanted, it is as gentle
as a maid and goes like the wind.
But you
you must not try to get on its back, for it has
no notion of being a saddle-horse. Everybody
has his ambition, and it appears as if the
horse had said to itself, Draw, yes: carry no."
" And it will go the distance ?"
"At a trot, and under eight hours, but on
vicious,

s(

aufflaire's perspicacity.

From the mayoralty M. Madeleine proceeded to the end of the town to a Fleming
called Master Scaufflaer, gallicized into Scaufflaire, w^ho let out horses and gigs by the day.
To reach his yard the nearest way w^as
through an unfrequented street, in which
The
stood the house of the parish priest.
cure was said to be a worthy and respectable
man, who gave good advice. At the moment
when M. Madeleine came

in front of

his

house there was only one person in the street,
and he noticed the following circumstances
M. le Maire, after passing the house, stopped
for a moment, then turned back and walked
up to the cures door, which had an iron
knocker. He quickly seized the knocker and
lifted it; then he stoppod again as if in deep
thought, and after a few seconds, instead of
knocking, he softly let the knocker fall back
in its place and went on with a spring of
haste which he had not displayed previously.
M. Madeleine found master Scaufflaire at
home and engaged in mending a set of
harness.
" Master Scaufflaire," he asked him, ''have
"
you a good horse ?

" M.

my

le Maire,''

the Fleming replied,''

horses are good.

What do you mean by

how long

will

it

rest

after

horses."

"I will be there."
"In the next place,

is

the gig for yourself,

sir ?"

"Yes."

"Do

vou

know how

to drive ?"

"Yes>
"Well,
luggage,

3'ou

must

and without
overweight the

travel alone

order not

in

to

hoarse."

"Agreed."

"I

shall expect thirty francs a day,

the days of rest paid for as well.

farthing

less,

and you

will

and

IS'ot

a

pay for the horse's

keep."

" In the fourth place, a cabriolet w^ould be
too heavy for such

must be in a condition to start again
the next morning if necessary."
'''To go the same distance back?"

You must

horse.

a

little

"

I

a

journey and

oblige

me by

tire

the

travelling in

tilbury I have."

consent."

is light, but it is open."
" I do not Care.*'
" Have you thought, sir, that

"It

^^Yes."

and

twenty leagues?"
M, Madeleine took from his pocket the
paper on which he had penciled the figures
they were 5, 6, 8|-.
"You see," he said " total, nineteen and a
half, or call them twenty leagues."
it all,

it is

M. le Maire," the Fleming continued,
"I can suit you. My little white horse,

'*

vent the ostler stealing the oats, for I liave
noticed that at inns oats are more frequently
drunk by the stable-boys than eaten by the

the

"

Hang

;

his purse

" It

"

"In the first place, you will let it blow for
it will feed, and you
an hour half way
must be present while it is doing so, to pre-

M. Madeleine took three N"apoleons from
and laid them on the table.
"There are two days in advance.''

leagues of ground in a day."
^' Harnessed in a gig ? "
" Yes."
'"^And

certain conditions."
" What are they ?"

all

a good horse?"
^^I mean a horse that can cover twenty

Journey?

—

it

is

now

winter ?"
M. Madeleine made 7io answer, and the
Fleming continued,
"That it is very cold?"

Monsieur Madeleine was
" That

it

mav

rain ?"

still silent.

—

—

—
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must mean post

raised his head and said,
^•The tilbury and the horse will be before
my door at half-j^ast four to-morrow morn-

a half;

ing/'

^^Very good, sir/' Scaufflaire answered,
then scratching with his thumb-nail a stain
the wood of his table, he continued, with
that careless air with which the Flemings so

here to Hesdin, six from there to St. Pol,
and eight and a half from St. Pol to Arras.
He is going to Arras.
In the meanwhile the mayor had returned
home, and had taken the longest road, as if

cleverly conceal their craft,

the gate of the priest's house were a temjota-

The mayor

m

^^Good gracious, I have not thought of
be kind
asking you where you are going
enough to tell me, sir."
He had thought of nothing else since the
beginning of the conversation, but somehow
he had not dared to ask the question.
^^Has your horse good legs?" said M.
!

Madeleine.

He

that

turned to his wife:

^^How?"

out."

^^It

is

five

him which he wished

tion to

went up

stations.'"'

have found

^^I

it

leagues from

to avoid.

He

bed-room and locked himself
in, v/hich was not unusual, for he was fond
Still the
of going to bed at an early hour.
factory porteress, who was at the same time
M. Madeleine's only servant, remarked that
his candle was extinguished at a quarter-past
eight, and mentioned the fact to the cashier
when he came in, adding,
'^
Can master be ill ? I thought he looked
to his

Yes, M. le Maire you will hold it up a
in going down -hill.
Are there many
hills between here and the place you are go-

very strange to-day.

ing to ?"

room

not forget to be at my door at halfpast four exactly," M. Madeleine answered,

paid no attention to the remarks of the porteress, but went to bed and fell asleej).
About midnight he woke with a start, for he
heard in his sleep a noise above his head.

^'^

;

little

^'

Do

and went away.
The Fleming stood ^Hike a
said

himself,

a

little

while

fool," as

he

M.

le

after.

Maire had been gone some two or three minutes when the door opened again
it was M.
le Maire.
He still wore the same impassive
and preoccupied air.
^'^M. Scaufflaire," he said, ^'^at how much
do you value the tilbury and horse you are
going to let me, one with the other?"
" Do you wish to buy them of me, sir ?"
^^
No, but I should like to guarantee them
against any accident, and when I come back
you can return me the amount. What is
;

the estimated value ?"
'^500 francs, M. le Maire."

^^Here they are."
Madeleine laid a bank note on the
table, then went out, and this time did not
come back. Margaret Scaufflaire regretted
frightfully that he had not said a thousand

M.

francs,

though tilbury and horse,

valuation, were worth just 300.

at a fair

The Flem-

ing called his wife and told ^er what had
''
Where the deuce can the mayor
be going ?" They held a council.
He is
going to Paris," said the wife. '^1 don't believe it," said the husband.
M. Madeleine
had left on the table the paper on which he
had written the figures ; the Fleming took it

occurred.

^*^

up and examined

it.

" Five, six, eight

and

He

exactly

The

under M.

cashier occupied a

Madeleine's.

He

it was a footfall coming and
some one were walking about the
room above him. He listened more attentively, and recognized M. Madeleine's steji;
and this seemed to him strange, for usually
no sound could be heard from the mayor's
room till he rose. A moment later the
cashier heard something like a wardrobe open
and shut; a piece of furniture was moved,
there was a silence, and the walking began
again.
The cashier sat up in bed, broad
awake, looked out, and through his window
noticed on a wall opposite the red reflection
of a lighted window; from the direction of
the rays it could only be the window of M.

listened;

going, as

if

Madeleine's bed-room.

The

reflection flick-

came from a fire rather than a
candle, while the shadow of the framework
could not be traced, which proved that the
window was wide open, and this was a curious
The
fact, regard being had to the coldness.
cashier fell asleep and woke again some two
hours after; the same slow and regular footThe
fall was still audible above his head.
reflection was still cast on the wall, but was
now pale alid quiet, as if it came from a
lamp or a candle. The window was still
This is what was occuring in M,
open.
ered as

if it

Madeleine's bedroom.
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CHAPTER

and

LI.

inaccessible,

M

A TEMPEST 1^ A BRAIX.

happy

and henceforth

settled at

at feeling his conscience sad-

and the first half of his
by the last half; he
lived peacefully, reassured and trusting, and
having btit two thoughts to hide his name
the moment has arrived to look into them and sanctify his life; escape from men and
We do not do this without emotion rettirn to God. These two thoughts were so
again.
or tremor, for there is nothing more terrify- closely blended in his mind, that they only
dened by the

reader has, of course, guessed that M.
Madeleine is Jean Yaljean. We have already
looked into the depths of this conscience and

The

past,

existence contradicted

—

j

|

I

ing than this species of contemplation.
mental eye can nowhere find greater
liancy or greater darkness than within
it

cannot dwell on anything which

is

The

man
more

formidable, complicated, mysterious, or inThere is a spectacle grander than the
finite.

and that is the ocean there
grander than the sky, and it

ocean,
tacle

;

To

terior of the soul.

human

write the

is

a spec-

is

the in-

poem

of the

conscience, were the subject only one

man, and he the lowest of men, would be reducing all epic poems into one supreme and
final

Conscience

epos.

is

the

chaos

of

chimeras, envies and attempts, the furnace
of dreams, the lurking-place of ideas we are

ashamed

of

;

it is

the

pandemonium

formed one; they were both equally

ing and imperious, and governed his slightest
actions.
L^sually they agreed to regulate the
conduct of 'his life; they turned him to the

shadow; they rendered him beneficent and
simple, and they counselled him the same
things.
At times, however, there was a conflict between them and in such cases the man
called Monwhom the whole town of
sieur Madeleine did not hesitate to sacrifice

M

the

to the second,

— his

security to his

Hence, despite of all his caution and
prudence, he had kept the bishop's candlesticks, worn mourning for him, questioned all
the little Savoyards who passed through the

of soph-

town, inquired after the family at Faverolles, and saved the life of old Fauchelevent,
in spite of the alarming insinuations of
It seemed, as we have already reJavert.
marked, that he thought, after the exami^le
of all those who liave been wise, holy and
just, that his first dtity was not toward

At
the battlefield of the passions.
certain hours look through the livid face
of a reflecting man, look into his soul, peer
Beneath the external
combats of giants are going on there,

the darkness.

silence,

first

virtue.

istry^,

into

absorl)-

|

bril-

such as we read of in Homer; meUs of dragons and hydras and clouds of phantoms, himself.
such as we find in Milton; and visionary
Still,- we are bound to say, nothing like the
A present had before occurred; never had the
spirals, such as Dante introduces us to.
glorious thing in the infinitude which every tv>^o ideas which governed the unhappy man
man bears within him, and by v,^hich he des- whose suffer ings we are describing, entered
He compreperately measures tlie volitions of his brain upon so serious a struggle.
and the actions of his life. Alighieri one day hended confusedly, but deeply, from the first
came to a sinister gate, before which he hesi- words which Javert uttered on entering his
At the moment when the name
tated; we have one before us, on the thresh- study.
old of which we also hesitate, but we will which he had buried so deeply was so
enter.
strangely pronounced, he was sti'uck w^ith
W^e have but little to add to what the stupor, and, as it were, intoxicated by the
And
reader already know^s as having happened to sinister peculiarity of his destiny.
Jean Valjean since his adventure with Little through this stupor he felt that quivering
From this moment, as we have which precedes great storms; he bowed like
Gervais.
seen, he became another man, and he made an oak at the approach of a storm, like a
He felt the
himself what the bishop wished to make him. soldier before a coming assault.
It was more than a transformation, it was a shadows full of thunder and lightning col
transfiguration.
He succeeded in disappear- lecting over his head: wdiile listening to
ing, sold the bishop's plate, only keeping the Javert he had a thought of running off, dee>andlesticks as a souvenir, passed through nouncing himself, taking Champmathieu out
France, reached
had the idea we have of prison, and taking his place. This was
described, accomplished what we have nar- painful, like an incision in the flesh, but it
rated, managed to make himself unseizable passed away, and he said to himself. We will

M

,

I

;

.
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he repressed this first generous move- blind was looking at him. It was his conStill, at the
science, that is to say, God.
ment, and recoiled before his heroism.
It would doubtless be grand if^ after the first moment, he deceived himself; he had a
When he
bishop's holy remarks, after so many years of feeling of security and solitude.
repentance and self-denial, in the midst of a put in the bolt, he thought himself impregpenitence so admirably commenced, this man, nable when the candle was out, he felt himHe then regained his selfeven in the presence of such a terrible con- self invisible.
he put his elbows on the
and
possession;
but
moment,
juncture, had not failed for a
continued to march at the same pace toward table, leant his head on his hand, and began
this open abyss, at the bottom of which dreaming in the darkness.
am I? Am I not dreaming?
^^ Where
heaven was this Avould be grand, but it did
We are bound to describe What was I told ? Is it really true that I
not take place.
saw that Javert, and that he spoke to me so ?
all the things that took place in this mind,
and cannot say that this was one of them. Who can this Champmathieu be ? it seems
What carried him away first was the instinct he resembles me. Is it possible ? when I
He hastily collected his think that I was so tranquil yesterday, and
of self-preservation.
What
ideas, stifled his emotion, adjourned any so far from suspecting anything
resolution with the firmness of terror, dead- was I doing yesterday at this hour ? What
ened himself against what he had to do and will be the result of this event ? What am I
resumed his calmness as a gladiator puts up to do
Such was the trouble he was in that his
For the remainder of the day
his buckler.
see

;

:

!

r

—

he was in the same state a hurricane within,
a deep tranquillity outside and he only
took what may be called ^^conservative measAll was still confused and jumbled in
ures.^'
his brain; the trouble in it was so great that
he did not see distinctly the outline of any
idea, and he could have said nothing about
himself, save that he had received a heavy
blow. He went as usual to Fan tine's bed of
pain, and prolonged his visit, with a kindly
instinct, saying to himself that he must act
thus, and recommended her to the sisters in
the event of his being obliged to go away,
He felt vaguely that he must perhaps go to
Arras; and, though not the least in the
world decided about the journey, he said to
himself that, safe from suspicion as he was,
there would be no harm in being witness of
what might take place, and he hired Scaufflaire's tilbury, in order to be ready for any

—

event.

He dined with considerable appetite, and,
on returning to his bed-room, reflected. He
e5;amined his situation, and found it extraordinary so extraordinary that, in the midst
of his reverie, through some almost inexplicable impulse of anxiety, he rose from his
chair and bolted his door. He was afraid lest
something might enter, and he barricaded

—

himself

against the possible.

A

moment

he blew out his light, for it annoyed
him, and he fancied that he might be overBy whom ? Alas, what he wanted to
seen.
keep out had entered; what he wished to
after,

brain had not the strength to retain ideas.

They passed like waves, and he clutched his
forehead with both hands to stop them.
From this tumult which overthrew his wits
and reason, and from which he sought to
draw an evidence and a resolution, nothing
issued but agony. His head was burning;
and he went by the window and threw it
wide open. There were no stars in the heavens, and he went back to the table and sat
down by it. The first hour passed away
thus, but gradually vague features began to
shape themselves, and become fixed in his
thoughts, and he could observe with the precision of reality some details of the situation,
if not its entirety.
He began by noticing
that, however critical and extraordinary his
situation might be, he was utterly the master
of it, and his stupor was only augmented.
Independently of the stern and religions
object he proposed to himself in his actions,
all

that he had done up to this day was only

a hole he

dug

What he had

in

which

to

bury his name.

always most feared, in his

hours of reflection as in his sleepless nights,
was ever to hear that name pronounced. He
said to himself that this would be to him the
end of everything; that on the day when that
name reappeared, it w^ould cause his new life
to fade away, and possibly the new soul he
had within him. He shuddered at the mere
thought that this could happen. Assuredly
if any one had told him at such moments
that the hour would arrive in which this
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All this was so violent and so strange, that
name would echo in his ear, when tlie hideous name of Jean Valjean would suddenly he suddenly felt within him that species of
emerge from the night and rise before him, indescribable movement which no man expewhen this formidable light which dissipated riences more than twice or thrice in his life,

the mystery with which he surrounded himself would suddenly shine above his head,
and that the name would no longer menace
that the light would produce only a
him
;

denser gloom ; that this rent veil would inthat the earthquake
crease the mystery
would consolidate his edifice ; that this pro;

digious incident would have no other result,
if

he thought proper, but to render his

exis-

tence clearer and yet more impenetrable, and
that from his confrontation with the phantom

a sort of convulsion of the conscience, whicli

every thing doubtinl in the heart,

disturbs

which is composed of irony, joy, and despaii\
and what might be called an internal bnrst
of laughter.
Pie suddenly relit his c:n:dle.
what am I afraid of?'' lie s:iid to
^' Well,
^*
himself
what reason have I to have such
thoughts? I am saved and all is settled.
There was only one open door through which
;

my

past could

burst in tipon

now

my

life

an<[

:

up forever. TliLii
of Jean Valjean, the good and worthy M. Javert, who has so long annoyed me, thefurMadeleine would come forth, more honored, midable instinct which seemed to have
more peaceful, and more respected than scented me, and by Heavens had scent I'd
ever,— if any one had told him this, he would me, the frightful dog ever making a point at
have shaken his head, and considered such me, is routed, engaged elsewhere, and al)He is hmceforth sr.tremarks insensate. And yet all this had solutely thrown out
really happened, and this heap of impossi- isfied, he will leave me at peace, for he Las
It is possible that he
bilities was a fact, and Heaven had permitted got his Jean Valjean
may wish to leave the town too. And all
all these wild things to become real.
Ills reverie continued to grow clearer and this has taken place without my interference^,
each moment he comprehended his position and so, what is there so unlucky in it ah r
It seemed to him that he had just On my word, any people who savr me wonld
better.
awakened from a dream, and that he was de- believe that a catastroiDhe had befallen me.
scending an incline in the middle of the After all, if some people are rendered unProvideiice
night, shuddering and recoiling in vain from happy, it is no fault of mine.
the brink of an abyss. He distinctly saw in has done it all, and apparently decrees it.
the shadows an unknown man, a stranger, Have I the right to derange what He arwhom destiny took for him, and thrust into ranges ? What is it that I am going to inthat door

is

walled

I

I

!

In order that the gulf
should close, either he or another must fall
in.
He had no necessity to do any thing, the

the gulf in his place.

clearness

became complete, and he confessed
was vacant at the
that whatever he might do, it con-

to himself that his place

galleys

;

expected him, that the robbery of
Little Gervais led him back to it, that this
vacant place would wait for him and attract
him, until he filled it, and that this was inevitable and fatal. And then he said to himstantly

self that at this

— that

it

moment he had

seemed a man

Champmathieu had

of

his ill-luck

a substitute

the
:

name

and

of

that, in

future, himself at the bagne in the person of

What
? it does not concern me.
not satisfied ? Why ? what else can I
w^ant? I have attained the object to wdiich 1
have been aspiring for so many years, the
dream of my nights, the matter of my prayIt is Heaveii that wills it,
secnrity.
ers
and I have done nothing contrary to God's
Ami wdiy has Heaven decreed it ?
desire.
that I may continue what I have begun that
that I may one day be a
I may do good
terfere in
I

!

am

—

;

;

grand and encouraging exam})le

;

that

it

may

be said that there is after all a little happiness attaching to the penance I have undergone.

cannot understand why I wa.s
now about visiting that worthy
all to him as to a confessor, aiul

I really

so afraid just

Champmathieu, and present in society cure, telling
under the name of M. Madeleine, would have asking his advice, for this is certainly what
nothing more to fear, provided that he did he would have advised me. It is settled I
not prevent justice from laying over the will let matters take their course, and leave
""
head of this Champmathieu the stone of in- the decision to Heaven.
depths of his con.
the
in
this
He spoke
famy which, like the tombstone, falls once
what miglit be
over
leaninowhile
science,
and is never raised again.
this

:

;
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own abyss. He got up from his
and walked about the room '^ Come/''
he said;, '^ I will think no more of it I have
called his

chair

:

;

made up my mind

but he felt no joy. It
is no more possible to prevent thought from
reverting to an idea than the sea from returning to the shore. With the sailor this is
called the tide, with the culprit it is called
^'

;

God heaves the soul like the ocean.
After a few moments, whatever he might do,
he resumed the gloomy dialogue in which it
was he who spoke and he who listened, saying what he wished to be silent about, listening to what he did not desire to hear, and
yielding to that mysterious power which said
to him " think,^^as it did, two thousand years
ago, to another condemned man, "go on.'^
Before going further, and in order to be
fully understood, let us dwell on a necessary
remorse;

observation.

It is certain that

and there

men

talk to

not a thinking
being who has not realized the fact. It is
only in this sense that the wards frequently
themselves;

is

employed in this chapter, he said, lie exmust be understood; men talk to

claimed,

themselves, speak

to themselves, cry out
within themselves, but the external silence
There is a grand tumult
is not interrupted.
every thing speaks within us, excepting the
mouth. The realities of the soul, for all that

they are not visible and palpable, are not the
He asked himself then, what
less realities.
he had arrived at, and cross-questioned himself about the resolution he had formed.
He confessed to himself that all he had
arranged in his mind was monstrous, and
that leaving " God to act '' was simply horTo allow this mistake of destiny and
rible.
of men to be accomplished, not to prevent
it, to lend himself to it, do nothing, in short,

— to
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beome

once again honest and gocd?
it not that he had
sole!} craved after, and what the bishop had
ordered him ? Close the door on his past ?
but, great Heaven, he opened it again by
committing an infamous action. He was becoming a robber once more, and the most
odious of robbers; he was robbing another

To be

man of

\

just

man! was

his existence, his livelihood, his peace,

and his place in the sunshine. He was becoming an assassin, he was killing, morally
killing, a wretched man
he was inflicting
on him the frightful living death, the
open-air death, which is called the galleys.
:

On

the other hand,

freed this

if

he gave himself up,

man who was

suffering

from so

grievous an error, resumed his name, be-

came through duty the convict Jean Valwould be really completing his
resurrection, and eternally clohdng the in-

jean, that

ferno from which he was emerging

back into

it

apparentl}^

!

Falling

would be leaving

it

He must

do this: hew^ould have
done nothing unless he did this all his life
would be useless; all his reputation thrown
away. He felt that the bishop was here, that
he was the more present because he was dead,
that the bishep was steadfastly looking at
him, and that henceforth Madeleine the
mayor would be an abomination to him, and
Jean Valjean, the convict, admirable and
pure in his sight. Men saw his mask, but
the bisliop saw his face; men saw his life,
but the bishop saw his conscience. He must
consequently go to Arras, deliver the false
Jean Valjean, and denounce the true one.
Alas this was the greatest of sacrifices, the
most poignant of victories, the last step to
Frightful destake; but he must take it.
tiny his he could not obtain sanctity in the
sight of Heaven unless he returned to infamy in the sight of man.
" Well,^^ he said, " I will make up my mind
to this.
I will do my duty and save this
in reality!

;

!

!

was the last stage
of hypocritical indignity! it was a low, cowFor
ardly, cunning, abject, hideous crime.
the first time during eight years this hapless
man had the taste of a bad thought and a man.'^
He uttered those words aloud without
bad action, and he spat it out in disgust.
He continued to cross-question himself. noticing he had raised his voice. He fetched
He asked himself what he had meant by the his books, verified and put them in order.
my objest is attained '^ He allowed He threw into the fire a number of claims
words,
that his life had an object, but what its he had upon embarrassed tradesmen, and
nature?* conceal his name! deceive the wrote a letter, which he, addressed " To M.
was to do every thing;

it

'•'

!

—

Was it for so paltry a thing that
he had done all that he had effected ? had he
aot another object which was the great and
brue one, to save not his person, but his soul

police.

He
Lafitte, banker, Kue d'Artois, Paris."
then took from his desk a pocket-book, which
contained a few bank-notes, and the passport
he had employed just previously to go to the
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Any one who had seen him while
elections.
he was accomplishing these various acts, with
which such grave meditation was mingled,
would not have suspected what was taking
place in him. At moments his lips moved,
at others he raised his head aud looked at a
part of the wall, as if there was something
there which he desired to clear ap or question.
When the letters to M. Lafitte was finished,
he put it into his portfolio, and began his
walk once more. His reverie had not deviated; he continued to see his duty clearly
written in luminous letters which flashed before his eyes, and moved about with his
glance, Name yourself, denounce yourself!
He could also see the two ideas which had
hitherto been the double rule of his life to
hide his name and sanctify his life moving

—

—

is crushing him, and seems to dispense
with proofs. Do not public prosecutors ha-

jean

bitually act in this

way

to be a thief because
vict.

he

?

is

A man
known

is

believed

to be a con-

At another moment the idea occurred
when he had denounced himself

to himx that,

the heroism of his deed might perhaps be

taken into consideration, as well as liis life
of honesty during the last seven years, and
the good he had done the town, and that he
would be pardoned.
But this supposition
soon vanished, and he smiled bitterly at the
thought that the robbery of the 40 sous from
Gervais rendered him a relapsed convict, that
this affair would certainly be brought forward, and by the precise terms of the law,
sentence

him

to the galleys for

life.

He

turned away from all illusions, dt»before him as it were, in a tangible shape. tached himself more and more from earth,
For the first time they seemed absolutely dis- and sought consolation and strength elseHe said to himself that he must do
tinct, and he saw the diiference that sep- where.
He recognized that one of his duty: that, perhaps, he would not be
arated them.
these ideas was necessarily good, while the more WTctched after doing it than he would
other might become bad; that the former have been had he eluded it that, if he let
was devotion, the latter personality: that one matters take their course and remained at
''
his good name, good deeds, charity,
said, ''My neighbor,'' the other, '' Myself
that one came from the light, and the other wealth, popularity, and virtue, would be
from darkness. They strove with each other,, tainted by a crime; and what flavor would
and he could see them doing so. While he all these sacred things have, when attached
was thinking, they had grown before his to this hideous thought w^hile, if he accommental eye, and they had now colossal forms, plished his sacrifice, he would mingle a heaand he fancied he could see a god and a venly idea with the galleys, the chain, the
giant wrestling within him, in the infinitude green cap, the unrelaxing toil, and the pitiAt last he said to himself that
to which we Just now alluded, and in the less shame.
midst of obscurity and flashes of light. It it was a necessity, that his destiny was^ thus
was a horrible sight, but it seemed to him as shaped, that he had no power to derange the
He arrangements of Heaven, and that in any
if the good thought gained the victory.
felt that he was approaching the second de- case he must choose either external virtue
cisive moment of his life; that the bishop and internal abomination, or holiness within
marked the first phase of his new life, and and infamy outside him. His courage did
:

;

M

,

;

Champmathieu marked the second; not fail him in revolving so many mournful
He began
ideas, but his brain grew Aveary.
came the great trial.
The fever, appeased for a moment, gradu- thinking involuntarily of other and indiffer-

that this

after the great crisis

A thousand thoughts
but they continued to
strengthen him in his resolution. At one
moment he said to himself that he perhaps
regarded the matter too seriously that, after
all, this Champmathieu was not interesting,
and in any case was a thief. He answered
himself if this man has really stolen apples,
he will have a month's imprisonment, but
that is a long way from the galleys. And
then, again, is it proved that he has comThe name of Jean Valmitted a robbery ?

ally returned, however.

crossed

his mind,

;

—

His arteries beat violently in his
matters.
temples, and he was still walking up and
down; midnight struck, first from the parish
church, and then from the Town Hall he
counted the twelve strokes of the two clocks,
and compared the sound of the two bells.
They reminded him that a few days before
he had seen an old bell at a marine store, on
which was engraved the name Antoine Albier,
:

Romainville.

As he felt cold, he lit a fire, but did^ not
dream of closing the window. Then he fell
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back into his stupor^ obliged to make a tated, and trembled slightly, but this emomighty effort to remember what he had been tion lasted but a short time, and he answered
thinking of before midnight struck. At last himself calmly:
" Well, this

man

" and that poor woman V^
Here a fresh crisis broke out: Fantine,
suddenly appearing in the midst of his reve-

go to the galleys, it
he has stolen. Although I may say to myself that he has not
stolen, he has done so
I remain here and
continue my operations in ten years I shall
have gained ten millions. I spread them over
the country I keep nothing for myself; but
what do I care ? I am not doing this for

He
was like a ray of unexpected light.
all changed around him, and

trades are revived, factories and forges are

he succeeded.
^*^Ah

he said to

yes/^

himself,

"I had

formed the resolution to denounce myself.^''
And then he suddenly began thinking of
Fantine.
" Stay/^ he

rie,

exclaimed,
" Wait a minute

Hitherto I have thought
of myself and consulted my own convenience.
Whether it suits me to be silent or denounce
myself hide my person or save my soul-—
be a contemptible and respected magistrate,
or an infamous and venerable convict
it is
always self, nought but self. Good Heavens,
all this is egotism under different shapes, ^tis
true, but still egotism.
Suppose I were to
think a little about others! It is the first
duty of a Christian to think of his neighbor.
Well, let me examine: when I am effaced
!

—

—

and

what will become of all
denounce myself, that Champ-

forgotten
If

I

true, but,

hang

Avill

all

it

!

:

said;,

fancied that

this?

is

mathieu will be set at liberty.
I shall
be sent back to the galleys, and what then ?
What will occur here ? Here are a town,
factories, a trade, work-people, men, women,
old grandfathers, children, and poor people
I keep it all alive*
I have created all this.

The

myself.

prosperity of

all is

increased

multiplied, and thousands of families are
happy; the district is populated; villages
spring up where there are only farms, and
farms where there is nothing; wretchedness
disappears, and with it debauchery, prostitution, robbery, murder, all the vices, all the
crimes and this poor mother brings up her
child.
Why I was mad, absurd, when I
talked about denouncing myself, and I must
guard against precipitation. AYhat because
it pleases me to play the grand and the g<^Ti'
ous it is pure melodrams after all because
I only thought of myself, and in order to save
from a perhaps exaggerated though substantially just punishment a stranger, a thief,
and an apparant scoundrel a whole department must perish a poor woman die in the
hospital, and a poor child starve in the
streets, like dogs! Why it is abominable!
without the mother seeing her child again,
or the child knowing her mother! and all
this on behalf of an oM scamp of an apple

—

!

—

—

—

!

wherever there is a chimney smoking, I
brand in the fire and the meat in
the saucepan I have produced easy circumstances, circulation, and credit.
Before I
came there was nothing of all this ; I revived,
animated, fertilized, stimulated, and enriched
the whole district. When I am gone the soul
will be gone if I withdraw all will die ; and
then, this woman, who has suffered so greatly, who has so much merit in her fall, and
whose misfortune I unwittingly caused and
the child which I intended to go and fetch,
and restore to the mother Do not I also owe
something to this woman, in reparation of
the wrong which I have done her ? If I disappear, what will happen ? the mother dies,
and the child will become what it can. This
will happen if I denounce myself.
If I do
Come, let me
not denounce myself?

with cold in the den of those Thenardiers.
There is another pair of wretches. And I
would fail in my duties to all these poor creatures, and commit such a folly as to denounce
myself!
Let us put things at the worst:
suppose that I am committing a bad action
in this, and that my conscience reproaches
me with it some day there will be devotion

see.^^

and virtue

jDlaced the

:

;

—

—

After asking himself this question, he hesi-

stealer,

who has

leys for

something

assuredly deserved the galelse, if

not for that. These

are fine scruples that save a culprit

and

sac-

the innocent, that save an old vagabond
has not many years to live, and will not

rifice

who

be more unhappy at the galleys than in his

and destroy an entire population,
mothers, wives, and children. That poor

hovel,

little

and

Oosette,
is

who has only me in the world,
moment shivering

doubtless at this

;

—

in accepting, for the

good of

my

neighbor, these reproaches, which only weigh
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these wretched

He

on me, and this bad action, which only com-

all

promises my own soul/'
He got up and begaa walking up and down
again: this time he seemed to be satisfied
Diamonds ore only found in
with himself.
the darkness of the earth; truths are only
found in the depths of the thought. It seemed
to him that after descending into these
depths, after groping for some time in the
densest of this darkness, he had found one

served tliem, as he had done the candlesticks,

of the diamonds, one of these truths,

or backsliding.

It

is

his starting-point;

no more

is

a fatal

if it

stop

and

it

settle

on a head,

all

all,

the worse

looked into the small looking-glass over

present.

|

''
!

way and then stopped
He walked a
''
Come," he said, ''I must not hesishort.
tate before any of the consequences of the
There are threads
which still attach me to Jean Yaljean which
must be broken. There are in this very
room objects which would accuse me, dumb
things which would serve as witnesses, and

On

stoo])ing

it

tinued his walk backwards and forwards.
All at once his eye fell on the two candlesticks which the fire-light caused to shine
vaguely on the mantel-piece.
^'
Stay," he thought, '' all Jean Yaljean is
in them, and they must be destroyed too."
He seized the candlesticks there was a

—

enough to destroy their shape, and
convert them into unrecognizable ingots.
He leant over the hearth and warmed his
hands for a moment: it was a great comfort

fire

little

resolution I have formed.

afraid that

could be easily recognized as a coin; it was
doubtless the little Savoyard's two-franc
He did not look at the fire, and conpiece.

for that head."

He

if

in spite of the bolt;

that glistened in the ashes.

It

the mantelpiece, and said to himself,
^^How greatly has forming a resolution
I am quite a different man at
relieved me!

might open

—

vacillation

does not concern me.

of

and then
with a rapid movement he made but one
armful of the things he had so religiously
and periously kept for so many years, and
threw them all rags, stick, aud knapsack
into the fire.
He closed the cupboard, and
redoubling his precautions, which were now
useless since it was empty, dragged a heavy
In a few
piece of furniture in front of it.
seconds, the room and opposite wall were lit
up with a large red and flickering glow: all
was burning, and the thorn-stick crackled
and threw out sparks into the mij^dle of the
From the knapsack, as it burned
room.
with all the rags it contained, fell something
it

that floats in the night, and

name

him

he hid what came

a furtive glance at the door, as

I am Madeleine, and remain
not of myself.
Madeleine, and woe to the man who is Jean
I am no longer he. I do not know
Yaljean.
that man, and if anyone happen to be Jean
Valjean at this moment, he must look out

for himself, for

still

pre-

from the galleys, and dispLjyed the candlesticks which came from the bishop. He took

which

for the mterest of

Iiacl

that they might constantly remind

he held in his hand and which dazzled his
eyes when he looked at it.
'"
Yes,'' he thought, ''I am on the right
track and hold the solution of the problem.
A man must in the end hold on to something,
and my mind is made up. I will let matters take their course, so

articles.

|

j

large

to him.

He

up the ashes with one of the
and in a moment they were
both in the fire. All at once he fancied he
heard a voice cry within him, '' Jean Yalthey must all disappear."
His hair stood erect,
jean! Jean Yaljean !"
and
pocket,
He took his purse from his
drew a small key out of it. He put this key and he became like a man who is listening to
in a lock, the hole of which could scarcely be a terrible thing.
'"'Yes, that is right; finish!" the voice
seen, for it was hidden in the darkest part of
'^
complete what you are about; destroy
said;
the
the design on the paper that covered
walls.
A sort of false cupboard made be- those candlesticks, annihilate that reministween the corner of the wall and the mantel- cence, forget the bishop! forget everything!
In this hiding-place there ruin that Ohampmathieu; that is right.
piece was visible.
were only a few rags a blue blouse, worn Applaud yourself; come, all is settled and
This old man, who does not
trousers, an old knapsack, and a large thorn- resolved on.
Any one know what they want with him, who is perstick, shod with iron at both ends.
in haps innocent, whose whole misfortune your
who saw Jean Yaljean pass through D
name causes, on whom your name weighs like
recognized
have
easily
would
October, 1815,

—

—

stirred

candlesticks,
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a ci*ime, is going to be taken for yon, sentenced, and will end liis days in abjectness

That

and horror.
est

man

is

excellent!

Be an hon-

yourself; reinain mayor, honorable

and honored, enrich the town,

up orphans,

assist

the

happy, virtuous, and applauded; and during this time,
while you are here in joy and light, there
will be somebody who wears your red jacket,
bears your name in ignominy, and drags
indigent, bring

live

along your chain at the galleys. Yes, that is
Oh! you scoundrel!''
excellently arranged.
The perspiration beaded on his forehead,
and he fixed his haggard eye upon the candlesticks.

The

voice within him, however,

had not ended yet.
^^
Jean Valjean! there will be around you
many voices making a great noise, speaking
very loud and blessing you, and one which
no one will hear, and which will curse you
Well, listen, infamous
in the darkness.
man all these blessings will fall back on the
ground before reaching Heaven, and the
!

curse alone will ascend to

God V'

This voice, at first very faint, and which
spoke from the obscurest nook of his conscience^ had gradually become sonorous and
formidable, and he now heard it in his ear.
He fancied that it was not his own voice, and
he seemed to hear the last words so distinctly
that he looked round the room with a species
of terror.
''
Is there anyone here?^^ he asked, in a
loud voice and wildly.
Then he continued with a laugh, which
seemed almost idiotic,
^^What a fool I am! there can be no-

body.^^

There was somebody
those

whom

the

;

human

but

He was

eye can

not of

see.

He

placed the candlesticks on the mantlepiece,
and then resumed that melancholy, mourn-

which aroused the sleeper underneath him. This walking relieved him, and
It apat the same time intoxicated him.
pears sometimes as if on supreme occasions
people move about to ask advice of everything they pass. At the end of a few moments he no longer knew what result to arrive at.
He now recoiled with equal horror
from the two resolutions he had formed in
turn; the two ideas that counselled him
seemed each as desperate as the other. What
a fatality that this Champraathieu should be
taken for him! He was hurled down preful walk,
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by the means which Providence at first
seemed to^have employed to strengthen his
cisely

position.

There w^as a moment during when he regarded his future: denounce himself great
He thought
Heavens! give himself up!
with immense despair of all that he must
He
give up, of all that he must resume.
would be forced to bid adieu to his good,

—

pure, radiant
classes,

—

life,

!

— to

the respect of

all

He would no

to honor, to liberty!

longer walk about the fields, he would no
longer hear the birds sing in May, or give

alms to the

little

He would no

children!

longer feel the sweetness of glances of grati-

tude and love fixed upon him! He would
which he had built,
and his little bed-room. All appeared charm-

leave this little house,

ing to

him

at this

He would no

moment.

longer read those books or write at the little
deal table; his old servant would no longer
bring up his coffee in the morning. Great

God! instead of all this, there would be the
gang, the red jacket, the chain on his foot,
fatigue, the dungeon, the camp-bed, and all
At his age, after all
the horrors he knew
It would be different were he
he had borne
But to be old, coarsely addressstill young.
ed by anybody, searched by the gaoler, and
to
receive blows from the keeper^s stick
thrust his naked feet into iron-shod shoes
to offer his leg morning and night to the
man who examines the fetters to endure the
curiosity of strangers who would be told,
'^
that is the famous Jean Valjean, who was
At night, when pouring
mayor of
J'
with perspiration, and crushed by fatigue,
with a green cap on his head, to go up two
by two, under the sergeant's whip, the side
Oh what misery
ladder of the hulks
Destiny, then, can be as wicked as an intelligent being and prove as monstrous as the
!

!

!

!

!

M

!

!

human heart
And whatever he might
!

do, he ever fell
back into this crushing dilemma, which was

the basis of his reverie. Remain in paradise,
and become a demon there; or re-enter hell,
and become an angel ? What should he do,
great God! what should he do ? The trouble,
from which he had escaped with such difficulty, was again let loose on him, and his
thoughts became composed once more. They
assumed something stupefied and mechanical,
which is peculiar to despair. The name of
'

Romainville incessantly returned to his mind.

—
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with two lines of a song which he had for- count of this ojaen window.
There w^ere no
merly heard. He remembered that Romain- trees on the plain. We saw a man pass close
ville is a little wood^ near Paris, where lovers by us; he was a perfectly naked man, of the
go to pick lilac in April. He tottered both color of ashes, mounted on a horse of an
externally and internally
he walked like a earthen color.
The man had no hair, and I
little child allowed to go alone.
At certain could see his skull, and the veins on his skull.
moments, he struggled against his lassitude, He held in his hand a wand, which was
and tried to recapture his intelligence; he supple as a vine twig and heavy as lead.
tried to set himself, for the last time, the This horseman jDassed and said nothing to
problem over wdiich he had fallen in a state us.
of exhaustion,
must he denounce himself,
^^My brother said
Let us turn into the
or must he be silent? He could not succeed hollow way."*
in seeing anything distinct, the vague out" It w^as a hollow way in which not a
lines of all the reasonings sketched in by his bramble or even a patch of moss could be
reverie were dissipated in turn like smoke. seen
all was
earth-colored, even the sk}'.
Still, he felt that, however he resolved, and
After going a few yards, I received no
without any possibility of escape, something answer when I spoke, and I noticed that my
belonging to him was about to die; that he brother was no longer with me. I entered a
entered a sepulchre, whether on his right village that I saw, and I fancied that it must
hand or his left, and that either his happiness be Romainville. The first street I entered
or his virtue would be borne to the grave.
was deserted ; I entered a second street, and
Alas all his irresolution had seized him behind the angle formed by the two streets a
again, and he was no further advanced than man was standing against the wall.
I asked
Thus the wretched soul this man, What is this place ? where am I.^^
at the beginning.
writhed in agony
but he gave me no answer. I saw the door
of a house open, and walked in.
" The first room was deserted, and I enCHAPTER LIT.
Behind the door of this
tered a second.
man leaning against the
room,
there
was
a
SUFFERING i:j;r SLEEP.
wall. I asked him, ^ To whom does this house
Three a. m. had struck, and he had been belong? where am I ?' but the man gave me
walking about in this way for fi\Q hours no answer. I went out into the garden of
without a break, when he fell into his chair. the house, and it was deserted. Behind the
He fell asleep, and had a dream. This first tree I found a man standing I said to
dream, like most dreams, w^as only connected the man, ^ Whose is this garden ? where am
with his situation by something poignant I ?' but he made me no answer.
" I wandered about this village and fancied
and mournful, but it made an impression on
him. This nightmare struck him so much that it was a town. All the streets were dethat he wrote it down at a later date, and we serted, all the doors open.
Xot a living soul
think we are bound to transcribe it verbatim, passed along the street, moved in the rooms,
for whatever the history of this man may be, or walked in the gardens.
But there w^as beit would be incomplete if we omitted it.
Here hind every corner, every door, and every tree,
it is then; on the envelope we notice the
I never saw more
a man standing silently.
line,
The dream I had on that night.
than one at a time, and these men looked at
'' I
was upon a plain, a large mournful me as I passed.
^^
plain, on which no grass grew.
It did not
I left the village and began walking about
seem to me to be day, but it was not night. the fields. At the end of some time I turned
I was walking with my brother, the brother back and saw a great crowd coming after me.
of my boyish years, of whom I am bound to I recognized all the men whom I had seen in
say I never think, and whom I scarce remem- the town, and they had strange heads. They
ber.
We were talking, and met travellers. did not appear to be in a hurry, and yet they
We spoke about a woman, formerly a neigh- walked faster than I, and made no noise in
bor of ours, who had always worked with her walking. In an instant this crowd Joined me
window open, since she had occupied a front and surrounded me. The faces of these men
room. While talking, we felt cold on ac- were earth-colored. Then the man I had
;

—

:

^

;

!

'

!

;
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first and questioned when I entered the
town, said to me, ^ Where are you going ?
do you not know that you have been dead for
a long time?^ I opened my mouth to answer, and I perceived that there was no one
near me/^
He woke up, chilled to the marrow, for a
wind, cold as the morning breeze, was shaking the open window. The fire had died
away, the candle was nearly burned out, and
it was still black night.
He rose and went
to the window; there were still no stars in
the sky. From his window he could see the
yard, and his street, and a dry sharp sound
on the ground below him induced him to
look out. He saw two red stars whose rays
lengthened and shortened curiously in the
gloom. As his mind was half submerged in
the mist of dreams, he thought, '^ There are
no stars in the sky they are on the earth
now.^^ A second sound like the first completely woke him, and he perceived that those
two stars were carriage lamps, and by the
light which they projected he could distinguish the shape of the vehicle it was a tilbury, in which a small white horse was harnessed.
The sound he had heard was the
pawing of the horse^s hoof on the ground.
" Wbat^s the meaning of this conveyance T^
he said to himself ; *^ who can have come at

seen

:

—

so early

an hour V'

moment there was a gentle tap at
bed-room door; he shuddered from head
to foot, and shouted in a terrible voice,
^MYho's there
" Some one replied, " I, sir,^^ and he recoi;At

this

his

r

nized his old servant^s voice.
" AVeiy^ he continued, " what
^'

"

is it

V'

getting on for four o^clock, sir.''
What has that to do with me ?"

"It

is

The

tilbury has come, sir."

"What

tilbury

What

ostler ?'

The
''

old

M.

le

" Say

down

Man-e, what answer

it is

quite right,

am

I to give ?"

and that

I shall

be

directly."

CHxlPTERLIII.
OBSTACLES.

M

The letter-bags between Arras and
were still carried in small mail-carts, dating
from the empire. There were two-wheeled
vehicles, lined with tawny leather, hung on
springs, and having only two seats, one for
the driver, and another for a passenger. The
wheels were armed with those long offensive
axle-trees, which kept other carriages at a
distance, and may still be seen on German
roads.
The compartment for the bags was
an immense oblong box at the back; it was
painted black, and the front part was yellow.
These vehicles, like which w^e have nothing
at the present day, had something ugly and
hump-backed about them, and Avhen you saw
them pass

at a distance or creeping

up

a hill

on the horizon, they resembled those insects
called, we thmk, termites, and which with a
small body drag a heavy lumber after them.
They went very fast, however, and the mail
which left Arras at one in the morning, after
the Paris mail had arrived, reached
a

M

little

before five A. m.

On

morning, the mail-cart, just as it
while turning a corner
, and
ran into a tilbury drawn by a white horse,
this

entered

M

coming

in the opposite direction, and in
there was only one sitter, a man
\yrapped in a cloak. The wheel of the tilbury received a rather heavy blow, and

which

though the driver

^'

"

up some of the wax in his fingers.
woman, who was waiting, at length
mustered up courage to raise her voice again.

rolled

"

r

Did you not order cue ?"
" ISTo,'' he said.
" The ostler says that he has come
M. le Maire.^^
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to the

to fetch

man

of the mail-cart shouted

to stop, he did

not listen, but
went on at a smart trot.
" That man is in a deuce of a hurry," said

the courier.

The man in this hurry was he whom we
have ]ust seen struggling in convulsions, asThis name made him start as if a flash of suredly deserving of pity. Where was he
lightning had passed before his eyes.
going ? he could not have told. Why was he
" Ah, yes," he lepeated, " M. Scaufflaire." hurrying ? he did not know.
He was going
Could the old woman have seen him at onwards unthinkingly. Where, to? doubtthis moment, she would have been horrified. less to Arras; but he might also be going
There was a lengthened silence, during which elsewhere. He buried himself in the darkhe stupidly examined the candle flame, and ness as in a gulf. Something urged him on
Hugo. Vol. IL— 8
"IsL Scaufflaire's."
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something attracted liim. What was going
on in him no one could tell^ but all will understand it^— for what man has not entered,
at least once in liis life, this obscure cavern
of the unknown ? However, he had settled,
decided, and done nothing; not o]ie of the
acts of his conscience had been definitive,
and he was still as unsettled as at the beofinino:.
Why was he going to Arras ? He repeated
what he had already said on hiring the gig of
Scaufflaire
that, whatever the result might
be, there would be no harm in seeing with
his own eyes, and judging matters for himself
that this was prudent
and he was
bound to know what was going on that he
could not decide anything till he had observed
and examined that, at a distance, a man
made mountains of molehills that, after all,
when he had seen this Champmathieu, his
conscience would probably be quietly relieved,
and he could let the scoundrel go to the galleys in his place
that Javert would be there
and the three convicts who had known him,
but, nonsense
they would not recognize
him, for all conjectures and suppositions were
fixed on this CJiampmathieu, and there is no-

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

!

thing so obstinate as conjectures and suppositions
and that hence he incurred no danger.
It was doubtless a black moment, but
he would emerge from it. After all, he held

—

his destiny,
be,

m

his

however adverse

it

might try

own hands, and was master

of

to
it.

He

clung wildly to the latter thought.
Although, to tell the whole truth, he would
have preferred not to go to Arras, yet he
went. While reflecting he lashed the horse,
which was going at that regular and certain
trot which covers two leagues and a half in
an hour
and as the gig advanced, he felt
something within him recoil.
At day-break
he was in the open country, and the town of
was far behind him. He watched the
horizon grow white; he looked, without seeing them, at all the cold figures of a
winter dawn.
Morning has its spectres
like night.
He did not see them, but unconsciously, and through a sort of almost physi;

M

cal penetration, these black outlines of trees

and

hills

sinister

to

added

something

the violent

gloomy

state of

Each time that he passed one

his

and
soul.

of those isolated

houses which skirt high roads, he said to him"And yet there are people asleep in
them.^^
The trot of the horse, the bells on
the harness, the wheels on the stones, proself

:

duced a gentle and monotonous sound, wliich
delightful when you are merry, and mournful when you are sad.
It was broad daylight when he reached
Hesdin, and he stopped at the inn to let the
horse breathe and give it a feed. This horse,
as Scaufflaire had said, belonged to that small
Boulonnais breed, which has too large a head,
too much stomach, and too small a chest, but
which also has a wide croup, drv, fine lecfs.
and a solid hoof: it is an ugly but strong and
healthy breed.
The capital little beast had
done five leagues in two hours, and had not
turned a hair.
is

He

did not get out of the tilbury

:

the ost-

who brought the oats suddenly stooped
down and examined the left wheel.
" Are you going far in tliis state ?" the man

ler

asked.

He

answered without emerging from his

reverie

"
"

Why

do you ask ?''
Have you come any distance

?

''

the ostler

coll tinned.
"'

Five leagues.''

"

Ah

"

Why

''
!

*'

do you say, ah, ?
The ostler bent down again, remained silent for a moment, with his eye fixiid. (*ii the
wheel, and then said, as he drew himself up,
'^
Because this wheel, which may have gone
five leagues, cannot possibly go another mile."

He jumped
"

What

out of the tilbury.

are you saying,

" I say that

my friend

a miracle you

it is

^'

?

and your

horse did not roll into a ditch by the roadside.
Just look.''

The wheel was. in fact, seriously damaged.
The blow dealt it by the mail-cart had broken
two spokes, and almost carried aw^ay the

axle-

tree.

"

My

good

fellow,''

he said to the

there a wheelwright here
" Of course, sir."
"

Be good enough

"

He

to

lives close by.

ostler, "is

*'

?

go and fetch him."
Hilloh, Master Bour-

gaillard."

Master Bourgaillard was standing in his
doorway; he examined the wheel, and made
a face like a surgeon regarding a broken leg,
" Can you mend this wheel ? "
" Yes,

sir."

" W^hen pan I start again
"

?

"

To-morrow
there is a good day's work.
Are you in a hurry, sir ? "
:
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must

a great hurry; I

an hour

set out again in

at the latest.'^

" It is impossible, sir/'
" I will pay anything you ask/^
'^'

Impossible/^
''

Well, in two hours ?
"It is impossible for to-day; you
'^

w^ill not
to-morrow/'
business cannot wait till to-morrow.

be able to go on
"

My

till

Suppose, instead of mending this wheel, you
"'
were to put another on ?
" How so ? ''
"

You

and probably have
me, and then I could set

are a wheelwright

a wiieel you can

sell

out again directly/'
"I have no ready-made wheel to suit your
gig, for wheels are sold in pairs, and it is not
easy to match one/'
" In that case, sell me a pair of wheels/'
" All wheels, sir, do not fit all axle-trees/'
" At any rate try/'

"It

is

useless, sir; I

for sale, for ours

is

have only cart wheels

a small place/'

Have you a gig I can hire/'
The wheelwright had noticed

"'

that the tilbury was a

at a glance
hired vehicle; he

shrugged his shoulders.
" You take such good care of gigs you hire,
that if I had one I would not let it to you.^'
" Well, one to sell me ?"
" I have not one."

"What, not a
ular, as

you

" This

tax-cart?

I

am

not partic-

a small place.

I

a caleche, and will want two horses."
"I Avill hire post-horses."
" Where are you going to, sir ?"

"To Arras."
" And you wish

not?"

" Does

it

saddle?"
" No, I remember

to arrive to-day

that he will not."

hire a saddle-horse in the

village ?"

" AVhat, to go to Arras without a break
" Yes."

?'^

"

You would want a horse such as is not to
be found in these parts. In the first place,
would have to buy it, as you are a stranger,
but you would not find one to buy or hire for
500 francs, not for a thousand."
" What is to be done ?"
" The best thing is to let me mend the wheel
and put off your journey till to-morrow."
" To-morrow will be too late."

—

"Hang

it."

" Is there not the Arras mail-cart

?

When

does that pass?"
till

to-night."

"What you
I

will

mending that wheel

take

a

whole day in

?"

" An honest day."
" Suppose you employed two workmen ?"
^^Ay, if I had ten."
" Suppose the spokes were tied with cords ?"
"What is to be done with the axle? bethe felloe is in a bad state."
" Is there any one who lets out vehicles in

the town?"
" No."

?^'

make any difference to you

now

—

"In that case ?"
" But surely I can

sides,

" Is there another wheelwright ?"
The ostler and the wheelwright replied sim-

" Certainly."
" By taking post-horses ?"

"Why

" Well, if you take post-horses, you will
not reach Arras before to-morrow. We are
on a cross-country road. The relays are badly
This
served, and the horses are out at work.
is the ploughing season, and as strong teams
are required, horses are taken anywhere, from
the post-houses like the rest. You wall have
to wait three or four hours, sir, at each station,
and only go at a foot-pace, for there are many
hills to ascend."
" Well, I will ride.
Take the horse out I suppose I can purchase a saddle here ?"
"Of course, but will this horse carry a

"Xot

see."

have certainly,"
the wheelwright added, "' an old caleche in
my stable, which belongs to a person in the
town, and who uses it on the twenty-sixth of
every month. I could certainly let it out to
you, for it is no concern of mine, but the
owner must not see it pass; and besides, it is
is
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'ultaneously,

"

ISTo."

you
He felt an immense joy, for it was evident
reach Arras at four o'clock to-morrow morn- that Providence was interfering. It was
ing 9^?
He who had broken the tilbury wheel and
"Of course it does."
stopped his journey. He had not yielded to
" There is one thing to be said about hiring this species of first summons; he had made
post-horses have you your passport, sir."
every possible effort to continue his journey;
"Yes."
he had loyally and scrupulously exhausted

—

if
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had not recoiled before the
and he had nothing to reproacii himself with. If he did not
go further, it did not concern him; it was
not his fault, it was not the doing of his conHe breathed
science, but of Providence.
freely and fully for the first time since Javert's visit. He felt as if the iron hand which
had been squeezing his heart for twenty
hours had relaxed its grasp; God now appeared to be on his side, and declared himHe said t-o himself that he had
self openly.
done all in his power, and at present need

all

resources

:

lie

season^ fatigue^ or expense

1

All
|

only return home quietly.
Had tlie conversation with the wheehvright
taken place in an inn-room, it would probably have not been heard by any one,
ters

would have remained

we should probably not

— mat-

in this state,

liave

had

and

to record

any of the following events, but the conversation took place in the street.

Any

colloquy

in the street inevitably produces a crowd, for

there are always people

who

the tilbury

—the gentleman
— and on.

get into it,"

;

only ask to be

was true, but the rattle-trap,
might be, rolled on two wheels,
He paid what
could go to Arras.
this

wdiatever

and

had better not

so

it

was asked,

left

the tilbury to be

repaired

against his return, liad the horse put into

the cart,

got

and went

in,

the

moment when

he

confessed

to

the

cart

himself

his way.
At
moved ahead,

that

a

previously he had felt a sort of

moment

j')y

at tlie

thouglit that he could not go where he was
going.

He examined

this joy

passion,

and found

absurd.

with a sort of
Why did lie
After all, he was
feel joy at turning back ?
making this journey of his free will, and no
one forced him to do so. And assuredly
nothing could happen, except what he liked.
As he was leaving Hesdiu, he heard a voice
shouting to him, ''Stop, stop !" He stopped
the cart with a hurried movement in w-hich
there was something feverish and convulsive
It was the old woman's
that resembled joy.

While he was questioning the boy.
" Sir," he
wheelwright, some passers-by stopped around,
cart."
attenand a lad to whom no one paid any
''Well?"
tion, after listening for some moments, ran

it

spectators.

off.

At the

instant

when

the traveller

made

"

You

said, " It

have given

was

me

I

who

got you the

nothing."

He who gave to all, and so easily, considered
up his mind to turn back, this boy returned,
the demand evorbitant, and almost odious.
accompanied by an old woman.
'^
"Oh, it's 3^ou, scamp,'' he said; w^ell, you
Sir,^' the woman said, " ray boy tells me
?'
not have any thing."
will
a
conveyance
hire
to
wish
yoif
that
woman

He

flogged his horse, wdiicli started again
smart trot. He had lost much time at
He fancied he saw the hand Hesdin, and would have liked to recover it.
dovvai his back.
which had let him loose reappear in the The little horse was courageous, and worked
shadow behind him, ready to clutch him for two; but it was February, it had been
raining, and the roads were bad. The cart,
He replied,
again.
" Yes, my good woman, I w\ant to hire a too, ran much more heavily than the tilbury,
and there were numerous ascents. He took
gig-''
"
nearly four hours in going from Hesdin to
not
is
there
But
added,
hastily
And he
At
St. Pol; four hours for five leagues
one in the town/^
" Yes there is,'' said the old woman.
St. Pol he pulled up at the first inn he came
As h<>
" Where ?" the wlieelwright remarked.
to, and had the horse put in a stable.
the
near
stood
'^
he
Scaufflaire,
promised
had
answered.
old
crone
the
At my house,''
He gave a start, for the fatal hand had crib while it was eating, and had troubled
The poor w^oman really and confused thoughts. The landlady entered
seized him again.

This simple remark, made by an old

led by a child,

made the

perspiration pour

at a

!

had a

sort of wicker-cart

under a shed.

The the stable.
" Do you not wish

wheelwright and the ostler, sorry to see the
traveller escape them, interfered
" It was a frightful rattle-trap, and had no
springs,
it is true that the inside seats were
hung with leathern straps the rain got into
the wheels were rust}^, and ready to fall
it
to pieces—it would not go much further than
:

—

—

—

to breakfast, sir ?

"

"I did not think of it," he said, "but I am
very hungry."
He followed the woman, who had a healthy
ruddy face; she led him to a ground-floor room,
in which were tables covered with oilcloth.
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Make

haste/^ he remarked,

''

for I

am

in

A

plump Flemish

How

so

?

the post-book says only five and

a quarter leagues."

a great hurry/^
lay the cloth,

"
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servaut-girl hastened to

and he -looked

at her with a

feeling of comfort.

'* Ah," the
road-mender continued, "you
do not know that the road is under repair;
you will find it cut up about a mile further

''
That is what I wanted/' he thought, ^' I on, and it is impossible to pass."
^^ndeed?"
had not breakfasted/'
^^You must take the road on the left, that
He leaped upon the bread, bit a mouthful,
and then slowly laid it back on the table, runs to Carency, and cross the river; when
and did not touch it again. A wagoner was you reach Camblin you will turn to the right,
sitting at another table, and he said to for it is the Mont Saint Eloy road that runs

to Arras."

him,
''

Why

The

is

their bread so bitter?''

.vagoner was a

German, and did not

understand him; he returned to his horse.
hour later he had left St. Pol, and was
proceeding toward Tinques, which is only
five leagues from Arras.
What did he do
during the drive? what was he thinking of?
As in the morning, he looked at the trees,
the roofs, the ploughed fields, and the diversities of a landscape which every turn in the
road changes, as he passed them. To see a
thousand different objects for the first and
last time is most melancholy! travelling is
birth and death at every moment.
Perhaps,
in the vaguest region of his mind he made a
comparison between the changing horizon

An

and human

existence, for everything in this

continually flying before us. Shadow
and light are blended; after a bedazzlement
life is

comes an eclipse; every event is a turn in the
and all at once you are old. You feel
something like a shock, all is black, you
distinguish an obscure door, and the gloomy
horse of life which dragged you, stops, and
you see a veiled, unknown form unharnessing
it.
Twilight was setting in at the moment
when the school-boys, leaving school, saw
road,

He did not halt
he left the village, a road
mender, who was laying stones, raised his
head, and said to him,
this traveller enter Tinques.

there, but

as

Your horse is very tired."
The poor brute, in fact, could not
^'

beyond a walk.
'^Are you going

to

Arras?"

the

get

road

mender continued.
" Yes."
If you go at that pace, you will not reach
very soon."
He stopped his horse, and asked the road^'

it

mender,

^^How

far is it from here to Arras?"
"Nearly seven long leagues."

" But I shall lose my way in the dark.'^
You do not belong to these parts ? "
^^No."
"

^^And it is a cross-road; stay sir," the
road-mender continued, " will you let me give
you a piece of advice ? Your horse is tired^
so return to Tinques, where there is a good
inn; sleep there and go to Arras to-morrow."'
^^

I

must be there

" That

to-night."

In that case go back
and hire a second
horse.
The stable boy will act as your guide
across the country."
^^
He took the road-mender's advice, turned
back, and half an hour afterwards passed the
same spot at a sharp trot with a strong
second horse
A stable lad, who called
himself a postilion, was sitting on the shafts
of the cart.
Still he felt that he had lost
time, for it was now dark. They entered the
cross road, and it soon became frightful; the
cart fell out of one rut into another, but he
is

different.

to the inn all the same,

said to the postilion,

^'^Keep on at a trot, and I will give you a
double fee."
In one of the jolts the trace-bar broke.
"The bar is broken, sir," said the postilion,,
^^and I do not know how to fasten my horse,
and the road is very bad by night. If you
will go back and sleep at Tinques, we can get
to Arras at an early hour to-morrow%"
He answered, "Have you a piece of rope
and a knife ?"
^^Yes sir."
He cut a branch and made a trace-bar it
was a further loss of twenty minutes, but
they started again at a gallop. The plain w^as
dark, and a low, black fog was creeping over
the hills. A heavy wind, which came from
the sea, made in all the corners of the horizon
a noise like that of furniture being moved.
All that he could see had au attitude of
terror, for how many things shudder beneath
;

—
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The cold
the mighty breath of night!
pierced him. for he had eaten nothing since

He

the previous morning.

D

of

vaguely recalled

other night-excursion, on the great plain

liis

eight years before, and
to be yesterday.

liini

distant steeple,
*•'

^'

What

sir,

for

we

is

it

seemed

to

clock struck from a

and he asked the

o'clock

Seven

eight,

A

lad,

that?''

and we
iiave

shall

be at Arras by

only three leagues to

go."

At
tins

this

moment he made

reflection

I'.iat it

—and

for the first time

considered

had not occurred

to

it

strange

him before

— that

the trouble he was taking was perhaps
thrown away; he did not even know the hour
for the trial, and he might at least liave
asked about that; it was extravagant to go
on thus, without knowing if it would be of
any service. Then he made some mental
all

calculations:

usually the sittings of assize

began at nine o^clock, this matter
would not occupy much time, the theft of
the apples would be easily proved, and then
there would be merely the identification,
four or five witnesses to hear, and little for
He wouki arrive when it was
counsel to say.
courts

ail

over.

The

postilion

flogged the

horses;

they

had crossed the river and left Mont Saint
Eloy behind them; the night was growing
more and more dark.

CHAPTER

LIY.

was, she invariably answered,

*•
Well, but I
should like to see M. Madeleine.''
A few months previously, at the time when
Fantine lost her last modesty, her last shame,
and her last joy, she was the shadow of herself: now she was the ghost.
Physical suffering had completed the work of moral suffering.
This creature of five-and-twenty
years of age had a wrinkled forehead, sunken
cheeks, a pinched nose, a leaden complexion,
a bony neck, projecting shoulder-blades, thin
limbs, and earthy skin, and white hairs were
mingled with the auburn. Al.tS how illAt mid-day, the
ness improvises old age
physician returned, wrote a prescription, inquired whether M. Madeleine had been to the
]\1. ^Madeleine
infirmary, and shook his head.
usually came at three o'clock, and as pr.nctuAt
ality was kindness, he was punctual.
about half-past two Fantine began to grovv'
agitated, and in the next twenty minutes
asked the nun more than ten times, '" Wh.at
I

I

o'clock

Fantine,

IS

SORELY TRIED.

who

at the third stroke

usually could scarce

move

in

her bed, sat up; she clasped her thin yellow
hands in a sort of convulsive grasp, and the
luin heard one of those deej^ sighs, which

remove a crushing weight, burst from
Then Fantine turned and looked
but no one entered, and the
at the door
door was not opened. She remained thus
for a quarter of an hour, with her eyes fixed
on the door, motionless, and holding her

seem

to

her chest.

;

breath.

and
bISTEU SIMPLICE

is it?'^

Three o'clock struck:

The nun did not dare speak

as the clock struck the quarter,

to her,

Fantine

She said nothing,
fell back on her pillow.
and began again making folds in her sheet.
The half-hou']' passed, then the hour, and no

At this very moment Fantine was joyful.
She had passed a very bad night, she had one came. Each time the clock struck Fancoughed fearfully, and her fever had become tine sat up, looked at the door, and then fell
worse in the morning; when the physician back again. Her thoughts could be clearly
paid his visit, she was raving; he felt read, but she did not say a word, comjilain,
alarmed, and begged to be sent for so soon as or make any accusation; she merely coughed
M. Madeleine arrived. All the morning she in a sad way. It seemed as if something dark
was gloomy, said little, and made folds in her was settling down on her, for she was livid
She smiled every
sheet, while murmuring in a low voice, and and her lips were blue.
calculating what seemed to be distances. now and then.
Wlien five o'clock struck, the nun heard
Her eyes were hollow and fixed, they seemed
^'
almost extinct, and then, at moments, they her say very softly and sv/eetly, As I am going
were relit, and flashed like stars. It seems away to-morrow, it was wrong of him not to
Sister Simplice herself was
as if, on the approach of a certain dark hour, come to-day."
the brightness of Heaven fills those whom surprised at M. jMadeleine's delay. In the
the brightness of earth is quitting. Each meanwhile Fantine looked up at the top of
time that Sister Simplice asked her how she her bed, and seemed to be trying to remem-

— — —

—

:
;

—
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once she began singing
It was an old
sigh.
cradle-song with which she had in former
times lulled her little Cosette to sleep^ and
which had not once recurred to her during
the five years she had been parted from her
child.
She sang with so sad a voice and to
so soft an air, that it was enough to make any
one weep, even a nun. The sister, who was

ber something:

all at

in a voice faint as

a

accustomed to austere things,

felt a tear in

The clock struck, and Fan tine did
she appeared not to pay
not seem to hear it
any attention to things around her. Sister
Simplice sent a servant-girl to inquire of the

her eye.

:

"
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He

cannot come why not ? you know
You were whispering it to one
another, and I insist on knowing."
The servant hastily whispered in the nun's
ear. ^^Tell her that he is engaged at the mu:

the reason.

nicipal council."
Sister Simplice blushed slightly, for

:

The

servant told Sister Simplice in a very

low voice that the mayor had

set off before

morning in a small tilbury
that he had gone alone, without a driver
that no one knew what direction he had
taken, for while some said they had seen him
six o'clock that

;

was

On the other hand it seemed to her that telling the patient the truth would doubtless
deal her a terrible blow, and this w^as serious
in Fantine's present condition.
The blush
lasted but a little while the sister fixed her
:

calm sad eye on Fantine, and said,
" The mayor is gone on a journey."
Fantine rose and sat up on her heels, her
eyes sparkled, and an ineffable joy shone on

M. Madehad returned and would be at the inthe girl came back in a few
firmary soon
minutes. Fan tine was still motionless and her sad face.
" He has gone
apparently engaged with her own thoughts.
porteress of the factory whether

leine

it

a falsehood that the servant projoosed to her.

to fetch Cosette," she ex-

claimed.

Then she raised her hands to Heaven, and
her lips moved she was praying. When she
had finished she said, '^ My sister, I am willing to lie down again and do everything you
wish I was naughty just now. I ask your
:

:

pardon for having spoken so loud, for I know
that is wrong, good sister; but, look you, I
am so happy. God is good, and M. Madeleine is good
only think, he has gone to
Montfermeil to fetch my little Cosette."
that night.
While the two women were whispering with
She lay down again, helped the nun to
their backs turned to Fantine, the sister ques- smooth her pillow, and kissed a little silver
tioning, and the servant conjecturing. Fan- cross she wore on her neck, and which Sister
tine, with the feverish vivacity of certain or- Simplice had given her.
" My child," the sister said, ^^try to go to
ganic maladies which blend the free movements of health with the frightful weakness sleep now, and do not speak any more."
^^
of death, had knelt up in bed, with her two
He started this morning for Paris, and
clenched hands supported by the pillow, and indeed had no occasion to go there for Montlistened with her head thrust between 'the fermeil is a little to the left before you get
All at once she cried,
curtains.
there.
Y^ou remember how ho said to me
" You are talking about M. Madeleine
yesterday when I asked him about Cosette,
why do you whisper ? what is he doing, and
Soon, soon ?' He wishes to offer me a surwhy does he not come V'
prise, for, do you know, he made me sign a letHer voice was so loud and hoarse that the ter to get her back from the Thenardiers.
two women fancied it a man's voice, and They cannot refuse to give up Cosette, can
they turned round in alarm.
they ? for they are paid; the authorities
" Answer !'' Fantine cried.
would not allow a child to be kept, for now
The servant stammered,
there is nothing owing.
Sister, do not make
" The porteress told me that he could not me signs that I must not speak, for I am
come to-day.'"
extremely happy I am going on very well, I
" My child,'' the sister said, " be calm and feel no pain at all ; I am going to see Cosette
lie down again."
again, and I even feel very hungry.
It is
Fantine, without changing her attitude, nearly five years since I saw her you cannot
went on in a loud voice, and with an accent imagine how a mother clings to her child,
at once imperious and heart-rending,
and then she must be so pretty. She has
going along the Arras road, others declared
they had met him on the Paris road. He
was, as usual, very gentle, and he had merely
told his servant she need not expect him

:

*

;

'

:

:

—

— —

::
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The physician fancied

and she will have
She must be a great girl
going on for seven. I call her

such pretty pink

fingers^

She added,
'^
Only look

beautiful hands.

now^ for she is
Cosette, but her real name is Euphrasie.
This morning I was looking at the dust on
the mantelpiece, and I had a notion that I
should soon see Cosette again. Good Lord
how wrong it is for a mother to be so many
she ought to
years without seeing her child

how
not eternal. Oh
Is it true
to go
that it is so cold ? I hope he took his cloak.
He will be here again to-morrow, will he not?
that

it

life

is

of the

is

exactly room."

Sister Simplice

:

|

it

right to undeceive the patient,

who fancied

|

that he had gone to Montfermeil, and she
j

might possibly be in the right. The physician approved, and returned to Fantine's bed,

I

mayor

is

on one
explained the matter to him that
M. Madeleine was absent for a day or two,
and being in doubt that they had not thought

I

kind

there

side, wdio

I

reflect

;

The physician took

she was delirious.

|

!

|

who

'

said to him,

when the little cat wakes
and w^e will make a holiday of it. To-morrow up, I will say good-day to her, and at night
morning, sister, you will remind me to put I, who do not sleep, will listen to her slee23on my little cap witli the lace border. Mont- ing. Her gentle little breathing will do me
merfeil is a great distance, and I came from good."
" Give me your hand," said the physician.
there to this town on foot, and it took me a
" Oh yes, you do not know that I am cured.
long time; but the stage coaclies travel so
''In the morning,

i

;

:

\

j

quickly
Cosette.

The

He

will

How

far

!

sister,

''To-morrow
shall see

I

sister.

''

I

to

Montfermeil ?"

I believe

if

!

I

of distances,

he can be here

to-

Cosette arrives to-morrow\"
The physician was surprised to
better

!

to-morrow

I^^

said Fantine;

not

ill

now;

I

I feel

you permitted

my

good
wild, and

me.''

Any one who had seen her a quarter of an
hour before would not have understood it;

find her

the oppression was slighter, her pulse

:

had regained strength, and a
ered

Cosette to-morrow

am

w^ould dance

is it

who had no notion

answered, '^Oh,
''
morrow.
'•

be here to-morrow with

life w^as

sort of recov-

animating the poor exhausted

girl.

•'Doctor," she continued, "has the sister
told

my

you that M. Madeleine has gone to fetch
darling ?"

The

physician

recommended

silence,

and

that any painful emotion should be avoided

he prescribed a dose of quinine, and if the
fever returned in the night, a sedative; and.
" She
as he went away, he said to the sister
with
were
to
arrive
low
voice.
A
the
mayor
a
If
is better.
speaking to herself in
the child to-morrow% I do not know what
mother's joy is almost a childish joy.
Well !" the nun said, '-you are now hap- would happen: there are such astounding
So obey me and do not speak any more." crises, great joy has been known to check
py.
Fantine laid her head on the pillow, and disease, and though hers is an organic malasaid in a low voice, "Yes, lie down, behave dy, and in an advanced stage, it is all a myswe might perchance save her."
3^ourself, as you are going to have your child. tery;
Sister Simplice is right all in this place are

she

vv^as

now

quite flushed,

she spoke with

an eager, natural voice, and her whole face
was a smile. At times she laughed while

:

'^^

—

:

right."

CHAPTER

And

then without stirring, without moving
her head, she began looking around with
widely opened eyes and a joyous air, and said
nothing more. The sister closed the curtains,
hoping she would fall-otf to sleep. The physician arrived between seven and eight o'clock.
Hearing no sound, he fancied Fantine asleep.
He entered softly and walked u}) to the bed
on tiptoe. He opened the curtains, and by
the light of the lamp saw Fantine's large
calm eyes fixed on him. She said to him,
" Oh, sir, my child will be allowed to sleep
in a little cot by my bedside ?"

LV.

AT ARRAS.
It was nearly eight in the evening when
the cart we left on the road drove under the
archway of the post-house at Arras. The man

whom we

have followed up to this moment

got out, discharged the second horse, and
himself led the white pony to the stables

then he pushed open the door of a billiard
ground-floor, sat down, and reston the table. He had taken fourteen hours in a journey for which he had ah

room on the
his elbows

—

——
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lowed himself six. He did himself the justice
that it was no fault of his, but in his heart
he was not sorry at it. The landlad}^ came

lighted windows in a vast gloomy building.

in.

rived in time,

"On my

V

Will you sleep here, sir
in the negative.
" The ostler says that your horse is extremely tired.^^
"Will it not be able to start again to' ^

see

He nodded

Q\\,

dear no,

sir; it

He

requires at least two

there are lights,

wish

it

not

is

must have been a long

trial,

Are

session.
it

a criminal

answered,
to

come

speak to a

" That

him

As

" I have not
is

for

any

trial

:

I

only

solicitor."

different.

That

is

the door,

sir^

where the sentry is standing, and you have
only to go up the large staircase."
" He followed the
man's instruction, and a few
minutes later, was in a large hall, in which
there were a good many people, and groups
of robed barristers were gossiping together.

where
he showed his passport, and inquired wheththe same night
er he could return to
by the mail cart. Only one seat was vacant,
and he took it and paid for it. " Do not
fail, sir,'' said the clerk, " to be here at one
led

he said, "you have ar-

and they are having an evening
you interested in the trial ? is
offence, or are you a witness ?"

sir.''

The landlady

sir,"

four lofty

and are in luck's way. Do you
those four windows ? they belong to the

closed yet; there

days^ rest.
" Is not the post-office in this house V'

" Yes,

word,

assize courts.

morrow morning 'f'
'^

man showed him

square the old

to the office,

M

It is always a thing that contracts the hearty
This done, he left the hotel, and began to see these assemblies of men dressed in
walking about the streets. He was not ac- black, conversing in a low voice on the thresquainted with Arras, the streets were dark, hold of a court of justice. It is rare for
and he walked about hap-hazard, but he charity and pity to be noticed in their
seemed obstinately determined not to ask his remarks, for they generally express condemway of passers-by. He crossed the little nations settled before trial. All such groups
river Crinchon, and found himself in a laby- appear to the thoughtful observer so many
rinth of narrow lanes, in which he lost his gloomy hives, in which buzzing minds build
way. A citizen came toward him with a Ian- in community all sorts of dark edifices. This
thorn, whom, after some hesitation, he re- hall, which was large and only lighted by one
solved to address, though not till he had lamp, served as a waiting room; and folding
looked before and behind him, as if afraid doors, at this moment closed, separated it
lest anybody should overhear the question he from the grand chamber in which the assizes
was about to ask.
was being held. The obscurity was so great,
" Will you be kind enough to tell me the that he was not afraid of addressing the first
way to the courts of justice, sir ?" he said.
barrister he came across.
" You do not belong to the town, sir ?" re"How is it going, sir ?" he said.
" It is finished."
plied the man, who was rather old "^ well,
" Finished !"
I am going in the direction of
follow me.
This word was repeated with
the courts, that is to say of the prefecture, such an accent, that the barrister turned
for the courts are under repair at present, round.
" I beg your pardon, sir, but perhaps you
and the sittings take place temporarily at the

o'clock precisely."

;

:

;

are a relative ?"

perfecture."

" Ko, I know no one here. Was a verdict
Are the assizes held there ?" he asked.
" Of course, sn^ you must know that what of guilty brought in ?"
" Of course; it could not possibly be otheris now the prefecture was the bishop's palace
Monsieur de Oonzie, wise."
before the Revolution.
" The galleys ?"
who was bishop in '92, had a large hall built
" For life."
trials
take
in
this
there, and the
place
hall."
"

:

On

"

the road, the citizen said to him,

"It you wish to witness a

trial 3^ou are

rather late, for the court usually closes at six

"

o'clock."

However, when they arrived in the great

He

continued in a voice so faint that

it

was scarce audible,
" Then, the identity was ^Droved ?"
^^

What

identity ?" the barrister retorted.

Nothing of the

sort

was required; the
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was simple^

affair

her

cliild,

—

recommended her

jury

to

name

'•'Why, of course; a gh"l of the

sumes

To whom were you

*•

that the court

of

referring,

as the trial

is still

is

lighted

over,

What
Oh,

"

?''

^
who had been

rob-

I forget his

?''

do not think

so, for it is very fulL
suspended, and some persons
have gone out. When the court resumes,
'^

I

Still

the

What
]N"ot

I

is

hall

is

there no

full."
?"

room

for a soul more.

The door

is

closed

president, but he only admits public officials

other trial

it is

^^

clear too; he is a sort of beggar,

trial

name, but he has a regular bandit face, on the strength of which I
would send him to the galleys if nothing else."'
'"
Is there any way of entering the court,

w

resumed," the u<her replied, ^'but

and no one can go in."
"'
The usher added after a i)ause, '' There
are certainly two or three serds behind the

the other

a relapsed galley-slave,
l)i]ig.

sitting ?"

the door will not be opened."
" Why not ?"

how

about two hours back/^
''

its

not be opened." said the usher.
not be opened when tlie court re-

which began

for

It is

'^

it

"Because the

To nobody; but

is it

will

^^It has

?''

pray
'-

"It

" Will

and she

mercy,

was sentenced to imprisonment for life.'^
''You are alluding to a woman, then ?^^
Limosin.

" Will this door be opened soon ?"

the v/omaii had killed

the infanticide was proved, the

trial is

you can try."

Which is the way in ?"
By that large door."
The barrister left him, in

"
'^

a few minutes
he had experienced almost simultaneously,
and confusedly blended, every emotion posThe words of this indifferent person
si])le.
had by turns pierced his heart like needles

them."
After saying this, the usher turned his back
on him. He withdrew with hanging head,
crossed the waiting room, and slowly went
down the stairs, hesitating at every step.
He was probably holding counsel with himself; the violent combat which had been going ou in him since the previous day was not
finished, and every moment he entered some
new phase. On reaching the landing he leant

to

against the banisters and folded

his arms;
once he took his pocket-book, tore
a leaf from it, wrote in pencil ujion it, " M.
Madeleine, Mayor of M. sur M. ;" then he
hurried up the stairs, cleft the crowd, walked

but

all at

handed him the paper, and
him with an air of authoritv, "' Hand
When this to the president." The usher took the
of ice and like red hot sword-blades.
was not over, he paper, glanced at it, and obeyed.
lie found that the trial

breathed again; but he could not have said
whether what he felt were satisfaction or
He walked up to several groups and
pain.
listened to what they were saying; as the
trial list was very heavy, the president had
selected for this day two simple and short
affairs.
They had begun with the infanticide
and were now engaged with the relapsed conreturn horse.'' This man had
vict, the
stolen apples, but it was proved that he had
It was
already been at the Toulon galleys.
His examinathis that made his affair bad.
tion and the deposition of the witnesses were
over; but there were still the speech for the
defence and the summing up, and hence it
would not be over till midnight. The man
would probably be condemned, for the public prosecutor was sharp, and did not " miss"
his person; he was a witty fellow who wrote
verses.
An usher was standing near the door
communicating with the court, and he asked
him,
'^'^

up

to the usher,

said to

CHAPTER
IXSIDE THE

LVI.
COURT.

Without

suspecting the fact, the mayor
enjoyed a species of celebrity.
During the seven years that his reputation
for virtue had filled the whole of the Bas
Boulonnais, it had gradually crossed border
line into two or three adjoining apartments.
In addition to the considerable service he
had done the chief town, by restoring the
glass bead trade, there was not one of the
of

M

one hundred and forty parishes in the bailiwhich was not indebted to
wick of

M

him

for

some kindness.

He had

ever assist-

ed and promoted, when necessary, the trades
of other departments: thus he had supported
with his credit and funds, the tulle factory
at Boulogne; the flax spinning machine at
Mvers, and the hydraulic manufacture of

LES MISERABLES.
canvas at Bourbus sur Cauche. The name
M. Madeleine was everywhere pronounced
with veneration, and Arras and Douai envied
its mayor.
the fortunate little town of
of

M

The councillor of the royal court of
who presided at the present Arras

Douai^,
assizes,

was acquainted with this
deeply and universally honored name. When
the usher discreetly opened the door of the
judges' robing room, leant over the president's chair, and handed him the paper,
adding, ^^This gentleman wishes to hear the
like every one else^

the trial/' the president

made

a deferential

movement, took up a pen, wrote a few words
at the foot of the paper, and returned it to
the usher, saying,

— " Show him in."

The unhappy man whose

history

we

are

recording had remained near the door of the
court at the same spot and in the same atti-

tude as when the usher left him. He heard
through his reverie some one say to him
" Will you do me the honor of following me,
sir?"
It was the same usher who had turned

123

and which his destiny was traversing at
moment. He looked at the walls and

long,
this

then at himself, astonished that

it

.was this

room and that it was he. He had not eaten
for more than twenty-four hours, he was
fagged by the shaking of the cart, but he did
not feel it; it seemed to him that he did not
He walked up to a black
feel any thing.
frame hanging on the wall, and which contained under glass an autograph letter of

Jean Nicolas Pache, mayor of

Paris,

and

minister, dated, doubtless in error, Juin 9 an

which Pache sent to the commune
and deputies under
Any who saw
arrest at their own houses.
him at this moment would doubtless have
imagined that this letter appeared to him
very curious, for he did not remove his eyes
from it, and read it two or three times. But
he read it without paying attention; and unconsciously he was thinking of Fantine and
II.,

a

and

list

in

of the ministers

Cosette.

While thinking,^ he turned, and liis eyes
back on him just before, and was now met the brass handle of the door that sepbowing to the ground. At the same time the arated him from the assize court. He had
usher handed him the paper; he unfolded it, almost forgotten this door, but his eye, at
and as he happened to be near the lamps he first calm, rested on it, then became wild and
was able to read, ^^ The President of the fixed, and was gradually filled with terror.
assize court presents his respects to M. Made- Drops of perspiration stood out between his
leine."
He crumpled the paper in his hair and poured down his temples. At one
hands, as if the words had a strange and moment he made with a species of authority
bitter after-taste for him.
He followed the blended with rebellion that indescribable
" By
usher, and a few minutes later found himself gesture which means and says so well,
alone in a stern-looking room, lighted by two heaven, who forces me?" Then he turned
wax candles standing on a green-baize-cov- hurriedly, saw before him the door by which
ered table. He still had in his ears the last he had come in, walked up, opened it, and
words of the usher, who had just left him, went out. He was no longer in that room,
'' You
are in the board's withdrawing- but in a passage, a long, narrow passage, cut
room you have only to turn the handle of up by steps and wickets, making all sorts of
that door, and you will find yourself in court turns, lit up here and there by lamps rebehind the president's chair." These words sembling sick persons' night-lights— the paswere mingled in his thoughts with a con- sage by which he had come. He breathed,
fused recollection of narrow passages and he listened, not a sound behind him, not a
black staircases, which he had just passed sound before him, and he began to fly as if
through. The usher had left him alone
he were pursued. When he had passed sevthe supreme moment had arrived. He tried eral turnings, he listened again, there were
to collect himself, but could not succeed for still the same silence and gloom around him.
it is especially in the hours when men have
He panted, tottered, and leant against the
the most need of thought that all the threads wall the stone was cold, the perspiration was
are broken in the brain.
He was at the frozen on his forehead, and he drew himself
actual spot where the judges deliberate and up with a shudder.
Then standing there
pass sentence. He gazed with stupid tran- alone, trembling from cold, and perhaps from
quillity at this peaceful and yet formidable something else, he thought. He had thought
room, in which so many existences had been all night, he had thought all day; but he
broken, where his name would be echoed ere only heard within him a voice that said, Alas
his

—

;

—

;

;

!
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A

quarter of an hour passed thus; at
length he mclined his liead^ siglied with
agony, let his arms droop, and turned back.
He walked slowly, and as if stunned; it
looked as if he had been caught up in his
flight, and was being brought back.
He
entered the board's room, and the first thing
lie saw was the handle of the door.
This
handle, Avhich was round and made of polished brass, shone for him like a terrific star;
he looked at it as a sheep would look at the
eye of a tiger. His eyes w^ould not leave it,
and from time to time he took a step wiiich
brought him nearer to the door. Had he
listened he would have heard, like a species
of confused murmur, the noise in the adjoining court, but he did not listen and did not
All at once, and without knowing
hear.
how, he found himself close to the door; he
convulsively seized the handle, and the door
opened. He wiis in the assize court.

gendarmes. This man w^as the man; he did
not seek him, he saw him; his e3'es went
there naturally, as

i

'

savage, restless
just

;

they had knowni before-

ii

He fancied he
saw himself aged, ,not absolutely alike in
face, but exactly similar in attitude and appearance, Avith liis bristling hair, with his
hand where that

he

as

eyeballs,

on

w^as

D

entered

face was.

,

cealing in his

full

mind

the
of

and the blouse,
day when he
hatred, and con-

that hideous treasure of

|

:

,

frightful thoughts which he

had spent nine-

teen years in collecting on the pavement of
the bagne. He said to himself with a shud-

;

i

I

'^
Great God, shall I become like that ?''
This being appeared to be at least sixty years
of age
he had something about him rough,
On hearing the sound
stupid, and startled.
of the door, persons made way for the newcomer, the president had turned his head,
and guessing that the gentleman wdio had
just entered was the mayor of
, he
bowed to him. The public prosecutor, v^^ho
whither his
had seen M. Madeleine at X
duties had more than once called him, reHe scarce
coo'nized him and also bowed.
noticed it, for he was under a species of halhe was looking at a judge, a
lucination
gendarmes, a number of cruelly
clerk,
curious faces, he had seen all this once, forThese
merly, seven-and-twenty years ago.
mournful things he found again, they were
it w^as no longer an
there, stirring, existing
effort of his memory, a mirage of his mind
they were real gendarmes, real judges, a real

der,

;

|

i

M
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THE TRIAL.

He

advanced a

step, closed the

door me-

chanically after him, and gazed at the scene

was a dimly-lighted, large
hall, at one moment full of sounds^ and at
another of silence, in wdiich all the machinery
of a criminal trial w^as displayed, wnth its
paltry and lugubrious gravity, in the midst
At one of the ends of the hall,
of a crowed.
the one where he w^as, judges wdth a vacant
look, in shabby gowns, biting their nails or

before him.

shuttmg

It

their eyelids ; barristers in all sorts

of attitudes;

soldiers

with

honest,

harsh

faces; old stained wainscoting, a dirty ceil-

ing;

tables covered with baize,

w^hich was

rather yellow than green; doors blackened
by hands; pot-house sconces that produced

more smoke than

light,

hanging from

nails

driven into the wall; upon the tables brass

—

;

—

;

;

crowal,

and

real

men

in flesh

and bone.

He

the monstrous aspects of his past reappear, and live again around him, with all
the terror that reality .possesses. All this

saw

all

yawning before him he felt terrified,
and exclaimed in the depths
And by a tragic sport
of his mind, Never
of fate which made all his ideas terrible and
rendered him nearly mad, it was another

w^as

;

closed his eyes,

!

who was there. This man wdio w^as
beiug tried everybody called Jean Valjean.
He had before him an unheard-of vision

all w^as obscurity, ugliness and
But all this yet produced an
austere and august impression, for the grand

himself

human thing called law% and the great divine
thing called justice, could be felt in it.
No one in this crowd paid any attention to
him, for all eyes converged on a single point
a w^ooden bench placed against a little
door, along the w^all on the left of the president; on this bench, which was illumined
by several candles, sat a man between two

a species of representation of the most horrible
moment of his life played by his phantom.

candlesticks,
sadness.

—

—

All was there it was the same machinery,
the same hour of the night, almost the same
faces of judges, soldiers, and spectators. The
only difference was that there was a crucifix

over the president's head, wdiich had been
removed from the courts at the time of his
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When he was tried God was him, and like a stranger in the midst of this
Still, a more
There was a chair behind him, into society which seized him.
him the
over
hanging
which he fell, terrified by the idea that peo- menadng future was
inValjean
J-ean
being
his
of
probability
ple could see him. When he was seated he
entire
the
and
moment,
each
with
creased
cases
took advantage of a pile of pasteboard
himon the judges' desk to hide his face from the crowd regarded with greater anxiety than
He could now see without being self the sentence full of calamity which was
spectators.
him. An eventuseen: he fully regained the feeling of the gradually settling down on

condeinuation.
absent.

;

and gradually recovered. He attained
that phase of calmness in which a man can
Monsieur Bamatabois was serving on
listen.
real,

the jury.

He

looked for Javert, but could

even offered a glimpse of a death penalty,
should the identity be proved, and he was
hereafter found guilty of the attack on Little
Who was this man ? of what nature
Gervais.

ality

Was

not see him, for the witnesses' bench was
hidden by the clerk's table, and then, as v/e
have said, the court was hardly lighted.'
At the moment when he came in, the

his apathy?

the defense was ending his
The attention of all was excited
speech.
to the highest pitch; for three hours they

share their opinion.

counsel for

had seen a man, a stranger, a species of
miserable being, deeply stupid, or deeply
clever, being gradually crushed by the weight
of a terrible resemblance.

This man, as we

know already, was a vagabond who was
found in a field, carrying a branch covered
with ripe apples, which had been broken off
a tree in a neighboring orchard. Who was
Inquiries had been made and
this man ?
witnesses heard; they were unanimous, and
light
trial.

had issued from every incident of the
The prosecutor said, '' We have got

it

imbecility or cunning?

or did he understand nothing at all ? These questions divided the crowd, and the jury seemed to

Did he understand too much,

something

terrific

There was in this trial
and something puzzling

the drama was not only gloomy, but

it

was

obscure.

The counsel

for the defense

had argued

rather cleverly, in that provincial language

which for a long time constituted the eloquence of the bar, and which all barristers
formerly employed, not only at Paris, but at
Eomorantin or Montbrison, and which at
the present day, having become classical, is
only spoken by the public prosecutors, whom
it suits through its serious sonorousness and
majestic movements. It is the language in
which a husband is called a "consort;" a

:" Paris, ''the centre of the
"
hold not only of a fruit-stealer, a marauder, wife a spouse
;" the king, '' the
civilization
and
of
arts
man
bandit,
a
but we hold under our hand a
who has broken his ban, an ex-convict, a monarch;" the bishop, a ''holy pontiff;"
most dangerous villain, a malefactor of the the public prosecutor, "the eloquent intername of Jean Valjean, whom justice has preter of the majesty of the law;" the plead;"
been seeking for a long time, and who, eight ings, the " accents which we have just heard
" the great age;" a
years ago, on leaving Toulon, committed a the age of Louis XIY.,
highway robbery with violence on a Savoyard theatre, the temple of Melpomene;" the
lad, called Little Gervais, a crime provided for reigning family, the "august blood of our
;" a concert, " a musical solemnity ;"
by Article 383 of the penal code, for which kings
commanding in the department,
general
the
when
hereafter,
him
we intend to prosecute
the identity has been judicially proved. He the "illustrious warrior who, etc.;" the
" those tender Lehas just committed a fresh robbery, and that pupils of the seminary,
Find him guilty of the vites;" the mistakes imputed to the newsis a case of relapse.
new offense, and he will be tried at a later papers, "the imposture which distils its

date for the old one." The prisoner seemed
highly amazed at this accusation and the
unanimity of the witnesses ; he made gestures and signs, intended to deny, or else

venom in the columns of these organs," etc.,
The barrister had, consequently, begun
etc.

by explaining away the robbery of the apples
rather a difficult thing in this grand style;
Benigne Bossuet himself was obliged to
but
diffiwith
spoke
He
ceiling.
looked at the
culty, answered with embarrassment, but allude to a fowl in the midst of a formal
from head to foot his whole person denied. speech, and got out of the difficulty with
He was like an idiot in the presence of all glory. The barrister had established the
thepse intellects ranged in battle-array round fact that the apple robbery was not materi-

—
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whom, in his quality for the defence on his ^' fairness,'' and cievrrhe persistently called Champ- ly took advantage of it: he attacked the
mathieu, had not been seen sealing a%vall or prisoner with all the concessions which hi?
breaking the branch he had been arrested counsel had made.
He appeared to allow
with the branch in his possession, but he de- that the prisoner was Jean Valjean, and he
clared that he found it on the ground and therefore was so.
This v/as so much gained
Wliere was the proof of the for the prosecution, and could not be conpicked it up.
contrary ? That branch had been broken off tested; and here, reverting clevei^ly to the
and then thrown away by the frightened sources and causes of criminality, the public
robber, for doubtless there was one.
But prosecutor thundered against the immoi-ality
where was the evidence that this Champ- of the romantic school, at that time in its
mathieu was a robber ? Only one thing, his dawn under the name of the *' Satanic
The counsel did not school,^^ which the critics of the Qnofidiernie
])eing an ex-convict.
deny that this fact seemed unluckily proved. and the Oriflamme had given it; and he atThe prisoner had lived at Faverolles; he had tributed, not without some show of reason.
been a wood-cutter; the name of Ohamp- the crimes of Champmathieu, or to speak
mathieu might possibly be derived from Jean more correctly, of Jean Yaljean, to this perMathieu; lastly, four witnesses unhesitat- verse literature. These reflections exhaustingly recognized Ohampmathieu as the galley ed, he passed to Jean Valjean himself. AYho
To these indications, was this Jean Valjean ? Here came a deslave, Jean Valjean.
to this testimony, the counsel could only scrirption of Jean Valjean, a monster in huoppose his client^s denial, which was cer- man form, etc. The model of this sort of
tainly interesting: but, even supposing that descrijDtion will be found in the recitation of
he was the convict Jean Mathieu, did that Theramene, which is not only useful to
prove he was the apple-stealer ? it was a pre- tragedy but daily renders great service to jusumption at the most, but not a proof. The dicial eloquence, The audience and the jury
and his counsel was ^'quivered,'' and when the description was
accused, it was true,
obliged ^'^in his good faith*^ to allow it,
had ended, the public prosecutor went on, witli
adopted a bad system of defence; he insisted an oratorical outburst intended to excite tc
in denying everything,
not merely the rob- the highest pitch the enthusiasm of the counbery, but his quality as convict.
A confes- try papers which would appear the next
''•And it is such a man, etc., etc.,
sion on the latter point would have doubtless morning.
been better, and gained him the indulgence a vagabond, a beggar, having no means of
of his judges; the counsel had advised him existence, etc., etc., etc., accustomed through
to do so, but the prisoner had obstinately re- his past life to culpable actions, and but
fused, probably in the belief that he would little corrected by confinement in the bagne,
This as is proved by the crime committed on Little
save everything by confessing nothing.
was wrong, but should not his scanty intellect Gervais, etc., etc., etc., it is such a man,
be taken into considei'ation ? This man was who, found on the high road with the proof
visibly stupid: a long misery at the galleys, a of robbery in his hand, and a few 2)cices from
long wretchedness out of them, had brutal- the wall he had climbed over, denies the fact,
ized him, etc., etc. ; his defence was bad, the robbery, denies every thing, even to his
but was that a reason to find him guilty ? name and his identity. In addition to a
As for the offence on Little Gervais, the hundred proofs to which we will not revert,
counsel need not argue that, as it was not four witnesses recognize him, Javert, the
included in the indictment. The counsel upright inspector of police, and three of his
wound up by imploring the jury and the old comrades in ignominy, the convicts Brecourt, if the identity of Jean Yaljean ap- vet, Chenildieu, and Cochepaille. And what
peared to them proved, to punish him as a does he oppose to this crushing unanimity ?
But
criminal who had broken his ban, and not he denies. What hardness of heart
apply the fearful chastisement which falls on you will do justice, gentlemen of the jury,
etc., etc., etc.'^
the relapsed convict.
ally

proved

his client^

as defender^

;

—

—

—

—

!

The
violent

public prosecutor replied.
He was
and flowery, as public prosecutors

usually are.

He

cong-ratulated the counsel

While the public prosecutor was speaking,
the prisoner listened with open mouth, and
wnth a sort of amazement in which there was

:

;

:
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certainly

some admiration.

He was evidently

man

could speak like this.
From time to time, at the most energetic
apostrophes, when eloquent, unable to restrain
surprised that a

overflows in a flux of branding epithets, and envelops the prisoner in a tempest,
he slowly moved his head from right to left,

itself,

and left to right, in a sort of dumb and
melancholy protest, with which he had contented himself ever since the beginning of
Twice or thrice the spectators
the trial.
standing nearest to him heard him say in a
low voice: '^'^All this comes from not asking
Monsieur Baloup.'' The public prosecutor
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always work in the open air, in yards, under
sheds^ when you have a good master, but
neve/ in a room, because you want space,
In winter you are so cold that you
swing your arms to warm you, but the masters don't like that, for they say it wastes

look you.

Handling iron when there is ice between the stones, is rough work; it soon

time.

You

are

that trade.

At

uses a

man

young

in

finished.

I

up.

was

old

when

forty

fifty-three,

a

quite

man

is

and had hard

And then the workmen are so
of it.
unkind. When a man is not so young as he
was, they call him an old canary, an old
drew the attention of the jury to this dull brute! I only earned thirty sous a day, for
attitude, which was evidently calculated, the masters took advantage of my age, and
and which denoted, not imbecility, but skill, paid me as little as they could. With that I
cunning, and the habit of deceiving justice, had my daughter, who was a washerwoman
and which brought out in full light the in the river. She earned a little for her
''
profound perverseness^^ of this man. He part, and the pair of us managed to live.
concluded by reserving the aifair of Little She was bothered, too. All day in a tub up
Gervais, and by demanding a severe sen- to your waist, in the snow and rain, and with
tence.
The counsel for the defence rose, the wind that cuts your face. When it
began by complimenting the public prosecu- freezes, it is all the same, for you must wash
tor, on his '' admirable speech,^^ and then re- there are persons who have not much linen,
plied as well as he could, but feebly; it was and expect it home; if a woman did not
The
plain that the ground was giving way under wash, she would lose her customers.
planks are badly joined, and drops of water
him.
fall on you everywhere.
Her petticoats were
wet through, over and under. That peneCHAPTEE LYIII.
trates.
She also worked at the wash-house
Enfants
rouges, where the water is got
of
the
THE SYSTEM OF DEN^EGATIOXS.
from taps. You are no longer in the tub ;
The moment for closing the trial had ar- you wash at the tap before you, and rinse in
rived the president ordered the prisoner to the basin behind you.
As it is shut up, you
stand up, and asked him the usual question
don't feel so cold. But there is a stream
^^Have you anything to add to your de- of hot water that ruins your sight. She
lines

:

fence ?^^ The man who was rolling in his
hands the hideous cap he had, made no reply,

came home
to

bed

at seven in the evening,

directly, for

and the president repeated the question. husbai\d used to beat
This time the man heard, and seemed to un- were not very happy.
derstand; he moved like a person who is
waking up, looked around him, at the public,
the gendarmes, his counsel, the jury, and the
court, laid his monstrous

on the woodand, suddenly
fixing his eyes on the public prosecutor,
began to speak. It was an eruption; from
the way in which the words escaped from his

work

lips,

in front of

fist

his bench,

incoherent, impetuous, and pell-mell,

seemed

as if they

before each other.

were

all

He

it

striving to get out

said

^'1

have this to say. That I was a wheelwright in Paris, and worked for Master Baloup. It is a hard trade is a wheelwright's you
;

and went

she was so tired.

Her

He

We

her.

is

dead.

She was a good girl,
who did not go to balls, and was very quiet.
I remember a Mardi-gras, on which she went
I am telling the
to bed at eight o'clock.
truth.
You need only inquire. Oh yes, inquire
what an ass I am. Paris is a gulf.
Who is there that knows Father Champmathieu ? and yet, I tell you. Monsieur
After all, I do not know
Baloup. Ask him.
what you want of me."
The man ceased speaking and remained
standing; he had said all this in a loud, quick,
hoarse, hard voice, with a sort of wretched
and savage energy. Once he broke off to
bow to somebody in the crowd. The affirm!
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which he seemed to throw out haphazard came from him in gasps^ and he accompanied each by the gesture of a man who
When he liad finished,
is chopping wood.
lie looked at
his hearers burst into a laugh
the public^ seeing they were laughing, and
understanding nothing, he began to laugh

ations

;

That did him mischief. The presiand kind man, began speaking.
He reminded the '' gentlemen of the jury
that "Monsieur Baloup, formerly a w^heelwright in whose service the accused declared
that he had been, was a bankrupt, and had
not been found when an attempt was made
Then, turnto serve him with a subpoena.'"

himself.

dent, a grave

ing to the prisoner,

lie

requested

him

to lis-

ten to what he was about to say, and added
•^
You are in a situation which should cause
:

you to reflect. The heaviest presumptions
are weighing upon you, and may entail capiPrisoner, I ask you for the
tal 23u^iishment.
last time to explain yourself clearly on the
two following facts: In the first place, did

who do not

I was coming
eat every day.
from Ailly, and walkiiig after a flood, which
had made the whole country yellow: the
very ponds had overflowed, and nothing grew
in the sand except a few little blades of grass
by the roadside. I found a branch with
apples lying on the ground, and picked it up,
little thinking it would bring me into trouble.
I have been in prison and bullied for three
months, and after that people talk against
me, I don"t know why, and say to me,
Answer. The gendarme, who is a goodhearted fellow nudges me with his elbow,
and says. Why don"t you answer ? I cannot
explain myself, for I am no scholar, but only
a poor man, and you are wrong not to see it.
I

have not stolen,

I

only picked up things

You talk about Jean
Valjean and Jean Mafchieu. I do not know
I used
these persons, they are countrymen.
to work for Monsieur Baloup, Boulevard de

lying on the ground.

my name

Champmathieu.
me where
It is not
you, yes or no, climb over the wall, break a I was born, for I don"t know.
branch, and steal apples, that is to say, com- everybody who has a house to come into the
mit a robbery with escalade ? secondly, yes world in. That would be too comfortable.
or no, are you the liberated convict, Jean I believe that my father and mother were
persons who went about the^ roads, but I do
Valjenn r
The prisoner shook his head with a confi- not know it after all. When I was a boy I
d(^nt air, like a man who understands and was called little, and now I am called old.
knows what answer he is going to make. Those are my Christian names, and yon can
He opened his mouth, turned to the presi- take them as you please. I have been in
been at Faverolles.
Auvero'ne.
I have
dent, and said,
" In the first place '"
Well, hang it, may not a man have been at
I'Hopital,

You

and

is

are a very clever fellow to tell

—

Then he looked
ceiling,

and held

at his cap, looked at the

his tongue.

" Prisoner,"" the public prosecutor said in a
You make no
stern voice, " pay attention.
ansvv^er to

the questions that are asked you,

and your confusion condemns you. It is
evident that your name is not Champmathieu,
but Jean Valjean, at first concealed under
the name of Jean Mathieu, your mother's
name; that you went to Auvergne; that
your birth-place is Faverolles, and that you
It is evident that you
are a wood-cutter.
stole ripe apples by clambering over a wall,
and the gentlemen of the jury will appreciate the

The

fact.'*"

hurriedly rose

had

down again, but he
when the public prosecutor

prisoner had sat

finished,

You

and exclaimed,
man.

This is what I
wanted to say, but I could not think of it at
first.
I have stolen nothing, for I am a man
^'

are a wicked

those two places without having been to the
?
I tell you that I have not stolen,
and that my name is Champmathieu. 1
worked for M. Baloup, and was a houseYou w^ill vex me in the end with
keeper.
your nonsense. Why is everybody so spite-

galleys

ful against

me

?""

The public prosecutor, who had not
down, here addressed the president.

sat

*'In the presence of these confused but
very clear denials on the part of the prisoner, who would like to pass for an idiot,

but will not succeed, we warn

him,— we

re-

quest that it may please you, sir, and the
court to recall the prisoners Brevet, Cochepaille, and Chenildieu, and police inspector
Javert, and examine them again as to the
identity of the prisoner with Jean Valjean.""
*^I must remark,"" said the president,
'^

that Inspector Javert, having been recalled

to his duties at a neighboring town, left the

JEAN VALJEAN.
Hugo, vol

II

,

p. 57.
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hall

and the town immediately

after his giv-

ing his evidence ; we authorized him to do so
with the consent of the public prosecutor
and the counsel for the defence/'
^^
Perfectly correct, sir/' the public prosecutor continued. '^ In the absence of Inspector Javert, I believe

it

my

duty to

re-
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Brevet looked down humbly.
Still," the president continued, "there
may remain, by the permission of Heaven, a
feeling of honor and equity even in the man
whom the law has degraded, and it is to that
feeling I appeal in this decisive hour.
If it
still exist in you, as I hope, reflect before
answering me; consider, on one hand, this
^^

mind the gentlemen of the jury of the statement he made here a few hours ago. Javert man whom a word from you may ruin, on
is a worthy man, who honors by his rigorous
the other, the justice which a word from
and stri«t probity inferior but important func- you may enlighten.
The moment is a
His evidence

tions.

is

as follows ;

^

I

do not

re-

quire moral presumptions and material proof
to contradict the prisoner's assertions, for I

him

This man's name
is not Champmathieu, he is Jean Valjean, an
ex-convict of a very violent and formidable
It was with great reluctance that
character.
he was liberated when he completed his time.
He had nineteen years' hard labor for qualified robbery, and made five or six attempts to
escape.
In addition to the Little Gervais
robbery and the larceny of the apples, I also
suspected him of a robbery committed in the
house of his grandeur the late bishop of
D
I frequently saw him when I was
assistant gaolor at Toulon, and I repeat that
recognize

perfectly.

.

I recognize

Such a

him

perfectly.'

solemn one, and there is still time for you to reyou believe that you are mistaken.

tract, if

Prisoner,

stand up.

prisoner.

Think over your past

Brevet, look

at

the

recollections,

and tell us on your soul and consdence
whether you still persist in recognizing this
man as your old mate at the galleys, Jean
Valjean."

Brevet looked ab the prisoner, and turned
to the court.
^'

Yes,

sir,

I

was the

him, and I adhere to
Valjean,

who came

first

to

Avho recognized

man is Jean
Toulon in 1796 and

it.

This

I came out a year later.
He
looks like a brute now, but in that case age
has brutalized him, for he was cunning at

left in 1815.

the hulks.

him

I recognize

positively."

" Go and sit down," said- the j)resident,
seemed to produce a lively effect on the audience and the "Prisoner, remain standing."
jury, and the public prosecutor wound up
Chenildieu was next brought in, a convict
by requesting that the other three witnesses for life, as was shown by his red jacket and
should be brought in and re-examined. The green cap. He was serving his time at
president gave an order to an usher, and a Toulon, whence he had been fetched for this
moment after the door of the witness-room trial. He was a little man of about fifty
opened. The usher, accompanied by a gen- years of age, quick, wrinkled, then, yellow,
darme, brought in the prisoner Brevet. The bold, and feverish, who had in all his limbs
audience were all in suspense, and their and his w^hole person a sort of sickly weakchests heaved as if they had but one soul ness, and immense strength in his look.
His
among them. The ex-convict Brevet wore mates at the galleys had surnamed him Jeniethe black and gray jacket of the central Dieu. The president addressed him much
prisons; he was a man of about sixty years as he had done Brevet.
At the moment
of age, who had the face of a business man when he reminded him that his degradation
and the look of a rogue these are sometimes robbed him of the right of taking an oath,
seen together.
He had become sort of a Chenildieu raised his head and looked boldly
gaoler in the prison to which new offences at the crowd.
The president begged him to
had brought him, and was a man of whom reflect, and asked him if he still persisted iii
precise declaration

—

the

''
He tries to make himself
chaplains bore good testimony

officials said,

useful."

The

to his religious habits,

and

it

must not be

forgotten that this trial took place under the
Eestoration.
''
Brevet," said the president, '^ as you have
undergone a degrading punishment, you can-

not be sworn.

recognizing the prisoner. Chenildieu burst
into a laugh
" I should think I do why, we were fastI

ened to the same chain for five years. So
you are sulky, old fellow?"
" Go and sit down," said the president.
The usher brought in Cochepaille. This
second convict for life who had been fetched
Hugo. Vol. II.—
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from the galleys and was dressed in red like
Chenildieu, was a peasant of Lourdes and a
j^emi-bear of the Pyrenees.
He had guarded
shee^) in the monntains, and had gradnallv
slid into brigandage.

Cochepaille was

pei^ons.

recognized him, and exclaimed
simultaneously, "Monsieur Madeleine.'"

CHAPTER

no

less savage, and appeared even more stupid,
than the prisoner; he was one of those
wretched men whom nature has sketched as

wild beasts and
ley-slaves.

The

whom

CHAMrATIIIEU
i

\

man

!

standing

I

;

i

before

;

i

"It is Jean Yaljean/ said Cochepaille.
was nick-named Jean the Jack, because
he was so strong.'^

I

"He

Each

of

the affirmation of these three

men, evidently sincere and made in good
faith, had aroused i]i the audience a murmur
of evil

omen

for the

prisoner

It was

lie

in truth

his face; he held

;

the clerk's lamp

lit

up

his hat in his hand, there

move him was no

by a few grave and pathetic words, and asked
him, like the two others, whether he still
persisted, without any hesitation or trouble,
in recogniziug the
him.

ASTOUXDED.

i

society finishes as gal-

president tried to

IS

LIX.

—a

disorder in his attire, and his coat
was carefully buttoned. He was verv pale
and trembled slightly; and his hair, which
had been gray when he arrived at Arras, was
now perfectly white it had turned so during
the hour he had passed in the court. Every
head was raised, the sensation was indescribable, and there was a momentai-y hesitation
among the spectators. The voice had been
so poignant, the man standing tliere seemed

—

so calm, that at first they did not understand.
I

\

murmur

and asked each other who
spoken.

They could not

it

was that had

believe that this

man could have uttered that terrific
This indecision lasted but a few moments.
Before the president and the public
prosecutor could say a word, before the gendarmes and ushers could make a move, the

which grew louder and more prolonged each
time that a nev>^ declaration was added to the
preceding one. The prisoner himself listened
to them with that amazed face which, accord
ing to the indictment, was his principal

tranquil
cry.

means of defence. At the first the gen- man, whom all still called at this moment M.
darmes heard him grind between his teeth, Madeleine, had walked up to the witnesses.
""Well, there's one,'' after the second he said Brevet, Chenildieu, and Cochepaille.
" Do you not recognize me ?" he asked them.
rather buder, and with an air of satisfaction,
"Good I" at the third he exclaimed,
All three stood amazed, and gave a nod to
Famous!" The j^resident addressed him,
show that they did not know him, and Coche" You have heard the evidence, prisoner
paille, who was intimidated, gave a military
have you any answer to make ?"
salute.
M. Madeleine turned to the jury and
He answered.
the court, and said in a gentle voice.
" I say famous !"
"Gentlemen of the jury, acquit the prisA laugh broke out in the audience and oner. Monsieur le President, have me aralmost affected the jury. It was plain that rested.
The man you are seeking is not
the man was lost.
he, for
I am Jean Yaljeaut"
" Ushers," said the president, " produce
Xot a breath was drawn, the first comsilence in the court 1 am about to sum up.'' motion of astonishment had been succeeded
At this moment there was a movement by by a sepulchral silence; ail felt that species
the president's side, and a voice could be of religious terror which seizes on a crowd
heard exclaiming,
when something grand is being accomplished.
" Brevet, Chenildieu, and Cochepaille, look The president's face, however, displayed
this way."
All those who heard the voice sympathy and sorrow; he exchanged a rapid
felt chilled to the heart, for it was so lament- look with the public prosecutor, and a few
able and terrible.
All eyes were turned in words in a low voice with the assessors.
He
the direction whence it came; a man seated then turned to the spectators, and asked with
among the privileged audience behind the an accent which all understood,
" Is there a medical man present ?''
court had risen, pushed open the gates that
separated the judge's bench from the pubThe public prosecutor then said,-^^ Gentlemen
lic court, and stepped down.
The president,
of the jury.
The strange
the public prosecutor, M. Bamatabois. twenty and unexpected incident which has disturbed
^^'

—

—

:

I

;

I

I

I

i

—
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trial, inspires us, as it does yourselves,
with a feeling which we need not express.
You all know^ at least by reputation, the
If
worthy M. Madeleine, mayor of M.
there be a medical man here, we join with the
president in begging him to attend to M.
Madeleine and remove him to his house/^
M. Madeleine did not allow the public
prosecutor to conclude, but interrupted him
with an accent full of gentleness and authority.
These are the words he spoke; we produce them literally as they were written down
by one of the witnesses of this scene, and as
they still live in the ears of those who heard

You say M. Madeleine has gone mad,
and do not believe me. This is afflicting, at
least do not condemn this man.
What!
these three do not recognize me!
Oh, I wish

them

braces you used to wear at the galleys

the

.

just forty years ago.

head.

that Javert were here, for he w^ould recognize me!^^

Xo pen could render the benevolent and
sombre melancholy of the accent which accompanied these words. He then turned to
the three convicts,—
'^

Brevet, do you

Well, I recognise you.

not remember
for a

moment, and

"Can you

He broke

me ?''
call

said,

off,

hesitated

—

mind the chequered

to

?''

I thank you, sir, but I am not mad, as
Brevet gave a start of surprise and looked
you will soon see. You were on the point of at him from head to foot in terror. He concommitting a great error; set that man at tinued,—
" Chenildieu, you Iiave a deep burn in
liberty I am accomplishing a duty, for I am
a hapless convict.
I am the only man who your right shoulder, because you placed it
sees clearly here, and I am telling you the one day in a lydii of charcoal in order to efface
^^

:

truth.

What

I

am

doing at this

moment

the three letters, T. F. P., which, however,

—

and that is sufficient are still visible. Answer me is it so?^^
" It is true,'" said Chenildieu.
You can seize me, for here I am;
for me.
"
Cochepaille, you have near the hollow of
and yet I did my best. I hid myself under
a name, I became rich, I became mayor, your left arm a date made in blue letters
and I wished to get back among honest men, with burnt gunpowder; the date is that of
but it seems that this is impossible. There the emperor^s landing at Cannes, March 1,

God above

is

looking

at,

many things I cannot tell you, as I am
not going to describe my life to you, for one
day it will be known. It is true that I
robbed the bishop; also true that I robbed
Little Gervais, and they were right in telling
are

you that Jean Valjean was a dangerous villain—though perhaps all the fault did not lie
with him. Listen, gentlemen of the court. A

man

so debased as myself cannot remonstrate
with Providence, or give advice to society;
but I will say that the infamy from which I
sought to emerge is an injurious thing, and
the galleys make the convict.
Be good
enough to bear that fact in mind. Before I
went to Toulon I was a poor peasant, with
but little intelligence and almost a peasant;
but the galleys changed me. I was stupid,

and became wicked I was a log and I became a brand. At a later date indulgence
and goodness saved me, m the same way as
severity had destroyed me.
But, forgive me,
you cannot understand what I am saying.
At my house the two-franc piece I stole seven
years ago from Little Gervais will be found
;

among the

ashes in the fireplace.
I have
nothing more to add, so seize me. Good
Heavens! the public prosecutor shakes his

1815.

Turn

ujd

your

sleeve.'"

and every eye was
turned to his bare arm ; a gendarme brought
up a lamp, and the date was there. The
unhappy man turned to the audience and
the judges, with a smile which to this day
affects those who saw it.
It was the smile of
triumph but it was also the smile of despair.
" You see plainly,'" he said, " that I am
Jean Valjean.""
In the hall there were now neither judges,
accusers, nor gendarmes ; there were only
fixed eyes and heaving hearts.
one
ISTo
thought of the part he might be called on to
perform the public prosecutor that he was
there to prove a charge, the president to
Coche|)aille

did

so,

—

and the prisoner's counsel to
was a striking thing that no
question was asked, no authority interfered.
It IS the property of sublime spectacles to
seize on all minds and make spectators of all
the witnesses.
No one perhaps accounted
for his feelings, no one said to himself that
he saw a great light shining, but all felt
dazzled in their hearts. It was evident that
they had Jean Valjean before them. The
appearance of this man had been sufiicient
pass sentence,

defend.

It

•
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throw a bright

to

was

so obscure a

light

on the

moment

which

affair

previously

with-

:

out needing any explanation, the entire
crowd understood, as ii through a sort of
electric revelation, at once and at a glance
the simple and magnificent story of a man
who denounced himself in order that another
man might not be condemned in his place.
Details, hesitation, any possible resistance,
were lost in this vast luminous fact. It was
an impression which quickly passed away,
but at the moment was irresistible.
^^ I will
not occupy the time of the court
''
longer,'' Jean Yaljean continued
I shall
;

go away, as I

am

not arrested, for I have
several things to do.
The public prosecutor

knows who I am, he knows
and he will order me
when he thinks pro23er.''
going,

where

am

I

to be arrested

took advantage of this slumber to go

ing,

and prepare a fresh dose of bark. The
worthy sister had been for some time in the
surgery, stooping over her drugs and bottles,
and looking carefully at them on account of
the mist wliicli dawn spreads over objects.
All at once she turned her head and gave a
slight shriek.
M. Madeline had entered
lentk, and was standing before lier.
'* Is
it you, sir ?" she exclaimed.

si-

He

answered in a low voice,—
is the poor creature ?"
"]S"ot so bad just at present, but she has

'^

How

frightened us terribly."
She explained to him what had occurred,
how Fantine had been very ill the previous
day, but was now better, because she believed
that he had gone to Montfermeil to fetch her

child.
The sister did not dare question him,
walked towards the door, and not a but she could see from his looks that he had
voice was raised, not an arm stretched forth not been there.
''
to prevent him.
All fell back, for there was
''
All that is well," he said.
You did
something divine in this incident, which right in not undeceiving her."
'' Yes,"
causes the multitude to recoil and make way
the sister continued, but now that
for a single man.
He slowly walked on it she is going to see you, sir, and does not see
was never known who opened the door, but her child, what are we to tell her ?"
it is certain that he found it opened when
He remained thoughtful for a moment.
''
he reached it. AVhen there, he turned and
God will inspire us," he said.

He

^

;

said,

'^1

''

am

at your orders,

Then he addressed

sir.''

the audience.

Still, it is

impossible to

tell a

falsehood,"

murmured in a low voice.
It was now bright day in the room, and it
me lit up M. Madeleine's face. The sister raised
the sister

presume that all of you consider
worthy of pity ? Great God, when I think her eyes by chance.
of what I was on the point of doing, I con'•Good gracious, sir, she exclaimed, '^'vvdiat
sider myself worthy of envy.
Still I should can have happened to you ?
Your hair is
have preferred that all this had not taken quite white."
''I

place."

''

He went

What

!"

he

said.

and the door was closed as it
Sister Simplice had no mirror, but she
had been opened, for men who do certain su- took from a drawer a small looking-glass
perior deeds are always sure of being served which the infirmary docfor employed to
by some one in the crowd. Less than an make sure that a patient was dead. il. Mahour after, tlie verdict of the jury acquitted deline took this glass, looked at his hair, and
Champmathieu, and Champmathieu, who said, '' So it is." He said it carelessly and as
was at once set at liberty, went away in stu- if thinking of something else, and the sister
pefaction believing all the men mad, and not felt chilled by some unknown terror of which
at all comprehending this vision.
she caught a glimpse in all this. He asked,
Can I see her ?"
''
Will you not procure her child for her,
out,

''

CHAPTER

M.

LX.

MADELEIXE LOOKS AT HIS HAIR.

sir ?"

the sister said, hardly daring to ask the

question.

''
Of course
but it will take at least two
was beginning to dawn. Fantinehad or three days."
passed a sleepless and feverish night, though
''
If she were not to see you till then, sir,"
full of bright visions, and towards morning the sister continued timidly, '^
she would not
fell asleep.
Sister Simplice, who was watch- know that you had returned; it would be
;

Day
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easy to keep her quiet, and when her child
arrived, she would naturally think that you

had returned with

it.

That would not be

was bidding to be silent. She opened her
eyes, saw him, and said calmly and with a
smile,

And

''

telling a falsehood.''

Cosett® ?"

" M. Madeleine appeared to reflect for a

few moments, and then said with his calm

CHAPTER

LXI.

gravity,

" Xo, sister, I must see her, for I am possibly pressed for time.''
The nun did not seem to notice the word
^^
possibly," which gave an obscure and singuShe anlar meaning to the mayor's remark.

swered in a low voice,
" In that case you can go
she

is

in, sir,

though

asleep."

He made

a few remarks about a door that

closed badly and whose creaking might awake
the patient, then entered Fantine's room,

went up to the bed, and opened the curtains.
She was asleep; her breath issued from her
chest with that tragic sound peculiar to these
diseases, which crushes poor mothers, who
sit up at nights by the side of their sleeping
But this
child for whom there is no hope.
painful breathing scarce disturbed an ineffable serenity spread over her face, which

Her pallor
transfigured her in her sleep.
were carcheeks
her
;
whiteness
had become
Her long, fair eyelashes, the sole
nations.
beauty that remained of her virginity and
youth, quivered, though remaining closed.
Her whole person trembled as if she had
wings which were on the point of expanding
and bearing her away. To see her thus, no
one could have believed that she was in an
almost hopeless state, for she resembled
rather a woman who is about to fly away than
one who is going to die. The branch, when
the hand approaches to pluck the flowers,
quivers and seems at once to retire and adThe human body undergoes somevance.
thing like this quiver when the moment arrives for the mysterious fingers of death to

FANTIXE

She gave no
joy, for she

IS

HAPPY.

start of surprise,

was joy

itself.

no

start of

The simple

ques-

And Oosette?" was asked in such
profound faith, with so much certainty, with
such an utter absence of anxiety and doubt,
She
that he could not find a word to say.

tion— "

continued,
for though I was
have seen you for a long
time, and have been looking after you all
night; you were in a glory, and had around
you all sorts of heavenly faces."
''

knew you were there,

I

asleep, I saw.

I

She looked up to the crucifix.
"But," she continued, "tell me where
Cosette is ? why was she not laid in my bed
so that I could "see her directly I

woke

?"
^

He answered something mechanically which
he could never remember. Luckily the physician, who had been sent for, came to ^l.
Madeleine's assistance.
" My dear girl," said the physician, " calm
yourself, your child is here."
Fantine's eyes sparkled, and covered her
whole face with brightness; she clasped her

hands with an expression which contained all
the violence and all the gentleness a prayer
can have simultaneously.
" Oh," she exclaimed, "bring her to me."
Oosette was
Touching maternal illusion
!

to her the little child

still

who must be

car-

ried.

"

ISi"

" not
ot yet," the physician continued,

moment; you have a little fever hanging about you; the sight of your own child
at this

would agitate you and do you harm. You
pluck the soul.
motionmust get well first."
M. Madeleine stood for some time
patient
the
at
first
looking
She impetuously interrupted him,—
less near this bed,
"'
two
done
had
he
as
But I am well I tell you I am well.
crucifix,
the
at
then
and
insist on
months previously, on the day when he came What a donkey this doctor is. I
!

for the first time to see her in this asylum.
They were both in the same attitude, she

—

sleeping, he praying: but in those
her hair had turned gray, and

two months
his

white.

seeing my child."
" There, you see," the physician said, "how
So long as you are like
violent you are
!

child.
that, I will prevent your having your
live
must
you
but
her,
see
to
enough
It is not
you grow reasonable, I will
for her.

had not come in with him he was
When
standing by the bedside, finger on lip, as if
there were some one in the room whom he bring her myself."

The

sister

:

—
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The poor mother hung

you will see her soon, but
calm yourself.
You speak too eagerly, and
put your arms out of bed, which will make
you cough.^^
In fact, a fit of coughing interrupted FanShe did not obtine at nearly every word.
ject, she feared lest she had injured the confidence she had wished to inspire, by some
too impassioned entreaties, and she began
lovely, she is well,

iier head.
Doctor, I ask your pardon, I sincerely
ask your pardon. In former times I should
not have spoken as I did just now, but I have
gone through so much unhappiness that I
*'

do not know at times what I am saying. I
you are afraid of the excitement I will wait as long as you like, but I
swear to you that it would not do me any

^mderstand

;

;

harm

to see

my

child.

Is it not very natural

that I should want to see

my

child,

talking of indilferent matters.
" Montfermeil

who has

me

I

?

that I

not

am not angry, for I know very well
am going to be happy. The whole

night I have seen white things and smiling
The doctor will bring me Cosette
faces.
when he likes; I have no fever now, because
I am cured; I feel that there is nothing the
matter with me, but I will behave as if I

I

1

I

I

I

!

!

I

are the mayor.'^

He

took her hand and said: ''Cosette

is

mournful events.
was running about to
warm herself, laughing and singing loudly.
Alas what is there in which children's games
are not mingled ?
''Oh !'' Fantine continued, "'tis my Coynise-cn-sroie

terious

The

of

child, a little girl,

I

I

tions.

!

a sort of pot-house.*'

is

still held her hand, and was
looking at her anxiously; it was evident that
he had come to tell her something at which
The physician had left,
he now hesitated.
and Sister Simplice alone remained near them.
''
She held
I can hear her, I can hear her !''
out her arms to command silence, held her
breath, and began listening with ravishment.
A child was playing in the yard, and probIt
ably belonged to one of the workmen.
was one of those accidents vrliich constantly
occur, and seem to form part of the mys-

When

''
Have you had a pleasant journey, sir ?
Oh, how kind it was of you to go and fetch
her for me
Only tell me how slie is. Did
she stand the journey well ? Alas she will
not recognize, she will have forgx^tten me in
all this time, poor darling.
Children have
no memory. They are like the birds, to-day
they see one thing and another to-morrow,
and do not think about any thing. Had she
got clean underclothes? did those Thenardiers
keep her clean ? What food did they give
her ? Oh, if you only knew how I suffered
when I asked myself all these questions during the period of my wretchedness but now
it is all passed away and I am happy.
Oh
how I should like to see her! Did you not
find her very pretty, sir?
You must have
been very cold in the stage-coach ? Can she
not be brought here if only for a moment ?
she could be taken away again directly afterwards. You could do it if you liked, as you

is it

M. Madeleine

ill,

by the bedside; she turned to him, visibly
making an effort to appear calm and ''very
good,'" as she said in that weakness of illness
whicJi resembles childhood in order that, on
seeing her so peaceful, there might be no
difficulty in bringing Cosette to her.
Still,
while checking himself, slie could not refrain
from asking M. Madeleine a thousand ques-

a rather pretty place,

?

theirs

and not stir, so as to please these
you see that I am quite calm,
you will say, we must give her her child.'''
M. Madeleine had seated himself in a chair
v/ere

ladies.

is

In summer pleasure parties go there.
Have those Thenardiers a good trade ? not
many jieople pass through the village, and

been fetched from Montfermeil expressly for

sette

!

The

recognize her voice.*'

I

child

went away again.

Her

voice

Fantine listened for some time,
and then lier face was clouded, and M. Madeleine could hear her murmuring, " How unkind that doctor is not to let me see my
That man has a bad face.''
child
Still, her merry ideas returned to her, and
she continued to talk to herself, with her head
on the pillow. '' How happy we are going to
We will have a small garden, for M.
be
My child
Madeleine lias promised me that.
She must know her
will play in the garden.
alphabet by this time, and I will teach her to
died away.

I

!

spell.

She

will chase butterflies,

look at her.

communion;
Slie

Then
let

me

she
see

will

when

began counting on her

—

and

I shall

take her first
that will be.''

fingers,

One, two, three, four she is now seven
years old; in ^\e years, then, she will wear a
white open-work veil, and look like a little
Oh, my good sister, you cannot think
ladv.
^'

:
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am thinking of my and the jury had an innocent man before
them. The barrister deduced a few unluckily
communion/^
He had let go rather stale arguments, about judicial errors,
And she began laughing.
Fantine's hand^ and listened to these words^ etc., the president in his summing-up supportas one listened to the soughing breeze, with ed the defence, and the jury in a few moments
Still, the public
his eyes fixed on the ground, and his mind acquitted Champmathieu.
All prosecutor wanted a Jean Valjean; and, as he
plunged into unfathomable reflections.
at once she ceased speaking; and this made no longer had Champmathieu, he took Madehim raise his head mechanically. Fantine leine.
Immediately after Champmathieu
had become frightful to look at. She no was acquitted, he had a conference with the
how

foolish I

daughters

am^ for I

first

longer spoke, she no longer breathed she
was half sitting up, and her thin shoulder
projected from her night-gown; her face, radiant a moment previously, was hard, and she
;

seemed to be fixing her eyes, dilated by terror, upon something formidable that stood at
the other end of the room.
^^
he exclaimed, "what is
^' Great Heaven!
the matter with you, Fantine ? ^^
She did not answer, she did not remove her
eyes from the object, whatever

it might be,
which she fancied she saw but she touched
his arm with one hand, and with the other
made him a sign to look behind him. He
turned back and saw Javert.
;

person of the mayor of

M

, and after the
emotion had passed, the president raised
but few objections.
Justice must take its
course; and then, to tell the whole truth, although the president was a kind and rather
sensible man, he was at the same time a very
ardent Royalist, and had been offended by the
way in which the mayor of
, in alluding to the landing at Cannes, employed the
words " the emperor '' and not " Bonaparte.^'

first

M

The order
out,

of arrest was consequently made
and the prosecutor at once sent it off by

express to

M

,

addressed to Inspector Ja-

who, as we know, returned home immediately after he had given his evidence.

vert,

Javert was was getting up at the moment
when the messenger handed him the order of

CHAPTEE LXIL
JAVERT

president as to the necessity of seizing the

IS SATISFIED.

This is wdiat had occurred.
Half-past
twelve was striking when M. Madeleine left
the assize court of Arras ; and he returned to
the hotel just in time to start by the mail

arrest and the warrant.
This messenger was
himself a very skilful j)oliceman, who informed Javert in two words* of what had occurred at Arras. The order of arrest, signed

by the public prosecutor, was thus conceived
" Inspector Javert will aj)prehend Monsieur

A Madeleine, mayor of M
, who in this day's
and session was recognized as the liberated conhis first care was to post the letter for M. vict, Jean Valjean.^^ Any one who did not
Lafitte, and then proceed to the infirmary and know Javert and had seen him at the moment
see Fantine.
Still, he had scarce quitted the
when he entered the infirmary anteroom,
court ere the jDublic prosecutor, recovering could not have guessed what was taking place,
from his stupor, rose on his legs, deplored the but would have considered him to be as usual.
act of mania on the part of the honorable He was cold, calm, serious, his gray hair was
mayor of
declared that his convictions smoothed down on his temples, and he went
were in no way modi^ed by this strange inci- up the stairs with his usual slowness. But
dent,whicli would be cleared up at a later date, any one who was well acquainted with him,
and demanded, in the interim, the conviction and examined him closely, would have shudof tins Champmathieu, evidently the true dered the buckle of his leather stock, inJean Yaljean. The persistency of the public stead of sitting in the nape of his neck, was
prosecutor was visibly in contradiction with under his left ear. This revealed an extracart in

little

which he had booked

his place.

before six A. m. he reached

M

M

,

,

:

the feelings of

—the

public, the court,
counsel for the defence
had little difficulty in refuting his arguments,
and establishing that through the revelations
of M, Madeleine, that is to say, the real Jean
Valjean, circumstances were entirely altered,

and the

jury.

all,

The

ordinary agitation.

Javert was a com23lete

character, without a crease in his duty or in

uniform methodical with criminals, and
with his coat buttons. For him to
have his stock out of order, it was necessary
for him to be suffering from one of those
his

rigid

:

—— —

—

;
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might

be called internal

visible to his clutching fist the flashing social

earthquakes. He had merely fetched a corporal and four men from the guard-house
close bVj, left them in the yard^ and had

Happy and indignant, he held beneath his heel crime, vice, perdition, rebellion, and hell; he was radiant, he exterminated, he smiled, and there was an incontestable grandeur in this monstrous St. Mi-

emotions whicli

sword.

Fan tine's room pointed out to him by the
unsuspecting porteress, who was accustomed
to see policemen ask for the mayor.
On reaching Fan tine's door^ Javert turned
the key pushed the door with the gentleness
either of a sick nurse or a spy, and entered.
Correctly speaking, he did not enter; he
stood in the half-opened door with his hat
on

his head,

and

his left

breast of his great coat,

Under

to the chin.

his

many

thus for

though

terrifying,

was not

Probity, sincerity, candor, conviction, and the idea of duty, are things which^

by deceiving themselves, may become hideous,
but which, even if hideous, remain grand;
tlieir

majesty,

peculiar to

the

human

con-

hand thrust into the science, persists in horror; they are virtues
which was buttoned which have but once vice, error. Tlie pitihonest joy of a fanatic, in the midst of
mournfully venerable
radiance.
Without suspecting it, Javert, in
his formidable happiness, was worthy of
pit}', like every ignorant man who triumphs;
nothing could be so poignant and terrible as

elbow could be seen

less

the leaden knob of his enormous cane, which
was concealed behind his back. He remained
his presence.

Javert,

chael.

ignoble.

his atrocity, retains a

a minute, no one perceiving
All at once Fan tine raised her

saw him, and made M. Madeleine turn.
At the moment when Madeleine^s glance met
eyes,

which was displayed

this face, in

may be

Javert's,the latter, without stirring or drawing

became fearful. No human feeling can
It was
succeed in being so horrible as joy.
the face cf a fiend who has just found a con-

that

all

called the wickedness of good.

near^

demned

soul

again.

The
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length holding Jean Valjean caused all he
had in his soul to appear on his countenance,
and the stirred-up sediment rose to the surface.
The humiliation of haying lost the

ITS KIGHTS.

Faxtixe had not seen Javert since the day
when the mayor tore her out of his clutches,

and her sickly brain could form no other
and having been mistaken thought but that he had come to fetch her.
with regard to Champmathieu was effaced by She could ]iot endure his frightful face she
She buried her face in
his pride at having guessed so correctly at the felt herself dying.
beginning, and having a right instinct for hands, and cried with agon}^,
trail for a while'

:

''Olonsieur Madeleine, save me!^^

such a length of time. Javert^s satisfaction
was displayed in his sovereign attitude, and
the deformity of triumph was spread over his
narrow forehead.
Javert at this moment was in Heaven:
without distinctly comprehending the fact,
but still with a confused intuition of his
necessity and his success, he Javert, personiified justice, light,

and truth

wise in future
^"'Do

And

i]i

I

\

of

The formidable

the deed he was doing rendered

said,

Javert answered,
''

whom he had
been struggling for five years, and had been
unable to throw him. This arrest was not a
beginning but an end, and he confined himbatant, a dark wrestler with

the
I

shadow

not be alarmed: he has not come for

did not behave as usual, he did not enter into
the matter or display his warrant.
To him
Jean Valjean was a sort of mysterious com-

:

I

bright azure of Heaven.

other-

Come, make haste
There was something savage and frenzied
in the accent that accompanied these words
no orthogra23her could write it down, for it
was no longer human speech, but a roar. He
'^

There was in liis victory a remnant
of defiance and contest: upright, haughty,
and dazzling, he displayed the superhuman
a ferocious archangel

him

said to Fantine

Then he turned to Javert and
^^I know what 3'ou w^ant.''

absolute.

of

and

you.''

:'

bestiality

will not call
risen,

in his gentlest, calmest voice,

in their celestial

function of crushing evil. He had behind
him, around him, at an infinite deptli, authority, reason^ the legal conscience^ the
public vindication^ all the stars he protected
order, he drew the lightning from the law, he
avenged society, he rendered assistance to the

— we
—had

Jean Yaljean

I

—

—

—

—

——

!
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self to saying,

^^

Come, make haste/^

While

speaking thus, he did not advance he merely
darted at Jean Valjean the look which he
threw out as a grapple, and with which he
violently drew wretches to him.
It was this
look which Fantine had felt pierce to her
marrow two months before. On hearing Javert^s roar, Fantine ojoened her eyes again;
but the mayor was present, so what had she
Javert walked into the middle of
to fear?
the room and cried,
" Well, are you coming ?"
:

137

my

child ?
Then she is not here
answer me, where is Cosette? I
want my child
Monsieur Madeleine, M.
le Maire !"

fetch

!

—

Sister,

!

Javert stamped his foot.
" There's the other beginning

now

;

will

you be quiet, wench ? A devil's own country, where galley-slaves are magistrates, and,
street-walkers are nursed like countesses.
Well, well, it will be altered now, and it's
time for it."
He looked fixedly at Fantine, and added,
The unhappy girl looked around her. ISTo as he took a fresh hold of Jean Val jean's
one was present but the nun and the mayor; cravat, shirt, and coat collar,
^^
I tell you there is no M. Madeleine and
to whom, then, could this humiliating remark be addressed ? only to herself. She no Monsieur le Maire, but there is a robber, a
shuddered. Then she saw an extraordinary brigand, a convict of the name of Jean Valthat's what there
thing, so extraordinary that nothing like it jean, and I've got him,
had ever appeared in the darkest delirium of is."
Fantine rose supporting herself on her
fever.
She saw the policeman Javert seize
the mayor by the collar, and she saw the stiffened arms and hands she looked at Jean
mayor bow his head. It seemed to her as if Valjean; she looked at Javert; she looked at
the nun she opened her mouth as if to speak,
the end of the world had arrived.
'^ Monsieur le Maire
but there was a rattle in her throat, her teeth
V' Fantine screamed.

—
;

;

Javert burst into a laugh, that frightful

laugh which showed all his teeth.
''
There is no Monsieur le Maire here.'^
Jean Valjean did not attempt to remove
the hand that grasped his collar; he said,^-

chattered,

slie

stretched out her arms, con-

vulsively opening her hands, clutching like a

drowning man, and then suddenly fell back
on the pillow. Her head struck against the
bed head, and fell back on her breast with
^^
gaping mouth and open eyes; she was dead.
Javert—
^^
Javert interrupted him:
Call me Mon- Jean Valjean laid his hand on that one of
'^
sieur the Inspector.^
Javert's which held him, opened it as if it
" I should like to say a word to you in pri- had been a child's hand, and then said to
Javert,
vate, sir,^^ Jean Valjean continued.
^^ Speak
'^
up,^' Javert answered, "^ people
You have killed this woman."

—

'^

'

Enough of this," Javert shouted furious^^
Jean Valjean went on in a low voice,
ly.
I am not here to listen to abuse, so you
^^ It is a request I
have to make of you.^^
can save your breath. There is a guard down
^^I tell you to speak up.'^
below, so come quickly, or I shall handcuff
" But it must only be heard by yourself ^^ you."
" What do I care for that ? I am not lisThere was in the corner of the room an old
tening V'
iron bedstead in a bad condition, which the
Jean Valjean turned to him and said rap- sisters used as a sofa when they were sitting
idly, and in a very low voice,
up at night. Jean Valjean went to this bed,
^'
Grant me three days three days to go tore off in a twinkling the head piece, an
and fetch this unhappy woman's child
I easy thing for muscles like his, seized the
will pay whatever you ask, and you can ac- supporting the bar, and looked at Javert.
company me if you like.''
Javert recoiled to the door. Jean Valjean,
'^ You
must be joking," Javert cried. with the iron bar in his hand, walked slowly
'^
Why, I did not think you such a fool
up to Fan tine's bed; when he reached it, he
You ask three days of me that you may bolt turned and said to Javert in a scarcely auditalk aloud to me.^'

'^

—

!

!

!

You

say that

ah, ah, that

is

it

is

to fetch this girl's brat

!

Fantine had a tremor.

^^My

child," she exclaimed, ^^to go

ble voice,

" I would advise you not to disturb

rich, very rich."

at present."

and

One thing

is

certain,

—Javert

me just

trembled.

—

—

—

:
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He thought of going to fetch the guards but through, conversations like the following
Jean Valjean might take advantage of the could be heard in all parts of the town
'•
Don't you know^ he is a liberated convict.
moment to escape. He^ therefore, remained^
Who is? The mayor. nonsense. M.Madechitched his stick by the small end, and
and leaned against the door-post, without leine ? Yes. Eeally ? His name is not
The latter Madeleine, but some hideous thing like Ik^
taking his eyes oif Jean Yaljean.
Oh my goodnessrested his elbow on the bedstead, and his jean, Bojean, Boujean.
forehead on his hand, and began contemplat- He has been arrested, and will remain in the
ing Fantine, who lay motionless before him. town gaol till he is removed. Eemoved
He remained thus, absorbed and silent, and wdiere to ? He will be tried at the assizes for
IrJghway robbery which he formerly comevidently not thinking of anything else in the
On his face und in his attitude there mitted. Well, do von know, I always susworld.
was only an indescribable pity. After a few jDected that man, for he was too kind, wo
minutes passed in this reverie, he stooped perfect, too devout. He refused the cross,
over Fantine and spoke to her in a low voice. and gave half-peuce to all the little scamps
What did he say to her ? what could this he met. I ahvriys thought that there was
outcast man say to this dead woman ? Xo some black story behind.''
The ^-'drawing-rooms'' greatly improved
one on earth heard the words, but did that
dead woman hear them? There are touch- the occasion. An old lady, who subscribed
ing illusions, which are perhaps sublime to the Bra.peau Vlanr, made this reuiark,
realities.
One thing is indubitable, that Sis- whose depth it is almost impossible to
ter Simplice, the sole witness of what took fathom.
Well, I do not feel sorry at it, for it will
place, has frequently declared that at the moment wdien Jean Yaljean whispered in Fan- be a lesson to the Eonapartists.'^
It is thus that the phantom which called
tine's ear, she distinctly saw an ineffable
smile playing round her pale lips and in her itself ]vl. Madeleine faded away at M
vague eye-balls, wdiich were full of the amaze- oidy three or four persons in the whole town
ment of the tomb. Jean Yaljean took Fan- remained faithful to his memory, and his old
On the evening of
tine's head in his hands, and laid it on the servant was one of them.
pillow, as a mother might have done to a the same day tins worthy oldMvoman w^as
Then he tied the strings of her night- sittiup' in her lodo-e, still o-reatlv startled and
child.
gown, and thrust her hair under her cap. indulging in sad thoughts. The factory had
When this was done, he closed her eyes. been closed all day, the gates were bolted,
There w^as no
Fantine's face at this moment seemed strange- and the street was deserted.
nuns,
who were
but
the
two
house
one
in
the
ly illumined, for death is the entrance into
Toward the
Fantine's hand was hanging wjitching by Fantine's body.
brilliant light.
out of bed Jean Yaljean knelt down l>y this hour when M. Madeleine was w^ont to come
hand, gently raised and kissed it. Then he in, the worthy porteress I'ose mechanically,
took the key of M. Madeleine's bed-room
rose and turned to Javert,
*^
from a drawer, and the candlestick which he
Xow 1 am at vour service.'^
used at night to go up stairs then she hung
the key on the nail from which he usually
CHAPTER LXIY.
took it, and placed the candlestick by its side,
!
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A VERY PROPER TOMB.

'

:

Then she sat down
as if she expected him.
The poor old
again and began thinking.
woman had done all this unconsciously. She

Javert placed Jean Yaljean in the town
The arrest of M. Madeleine produced did not break
I

oif her reverie for two or three
'' Only think
exclaimed
theii
and
hours,
but
an extraordinary commotion in
,
!""
I have hung his key on the nail
of that
it is sad to have to say that nearly everybody
At this moment the window of the lodge
abandoned him on hearing that he was a
In less than two hours all the was opened, a hand w\as passed through the
galle3^-slave.
good that he had done was forgotten, and he opening, which seized the key and lit the
The porteress raised her
was only a galley-slave. It is but fair to say, candle by hers.
though, that they did not yet know the de- eyes, and stood with gaping mouth, but she
The whole day repressed the cry wdiich w^as in her throat
tails of the alfair at Arras.

gaol.

:

M

:

!

:

I

I

I
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for she recognized this hand^ this

arm

this

belonging to M. Madeleine.
It was some minutes ere she could sjDeak, for
she " was struck/^ as she said afterwards when
describing the adventure.
" Good gracious, M. le Maire/^ she at length
^'
exclaimed, '^ I fancied
She stopped, for the end of the sentence
would have been disrespectful to the first

coat-sleeve,

as

at a later date.
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There were two gentle taps

at the door.

"

Come

in,'^ he said.
was Sister Simplice she was pale, her
eyes were red, and the candle she held shook
in her hand.
Violent events of destiny have
this peculiarity, that however perfect or cold
we may be, they draw human nature out of
our entrails and compel it to reappear on the
Jean Yaljean was still Monsieur le surface. In the emotions of this day the nun
part.
He completed her had become a woman again she had w^ept
Maire with her.
and was trembling. Jean Valjean had just
thought.
"That I w^as in prison ?^^ he said. ^^I finished w^riting some lines on a piece of pawas so, but I pulled out a bar, leaped out, per, which he handed to the sister, Avith the
remark, " Sister, 3^ou will deliver this to the
and here I am. I am going up to my room
go and fetch Sister Simj)lice, who doubtless cure ?^'
As the xmper was open, she turned her
is by the side of that poor wo man.
The old servant hastened to obey, he said eyes on it. *• You may read it, he said.
She read, "I request the cure to take
nothing further to her, for he was quite sure
He will be good
that she would guard him better than he charge of all I leave here.
It was never known how he enough to defray out of it the costs of my
could himself.
managed to get into the yard without hav- trial and the interment of the woman who
He always carried died this morning. The rest will be for the
ing the gate oj)ened.
about him a master key, which opened a lit- poor.^^
The sister attempted to speak, but could
tle side door, but he must have been searched
and this key taken from him. This point only produce a few inarticulate sounds; at
was not cleared up. He went up the stairs length she managed to say,
" Do you not wish to see the poor unhappy
that led to his room, and on reaching the
landing, left the candle on the top stair, girl for the last time, sir T'
"Xo,^Mie said, "I am pursued, and if I
closed his window and shutters, and then
This were to be arrested in her room it would disentered the room with the candle.
precaution was useful, for it will be remem- turb her.^^
He had scarce said this, ere a great noise
bered that his window could be noticed from
the street. He took a glance around him, broke out on the staircase; they heard a tuat his table, his chair, his bed, which had not mult of ascending steps, and the old servant
been slept in for three nights. Ko trace of cry in her loudest and most piercing voice,
'^ My good sir, I can take my oath that no
that night^s disorder remained, for the porteress " had done his room '' but she had one has come in here all day or all the evenpicked out of the ashes and laid neatly on ing, and I have not left my lodge once.^^
A man answered,
the table the two n'on ends of the stick and
^^
But there is a light in that room."
the forty-sous piece, which was blackened by
They recognized Javert^s voice. The room
the fire. He took a sheet of paper, on which
he WTote. " This is the two-franc piece stolen was so built that the door, on being thrown
from Little Gervais to which I alluded in open, concealed a nook in the right-hand
court,'^ and he laid the coin on the paper, so wall; Jean Valjean blew out the light and
Sister Simplice fell on
that it should be the first thing seen on enter- crept into the nook.
ing the room. He took from a drawer an her knees by the table, as the door opened
old shirt which he tore up, and wrapped the and Javert entered. The voices of several men
two candlesticks in the rags. Still, he dis- and the protestations of the old porteress
played no haste or agitation, and while wrap- could be heard. The nun did not raise her
ping up the candlesticks he ate a piece of eyes; she was praying. Her candle was on
black bread probably the prison bread which the chimney and gave but little light, and on
he took wdth him on his escape. This fact noticing the nun, Javert halted in great conwas proved by the crumbs found on the boards fusion. It wall be remembered that the very
when the authorities made an investigation basis of Javert, his element, the air he

It

;

—

;

;

^"^

;

—
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breathed, was reverence for all aiitliority; he
all of one piece, and allowed no objec-

was

him, of course,
was the highest of all:
he was religious, superficial, and cori'ect on
this point as on alL
In liis eyes, a priest
was a spirit that does not deceive, a nun a
creature Vvdio does not sin. Theirs were
souls walled up againt the world with only
one door, which never opened except to let
truth pass out.
Oji noticing the sister, his
first movement was to withdraw, but he had
another duty too, which imperiously urged
him in an opposite direction. Ilis second
impulse was to remain, and at least venture
one question. It was that Sister Simplice
who had never told a falsehood in her life:
Javert was aware of this, and especially revered her for it.
*^*'Sister,^^ he asked, ^^are you alone in the
or limitation.

tion

Witli

ecclesiastical authority

firmary of the sailors, only leaving a blouse.
It might have been that one.
One last word about Fantine. We have
all one mother, the earth, riiid Fantine was
given back to that mother.
The cure
thought he was doing his duty, and j^erhaps
did. it, in keeping as much money as he possibly could out of what Jean Valjean left him
for the poor. After all, who were the people

interested?

—a

convict and a street-walker;

hence he simplified Famine's interment, and
reduced it to what is called the '"'public
grave." Fantine vras therefore interred in
the gratis corner of the cemetry, which belongs to everybody and to nobody, and where
the poor are lost.
Fortunately God knows
where to look for a soul. Faiitine was laid
in the darkness among a pile of promiscuous
bones in the public grave. Her toml^ resembled her 2frave.

room?^^

There was a

terrible

moment, during which

the old servant felt as

CHAPTER LXV.

she were going to

if

the sister raised her eyes and said

faint:

ox THE

^N^IVELLES ROAD.

^^Yes.''^

a fine

May morning last year (1861) a
who is telling this story,

•^In that case/^ Javert continued, ^"'I beg
your pardon for pressing you, but it is my
duty, you have not seen this evening a per-

wayfarer, the person

son, a

ing toward

—
man who has escaped and we are seeking — that fellow of the name of Jean Valjean.
Have you seen him T'
The sister answered,
She had

told

'^

No.''

two falsehoods, one upon the

other without hesitation, rapidly, as

if

devot-

ing herself.
'^'^I beg your pardon,'' said Javert; and he
withdrew with a deep boAV.

Oh

holy woman,

it

is

many

years

since

you were on this earth; you have rejoined in
the light your sisters the virgins and your
brothers the angels; ma}^ this falsehood be
placed to your credit in Paradise!

The

sister's assertion

was so decisive for

Ojs"

was coming from Xivelles and was proceedLa Hulpe. He was on foot and
following, between two rows of trees, a wide
paved road which undulates over a constant
succession of hills, that raise the road and let
it fall again, and form, as it were, enormous
waves.
He had passed Lillois and BoisSeigneur Isaac, and noticed in the west the
slate-covered steeple of Braine
I'xllleud,
which looks like an overturned vase. He had
just left behind him a wood upon a hill, and
at the angle of a cross-road, by the side of a
sort of worm-eaten gallows which bore the
inscription, ^^ Old barrier, Xo. 4," a wineshop, having on its front the following no''
The four winds, Echabeau, private
tice
:

Javert, that he did not notice the singular

coffee-house."

blown out and which
smoking on the table. An hour
later a man making his way through the fog,
was hurrying away from M
in the direction of Paris.
This man was Jean Valjean
and it was proved by the testimony of two or
three carriers who met him, that he was
carrying a bundle and was dressed in a

About half a mile beyond this pot-house
he reached a small valley in which there is a
stream that runs through an arch formed in

fact of the candle just

was

still

;

the causeway.

The clump

of

spread, but very green, which

widethe valley

trees,

fills

on one side of the road, is scattered" on the
other over the fields, and runs gracefully and
capriciously toward Braine I'Alleud.
On the
blouse.
Where did he procure this blouse right, and skirting the road, were an inn, a
from ? It was never known but a few days four-wheeled cart in front of the door, a
before, an old workman had died in the in- large bundle of hop-poles, a plough, a pile of
:

—

—
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dry shrubs near a quick-set hedge, lime smoking in a square hole, and a ladder lying along
girl
an old shed with straw partitions.
was hoeing in a field, where a large yellow

A

—

probably of a show at some Kermesse
was flying in the wind. At the corner of the
inn, a badly paved path ran into the bushes
by the side of a pond on which a flotilla of
ducks was navigating. The wayfarer turned
bill

into this path.

After proceeding about one hundred yards,
along a wall of the 15th century, surmounted
by a coping of crossed bricks, he found himself in front of a large arched stone gate,
with a rectangular moulding, in the stern
style of Louis XIV., supported by two flat
medallions. A severe fagade was over this
gate; a wall perpendicular to the fagade almost joined the gate and flanked it at a
right angle.
On the grass-plot in front of
the gate lay three harrows, through which the
May flowers were growing pell-m ell. The gate
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which that great woodman of Europe, called
Kapoleon, encountered at Waterloo; the first
knot under the axe-blade. It was a chateau,
and is now but a farm. For the antiquarian
Hougomont is Hugo-raons; it was built by
Hugo, Sire de Sommeril, the same who endowed the six cha^Delry of the abbey of Villers.
The wayfarer pushed open the door,
elbowed an old caleche under a porch, and
entered a yard. The first thing that struck
in this enclosure was a gate of the IGth

him

century, which
all

now

resembles an arcade, as

has fallen around

it.

pect frequently springs

A monumental asup from ruins. N"ear

'^
AVhat is the name of this place T' the
wayfarer asked.
^^Hougomont,^^ said the woman.
The wayfarer drew himself up, he walked
a few steps, and then looked over the hedge.
He could see on the horizon through the

is another gateway in the
with keystones in the style of Henri
lY., through which can be seen the trees of
an orchard. By the side of this gateway a
dunghill, mattocks, and shovels, a few carts,
an old well with its stone slab and iron windlass, a frisking colt, a turkey displaying its
tail,
a chapel surmounted by a little
belfry, and a blossoming pear-tree growing in espalier along the chapel wall,
such is this yard, the conquest of which was
a dream of Napoleon^s.
This nook of earth,
had he been able to take it, would probably
have given him the world. Chickens are
scattering the dust there with their beaks,
and you hear a growl, it is a large dog,
which shows its teeth and fills th^ place of
the- English.
The English were admirable
here; Cookers four companies of guards resisted at this spot for seven hours the obstinate attack of an army.
Hougomont, seen on a map, buildings and
enclosures included, presents an irregular
quadrangle, of which one angle has been
broken off. In this angle is the southern,
gate within point-blank range of this wall.
Hougomont has two gates, the southern one,
which belongs to the chateau, and the northNapoleon
ern which belongs to the farm.
sent against Hougomont his brother Jerome;
Guilleminot^ Foy^s, and Bachelie^s divisions
were hurled at it nearly the whole of Reille^s

mound

corps was employed there and failed; and

was closed by means of two decrepit feldingdoors, ornamented by an old rusty hammer.
The sun was delightful, and the branches
made that gentle May rustling, which seems
to come from nests even more than from the
wind. A little bird, probably in love, was
all its might.
The wayfarer
stooped and looked at a rather large circular
excavation in the stone to the right of the

singing with

which resembled a sphere. At this
gates opened and a peasant
out.
She saw the wayfarer and
noticed what he was looking at.
^^
It was a French cannon-ball that made
it/^ she said, and then added: "What you
see higher up there, on the gate near a nail,
is the hole of a heavy shell, which did not
gate,

moment the
woman came

penetrate the wood.^^

trees a species of

mound, and on

this

something which, at a distance, resembled a
He was on the battle-field of Waterloo.

lion.

CHAPTER

LXVI.

HOUGOMONT.

HouGOMOKT was a mournful spot, the beginning of the obstacle, the first resistance

the arcade there

wall,

—

;

Kellerman^s cannon-balls rebounded from this
Bauduin^s brigade was not
strong enough to force Hougomont on the
north, and Soye's brigade could only attack
it on the south without carrying it.
The farm buildings border the court-yard
on the south, and a piece of the northern
gate, broken by the French, hangs from the

heroic wall.
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wall.

planks nailed on

It consists of four

two cross beams^ and the

scars of the attack

may still be distinguished upon it. The
northern gate^ which was broken down by
the French, and in which a piece has been
let in to replace the panel hanging to the
wall, stands, half oj^en, at the extremity of
the yard; it is cut square in a wall which is
stone at the bottom, brick at the top, which
It is a
closes the yard on the north side.
simple gate, such as may be seen in all farmyards, w^ith two large folding doors

beyond

rustic planks;

it

are fields.

made of
The dis-

pute for this entrance was furious; for a long
time all sorts of marks of bloody hands could
be seen on the side-post of the gate, a]id it
The storm of
ivas here that Bauduin fell.
the fight
is

still

lurks in the court-yard: horror

visible there

;

the incidents of the fearful

struggle are petrified in

—

it

;

people are living

was only yesterday. The
walls are in the pangs of death, the stones

and dyiug
fall,

in

it,

it

the breaches cry out, the holes are
and quivering trees seem

w^ounds, the bent

making an

effort to

fly.

This yard was more built upon in 1815
than it is now; buildings which have since
been removed, formed in it redans and angles.
The English barricaded themselves in it; the
French penetrated but could not hold their

By the side of the chapel
there.
stands a wing of the chateau, the sole relic
left of the manor of Hougomont, in ruins,
we might almost say gutted. The chateau
was employed as a keep, the chapel served as
Men exterminated each
a block-house.

ground

on the first the image of a trident is carved,
and these inaccessible steps are solidly set in
All the rest resemble a toothless

their bed.

There are two trees here, one of them
dead, and the other, vrhich was wounded on
April.
Since
the foot, grows green again
1S15 it has taken to growing through the
]aw.

m

staircase.

Men

massacred each other in the chapel,

which is grown quiet again,
Mass has not been said in it
since the carnage, but tlie altar has been left
an altar of coarse wood s upported by a
Four whitefoundation of rough stone.
washed walls, a door opj-josite the altar, two
small arched windows, a large wooden crucifix

and the
is

interior,

strange.

—

over the door, above the crucifix a square airhole stoi^ped up Avith hay; in a corner, on the

ground, an old window sash, with the jianes
Xear the
such is the chapel.
all broken

—

altar

is

a

wooden

statue of St. a^nne, belong-

ing to the 15th century; the head of the infant Saviour has been carried away by a shot.
The French, masters for a moment of the
chapel and then dislodged, set fire to it. The
flames filled the building, and it became a
furnace; the door burnt, the flooring burnt,

but the wooden Christ was not 1)urnt; the
nibbled away the feet, of which only the
blackened stumps can now be seen, and then
It was a miracle, say the country
stopped.
The walls are covered with inscrippeople.
Xear the feet of Christ you read the
tions.
name Henquinez; then these others, Conde
de Eio Mai'or, Mai-quis y Marquisa de Almafire

There are French names
gro (TIabana).
upon from with marks of admission, signs of anger.
The wall was wdiitewashed again in 1819, for
all sides, from behind walls, from gi-anaries,
It
nations insulted each other upon it.
the
every
from
window,
every
from cellars, from
air-hole, from every crack in the stone, was at the door of this chapel that a body
brought up fascines, and set fire to the walls was picked U2>, holding an axe in its hand: it
and men; the musketry fire was replied to was the body of sub-lieutenant Legros.
On leaving the chapel you see a well on
by arson.
In the ruined wnng you can look through your left hand. As there are two wells in
other there.

The French,

fired

wdndow^s defended by iron bars, into the dismantled rooms of a brick building; the

English guards were ambuscaded in these
rooms, and the spiral staircase, hollowed out
from ground-floor to roof, appears like the
The staircase has
interior of a broken shell.
two landings; the English besieged on this
landing and massed on the upper stairs,

broke away the lowest. They are large slabs
of blue stone which form a pile among the
A dozen steps still hold to the wall;
nettles.

you ask yourself why this one has
and windlass ? Because w^ater is
bucket
no
Why is it not
no longer drawn from it.
drawn ? Because it is full of skeletons. The
last man who drew water from this well w\as
he was a
a man called Willem van Kylsom
peasant who lived at Hougomont, and was
this yard,

:

On June 18th, 1815, his
gardener there.
family took to flight and concealed themThe forest r-€)und the
selves in the woods.
abbey of Tillers sheltered for several days
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and nights the dispersed luckless country lieutenant Wilda seized this handle in order
Even at the present day certain to take shelter in the farm, a French sapper
people.
vestiges, such as old burnt trunks of trees, cut oif his hand with a blow of his axe. The
mark the spot of these poor encampments old gardener Van Kylsom, who has long been
among the thickets. Willem van Kylsom re- dead, was grandfather of the family which
A grey-headed
mained at Hougomont
to take care of the now occupies the house.
chateau/^ and concealed himself in a cellar. woman said to me: ^^I was here, I was three
The English discovered him there he was years old, and my sister, who was older, felt
dragged from his lurking-place, and the frightened and cried. I was carried away to
frightened man was forced by blows with the the woods in my mother^s arms, and people
put their ears to the ground to listen. I
flat of a sabre to wait on the combatants.
They were thirsty, and this Willem brought imitated the cannon and said, boom, boom.' ''
them drink, and it was from this well he A door on the left-hand of the yarc^ as we
drew the water. Many drank there for the said, leads into the orchard, which is terrible.
last time, and this well, from which so many It is in three parts, we might almost say, in
dead men drank, was destined to die too. three acts. The first part is a garden, the
After the action, the corpses were hastily in- second the orchard, the third a wood. These
terred; death has a way of its own of haras- three parts have one common enceinte; near
**'

;

'

sing victory, and

it

causes pestilence to fol-

low glory. Typhus is an annex of triumph.
This well was deep and was converted into a
tomb.
Three hundred dead were thrown
into it, perhaps with too much haste.
Were
they all dead ? the legend says no. And it
seems that, on the night following the burial,
weak voices were heard calling from the well.
This well is isolated in the centre of the
yard; three

w^alls,

half of brick, half of stone,

folded like the leaves of a screen, and form-

ing a square tower, surround
sides,

while the fourth

is

open.

it

on three

The back

has a sort of shapeless peep-hole, probThis tower once had a
ably made by a shell.
roof of which only the beams remain, and the
iron braces of the right-hand *wall form a
cross.
You bend over and look down into a
deep brick cylinder full of gloom. All round
the well the lower part of the wall is hidden
by nettles.
This well has not in front of it
the large bkie slab usually seen at all Belgian
wells.
Instead of it, there is a frame-work,
supporting five or six shapeless logs of
knotted wood which resemble large bones.
There is no bucket, chain or windlass remaining but there is still the stone trough,
at which the horses were watered.
The rainwater collects in it, and from time to time a
bird comes from the neighboring forest to
drink from it and then fly away.
One house in this ruin, the farm-house, is
still inhabited, and the door of this house
opens on the yard. By the side of a pretty
Gothic lock on this gate there is an iron handle.
At the moment when the Hanoverian
w^all

'

:

the entrance, the buildings of the chateau
and the farm, on the left a hedge, on the
right a wall,

and

end a

at the

wall.

The

bottom one
You enter the garden first it

right-hand wall
of stone.

is

of brick, the

;

planted with gooseberry bushes, is
covered with wild vegetation, and is closed
by a monumental terrace of cut stones with
slopes, is

balustrades.
It was a seigneurial garden in
the French st3de, that preceded Le Xotre:
now it is ruins and briars. The pilasters are

surmounted by globes that resemble stone
cannon-balls.
still

Forty-three

balustrades are

erect; the others are lying in the grass,

and nearly

One

all

have marks of musket-balls.

fractured balustrade

is

laid

upon the

stem like a broken leg.
It was in this garden, which

is lower than
the orchard, that six voltigeurs of the 1st
light regiment, having got in and unable to
get out, and caught like bears in a trap,
accepted combat with two Hanoverian com-

which was armed with rifles.
The Hanoverians lined the balustrade and
fired down the voltigeurs, firing up, six inpanies, one of

:

trepid

no

men

against two hundred,

and having
a

shelter but the gooseberry bushes, took

quarter of an hour in dying. You climb up
a few steps and reach the orchard, properly
so called.
Here, on these few square yards,
fifteen

hundred men

fell in less

than an hour.

The wall seems ready to recommence the fight,
by the
English at irregular heights may stdl be seen.
In front of the wall are two English tombs

for the thirty-eight loop-holes pierced

made

of

granite.

There

are

only loop-
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CHAPTER

holes, in the south wall, for the principal
attack was on that side- This wall is concealed on the outside by a quickset hedge.

The French came

ujd

under the imjoression

that they had only to carry this hedge, and

found the wall an obstacle and an ambuscade; the English Guards, behind the thirtyeight loop-holes, firing at once a storm of
canister and bullets; and Soye's brigade was
dashed to pieces against it Waterloo began

LXVII.

JUxN-E 18, 1815.

Let

us go back, for that

privileges of the narrator,

is one of the
and place ourselves

once again in the year 1815, a little prior to the
when the matters related in the first

period

part of this book begin.

If it had not rained
on the night between the ITth and 18th June,
181 5, the future of Europe would have been
changed; a few drops of rain more or less
thus.
The orchard, however, was taken; as the made Xapoleon oscillate. In order to make
French had no ladders, they climbed ujo Waterloo the end of Austerlitz, Providence
A hand-to-hand fight took only required a little rain, and a cloud
with their nails.
place under the trees, and all the grass was crossing the sky at a season when rain wa:^^
soaked with blood, and a batalion of Isassau, not expected vras sufficient to overthrow an
700 strong was cut to pieces here. On the empire. The battle of Waterloo could not
outside the wall, against which Kellermaim^s begin till half-past eleven, and that gave
two batteries w^ere pointed, is pock-marked Bliicher time to come up. Why? because
with cannon-balls. This orchard is sensitive the ground was moist and it was necessary
like any other to the month of May; it lias its for it to become firmer, that the artillery
buttercups and its daisies, the grass is tall in might manoeuvre. Xapoleon was an artillery
officer, and always showed himself one; all
it, the plough-horses browse in it, hair ropes
on which linen is hung to dry occupy the his battle plans are made for projectiles.
s]3ace between the trees, and make the visitor Making artillery converge on a given point
bow his head, and as you w^alk along your foot was his key to victory. He treated the strategy
In the middle of the of the opposing general as a citadel, and
sinks in mole holes.
grass you notice an uprooted, outstretched, breached it; he crushed the weak point
but still flourishing tree. Major Blackburn under grap^e-shot, and he began and ended
Under another large his battles with artillery. Driving in squares,
leant against it to die.
tree close by fell the German General Dujjlat, pulverizing regiments, breaking lines, dea French refugee belonging to a family that stroying and disi^ersing masses, all this must
done by striking, striking, striking,
fled upon the revocation of the edict of be
Close at hand an old sickly a23ple- incessantly, and he confided the task to
Xantes.
It was a formidable method, and
tree, poulticed w^ith a bandage of straw and artillery.
ISTearly all the apple- allied to genius, rendered this gloomy pugilist
clay, hangs its head.
trees are dying of old age, and there is not of war invincible for fifteen years.
On June 18, 1815, he counted the more on
one without its cannon-ball or bullet. Skeletons of dead trees abound in this orchard, his artillery, because he held the numerical
ravens fly about in the branches, and at the superiority. Wellington had only one hundred and fifty-nine guns, while Xapoleon had
end is a wood full of violets.
Bauduin killed; Foy w^ounded; arson, two hundred and forty. Had the earth been
massacre, carnage, a stream composed of dry and the artillery able to move, the action
English, French, and German blood furiously would have begun at six a. m. It would have
mingled; a well filled with corpses; the been won and over by two p. m., three hours
How much
Nassau regiment and the Brunswick regiment before the Prussian interlude.
destroyed; Duplat killed; Blackman killed; blame was there on IN'apoleon's side for the
the English guards mutilated; twenty French loss of this battle ? is the shipwreck imputable
battalions of the forty composing Eeille's corps to the pilot? was the evident physical decline
decimated three thousand men in this chateau of N"apoleon at that period complicated by a
of Hougomont alone, sabred, gashed, butch- certain internal diminution ? had twenty
all this that a peasant years of w^ar worn out the blade as well as tlie
ered, shot and burnt,
may say to a traveller at the present day ^^If scabbard, the soul as well as the body ? was
you like to give me three francs, sir. I will the veteran being awkwardly displayed in the
captain?
In a word, was the genius, as
tell yon all about the battle of Waterloo."
;

—

;
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historians of reputation have believed^

was he becoming frenzied^ in order
to conceal his own weakening from himself ?
was he beginning to oscillate and veer with
the wind ? was he becoming unconscious of
danger, which is a serious thing in a general ?
In that class of great material men who may
be called the giants of action, is tjiere an age
when genius becomes short-sighted ? Old
age has no power over ideal genius, with the
Dantes and the Michael Angelos old age is
growth, but is it declension for the Hannibals
and the Bonapartes ? had l^apoleon lost the
direct sense of victory ? had he reached a
point where he no longer saw the rock,
eclipsed
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?

A.

Those who wish to form a distinct idea of
the battle of Waterloo, need only imagine a
capital A laid on the ground.
The left leg of
the A is the Nivelles road, the right one the
Genappe road, while the string of the A is
the broken way running from Ohaine to
Braine F Allen d.
The top of the A is Mont
St.

Jean, where Wellington

point

is;

Hougomont, where

is

the left lower

Reille

is

with

Jerome Bonaparte; the right lower point is
la Belle Alliance, where Napoleon is. A little
below the point where the string of the A
guessed the snare, and could not discern the meets and cuts the right leg, is La Haye
crumbling edge of the abyss ? could he not Sainte; and in the centre of this string is the
scent catastrophes ? had the man who form- exact spot where the battle was concluded.
erly knew all the roads to victory and pointed It is here that the lion is placed, the into them with a sovereign finger, from his voluntary symbol of the heroism of the old
flashing car, now a mania for leading his guard.
timultous team of legions to the precipices ?
The triangle comprised at the top of the A
was he attacked at the age of forty-six by a between the two legs and the string, is the
supreme madness ? was the Titanic charioteer plateau of Mont St. Jean; the dispute for this
of destiny

We

now

only a Phseton

The wings

plateau was the whole battle.

?

of

was

the two armies extend to the right and left of
the Genappe and Mvelles roads, d'Erlon

Go straight at the centre of
the allied line, make a hole through the enemy,
cut him in two, drive the British half over

facing Picton, Reille facing Hill.
Behind
the point of the A, behind the plateau of St.
Jean, is the forest of Soignies. As for the

do not believe

His plan of action,

it.

it is

allowed by

all,

a masterpiece.

and the Prussians over Tingres, carry

Halle,

j)lan itself,

imagine a vast undulating ground

Mont St. Jean, seize Brussels, drive the each ascent commands the next ascent, and
German into the Rhine and the Englishman all the undulations ascend to Mont St. Jean,
into the

sea

Napoleon in

—

all

was

this

this battle

;

contained

for

afterwards he would

Two

hostile armies

wrestlers,

.see.

We

where they form the

need hardly say that we do not pretend
Waterloo here one of the

to tell the story of

;

generating scenes of the drama we are recounting is attaching to this battle, but the
story of Waterloo has been already told, and

— one

forest.

on a battle-field are two
throw the other; tney

tries to

cling to every thing; a thicket

want

of a village to support

is

a basis: for

it,

a regiment

gives way; a fall in the plain, a transverse

hedge in a good

may

position, a

arrest the heel of that

wood, a ravine

column which

is

magisterially discussed, from

one point of called an army, and prevent it slipping.
view by Napoleon, from another by Charras. The one who leaves the field is beaten; and
For our part, we leave the two historians to hence the necessity for the responsible chief
contend; we are only a distant witness, a to examine the smallest clump of trees, and
passer-by along the plain, a seeker bending investigate the slightest rise in the ground.
over the earth moulded of human flesh, and
perhaps taking appearances for realities; we
possess neither the military practice nor the
strategic competency that authorizes a system; in our opinion, a chain of accidents
governed both captains at Waterloo; and

when

destiny,

enters on
people.

the

that
scene,

mysterious
we judge

accused,
like

the

The two

generals had attentively studied the
St. Jean, which is called at the
present day the field of Waterloo.
In the
previous year, Wellington, with prescient
plain of

sagacity,

Mont

had examined

great battle.

On

duel of June 18,
side

it

as suitable for a

ground and for this
Wellington had the good
this

and Napoleon the bad; for the English

army was above, the French army below.
Hugo. Vol. II.— 10
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almost superfluous to sketch here the
mounted and with
his telescope in his hand, as he appeared on
the heights of Eossomme at the dawn of
Jtme IS. Before we show him, all the world
has seen him. The calm profile tinder the
little hat of the Brienne school, the green
uniform, the white facings concealing the
decorations, the great coat concealing the
epaulettes, the red ri])l)on under the waistcoat, the leather breeches, the white horse
with its housings, of purple velvet, having in
the corners crov>nied X's and eagles, the riding-boots drawn over silk stockings, the silver
the whole apspurs, the sword of Marengo,
It

esjiecially in

is

ax^pearance of Xapoleon,

j

brilliancy called history is pitiless; it

has this strange and divine thnig about it,
that, all light as it is, and because it is light,
it often throws shadows over spots before

makes of the same man two different phantoms, and one attacks the other,
it

I

I

i

i

;

'

'

'

j

;

|

\

'

|

ana the darkness of the despot struggles with
Hence comes a
the lustre of the captain.
truer proportion in the definitive appreci-

Babylon violated, dimin-

of nations;

ation

ishes Alexander Rome enchained, diminishes
;

Ca?sar;

Jerusalem

killed, diminishes Titus.

Tyranny follows the
fortune for a

which has

man

tyrant,

to leave

and

it

is

a mis-

behind him a night

his form.

CHAPTER LXIX.
THE QUID OBSCURUM OF BATTLES.

All

the world

this battle;

knows the

first

phase of

a troubled, uncertain, hesitating

The

began late, for Xapoleon, as we have
explained, was accustomed to hold all his
artillery in hand like a pistol, aiming first at
one point, then at another of the battle, and
he resolved to wait until the field batteries
could gallop freely, and for this purpose it
was necessary that the sun should appear aiul
dry the ground. But the sun did not come
out; it was no longer tlie rendezvous of
Austerlitz.
When the first cannon-shot was
fired, the English General Colville drew out
his watch, and saw that it was twenty-five
minutes to twelve.
The action was commenced furiously, more
furiously perhaps than the emperor desired,
by the French left wing on Hougomont. At
the same time Xapoleon attacked the centre
by hurling Quiot's brigade on La Haye ^Sainte,
and Xey pushed the French right wing against
the English left, which v/as leaning upon
The attack on Hougomont was,
Papelotte.
to a certain extent, a feint, for the plan was
to attract Wellington there, and nutke him
This plan would havu
strengthen his left.
succeeded had not the four companies of
Guards and Perponchers Belgian division
firmly held the position, and Wellington, in^
stead of massing his troops, found it only

battle

i

—

luminous,

Papelotte, would have been impossible.

|

pearance of the last of the Carsars rises before
every mind, applauded by some, and regarded
This figure has for a long
sternly by others.
time stood out all light; this was owing to a
certain legendary obscuration which most
heroes evolve, and which always conceals the
truth for a longer or shorter period, but at
the present day we have history and light.

That

the yallevs^ in the direction of

j

I

necessary to send as a reinforcement four
more companies of Guards and a battalion of

The attack of the French
Brunswickers.
right on Papelotte was serious; to destroy
the English left, cut the Brussels road, bar
the passage for any possible Prussians, force
Mont St. Jean, drive back Wellington on
Hougomont, then on Braine PAlleud, and

then on Halle,— nothing was more distinct.
Had not a few incidents supervened, this attack would have succeeded, for Papelotte
was taken and La Haye Sainte carried.
There is a detail to be noticed here. In
the English infantry, especially in Kempt's
brigade, there were many recruits, and these
young soldiers valiantly withstood our formi-

opening, dangerous for both armies, but more
as
It had dable foot, and they behaved excellently
so for the English than the French.
thrown
when
soldier
The
sharp-shooters.
rained all night; the ground was saturated;
the rain had collected in hollows of the plain out en tirailleur, being left to some extent
it were his
as in tubs; at certain points the ammunition to his own resources, becomes as
displayed
recruits
these
and
general
wagons had sunk in up to the axle-trees and own
fury.
and
invention
French
the
of
something
and
the girths of the horses; if the wheat
barley laid low by this mass of moving These novices displayed an impulse, and it
vehicles had not filled the ruts, and made a displeased Wellington.
After the taking of La Ha3'e Sainte, the
wheels, any movement,
litter under the
;

;
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an obscure inter- degenerates into a combat, is particularized
and four the and broken up into countless detail facts
middle of this battle is almost indistinct, and which, to borrow the expression of ISTapoleon
participates in the gloom of the meUe,
A himself, ^^ belong rather to the biography of
twilight sets in, and we perceive vast fluctu- regiments than to the history of the armyl^^

battle yaciliated.

There

is

val in this day, between twelve

;

ations in this mist, a dizzying mirage, the

The

panoply of war at that day, unknown in our
times flaming colpacks flying sabretasehes
•cross-belts ; Grenadier bear-skins ; Hnssar
dolmans; red boots with a thousand wrinkles;
heavy shakos enwreathed with gold twist;
the nearly black Brunswick infantry mingled
with the scarlet infantry of England ; the
English soldiers wearing clumsy round white
cushions for epaulettes; the Hanoverian light
liorse with their leathern helmets, brass
bands, and red horse-tails; the Highlanders
with their bare knees and chequered plaids,
and the long white gaiters of our Grenadiers,
pictures but not strategic lines; what a
Salvator Rosa, but not a Gribeauval, would
have revelled in.
A certain amount of tempest is always
mingled with a battle, quid olsciirum, quid
divinum. Every historian traces to some
-extent the lineament that pleases him in the
hurly-burly.
^vYhatever the combination of
the generals may be, the collision of armed
masses has incalculable ebbs and flows; in
action the two plans of the leaders enter into
«ach other and destroy their shape. The line
of battle floats and winds like a thread, the
streams of blood flow illogically, the fronts
of armies undulate, the regiments in advanc-

right to

;

;

historian, in such a case, has the evident

sum

up, he can only catch the prin-

and it is not
given to any narrator, however conscientious
he may be, to absolutely fix the form of that
horrible cloud which is called a battle.
This, which is true of all great armed colcipal outlines of the struggle,

Waterloo;

lisions, is peculiarly applicable to
still,

moment

at a certain

in the afternoon,

the battle began to assume a settled shape.

CHAPTER LXX.
FOUR o'clock

—

At

about four

of the English

IIS^

THE AFTEEKOOIST.

o^'clock

army was

p.m., the situation

serious.

The Prince

these rocks are continually shifting their position: where infantry was, artillery arrives;

Orange commanded the centre, Hill the
right, and Pic ton the left.
The Prince of
Orange, wild and intrepid, shouted to the
Dutch Belgians: ^^Kassau Brunswick, never
Hill, fearfully weakened,
yield an inch.'"
had just fallen back on Wellington, while
Picton was dead. At the very moment when
the English took from the French the flag
of the 105th line regiment, the French killed
General Picton with a bullet through his
head.
The battle had two bases for Wellington, Hougomont
and La Haye Sainte.
Hougomont still held out, though on fire,
while La Haye Sainte was lost.
Of the German battalion that defended it, forty-two

where

men

ing or retiring from capes or gulfs, and

all

dash in; the batThere was something

of

only survived; all the officers but five
were killed or taken prisoners. Three thouthere, but when you look for it it has disap- sand combatants had been massacred in that
peared; the gloomy masses advance and re- focus; a sergeant of the English Guards, the
treat; a species of breath from the tomb im- first boxer of England, and reputed invulpels, drives back, swells and disperses these nerable by his comrades, had been killed
tragic multitudes.
What is a battle ? an there by a little French drummer. Barny
oscillation.
The immobility of a mathemati- was dislodged, and Alten was sabred: several
cal plan expresses a minute and not a day. flags had been lost, one belonging to Alten^s
To paint a battle, those powerful painters division and one to the Luxembourg batwho have chaos in their pencils are needed. talion, which was borne by a prince of the
Eembrandt is worth more than Vandermeu- Deux-ponts family. The Scotch Greys no
lin, for Vandermeulin, exact at mid-day, is longer existed; Ponsonby^s heavy dragoons
incorrect at three o^clock.
Geometry is de- were cut to pieces, this brave cavalry had
ceived, and the hurricane alone is true, and given way before the Lancers of Rex and the
it is this that gives Folard the right to concuirassiers of Traver.
Of twelve hundred
tradict Polybius.
Let us add that there is sabres only six hundred remained of three
always a certain moment in which the battle lieutenant-colonels, tw^o were kissing the
talions

artillery was, cavalry

are smoke.

—

—

;
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ground

Hamilton wounded^, and Mather regiments, Mitchells brigade, and Maitland's
Ponsonby liad fallen^ pierced .by guards as epaulments and counterforts, the
Gordon was dead^ Brunswick infantry, the Xassau contingent,
seven lance wounds
March was dead, and two divisiouS;, the fifth Kielmansegge^s Hanoverians, and Ompteda^s
and sixths were destroyed. Hougomont at- Germans. He had thus twenty-six battalions
tacked, La Haj'e Sainte taken; there was under his hand
as Ch arras says, ^'the right
only one knot left, the centre, which still wing deployed behind the centre.*' An enorheld ouL
"Wellington reinforced it; he called mous battery was masked by earth bags, at
in Hill from Merbe-Braine and Chase from the very spot where what is called "' the
Braine FAlleud.
Museum of Waterloo "' now stands, and WelThe centre of the English army, which lington also had in a little hollow Somerset's
was slightly concave, very dense and com- Dragoon Guards, counting one thousand four
pact, was strongly situated; it occupied the hundred sabres. They were the other nioieij
:

—

killed.

;

!

;

Mont St. Jean, having the village
behind it, and before it the slope, which at
that time was rather steep.
It was supported by that strong stone house, which at that
period was a domainial property of Xivelles,
standing at the cross road, and an edifice
dating from the 16th century, so robust that
the canon balls rebounded without doing it
any injury. All round the plateau the English had cut through the hedges at certain
spots, formed embrasures in the hawthorns,
thrust guns between branches and loop-holed
the shrubs, their artillery was ambuscaded
under the brambles. This Punic task, incontestably authorized by the rules of war which
permit snares, had been so well effected that
Haxo, who had been sent by the emperor at

plateau of

—

eight o^clock to

of the so justly celebrated English cavalry;

though Ponsonby was destroyed, Somerset
The battery which, had it been
completed, would have been almost a redoubt,
was arranged behind a very low wall, hastily
lined with sand bags and a vride slope of
earth.
This work was not finished, as thenwas not time to pallisade it.
Wellington, restless but impassive, was
mounted, and remained for the whole day in
the same attitude, a little in front of the old
mill of Mont St. Jean, which still exists, and
under an elm-tree, which an Englishman, an
enthusiastical Vandal, afterwards bought for
two hundred francs, cut down and carried
Wellington was coldly heroic; there
away.
was a shower of cannon-balls, and his aid-dereconnoitre the enemy^'s bat- camp Gordon was killed by his side.
Lord

returned to

remained.

JSFapoleon that there

Hill,

was no obstacle, with exception of the barricades blocking the Xivelles and Genappe
roads.
It was the season when the wheat is
still standing,
and along the edge of the

him,

teries,

tell

pointing to a bursting shell, said to
My Lord, what are your instructions,

'^

and what orders do you leave us, if you are
''Do as I am doing,'' Wellington
killed T'
To Clinton he said, laconically^
answered.
plateau a battalion of Kempt^s brigade, the ''Hold out here to the last man.'^ The day
Thus as- was evidently turning badly, and W^ellington
95th^ was lying in the tall corn.
sured and supported, the centre of the Anglo- cried to his old comrades of Vittoria, Talaand Salamanca, "Boys, can you
vera,
Dutch army was in a good position.
The peril of this position was the forest of think of giving way ? Eemember old EngSoignies,

at

that

time continguous to the

land.''

About four o'clock, the English line fell
and intersected by the ponds of
Groenendael and Boitsford. An army could back all at once; nothing was visible on the
not have fallen back into it without being crest of the plateau but artillery and sharpThe
dissolved, regiments would have been broken shooters, the rest had disappeared.
up at once, and the artillery lost in the marsh- regiments, expelled by the French shell and
The retreat, according to the opinion of cannon-balls, fell back into the hollow, which
es.
several professional men, contradicted, it is at the present day is intersected by the lane
A
true, by others, would have been a flight. that runs to the farm of Mont St. Jean.
Wellington added to this centre a brigade of retrogade movement began, the English
Wellington was recoiling.
Ohasse's removed from the right wing, one front withdrew.
of Wicked's from the left wing, and Clinton^s "It is the beginning of the retreat," Xapobattle-field

division.

He

gave his English

—Halkett^s

leon cried.

LES MISERABLES.
CHAPTEE LXXI.

ing.

KAP0LE05T V^ GOOD HUMOB.

ed

The emperor, though ill and suffering on
horseback from a local injury, had never
been so good-tempered as on this day. From
the morning his impenetrability had been
and on June 18th, 1815, this prowith granite, was radiant.
The man who had been sombre at Austerlitz
was gay at Waterloo. The greatest predestinsmiling,

found

soul, coated

men

ed

j[oys

offer these contradictions,

are a shado.w

fox Qur

and the supreme smile be-

Ridet Ccesar, Pomijeius fleUt,
the Fulminatrix legion

longs tojgod.

At

illusion

the legionaries of

used to say. On this occasion Pompey was
not destined to weep, but it is certain that
Caesar laughed.
At one o'clock in the morning, amid the rain and storm, he had explored with Bertrand the hills near Eossomme, and was pleased to see the long lines of
English fires illumining the horizon from
Frischemont to Braine I'Alleud.
It seemed

him

:
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half-past three A. h. he lost one
officers sent to

that the

reconnoitre inform-

enemy was making no move-

ment. Nothing was stirring, not a single
bivouac fire was extinguished, and the English army was sleeping.
The silence was
profound on earth, and there was only noise
in the heavens.
At four o'clock a peasant
was brought to him by the scouts
this
peasant had served as a guide to a brigade of
English cavalry, probably Vivian's, which
had taken up a position on the .extreme left
in the village of Ohain.
At ^\q o'clock two
Belgian deserters informed him that they
had just left their regiments, and the Eng:

lish

army meant

cried Napoleon,

fighting.

"

I

" All the better,"

would sooner crush them

than drive them back."
At daybreak he dismounted on the slope
which forms the angle of the Plancenoit road,
had a kitchen table and a peasant chair
brought from the farm of Eossomme, sat
down with a truss of straw for a carpet, and
laid on the table the map of the battle-field,

him as if destiny had made an appointment with him on a fixed day and was saying to Soult, " It is a pretty chess board."
punctual.
He stopped his horse, and re- Owing to the night train, the commissariat

to

—

mained for some time motionless, looking at
the lightning and listening to the thunder.

The fatalist was heard to cast into the night
the mysterious words,
'''We are agreed. '^
^"apoleon was mistaken, they were no longer
agreed.

—

He had

not slept for a

moment

:

all

the in-

had been marked
He rode through the

stants of the past night

with joy for him.
entire line of

now and then

main guards, stopping every body said that Wellington had been the last
speak to the videttes.
At evening but one at a ball in Brussels, and

—

I shall take prisoners the six

who have

thousand Eng-

just landed at Ostend."

He

talked cheerfully, and regained the spirits
he had displayed during the landing of

March

when he showed the grand marof the Juan
Gulf and said,
" W^ell, Bertrand, here
1st,

shal the enthusiastic peasant

—

is

On the night
17 and 18 he made fun
'' This
little Englishman
lesson,^^ said Napoleon.
The

a reinforcement already."

between June
of Wellington
requires
rain

a

became

—

to

half -past two he heard the sound of a marching column near Hougomont, and believed
for a moment in a retreat on the side of
Wellington.
He said to Bertrand, ''The
English rear-guard is preparing to decamp.
lish

wagons, which stuck in the muddy roads, did
not arrive by day-break. The troops had
not slept, were wet through and fasting, but
this did not prevent Napoleon from exclaiming cheerfully to Soult,
"We have ninety
chances out of a hundred in our favor." At
eight o'clock the emperor's breakfast was
brought, and he invited several generals to
share it with him. While breakfasting some-

:

twice

thundered while

as

violent,

the emperor was

and

it

speak-

rough soldier with his archbishop's
remarked, '^ The ball will be to-day."
The emperor teased Ney for saying, " Wellington will not be so simple as to wait for
your majesty." This was his usual manner.
"He was fond of a joke," says Fleury de
Chaboulon; " The basis of his character was
Soult, the

face,

—

says Gourgaud; "He
abounded with jests, more peculiar than
witty," says Benjamin Constant.
This gayety of the giant is worth dwelling on it was
he who called his Grenadiers "Growlers;"
he pinched their ears and pulled their mus" The emperor was always playing
taches.
tricks with us," was a remark made by one
of them.
During the mysterious passage
from Elba to France, on February 27th, the
French brig of war, the Zephyr, met the.

a pleasant humor,"

:
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—

on hoard which Xapoleon was at seven in the evening, is formidable, it is
and inr-uiring after Xapoleon, the a rather lofty mound which still exists, and
emperor, who liad still had in his hat the behind which the guard was massed in
white and violet cockade studded with bees a hollow. Around this mound, the balls
which he had adopted at Elba, himself laugh- ricochetted on the pavement of the road and
ingly took up the speaking trumpet, and reached Xapoleon. As at Brienne, he had
answered, ^-Tlie emperor is quite well/^ round his head the whistle of bullets and
A man who jests in this way is on familiar canister. Almost at the spot where his
terms with events.
Xapoleon had several horse/s hoofs stood, cannon-balls, old sabreoutbursts of this laughter during the break- blades, and shapeless rust-eaten projectiles,
fast of Waterloo
after breakfast he reflected have been picked up; a few years ago, a live
for a quarter of an hour; then two generals shell w\as dug up, the fusee of which had
sat down on the truss of straw with a pen in broken off.
It vras at this station that the
their hand, and a sheet of paper on their emperor said to his guide, Lacoste, a hostile
knee, and the emperor dictated to them the timid peasant, who was IVistened to a hussar's
plan of the battle.
saddle, and tried at each volley of canister
'^
At nine o'clock, the moment when the to hide himself behind Xapoleon.
You
French army, echelonned and moving in ^\q ass, it is shameful; you will be killed in the
columns, began to de|)loy, the divisions in back.'' The person who is writing these
two lines, the artillery between, the bands in lines himself found, while digging up the
front, drums rattling and bugles braying
sand in the friable slope of this mound, the
powerful, mighty, joyous army, a sea of remains of a shell rotted by tlie oxyde of
bayonets and helmets on the horizon, the forty-six years, and jjieces of iron which broke
emjieror, much affected, twice exclaimed,
like sticks of barley-sugar between his fingers.
'^
Magnificent magnificent
Everybody is aware that the undulations
Between nine and half-past ten, although of the plains on which the encounter between
it seems incredible, the whole army took up
Xapoleon and Wellington took place, are no
position, and was drawn uj) in six lines, longer as they were on June ISth, 1815.
On
forming, to repeat tlie emperor's expression taking from this mournful plain the material
''the figure of six Vs.'*'
A fev/ minutes to make a monument, it was deprived of its
after the formation of the line, and in the real relics, and history, disconcerted, no
midst of the profound silence wdiicli precedes longer recognizes itself; in order to glority,
the storm of a battle, the emperor, seeing three they
disfigured.
AVellington, on seeing
12-pounder batteries defile, which had been Waterloo two years after, exclaimed, " My
detached by Jiis orders from Erlon, Reille, battle-field has been altered."
Where the
and Lobau's brigades, and which were in- huge pyramid of earth surmounted by a lion
tended to begin the action at the spot where now stands, there was a crest which on the side
tlie Xivelles and GenajDpe
roads crossed, of the Xivelles road had a practicable ascent,
tapped Haxo on the shoulder, and said, but which on the side of the Genappe road
^' There
are twenty-four pretty girls, gen- was almost an escarpment.
The elevation of
eral.'^
Sure of the result, he encouraged this escarpment may still be imagined by the
with a smile the company of sappers of the height of the two great tombs which skirt the
first corps as it passed him, which he had
road from Genappe to Brussels the English
selected to barricade itself in Mont St. Jean, tomb on the left, the German tomb on the
so soon as the village was carried.
All this right. There is no French tomb, for France
security w^as only crossed by one w^ord of the whole plain is a sepulchre.
Through the
human pity: on seeing at his left, at the spot thousands of cart-loads of earth employed in
where there is now a large tomb, the admira- erecting the mound, which is one hundred
ble Scotch Greys massed with their superb and fifty feet high and half a mile in circumhorses, he said, " It is a pity.'"
Then he ference, the plateau of Mont St. Jean is now
mounted his horse, rode toward Eossomme, accessible by a gentle incline, but on the day
and selected as his observatory a narrow strip of the battle, and especially on the side of
of grass on the right of the road running from La Haj'O Sainte, it was steep and abru^^t.
Genappe to Brussels, and this was his second The incline was so sharp that the English
station.
The third station, the one he took gunners could not see beneath them the farm
II

CO 'a st ant,

cojicealed,

—

:

—

'^

!

I

:

—

—
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La Haye

situated in the bottom of the yalley, which

tenacity of

was the centre of the fight. On June 18,
1815^ the rain had rendered the steep road
more difficult, and the troops not only had to
climb up but slipped in the mud. Along the

and Foy placed

centre of the crest of the plateau ran a species of ditch,

which

it

was impossible

for a

We will state what

distant observer to guess.

Braine TAlleud

is a Belgian
another; these villages,
both concealed in hollows, are connected by
a road about a league and a half in length,

this ditch was.
village

and Ohain

is

and

which traverses an undulating

plaiu,

frequently buries itself between

hills, so as

to

become

at certain spots a ravine.

In 1815,

as to-day, this road crossed the crest of the

Sainte ; Bauduin killed,
de combat; the unex-

Jiors

pected wall against which Soye's brigade was
broken; the fatal rashness of Guilleminot,
who had no petards or powder-bags to destroy
the fa^mi gates ; The sticking of the artillery
in the mud; the fifteen guns without escort
captured by Uxbridge in a hollow way; the

Engwhich buried ^themselves in the
moistened ground, and only produced a volcano of mud, so that the troops were merely
slight effect of the shells falling in the

lish lines,

plastered with

mud;

the inutility of Piret's

demonstration on Braine TAlleud, and the
whole of his calvary, fifteen squadrons, almost
annihilated; the English right but slightly

Mont St. Jean but at the present
day it is level with the ground, while at that
time it was a hollow way. The two slopes
have been carried away to form the monumental mound. This road was, and still is,

line of

a trench for the greater part of the distance;

way

a hollow trench, in some places twelve feet

by the cannon-balls in these masses

plateau of

:

disquieted and
ISTey^s

left

poorly

attacked;

echelonning the four divisions of the

first

corps; a depth of twenty-seven ranks and a

two hundred men given up in

to the canister; the frightful gaps

deep, whose scarped sides were washed

down tacking columns

here and there by the winter rains.

Acci-

dents occurred there: the road was so narrow
where it entered Braine FAlleud, that a way-

the

strange mistake in massing instead of

tery

the

at-

disunited; the oblique bat-

unmasked on

suddenly

;

this

made

their

flank;

Bourgeois, Donzelot, and Durutte in danger;

Quiot repulsed Lieutenant Yiot, that Hercuwas crushed there by a wagon, as is les who came from the polytechnic school,
proved by a stone cross standing near tlie wounded at tjie moment when he was beating
graveyard, which gives the name of the dead in with an axe the gates of La Haye Sainte,
man as ^^ Monsieur Bernard Debruc, trader, under the plunging fire of the English barriof Brussels,^^ and the date, '^ February, 1637.^^ cade on the Genappe road; Marcognet^s
It was so deep on the plateau of Mont St. division caught between infantry and cavalJean, that a peasant, one Mathieu Xicaise, ry, shot down from the wheat by Best and
was crushed there in 1783 by a fall of earth, Pack, and sabrecl by Ponsonby; its battery of
as is proved by another stone cross, the top seven guns spiked; the Prince of Saxe Weiof which disappeared in the excavations, but mer holding and keeping in defiance of
whose overthrown pedestal is still visible on Count d^Erlon, Frischemontof Smohain; the
the grass slope to the left of the road between fiags of the 105th and 45th regiments which
La Haye Saint e and the farm of Mont St. he had captured; the Prussian black Hussar
Jean. On the day of the battle, this hollow stopped by the scouts of the flying column of
way, whose existence nothing revealed, a three hundred chasseurs, who were beating
trench on top of the escarpment, a rut hid- the country between Wavre and Plancenoit;
den in the earth, was invisible, that is to say, the alarmino; things which this man said;
Grouchy's delay; the fifteen hundred men
terrible.
killed in less than an hour in the orchard of
Hougomont; the eighteen hundred laid low
CHAPTER LXXIL
even in a shorter space of time round La
THE EMPEROR ASKS THE GUIDE A QU]::STIOX. Haye Sainte; all these stormy incidents,
passing like battle-clouds before Napoleon,
Ojs" the morning of Waterloo, then, N"apohad scarce disturbed his glance or cast a gloom
leon was cheerful, and had reason to be so,
over this imperial face. ISTapoleon was acfor the plan he had drawn up was admirable. customed to look steadily at war; he never
Once the battle had begun, its various inci- reckoned up the poignant details; he cared
;

farer

—

dents:—the

resistance of

Hougomont; the

little

for figures, provided that they gave the

;
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total

—victory.

If the

commencement went announce

wrongs he did not alarm himself^ as he beiieyed himself master and owner of the end;
he know how to wait^ and treated destiny as
He seemed to say to fate^, ^^ You
as an equal.

that the battle was gained,
Napoleon was one of those geniuses from whom
thunder issues, and he had just found his
thunder-stroke; he gave Milhaud^s cuirassiers
orders to carry the plateau of

Mont

St.

Jean.

would not dare I"

One
felt

half lights one half shade^ Napoleon
himself protected in good and tolerated

CHAPTER

LXXIII.

There was, or he fancied there was,
A SURPRISE.
we might say, almost a
They were three thousand fixe hundred in
complicity, on the j3art of events, equivalent
to the ancient invulnerability; and yet, when number, and formed a front a quarter of a
a man has behind him the Beresina, Leipzig, league in length; they were gigantic men
and Fontainebleau, it seems as if he could mounted on colossal horses.
They formed
could defy Waterloo.
A mysterious frown twenty-six squadrons, and had behind them,
becomes visible on the face of heaven. At as a support, Lefebvre Desnouette's division,
the moment when Wellington retrograded, composed of the one hundred and sixty genXapoleon quivered.
He suddenly saw the darmes, the chasseurs of the Guard, eleven
plateau of Mont St. Jean deserted, and the hundred and ninety-seven sabres, and the
front of the English army disappear.
The lancers of the Guard, eight hundred and
emperor half raised himself in his stirrups, eighty lances. They wore a helmet without
and the flash of victory passed into his eyes. a plume, and a cuirass of wrought steel, and
If Wellington were driven back into the were armed with pistols and a straight sabre.
forest of Soignies and destroyed, it would be In the morning the whole army nad admired
the definitive overthrow of England by them when they came up at nine o^clock, with
France; it would be Cressy, Poictiers, Mal- bugles sounding, while all the bands jDlayed
plaquet, and Eamilies avenged, the man of "Yeillous au salut de TEmpire,'^ in close
Marengo would erase Agincourt. The em- column with one battery on their flank, the
peror, while meditating on this tremendous others in their centre, and deployed in two
result, turned his telescope to all parts of the ranks, and took their place in that powerful
battle-field.
His Guards, standing at ease second line, so skilfully formed by Napoleon,
behind him, gazed at him with a sort of re- which, having at its extreme left Kellermann's
ligious awe.
He was reflecting, he examined cuirassiers, and on its extreme right Milhaud's
the slopes, noted the inclines, scrutinized the cuirassiers, seemed to be endowed with two
clumps of trees, the patches of barley, and wings of steel.
the paths; he seemed to be counting every
The aide-de-camp Bernard carried to them
tuft of gorse.
He looked with some fixity at the emperor's order: Ney drew his sabre and
the English barricades, two large masses of placed himself at their head, and the mighty
felled trees, the one on the Genap|)e road de- squadrons started.
Then a formidable specfended by two guns, the only ones of all the tacle was seen the whole of this cavalry, with
English artillery which commanded the bat- raised sabres, with standards flying, and
tle-field, and the one on tlie Xivelles road,
formed in columns of division, descended, with
behind which flashed the Dutch bayonets of one movement and as one man, with the jDreChasse brigade. He remarked near this bar- cision of a bronze battering-ram opening a
ricade the old chapel of St. Nicholas, which breech the hill of the Belle Alliance.
They
is at the corner of the cross road leading to
entered the formidable valley in which so
Braine FAlleud, He bent down and spoke many men had already fallen, disappeared in
in a low voice to the guide Lacoste.
The the smoke, and then, emerging from the gloom,
guide shook his head with a probably perfi- reappeared on the other side of the valley,
dious negative.
still in a close compact column, mounting at
The emperor drew hmiself up and reflected a trot, under a tremendous canister fire, the
Wellington was retiring, and all that was frightful muddy incline of the plateau of
17 eeded now was to complete this retreat by an
Mont St. Jean. They ascended it, stern,
overthrow.
Kapoleon hurriedly turned and threatening, and imperturbable; between the
sent off a messenger at full speed to Paris to breaks in the artillery and musketry fire,
in evil.

for

him

a connivance,

:
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the colossal tramp could be heard.

formed two

As they ing the culminating point of the crest, furious
and eager to make their exterminating dash on

were in two columns: Wathier^s diyision was on the right,
Delord^s on the left. At a distance it appeared as if two immense steel lizards were
crawling toward the crest of the plateau ; they
divisions^ they
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the English squares and guns, the cuirassiers
noticed between

them and the English

trench, a grave.

It

Ohain.

It

a

was the hollow road of

was a frightful

moment,

—the

traversed the battlefield like a flash.

ravine was there, unexpected, yawning, almost

Nothing like it had been seen since the
capture of the great redoubt of the Moskova
by the heavy cavalry Murat was missing, but

precipitous, beneath the horses^ feet,

a depth of twelve feet between

its

and with
two sides.
into the

The second rank thrust the first
seemed as if this mass had abyss; the horses reared, fell back, slipped
become a monster, and had but one soul; with all four feet in the air, crushing and
each squadron undulated, and swelled like the throwing their riders. There w^as no means
rings of a polype.
This could be seen through of escaping; the entire column was one huge
a vast smoke which was rent asunder at in- projectile. The force acquired to crush the
tervals; it was a pell-mell of helmets, shouts^ English, crushed the French, and the inexand sabres, a stormy bounding of horses among orable ravine would not yield till it was filled
cannon, and a disciplined and terrible array; up. Men and horses rolled into it pell-mell,
while above it all flashed the cuirasses like the crushing each other, and making one large
scales of the dragon.
Such narratives seemed charnel-house of the gulf, and when thi&
to belong to another age; something like this grave was full of living men the rest passed
vision was doubtless traceable in the old Or- over them.
Nearly one-third of Dubois*
phean epics describing the men-horses, the brigade rolled into this abyss. This comancient hippanthropists, whose Titans with menced the loss of the battle.
A local tradihuman faces and equestrian chest whose gallop tion, which evidently exaggerates, says that
escaladed Olympus, horrible, sublime, in- two thousand Jiorses and fifteen hundred men
vulnerable beings, gods and brutes.
It was a were buried in the hollow way of Ohjiig,.
curious numerical coincidence that twenty-six These figures probably comprise the other
battalions were preparing to receive the corpses cast into the ravine on the day after
charge of these twenty-six squadrons. Behind the battle. Napoleon, before ordering thi&
the crest of the plateau, in the shadow of the charge, had surveyed the ground, but had
masked battery, thirteen English squares, been unable to see this hollow wa}> which
each of two battalions and formed two deep, did not form even a ripple on the crest of the
with seven men in the first lines and six ki plateau. Warned, however, by the little white
the second, were waiting, calm, dumb, and chapel which marks itr juncture with the
motionless, with their muskets, for what was Mvelles road, he had asked Lacoste a quescoming. They did not see the cuirassiers, tion, probably as to whether there was any
and the cuirassiers did not see them: obstacle. The guide answered no, and we
this
tide of
they merely heard
men- might almost say that Napoleon^s catastrophe
They heard the swelling sound was brought about by a peasant^s shake of the
ascending.
of three thousand horses the alternating and head.
Other fatalities were yet to arise. Was it
symmetrical sound of the hoof, the clang of
the cuirasses, the clash of the sabres, and a possible for Napoleon to win the battle ? We
Why ? On account
species of great and formidable breathing. answer in the negative.
There was a long and terrible silence, and of Wellington, on account of Blucher ? No; on
then a long file of raised arms, brandishing account of God. Bonaparte, victor at Watersabres, and helmets, and bugles and standards, loo, did not harmonize with the law of the
and three thousand heads with great mus- 19th century. Another series of facts was
taches, shouting " Long live the emperor V preparing, in which Napoleon had no longei
appeared above the crest. The whole of this a place the ill-will of events had been disIt was time for this
cavalry debouched on the plateau, and it was played long previously.
vast man to fall; his excessive weight in
like the commencement of an earthquake.
All at once, terrible to relate, the head of human destiny disturbed the balance. This
the column of cuirassiers facing the English individual alone was of more account than
On reach- the universal group; such plethoras of human
left reared with a fearful clamor.
:

Ney was there.

It

—

•

:
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the
vitality concentrated in a single head
worlds mounting to one man's brain would
be mortal to civilization if they endured.

great horses reared, leapt over the bayonets,

The moment had

cuirassiers,

—

arrived for the incorruptible

.supreme equity to reflect^ and it is probable
that the 23rinci2)]es and elements on which the
regular gravitations of the moral order as of
the material order depend, complained.
Streaming blood, over-crowded graveyards,
mothers in tears, are formidable pleaders.

"When the

eai'th

is

suffering

from an

exces-

from
Xapoinfinitude, and

sive burden, there are mysterious groans

the shadow, which the abyss hears.
leon had been denounced

m

was decided. AYaterloo is not a batbut a transformation of the universe.

his fall
tle;

CHAPTER LXXIV.
THE PLATEAU OF MOXT

ST.

and landed
walls.

in

at the cuirassiers at point-

blank range. The intrepid General Delord
gave a military salute to the English battery.
The whole of the English field artillery had
entered the squares at a gallop the curassiers
had not even a moment for reflection. The
disaster of the hollow way had decimated but
not discouraged them, they were of that
nature of men whose hearts grow large when
;

their

number

umn

alone suffered in the disaster: but De-

is

diminished.

Wathier's col-

column, which he had oi-dered to wheel
if he suspected the trap, arThe cuirassiers rushed at the
rived entire.
English squares at full gallop, with hanging
bridles, sabres in their mouths, and pistols in
There are moments in a battle
their hands.
when the soul hardens a man, so that it
changes the soldier into a statue, and all flesh
The English battalions,
becomes granite.
though fiercely assailed, did not move. Then
there was a frightful scene, all the faces of
the English squares were attacked simultaneously, and a frenzied whirl surrounded them.
But the cold infantry remained impassive;
the front rank kneeling received the cuirassiers on their bayonets, while the second fired
at them behind the second rank tlie artillerymen loaded their guns, the front of the
square opened to let an eruj^tion of canister
pass, and then closed again.
The cuirassiers
responded by attempts to crush their foe; their
lord^s

to the left, as

;

made gaps in the
made breaches

Files

of

men

disappeared,

:

—

The extreme

JEAX.

—

thundered

the sqtiares.

balls

cuirassiers

lightning.

battery was unmasked simultaneously
sixty guns and the thirteen
w^ith the ravine,
.squares

and the

trampled down by the horses, and bayonets
were btiried in the entrails of these centatirs.
Hence arose horrible wotmds, such as wei^e
probably never seen elsewhere.
The squares,
where broken by the impetuous cavalry, contracted without yielding an inch of ground;
inexhaustible in canister they produced an
explosion in the midst of the assailants.
The
aspect of this combat was monstrous these
squares were no longer battalions but craters;
these cuirassiers were no longer cavalry, but
each square was a volcano -ata tempest,
taced by a storm; the lava combated the

of

The

in the centre of the four living

The cannon

all,

as

it

right square, the most exposed

was in the

lated in the

first

air,

attack.

was nearly annihiIt was formed of

the T5th Highlanders; the pi23er in the centre,
while his comrades were being exterminated

around him, was seated on a drum, with his
pibroch under his arm, and jolaying mountain
These Scotchmen died, thinking of
airs.
Ben Lothian, as the Greeks did, remembering
A cuirassiej''s sabre, by cutting
Argos.
through the pibroch and the arm that held
it, stopped the tune by killing the player.
Tlie cuirassiers, relatively few in number,
and reduced by the catastrophe of the ravine,
had against them nearly the whole English
army; but they multiplied themselyes, and
Some Hanoverian
each man was worth ten.
battalions, hoAvever, gave way: Wellington
saw it and thought of his cavalry. Had
Xapoleon at this moment thought of his infantry the battle would have been won, and
this forgetfulness was his great and fatal
All at once the assailers found themfault.
selves assailed; the English cavalry were on
their backs, before them the squares, behind
them Somerset with the one thousand four
hundred dragoon guards. Somerset had on
his right Dornberg with the German chevaulegers, and on his left Trij) with the Belgian
carbineers; the cuirassiers, attacked on the
flank and in front, before and behind, by
infantry and cavalry, were compelled to make
But what did they care ?
a front on all sides.
they were a whirlwind, their bravery became
indescribable.

In addition, they had behind them the

LES MI8ERABLES.
still thandering battery, and it was only in
such a way that these men could be wounded
One of these cuirasses with a
in the back.
hole through the left scapula, is in the
Waterloo Museum. For such Frenchmen,
nothing less than such Englishmen was reIt was no longer a melee, it was a
quired.
headlong fury, a hurricane of flashing swords.
In an instant the one thousand four hundred
dragoons were only eight hundred; and Ful-

their lieutenant-colonel, was dead.
I^ey
dashed up with Lefebvre Desnouette^s lancers
and chasseurs; the plateau of Mont St. Jean
was taken and retaken, and taken again.
ler,

The

cuirassiers left the cavalry to attack the

infantry, or, to speak

these

men

more

collared each other

loose their hold.

The

after twelve assaults.

squares
]^ey

correctly,

all

and did not
still

held out

had four horses

cuirassiers
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had not succeeded, in the sense

that the English centre had not been broken.

Everybody held the plateau, and nobody
it; but in the end the greater portion
remained in the hands of the English. Wellington had the village and the plain; JSTey,
only the crest and the slope.
Both sides
seemed to have taken root in this mournful
soil.
But the weakness of the English
seemed irremediable, for the haemorrhage
of this army was horrible.
Kempt on the
^^
left wing asked for reinforcements.
There
are none,'" W^ellington replied.
Almost at
the same moment, by a strange coincidence
which depicts the exhaustion of both armies,
Key asked ;N"apoleon for infantry, and Napoleon answered, ^"'Infantry? where does he
expect me to get them? Does he think I
held

can make them?""

under him, and one-half of the
Still the English army was the worse of
cuirassiers remained on the plateau.
This the two, the furious attacks of these great
struggle lasted two hours.
The English squadrons with their iron cuirasses and steel
army was profoundly shaken; and there is chests had crushed their infantry. A few
no doubt that, had not the cuirassiers been men round the colors marked the place of a
weakened in their attack by the disaster of regiment, and some battalions were only
the hollow way, they would have broken commanded by a captain or lieutenant.
through the ceutre and decided the victory. Alton's division, already so maltreated at
This extraordinary cavalry petrified Clinton, La Haye Sainte, was nearly destroyed;
who had seen Talavera and Badajoz.
Well- the intrepid Belgians of Yan Kluze"s
ington, three parts vanquished, admired he- brigade lay among the wheat along the
roically; he said in a low voice, ^^ Splendid!"" ]^ivelles road;
hardly any were left of
The cuirassiers annihilated seven squares out those Dutch Grenadiers who, in 1811,
of thirteen, captured or spiked sixty guns, fought W^ellington in Spain, on the French
and took six English regimental flags, which side, and who, in 1815, joined the English
three cuirassiers and three chasseurs of the and fought l^apoleon.
The loss in officers
guard carried to the emperor before the farm was considerable; Lord Uxbridge, who had
of la Belle Alliance.
his leg interred the next day, had a fractured
Wellington's situation had grown worse. knee.
If on the side of the French in
This strange battle resembled a fight between this contest of the cuirassiers Delord, FHeretwo savage wounded men, who constantly tier, Colbert, Duof, Travers and Blancard
lose their blood while continuing the struggle.
were liors cle combat, on the side of the EngW^hich would be the first to fall? The com- lish, Alten was wounded, Barnes was wounded,.
bat for the plateau continued. How far did Delancey killed, Van Meeren killed, Omjoteda
the cuirassiers get? no one could say; but it killed, Wellington"s staff decimated,
and
is certain that on the day after the battle, a
England had the heaviest scale in this
cuirassier and his horse were found dead on balance of blood.
The 2d regiment of footthe weighing machine of Mont St. Jean, at guards had lost five lieutenant-colonels, four
the very spot where the Nivelles, Genappe, captains, and three ensigns; the first batLa Hulpe, and Brussels roads intersect each talion of the 30th had lost twenty-four ofother.
This horseman had pierced the Eng- ficers, and one hundred and twelve men; the
lish lines. One of the men who picked up this 79th Highlanders had twenty-four officers
corpse still lives at Mont St. Jean; his name wounded, and eighteen officers and four
is Dehaye, and he was eighteen years of age
hundred and fifty men killed. Cumberland"s
at the time.
Wellington felt himself giving Hanoverian Hussars, an entire regiment,,
way, and the crisis was close at hand. The having their Colonel Hacke at their head,,
killed

—
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who at a later date was tried and cashiered,
turned bridle daring the flight and fled into
the forest of Soignies, spreading the route as
The wagons, ammunition
far as Brussels.
trains, baggage trains, and ambulance carts
full of woujided, on seeing the French, gave
ground, and approaching the forests rushed
into it; the Dutch, sabred bj the French
From Yert
cavajr}^ broke in confusion.
Coucou to Groenendael, a distance of two
leagues on the Brussels roads, there was, according to the testimony of living witnesses,
a dense crowd of fugitives, and the panic was
so great that it assailed the Prince de Oonde
at Mechlin and Louis XVIII. at Ghent.
With the exception

of

the weak

reserve

echelonned behind the field hospital established at the farm of Mont St. Jean, and
Yivian^s and Yandeleur's brigades, which
flanked the left wing, Wellington had no
cavalry left, and many of the guns lay disThese facts are confessed by
mounted.
Siborne, and Pringle, exaggerating the danger, goes so far as to state that the AngloDutch army was reduced to thirty-four
thousand men. The Iron Duke remained
The Austrian
firm, but his lips blanched.
commissioner Yincent, and the Spanish commissioner Alava, who were present at the
battle, thought the Duke lost; at five o^clock
Wellington looked at his watch, and could
^^
be heard muttering, ^^Bliicher or night.
It was at this moment that a distant line
of bayonets glistened on the heights on the
This was the climax
side of Frischemont.
of the gigantic drama.

CHAPTER LXXY.
BULOW TO THE RESCUE.

and Billow would not have arrived.

Xow one

— the Prussian general MuflBiing
— and Bliicher would not have

hour's delay
declares

it

—

found Wellington erect, ^^ the battle was
It was high time, as we see, for Biilow
lost.''^
to arrive, and as it was lie had been greatly
He had bivouacked ar Dieu-ledelayed.
Mont and started at daybreak, but the roads
were impracticable, and his division stuck in
The ruts came up to the axle-tree
the mud.
moreover, he was compelled to
of the guns
cross the Dyle by the narrow bridge of Wavre:
the street leading to the bridge had been
burnt by the French, and artillery train and
limbers, which could not j)ass between the
two rows of blazing houses, were compelled
By
to wait till the fire was extinguished.
midday Biilow^s vanguard had scarce reached
Chapelle Saint Lambert.
Had the action begun two hours sooner, it
would have been over at four o'clock, and Bliicher would have fallen upon the battle gained
by Xapoleon. At midday, the emperor had
been the first to notice through his telescope
on the extreme horizon, something v\diich fixed
his attention, and he said, '* I see over there
^^
a cloud which appears to me to be troops.
Then he asked the Duke of Dalmatia, '' Soult,
what do you see in the direction of Chapelle
Saint Lambert T' The marshal, after looking
through his telescope, replied, ^^Four or five
It was evidently
thousand men, sire.'"
Grouchy, still they remained motionless in
the mist. All the statf examined the cloud
pointed out by the emj^eror, and some said,
''''They are columns halting, ^^ but the majority were of opinion that they were trees.
The truth is that the cloud did not move,
and the emperor detached Doncoul's division
;

of light cavalry to reconnoitre in the direction
of this dark point.

Everybody knows
take;

Grouchy

ex2)ected, Bllicher

death instead of
ings as this;

Xapoleon^s awful mis-

life.

men

coming up,

Destiny has such turn-

anticipate the throne of

the world, and perceive St. Helena. If the
little shepherd who served as guide to Biilow,
Bliicher^s lieutenant, had advised him to debouche from the forest above Frischemont,
instead of below Plancenoit, the form of the
nineteenth century would have been different,

Xapoleon would have won the battle of
Waterloo. By any other road than that below Plancenoit the Prussian army would have
come upon a ravine impassable, by artillery,

for

Biilow, in fact, had not stirred, for his
vanguard was very weak and could eifect
He was obliged to wait for the
nothing.
main body of the army, and had orders to
concentrate his troops before forming line
;

but at five o'clock, Bliicher, seeing Wellington's danger, ordered Biilow to attack, and
employed the remarkable phrase, ^' We must
A shoi't time
let the English army breathe.^'
after, Losthin's, Hiller% Hackee's, and Eyssel's brigades deployed in front of Lobau's
corps, the cavalry of Prince William of Prussia debouched from the Bois de Paris, Plancenoit was in flames, and the Prussian cannon-

:;
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balls

began pouring even upon the ranks of

the guard held in reserve behind Napoleon.

CHAPTER LXXVI.
THE GUARD.

The

known^

rest is

— the

irruption of a

third army; the battle dislocated

;

eighty-six
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heard the cry of ^^Sauve qui pent P substituted for the ^^Vive Fempereur P and with
flight behind them they continued to advance,
hundreds falling at every step they took.
JN'one hesitated or evinced timidity; the privates were as heroic as the generals, and not
one attempted to escape suicide.
Ney, wild, and grand in the consciousness
of accepted death, offered himself to every
blow in this combat. He had his fifth horse

cannon thundering simultaneously; Pirch I.
coming up with Biilow; Ziethen's cavalry led killed under him here. Bathed in perspiraby Bllicher in person the French driven tion, with a flame in his eye, and foam on
back Marcognet swept from the plateau of his lips, his uniform unbuttoned, one of his
Ohain Durutte dislodged from Papelotte
epaulettes half -cut through by the sabre-cut
Donzelot and Quiot falling back Lobau at- of a horseguard, and his decoration of the
tacked on the flank a new battle rushing at great eagle dinted by a bullet, bleeding,
night-fall on the weakened French regiments; muddy, magnificent, and holding a broken
the whole English line resuming the offensive, sword in his hand, he shouted, '*^Oome and
and pushed forward the gigantic gap made see how a marshal of France dies on the
in the French army by the combined Eng- battle-field V'
But it was in vain he did
lish and Prussian batteries
the extermina- not die. He was haggard and indignant, and
tion^ the disaster in front, the disaster on the hurled at Drouet d^Erlon the question,
Are
flank, and the guard forming line amid this you not going to get yourself killed V
He
fearful convulsion.
As they felt they were yelled amid the roar of all this artillery,
going to death, they shouted, ^^Long live crushing a handful of men, ^^ Oh there is
the emperor V History has nothing more nothing for me
I should like all these Eng;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

''^

!

!

striking than this death-rattle breaking out

lish cannon-balls to enter

The sky had been covered were reserved for French
but at this very moment, man.

into acclamations.

the whole day,
eight o^clock

in the

evening,

the

my

chest

bullets,

!^^

You

unfortunate

clouds

parted in the horizon, and the sinister red

CHAPTER LXXVII.

glow of the setting sun was visible through
the elms on the l^ivelles road. It had been

THE CATASTROPHE.

seen to rise at Austerlitz.

Each

battalion of the guard, for this de-

nouement, was

commanded by

a general

Friant, Michel, Roguet, Harlot, Mallet, and

When

The

rout in the rear of the guard was

mournful
all sides

;

the

army suddenly gave way on
Hougomont, La

simultaneously, at

Haye Sainte, Papelotte, and Plancenoit.
The cry of ^^treachery^^ was followed by that
device appeared, symmetrical of ^^Sauve qui peut!'^
An army which dis-

Pont de Morvan, were

there.

the

tall

bearskins of the Grenadiers of the guard with

the large eagle
in line and calm, in the twilight of this fight,

—

bands is like a thaw, all gives way, cracks,
the enemy felt a respect for France ; they ^oats, rolls, falls, comes into collision, and
fancied they saw twenty victories entering dashes forward.
Ney borrows a horse, leaps
the battlefield with outstretched wings, and on it, and without hat, stock, or sword,

men who were

esteeming themback but Wellington
shouted, ^'^Up, guards, and take steady aim. ^^
The red regiment of English guards, which
had been lying down behind the hedges, rose;
a storm of canister rent the tricolor flag waving above the heads of the French all rushed
forward, and the supreme carnage commenced. The imperial guard felt in the
darkness the army giving way around them,
and the vast staggering of the rout they
the

victors,

selves vanquished, fell

;

;

:

dashes across the Brussels road, stopping at
once English and French.
He tries to hold
back the army, he recalls it, he insults it,
he clings wildly to the rout to hold it back.
The soldiers fly from him^ shouting, '^'^Long
Two regiments of Dulive Marshal IS'ey V^
rotte^s move backward and forward in terror,
and as it were tossed between the sabres of
the Hussars and the musketry fire of Kempt^s,
A rout is the
Best's and Pack^s brigades.
highest of all confusions, for friends kill each
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other in order to escape, and squadrons and
and destroy each other.
Lobau at one extremity and Reille at the

battalions dash against

other are carried away by the torrent.
In
vain does ISTapoleon build a wall of what is
left of

own

the guard

;

in vain does he expend his

squadrons in a

social

final effort.

i

'

j

Qniot

Kellermann before Van|

deleur,

Lobau before Blilow, ]\[oraud before
Domor and Subervie before Prince

|

Pirch, and

;

William of Prussia.
Guyot, who led the
emperor^s squadrons to the charge, falls
beneath the horses of English dragoons.
Xapoleon gallops along the line of fugitives,
harangues, urges, threatens, and implores
them; all the mouths that shouted ''^Long
live the emperor''^ in the morning, remained
wide open they hardly knew him. The Prussian cavalry, who had come up fresh, dash
forward, cut down^ kill, and exterminate.
The artillery horses dash forward with the
guns the train soldiers unharness the horses
from the caissons and escape on them; wagons
overthrown and with their four wdieels in the
air, block up the road and supply opportunities for massacre.
Men crush each other and
tram|)le over the dead and over the living.
A multitude wild with terror fill the roads,
;

;

the paths, the bridges, the plains, the

hills,

history,

— old

This ferocity

|

retires before Vivian,

an inn in Genappes, surrendered his sword
Hussar of death, who took the sword
and killed the prisoner. The victory was
comj)leted by the assassination of the vanquished.
Let us punish as we are writing
to an

|

Bliicher dishonored

himself.

the seal on the disaster;
the desperate rout passed through Genappes,
passed through Quatre Bras, passed through
set

Sombreffe, passed through Frasnes, passed
through Thuin, passed through Charleroi,
and only stopped at the frontier. Alas and
who was it flying in this way ? The grand
army.
I

Did
throw

this vertigo, this

terror,

this

over-

of the greatest bravery that ever aston-

ished history, take place without a cause ?
Xo. The shadow of a mighty right hand is

the day of destiny,
above man produced
Hence the terror, hence all those

cast over Waterloo;

and the force which
that day.

it is

is

down their swords. Those
had conquered Europe, fell crushed,
having nothing more to say or do, and feeling

great souls laying
wdio

Hoc erat
that day, the perspective of
race v/as chauged, and Waterloo

a terrible presence in the shadow.

On

in fails.

the

human

the hinge of the 19th century. The disappearance of the great man was necessary
for the advent of the great age, and He who
cannot be answ^ered undertook the task. The
is

which are
thronged by this flight of forty thousand
knapsacks and pauic of the heroes admits of explanation in
men.
Cries, desperation
muskets cast into the wheat passages cut the battle of Waterloo, there is more than a
with the edge of the sabres no comrades, no storm there is a meteor.
an indescribofficers, no generals recognized
At nightfall, Bernard and Bertrand seized
Ziethen sabring France at his by the skirt of his coat in a field near Genapable terror.
The lions become kids. Such was pes, a haggard, thoughtful, gloomy man,
ease.
this fight.
who, carried so far by the current of the
At Genappes, an effort was made to turn and rout, had just dismounted, passed the bridle
rally; Lobau collected three hundred men; the over his arm, and was now, with wandering
entrance of the village was barricaded^ but at eye, returning alone to Waterloo.
It was
the first round of Prussian canister all began jSTapoleon, the immense somnambulist of the
flying again, and Lobau was made prisoner. shattered dream still striving to advance.
the

valleys,

and

the

woods,

;

;

;

;

—

;

This shot may still be seen, buried in the
gable of an old brick house on the right of
the road, just before you reach Genappes.

The Prussians dashed
less

CHAPTER LXXYIIL

into Genappes, doubt-

THE LAST SQUARE.

furious at being such small victors, and

the pursuit was monstrous, for Bliicher commanded extermination. Eoguet had given
the mournful example of threatening with
death any French Grenadier who brought in
a Prussian prisoner, and Bliicher surpassed

Roguet.
Duchesme, general of the young
guard, who was pursued into the doorway of

A FEW

squares of the guard,

standing

motionless in the swash of the rout, like
rocks in running water, held out till night.
They awaited the double shadow of night

and death, and

Each regiment,

let

them surround them.

from the others, and
no longer connected with the army wdiich
isolated

LE8 MISERABLES,
was broken on all sides, died where it stood.
In order to perform tliis last exploit, they
had taken up a position, some on the height
of Kossomme, others on the plain of Mont
The gloomy squares, deserted,
St. Jean.
conquered, and terrible, struggled formid-

Ulm, Wagram, Jena,
and Friedland were dying in it. When

any Frenchman cannot be repeated. ^^Post
no sublimity on history. ^^
At our own risk and peril we will defy this
notice.

Among

these

giants,

then, there was a

Titan, Cambronne.

To

ably with death, for

twilight set in at nine in the evening, one
square still remained at the foot of the plaIn this mournful
teau of Mont St. Jean.
yalley, at the foot of the slope scaled by the
cuirassiers, now inundated by the English
masses, beneath the converging fire of the
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word and then

utter this

die,

what

could be more grand
To die is to be willing to die, and it is not the fault of this man,
!

mowed by grape-shot, he survived.
The man who gained the battle of Waterloo was not Kapoleon with his routed army
it was not Wellington, giving way at four
if,

;

and desperate at five it was not
had not fought, the man who
ful hailstorm of projectiles, this square still won the battle of Waterloo is Cambronne.
To smite with the lightning of such a word
It was commanded by an obscure
resisted.
At each the thunderbolt which kills you is to be vicofficer of the name of Cambronne.
hostile

and victorious

artillery,

under a

fear-

o^clock,

;

—

Bli\cher,f or he

•

volley the square diminished, but continued to
reply to the canister with musketry fire, and
each moment contracted its four walls^

Fugitives in the distance, stopping at moto draw breath, listened in the darkness to this gloomy diminishing thunder.

ments

When

this legion

torious.

To make such a

reply to disaster, to say
lay such a base for the

this to destiny, to

future lion, to hurl this answer to the rain
of the night, to the treacherous wall of

Hougomont, to the hollow road of Chain, to
had become only a hand- the delay of Grouchy, to the arrival of

when their colors were but a rag, when
ammunition was exhausted, and
muskets were clubbed, and when the pile of

ful,

Bliicher, to be irony in the tomb, to stand

their

erect, as

it

were, after one shall have fallen,

submerge in two

syllables the European
present
coalition,
to kings the latrines
to
living
group,
than
the
greater
was
corpses
the victors felt a species of sacred awe, and already knawn by the Caesars, to make the
the English artillery ceased firing. It was a last of words the first, by imparting to it the
sort of respite these combatants had around brilliancy of France, to insultingly close
them an army of spectres, outlines of Waterloo by Shrove Tuesday repartee, to
mounted men, the black profile of guns, and complete Leonidas by Eabelais, to sum up
the white sky visible through the wheels the this victory in one supreme word, impossible
heroes ever to pronounce, to lose ground and preserve
colossal death^s head which
glimpse in the smoke of a battle, advanced history, after such a carnage to have the
and looked at them. They could hear in the laughers on your side, this is immense.
It is to defy the lightning with ^schylean
twilight gloom that the guns were being

to

;

;

—

loaded ; the lighted matches, resembling the
«yes of a tiger in the night, formed a circle
The linstocks of the
round their heads.
English batteries approached the guns, and

grandeur.

The utterance of Cambronne has the
of a breakage. It

effect

the breaking of the bosom
the excess of the agony

is

by disdain, it is
which makes the explosion. Who conquered?
according to some, Maitland according to Wellington ? Ko. Without Blucher he had
Is it Bliicher ?
No. If Wellingothers, holding the supreme moment sus- been lost.
pended over the heads of these men, shouted ton had not begun, Blucher could not have
finished.
This Cambronne, this passer-by at
to them, ^^ Brave Frenchmen, surrender P'
at this

moment an English

general, Colville

.

Cambronne answered,

'^

Mercle,"

the last hour, this

unknown

soldier, this in-

finitely little bitjof the war, feels that there is

CHAPTER

XV.*

CAMBKO^^XE.

As

French reader desires to be respected, the most sublime word ever uttered by
the

beneath the catastrophe doubly bitter;
when he is bursting with
rage they offer him that absurdity^ life!
How could he refrain from breaking out.
There they are, all the kings of Europe,

a

lie

and

at the instant

—
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the lucky generals^ the thundering Joves;
they have one hundred thousand victorious
soldiers; behind them, a hundred thousand^
a million ; their cannon, with matches lighted,
are gaping; they have under their heels the
Imperial guard and the Grand army; they
have crushed ISapoleon, Cambronne only remains, only this earth-worm is left to pro-

—

test,

and he

will protest.

looked for a word as he would for a
sword. Foam is on his lips, and this foam is
the word. In presence of this victory, proyet commonplace, of this victory
without victors, the desperate man erects
himself; he submits to its magnitude, but he
demonstrates its nothingness he does more
than spit on it, and under the crushing load
of numbers, force, and material he finds for
excrement.
his soul one sole term
We repeat it, to say this, to do this, to invent this, is to be the victor.

digious

;

great

moment the spirit
days entered this unknown man.
this fated

of the

Cam-

bronne found the word of Waterloo as Rouget de risle found the Marseillaise by an inA breath of the
spiration from on high.
divine hurricane passed over these men, and
they shuddered one sings the supreme song,
the other utters the fearful cry. This word,
full of Titanic scorn, was hurled by Cambronne not only at Europe in the name of
the Emi^ire, that would have been little,
but at the past in the name of the Revolu;

—

tion.

We

hear and see in Cambronne the old
it seems as if Danton were
speaking or Kleber roaring.
To Cambronne's exclamation, an English

soul of the giants;

voice replied,

'^

Fire

I'"

QUOT LIBRAS

The

The batteries flashed,

the hillside trembled, from all these throats
of brass came a last eruption of grape, a vast

cloud of smoke vaguely whitened by the rising moon rolled up, and when the smoke had
The
been dissipated there was nothing.
dreaded remnant was annihilated, the guard
was dead. The four walls of the living redoubt lay low, with here and there a scarcely
perceptible quiver among the corj^ses.
Thus
the French legions, grander than those of
Rome, expired at Mont St. Jean, on the earth
sodden with rain and bloody in the gloomy
corn-fields at the spot where now^ at four
o^clock in the morning Joseph, the driver of
the mail-cart from Nivelles, passes, whistling
and gayly whi|)ping up his horse.

I^'

DUCE.

battle of Waterloo

an enigma

is

who gained
To [Xapoleon

obscure for those

who

lost

it.

Bliicher sees nothing in

it

ton does not understand

but

for

at-

him

it

as

it

is

a panic:

fire;

Wellingat the
the com-

it all.

Look

the bulletins are confused ;
mentaries are entangled the latter stammer,,
the former stutter. Jomini divides the battle
of Waterloo into four moments; Muffling
cuts it into three acts; Charras, although we
do not entirely agree with him in all his appreciations, has alone caught with his haughty
eye the characteristic lineaments of this catastrophe of human genius contending with
All the other historians suffer
divine chance.
from a certain bedazzlement in which they
grope about. It was a flashing day, in truth
reports

He

At

CHAPTER LXXIX.

:

;

the overthrow of the military monarchy
which, to the great stupor of the kings, has
dragged down all kingdoms, the downfall of
strength and the rout of war.

In this event, which bears the stamp of
necessity, men play but a small
part but if we take Waterloo from Welling-

superhuman
:

ton and Bliicher, does that deprive England
and Germany of any thing ? Xo. Neither
illustrious England nor august Germany is
in question in the problem of Waterloo, for
thank heaven, nations are great without the

mournful achievements of the sword. Neither Germany, nor England nor France is
held in a scabbard; at this day when Waterloo

is

only a clash of sabres,

Germany has

Goethe above Bliicher, and England Byron
above Wellington. A mighty dawn of ideas
is peculiar to our age, and in this dawn England and Germany have their own magnifi-

They are majestic because they
flash.
think; the high level they bring to civilizacent
tion

is

intrinsic

to

them;

it

comes from

themselves and not from an accident. xVny
aggrandizement the 19tli century may have
cannot boast of Waterloo as its fountain
head; for only barbarous nations grow suddenly after a victory it is the transient van-

—

Civilized
swollen by a storm.
nations, especially at the present day, are not
ity of torrents

elevated or debased by the good or evil fortune of a captain, and their specific weight
in the human family results from something
more than a battle. Their honor, dignity,
enlightenment, and genius, are not numbers
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which those gamblers, heroes and conquerors, against masses, dashed at allied Europe, and
can stake in the lottery of battles. Very absurdly gained impossible victories ? Who
often a battle lost is progress gained, and less was this new-comer of war who possessed the
of glory more of liberty.
The drummer is effrontery of a planet ? The academic milisilent and reason speaks; it is the game of tary school excommunicated him, while boltLet us, then, speak of ing, and hence arose an implacable rancor of
who loses wins.
Waterloo coldly from both sides, and render the old Caesarism against the new, of the old
to chance the things that belong to chance, sabre against the flashing sword, and of the
and to God what is God^s. What is Waterloo, chess-board against genius. On June 18th,
a victory ? Ko a quine in the lottery, won 1815, this rancor got the best; and beneath
by Europe and paid by France; it was hardly Lodi, Montebello, Montenotte, Mantua, Marengo, and Areola, it wrote, Waterloo.
worth while erecting a lion for it.
It
Waterloo, by the way, is the strangest en- was a triumph of mediocrity, sweet to macounter recorded in history; Napoleon and jorities, and destiny consented to this irony.
Wellington are not enemies, but contraries. In his decline. Napoleon found a young SuNever did God, who delights in antitheses, varov before him, in fact, it is only necesproduce a more striking contrast or a more sary to blanch Wellington's hair in order to
extraordinary confrontation.
On one side have a Suvarov. Waterloo is a battle of the
precision, foresight, geometry, prudence, a first class, gained by a captain of the second.
retreat assured, reserves prepared, an obstiWhat must be admired in the battle of
nate coolness, an imperturbable method, Waterloo is England, the English firmness,
strategy profiting by the ground, tactics the English resolution, the English blood,
balancing battalions, carnage measured by a and what England had really superb in it, is
plum-line, war regulated watch in hand, noth
(without offence) herself; it is not her cap-

—

;

—

—

ing

left voluntarily to accident, old

classic

courage and absolute correctness. On the
other side we have intuition, divination, military

strangeness,

flashing glance;

superhuman

instinct,

a

something that gazes like

the eagle and strikes like lightning, all the
mysteries of a profound mind, association
with destiny: the river, the plain, the forest
and the hill summoned, and to some extent
compelled, to obey, the despot going so far
as

even to tyrannize over the battle-field;

faith in a star blended with strategic science,

heightening, but troubling it. Wellington
was the Bareme of war, Napoleon was its
Michael Angelo, and this true genius was
conquered by calculation. On both sides
somebody was expected; and it was the exact-calculator who
succeeded.
Napoleon
waited for Grouchy, who did not come; Wellington waited for Bliicher, and he came.
Wellington is the classical war taking its
revenge; Bonaparte, in his dawn, had met it
in Italy and superbly defeated it, the old
owl fled before the young vulture. The old
tactics had been not only overthrown, but
scandalized.
Who was this Corsican of sixand-tw^enty years of age ? what meant this
splendid ignoramus who, having everything
against him, nothing for him, without provisions, ammunition, guns, shoes, almost
without an army, with a handful of men

—

but her army. Wellington, strangely
ungrateful, declares in his despatch to Lord
Bathurst, that his army, the one which fought
tain,

on June 18th, 1815, was a '^detestable army."^
does the gloomy pile of bones buried
in the trenches of Waterloo think of this ?
England has been too modest to herself in

What

her treatment of Wellington, for making him
so great is making herself small.
Wellington is merely a hero like any other man.
The Scotch Greys, the Life Guards, Maitland
and Mitcheirs regiments. Pack and Kempt^s
infantry, Ponsonby and Somerset's cavalry,
the Highlanders pla3dng the bagpipes under
the shower of canister, Ryland's battalions,

the fresh recruits

who could hardly manage

a musket, and yet held their ground against

—

the old bands of Essling and Eivoli all this
is grand.
Wellington was tenacious, that
w^as his merit, and w^e do not deny it to him,
but the lowest of his privates and his troopers w^as quite as solid as he, and the iron
soldier is as good as the iron duke.
For our
part all our glorification is offered to the
English soldier, the English army, the English nation
and if there must be a trophy,
it is to England that this trophy is owing.
The Waterl(to column would be more just, if,
;

instead of the figure of a man,

it

raised to

raised to the clouds the statue of a people.

But this great England will be
Hrno. Vol. IL— 11

irritated

by

—
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what we are writing here;

for she

still

has

feudal illusions, after her 1688^ and the
French 1189. This people believes in inheritance and hierarchy, and while
excels

it

in

as a nation
it

power and
and not as a

glory,

spised

;

workman

the soldier puts

other

seems

itself

As

jDeoj^le.

readily subordinates itself,

at its head; the

it

n_o

a

i)eo2Dle,

and takes

lets

a lord

himself be de-

with flogging.

u]}

It

dulate on the

23lain, furious galloping crosses
the horizon; the startled dreamer sees the

flash of sabres, the sparkle of bayonets, the
red light of shells, the monstrous collision of

thunderbolts; he hears, like a death-groan
from the tomb, the va.gue clamor of the

phantom

battle.

These shadows are grcna

diers; these flashes are cuirassiers; this skele-

ton

is

Xapoleon: this skeleton

is

Wellington;

remembered that, at the battle of In- all this is non-existent, and yet still combats,
kermann, a sergeant who, it appears, saved and the ravines are stained purple, and the
the British army, could not be mentioned by trees rustle, and there is fu^-y even in the
Lord Eaglan, because the military hierarchy clouds and in the darkness, while all the stern
does not allow any hero below the rank of heights, Mont St. Jean, Hougomont, Frischeofficer to be mentioned in despatches. What mont, Papelotte, and Plancenoit, seem conwe admire before all, in an encounter like fusedly crowned by hosts of spectres exterwill be

Waterloo, is the prodigious skill of chance. minating one another.
The night rain, the wall of Hougomont, the
CIIAPTEE LXXX.
hollow way of Ohain, Grouchy deaf to the
guide
deceiving
him,
Xapoleon's
cannon,
OUGHT WATERLOO TO BE APPLAUDED ?
all this
Biilow^^s guide enlightening him
There exists a highly respectable liberal
cataclysm is marvellously managed.
school, which does not detest Waterloo, but
Altogether, we will assert, there is more of we do not belong to it.
For us Waterloo is
a massacre than of a battle in Waterloo. only the stupefied date of liberty; for snch
Waterloo, of all ])itched battles, is the one an eagle to issue from such a shell is assurwhich had the smallest front for such a num- edly unexpected. Waterloo, if we place ourber of combatants. Napoleon's, three-quar- selves at the culminating point of the ques-

—

ters of a league, Wellington's, half a league,

and

thousand combatants on

seventy-two

From

either side.

The
made and

nage.

men,

this density

car-

following calculation has been

proportion established:

Austerlitz,

at

came the
loss

French, fourteen

Eussian, thirty per cent.

of
i3er

tion, is intentionally a counter-revolutionary

victory,- -it

is

Petersburg,
Paris;

it is

Europe against France; it is
and Vienna against

Berlin,

the statu quo opposed to the inthe 14th July, 1789, attacked

itiative; it is

through March 20th, 1815;

it is all

the

mon-

Austrian,

archies clearing the decks to conquer the in-

per cent.; at Wagram, French,
per cent.; Austrian, fourfeen per
cent.
at Moskova, French, thirty-seven per
Eussian, forty-four per cent.; at Bautcent.
zen, French, thirteen per cent.; Eussian and
Prussian, fourteen per cent.; at Waterloo,

domitable French spirit of revolt.
The
dream was to extinguish this vast people
which had been in a state of eruption for
six-and-twenty years, and for this purpose,

cent.

;

;

forty-four

thirteen
;

:

French, fifty-six per cent. Allies, thirty-one
total for Waterloo, forty-one per
per cent.
cent., or out of one hundred and forty-four
thousand fighting men, sixty thousand killed.
The field of Waterloo has at the present
day that calmness which belongs to the earth,
aud resembles all plains, but at night, a sort
of visionary mist rises from it, and if any
traveller walk about it, and listen and dream
like Yirgil on the mournful plain of Philippi,
the halhicination of the catastrophe seizes
upon him. The frightful Juite 18th lives
;

;

—

again, the false

monumental

the wondrous lion
field

resumes

is

liill is

levelled,

dissipated, the battle-

its reality, lines of

infantrv un-

Brunswick, Xassau, the Eomanoffs, Hoenzoland the Hapsburger coalesced with the
Bourbons, and Waterloo carries divine right
on its pillion. It is true that as the Empire
was despotic, royalty, by the natural reaction
of things, was compelled to be liberal, and a
constitutional order issued from Waterloo,

lern

much

to the regret of the conquerors.

The

that the Eevolution

can never be
really conquered, and being providential and
absolutely fatal, it constantly reappears,
before Waterloo in Xapoleon overthrowing
the old thrones, after Watei-loo in Louis
XYIII. granting aiid enduring the charter.
Bonaparte places a postillion on the throne of
Xaples, and a sergeant on the throne of

fact

is,

Sweden, employing

inequality to

demon-
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Louis XVIII. at

St.
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Ouen empire vanished

countersigns the declaration of the rights of

bled

that

of

in a

shadow which resem-

the expiring

Roman

world.

you wish to understand what revol- Nations escaped from the abyss as in the
ution is^ call it progress; and if you wish to time of the barbarians, but the barbarism of
understand what progress is^ call it to-mor- 1815, which could be called by its familiar
row. To-morrow ever does its work irresisti- name, the counter-revolution, had but little
bly and does it to-day, and it ever strangely breath, soon began to pant, and stopped.
It employs Wellington to The empire, we confess, was lamented and
attains its objects.
make an orator of Foy who was only a sol- by heroic eyes, and its glory consists in the
dier.
Foy falls at Hougomont and raises sword-made sceptre, the empire was glory
himself in the tribune. Such is the process itself. It had spread over the whole earth
a dim
of progress, and that workman has no bad all the light that tyranny can give
tools it fits to its divine work the man who light, we will say, an obscure light, for when
bestrode the Alps and the old tottering compared with real day, it is night. This
patient of Pere Elysee, and it employs both disappearance of the night produced the
the gouty man and the conqueror the con- effect of an eclipse.
Louis XVIII. re-entered Paris, and the
queror externally, the gouty man at home.
Waterloo, by cutting short the demolition of dances of July 8, effaced the enthusiasm of
thrones by the sword, had no other effect March 20. The Corsican became the antiththan to continue the revolutionary work on esis of the Bearnais, and the flag on the
another side. The sabres have finished, and dome of the Tuileries was white. The exile
the turn of the thinkers arrives; the age was enthroned, and the deal table of Hartwdiich Waterloo wished to arrest marched Avell was placed before the fleur-de-lysed easy
over it, and continued its route and this chair of Louis XIV. People talked of Bouvines and Fontenoy as if they had occurred
sinister victory was gained by liberty.
Still it IS incontestable that what triumphed yesterday, while Austerlitz was antiquated.
at Waterloo; what smiled behind Wellington; The throne and the altar fraternized majeswhat procured him all the marshals^ staffs tically, and one of the most indubitable forms
of Europe, including, by the way, that of of the welfare of society in the 19th century
marshal of France; what rolled along joy- Avas established in France and on the Conously the wheelbarrows of earth mingled with tinent Europe took the white cockade.
bones, to erect the foundation for the lion, Trestaillon w^as celebrated, and the motto nee
on whose pedestal is inscribed the date of ^jluribus imjmr reappeared in the stone
June 18, 1815; what encouraged Bllicher in beams representing a sun on the front of the
cuttmg down the routed army; and what barracks, on the Quai d'Orsay. Where there
from the plateau of Mont Saint Jean hov- had been an imperial guard, there was a " red
ered over France like a prey, was the coun- household;'^ and the arch of the Carrousel, if
It is the counter-revolution loaded with badly endured victories, feeling
ter-revolution.
that muttered the hideous word " dismember- not at home in these novelties, and perhaps
ment,^^ but on reaching Paris it had a close slightly ashamed of Marengo and Areola got
view of the crater, it felt that the ashes out of the diflficulty by accepting the statue
burnt its feet, and it reflected. It w^ent back of the Due d'Angouleme. The cemetery of
the Madeleine, a formidable public grave in
to the job of stammering a charter.
Let us only see in Waterloo what there '93, was covered with marble and jasper, beThere is no intentional lib- cause the bones of Louis XVI. and Marie
really is in it.
erty, for the counter-revolution was involun- Antoinette were mingled with that dust. In
tarily liberal in the same w^ay as Xapoleon, the moat of Vincennes a tomb emerged from
through a corresponding phenomenon, was the ground, as a reminder that the Due
On June 18, de^Enghien died there in the same month in
involuntarily a Kevolutionist.
Pope Pius
1815, Eobespierre on horseback was thrown. which Kapoleon w^as crowned.
VII., who had performed the ceremony very

man.

If

—

—

:

—

^

—

—

CHAPTER LXXXI.
RESTORATION OF DIVIDE RIGHT.

W ITH the fall of the dictatorship, an entire
Europen

system crumbled

away, and the

upon that death, tranquilly blessed the
he had blessed the elevation.
There was at Schonbrunn a shadow four

close

downfall, as

years of age,

whom

it

was seditious to

call
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And these things took
the king of Eome.
place, and these kings regained their thrones,
and the master of Europe was put in a cage^
and the okl regime became the new, and the
light and the shadow of the earth changed
j)laces, because on the afternoon of a summer

This phanworld to tremble, and
kings sat uneasily on their thrones, vritli the
rock of St. Helena on the horizon.
While Xapoleon was dying at Longwood,
the sixty thousand men who fell at Waterloo
rotted calmly, and something of their peace
The congress of
spread over the world.
Vienna converted it into the treaties of 1815,

tom caused the

day, a peasant boy said to a 1^'ussian in

way and not that I"
That 1815 was a sort of melancholy April;
the old unhealthy and venomous realities asa wood, ^^Go this

sumed

a

new

divine

1TS9,

nite care?

became constitutional preand after-thoughts,

this

;

having article fourteen in their hearts, varThe
nished themselvi's ^yith liberalism.
^lan had been at
snakes cast their slough,
once aggrandized and lessened by Xapoleon

of

tliat

the strange

was a grave imprudence

for powder,

"

so

Where

Xa23oleon

is

amorous
is

he

dead

the soldier

know about him

name

of ideology.

man

of a great

one blade of grass to another,

CHAPTER LXXXIL

to

?

What

is

— Belle

We must

'"He
exclaimed; ^•much you
AVaterloo.

;

the

fatal

field

of

Xapoleon fallen seemed
standing on his feet.
Those who had triumphed were alarmed.
England had him guarded by Hudson Lowe,
and France had him watched by Montcheme.
His folded arms became the anxiety of
thrones, and Alexander christened him his
nightmare. This terror resulted from the
immense amount of revolution he had in
him, and it is this which explains and exgreater

;

better than Xapoleon

return, for

it is

a necessity of the

to the fatal battle-field

1815.

The moon shone
Bllicher^s

nounced the

trail of

of June,

brightly^

ferociotis

and

18,

this

pursuit,

de-

the fugitives, surrendered

crowd to the Prussian cavalry,
and assisted the massacre. Sucli tragical
complacency of the night is witnessed at
times in catastroj^hes. After the last cannon
was fired the plain of Mont St. Jean remained deserted. The English occupied the
French encampment, for the usual confirma-

this disastrotis
j

I

j

j

Alliance,

XIGIIT.

story,

favored

!^'

Waterloo had said beforehand. In the j^i'esence of the old Etirope reconstituted, the
lineaments of a new France were sketched in.
The future, derided by the emperor, made
its entry and wore on its bi-ow the star
Liberty.
The ardent eyes of the youthful
generation were turned toward it, but. singular to say, they simultaneously felt equally
attached to this future liberty ,and to the
Defeat had made the conpast Xapoleon.

man

THE BATTLE-FIELD BY

he doing ?
an

Imaginations deified
Europe after Waterloo
this thrown man.
was dark, for some enormous gap was long
left unfilled after the disappearance of Xapoleon.
The kings placed themselves in this
gap, and old Ettrope took advantage of it to
There was a holy aleffect a reformation.

quered

mighty eye before which a grub,

of gunners, sought

Marengo and

of

liance

all this sha-

Xotre Dame.

dead,^' said a passer-by to

invalid
I^^

:

disturb the flash

equals the eagle flying from tower to tower at

ridicule the future, but the people, that food

^^

moment

for a

Infi-

this cloud,

all

in this reign of splendid material-

ism, received

him.

tempest,

war, and then this peace

leaping from

;

It

all this

dow did not

superstitions,

idealism,

old

and Euro2:>e called that the Eestor.-ition.
Such is Waterloo, bttt what does the

Falsehood espoused
right put on the mask of a
aspect.

charter; fictions
judices,

Bonapartistic liberalism.

cuses

tion of

victory

is

to sleep in the beds of the

They established their bivouac
a little beyond Rossomme, and while the
Prttssians followed up the fugitives, Welling-

conquered.

ton proceeded to the village of Waterloo, to
draw up his report for Lord Bathurst.
AVere ever the Sic vos non vobis ajiplicable,

most certainly to this village of Waterwhich did nothing, and was half a league
away from the action. Mont St. Jean was
cannonaded, Hougomont burned, Papelotte
it

is

loo,

burned, I'lancenoit burned. La Haye Sainte
carried by storm, and La Belle Alliance witnessed the embrace of the two victors Init
these names are scarce known, and Waterloo,
which did nothing during the battle, has all
;

the honor of it.
We are not of those

who

when the opportunity

offers,

truth.

War

flatter war,

we

and

tell it

has frightful beauties wdiich

the

we
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have not concealed
surprising

;

but

it

has

also,

One

we must

most
the rapid stripping of the dead

some ugly

allow,

is

features.

of the
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Palatinate to be destroyed by sword and

A larger

or smaller

amount

fire.

of marauders fol-

lowed an army, according as the chief was

more or less severe. Hoche and Morceau
naked corpses. Who does had no cam23 followers, and Wellington, we
this ?
Who sullies the triumph in this way ? willingly do him the justice of stating, had
Whose is the hideous furtive hand which slips but few.
Still, on the night of June 18th, the dead
into the pocket of victory ? Who are the
Wellington was strict; he
villains dealing their stroke behind the were stripped.

after victory

;

the

dawn

that follows a battle

always rises on

glory

?

Some

philosophers, Voltaire

among ordered

them, assert that they are the very men who
have made the glory ; they say that those
who keep their feet plunder those lying on
the ground, and the hero of the day is the
vampire of the night. After all, a man has
the right to strip a corpse of which he is the
author.
We do not believe it, however
reaping a crop of laurels and stealing the
shoes of a dead man do not seem to us posOne thing is cersible from the same hand.
tain, that, as a usual rule, robbers come after
the soldiers, but we must leave the private,
especially him of to-day out of the question.
Every army has a tail ; and it is that which

must be accused Batlike beings, half

servants,

half brigands, all the species of the vespertilio

which the twilight called war engenders,
wearers of uniform who do not fight, malingerers, formidable invalids,, interloping sutlers,

trotting with their wives in small carts,

and stealing things which they

sell

again,

themselves as guides to
all these, armies
officers, villains, marauders,
marching in former times (we are not alluding to the present day) had with them, so
that, in the special language, they were called
N"o army and no nation
^^the stragglers/'
were responsible for these beings, they
spoke Italian, and followed the Germans;
they spoke French and followed the English.
It was by one of these scoundrels, a Spanish
camp-follower who spoke French, that the
Marquis de Fervacques, deceived by his
Picardy accent, and taking him for a Frenchman, was killed and robbed on the battle-field
during the night that followed the victory of
The detestable maxim, " Live on
Cerisolles.
beggars

offering

—

—

that everybody caught in the act
should be shot, but rapine is tenacious, and
marauders plundered in one corner of the
field while they were being shot in the other.
About midnight a man was prowling, or
rather crawling, about the hollow road of
Ohain he was, according to all appearance,
one of those whom we have just described,
neither English or French, nor peasant nor
soldier, less a man than a ghoul, attracted by
the smell of the dead, whose victory was robbery, and who had come to plunder Waterloo.
He was dressed in a blouse, which looked
something like a gown, was anxious and daring, and looked behind while he went onwards.
Who was this man ? Mght knew
probably more about him than did day. He
had no bag, but evidently capacious pockets
under his blouse. From time to time he
stopped, examined the plain around him as
if to see whether he was watched, bent down
quickly, disturbed something lying silent
and motionless on the ground, and then drew
His
himself up again and stepped away.
attitude, and his rapid mysterious movements,
made him resemble those twilight larvm
which haunts ruins, and which the old ISTorman legends call ^^les alleurs;'' certain
nocturnal fowlers display the same outline on
the marshes.
Any one who had attentively examinedwould have seen behind the house which
stands at the intersection of the Nivelles and
:

Mont

Jean roads, a sort of small vivanwith a tilt of tarpaulin stretched
over wicker-work, drawn by a hungry-looking
staggering horse, which was nibbling the
In this cart, a woman was seated on
nettles.
bundles, and there was probably
and
which
chests
leprosy,
this
produced
enemy,'''
the
There are some connection between this cart and the
strict disipline could alone cure.
There was not a cloud in the sky,
some reputations which deceive, and we do prowler.
not always know why certain generals, in and though the ground may be blood red, the
other respects great, became so popular. moon remains white, that is the indifference
Turenne was adored by his troops, because he of nature. In the fields branches of trees
tolerated plunder; evil permitted is kindness, broken by cannon-balls, but still holding on
and Turenne was so kind that he allowed the by the bark, waved softly in the night breeze.
St.

diere's cart
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A breath

shook the brambles^ and there was
a quiver in the grass that resembled the
departure of souls. In the distance could be
confusedly heard the march of the English
patrols and rounds.
Hougomont and La

at the S23ot

Have

He

Sainte continued to burn^ makings one
in the west^ the other in the east^ two large

bodies of flames^ to wdiich were joined the
English bivouac iires^ stretching along the
hills on the horizon^ in an immense semicircle.
The scene produces the effect of an
unfastened ruby necklace, with a carbuncle
at either end.

We

have described the catastrophe of the

—

Ohain road^ the heart is chilled by the
thought of what this death had been for so
many brave men. If there be any thing
frightful^ if there exist a reality which surpasses dreaming,

it

is

this;

— to

live, to see

manly

the sun , to be in full possession of

vi-

gor; to have health and joy; to laugh valiantly; to run toward a glory glittering before
you; to feel in your chest, lungs that breath,

a heart that beats, and a will that reasons ; to
speak, to think, to hope, to love; to have
Avife, and children
to have
then suddenly, before there is
time for a cry, to be hurled into an abyss
to fall, roll, crush, and be crushed; to see

a mother, a
light,

;

—and

and branches, and
on to any thing; to feel
your sabre useless, men under you and horses
over you; to struggle in vain; to have your
ribs fractured by some kick in the gloom; to
feel a heel oi\ your eyes; to bite with rage

corn-stalks, flowers, leaves,
to be unable to hold

where Delord's division passed,
the layer of dead was thinner.

The nocturnal prowler, at wdiom we have
allowed the reader a glance, proceeded in
immense tomb.
looked around and held a hideous review
of the dead; he walked with his feet in the
blood.
All at once he stopped. A few paces
before him in the hollow way, at the point
where the pile of dead ended, an oj^en hand,
illumined by the moon, emerged from the
heap of men and horses. This hand had on
one finger something that glittered, and was
The man bent down, and when
a gold ring.
he rose again there was no longer a ring on
this finger.
He did not exactly rise; he remained in a savage and shy attitude, turning
his back to the pile of dead, investigating the
horizon, supporting himself on these two
forefingers, and his head spying over the
The four }3aws of
edge of the hollow way.
the jackal are suited for certain actions.
Then, making up his mind he rose, but at
the same moment he started, for he felt that
some one w^as holding him behind.
He
that direction, searching this

it was the o^qw hand
which had closed and seized the skirt of his
coat.
An honest man would have been
frightened, but this one began laughing.
^^Hillohl^^ he said, ^*it is only the dead
man. I prefer a ghost to a gendarme.''

turned and found that

The hand, however, soon
for efforts

are

quickly

relaxed

exhausted

its

in

hold,

the

tomb.

Can this dead man be alive?'' the marauder continued; 'Het me have a look.
*^
to be underneath, and say to youself,
A
He bent down again, removed all the obmoment ago I was a living man !'^
stacles, seized the hand, liberated the head,
At the spot where this lamentable disaster pulled out the body, and a few minutes later
occurred, all was now silence.
The hollow dj'agged an inanimate or at least fainting
way was filled with an inextricable pile of man into the shadow of the hollow way. He
horses and their riders.
There was no slope was an officer of cuirassiers of a certain rank,
now, for the corpses levelled the road with for a heavy gold epaulette j)eeped out from
the plain, and came up flush to the top, like under his cuirass. This officer had lost his
a fairly measured bushel of barley. A pile of helmet, and a furious sabre cut crossed his
dead a-top, a stream of blood at bottom,
He did
face, which was covered with blood.
such was the road on the night of June 18, not appear, however, to have any bones
The blood ran as far as the Xivelles broken, and through some fortunate accident,
1815.
road, and extravasated there in a wide pool, if such a word be possible here, the dead had
in front of the barricade, at a sj)ot which is formed an arch over him so as to save him
still pointed out.
It will be remembered that from being crushed.
His eyes were closed.
the destruction of the cuirassiers took place He had on his cuirass the silver cross of the
at the opposite point, near the Genappe road. Legion of Honor, and the prowler tore away
The depth of the corpses was projDortionate this cross, wdiich disappeared in one of the
to tliat of the hollow way; toward the middle, gulfs he had under his blouse.
After tliis he
the horses' bits; to

stifle,

to yell, to writhe;

^"^
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found a watch and took
pockets and drew from
them a purse. When he was at this stage of
the assistance he was rendering the dying
man, the officer opened his eyes.
^'Thanks/' he said, feebly.
The roughness of the man's movements,
the freshess of the. night, and the freely inhaled air, had aroused him from his lethargy.
The prowler did not answer, but raised his
head.
A sound of footsteps could be heard
on the plain; it was probably some patrol
felt

the

officer's fob,

then he

it;

felt in his

The officer murmured, for
approaching.
there was still the agony of death in his
voice,

lished by the newspapers of the day, a few

months

after the occurrence of the surpris-

ing events at

M

that no

These articles are
must be remembered

.

rather summary, but

it

Trihiinanx existed at
we take from the
Drapeau Blanc, dated July 25, 1823.
Gazette

ties

The

that period.

first

"A bailiwick of the Pas de Calais has just
been the scene of an uncommon event. A
man who was a stranger to the department
and called M. Madeleine, had some years previously revived by a new process an old local
trade, the manufacture of jet and blackheads.
He made

own

his

fortune, and, let us add,

and

that of the bailiwick,

in acknowledg-

^^Who won the battle?"
*^^The English," the marauder answered.

ment

The

was no other than an ex-convict, who
had broken his ban, condemned in 1796 for
robbery, of the name of Jean Valj^fci.
He
has been sent back to the bagne. It appears
that prior to his arrest he succeeded in withdrawing from M. Lafitte^s a sum of more
than half a million, which he had banked
there, and which, it is said, that he had honSince his return
estly acquired by his trade.
to Toulon futile efforts have been made to
discover where this amount is concealed."

officer

continued,

" I have been robbed," the officer continued,
am sorry for it, as I meant the things for

"I

you."

The

footsteps of the patrol

and more

became more

distinct.

"Some one is coming," the marauder said,
preparing to go away.
The officer raised his arm with difficulty,
stopped him.
"'
You have saved my life ; who are you ?"
The prowler answered rajDidly and in a low
"I belong, like yourself, to the
voice,
French army, but I must leave you for if I
were caught I should be shot, I have saved
your life, so now get out of the scrape as you

—

;

—

can."

your rank ?"
"Sergeant."
''

What

is

"Your name?"
"Thenardier."
" I shall not forget that name," the officer
said; "and do you remember mine; it is
Pont mercy."

CHAPTER

mayor.

The

services

he

was

appointed

police discovered that

M. Mad-

LXXXIII.

recaptured.

The second
detailed,

is

article,

which

is

rather more

extracted from the Journal de

Paris of the same date

:

An ex-convict of the name of Jean Valjean has just been tried at the Var assizes,
under circumstances which attract attention.
'^

had succeeded in deceiving the
and had behaved so
cleverly as fco be made mayor of one of our
small towns in the north, where he estabHe was
lished a rather considerable trade.
at length unmasked, and arrested through
This

villain

vigilance of the police,

the indefatigable zeal of the public authoriHe had, as his concubine, a girl of the
ties.
town, who died of a fit at the moment of his

This scoundrel, wdio is endowed with
Herculean strength, managed to escape, but
arrest.

three or four days later the police again captured him in Paris, at the moment when he

KG. 2-1,601 BECOMES KG. 9,430.

Jean Yaljeak was

his

of

eleine

'^
Feel in my pockets, you will find a purse
and a watch, which you can take.
Though this was already done, the prowler
did what was requested, and said,
^^
There is nothing in them."

As our

readers will probably thank us for passfng rapidly over painful details, we confine ourselves
to
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the quotation of two paragraphs pub-

was entering one of those small coaches
which run from the capital to the village of
Montfermeil (Seine et Oise). It is said that
he took advantage of these three or four days
of liberty to withdraw from one of our chief
bankers an amount estimated at six or seven
hundred thousand francs. According to the

—

'
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at some spot only
has not been found;
but, however this may be, this Jean Yaljean
has just been tried at Yar assizes for a highway robbery, committed with violence some
eight years ago u23on one of those honest

indictment he buried

it

known

it

to himself^

and

who, as the patriarch of Ferney has said
immortal verse,
De Savoie arrivent tons les ans

lads,

in

'

—

Et dout

la

main legerement

essuie

Ces longs canaux eugorges par

la suie.

band of robbers

in the south.

cess

four years after the sentence of the court
identifying M. Madeleine and Jean Yaljean
to the profit of the galleys, the cost of collect-

This bandit made no defence, but it was
proved by the skilful and eloquent organ of
imblic justice that Jean Val jean was a member
of a

became knotted and broken; the prowas falsified, the articles became worse,
and confidence was destroyed: the outlets
diminished, and there were fewer orders;
wages fell, there Avere stoppages, and lastly
came bankruptcy.
The state itself perceived that some one
had been crushed somewhere, for less than
leine

ing the taxes were doubled in the bailiwick
M. de Yillele made a remark to

of

M

.

that effect in the

House

in February, 1827.

Conse-

quently Valjean was found guilty and sentenced to death. The criminal refused to
appeal to the court of cassation, but the king
in his exhaustible mercy, deigned to commute his sentence into penal servitude for
Jean Valjean was immediately relife,
moved to the galleys at Toulon. ^^
It will not be forgotten that Jean Yaljean
had displayed religious tendencies at
and some of the papers, among them the
Constitutionnel, regarded this commutation
Jean Yalas a triumph of the priest party.
jean changed his number at Toulon, and was
known as 9430. Let us state here once and
for all that with M. Madeleine the prosperity
disappeared: all he li^d foreseen in
of

M

,

M

CHAPTER LXXXIY.
TWO

LI^^ES OF

A DOUBTFUL ORIGIX

Before going further we
some

will enter into

about a strange fact that occurred at about the same period at Moutfernnnl,

details

and which may possibly possess some

coincidence with certain police conjectures.
There is at Montfermeil a very old superstition, which is the more curious aud valuable
because a popular sujjerstition in the neigh-

borhood of Paris

We
is

are of those

is

like

in the condition of

then,

is

an aloe tre^

in Siberia.

who respect everything which
a rare plaiit.

the Montfermeil

This,

su2:>erstition: it is

his night of hesitation

fiend has selected the forest as the spot Avhere

soul.

and fever was realized;
was in truth the absence of the
After his fall there took place at

believed

his absence

M

that selfish, division of great fallen

he buries his treasure. Old women declare
that it is not rare to meet at nightfall, and
in remote parts of the forest, a black man resembling a wagoner or wood-cutter, dressed

existences, that fatal break

things,
in the

which

is

up

of flourishing

daily accomplished obscurely

human community, and which

history

has only noticed once because it occurred after
the death of Alexander. Lieutenants crown
themselves kings; overseers suddenly became
manufacturers, and envious rivalries sprang
M. Madeleine's lai^e workshops were
up.
shut up; the buildings fell into a ruinous
condition, and the artisans dispersed some
leaving th-e town, others the trade.
All was
henceforth done on a small scale instead of a
large one, for lucre instead of the public
There was no centre but on all sides
welfare.
M. Madeleine had comviolent competition.
manded and directed everything. When he
fell, a spirit of contest succeeded that of or
ganization, bitterness succeeded cordiality,
and mutual hatred the good will of the common founder. The threads tied by M. Made-

that

from

time

immemorial

the

wooden shoes and canvas trousers and
and recognizable from tlie fact that
he has on his head two enormous horns in

in

blouse,

place of cap or hat.

engaged in digging

This
a hole,

man

is

usually

and there are

modes of action in the event of meeting him. The first is to go up to the man
and address him; in that case you perceive
that he is simply a peasant, that he appears
black because it is twilight, that he is not
digging a hole, but cutting grass for his kine.
and that what you had taken for horns is
nothing but a dunk-fork he carries on his

three

back, whose prongs seem to grow out of his
head. You go home and die within the week.
The second plan is to watch him, wait till he

has dug his hole and filled it up and gone
away; then you run up to the hole and take
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out the treasure which the black
necessarily deposited in
die within the

month.

to sjDeak to the black

The

man

man had

In this case you

it.

last

way

is

not

at all, not to look

him, but run away at full speed, and you
die within the year.
All three modes have their inconveniences,

at

but the second, which
advantages,
a treasure,

among

if

offers at

any rate some

others that of possessing

only for a month,

generally adopted.

Bold

is

the most

men whom

chances

tempt have consequently^ so it is declared,
frequently reopened the hole dug by the
black man, and robbed the demon. It seems,
however, as if the profits are small: at any
rate if we may believe tradition, and particularly and especially two enigmatical lines in
dog latin, which a wicked ISTorman monk, a
bit of a sorcerer, and of the name of Tryphon,
This Tryphon lies at
left on the subject.
St. George's abbey at Bocherville near Eouen,
and frogs are born on his tomb. A man
makes enormous exertions,, then, for the holes
are generally very deep: he perspires, works
the whole night through (for the operation
must be carried out at night), gets a wet
shirt, burns out his candle, breaks his pick,
and when he at last reaches the bottom of
the hole and lays his hand on the treasure,
what does he find ? what is the fiend's treasure

a sou, at times a crown-piece, a stone,

?

a skeleton, a bleeding corpse,

or a spectre
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name

was ^^up to his
was believed generally that this Boulatruelle had been to the
galleys
he was to some extent under police
inspection, and as he could not find work
anywhere, the administration employed him
at a low wage as mender of the cross road
from Gagny to Lagny. This Boulatruelle
was a man looked on askance by the villageois,
as he was too respectful, too humble, ready
to doff his cap to everybody, trembling and
fawning before the gendarmes^ and probably
allied with the robbers, so it was said, and
suspected of lurking about the roads after
The only thing in his favor was that
dark.
he was a drunkard.
This is what people fancied that they noticed.
For some time past Boulatruelle had
left work at r.n early hour, and gone into the
He was met toward
forest with hie pick-axe.
evening in the most delicate clearings^ in the
wildest thickets, apparently seeking something, and at times digging holes.
The old
women who passed at first took him for
Beelzebub, and when they recognized Boulatruelle did not feel at all more easy in mind.
Such meetings greatly annoyed Boulatruelle,
and hence it was plain that he tried to hide
himself, and that there was a mystery in
what he was doing. It was said in the vilof the

tricks

''

of Boulatruelle

in the forest.

:

lage,

^^

It

i*c3

appearance.

clear that the fiend has

up like a sheet of paper in a pocketbook, and sometimes nothing at all! This

seeking; well, he

appears to be revealed to the searchers by

^^

**

As,

Fodit

nummos,

lines.
et in fossa

thesauros condit opac^,

lapides, cadaver, simulacra, nihilque.

seems that in our days there are also found
sometimes a gunpowder flask and balls, or an
old pack of greasy, dirty cards which have
Tryphon
evidently been used by the fiends.
does not record these two facts, because he
lived in the 12th century, and it does not appear that the fiend had the sense to invent
gunpowder before Eoger Bacon, or playing
If you play with
cards before Charles VI.
the cards you are safe to lose all you possess,
It

made

his

Boulatruelle saw him, and

folded

Tryphon^s

It

is

is

cunning enough to pocket

Lucifer's treasure."''

The

Voltairians added,

Will Boulatruelle cheat the demon, or the
demon cheat Boulatruelle?'^ while the old women crossed themselves repeatedly. Boula-

truelle,

however,

discontinued

his

forest

rambles, and regularly resumed his work,
whereupon something else was talked about.

Some persons, however, remained curious,
thinking that there was probably in the affair,
not the fabulous treasure of the legend, but
something more palpable and tangible than
the fiend's bank-notes, and that the roadmender had doubtless found out half the
The most puzzled were the schoolsecret.
master and Thenardier, the publican, who
while the gunpowder displays the peculiarity was everybody's friend, and had not disdained an intimacy with Boulatruelle.
of making your gun burst in your face.
'' He has been to the galleys," Thenardier
A very short time after the period when it
'' Well, good gracious, we do not
occurred to the police that Jean Valjean dur- would say.
is
there, or who may go there."
ing his four days of liberty had been prowling know who
the schoolmaster declared that
evening
One
in
the
noticed
it
was
Montfermeil,
round
same village that a certain old road-mender in other times the authorities would have in-

no
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quired what Boiilatriielle was about in the
wood, and that he would have been obliged
to speak; they would have employed torture
if necessary, and Boulatruelle would not have
resisted the ordeal

of

water,

for instance.

" Let us give him the ordeal of wine/' said
Thenardier. They set to work, and Boulatruelle drank enormously, but held his tongue.

He

combined, with admirable tact and in
magisterial proportions, the thirst of a sponge
with the discretion of a judge. Still, by returning to the charge, and by putting together the few obscure words that escaped
him, this is what Thenardier and the schoolmaster fancied that they could make out.
Boulatruelle, on going to work at daybreak
one morning, was surprised at seeing under
a bush a spade and a pick, which ^' looked as
if they were hidden;'' still he thought that
they belonged to Father Siofours, the watercarrier, and did not think any more of the
matter.
On the evening of the same day,
however, he saw, without being himself seen,
as he was hidden behind a tree, '^ an individual
who did not belong to these parts, and whom
he, Boulatruelle, knew,'' proceeding toward
This
the most retired part of the wood.
Thenardier translated as ^''a comrade at the
galleys," but Boulatruelle obstinately i^efused
This individual was
to mention his name.
carrying a bundle, something square, like a
box or small chest. Boulatruelle was surprised, but it was not until some ten minutes

and then covered it up with his spade.
as the box was too small to contain a
corpse, it must contain money, and hence his
in

it,

]N''ow,

researches.

Boulatruelle ex^olored the forest

and especially at spots where
the ground seemed to have been recently
turned up, but it was all of no use, he disin all directions,

covered nothing.
Xobody in Montfermeil
thought any more of the matter, except some
worthy gossips who said,
You may be sure
that the road-mender did not take all that

—

trouble for nothing;

'"'

is

it

certain that the

fiend has been here."

CHAPTER LXXXV.
0~S

Toward

BOARD THE ORIOX.
the close of Oct., in the same year,

1823, the inhabitants of Toulon saw a vessel
enter their port which had sustained some

damage

in a heavy storm.

It was the Orion,
was employed at Brest
as a training school, but now formed part of
the Mediterranean fleet. This vessel, battered as it was, for the sea had ill-treated it
produced an effect on entering the roads.
It displayed some flag which obtained it the
relulation salute of eleven guns, to which it
replied round for round a total of two and
twenty rounds. It has been calculated that
in salvos, royal and military politeness, exchanges of courtesy signals, and formalities
later that the idea of following the *^ indi- of roads and citadels, sunrise and sunset savidual'^, occurred to him.
But it was too luted every day by all the fortresses and
late, the individual was already among the vessels of war, opening and closing gates, etc.,
trees, night had fallen, and Boulatruelle was the civilized world fired every twenty-four
unable to catch him up.
Then he resolved hours, and in all parts of the globe, one hunto watch the skirt of the wood, and the moon dred and fifty thousand useless rounds.
At
was shining. Boulatruelle, some two or three six francs the round, this makes 900,000
hours after, saw his individual coming out francs a day. Three hundred millions a year
During this time poor
of the wood, not carrying the box, however, expended in smoke.
but a spade and pick. Boulatruelle allowed people are dying of starvation.
The year of 1823 was what the Restoration
him to pass, and did not address him, for he
said to himself that the other man was thrice called '^^the epoch of the Spanish war."
as strong as he, and being armed with a pick This war contained many events in one, and
would probably smash him on recognizing many singularities. It was a great family
him and finding himself recognized; a touch- affair for the House of Bourbon, the French
ing effusion on the part of two old comrades branch succoring and protecting the JMadrid
who suddenly meet. But the spade and pick branch, that is to say proving its majority;
were a ray of light for Boulatruelle; he hur- an apparent return to national traditions,
ried to the bush at day-break, and no longer complicated by servitude and subjection to
found them there. From this he concluded the northern cabinets. The Due d'Anthat his individual, on entering the wood, gouleme, surnamed by the liberal papers the
had dug a hole with his pick, buried his box ^Hiero of Andujar," repressing in a triumjDhal

which

at a later date

—
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attitude,

which was somewhat spoiled by

his

of citadel gates,

peaceful looks, the old and very real terror-

fox.

ism of the holy office, which was contending
with the chimerical terrorism of the liberals;

teros.

the sans culottes resuscitated to the great
alarm of the dowagers, under the name of

Descamisadosj monarchy offering an obstacle
which it termed anarchy; the
suddenly interrupted their
sap; a European check given to the French
idea which was making its voyage round the
world, by the side of the generalisssimo son
of France.
The Prince de Oarignan, afterwards Charles Albert, enrolling himself as a
volunteer with the red wool epaulettes of a
grenadier in this crusade of the kings against
the peojDles; the soldiers of the empire taking
to the progress
theories of ^89

the field again, after eight years^

rest,

aged,

and wearing the white cockade; the tricolor waved in a foreign country by an heroic
handful of Frenchmen, as the white flag had
sad,

been at Coblenz thirty years previously; monks
mingled with the French troopers; the spirit

and novelty set right by bayonets;
principles checkmated by artillery; France
undoing by her arms what she had done by
her mind; the enemy^s leaders sold; the soldiers hesitating; towns beseiged by millions;
no fnilitary perils, and yet possible explosions, as in every mine which is surprised
and invaded; disgrace for a few persons, and
glory for none, such was this war, brought
about by princes who descended from Louis
XVI., and conducted by generals who issued
from Napoleon. It had the sad fate of recalling neither the great war nor the great
of liberty

—

policy.

Some engagements were

serious; the pas-

was a
brilliant military achievement, but on the
whole, we repeat, the trumpets of that war
have a cracked sound, the whole affair was
suspicious, and history agrees with France in
sage of the Trocadero, for instance,

the difficulty of accepting this false triumph.
It seemed certain that certain Spanish officers
ordered to resist, yielded too easily, and the
idea of corruption was involved from the victory:

if

battles

seemed as if generals rather than
had been gained, and the victorious

soldier returned

home

humiliated.

in truth, a diminishing war,
'^

Bank

of

of the flag.

It

was,

and the words,

France" could be read in the folds
The soldiers of the war of 1808

whom the ruins of Saragossa fell so formidably, frowned in 1823 at the easy opening

on
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It is the

and began regretting Palaof France to prefer a

humor

Rostopchin before her rather than a BallesFrom a more serious point of view

on which it is right to dwell here, this war,
which offended the military spirit in France,
humiliated the democratic spirit. It was undertaken on behalf of serfdom in this campaign the object of the French soldier, who
was the son of democracy, was to bow others
under the yoke. This was a hideous mistake, for France has the mission of arousing
the soul of nations, and not stifling it
Since 1792 all the revolutions of Europe have
been the French Revolution, and liberty
radiates from France.
He must be a blind
man who does not recognize this; and it was
Bonaparte who said so.
The war of 1823^ an attempt upon the generous Spanish nation, was therefore at the
same time an attack on the French Revolution.
It was France who committed this monstrous
:

act of violence; for with

the exception of

wars of liberation, all that armies do they do
by force, as the words ^^ passive obedience'^ indicate.
An army is a strange masterpiece of combination, in which strength
results from an enormous amount of impotence.
In this way we can explain war carried on by humanity against humanity, in
spite of humanity.
The war of 1823 was
fatal to the Bourbons; they regarded it as a
triumph, for they did not see what danger
there is in killing an idea by a countersign. In
their simplicity they committed the mistake
of introducing into this establishment the
immense weakness of a crime as an ele-

ment

of strength; the spirit of ambuscading
entered into their policy, and 1830 germi-

came

The

campaign beargument of opand the government by right di-

nated in 1823.

S|)anish

in their councils an

pression

,

France, having re-established el rey
neto in France, could establish the absolute
king at home. They fell into to formidable error of taking the obedience of the soldier for the consent of the nation, and such
a confidence is the destruction of thrones.
Men must neither go to sleep in the shadow
of a manchineal tree, nor in that of an army.
Let us now return to Orion. During the
operations of the army commanded by the
prince generalissimo, a squadron cruised in
the Mediterranean, to which, as we said, the
Orion belonged, and was driven into Toulon
vine.
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roads to repair damages. The presence of a
man-of-war in a port lias something abont it
It is
attracts and occupies the mob.
grand^ and the multitude love anything that
A vessel of the line is one of the
is grand.
most magnificent encounters wliich the genius of man has with the might of nature; it

which

is

composed simultaneously of what is the
and lightest of things, because it

heaviest

has to deal with three forms of substance at
once, the solid, the liquid, and the fluid, and
must contend against all three. It has cloven
iron claws to seize the granite of the sea bed,

power. Without alluding to these new marvels, the old vessel of Christopher Columbus
and de Euyter is one of the great masterpieces of

man;

as infinity

is

in its sails,

it is

inexhaustible in strength

in width;

it is

it

garners the wiiul

immense difl'uand it reigns.

exact in the

sion of the waves;

it floats,

And yet the hour arrives Avhen a gust
breaks like a straw this yard, fifty feet in
length; when the wind bends like a reed this
mast, four hundred feet in height; when this
anchor, weighing thousands of pounds, twists
in the throat of the

waves like a fisherman's

and more wings and antennae than the two- hook in the mouth of a pike; when these
winged insect to hold the wind. Its breath monstrous cannon utter plaintive and useless
issues from its one hundred and twenty guns groans, which the wind carries away into
as through enormous bugles, and haughtily emptiness and night, and when all this povrer
Ocean tries to lead it and majesty are swallowed up by a superior
replies to the thunder.
Whenever an immenfee
astray in the frightful similtude of its waves, power and majeisty.
^but the vessel has its soul in its compass, force is displayed in attacking immense
Hence at
v/hicli advises it and always shows it the north, weakness it causes men to reflect.
and on dark nights its lanterns take the place seaports curious persons throng around these
Hence it has tackle and can- maiwellous machines of war and navigation,
of the stars.
vas to oppose the wind, wood to oppose water, without exactly explaining the reason to
themselves.
Every day, then, from morning
iron, copper and lead to oppose the rocks,
light to oppose darkness, and a needle to till night the quays and 23iers of Toulon were
oppose immensity. If we wish to form an covered with numbers of idlers, whose busiThis vessel
idea of all the gigantic pro]3ortions whose ness it was to look at the Orion.
ensenMe constitute a vessel of the line, we had long been in a sickly state. During
need only enter one of the covered building previous voyages barnacles had collected on
docks at Toulon or Brest, where the vessels her hull to such an extent that she lost half
in course of construction are under a melon- her speed she had been taken into dry dock
;

we may venture the expression. the year previous to scrape olf these barnacles,
That colossal beam is a yard; that huge and then put to sea again. But this scrapcolumn of wood of enormous length lying on ing had injured the bolts, and when of! the

glass,

if

the ground

from

its

is

the mainmast.

roof in the kneel to

clouds

it

length,

and

is

its

Measuring

Balearic Isles, she s^orang a leak, and took in

truck in the

water, as vessels were not coppered in those

three hundred and sixty feet in
is

three feet in diameter at

its

base.
The navy of our fathers employed
hemp-cables, but ours has chains; the simple
pile of chain cable for a hundred-gun vessel
is four feet high and twenty feet in width.
And, then again, in building such a vessel
three thousand loads of wood are used it is a
And it must not be left out
floating forest.
of sight that we are here describing a man-ofwar of forty years ago, a simple sailing vessel
steam, then in its infancy, has since added
new miracles to the prodigy which is called a
At the present day, for invessel of war.

—

stance, the screw man-of-war

is

a sur23rising

machine, impelled by a surface of canvas
containing three thousand square yards, and a
boiler of two thousand -^yq hundred horse

days.

A violent

equinoctial gale suj^ervened,

which injured her larboard bows and des-'
In consequence of
troyed the fore chains.
this damage, the Oriorv put into Toulon, and
anchored near the arsenal for repairs. The
hull was uninjured, but a few planks had
been unnailed here and there to let air in,
as

is

usually the case.

One morning the crowd witnessed an accident.
The crew were engaged in bending
the sails, and the top-man, who had hold of
the upper corner of the main-top-sail, lost
He was seen to totter, the
his balance.
crowd on the arsenal quay uttered a cr}^,
his head dragged him downwards, and he
turned round the yard, with his hands
stretched down to the water, but he caught
hold of the foot-rope as he passed it, first

—
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with one hand then with the other^ and remained hanging from it. The sea was below
him at a dizzy depth, and the shock of his
fall had given the foot-rope a violent swinging movement. The man swung at the end

To go to
running a frightful

of the rope like a stone in a sling.
his assistance w^ould be
risk,

and not one

men

lately called in for duty,

of the sailors all coast fisher-

dared to venStill the unhappy top-man w^as
ture it.
growing tired his agony could not be seen in
his face, but his exhaustion could be distinguished in all his limbs, and his arms were
awfully dragged. Any effort he made to raise
himself only caused the foot-rope to oscillate
the more, and he did not cry out, for fear of
exhausting his strength. The minute was
close at hand when he must leave go the
rope, and every now and then all heads were
turned away not to see it happen. There
are moments in which a rope, a pole, the
branch of a tree, is life itself, and it is a fearful thing to see a living being leave go of it
and fall like ripe fruit. All at once a man
could be seen climbing up the shrouds with
the agility of a tiger-cat. As he was dressed
in red this man w^as a convict as he wore a
green cap he was a convict for life. On reaching the top a puff of wind blew away his
cap and displayed a white head; hence he
was not a young man.
A convict, employed on board with the
gang, had in fact at once run up to the officer
of the watch, and in the midst of the trouble
and confusion, while all the sailors trembled
and recoiled, asked permission to risk his
At a nod of assent
life in saving the top-man.
from tJie officer he broke with one blow of a
hammer the chain riveted to his ankle, took
up a rope, and darted up the shrouds. Ko
one noticed at the moment with what ease
the cliain was broken and the fact was not
remembered till afterwards. In a second he
was upon the yard, where he stood for a
These
little while as if looking round him.
seconds, during which the wind swung the
top-man at the end of a thread, seemed
ages to the persons who where looking at
him. At length the convict raised his eyes
The crowd
to Heaven and advanced a step.
breathed again as they saw him run along
the yard. On reaching the end he fastened
to it the rope he had brought with him, let
it hang down, and then began going down it
hand over hand. This produced a feeling of
:

;

;
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indescribable agony, for, instead of one

man

hanging over the gulf, there were now two.
He resembled a spider going to seize a fly ;
but, in this case, the spider brought life and
not death. Ten thousand eyes w^ere fixed on
the group
not a cry, not a word could be
heard
every mouth held its breath, as if
;

;

afraid of increasing in the slightest degree
the wind that shook the two wretched men.
The convict, in the interim, had managed to

get close to the sailor, and

it was high time,
the man, exhausted and
desperate, w^ould have let himself drop into

minute

for a

later

the sea. The convict fastened him securely
with the rope to which he clung with one
hand, while he worked with the other. At
length he was seen to climb back to the yard
and haul the sailor up he supported him
there for a moment to let him regain his
strength, then took liim in his arms and
carried him along the yard to the cap, and
thence to the top, where he left him with his
comrades.
The crowd applauded him, and
:

had
wom.en embraced each
other on the quay, and every voice could be
heard shouting with a species of frenzy,
Pardon for that man ''
The convict, however, began going down
again immediately to rejoin his gang.
In
order to do so more rapidly he slid down a
rope and ran along a lower yard.
All eyes
followed him, and at one moment the specseveral old

sergeants of the chain-gang

tears iu their

eyes

:

!

tators felt afraid, for they fancied they could
see

him

hesitate

and

totter, either

fatigue or dizziness^;
uttfered a

terrible cry,

all at

— the convict had

The

len into the sea.

through

once the crowed

fall w^as

fal-

a dangerous

one, for the Algesiras frigate was anchored
near the Orion, and the poor galley-slave had
fallen between the two ships, and might be
sucked under one of them. Four men hastily got into a boat, and the crowd encouraged them, for all felt anxious again. The
man did not come to the surf> ce again, and
disappeared in the sea with mt making a
ripple, just as if

he had

They dragged

faller into a barrel of

him, but in vain ;
they continued the search till nightfall but
his body was not even found.
The next day
the Toulon paper printed the following lines
^' ISTov.
Yesterday a convict, one
17, 1823.
of a gang on board the Orio7i, fell into the
sea and was drowned, as he was returning
from assisting a sailor. His body has not
oil.

for

:

—

:

—
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been found, and

among

is

siij)posed to be

the piles at arsenal point.

entangled

was imj^risoned under the Xo. 9430, and
name was Jean Valjean.''

his

THE WATER QUESTIOX AT MOXTFERMEIL.

MoxTFERMEiL is situated between Livry
and Chelles, on the southern slope of the
lofty plateau which separates the Ourque
from the Marne. At the i3resent day it is a
adorned with stucco
rather large place,
villas all the year round, and with holidaymaking cities on Sunday. In 1823 there
were neither so many white houses nor so
many happy cits as there are now, and it was
came

A

visitor

and there

a few
country houses of the last century, recognizable by their air of j)retension, their balconies of twisted iron, and the tall windows,
in wdiich the little squares produce all sorts
of green hues on the white of the closed
But Montfermeil was not the less
shutters.
a village ; retired cloth-dealers and persons
fond of country life had not yet discovered
it.
It was a quiet j^leasant spot, which was
not on a road to anywhere.
Persons lived
there cheaply that peasant life which is so
tranquil and abundant. The only thing was
that water was scarce, owing to the elevation
of the plateau, and it had to be fetched from
That end of the village
some distance.
which was on the Gagny side obtained its
water from the splendid ponds in the forest

certainly

across here

but the other end, which surrounds
is on the Chelles side, could
only obtain drinking water from a little
spring about a quarter of an hour's walk
from Montfermeil, near the road to Chelles
laying in water was therefore a hard task for
every family. The large houses and the
aristocracy, among which Thenardier's pothouse may be -eckoned, paidaliard a bucket
to a man whos trade it was, and who earned
by it about eig it sous a day. But this man

there

ways,

— they

the Theuardiers in

made

the mother pay and

the child act as servant.

Hence when the

mother ceased payment, for the reason which
we know, the Thenardiers kept Cosette, who

CHAPTER LXXXVI.

merely a village in the woods.

Cosette was useful to

The man two

;

the church and

;

took the place of a servant. In this quality
she had to fetch water when it was wanted,
and the child, terrified at the idea of going
to the spring at night, was very careful that
the house should never be without water.
Christmas of 1823 was peculiarly brilliant
at Montfermeil; the beginning of the winter
was mild, and there had been neither snow
nor frost. Some mountebanks, who came
from Paris, had obtained leave from the
mayor to erect their booth in the village
high street, and a j^arty of travelling
hawkers had put their stalls in the
church square and even in the lane in
which Thenardier's pot-house was situated.
This filled the inns and pot-houses, and j)roduced a noisy, joyous life in this quiet little
place.
As a faithful historian we are bound

add that among the curiosities disj^laj^d
market place was a menagerie, in
which some ragged fellows showed the jDcasants of Montfermeil one of those terrific
Brazil vultures of which the Paris Museum
did not possess a specimen till 1845, and
which have a tricolor cockade for an eye.

to

in the

Xaturalists, I believe, call this bird Caracara

Polyborus;

it

belongs to the Ajncide order

and the vulture family.

A

few old Bonawent to
see this bird with devotion, and the owners
declared that thr tricolor cockade was an unique 23henomenon, and expressly produced
by nature for their menagerie.
On the Christmas evening several carters
and hawkers were sitting to drink, round

partist soldiers living in the village

Thenardier's tapthose usually
there were tables,
found in pot-houses
pewter pots, bottles, drinkers, and smokers,
but little light, and a good deal of uproar.
The date of the year was, however, indicated
by the two objects, fashionable at that time
four or five candles,

This

room.

in

room was

like

;

only worked til' seven p. m. in summer, and
in wantei
and once night had set in
and the ground floor shutters were closed,

among

any person who had no water

must

supper, which was roasting before a bright

it or go without.
This was the terror of the poor creature
whom the reader will not have forgotten,

clear fire, while her husband was drinking
with his guests and talking politics. In addition to the political remarks, which mainly
referred to the Spanish war and the Duo

till five

;

to drink

either fetch

little

Cosette.

It

will be

remembered

that

table
tin.

tradespeople, and which were

—a

on a
kaleidoscope and a lamp of clouded

Madame Thenardier was watching

the

,
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and see what he wants."'
mother would answer, ''he"sa
and the poor deserted little wretch
go

d^Angouleme, local parentheses like the following could be heard through the babel.
Over at N'anterre and Siiresne the vintage has been very productive^ and where
people expected ten barrels they have ten.
The grapes were very juicy when put under
^^ But the grapes could not have
the press."'
^^In these parts^ they must not
been ripe
be ripe, for the wine becomes oily in spring.
'^ Then it must be a very poor wine ?""
'^
There are poorer wines than those about

squalling;

here/" etc.

but the moment has now arrived
to walk around the couple, and regard them
Thenardier had passed his fiftieth
all sides.
year, Madame Thenardier was just on her
fortieth, which is fifty in a woman; and in
this way there was a balance of age between husband and wife. Our readers may
probably have retained from the first meeting

•

^'^

''Stuff,"" the

nuisance;""

would continue to cry in the darkness.

—

CHAPTEE LXXXVII.

V

TWO

'"'

—

Up

FULL-LEIS'GTH PORTRAITS.

to the present, only a side-view of the

Thenar diers has been

offered the reader of

this book,

Or else a miller exclaimed,
'' Are we responsible for what there is in
the sack ? we find a lot of small seeds, which
we can"t waste time in sifting, and which
must pass under the mill-stones; such as
lucern, cockles, vetches, amaranths,
hemp-seed, and a number of other weeds,
without counting the pebbles which are so
frequent in some sorts of wheat, especially
Breton wheat. I don"t like grinding Breton
wheat, anymore than sawyers like sawing
beams in which there are nails. You can
fancy the bad dust all this makes in the hopper, and then people complain unfairly of
tares,

some

recollection

red, fat,

of this

tall,

square, enormous,

light-haired,

and active wo-

man; she belonged, as we said, to the race of
giantesses, who show themselves at fairs,
with paving-stones hanging from their hair.
She did everything in the house; made the
beds, cleaned the rooms, was cook and launthe flour, for it is no fault of ours.""
dress, produced rain and fine weather, and
Between two windows a mower seated at a played the devil. Her only assistant was
table with a farmer, who was making a bar- Cosette, a mouse in the service of an elegain

to

have

a

field

mowed

in

spring,

said,

All trembled at the sound of her
windows, furniture, and people; and
her large face, dotted with freckles, looked
like a skimmer.
She had a beard, and was

phant.
voice,

^' There
is no harm in the grass being
damp, for it cuts better. But your grass is
tender, and hard to cut, sir, for it is so the ideal of a Billingsgate porter dressed in
young, and bends before the scythe,"" etc., female attire. She swore splendidly, and

etc.

Cosette was seated at her usual place, the

chimney; she
was in rags her bare feet were thrust into wooden shoes, and she was knitting, by the firelight,
stockings intended for the young ThenarTwo merry children could be heard
diers.
laughing and prattling in an adjoining room;
they were Eponine and Azelma. A cat-o"nine tails hung from a nail by the side of the
chimney. At times, the cry of a baby somewhere in the house was audible through the
noise of the tap-room; i^ was a little boy
Madame Thenardier had given birth to one
winter, ^^ without knowing how,"" she used
to say, ^^ it was the effect -of the cold,^" and
who was a little over three years of age. The
mother suckled him, but did not love him;
when his cries became too troublesome^ Thenardier would say,
" There's your brat

cross bar of the table, near the

—

boasted of being able to crack a walnut with
Had it not been for the
a blow of her fist.

romances she had read, and which at times
made the finnikin woman appear under the
ogress, no one would ever have dreamed of
thinking that she was feminine. She seemed
to be the product of a cross between a young
damsel and a fish fag. When people heard
her speak, they said,
^^"Tis a gendarme;'^
when they saw her drink, they said, ^^"Tis
a carter-"" and when they saw her treatment
'^"Tis the hangman;"^
of Cosette, they said,
when she was quiet, a tooth projected from
her mouth.
Thenardier was a short, thin, sallow,

—

—

—

weak man, who looked ill,
and was perfectly well his cunning began
with this. He smiled habitually through
caution, and was polite to nearlj^ everybody,
even to the beggar whom he refused a halfangular, bony,

—
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penny.
face

He had the eye of a ferret and
man of letters, and greatly

of a

the
re-

sembled the portraits of Abbe Delille. His
coquetry consisted in drinking with carriers,
and no one had ever been able to intoxicate
him. He wore a blouse and under it an old
black coat, and had pretensions to literature
and materialism. There was some names he
frequently uttered in order to support an
argument, such as Voltaire, Raynal, Parny,
and, strangely enough, St. Augustine. He
declared that he had ^^ e^ system/^ He was a
thorough scamp, however. It will be remembered that he asserted he had been a soldier,
and told people with some pomp how at
Waterloo, where he was a sergeant in the 6th
or 9th light something, he alone, against a
squadron of Hussars of death, had covered
with his body and saved '* a severly wounded
Hence came his flaming sign, and
general.''^
the name by which his house was generally
He
known, '^The Sergeant of Waterloo.'"
was liberal, classical, and Bonapartist; he
had subscribed to the Champ d^Asile, and it
was said in the village that he had studied for
We believe that he had
the priesthood.
simply studied in Holland to be an innkeepThis scoundrel of a composite order was
er.
in all probability some Fleming of Lille,
a Frenchman at Paris, a Belgian at Brussels,
conveniently striding over two frontiers. We
know his prowess at Waterloo, and, as we see,

he exaggerated slightly. Ebb and flow and
wandering adventures were the elements of
his existence.

A

tattered conscience entails

and probably at the stormy
period of June 18th, 1815, Thenardier belonged to that variety of marauding sutlers,
to whom we have alluded, who go about the
country selling to some and robbing others,
and moving about in a halting cart after
marching troops, with the instinct of always
an irregular

joining

the

life,

victorious

army.

When

the

schoolmaster noticed that he made mistakes.
He* drew up a traveller"s bill in a masterly
way, but practised eyes sometimes found
it.
Thenardier was
cunning, greedy, indolent, and skilful; he
did not despise his servant girls, and for that
This
reason his wife no longer kept any.

orthogra23liical errors in

giantess was jealous, and fancied that this

man must

be an object of uniThenardier above all,
as a crafty and well-balanced man, was a
villain of the temperate genus, and this breed
little

yellow

versal covetousness.

is the -worst, as hypocrisy is mixed up in
them. It was not that Thenardier was not
at times capable of i3assion, at least quite as
much as his wife, but it was very rare, and at
such moments as he owed a grudge to the
whole human race, as he had within him a
profound furnace of hatred, as he was one of
those persons who avenge themselves perj)etually, who accuse everybody who j^asses
before tliem for what falls upon them, and
who are ever ready to cast on the first-comer,
as a legitimate charge, the whole of the an-

—

noj'ances,

their

life.

bankruptcies, and

—when

all this

deceptions of

leaven was working

in him and boiling in his mouth and eyes, he
was fearful. Woe to the jDcrson who came
under his fury at such tjmes.
In addition to his other qualities, Thenardier was attentive and penetrating, silent or

and always

chattering, according to occasion,

with great intelligence.
of sailors

who

He had

the glance

wink when

are accustomed to

Thenardier
looking through a telescope.
was a statesman. Any new-comer, on entering the pot-house, said upon seeing the wom^^ That is the master of the house;"" but
she was not even the misit was an error,
tress, for her husband w^as both master and
She did and he created, he dimistress.
rected ever3^thi ng by a species of invisible
and continuous magnetic action; a word,
an,

—

campaign was over, having, as he said,'^ some sometimes a sign, from him was sufficient,
The husband
brads,"" he opened a pot-house at Montfer- and the mastodon obeyed.
These '^ brads,'" consisting of purses was to his wife, though she did not know it,
meil.
and watches, gold rings, and silver crosses, a species of peculiar and sovereign being.
collected in ditches filled with corpses, did However much she might dissent from
not make a heavy total, and did not carry ^' Monsieur Thenardier,"" an inadmissible
hypothesis,
she would have never jd roved
very far this sutler turned innkeeper.
Thenardier had something rectangular in him publicly in the wrong for any consideraShe would never have committed
his movements, which, when joined to an tion.

—

oath, recalls the barrack,

—to the sign of

the

the seminary. He was a clever speaker,
^nd liked to be thought educated, but the
cross,

—

" in the presence of strangers

""

that fault

which wdves so often commit, and which
called in parliamentary language,

'^

is

exposing

•

COSSETTE AND HEIl DOLL.
Hugo, VOL

II., p. 191.

—
;

!
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make the

pay for every
dog eats ''
This husband and this wife were craft and
Madame Thenardier's submission to her husThis mountain of noise and flesh rage married, and formed a hideous and terband.
While the husband runiinated
moved under the little finger of this frail rible pair.
despot; seen from its dwarfish and grotesque and combined, the she Thenardier did not
think about absent creditors, had not thought
aspect, it was the great universal thing
adoration of matter by the mind. There was of yesterday or to-morrow, and lived violentsomething strange in Thenardier, and hence ly only foi a moment. Suoht were these two
came the absolute dominion of this man over beings, between whom Oosette stood, endurthis woman.
At certain moments she saw ing their double pressure, like a creature who
him as a lighted candle, at others she felt was being at once crushed by a mill-stone
him as a claw. This woman was a formidable and torn with a pair of pincers. Man and
Oosette was
creature, who only loved her children, and wife had each a different way.
only feared her husband. She was a mother beaten, that came from the wife; she went
because she was mammiferous her maternity about barefoot in winter, that came from the
Oosette went up and down stairs,
ceased, however, with her girls, and, as we husband.

the crown/^

Although their agreement only

resulted in evil, there was contemplation in

fiends to

thing, even to the

traveller

flies

his

,

;

shall see, did not extend to boys.

—

Thenardier, himself, had only one thought
to enrich himself, but he did not succeed,

for a suitable stage was wanting for this
Thenardier ruined himself at
great talent.

Montfermeil, if ruin is possible at zero; in
Switzerland or the Pyrenees he would have
become a millionaire. But where fate fastens
a landlord he must browse. In this year, 1823
Thenardier was in debt to the amount of
1500 francs, which rendered him anxious.
Whatever might be the obstinate in justice
of destiny against him, Thenardier was one
of those men who thoroughly understand,
and in the most modern fashion, the theory
which is a virtue in barbarous nations, and
an article of sale among civilized nations
hospitality.
He was also an admirable poacher, and renowned for the correctness of his
aim, and he had a certain, cold, and peaceful
laugh, which was peculiarly dangerous.
His landlord theories burst forth from him
at times in flashes, and he had professional
aphorisms which he drove into his wife^s
mind. ^^The duty of a landlord.^^ he said
one day savagely and in a low voice, '' is to
sell to the first-comer, ragouts, rest, light, fire,
dirty sheets, chamber-maids, fleas, and smiles
to arrest passers-by, empty small purses, and
honestly lighten heavy ones; to shelter respectfully travelling families, rasp the husband
peck the wife, and pluck the children; to set
a price on the open window, the "^shut window, the chimney corner, the easy chair, the
sofa, the stool, the featherbed, the mattress,
and the palliasse; to know how much the reflection wears off the looking-glass, and charge
for it, and by the five hundred thousand

washed, brushed, scrubbed, swept, ran about,
panted for breath, moved heavy weights, and,
little though she was, she did all the hard
work. She could expect no pity from a fero-

and a venomous master, and
Sergeant of Waterloo ^' was, as it were
a web in which Oosette was caught and trembled.
The ideal of oppression was realized
by this gloomy household, and it was something like a fly serving spiders. The poor
cious mistress

the

^'

What

child was passively silent.

which have

in these souls,

ence of God,
in

their

human

when they

dawn,

beins-s

takes place

just left the pres-

find themselves thus,

all little

and naked among

?

OHAPTER LXXXYIII.
MEIS"

WAXT

WI]5q"E

AIS^D

HORSES WATER.

Four new travellers arrived. Oosette was
sorrowfully reflecting, for though only eight
years of age she had already suffered so much
that she thought with the mournful air of an
old woman.
Her eyelid was blackened by a

blow which the

woman had

given her, which
''
How ugly
she is with her black eye!''^ Oosette was
thinking then that it was late, very late; that
she had been suddenly obliged to fill the jugs
and bottles in the rooms of the travellers
who had just arrived, and that there was no
water in the cistern. What reassured her
most was the fact that- but little water was
drunk at the " Sergeant of Waterloo.^^ There
was no lack of thirsty souls, but it was that

made madame

say

now and

then,

"

sort of thirst

which applies more readily to

the wine jar than to the water bottle.
Hugo. Vol.
12
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one who asked for a glass of water among
the glasses of wine would have appeared a
savage to all these men. At one moment^
however, the child trembled; her mistress
raised the cover of a stew-pan, bubbling on a
stove, then took a glass and hurried to the
The child had turned, and was
cistern.
watching all the movements. A thin stream
of water ran from the tap and filled the
glass.
Hilloh,^^ she said, ^^ there is no
water;" then she was silent for a moment,
during which the child did not breathe.
" AVell," Madame Thenardier continued,
'^'^

examined the half

j

j

\

i

She stooped down, and discovered Cosette
hidden at the other end of the table, almost
under the feet of the to23ers.
"

Come

Cosette

out of that," her mistress shouted.

came out

of the hole in which she

|

,

j

had hidden

herself,

and the landlady con-

tinued,
" Miss what's your name, give the horse

water."
" There

no water, madame," Cosette

is

said, faintly.

Her

mistress threw the street door wide

open.

"Well, go and fetch some."
this
Cosette hung her head, and fetched an
be enough."
Cosette returned to her work, but for more empty bucket standing in a corner near the
than a quarter of an hour she felt her heart chimney; it was larger than herself, and she
beating in her chest. She counted the min- could have sat down in it comfortably. Mautes that passed thus, and wished that it dame Thenardier returned to her stove and
From time to time one tasted the contents of a stew-pan with a
H^ere next morning.
of the topers looked out into the street and wooden spoon, while growling,
" There's plenty at the spriiig.
I believe
said, ^^It^s as black as pitch," or ^'A man
would have to be a cat to go into the street it would have been better to sift the onions."
Then she rummaged in a drawer which
at this hour without a lantern," and Cosette
All at once, one of the pedlers contained halfpence, pepper, and shalots.
shivered.
"Here, Miss Toad," she added, "as you
lodging at the inn came in and said in a harsh
come back, you will fetch a loaf from the
voice,
Here's a fifteen-sous piece."
baker's.
^'My horse has had no water."
Cosette had a small pocket in her apron,
Oh yes, it has," said Madame Thenarin which she placed the coin: then she stood
dier.
^'
I tell you it has not, mother," the pedler motionless, bucket in hand, and with the
door open before her. She seemed to be waitwent on.
Cosette had crept out from under the ing for some one to come to her help.
" Be off," her mistress shouted.
table.
Cosette went out and shut the door after
'•'Oh yes, sir," she said, ^'^your horse drank
a bucketful, and I gave it the water and her.
as she

filled glass,

'*

will

^•'

talked to

it."

This was not true.
'•'There's a girl no bigger than one's

who

tells

a

lie as

CHAPTER LXXXIX.
fist

big as a house," the dealer

exclaimed.

" I

water, you

little

has not had any
devil; it has a way of
know w^ell when it has not

tell

you

A DOLL COMES

O^ THE STAGE.

it

The

file

of open-air shoj^s,

it

vrill

be

re-

membered, ran as far as Thenardier's inn.
These stalls, owing to the approaching passCosette persisted, and added in a voice ing of persons going to midnight mass, were
rendered hoarse by agony, and which was all lit up with candles in |)aper funnels, which,
as the schoolmaster, who was seated at this
scarce audible,
''
moment in Thenardier's tap-room, declared,
Oh, indeed, the horse drank a lot."
''Enough of this," the dealer said sav- produced a "magical effect." To make up

breathing which
drunk."

agely,

"give

my

I

for this not a star glittered in the sky.

horse water."

Cosette went back under the table.
" Well, that is but fair," said madame, "

last of these shops, right
if

drunk it ought to drink."
Then she looked around her. " Why, where
the brute has not
is

the

little devil ?"

door,

was a

child's

The

facing Thenardier's

toy establishment,

flashing with tinsel, glass-beads,

all

and magnifi-

cent things in block-tin. Right in front, the
dealer had placed upon a white napkin an
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enormous doll^ nearly two feet high, which
was dressed in a pink crape gown, with golden
wheat-ears in her hair, which was real hair,
and had enamel eyes. The whole day had
this marvel been displayed, to the amazement
of all passers-by under ten years of age, but
not a mother in Montfermeil had been rich
enough or extravagant enough to give it to
her child. Eponine and Azelma had spent
hours in contemplating it, and even Oosette
has ventured to take a furtive look at it.
At the moment when Cosette went out,
bucket in hand, though she felt so sad and
desolate, she could not refrain from raising
her eyes to the prodigious doll, the ^'^lady,*^
The poor child stopped
as she called it.
petrified, for she had not seen this doll so

The whole

stall seemed to her
was not a doll, but a
Joy, splendor, wealth, and happiness

close before.

a palace,
vision.

and

this doll

appeared in a sort of chimerical radiance to
the unhappy little creature who was deeply
buried in mournful and cold wretchedness.
Cosette measured with the simple and sad
sagacity of childhood the abyss which separated her from this doll.
She said to herself
that a person must be a queen or a princess
to have a '^ thing^^ like that.
She looked at
the fine dress, the long smooth hair, and
thought, '^ How happy that doll must be V
She could not take her eyes off this fantastic
shop, and the more she looked the more
dazzled she became, and she fancied she saw
Paradise.
There were other dolls behind the
large one, which appeared to her fairies and
genii.
The tradesman, who walked about at
the back of the shop, seemed to her something more than mortal. In this adoration
she forgot everything, even the task on which
she was sent, but suddenly the rough voice
of her mistress recalled her to the reality.
'^ What, you little
devil, you have iiot gone
!

come

you

little toad.'^

Madame Thenardier had taken

a look out

just wait

till

I

into the street,

The

to you,

and noticed Cosette

in ecstasy.

child ran off with her bucket,

making

enormous strides.
As Thenardier^s inn was in that part of
the village near the church, Cosette had to
fetch the water from the spring in the forest
on the Chelles side. She did not look at another stall so long as she was in the lane
and the vicinity of the church, the illuminated booths lit up the road, but the last gleam
of the last stall soon disappeared, and the
;

'
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poor child found herself in darkness. She
went further into it, but as she felt some
emotion while walking, she shook the handle
of her bucket as much os she could, which
produced a noise that gave her company.
The further she went, the more dense the
gloom became; there was no one in the
streets except a woman, who turned on seeing
her pass, and muttered between her teeth,
'^
Wherever can the child be going ? can she
be a goblin T' Then she recognized Cosette.
''
Yv^hy,'' she said, '' it is the Lark.''
Cosette,
in this way went through the labyrinth of
winding deserted streets which end the village of Montfermeil on the side of Chelles;
and so long as she had houses, or even walls
on both sides of the way, she walked rather
boldly.
From time to time she saw a candle
glimmering tiirough the crack of a shutter; it
was light and life, people were there, and
this reassured her.
Still, in proportion as
she advanced, her step became slower, as if
mechanically, and when she had passed the
corner of the last house, Cosette stopped.

Going beyond the last stall had been difficult,
but going further than the last house became
an impossibility. She put her bucket on the
ground, plunged her hand into her hair,
and began scratching her head slowly
gesture peculiar to terrified and undecided
children.
It was no longer Montfermeil, but
the fields, and black deserted space was before her.
She looked despairingly at this
space in which there was nobody, but where
there were beasts, and there might be ghosts.
She looked out, and heard the beasts walking in the grass, and distinctly saw the ghosts
moving among the trees. Then she took her
bucket again, and fear gave her boldness.
''
^' Well,'' she said,
I will tell her that there
was no water;" and she boldly re-entered
Montfermeil. She had scarce gone one hundred yards when she stopped, and began
scratching her head again.
Xow it was her
mistress who appeared to her her hideous
mistress with her hyaena mouth, and her
eyes flashing with passion.
The child took a
lamentable glance before and behind her.
What should she do ? what would become of
her ? where should she go ? It w^as from her
mistress she recoiled; she turned back in
the direction of the spring, and began running.
She left the village running, she entered the wood running, looking at nothing,
hearing nothing.
She did not stop till

—

—
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breath failed

but she still went on
While running she felt in-

her,

gave

it a horrible redness.
The fog, which
was of a gloomy purple hue, enlarged the
clined to cry, for the nocturnal rustling of planet, and it looked
like a luminous wound.
the forest completely surrounded her. She A cold wind blew from
the plain; the wood
did not think, she did not see; the immensity was dark, but there was
no rustling of leaves,
of night was opposed to this little creature; and none of the
vague and fresh "gleams of
on one side was darkness, on the other an summer. Large branches
stood out frightatom. It was only seven or eiglit minutes' fully, and shapeless, stunted
bushes soughed
walk from the skirt of the wood to tlie in the glades. The tall grass
twiiied under
spring, and Cosette knew the road from hay- the breeze like eels,
and the brambles writhed
ing gone there several times by day.
Strange like long arms provided with claws

ahead, wildl3^

seeking

to say, she did not lose her wa}', for a remnant of instinct vaguely guided her; still she

did not look either to the right or left, for
fear of seeing things in the branches and
shrubs.
In this way she readied the spring;
it was a narrow natural basin hollowed by the
Vv'ater in the dry soil, about two feet in depth,

to clutch their prey.

A few withered patches

of fern, impelled by the. breeze, passed rapidand seemed to be flying before something

ly,

that was coming up.

Darkness produces a dizziness. Man relight, and any one who enters the

quires

opposite of light, feels his heart contracted.

surrounded by moss and that gauffered grass When the eye sees darkness, the soul
sees
which is called Henri IV.'s ruff, and paved trouble: in an eclipse, in night, in sooty
with a few heavy stones. A rivulet escaped opaqueness, there is anxiety even for
the
from it with a little gentle murmur.
strongest men. Xo one walks alone at night
Cosette did not take the time to breathe; in a forest without a tremor, for
shadows and
it was very dark, but she was accustomed to
trees are formidable densities.
A chimerical
come to this fountain. She felt in the ob- reality appears in the indistinct profundity;
scurity for a young oak that leant over the the' inconceivable is visible a few
paces from
spring, and usually served her as a support, you with spectral clearness. You
see floating
caught a branch, stooped down, and plunged in space, or in your own brain, something
the bucket into the water. She was in such vague and intangible, like the dreams
of
a violent state that her strength was tripled. sleeping flowerSo
There are stern attitudes
While thus bent, she did not notice that the on the horizon, and you breathe the effluvia
pocket of her apron emptied itself into the of the great black vacuum. You feel frightstream, and that the fifteen -sous piece fell ened and inclined to look behind you.
The
into the water,
Cosette neither saw nor cavities of night, the silent outlines which
heard it fall; she drew up the bucket nearly disperse as you advance, the irritated tufts,
full, and placed it on the grass.
This done, the lurid pools, the lugubrious reflected in the
she felt that she was exhausted with fatigue; mournful, the sepulchral immensity of silence,
she would have liked to start again at once, the possible strange beings, the bending
of
but the effect of filling the bucket had been mysterious branches, the frightful torsos
of
so great, tliat she found it impossible to move trees, the long waves of quivering
grass;
you
a step.
She fell on the grass, and lay there are defenceless against this. There is no man,
utterly exhausted.
She shut her eyes, then however bold, who does not shudder and feel
opened them again, not knowing why, but this proximity of agony; something hideous
unable to do otherwise. By her side the is experienced, as if the soul were
amalgawater stirring in the bucket made circles that mated with the shades. This penetration
of
resembled snakes of white fire. Over her darkness is indescribably sinister in
a child.
head the sky was covered with large black Forests are apocalypses, and the beating
of
clouds, which seemed like smoke; the tragic the wings of a little soul
produces a sound of
mask of the gloom seemed to bend vaguely death beneath their monstrous dome.
over this child. Jupiter was setting in the
AVithout understanding wdiat she experiprofundity; the child gazed Vvdth a wonder- enced, Cosette fell herself
affected by this
ing eye at this large star, which she did not black enormity of nature:
it was no longer
know, and which terrified her. The planet terror alone that overpowered
her, but somewas at this moment very near the horizon, thing even more terrible than
terror.
She
and was passing through a dense fog, which shuddered, and words fail
us to describe the

—
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strange nature of this shudder which chilled
her to the heart. Her eye had become stern,
and she felt as if she could not prevent
herself from returning to the same spot on
Then, by a species of instinct,
the morrow.
and in order to emerge from this singular
state which she did not understand, but which
terrified her, she began counting aloud, one,
two, three, four, up to ten, and when she
This restored to
finished, she began again.
her a true perception of the things that surrounded her: she felt the coldness of her
hands which she had wetted in drawing the
water. She rose, for fear had seized upon her
again, a natural and insurmountable fear.

She had only one thought left, to fly, fly at full
speed through the wood, and across the fields,
as far as the houses, the windows, and the
lighted candles. Her eye fell on the bucket
before her and such was the terror with which
her mistress inspired her that she did not dare
She seized the
fly without the bucket.
handle with both hands and found it difficult
to lift. She proceeded thus for about a dozen
yards, but the bucket was full and heavy,
and she was compelled to set it on the
ground.
She breathed for a moment, and
;

then lifted the bucket and started again, this
But she was
time going a little further.
still obliged to stop once more, and after a
few moments^ rest, set out again. She walked
with body bent forward and drooping head,
like an old woman; and the weight of the
The iron
bucket stiffened her thin arms.
handle swelled and froze her small white
hands. From time to time she was forced to
stop, and each time she did so, the cold water
from the bucket plashed her bare legs. This
occurred in the heart of a wood, at night in
She was a
winter, far from any human eye.
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take her more than an hour to get back to

way, and that her
This agony was
mingled with her terror at being alone in the
wood at night; she was w^orn out with
fatigue, and had not yet left the forest.
On
reaching an old chestnut tree which she
knew, she made a longer halt tlVan the others
to rest herself thoroughly then she collected
all her strength, took up the bucket again,
and began walking courageously. Still the
poor little creature in her despair could not
refrain from exclaiming,— "
God!
God!
All at once she suddenly felt that the bucket
no longer weighed any thing; a "hand which
seemed to her enormous, had seized it, and

Montfermeil

in

this

mistress would beat

her.

;

was vigorously
head, and saw a
side; it

her,

and

it.
She raised her
black form walking by her

lifting
tall

man who had come up behind
whom she had not heard. This man,

was a

without saying a word^ had seized the handle
of the bucket which she was carrying.
There is an instinct in every meeting of
this life,

and the child

felt

OHAPTEE

no

fear.

XO.

BOULATRUELLE MAY HAVE

BWm

RIGHT.

OiT the afternoon of this same Christmas

man walked for a long time
about the most desolate part of the Boulevard
de THopital, at Paris. He seemed to be lookday, 1823, a

mg for a lodging, and to stop for choice at
the most shabby houses in this skirt of the
Faubourg

St.

ently, this

man had

Marceau.

As we

really

in this isolated district.

shall see pres-

hired a bed-room

Both in dress and

person, he realized the type of what might be

called the respectable mendicant, of extreme
and Grod alone at misery combined with extreme cleanliness.
this moment saw this sorrowful sight, and This is a very rare blending, which inspires
for there are intelligent minds with the twofold respect
her mother too, doubtless
things which open the eyes of the dead in which is felt for the very poor and the very
their graves.
worthy man. He wore a very old and carefullyShe breathed with a sort of dolorous rattle brushed round hat, a threadbare coat of coarse
sobs contracted her throat, but she did not yellow ochre-colored cloth, a color which was
dare cry, for she was so afraid of her mistress, not absolutely odd at that day, a long waisteven at a distance. It was her habit always to coat with enormous pockets, black breeches
imagine Madame Thenardier present. Still, which had turned gray at the knees, black
she did not make much progress in this way, worsted stockings, and stout shoes with brass
and she walked very slowly, although she buckles.
He looked like the ex-tutor of a
strove to lessen the length of her halts and good family returned from emigration. From
walk as long as she possibly could between his white hair, wrinkled forehead, livid lips,,
them. She thought with agony that it would and his face in which every thing revealed

child of eight years of age^

I
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weariness of

life,

sixty years of age^ but

and the singular
movements, made
The wrinkles on his
him look scarce fifty.
forehead were well placed, and would liave
favoi-ably disposed any one who observed him
his lip was contracted by a strange
closely
curve^ which seemed stern but was humble,
and there was a lugubrious serenity in his

his firm

though slow

vigor imprinted on

step^

all his

;

look.

his head, and bowed rarely.
He looked at
the people coldly, and they returned the compliment; when he appeared for the first time

might have been sup- on

lie

much beyond

posed

Faubourg

in the

man

to his

Marceau, his entire suc-

St.

cess consisted in a

chum,

—

remark made by a workThat fat man is the gov-

'•

ernment.'^

The infallible passage of the king at the
same hour was hence the daily event of the
Boulevard de THopital. The promenader in

He

carried in his left hand a small the yellow coat plainly did not belong to that
up in a handkerchief, and in his quarter, and ^jrobably not to Paris, for he was
AVhen at two o'clock
he had a stick cut from a hedge. This ignorant of the fact.
had been carved with some care, and the royal carriage, surrounded by Life Guards

pai-cel tied

right
stick

was not too bad looking; advantage had been
taken of the knots, and a coral knob had been
made with red sealing-wax,— it was a cudgel
and seemed a cane.

Few

people pass along this Boulevard, esman, however, seemed

pecially in winter; this

than seek them, though without aft'ectation. At this 23eriod, Louis XVIII.
went almost daily to Ohoisy le Eoi, which

to avoid rather

w^as

At two

one of his favorite drives.

o'clock the

ro3'al

carriage

and escort could

almost invariably be seen passing at full galThis
lop along the Boulevard de THoiDital.
did as well as a clock or watch for the poor
women of the district, who said, " It is two
o^clock, for he is returning to the Tuileries.^^
And some ran up and others drew up, for a
king who passes ahvays produces a tumult.

Moreover, the appearance and disappearance
of Louis XVIIL produced a certain effect in
the streets of Paris, for it was rapid ]3ut maThis impotent king had a taste for
jestic.
galloping: unable to walk, he wished to run;
and this cripple would have liked to be drawn

with their silver aiguillettes, turned into the
boulevard, after coming round the Sal2}etricre,

he seemed surj^rised and almost terrified. As
he was alone in the walk, he quickly concealed himself behind an angle of the wall
but this did not pi-event the Due d'Havre
The due, as captain of
from noticing him.
the guards on duty that day, was seated in
;

the carriage opposite to the king, and said to
majesty,

his

the

for

—

^''

There

is

an ill-looking

The policemen, who

low.''

them

cleared the

fel-

way

noticed him, and one of

king, also

received orders to follow him.

But the

man

turned into the solitary streets of the
Faubourg, and, as the night v»'as setting in,
the agent lost his trail, as is 23roved by a report addressed the same evening to Count
Angles, minister of state and prefect of poWhen the man in the yellow coat had
lice.
thrown out the agent, he doubled his pace,
though not without looking back many times
to

make

sure that he was not followed.

quarter-past four, that

is

At

a

to say at nightfall,

he passed in front of the Porte St. Martin
''
by lightning. He passed, peaceful and stern, theatre, where the Two Convicts " wou'd be
This bill, lit up by
evening.
that
performed
berline,
gilded
heavy
sabres;
his
drawn
amid
with large branches of lilies painted on the theatre lamps^ struck him, for though he was
A
There was walking rapidly, he stopped to read it.
panels, rolled noisily along.
you saw moment later he entered The Pewter Platscarce time to take a glance at him
in the right-hand corner a broad, firm, red ter," which was at that time the office of the
face, a healthy forehead powdered a Voiseau Lagny coach, which started at half-past-four.
royal, a proud^ harsh, artful eye, an intelli- The horses were put in, and the passengers,
gent smile, two heavy epaulettes with hang- summoned by the driver, were hastily claming fringe upon a civilian coat the golden bering up the iron steps of the vehicle. The
'*'

;

;

the cross of St. Louis, the cross of the
Legion of Honor, the silver plate of the Holy
Ghost, a large stomach and a wide blue ribWhen out of Paris
bon, it was the king.

fleece,

—

he carried his white feathered hat on his
knees, up to which came tall English gaiters;
when he returned to the city he put his hat

man
"

asked,

Have you

a seat left ?"

" Only one, by

my

side,

on the box/' the

driver said.

"I
'^

will take it."

Get

up,-**

the driver said.

Before starting, however, he took a glance

— —

—
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poor dress^ and the smalland asked for the fare.
'^
Are you going all the way to Lagny ?^^ he

at the passenger^s

ness of his bundle,
said.
'^

Yes/^ the

The

man

answered.

traveller paid his fare to

began whistling and
swearing at his horses. As the night was cold
he wrapped himself in his cloak, but the passenger did not seem to notice it.
At about
six o^clock they reached Chelles, where the
syllables, so the driver

moment

to let his horses

breathe, at an inn opened in the old buildings
of the Eoyal Abbey.

down here,^^ the man said.
took his bundle and stick and jumped
off the coach.
A moment after he had disappeared, but he did not enter the inn.
When the coachman started again a few moments after, he did not meet him in the high
street of Lagny, and he turned round to his
inside passengers
^^ That man,'-" he said, '^ does
not belong to
these parts, for I do not know him. He looks
as if he had not a penny, and yet he don^t care
for money, as he paid his fare to Lagny and
only came as far as Chelles. It is night, all
the houses are closed, he has not gone into
the inn, and yet I can't see him, so he must
have sunk into the ground.^^
The man had not sunk into the ground,
but walked hastily along the main street of
Chelles, in the darkness: then he turned to his
left before reaching the church, into a crossroad that runs to Montfermeil, like a man who
knows the country and had been there before.
He followed this road rapidly, and at the spot
where it is intersected by the old road that
runs from Lagny to Gagny, he heard wayfarers coming.
He hurriedly concealed himself in a ditch, and waited till they had passed;
the precaution, however was almost superfluous for, as we have said, it was a very dark December night, and only two or three stars were
visible in the sky. The man did not return to
the Montfermeil road, but went to his right,
across the fields, and hurried in the direction
of the wood. When he was in it, he slackened
his pace, and began looking carefully at all
the trees, walking step by step, as if seeking
and following a mysterious road known to
himself alone. There was a moment at which
'^

I shall get

He

:

he seemed to lose himself and appeared uadecided, but at last, by repeated groping, he
reached a glade in which there w^as a pile of
large white stones.
He walked hurriedly to-

ward these stones and attentively examined
Lagny and them, as if passing them in review. A large

the coach started.
After passing the city
gate, the driver tried to get up a conversation,
hut the traveller only answered in mono-

driver stopped for a
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tree,

covered with those excrescences which

few paces
from the heap he went up to it and passed
his hand over the back as if trying to recognize and count all the warts.
Opposite this
tree, which was an ash, there was a sickly
chestnut shedding its bark, upon which a
ring of zinc had been placed as a poultice ; he
stood on tiptoe and felt this ring, then he examined for some time the ground in the space
contained between the tree and the stones, as
if assuring himself that the ground had not
are the warts of vegetation, was a
;

been freshly turned up. This done, he looked
about him, and resumed his walk through
the wood.
It was this man who came across Cosette.
While proceeding in the direction of Montfermeil, he perceived this little shadow depositing a load on the ground, then taking it
up again, and continuing her journey. He
went up and saw that it was a young child
carrying an enormous bucket, then he drew
to her side and silently took the bucket
handle.

CHAPTER XCL
COSETTE

IJJ-

THE DARK WITH THE

STRAjq"GEE.

Cosette, as we stated, was not frightened.
The man spoke to her in a serious, almost
low voice,
''

My child,

heavy.

what you

are carrying

Cosette raised her head and replied,
sir,

is

very

^^

''

Yes,

'^

^^Give

it

to me,'^ the

man

continued, ^^I

''

will carry

it.

Cosette let go the bucket, and the man
walked on by her side.
''It is really very heavy, '^ he muttered;
then added, " What is your age, little one T*
''
Eight years, sir/'
''
And have you come far with this V^
''

From

the spring in the wood.'^

''And how far have you to go V^
" About a quarter of an hour^s walk.^^
The man stopped for a moment, and then
suddenly

said,

— — —

—

'^^Then you have not a mother ?'
^'1

do not know, the child answered.
Before the man had time to speak she continned,
'^ I don^t think
have not/^

And
•'

so,

" That

is

"

little girls ?"

What

The
"

Who

"They

ground, and laid his two hands on her shoulders, making an effort to see her face in the
darkness.
Cosette^s thin sallow countenance
was vaguely discerned in the vivid gleam of

ladies, as

What

your name?^^ the

is

man

asked her.

have an electric shock;
he looked at her again, then removed his
hands, took the bucket up again, and continued his walk. A moment after he asked,
'' Where do you live little one '^''
'^ At
Montfermeil, if you
know the
'^

?"

sir.^^

There was another pause, and then he began again.
^' Who was it that sent you to fetch
water
from the wood at this hour ?'

" Madame Thenardier.''^
The man continued with an
he strove to render
there was, for
^'

What
She

careless,

all that,

this

is

accent which

but in which

a singular tremor.

Madame Thenardier

V

''and
keeps the inn.^''
'•The inn ?^' remarked the man; ''well, I
am going to lodge there to-night. Show me
^^

is

mistress/'' the child said,

the way.^^
rather quickly,
Cosette had no difficulty in keeping up with
him; she no longer felt fatigue, and from
to

time raised her eyes to this

sort of indescribable calmness

man with

a

and confidence.

She had never been taught to turn her eyes
toward Providence, and yet she felt within
her something that resembled hope and joy,
and which rose to Heaven., After the lajDse
of a few minutes the man continued,
"Does Madame Thenardier keep no servant?^
" No, sir.''
" Is there no one but you ?''

"No,

sir.''

way the romanThenardier.

are they ?"

are

Madame

Thenardier's young

—

" Oh, l\vork."

"All day?"
The child raised her

large eyes, in which
stood a tear, invisible in the darkness, and
replied softly,
" Yes, sir." After a silence she continued.

" Sometimes, when I have finished my work
and they allow me, I amuse myself."
" In what way ?"
" As I can they let me be, but I have not
many toys. Ponine and Zelma do not like
me to play with their dolls, and I have only
a little leaden sword, no longer than that."
The child held out her little finger.
"And which does not cut ?"
"Oh yes, sir," said the child, "it cuts salad
and chops flies' heads off."
They reached the village, and Cosette
guided the stranger through the streets.
AVhen they passed the baker's, Cosette did
not think of the loaf which she was to bring;

The man had ceased questioning her,
and preserved a gloomy silence, but wlien
they had left the church behind them, on
in.

" We are going to it.^^
Though the man walked

time

Madame

"And you?"

to

Are we going there

'^Yes,

to

" Yes, sir."

The man seemed

^^

little girls."

you may say, her daughters."
" And what do they do ?"
" Oh !" said tlie child, " they have handsome dolls, and things all covered with gold.
They play about and amuse themselves."
" All dav ?"

^^Cosette.'"^'

place.

two

child simplified in this

names dear

stopped, put the bucket on the

the sky.

to say, there are

" Ponine and Zelma.°'
tic

that I never had one/^

I believe

There was another interruption, and then
Cosette raised her voice,

other girls have one, hut

after a silence she added,

The man

"^

—

—
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I

—

seeing

the open-air shops, he asked Co-

all

sette,

" Is it the fair time ?"
" No, sir, it is Christmas."
AVhen they approached the inn, Cosette

touched his arm timidly.
" Sir."
" What

"

is it,

my

child ?"

We

are close to the house."
" Well ?"

" Will you

let

me

carry

my

bucket now ?"

"Why?"
"Because Madame will be at me
it has been carried for me."

sees that

if

she

:

;

LES MI8ERABLE8.
The man gave her the bucket, and a moment later they were at the door of the pothouse.

CHAPTER
IS

XOII.

HE RICH OR POOR?
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"it injures a house to have customers of that
sort."

In the meanwhile the man, after leaving
his bundle and stick on a form, sat down at
a table on which Cosette had hastened to place
The pedler who
a bottle of wine and a glass.
had asked for the bucket of water himself
carried it to his horse, while Cosette returned
to her place under the kithen table and her

CosETTE could not refrain from taking a
The man, who had scarce moistside glance at the large doll which was still knitting.
with the glass ef wine he poured
tapped
lips
his
then
ened
and
toy-shop,
the
at
displayed
attention.
at the door; it opened, and Madame Thenar- out, gazed at the child with strange
happy
been
she
had
Cosette was ugly, but
dier appeared, candle in hand.
We
pretty.
been
have
possibly
be
might
I'll
she
"Oh, it's you, you little devil: well,
overclouded
little
her
sketched
enough
already
have
time
taken
not
hanged if you have
face Cosette was thin and sickly, and, though
you've been playing, I expect."
:

"Madame,"

said

Cosette, with a violent

tremor, " this gentleman wants a bed-room."
Madame Thenardier exchanged her coarse

look for an amiable grimace, a change peculiar to landladies, and greedily turned her
eyes on the new-comer.
" Is this the gentleman ?" she said.
" Yes, madame," the man answered, touch-

Her
eight years of age, looked hardly six.
were
shadow
of
species
large eyes, buried in a
almost extinguished by constant crying, while
the corners of her mouth had the curve of
habitual agony, which may be observed in
condemned prisoners and in patients who are
given over. " Her hands were, as her mother

Rich travellers are not so polite. This
gesture and the inspection of the stranger's
clothes and luggage, which the landlady took

"ruined with chilblains."
which shone upon her at this
moment, brought out the angles of her bones
and rendered her thinness frightfully visible;
as she constantly shivered, she had grown

in at a glance, caused the amiable grimace to
disappear and the rough look to return.

into the habit of always keeping her knees
He entire clothpressed against each other.

She continued

had

The

ing his hat.

dryl}^,

—

Come in, my good man."
The "good man" entered;
"

foretold,

fire light,

ing was one rag, which would have aroused
winter.
summer, and caused horror
person,
her
upon
calico
torn
only
had
She
and not a morsel of Avoollen stuff her skin

m

pity in

the landlady

gave him a second look, carefully examined
his threadbare coat and broken-brimmed hat,
and consulted her husband, who was still
drinking with the carter, by a toss of the
The
head, a curl of her nose, and a wink.
husband answered, with that imperceptible
movement of the forefinger which, laid on
the puffed-out lips, signifies, "]^o go."
Upon this the landlady exclaimed,—
"My good man, I am very sorry, but I
haven't a bed-room disengaged."
" Put me where you like,'^ the man said,
" in the loft or the stable. I will pay as if it
were a bed-room."
" Forty sous."
" Be it so."

—

:

was here and there

visible,

and everywhere

could be distinguished blue or black marks,
indicating the spots where her mistress had
beaten her. Her bare legs were red and

rough, and the hollow between her shoulderThe
blades would have moved you to tears.
whole person of this child^ her attitude, the
sound of her voice, the interval between one
word and the next, her look, her silence, her
slightest

movement, expressed and translated
Fear was spread over
fear.

but one idea

—

her; she was, so to speak, clothed in it; fear
drew up her elbows against her hips, with-

drew her heels under her
her occupy as little room as

petticoats,

made

possible, breathe

absolutely necessary, and had become what might be called the habit of her
body, without any possible variation save that
^^It's forty for a man like him," Madame
Thenardier replied in the same tone. " I do of increasing. There was a corner in her
This fear was
eye m which terror lurked.
not lodge poor people under."
" That is true," the husband added gently
so great that Cosette on retui;ning wet

" Forty sous !" a carrier whispered to the
landlady; "why, it is only twenty sous."

when only

•
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go to the

did not dare

throiigli

At the same time he stoojoed and appeared
moment.

but

fire,

j

began

silently

sion

of his

lier

work

was

eye

child's

The

again.

to be searching for a

expres-

habitually

so

" Yes, here

I

it

is,"

he continued, as he rose

'

and

gloomy
seemed

at times

at certain

tragical, that

so

moments

as if she

were on

the 23oint of becoming either an idiot or a
demon. Xever, as we said, had she known
what 23rayer was, never had she set foot in a

church.

I spare

^'^Can

Madame

the time for

Thenardier used to

say.

and held

it

^^
!

sous piece, btit

She put it in her pocket, and
confined herself to giving the child a stern

The man

glance, saying,

to

strange traveller, began to assume an ex-

She had comand had recourse

It was
no longer a simple astonishment, but a sort
of stupefied confidence was mingled with it.
" Do you want any sup23er ?" the landlady
asked the traveller.
He did not reply, btit seemed to be lost in
thought. '^ What can this man be ?" she mtittered to herself; ^'he is some wretched beggar who has not a penny to pay for his supper.
It
AVill he be able to j^ay for his bed-room?
is lucky, after all, that he did not think of
stealing the silver coin that was on the
ground.
At this moment a door opened, and EponThey were really
ine and Azelma came in.
two pretty little girls, rather tradesmen's
daughters than peasants, and very charming,
one with her auburn well-smoothed tresses, the
other with long black j^l^its hanging down
her back; both were quick, clean, plump,
fresh, and pleasant to look on through their
beaming health. They were warmly clothed,
but with such maternal art that the thickness of the stuff did not remove anything of
the coquetry of the style; winter was foreIn their
seen, but spring was not effaced.
dress, their gayety, and the noise which they
made, there was certain queenliness. Wlien

|

— she

told a falsehood.
^^

is

the truth," said her mistress, ^'and if it is
h\ the meanwhile
not, look out, that's all
give

me back my

fifteen-sous piece."

Cosette plunged her hand into the pocket
of her apron and turned green the coin was
:

no longer

in

it.

^"^Well," her mistress said, ^'did
me ?"

you not

hear

Cosette turned her pocket out, but there

was nothing in
of the

money?

it;

v/hat could have

The wretched

little

become
creature

could not find a word to say; she was petrified.

'^^Have you lost it?" her mistress asked,
^^

or are you trying to rob

That had better not happen

pression they had never had before.

table.

Madame, the bakers was shut ujd."
*^You ought to have knocked."
^^I did do so, but he would not open/'
^^ I shall know to morrow whether that

^^

Cosette returned to what her mistress called
her niche, and her large eyes, fixed on the

custom whenever

the expedient of terrified children,

—

again."

|

pletely forgotten the loaf,

was a twentya profit by the

transaction.

!

it ?''

raised her voice, quickly

came from under the

it

madame made

|

All at once her mistress cried,

Cosette, according to her

Yes, that's it," she said.
was not the real coin,

It

^^Hilloh! whereas the loaf?''

Madame Thenardier

a coin to the landlady.

|

in the yellow coat did not take his eyes off

Cosette.

otit

me ?"

At the same time she stretched out her
hand to the cat-o'-nnie tails; this formidable
gesture restored Cosette the strength to cry,
^'
Mercy, madame; I will never do it again."

The man in the yellow coat had been feeling in Ijis waistcoat pocket, though no one
Moreover, the other guests vfere
noticed it.
drinking or card-playing, and paid no attenCosette had retreated in agony
tion to him.
to the chimney-corner shivering to make herself as little as she could, and protect her
poor half-naked limbs. Her mistress raised
her arm.
''
I beg your pardon, madame," said the
man, " but just now I saw something fall out
of the little girl's pocket and rolling awa}?-.
It mav be that."

they came in, their mother said to them in a
scolding voice, which was full of adoration.
''
There you are, then."
Then, drawing them on to her knees in
I

turn, smootliing their hair, retying their ribbons, and letting them go with that gentle

shake which is pectiliar to mothers, she exclaimed, '' IIow smart they are !" They sat
down by the fire-side, with a doll which they
turned over on their knees with all sorts of
joyous prattle. At times Cosette raised her
eyes from her knitting and rnournfttlly
watched their playing. Eponine and Azelma

LES MISERABLES.
did not look at Cosette^ for to
like the dog.

These three

them she was

little girls

did not
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M. Thenardier thought

it

his duty

to

speak.
" Yes,

count four-and-twenty years between them,
sir, if such be your fancy, you can
and already represented human society, on have the pair of stockings for five francs, we
one side envy, on the other, disdain. The cannot refuse travellers anything.''
'' Cash
doll was very old and broken, but it did not
payment," the landlady said in her
appear the less wonderful to Cosette, who peremptory voice.
never in her life possessed a doll, a ^^ real
"I buy the pair of stockings," the man
doll,^^ to employ an expression which all chilsaid, and added, as he drew a five-franc
dren will understand. All at once the land- piece from his pocket and laid it on the talady, who was going about the room, noticed ble, ^^I pay for them."
that Cosette was idling, and watching the
Then he turned to Cosette,
children instead of working.
^^Your labor is now mine, so play, my
"^
Ah, I have caught you,'^ she exclaimed
child."
" that^s the way you work, is it ? 1^11 make
The carrier was so affected by the fiveyou work with the cat-o'-nine-tails."^
franc piece that he left his glass and hurried

—

;

The stranger, without leaving his chair,
turned to Madame Thenardier.
" Oh, Madame,^^ he said with an almost
timid smile, ^^ let her play.^"*
Such a wish would have been a command
from any traveller who had ordered a good
supper and drunk a couple of bottles of wine,
and who did not look like a beggar. But the
landlady did not tolerate a man who had
such a hat, having a desire and one who
wore such a coat daring to have a will of his
Hence she answered sharply,
own
" She must work, since she eats I do not
keep her to do nothing. ^^
'' What is she doing, pray
T^ the stranger
!

!

;

continued, in that gentle voice which formed
such a strange contrast with his beggar
clothes

and porter shoulders.

The landlady deigned
^^

She

for

my

little girls,

to reply,
if

you please,

who have none,

and are forced

speak,

to

so to

go about bare-

footed.^^

The man looked
and
'^

at Cosette^s poor red feet,

said,

When

will she

have finished that pair of

stockings ?"
'^

She has three or four good days^ work,

the idle
^^

slut.'^

And how much may

such a pair be worth

when finished V
The landlady gave him

a contemptuous

glance.

^^At least thirty sous.^^

Will you sell them to
the man continued.

me

he exclaimed, after examinand no mistake."
Thenardier came up and silently put the
^^

ing

It is real,"

it,^^

coin

a true hind wheel,

in

make no

pocket. The landlady could
answer, but she bit her lips, and

his

her face assumed an expression of hatred.
Cosette was trembling, but still ventured to
ask,
'^

^^

Is it true,

madam

!

And

while her lips thanked the landlady,
her little soul thanked the traveller. Thenardier had returned to his glass, and his
all

wife whispered in his ear,

What can

for five francs V^

coat like his."

Cosette had lain down her needle, but did
not dare leave her place, for, as a rule, she
moved as little as possible. She took from a
box behind her a few old rags and her little
leaden sword. EjDonine and Azelma paid no
attention to what was going on, for they
were carrying out a very important operation.
They had seized the cat, thrown the doll on
the ground, and Eponine, who was the
elder, was wrapping up the kitten, in spite
of its miaulings and writhings, in a quantity
of red and blue rags.
While performing this
serious and difficult task, she was saying to
her sister in the sweet and adorable language
of children, the grace of which, like the
glistening of butterflies' wings, disappears

think

the other, you see, for

five balls!''

—

this yellow man be ?"
have seen," Thenardier replied, with
a sovereign air, " millionaires vfho wore a
'^

when you

—

play ?"

voice.

'^
By Job !^^ a carrier who was listening exclaimed, with a coarse laugh, '^'^I should

so,

May I

Play," her mistress said, in a terrible

^"'I

knitting stockings,

is

up.

^*^

This

try to fix

it,

doll, sister, is

more amusing than
moves, and cries.

it
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warm:

so we will play with it.
It is
daughter^ and I am a lady; you
will call upon me and look at it.
By degrees
you will see its whiskers^ and that will surprise you^ and then you will see its ears and

and

my

its

you

is

little

tail^

and that

will say to

shall answer,

'

will sur23rise you too, and
me, '
my goodness !'^ and I
Yes, madame, it is a little

child I have like that
at present.^

;

little

children are so

^^

''Oh! Lord, no, sir; she is a poor little
we took in out of charit}^ She is a sort
of imbecile, and I think has water on the
brain, for she has a big head.
We do all we
can for her, but we are not rich, and though
we write to her people, we have not had an
answer for six months. It looks as if the
mother were dead.'-'
"Ahl'^ said the man, and he fell back into
girl

his reverie.

"The mother couldn^t have been much,^''
meanwhile the topers had begun sing- the landladv added, "for she deserted her
ing an obscene song at which they laughed child.^'
till the ceiling shook, Thenardier encouragDuring the whole of the conversation Coing and accompanying them.
In the same sette, as if an instinct warned her that she
way as birds make a nest of every thing, was being talked about, did not take her eyes
children make a doll of no matter what. off her mistress. She listened and neard two
While Eponine and Azelma were wrapping or three indistinct words here and there. In
up the kitten, Cosette on her side was per- the meanwhile, the drinkers, who were three
forming the same operation on her sword. pai'ts ijitoxicated, struck up their unclean
This done, she laid it on her arm, and sang song again with redoubled gayety, and
softly to lull it to sleep.
A doll is one of the Madame Thenardier went to take jDart in the
most imperious wants, and at the same time bursts of laughter. Cosette, under her table,
one of the most delicious instincts, of femi- looked at the fire which was reflected in her
nine childhood. To clean, clothe, adorn, fixed eyes; she had begun rocking her doll
dress, undress, dress again, teach, scold a again, and while lulling it to sleep, sang in a
little, nurse,Tull, send to sleep, aiid imagine
low voice, "My mother is dead, my mother
that something is somebody
On being
the whole is dead, my mother is dead.'^
future of a woman is contained in this. pressed again by the land-lady, the yellow
While dreaming and prattling, making little man, the " millionare,^^ consented to take
trousseatix and cradles, while sewing little some sup23er.
" What will you have, sir
frocks and aprons, the child becomes a girl,
"
girl
Bread and cheese.'^
the
becomes a maiden, and the maiden a
Azelma

listened to Ej^onine in admiration;

in the

—

—

?''^

woman.
the last
nearly as

The
doll.

first

child

A little

is

girl

a continuation of

without a doll

unhappy and quite

is

as impossible as

without children; Cosette, therefore,
made a doll of her sword. The landlady,
in the meanwhile, walked ujd to the ^^ yellow
man.'^ '^'^^^y husband is right/^ she thought,
•^Mt is perhaps M. Lafitte.
Some rich men
are so whimsical.*^
She lent her elbow on
''
the table and said, " Sir
^^
At the word '^SSir the man turned round,
for the female Thenardier had up to the
present only addressed him as ^' My good

a

Yv^ife

"

He

is

thought.

certainly a beggar,^^ the landlady

The drunkards were

their .song,
still

and the

sang hers.

child,

still

singing

under the

table,

All at once Cosette broke

she turned, and perceived the doll lying
on the ground a few paces from the kitchen
table, which the children had thrown down
She let the
on taking up the kitten.
wrai3ped-up SAVord, which only half satisfied
her, tall, and then slowly looked around the
room. The landlady was whispering to her
husband and reckoning some change. Eponine and Azelma were playing with the kitten, the guests were eating, drinking, or singma 11.'^
''You see, sir, ^' she continued, assuming ing, and ]io one noticed her. She had not a
her gentle air, which was still more dreadful moment to lose, so she crept on her hands
to see than her fierce look, " I am glad to see and knees from under the table, assured herthe child play, and do not oppose it, and it self once again that she was not watched,
is all right for once, as you are generous.
and seized the doll. A moment after she was
But, you see,she has nothing, and must work.'^ back in her seat, and turned so that the doll
''
Then, she is not a child of yours V' the which she held in her arms should be in the
man asked.
shadow. The ha2)piness of playing with this
off

:
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doll

one
who was

was almost too much, for her.

had seen

" She has touched it with her dirty hands,"
landlady continued, "her frightful

IsTo

her, excepting the traveller,

slowly eating his poor supper. This joy lasted nearly a quarter of an hour^ but in spite
of the caution which Cosette took she did not

tiie

hands."

distinctly.

Here Cosette redoubled her sobs.
''
Will you be quiet ?" her mistress yelled.
The man went straight to the street door,
opened it, and walked out the landlady took

from the
glow suddenly caught the eye of Azelma, who

advantage of his absence to give Cosette a
kick under the table, which made her scream.

notice that one of the doll's feet was peeping
out,

and that the

fire lit it

This pink lummous
said to Eponine,

up very

foot emerging

Look

sister.''

Cosette

The two little girls were stupefied
had dared to take their doll! Eponine rose,
and letting the cat go, ran to her mother and
'

:

plucked the skirt of her dress.
" Let me be," said the mother, '' what do
you want now ?"
" Mother," said the girl, " just look I"
And she pointed to Cosette, who, yielding
entirely to the ecstasy of possession, saw and
heard

nothing more.

The

face

landlady's

that peculiar expression,

which

is
assumed
the
with
blended
terrible
the
of
composed
trifles of life, and which has caused such women to be christened Megasras. This time
wounded pride exasperated her wrath Cosette had leapt over all bounds, and had
made an assault on the young ladies' doll.
A czarina who saw a moujik trying on her
imperial son's blue ribbon, would not have a
She cried in a voice which
different face.
hoarse,— "Cosette!"
rendered
indignation
Cosette started as if the earth had trembled
beneath her, and turned round.
:

:

The door opened again, and the man reappeared, carrying in his hands the fabulous
doll to which we have alluded, and which all
the village children had been contemplating
He placed it on its legs
since the morning.
before Cosette, saying,—
" Here, this is for you."

We must suppose that, during the hour he
had been sitting in a reverie, he had confusedly noticed the toyman's shop, which
was so brilliantly illuminated with lamps and
candle, that it could be seen through the
tap-room window like an aurora borealis.
Cosette raised her eyes: she had looked at
the man coming toward her with the doll as
he were the sun; she heard the extraordinai7 words "it is for you;" she looked at
him, looked at the doll, then drew back slowif

and concealed herself entirely in a corner
under the table. She did not cry, she did
not speak but looked as if she dared hardly
The landlady, Eponine, and Azelbreathe.
ma were so many statues; the topers themselves had stopped drinking, and there was a
solemn silence in the tap-room. The mother
"Cosette!" her mistress repeated.
petrified and dumb, began her conjectures
ground
the
doll
on
the
laid
Cosette gently
''^Who is this man? is he poor or a
again.
with
mingled
veneration
of
species
with a
despair: then, witheut taking her eyes off it,
she clasped her hands, and, frightful to say
of a child of her age,

walk in the wood, the weight of the bucket,
the loss of the coin, the sight of the lash, nor
The
the harsh remarks of her mistress.
"
What
chair.
his
from
risen
had
traveller
the matter ?" he asked the landlady.
" Don't you see ?" she replied, pointing to

the coiyus delicti which lay at Cosette's feet.
" Well, what ?" the man continued.
"That wretch," the landlady answered,
^^has had the audacity to touch my children's
doll."

" So much noise about that !" the man said;
^^well, suppose that she did play with the
doll!"

millionnaire
say,

wrung them, and then that

burst into tears, a thing which none of the
emotions of the day had caused,— neither the

is

ly,

man

?

a thief."

He

is,

perhaps, both, that

The husband's

is

face offered

expressive wrinkle which marks the huface each time that the ruling instinct

appears on it with all its bestial power. The
landlord looked in turn at the doll and the
traveller he seemed to be sniffing round the
man, as he would have done round a moneyThis only lasted for a second then he
bag.
went up to his wife and whispered,
" That machine costs at least thirty francs.
:

;

ISTo

nonsense, crawl in the dust before the

man."
Coarse natures have this in common with
simple natures, that they'have no transitions.
"Well, Cosette," the landlady said, in a

which strove to be gentle, and which
was composed of the bitter honey of wicked
"
women, "why don't you take your doll ?

voice
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Cosette ventured to crawl out of her

liole.

had the

moment

Madame Thenardier

the doll^ so take

world;

for

it^

it is

yours/^

Cosette gazed at the v/onderful doll with a

was still bathed in
but her eyes were beginning to fill, like
the sky at dawn, with strange rays of joy.
AVhat she felt at this moment was sometning
like what she would have felt had some one
suddenly said to her^ " Little girl^ you are

sort of terror; her face
tears^

Queen

of France.'^

seemed to her that if she touched
thunder would issue from it, and

It

doll

this

this

was true to a certain point, for she said to
her mistress would scold and

herself that
her.

be^it

Still,

the attraction gained the

victory, she at length crawled

and murmured timidly

up

to the doll

as she turned to the

landlady,-—

by Providence to
the person whom
hated most
the

air of a visitor sent

^'My little Cosette,'^ her mistress continued fiiwningly, " this goiUleman gives you

Cosette, was at the

m

she must put a constraint

still,

on

This emotion was more than she
could endure, accustomed to dissimulation
though she was by the copy which she had to
take of her husband in all his actions.
Sue
hastened to send her childred to bed, and
then asked the yellow man's leave to send off
Cosette, ^^who had been very tired during
the day,^^ she added with a maternal air.
Cosette went o^ to bed carrying Catherine in
her arms.
Tlie landlady went from time to
time to the other end of the room, where her
husband was, in order to relieve her mind.
She exchanged with him a few sentences,
which were the more furious because she
dared not utter them aloud.
•*
Old ass what has he got in his noddle to
come and disturb us in this way to wish
that little monster to j^lay to give her dolls!
dolls worth forty francs, to a wretch whom I

herself.

I

'^

May I, madame ?
Xo expression could

*^

I

render this

was at once despairing,

which
and rav-

air,

terrified,

I

and placed the ^'lady's" little hand in hers.
Cosette quickly drcAv back her hand as if the
lady's burnt her, and looked down at the
brick floor. We are compelled to add that
at this moment she put her tongue out to an
enormous length; all at once she turned and

would gladly sell for forty sous a little more
and he would call her Your Majesty like the
Duchesse de -Berry. Can he be in his senses ?
The mysterious old fellow must be cracked.''
Why so Pit is very simple," Thenardier
replied.
''Suppose it amuses him?
It
amuses you that the little one should work
it amuses him to see her play.
He has a
right, for a traveller can do as he likes so
If this old man is a philanlong as he pays.
If he is
thropist, how does it concern you ?
Why do
an ass, it is no business of yours.
you interfere, so long as he has money
This was the language of a master and the
reasoning of a landlord, neither of which ad-

passionately seized the doll.

mitted a reply.

ished.

I

Of course,^^ said her mistress,
gentleman gives it to you.'^
'"

'"•'Is

true, sir

it

?

^^

the lady really mine

The strangers

^^

since this

Cosette continued, *ms
^'

?

*^'

eyes were full of tears, and

he seemed to have reached that point of emotion when a man does not speak in order that
he may not weep. He nodded to Cosette,

her Catherine,^^ she said.
It was a strange sight when Cosette's rags
met and held the dolls ribbons and fresh
muslins.
''

*'

I will call

May

I

put her in a

chair,

madame

?

^^

she

continued.
''

Yes,

my

child,^^

her mistress answered.

was now the turn of Eponine and Azelma to look enviously at Cosette. She placed
Catherine in a chair, and then sat down on
the ground before her, motionless, without
saying a word, and in a contemplative attiIt

tude.
'^

Play, Cosette,'^ the stranger said.

I am playing;/^ the child answered.
This unknown, man, this stranger, who

•M)h

!

V

The man was
table,

resting his elbow on

and had resumed

the

his tlioughtful atti-

tude; the other travellers, peddlers and car-

had gone away or left off sniging. They
regarded him from a distance with a sort of
respectful fear; this poorly clad individual,
who drew hind-wheels from his pocket with
such ease, and lavished gigantic dolls on ragged girls, was assuredly a mfignificent and
Several hours passed, midformidable man.
night mass was finished, the matin bell had
been rung, the drinkers had gone away, the
pot-house was closed, the fire was out in the
tap-room, but the stranger still remained at
the same spot and in the same posture. From
time to time he chano-ed tlie elbow on which

riers

——

—

;
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he was leaning, that was all; but he had not
uttered a syllable since Cosette went off to
bed.

The Thenardiers

alone remained in

the room, through politeness and curiosity.
"
''
Is he going to pass the night like that ?
When it struck two,
the landlady pouted.
she declared herself conquered, and said to
her husband, " I am off to bed ; you can do
as

you like/"

The husband

table in a corner,

lit

sat

down

a candle, and

at a

began

Courrier Fran^ais, A good
hour passed, during which the worthy host
read the paper through thrice from the
date of the number to the imprint, but the
stranger did not stir.
Thenardier moved,
coughed, spat, and made his chair creak, but
the man made no movement.
^^Can he be
asleep T' Thenardier thought; the man was
not asleep, but no movement aroused him.
At length the landlord doffed his cap, walked
up gently, and ventured to say,
^^Do you not wish for repose, sir?'"
"To sleep"" would have appeared to him excessive and familiar, while *^^ repose"" hinted

reading

the

and was respectful. Such words
have the mysterious and admirable quality of
swelling the bill on the next morning; a room
in which you sleep costs twenty sous; one in
which you repose costs twenty francs.
^^Why, you are right,"" said the stranger,
" where is your stable ?""
^^
I will show you the way, sir,"" Thenardier replied, with a smile.
He took the candle the man fetched his stick
and bundle, and Thenardier led him to a room
on the first floor, which was most luxurious,
with its mahogany furniture, and the bed with
at luxury,

;

The
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traveller looked at the object in a

that seemed to say,

way

— ^''Then there was a mo-

ment when

this monster was a virgin.""
This was a falsehood of Thenadier"s; when
he hired the house to convert it into a public,
he found this room thus furnished, and
bought the lot, thinking that it would cast a

a graceful shadow

over his

^'

and
what the

spouse,""

that his house would derive from

it

English call respectability.
When the traveller turned round,
Thenadier had disappeared, without saying good evening, as he
did not wish to treat with disrespectful cordiality a man whom he intended to flay royally the next morning.
The landlord went
to his room, where his wife was in bed, but
not asleep. So soon as she heard her husband"s footstep, she said to him,
^^You know that I meant to turn Cosette
out to-morrow?""
Thenadier coldly answered,
^^How you go on.""
They exchanged no more words, and a few
minutes after the candle was extinguished.
For his part, the stranger had placed his
stick and bundle in a corner.
When the
landlord had withdrawn, he sat down in an
easy chair and remained pensive for a time;
then he took off his shoes, seized one of the
candlesticks,

him

and

left

the room, looking about

He went

as if in search of something.

along a passage and reached the staircase
liere he heard a very gentle sound, like the
breathing of a child. He followed this sound,

and reached a triangular closet under the
stairs, or, to speak more correctly, formed by
the stairs

themselves.

Here,

among

old

red cotton curtains.
^^
What is this?"" the traveller asked.

hampers and potsherds, in dust and cobwebs,
there was a bed, if we may apply the term to
^^
Our own wedding bed-room,"" the land- a paillasse 'so rotten as to show the straw, and a
lord replied; "my wife and I occupy another, blanket so torn as to show the mattress.
and this room is only entered three or four There were no sheets, and all this lay on the
times a year.""
ground; in this bed Cosette was sleeping.
" I should have preferred the stable,"" the The man walked up and gazed at her; Coman said roughly. Thenardier pretended sette was fast asleep and full dressed; in winits

not to hear this disagreeable reflection, but lit
two new wax candles standing on the mantlepiece.
A rather large fire was flashing in the
grate.
Upon the mantle-piece was also a

ter she did not take off her clothes,

that she

might be a little warmer. She was holding
to her bosom the doll, whose large open eyes
glistened in the darkness; from time to time

woman"s head-dress, made of silver tissue and she gave a heavy sigh, as if about to awake,
orange flowers, under a glass shade.
and pressed the doll almost convulsively in
"And what is this?"" the stranger con- her arms. There was nothing by her bedtinued.
side but one of her wooden shoes.
Through
" That, sir,"" Thenardier said, " is my wifc"s an open door close by a large dark room could
wedding bonnet.""
be seen, through which the stranger entered.

—
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At the end^ two little white beds were visible
through a glass door, and wdiich belonged to
Eponine and Azelma. Behind this a wicker
curtainless cradle w^as half hidden, in which
slept the little boy who had been crying all

it was the Lark
sweeping the
At the end of a quarter of an hour
and some erasures, Thenardier produced this

the house;
stairs.

masterpiece,

"THE

the evening.

The

stranger conjectured

that

this

room

Supper

communicated with that of the Thenardiers.
He was about to return, when his eye fell on

I>^ i^'O.

3 frcs.

"

Candles

5

Fire

4"

Attendance

1

at.

1.

10 "

Bed

the chimney, one of those vast inn chimneys,
in whicli there is always so little fire when
there is a frost, and wdiich are so cold to look

In this chimney there was no fire, not
even ashes; but what there w^as in it attracted
the travellers attention. He saw two little
child^s shoes of coquettish shape and unequal

CtE>s"T.

Total 23

"

frcs.^'

" T^venty-three francs V^ the wife exclaimed,
with an admiration mingled with some hesi-

and the traveller recollected the grace- tation.
and immemorial custom of children who
Like all great artists, Thenardier was not
place their shoe in the chimney on Christmas satisfied, and said, '^'^Poohl^'
It w^as the acnight, in order to obtain some glittering- cent of Castlereagh drawing up the little
present from their good fairy in the dark- bill for France to pay at the Congress of
Eponine and Azelma had not failed Vienna.
ness.
size;

ful

in

this

The

observance.

down; the

fairy, that

ready paid her

some ten sous

visit,

is,

traveller

bent

the mother, had

and

in each shoe a

al-

hand-

be seen shining.
The man rose and was going aw^ay, when he
observed another object in the darkest corpiece- could

ner of the hearth; he looked at it, and recognized a hideous wooden shoe, half broken
and covered with ashes and dried mud. It
was Cosette's; with the touching confidence
of children who may be disappointed, but
are never discouraged, she had also placed
her shoe in the chimney.
ELope in a child
that has never known aught but despair, is a
There was
sublime and affecting thing.
nothing in this shoe; but the stranger felt in
his pocket and laid a louis d^or in it; then he
crept noiselessly back to his bed-room.

CHAPTEE XCIIL
THE]S^AKDIER AT WORK.

The

next morning; almost two hours before daybreak, Thenardier was seated, pen in
hand, at a table in the tap-room, and making out the bill of the yellows-coated traveller.
His wife, standing beliind him, was watching
him; they did not exchange a syllable; on
one side there was a profound meditation, on
tlie other that profound admiration with
which people watch a marvel of the human
mind expanding. A noise could be heard in

" Monsieur Thenardier, you are right he
it,^' the wife muttered, thinking of the doll given to Cosette in the pres'^
ence of her children
it is fair, but it is
too much ; he wdll not pay it.'^
Thenardier gave his cold laugh, and said,
" He will pay it.^^
;

certainly ow^es

:

This laugh was the supreme signification
and authority; what was said in

of certainty

be.
The wife made no objecbut began arranging the tables, while
her husband walked up and down the room;
a moment after he added,
"Wh}^, I owe fifteen hundred francs. ^^
He sat down in the ingle-nook, meditating
with his feet in the warm ashes.
"By the by,^^ the wife continued, '^you
don't forget that I mean to neck Cosette out
to-day? The monster! she eats my heart
with her doll; I would sooner marry Louis
XVIII. than keep her a day longer in the

this

way must

tion,

house.''

Thenardier lit his pipe, and said between
two puffs, ^* You will hand the man the

—

bill."

Then he went

and had scarce left the
Thenardier
once appeared behind and stood in the

room
at

out,

ere the traveller entered;

half-open door, only visible to his wife. The
yellow man carried his stick and bundle in
his hand.
" Up so soon ?" the landlady said,
are

you going to leave us already,

sir ?"

—

—

— — — r

—
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While speaking this, she turned the bill in
her hands with an embarrassed air, and made
folds in it with her nails ; her harsh face had
an unusual look of timidity and scruple. It
seemed to her difficult to present such a bill
to a man who looked so thoroughly poor.
The traveller seemed absent and preoccupied,
as he replied,
^^
''

Montfermeil,
^^1^0, I
is all.

"

You really will take her away at once T^
" x\t once ; call her.''
" Cosette," the landlady shouted.
In the meanwhile," the man continued,

'^

" I will pay

He

am

transact at

she continued.

sir T'

merely passing through, that

What do

I

owe you, madame

T'

my

score; hov/

took a glance at the

much

bill,

restrain a start of surprise.

is it

?"

and could not

He

looked at

and said, ^^Twenty-three
francs ?" There was in his pronunciation of
the two words the accent which separates the
point of exclamation from the point of inMadame Thenar dier had had
terrogation.
time to prepare for the collision, and hence
the

Yes, madame, I am going/^
Then you had no business to

193

landlady

The landlady, without replying, handed answered with assurance,
him the folded paper; he opened and looked
Yes, sir, twenty-three* francs."
at it, but his attention was visibly elsewhere.
The stranger laid five five-franc
'^^

'^

Do you do

a good business here T' he

asked.
^^

Tolerably well,

sir,^^

the landlady an-

swered, stupefied at not seeing any other ex-

pieces

on

the table.
" Go and fetch the girl," he said.

At this moment Thenardier walked into
the middle of the room, and said,
,
" The gentleman owes twenty-six sous."
" Twenty-six sous !" the wife exclaimed.

plosion; then, she went on with an elegiac
and lamentable accent,
^^
'' Twenty sous for the bed-room," ThenOh, sir^ times are very bad! and then
there are so few respectable people in these ardier continued coldly, ^'^and six for the
parts.
It is lucky we have now and then supper.
As for the girl, I must talk a little
generous and rich ti-avellers like yourself, with the gentleman first. Leave us, wife."
Why, that
sir, for the expenses are so high.
The landlady had one of those bedazzlelittle girl costs us our eyes out of our head.^^
ments which unforseen flashes of talent pro'' What little girl r
duced; she felt that the great actor had
"Why, you know, Cosette, the Lark, as come on the stage, made no answer, and
^^
they call here hereabout.
went out. So soon as they v/ere alone, Then" Oh ?' said the man.
ardier offered the traveller a chair; he sat
She continued,
down, Thenardier remained standing, and
" What asses these peasants are with these his face assumed a singular expression of
nicknames she looks more like a bat than a kindliness and simplicity.
You see, sir, we don^t ask for charity,
lark.
''I must tell you," he said, ^'^sir, that I
'

!

but we can^t give it; our earnings are small
and our expenses great. The license, the
door and window-tax, and so on You know,
sir, that the government claims a terrible
And then I have my own
deal of money.
daughters, and do not care to support an!

other person^s child.^^

The man

adore the child."
The stranger looked at him fixedly.
"What child?"
Thenardier continued,
'^
How strange it is, but you grow attached
to them.
What is the meaning of all that
money ? put it back in your pocket I adore
;

which h-e strove the child."
to render careless, and in which there was a
'^W^hat child?" the stranger asked.
^^
tremor,
Why, our little Cosette don't you wish
" And suppose you were freed of her ?^^
Well, I speak frankly,
to take her from us?
"^Of whom?— of Cosette
and as true as you are an honest man, I canThe landlady's red and violet face was not consent. I should miss the child, for 1
illumined by a hideous grin.
have known her since she was a baby it is
" Ah, sir, my good sir; take her, keep her, true that she costs us money, that she has
carry her off, sugar her, stuff her with truffles, her faults, that we are not rich, and that I
eat her, drink her, and may all the saints in paid more than upwards of four hundred
replied, in a voice

!

;

Paradise bless you.
" It is settled/^

^'

francs for medicines alone in one of her

ill-

She has neither father nor mother,
13
Hugo. Vol.

nesses.

IL—

—

—
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and I have bread
I brought her up
both for her and for nie. Look you, I am
fond of tlie chikl affection grows on you I
am a good foolish fellow, and don't reason
I love the girl^ and though my wife is quick,
she loves her too. She is Hke our own chikl,
and I want to hear her prattle in the house.'''
The stranger still looked at him fixedly, as
he continued, '' Excuse me, sii-, but a child
can't be given like that to the first passer-by.
and

;

;

Avill

allow that I

that you are not rich

am

right

?

I don't say

and look

like a very

worthy man, and that it may be for lier wel? but I am bound to know.
You understand ? Supposing that I let her go and

fare

sacrificed myself, I should like to

she

going,

is

and not

know

wdiere

lose her out of sight

;

I

should wish to know where she is, and go
and see her now and then, to convince the
child that her foster-father is watching over
In short, there are some things which
her.
I don't even know your
are not possible
;

name.

ought

I

at least to see

paper, a passport, and so

some scrap of

on.'"

so

attire

;

You

who was this man? why was his
wretched when his purse was so
full ?
These questions he asked himself and
could not answer them, and they irrit^itcd
him; he reflected on them the wdiole night.
He could not be Cosette's father; was he her
grandfather? then, why did lie not nuike
himself known at once ?
When a man has a
claim, he proves it, and tl.ds man evidently
had no claim on Cosette. In that case, what
was it? Thenardier lost himself in suppositions; he caught a gleam of everything and
saw nothing. However this might be, on
beginning tlie conversation, feeling sure tliat
there was a secret in all this, and that the
man ivas interested in remaining in the
shadow, he felt himself strong; but on hearinterest?

;

|

j

|

ing the stranger's firm and distinct ans^ver,

when he saw

that this mysterious person was
simply mysterious, he felt himself weak.
He had not expected any thing of this sort,
and it routed his conjectures. He rallied his

and weighed all this in a second.
Thenardier was one of those men who judge

ideas,

The stranger, without ceasing to fix on of a situation at a glance, and considered
him that look which pierces to the bottom of that it was the moment to advance straight
the conscience, said in a gravQ firm voice,
;-'
Monsieur Th^nardier, a man does not
quire a passport to go
Paris

her

;

and

avv'ay,

my

if

I

that

is

and
re-

four leagues from

take Cosette away, I take
alL

You

will

not

residence, or

where she

recognize,

is,

;

He behaved

like great captains

which they alone can

and suddenly unmasked

his bat-

tery.
^

know my

and it
is my intention that she shall never see you
I break the string which slie has
again.
round her foot, and away she flies does that
suit you ? yes or no ?'^
In the same way as demons and genii re-

name,

ra^Didly.

at that decisive instant

''Sir,''

he

said, ''I Avant

hundred francs."
The stranger drew from

one thousand

his side-pocket

old black leathern portfolio,
it

five

an

and took from

bank notes which lie laid on the
then he placed his large thumb on

three

table

;

cognize by certain signs the presence of a
superior deity, Thenardier understood that
he had to do with a very strong man. It

the notes, and said to the landlord,
''Bring Cosette here."
While this was taking place, wdiat was
Cosette about? On waking, she ran to her

was a sort of intuition, and he comprehended
with his distinct and sagacious promptitude.

sabot and found the gold coin in it; it was
not a napoleon, but one of those new twenty-

On

franc pieces of the Restoration, on which the
Prussian queue was substituted for the crown

tlie

previous evening, while drniking,

smoking, and singing, he had constantly
looked at the stranger, watching him like a
cat, and studying him like a mathematician.
He had both watched him on his own account^ through pleasure and instinct, and
played the spy on him as if paid to do so.

of

laurels.

Cosette was

dazzled,

and her

destiny was beginning to intoxicate her; she
knew not what a gold piece was, she had

never seen one, and she hurriedly hid it in
She felt
her pocket, as if she had stolen it.
Not a gesture or movement of the yellow- it was really hers, she guessed whence the
coated man escaped him, and even before the gift came, but she experienced a feeling of
She was happy, but she was
joy full of fear.
stranger so clearly manifested his interest
He surprised more stupefied these magnificent things
Cosette, Thaaardier divined it.
the doll frightened
the profound glances of this old man which did not seem to her real,
constantly reverted to the child. Why this her, the gold com frightened her, and she

m

;

—
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trembled vaguely at this magnificence. The
on the
stranger alone did not frighten her
contrary, he reassured her since the previous
Through her amazement and her
evening.
sleep, she thought in her little childish mind
of this man, who looked so old, and poor, and
sad and who was so rich and good. Ever
since she met him in the wood, all had
changed for her, as it were. Cosette, less
happy than the meanest swallow, had never
yet known what it is to take refuge in the
shadow and beneath the wing of her mother
for five years, that is to say, so far back as
her thoughts went, the poor child had trembled and shuddered. She had ever been exposed in her nudity to the bleak blast of
misfortune, and she felt as if she were clothed;
formerly her soul was cold, now it was warm.
Cosette no longer felt afraid of her mistress,
for she was no longer alone
she had some
one by her side. She had set about her daily
work very quickly, and the louis, which she
had in the same pocket from which the fifteen-sous j)i6ce fell on the previous night,
caused her thoughts to stray. She did not
dare touch it, but she looked at it for five
minutes at a time. While sweeping the
stairs, she stood motionless, forgetting her
broom and the whole world, engaged in
watching this star sparkle in her pocket. It
was during one of these contemplations that
her mistress came to her ; by her husband^s
;

;
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Poor gentle being, whose heart up to
hour had only been compressed!
Cosette walked gravely, opening her large
eyes and looking at the sky; she had placed
her louis in the pocket of her new apron, and
from time to time stooped down and looked
at it, and then at her comi^anion.
ing.

this

CHAPTEE

XCIV.

THEl^ARDIER HAS OXE REGRET.

;

;

order she had

come

to fetch the child, and,

extraordinary to say, did not strike lier, or
even abuse her.
^'^
Cosette,''^ she said, almost gently, ^^come
directly.''''

A

moment after, Cosette entered the tapThe stranger took his bundle and un-

room.
tied

it;

it

contained a complete mourning

dress for a child of seven years of age.
''

My

dear,^'

the

man

said,

''

take these

and go and dress yourself quickly/^
Day was breaking, when those inhabitants
of Montfermeil who were beginning to open
their doors saw a poorly-clad man and a girl,
holding a large doll, going along the Paris
road toward Livry. JM'o one knew the man,
and few recognized Cosette in her new dress.
Cosette was going awayWith whom? she
was ignorant. Where to? she did not know.
All she understood was that she was leaving
Thenardier's pot-house behind her; no one
thought of saying good-by to her, or she to
any one. She left the house, hated and hat-

Madame

Thi^kardier, according to her
had left her husband to act, and anticipated grand results.
When the man and
Cosette had left, Thenardier let a good quarter of an hour elapse, then took her on one
side, and showed her the fifteen hundred
habit,

francs.
^

as

that

all?''

she said.

was the first time since her marriage
that she ventured to criticize an act of her
master, and the blow went home.
^^You are right,'' he said, '^and I am an
ass.
Give me my hat." He thrust the three
notes into his pocket and went out, but he
.made a mistake and first turned to the right.
Some neighbors of whom he inquired put
him on the right track, and he walked along
It

at a great rate, soliloquizing.
'^

The man

is

evidently a

dressed in yellow, and I

am an

millionnaire

animal.

He

twenty sons, then five francs, then
fifty francs, then fifteen hundred francs, and
all with the same facility.
He would have
given fifteen thousand francs! but I shall
catch him up." And, then, the bundle of
clothes prepared beforehand was singular,
and there was a mystery behind it. Now
mysteries must not be let go when you hold
them, for the secrets of the rich are sponges
full of gold, if you know how to squeeze them.
All these thoughts whirled about his brain.
" I am an animal," he said. On leaving
Montfermeil and reaching the angle formed
by the Lagny road, you can see it running for
a long distance before you are upon the plateau.
On getting to this point he calculated
that he should see the man and child, and
looked as far as he could, but saw nothing.
He inquired again, and passers-by told him
that the people he was looking for had gone
in the direction of Gagny wood.
He followed
them, for, though they had the start of him,
a child walks slowly.
He went fast, and
gave

first
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fhen, again, the country was familiar to him.
All at once he sto^oped and smote his forehead^ like a man who has forgotten the essential thing, and is ready to retrace his
steps.

my gun/^ he
Thenardier was one of those

^'1 ought to have brought
said to himself.

double natures, that i3ass at times among us,
without our knovrledge, and disa^^i^ear unknown, because destiny has only shown us one
side of them: it is the fate of many men to live
thus lialf submerged. In an ordinary situation
Thenardier had everything necessary to make
him 'xe do not say to be what is conventiomdly termed an honest tradesman, or a

—

^^
Yes, sir, I do; and I must tell you that
have reflected. The truth is, that I have
no right to give her to you. Look you, I am
an honest man: the little one does not belong to me, but to her mother who entrusted
her to me, and I caii only give her back to
You will say to me, Her
her mother.
mother is dead.' Good. In that Ciise, I can
only surrender Cosette to a person who brings
me a wj-itton authority from her mother.

I

'

That

is

clear

enongh."

The man, without answering,

in his

felt

pocket, and Thenardier saw the portfolio with
He gave a start of
tlie bank-notes reappear.

'' Good," he thought, ''I have him; he is
At the same time, certain
wortliy citizen.
circumstances being given, certain shocks going to bribe me."
Before opening the portfolio the traveller
stirring up his nature from the bottom, he
around him; the 23lace was utterly delooked
vilhim
make
a
to
required
everythiiUg
had
He was a shopkeeper in whom there serted, and there was not a soul in the wood
lain.
was a monster. Satan must at times crouch or the valley. The man opened his pocketin a corner of the lair in which Thenardier book and took out, not the handfnl of banklived, and dream before this hideous master- notes which Thenardier anticipated, but a
After a moments hesitation he simple sheet of paper, which he opened and
piece.

handed

thought,
^^]^onsense, they

cape.

would have time

to es-

— ''You

are

right; read."

Thenardier took the paper and read.

^^

And

to the landlord, saying,

he continued his walk, going rajDidly

ahead and almost with an

air of certainty,

displaying the sagacity of a fox that scents a
hare in its form. In fact, when he had passed

the ponds and cut across the wide tufted
glade which covers the old water-way of the
Abbey de Ohelles, he noticed under a shrub a
hat, on which he built up many conjectures.
The shrub was low, and Thenardier saw that
the man and Cosette were sitting under it.
The child could not be seen, but the dolFs
head was visible. Thenardier was not mis-

^'M. siir M., March 25, 1823.
''Monsieur Thenardier, You will hand
over Cosette to the bearer, who will pay up
Yours, Fantine."
all Httle matters.

—

"Do

you know the signature.^" the

It was really Fantine's, and Thenardier
recognized it, and had no reply. He felt a
double annoyance, first at having to renounce
the bribery which he expected, and, secondly,
The man added,
that of being beaten.

there to let the

"You

child rest a little, and the tavern-keeper
dodged round the shrub and suddenly ap-

charge."

taken; the

man had

j^eared before those

sat

down

whom

he was seeking.

^'Excuse me, sir,^"* he said, panting,
here are your fifteen hundred francs/'

The man

raised his eyes.

^'^but

man

continued.

can keep that jDaper as your

Thenardier folded

— " The signature
Well, be

it

it

is

far

up neatly and growled,

tolerably well imitated.

so."

Then he attempted
" So

dis-

so

good,

a desperate effort.
sir,

since you

are the

must be paid, and
me."
owing
sum
there is a heavy
Thenardier answered respectfully,
as he dusted his
said
and
rose,
man
The
^"^It means, sir, that I am going to take
threadbare cuff,—" Monsieur Thenardier, in
Cosette back/'
The child started, and clung to the man January the mother calculated that she owed
the latter answered, looking fixedly at The- you 120 francs; in February you sent in an
nardier, and leaving a space between each account of 500 francs; you received 300 at
the end of that month, and 300 more early
word,
" You—take— Cosette— back ?''
Since then nine months have
in March.
^^

What

is

the meaning of this?^'

bearer; but the expenses
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" useless ^^

any fur-

elapsed at the agreed on price of 15 francs,
which makes 135 franc. You had received

landlord thought

100 francs too much, so this leaves 35 francs
and I have just given you

On the evening of the day on which Jean
Valjean drew Cosette from the claws of the
Thenardiers he re-entered Paris. At nightfall he passed through the Barri^re de Monceaux with the child, and got into a cabriolet
which conveyed him to the Esplanade of the
Observatory.
Here he got down, and the
pair proceeded in the darkness toward the
Boulevard de FHopital. The day had been
strange and full of emotions for Cosette: they
had eaten behind hedges bread and cheese
bought at isolated wine-shops; they had often
changed vehicles, and gone a distance on foot.
She did not complain, but she felt tired, and
Jean Valjean perceived it by her hand, which
dragged more and more. He took her on his
back, and Cosette, without letting loose of
Catherine, laid her head on his shoulder and

owing you,
1500.^'

is

Thenardier felt just like the wolf when
caught by the leg in a steel trap.

^^Who

in the fiend's

name

is

it

this man?^^

he thought.
He behaved like the wolf he shook himself ; impudence had carried him through
before now.
'^ Monsieur, I don^t know your name,^' he
:

said boldly,

manner, "

if

and putting off his respectful
you do not give me 3000 francs

I shall take Oosette back.-'^

The stranger said quietly, '' Come,

Cosette/^

He

took the child by the left hand, and with
Thenardier
the right picked up his stick.
noticed the enormity of the stick and the
solitude of the spot; the man buried himself
in the wood, leaving the landlord motionless
and confounded. As he walked away Thenardier regarded his broad shoulders and enormous fists, then his eye fell on his own thin
arms.
'^I must have been a fool,^' he said,
'' not to bring
my gun, as I was going to the
chase.

"^

ther,

it

to go

and turned back.

fell asleep.

CHAPTER XCV.

MASTER GORBEAU.
Forty years ago the solitary walker who
ventured into the lost districts of the Salpe-

triere, and went up the Boulevard as far as
in.
and the Barriere dTtalie, reached a quarter where
began following them at a distance. Two it might be said that Paris disappeared.
It
things remained in his hands: irony in the was not solitude, for there were passers-by ; it
shape of the scrap of paper signed Fantine, was not the country, for there were houses
and a consolation in the 1500 francs. The and streets; it was not a town, for the streets
man led Cosette in the direction of Bondy: had ruts as large as those in the high roads,
he walked slowly, with drooping head and in and grass grew in them; and ij; was not a vila pensive attitude.
Winter had rendered lage, for the houses were too lofty. What
the wood transparent, and hence Thenardier was it then ? It was an inhabited place where
did not lose them out of sight, while keeping there was nobody, a deserted spot where there
some distance off. From time to time the was somebody; it was a boulevard of the great
man turned round and looked to see whether city, a street of Paris, more ferocious at night
he was followed, and suddenly perceived than a forest, more gloomy by day than a
Thenardier.
He drew Cosette into a clump cemetery. It was the old quarter of the
of trees, in which they both disappeared. Marche-aux-Chevaux.
The rambler, if he
^' Confusion
V said Thenardier, as he doubled risked himself beyond the tottering walls of
his pace.
The closeness of the trees com- the market, if he even consented to pass the
pelled him to draw nearer to them, and when Rue du Petit-banquier, reached the corner of
the man was at the thickest part he turned the Rue des Vignes St. Marcel, a but little
round and saw Thenardier, although the lat- known latitude, after leaving on his right a
ter tried to conceal himself behind a stem.
garden protected by high walls, next a field
The man gave him a restless glance, then m which stood tan mills, resembling gigantic
tossed his head and continued his walk. beaver dams, next an enclosure encumbered
Thenardier followed him, but after going with planks, tree stumps, saw-dust and chips,
some two hundred yards, the man turned on the top of which a large dog barked then
and looked at him so menacingly that the a long low wall, all in ruins, with a small, deStill

'^

I will

the tavern-keeper did not give

know where he

goes,^^

he

said,

;
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crepit

back

gate, covered

with moss, which

The

a gentleman.

staircase led to a very

burst into flower in spring, and lastly, in the

large building,

most desolate sjDot, a hideous and decrepit
building, on which could be read in large letHere, close to a
ters Stick ^iro Bills.
foundry, and between two garden walls, could
be seen at the time of which we write, a poor
house, which, at the first glance, seemed small
as a cottage, but was in reality large as a
cathedral.
It turned its gable end to the
public thoroughfare, and hence came its apparent smallness nearly the whole house was
concealed, and only a door and a window could

had been converted into a house. This building had, as its intestinal tube, a long passage,
uj)on which opened, right and left, compartments of various dimensions, habitable at a
pinch, and more like booths than cells. These

be perceived.
The house was only one story high.

of this description

;

On

examining it, the first fact that struck you
was that the door could never have been other
than that of a low lodging-house, while the
window, had it been carved in stone instead
of made of stucco, might have belonged to a
The door was nothing but a colmansion.
lection of worm-eaten planks, clumsily held
It
together by roughly-planed cross beams.
opened immediately on a steep staircase,
muddy, dirty, and dusty, of the same width
as itself, which could be seen from the street
mounting steep as a ladder, and disappearing
The top of
in the gloom between two walls.
the clumsy opening in which the door stood
was masked by a thin deal plank, in which a
On the inside
triangular hole had been cut.
of the door a brush dipped in ink had clum-

which resembled a shed which

rooms looked out on the dreary landscape
around all was dark, wearisome, dull, melancholy and sepulchral, and traversed, accord;

ing as the cracks were in the roof or the door,
by cold sunbeams or sharp draughts. An in-

and picturesque peculiarity of houses
is the enormous size of the
cobwebs.
To the left of the door, on the
boulevard, and at about six feet from the
ground, a bricked-up window formed a square
hole filled by passing lads with stones.
A
teresting

portion of this building has been recently
demolished, but what still remains will allow

an idea to be formed of what it was.
The
whole affair is not more than a century old
one hundred years are the youth of a church,
and the old age of a human abode. It seems
;

as

if

the house of

man

shares his brief tenure,

and the house of God His eternity.
The
postman called this house j^^o. 50-52, but it
was known in the quarter by the name of
Maison Gorbeau.
Let us state whence this
title

came.

The

collectors

of

things

known, who make anecdotal

not

generally

and

herbals,

drapery over the triangular skylight.

The

prick fugacious dates into their memory with
a pin, know that there were in Paris, about
the year 1770, two advocates at the Chatelet
of the names of Gorbeau and Eenard
two

window was

with

names forseen by Lafontaine.

sily

traced N"o

52, while over the skylight

the same brush had painted IS^o. 50, so people
Dust-colored rags hung like a
hesitated.
wide, tolerably lofty,

filled

large panes of glass, and protected by Vene-

but these panes had various
wounds, at once concealed and betrayed by
an ingenious bandage of paper and the Venetian shutters, broken and hanging from their
hinges, threatened passers-by more than they
tian shutters

;

The horizontal
protected the inhabitants.
screen-boards were wanting here and there,
and these places had been filled up with
boards nailed on perpendicularly; so that the
affair began by being a Venetian screen, and

—

The

opjjor-

tunity was too good to be neglected, and ere
long the following parody, in rather- halting
verse, was in everybody's mouth
:

Maitre Corbeaii, sur un dossier percbe,
Tenait dans son bee uue saisie executoire;
Maitre Renard, par I'odeur allecbe,
Liii

fit

a peu pres cette bistoire
Eb, bonjour, &c.
:

Two honest lawyers, who were unable to
hold their heads up under the outbursts of
laughter that followed them, resolved to get
rid of their names, and for that purpose ap-

ended by being a shutter. This door, which
had an unclean look, and this window, which pealed to the king. The petition was handed
looked honest, though fallen in the world, to Louis XV. on the very day when the Papa]
produced the effect of two beggars walking Nuncio kneeling on one side, and Cardinal
side by side, with two different faces under de la Eoche Aymon on the other, were drawthe same rags, the one having always been ing the slippers on to the bare feet of Mada mendicant, while the other has once been ame Du Barry, who had just left her couch.

LE8 MISERABLES.
The

king,

who was

laughing, conti:iued to

and Bid^tre,

who^

barrier you could
between male and fe-

laugh, gayly passed from the two bishops to

touch; that

the two lawyers, and forgave them their
names, or nearly so. By royal authority
Master Corheau was allowed to add a tail to

male mania. As far as the eye could reach
nothing was visible save the slaughter-houses,
the city wall, and a few rare frontages of
foundries, resembling barracks, or monasteries.
Everywhere were sheds and rubbishy old walls black as coffins, new walls
white as winding-sheets; everywhere parallel
rows of trees, buildings standing in rows,
long odd lines, and the gloomy sadness of
right angles.
There was not a diversity of
the soil, not a single architectural whim; the
ensemble was freezing, regular, and hideous.
Nothing contrasts the heart like symmetry,
because symmetry is ennui, and ennui is the
basis of mourning, a yawning despair.
It is
possible to imagine something more horrible
than an Inferno in which people suffer; it is
one in which they are ennuyes. If such an
Inferno existed, this section of the Boulevard de l^Hopital might be its avenue.
At nightfall, at the moment when light disappears, and before all in winter, at the hour
when the evening breeze is tearing from the
elms their last rusty leaves; when the darkness is profound and starless, and when the

his initial letter

and become Gorbeau but
less fortunate,
he could

Master Renard was

—

;

only obtain leave to place a P before his R,
and call himself Prenard, so that the latter
'

visible,
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name was

is

to say,

nearly as significant as the first.
according to local tradition. Master
Gorbeau had been owner of the building
numbered 50-52, on the Boulevard de THopital, and was even author of the grand window. Opposite the house there stands, amid
the boulevard trees, an elm which is nearly
three parts dead ; a little further on is the
Rue de la Barriere des Gobelins, a street at
that time without houses, unpaved, planted
with badly-growing trees, and which ran
straight down to the city walls.
A copperas
smell issues in puffs from the roof af an adThe barrier was close
jacent manufactory.
by and in 1823 the city walls were still in existence.
The barrier itself cast a gloom over
the mind, for it was on the road to Bicetre.
Under the empire and the Restoration men
condemned to death returned to Paris moon and the wind make rents in the clouds,
through it on the day of their execution. this boulevard became really terrifying. The
Here was committed, about the year 1829, black outlines were lost in the gloom, and
that mysterious assassination called ^' the the passer-by could not refrain from^ thinkmurder of the Barriere de Fontainebleau,^^ a ing of the countless gallows traditions of the
frightful problem which has never been spot. This solitude*, in which so many crimes
elucidated, a mournful enigma which has had been com mi ted, had something awful
never been solved. A few steps further on about it; traps could almost be foreseen, in
you come to the fatal Rue Croulebarbe, in the darkness, all the confused shapes of the
which Ulbach stabbed the woman who look- darkness appeared suspicious, and the long,
ed after the Ivry goats to the sound of hollow squares noticed between the trees
thunder, as in a melodrama. A few more seemed graves.
By day it was ugly, in the
steps and you reach the abominable pollard- evening lugubrious, and at night sinister.
elms of the Barriere Saint Jacques, that In the Summer twilight a few old women
philanthropic expedient concealing the scaf- might be seen sitting under the elms upon
fold, the paltry, disgraceful Place de Greve raw, rotten benches; these worthy old ladies
of a shop-keeping society, which has recoiled had a partiality for begging.
Even at the
before the penalty of death, though not time of which we write, however, this quartdaring to abolish it with grandeur or keep it er, which looked more superannuated than
up with authority. Thirty-seven years ago, and ancient, was striving to transform itself, and
leaving aside this place St. Jacques, which any one who wished to see it ^as obliged to
was, as it were, predestined, and has always make haste, for each day some detail disapbeen horrible, the gloomiest point perhaps of peared from the ensemble.
For the last
twenty years the Orleans railway station has
all this gloomy boulevard was that where No.
50-52 stood. Tradespeople did not begin to been by the side of the old faubourg, and
brood there till five-aud -twenty years later. has worked it up; for wherever a station is
The place was morose, for you felt yourself built on the skirts of a capital it is the
between La Salpetriere, whose dome was just death of a suburb and the birth of a town.
!N"ow,

.
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Kound

these centres of popular movement^

which the expression of kindness
and tenderness almost attained delirium.
The little girl, with that calm confidence
which only aj)pertains to extreme strength
and extreme weakness, had fallen asleep
without knowing with whom she was, and
continued to sleep without knowing where
ones rise in their place.
she was.
Jean Valjean bent down and kissFrom the day when the Orleans railway ed the child^s hand. ISTine months previousstation invaded the territory of the Sal- ly he had kissed her mother^s hand, who had
petriere, the old narrow streets that border also just fallen asleep, and the same painful,
the Jardin des Plantes, have been shaken religious, poignant feeling filled his heart.
down, traversed as they are three or four He knelt down bv the side of Cosette's
times a day by those currents of diligences, bed.
Long after daybreak the child w^as still
hackney coaches^ and omnibuses, wdiich,
within a given time, drive back the houses asleep. A pale beam of the December sun
on both sides: for it is a curious though per- filtered through the window and made large
fectly true fact that^ just as in large capitals strij)s of light and shadow on the ceiling.
the sun makes the fronts of houses grow and Suddenly a heavily-laden wagon, passing
expand to the south, the frequent passing of along the boulevard, shook the house like a
vehicles widens streets.
The symptoms of a blast of wind, and made it tremble from top
of ecstasy, in

mighty machines, under the breath of these monstrous horses of
civilization^ which devour coal and snort fire,
the earth trembles, and opens to swallow up
the old abodes of men and bring forth nev/
ones; the old houses crumble away, and new
at the rolling of these

new

life

are visible in the remotest corners of

this old provincial district;

down and

pavement

is

be-

to bottom.
^'

Yes, madame, '^Cosette cried, waking with

beginning to extend to

a start,

spots where there are as yet no way-farers.

And

ing laid

is

One memorable morning

in July, 1845, the

bitumen cauldrons were suddenly seen smoking there, and on that day it may be said
that civilization reached the
sine,
St.

Eue

cle

I'Our-

and that Paris entered the Faubourg

Marceau.

^^

CHAPTEE
is^EST

OF

AX OWL

XCVI.
A2s^D

A

LIXISTET.

Jean

Valjeais" stopped before iSTo. 50-52.
bird, he had selected this deserted spot in which to. build his nest.
He
felt in his pocket, took out a latch-key opened and carefully shut the door again, and
went up stairs^ still carrying Cosette on his
back.
When he reached the landing he took
from his pocket a key, with which he opened
another door.
The room he entered was a
sort of spacious garret, furnished with a
mattress laid on the ground, a table, and a

Like the dull

few

chairs.
There was a burning stove in
the corner, and the boulevard lamp faintly
illumined this poor interior. At the end of

am coming directly.^'
jumped out of bed, her eyelids

still

by the weight of sleep, and
stretched out her arms to a corner of the wall.
^^ Oh goodness my broom
V she said.
She opened her eyes thoroughly, and saw
Jean Yaljean^'s smiling face.
''Ah, it is true/' the child said.
''Good
half

closed

morning

THE

I

she

sir.'^

Children accept at once and familiarly joy
and ha23pines3, for- they are themselves by
nature happiness and ]oy.
Cosette saw Catharine at the foot of her bed, caught her up,
and wdiile jDlaying, asked Jean Yaljean a hundred questions:
"Where was she ? was
Paris large ? was Madame- Thenardier a long
way off ? and w^ould she never return ':'' etc ,
All at once she exclaimed, "How
etc., etc.
pretty it is here V
It was a frightful hole, but she felt herself

—

free.

" Must I sweep ?'' she at length continued.
" Play,'"* said Jean Yaljean.
The day passed in this way, and Cosette,
not feeling any anxiety at understanding nothing, was inexpressibly happy between her

and

good man.

the room was a closet with a poor bed-stead,
to W'hich Jean Yaljean carried the child and
laid her on it, without awaking her.
He
struck a light and lit a candle,
all this had

doll

been prepared on the previous day, and he
then began gazing at Cosette with a look full

The next morning at daybreak Jean Yaljean was again standing by Cosette^s bedside;

—

—

this

CHAPTER XCYII.
TWO EVILS MAKE A GOOD.

LES AHSERABLES,
he was motionless and waiting for her to
awake: something new was entering his soul.
J ean Valjean had never loved anything. For
twenty-five years he had been alone in the
world, and had never been father, lover, husAt the galleys he was
band, or friend.
wicked, gloomy, chaste, ignorant, and ferocious
the heart of the old convict was full
of virginities.
His sister and his sister^s children had only left in him a vague and distant
reminiscence, w^hich in the end entirely faded
away: he had made ey^rj effort to find them
again, and, not being able to do so, forgot

—

them

The

—human

nature

is

thus constituted.

other tender emotions of his youth,

had any had fallen into an abyss.
saw Cosette, when he carried her

if

When

he
he

he felt
and affection there was in him was aroused and
rushed toward this child. He went up to the
bed on which she slept, and he trembled with
he felt pangs like a mother, and knew
joy
not what it was, for the great and strange
emotion of a heart which is preparing to love
Still, as
is a very obscure and sweet thing.
he was fifty-five years of age, and Cosette
eight, all the love he might have felt during
off,

his entrails stirred up: all the passion

:

was melted into a species of ineffable glow.
This was the second white apparition he met;
the bishop had caused the dawn of virtue to
rise on his horizon, and Cosette now produced
life

that of love.

The

days passed in this bedazzlement.
On her side Cosette became unconsciously
She was so
different, poor little creature
little when her mother left her that she did
not remember; and like all children, who resembles the young vine-twigs that cling to
everything, she tried to love and had not sucAll had repulsed her, the Thenarceeded.
diers, their children, and other children; she
had loved the dog which died, and after that
nothing and nobody would have any thing to
It is a sad thing to say, but at
do with her
the age of eight she had a cold heart ; it was
not her fault, it was not that she lacked the
the possifaculty of loving, but it was, alas
Hence, from the first day, all that
bility.
felt and thought within her began to love the
good man ; and she experienced what she had
never known before, a feeling of expansion.
The man no longer even produced the effect
upon her of being old or poor; she found Jean
Valjean handsome, in the same way as she
found the garret pretty. Such are the effects
first

!

!
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dawn, childhood, youth, and joy. The
life has something to do
in it, and nothing is so charming as the coloring reflection of happiness upon an attic; in
this way we have all a blue garret in our past.
Nature had placed a profound interval, of
fifty years, between Jean Valjean and Cosette;
but destiny filled up this separation. Destiny
suddenly united, and affianced with its irresistible power, these two uprooted existences so
different in age, so similar in sorrow, and the
one, in fact, was the complement of the other.
Cosette^'s instinct sought a father, in the same
way as Jean Valjean^s sought a child, and to
meet was to find each other. At the mysterious moment when their two hands clasped
they were welded together, and when their
two souls saw each other they recognized that
each w^as necessary to the other, and joined
in a close embrace.
Taking the words in
their most comprehensive and absolute meaning, we may say that, separated from everything by the walls of the tombs, Jean Valjean was the widower as Cosette was the orphan, and this situation caused Jean Valjean
to become in a celestial manner Cosette^s
father.
And, in truth the mysterious impression produced upon Cosette in the Chelles
wood by Jean Valjean's hand grasping hers
in the darkness was not an illusion but a reof

novelty of earth and

ality.

Jean Valjean had selected his asylum well;
and in a security which might appear perfect.
The room he occupied with Cosette was the
one whose window looked out on the boulevard, and as it was the only one of the sort
in the house, he had not to fear the curiosity
of neighbors, either in front or on his side.

The

ground-floor 50-52, a sort of rickety pen-

was employed as a tool-house by nurserygardeners and had no communication with
tice,

the

first floor.

The

latter, as

we have

said,

contained several rooms, and a few garrets,
one of which alone was occupied by the old
woman, who looked after Jean Valjean. It
was this old woman who was known as the
chief lodger,

and who in

reality

the duties of porter, that let

performed

him the room on

Christmas day.
He had represented himan annuitant ruined by the Spanish
bonds, who meant to live there with his
little daughter.
He paid six months^ rent
in advance, and requested the old woman
to furnish the room in the way we have seen,
and it was this wo^an who lit the stove and
self as
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prejDared every thing on the evening of their
arrival.

Weeks passed away, and

these two

beings led a happy life in this wretched garret.
Witn the dawn Cosette began laughing, chat-

and singing, for children, like the
birds, have tlien- matin song.
At times it
happened that Jean Valjean took her little
red chilblained hand and kissed it; the poor
child, accustomed to be beaten, did not know
what this meant, and went away quite
ashamed. At one moment she became serious, and looked at her little black frock.
Cosette was no longer dressed in rags, but in
mourning; she had left wretchedness, and
was entering life. Jean Valjean set to work
teaching her to read. At times he thought
that it was with the idea of doing evil that he
learned to read at the galleys, and this idea
had turned to teacliing a child to read. Then
tering,

the old galley-slave smiled the j)ensive smile
He felt it in a premeditation
of the angels.
of Heaven, and he lost himself in a reverie,
for good thoughts have their depth as well as

the wacked.

Teaching Cosette

to read,

letting her play, almost constituted

Jean

and
A^al-

and then, he spoke to her
about her mother, and make her play.
She
called him " father," and knew him by no
other name. He spent hours in w^atching
her dress and undressing her doll, and listening to her prattle. From this moment life
appeared to him full of interest; men seemed to
him good and just; he no longer reproached
any one in his thoughts, and perceived
no reason why he should not live to a great
age, now that this child loved him.
He saw
a future illumined by Cosette, as by a delicious light; and as the best men are not
exempt from a selfish thought, he said to
himself at times joyfully that she would be
jean^s entire life;

him; the very recollection of the bishop was
approaching an eclipse, and though it would
have 23erhaps reappeared afterwards luminous

and triumj)hant, still this holy recollection
was beginning to fade. Who knows whether
Jean Valjean was not on the eve of growing
discourage and relapsing ? but he loved and
became strong again.
Alas', he w^as no less
tottering than Cosette; he j^rotected her and
she strengthened him; through him, she was
able to advance in her life; through her, he
could continue in i\\Q path of virtue. Oh
unfathomable and divine mysterj of the equilibrium of destinv

I

CHAPTER

THE EEMARKS OF THE CHIEF LODGER.
Jean" Valjea:n" was so prudent as never to
go out by da}^ every evening he w^alked out
for an hour or tvv'O, sometimes alone, but generally with Cosette, in the most retired
streets,

and entering the churches

only a personal opinion, we
fancy that at the point which Jean Valjean
had reached when he began to love Cosette, he
required this fresh impulse to continue in the
it is

at night-

When

he did not take Cosette with
him, she remained with the old woman, l)ut
it was her delight to go out with him.
She
preferred an hour with him to the ravishing
iete-a-tetes with Catherine.
He walked along
holding her by the hand, and talking pleasantly with her, for Cosette's temper turned
to be extremely ga}^
fall.

•

The old woman cleaned, cooked, and
bought food for them; they lived quietly,
always having a little fire, but as if they wxre
very poor.
Jean Valjean had made no
change in the furniture since the first day,
excej)t that he had a wooden door put ujd in
place of the glass door in Cosette^s sleeping
closet.
He still wore his yellow coat, black
breeches, and old hat,

Although

XCVIII.

and

was taken for a poor man.
times that charitable

him a

in the streets he
It ha23i3ened at

women turned and gave

aspects,

which Jean Valjean acce2:)ted with
It happened at times also that
he met some wretch asking for charity; in
such a case he looked behind to see that no

incomplete, and only fatally showed him one
side of the truth,
the fate of woman comprised in Fantine, and public authority per-

one was watching, furtively a23proached the
beggar, gave him money, now and then silver,
This entailed inconvenand hurried awW'.
iences, for 23eo23le began to know him in the

right path.

He had

just

seen,

under new

the wickedness of men and the
wretchedness of society, but the aspects were

—

he had returned to -the
but this time for acting justly; he
had drunk the new cup of bitterness to the

sou,

a deep bow\

under the name of the alms-giving

sonified in Javert;

district

galleys,

beggar.

dregs;

envy and uncharitableness
toward her neighbors, watched him closely.

disgust and weariness seized

upon

The

old

creature, full of

chief lodger,

a spiteful

LES MISERABLES.^
She was
though he did not suspect it.
rather deaf, which rendered her prone to
gossip, and there remained to her from the
past two teeth, one atop and one at the bottom, which she constantly rattled against
She questioned Cosette, who,
each otlier.
knowing nothing, could say nothing except
One day
that she came from Montfermeil.
this spy saw Jean Valjean go into one of the
uninhabited rooms in a way that seemed to
her peculiar. She followed him with the
stealthy step of an old cat, and was able to
watch him, herself, unseen, through the crack
of the door, to which Jean Valjean turned
his back, doubtless as a greater precaution.

She saw him take out of his pocket a pair of
and thread, and then begin
ripping up the lining of his coat, and pull
out a piece of yellow paper, which he unscissors, needle,

old woman recognized with
was a thousand-franc note, the
second or third she had seen in her life, and
she fled in terror. A moment after Jean
Valjean addressed her, and requested her to
change the note for him, adding that it was
his half-year's dividend, which he had received on the previous day. " When ?^' the
" he did not go out till
old woman thought
folded.

The

horror that

it

;

six in the evening,

and the bank

is

certainly

not open at that hpur.^^
The old woman
went to change the note and made her conjectures; the amount of money bemg considerably multiplied afforded a grand topic
of conversation for the gossips of the neighborhood.
A few days after it happened that Jean
Valjean, in his shirt-sleeves, was chopping
wood in the passage, and the old woman was
She was alone, for
in his room cleaning up.
Cosette was admiring the wood-chopping.
She saw the coat hanging on the nail, and
The lining had been sewn
investigated it.
ap again, but the good woman felt it carefully, and fancied she could notice folds of
paper between the cloth and the lining.
More bank notes, of course She also noticed
that there were all sorts of things in the
pockets; not only the needles, scissors, and
thread she had seen, but a large portfolio, a
big clasp knife, and, most suspicious fact of
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There was
man who

poor

XCIX.

TEKA]!q"T.

near

St. Medard^s church a
usually sat on the edge of a

whom Jean Valjean liked
never passed him without
giving him a trifle, and at times spoke to
him. The persons who envied this beggar
said that he belonged to the police, and he
condemned

well, to

to give alms.

He

was an ex-beadle seventy-five years of age,

who was

constantly telling his beads.

One

evening when Jean Valjean passed alone, he
perceived the beggar at his usual place under
the lamp which had just been lit. The man,
according to his habit, seemed to be praying
and was crouched. Jean Valjean went up to
him and placed his usual charity in his hand,
and the beggar suddenly raised his eyes,
looked fixedly at Jean Valjean, and then let
his head hang again.
This movement was
like a flash, but Jean Valjean gave a start;
he fancied that he had seen by the flickering
light of the lamp, not the placid and devout
face of the old beadle, but a terrifying and
familiar face.
He had such a feeling as he
would have had had he suddenly found himself face to face with a tiger in the darkness.
He recoiled, terrified and petrified, not daring to breathe, remain, or fly, staring at the
beggar, who had let his head fall, and did not
appear to know that he was there. At this
strange moment, an instinct, perhaps that of
self-preservation, urged Valjean not to utter
The beggar was of the same
a syllable.
height, wore the same rags, and looked as he
did every day. '^ Stuff, ^^ said Valjean, '' I

am mad, dreaming it is impossible V
he went home sorely troubled in mind.
;

And
He

hardly dared confess to himself that the face
which he fancied he had seen was Jayert^s.

At

night, on reflecting, he regretted that he
had not spoken to the man, and made him
raise his head a second time. The next evening he returned and found the beggar at his
^^
seat.
Good day, my man,^^ Jean Valjean
said resolutely, as he gave him a sou.
The
beggar raised his head, and replied in a complaining voice, '^ Thank you, my good gentleman.'^ It was certainly the old beadle. Jean
different colored wigs.
all, several
Each Valjean felt fully reassured, and began laughpocket of this coat seemed to be a species of ing. *^ How on earth could I have thought
safeguard against unexpected events.
that it was Javert ? why, am I now to grow
The inhabitants of the house thus reached wool-gathering?^^ and he thought no more
!

the last days of winter.

about

it.

—

;

:
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A

few days later, at about eiglit in the
evening, he was giving Cosette a spelling
lesson, when he heard the house door open

and that he dared not do. It was plain that
this man came in with a key and was quite at
home. Who gave him this key ? what did

This appeared to him it mean ? At seven o'clock, when the old
woman, who alone lived woman came to clean up, J{?an Valjean gave
in the house beside himself, always went to her a 23iercing glance, but did not question
bed at nightfall to save candle. Jean Val- her. The good woman was as calm as usual,
jean made Cosette a sign to be silent, for he and vf hile sweeping she said to him
^^
I sup23ose you heard some one come in
heard some one coming up -stairs. After all
last night, sir ?"
it might be the old woman, who felt unwell,
At that age, and on that boulevard, eight
and had been to the chemist's. Jean Valjean listened; the footstep v/as heavy and in the evening is the blackest night.

and then

close again.

singular, for the old

Yes, I remember," he said, with the most
sounded like a man's, but the old woman
wore thick shoes, and nothing so closely re- natural accent; "who was it."
" A new lodger in the house."
sen^bles a man^s footstep as an old woman's.
*'What is his name ?"
For all that, though, Jean Yaljean blew out
" I forget
Dumont or Daumont, somesayto
bed,
Cosette
sent
had
He
his candle.
ing in a whisper, '' Make no noise,'' and while thing like that."
" And what may he be ?"
he was kissing her forehead the footsteps
The old woman looked at him with her
stopped. Jean Valjean remained silently in
his chair, with his back turned to the door, little ferret eyes, and answered,
" He lives on his property, like yourself."
and holding his breath in the darkness. After
Perhaps she meant nothing, but Jean Vala long interval, hearing nothing more, he
turned noiselessly, and, on looking at his jean fancied that he could detect a meaning.
door, saw a light through the keyhole, which When the old woman had gone off he made
formed a sort of a sinister star in the black- a rouleau of some hundred francs which he
There was had in a chest of drawers, and put it in his
ness of the door and the w^all.
Whatever precautions he took to
evidently some one there holding a candle in pocket.
A few minutes keep the money from rattling, a five-franc
his hand and listening.
passed, and then the light went away still he piece fell from his hand and rolled noisily on
did not hear the sound of footsteps, which the floor. At nightfall he went down and
seemed to indicate that the man who came looked attentively all along the boulevard
Jean Val- he saw nobody, and it seemed utterly deto listen had taken off his shoes.
jean threw himself full-dressed on his bed, serted. It is true that some one might have
and could not close his eyes all night. At been concealed behind the trees. He went
daybreak, when he was just yielding to up again, and said to Cosette, ^' Come !"
fatigue, he was aroused by the creaking of a He took her hand and both left the house
door which opened into a room at the end of together.
the passage, and then heard the same footstep which had ascended the stairs the preCHAPTER C.
vious evening drawing nearer. He put his
eye to the keyhole, which was rather large,
STEATEGIC ZIGZAGS.
in the hope of seeing the man who had
An observation is necessary here about the
listened at his door over night. It was really
present
pages and others which will follow.
Yaljean's
passed
Jean
time
this
a man, who
door without stopping. The passage was It is now many years that the author of this
work, forced, he regrets to say, to allude to
still too dark for him to distinguish his face
but when the man reached the staircase a liimself, has been absent from Paris, and
ray of light from outside fell upon him, and since he left that city it has been transformed,
Jean Valjean saw his back perfectly. He and a new city has sprung up,* which is, to
was a tall man, dressed in a long coat, with some extent, unknown to him. He need not
and he was very say that he is fond of Paris, for it is his mena cudgel under his arm
have tried to see tal birthplace. Owing to demolitions and remight
Valjean
Javert.
like
him on the boulevard through his window, building, the Paris of his youth, the Paris
but for that purpose he must have opened it. which he religiously carried away in his mem^'^

:

:

:

;
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The moon was at
was not sorry for
Valjean
Jean
Permit him, then, to speak of that Paris as its full, and
still close to the
luminary
was
the
as
at
the
it,
for
that
possible
It
is
existed.
if it still
present day there is neither street nor house horizon it formed large patches of light and
Valjean was able to
at the spot where the author purposes to lead shade in the streets.
the reader, saying, ^^ In such a street there is slip along the houses and walls on the dark
such a house.^' If the readers like to take side and watch the bright side ; perhaps he
the trouble they can verify. As for him, he did not reflect sufficiently that the dark side
does not know new Paris, and writes with escaped his notice. Still, in all the deserted
old Paris before his eyes in an illusion which lanes which border the Eue de Poliveau he
It is sweet to him to felt certain that no one was following him.
is precious to him.
still remains of what
something
Oosette walked on without asking questions ;
that
fancy
he saw when he was in his own country, and the sufferings of the first six years of her
that all has not faded away. So long as you life had introduced something passive into*
move about in your native land you imagine her nature. Moreover— and this is a remark
that these streets are matters of indifference to which we shall have to revert more than
to you, that these roofs and doors are as once— she was accustomed to the singularities
nothing, that these walls are strange to you, of her companion, and the strange mutations
that these trees are no better than the first of fate.
And then she felt in safety as she
tree you come across, that these houses which was with him.
Jean Valjean did not know
you do not enter are useless to you, and that any more than Cosette whither he was going ;
the pavement on which you walk is made of he trusted to God, as she trusted him. He
At a later date, fancied that he also held some one greater
stones and nothing more.
when you are no longer there, you perceive than himself by the hand, and felt an inthat these streets are dear to you, that you visible being guiding hiin. However, he had
miss these roofs, windows, and doors, that no settled idea, plan or scheme; he was not
the walls are necessary to you, that you love absolutely certain that it was Javert; and
the trees, that these houses, which you did then again it might be Javert ignorant that
not enter, you entered daily, and that you he was Jean Valjean. Was he not disguised ?
have left some of your entrails, your blood, Was he not supposed to be dead ? Still, durand your heart, on these paving-stones. All ing the last few days several things had octhese spots which you no longer see, which curred which were becoming singular, and he
perhaps you may never see again, and of wanted nothing more. He was resolved not
which you have retained the image, assume to return to No. 50—52, and, like the animal
a melancholy charm, return to you with the driven from its lair, he sought a hole in
sadness of an apparition, make the sacred which to hide himself until he could find a
land visible to you, and are, so to speak, the lodging.
Jean Valjean described several
very form of France
and you love and evoke labyrinths in the Quartier Mouffetard, which
them such as they are, such as they were, ob- was as fast asleep as if it were still under mestinately refusing to make any change in diaeval discipline and the yoke of the Curfew,
them, for you cling to the face of your coun- and combined several streets into a clever
try as to the countenance of your .mother. strategic system.
There were lodging-houses
Let us be permitted, then, to speak of the where he now was, but he did not enter
past at present
we will beg our readers to them, as he did not find any thing to suit
bear this in mind, and will continue our nar- him, and he did not suppose for a moment
rative.
that if persons were on his trail they had
Jean Yaljean at once left the boulevard lost it again.
ory>

is

at this

hour a Paris of the

past.

a " false reimbushment.''

:

:

and entered the

streets,

making

as

many

turnings as he could, and at times retracing
his steps to make sure that he was not followed. This manceuvre is peculiar to the
tracked deer, and on ground where traces are

As the

clock of St. Etienne

du Mont struck

eleven he passed the police office at Ho. 14,
in the Eue de Pontoise.
few minutes

A

which we have referred
made him look round, and he distinctly saw,
left it possesses the advantage of deceiving by the office lamp which betrayed them,
huntsmen and dogs
venery it is called three men, who were following him rather
:

m

after, the instinct to
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closely, pass in turn under this lamp on the
dark side of the street. One of those men
turned into the office, and another, who was
in fronts appeared to him decidedly susi^icious.
'' Come, child,"'
he said to Cosette, and he
hastened out of the Kue de Pontoise. He

made

"

which the moonshine
the old inscri23tion distinctly visible:

Du

Goblet

fils

c'est ici la fabrique:

Venez clioisir des crucbes et des
Des pots ^ tieurs, des tuyaux, de

A

brocs:

la brique,
tout veoant le Coeur veud des carreaux.*'

a circuity skirted the Passage des Patri-

arclies,

which was closed

at that hour,

eventually turned into the

There

Rue

and

des Postes.

an open space here, where the Rollin
stands^ and into which the Rue
Neuve St. Genevieve runs.
We need hardly say that the Rue N"euve
St. Genevieve is an old street, and that a
college

is

now

post-chaise does not pass along the

Rue

des

This street was inPostes once in ten years.
habited by potters in the 13th century, and
its real name is Rue des Pots.
The moon threw a bright light upon
this

pottery, on the front of

made

open space, and Jean Valjean hid him-

self in a doorway^ calculating that if the men
were still following him he could not fail to
have a good look at them as they crossed the
open space. In fact, three minutes had not
There were
elapsed when the men appeared.
now four of them, all tall, dressed in long
brown coats and round hats, and holding
They were no
large sticks in their hands.
less alarming through their stature and huge
fists, than through their sinister movements
in the darkness; they looked like four spec-

tres disguised as citizens.

They stopped

in

the centre of the square, and formed a group
as if consulting, and apparently undecided.

The leader turned and pointed with his right
hand in the direction Jean Valjean had taken,
while another seemed to be pointing with
some degree of obstinacy in the opposite diAt the moment when the first man
rection.

turned the moon lit up his face brilliantly,
and Jean Valjean recognized Javert perfect-

Uncertainty ceased for Jean Valjean; but
He
it still lasted with the men.
took advantage of their hesitation, for it was
time lost by them and gained by him. He
left the gateway in which he was concealed,
and pushed on along the Rue des Postes
toward the region of the Jardin des Plantes.
As Cosette was beginning to feel tired, he
took her in his arms and carried her. No
one was passing, and the lamps had not been
He doubled his
lit on account of the moon.
pace, and in a few strides reached the Goblet
fortunately

He

behind him the Rue de la Clef,
and reached
the quay. Here lie turned ; the quay was deserted, the streets were deserted.
There was
no one behind him, and lie breathed again.
He reached the Austerlitz bridge, where a
toll stilJ existed at the time, and he handed
lef^

skirted thj Jardin des Plantes,

the tollman a sou.
^^It is

two

sous,'' said

(3arrying a child

pay for

He

man; '^you are
walk, so you must

the

who can

two."'

though greatly vexed that his
passing had given rise to any remark. A
heavy wain was passing the river at the same
paid,

time as himself, and also proceeding to the
right bank.
This was useful for him, as he
could cross the whole of the bridge in its
shadow. On reaching the arches of the
bridge, Cosette, whose feet were numbed,
asked to be put down he did so, and took
her by the hand again.
After crossing the
bridge, he saw a little to his right buildingyards, towards which he proceeded.
In order to reach them he must cross an open
brilliantly-lighted space, but he did not hesitate.
His pursuers were evidently thrown
out, and Jean Valjean believed himself out
of danger; he might be looked for, but he
was not followed. A little street, the Rue du
Chemin Vert Saint Antoine, ran between two
timber-yards;
it
was narrow, dark, and
seemed expressly made for him, but before
enteriiig it he looked back.
From the spot
where he was he could see the whole length
of the bridge of Austerlitz; four shadows had
just come upon it, and were walking toward
the right bank. Jean Valjean gave a start
like a recaptured animal; one hope was left
him; it was that the four men had not been
upon the bridge at the moment when he
crossed the large illumined space with CoIn that case, by entering the little
sette.
street before him, he might escape, if he
could reach the timber-yards, kitchen-gardens, fields, and land not yet built on.
He
fancied that he could trust to this little silent
street, and entered it.
:
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and there are now bran-new wide

streets,

arenas, circuses, hippodromes, railway stations,

CONSULT THE PLAK OF PARIS IK 1727.

and a prison, Mazas,

—progress

as

we

see

Half a century back in
After going three hundred yards he came that popular language all made up of trato a spot where the road formed two forks^, and ditions which insists on calling the Institute
Jean Yaljean had before him^ as it were the " les Quatre Nations,'' and the Opera Oomique
two branches of a Y. Which should he choose? *^ Feydeau,'' ^ the precise spot where Jean
He did not hesitate^ but took the right one^ be- Yaljean now stood was called ^"^le Petit
The Porte St. Jaques, the Porte
cause the other ran towards the faubourg, that Picpus.''
with

is

to

say, inhabited parts, while

the right

branch went in the direction of the country, or
deserted parts.
Still they did not walk very
rapidly, for Oosette checked Jean Val jean's
pace, and hence he began carrying her again,
and Oosette laid her head on his shoulder
and did not say a word. At times he looked
back, while careful to keep on the dark side
of the street.

The

first

twice or thrice that

he turned he saw nothing, the silence was
profound, and he continued his walk with a

more confidence. All at once, on turning suddenly, he fancied that he saw something moving on the dark part of the street
which he had just passed. He rushed forward rather than walked, hoping to find some
side lane by which he could escape, and once
again break his trail.
He reached a wall,
which, however, did not render further progress impossible, for it was a wall skirting a
cross lane, into which the street Jean Yaljean
had entered ran. Here he must make his
mind up again whether to turn to the right
or left. He looked to the right the lane ran
little

;

its corrective.

Paris, the Barriere

des Sergents, the Por-

cherons, the Galiote, the Celestins, the Og^pucins, the Mail, the Bourbe, the tree of

Oracow,

names

little

Poland, and

little Picx^us,

are

swimming on the surface
The memory of the people floats

of old Paris,

of the new.

Little Picpus,
on the flotsam of the past.
which by the way scarce existed and was
never more than the outlines of a quarter,
had almost the monastic look of a Spanish
town. The streets were scarce paved, and
hardly any houses lined them excepting two
or three streets, to which we are about to
There was
refer, all was wall a ad solitude.
not a shop or a vehicle, scarce a candle
lighted in the windows, and every light was
put out by ten o'clock. The quarter consisted of gardens, convents, timber-yards, and
kitchen-grounds, and there were a few low
houses with walls as lofty as themselves.
Such was the quarter in the last century; the
Revolution fiercely assailed it, and the Republican board of works demolished and
made gaps in it; rubbish was allowed to be
;

some distance between buildings, which shot there. Thirty years ago this quarter
were barns or sheds, and then stopped. The was disappearing under the erasure of new
end of the blind alley, a tall white wall, was buildings, and now it is entirely obliterated.
distinctly visible.
He looked to the left on
Little Picpus, of which no modern map
this side the lane was open, and at a distance retains a trace, is very clearly indicated in the
of about two hundred yards fell into a street, plan of 1727, published at Paris by Denis
of which it was an affluent.
On that side Thirery, Rue St. Jacques, opposite the Rue
safety lay.
At the moment when Jean du Platre; and at Lyons by Jean Girin, Rue
Yaljean turned to his left in order to reach Merciere. Little Picpus had what we have
this street he saw at the angle formed by the just called a Y of streets formed by the Rue
street and the lane a species of black and du Chemin Yert. St. Antoine dividing into
motionless statue: it was evidently a man two branches, the left-hand one taking the
posted there to prevent him passing. Jean name of the Petite Rue Picpus, and the
Yaljean fell back.
right-hand that of Rue Polonceau. The two
The part of Paris where Jean Yaljean now branches of the Y were joined at their,
was, situated between the Faubourg St. summit by a sort of cross-bar called Rue
Antoine and la Kapee was one of those which Droit-mur.
Any one who, coming from the
have been utterly transformed by those Seine, reached the end of Rue Polonceau, had
recent works, which some call disfigurements,' on his left Rue Droit-mur, turning sharply at
others beautifying.
The fields, the timber- a right angle, in front of him the wall of that
yards, and old buildings have been removed. street, and on his right a truncated prolongafor

;
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tion of the

Eue Droit-mur

called tlie Cul de

the Ko. 49, and in

was here that Jean Valjean was; as we
on perceiving the black shadow, standing
on watch at the corner of the Eue Droit-mur
and the Petite Rue PicjDus, he fell back, for
he was doubtless watched by this phantom.
AYhat was to be done ? he had no time to
retrograde, for what he liad seen moving in
the shadow a few moments previously in his
rear was of course Javert and his squad.
Jav^rt w^as probably already at the beginning
of the street at the end of which Jean Valjean
w^as.
Javert, according to appearances, was
acquainted with this labyrinth, and had taken
his precautions by sending one of his men to
These conjectures, which
guard tlie outlet.
so closely resembled certainty, whirled sudIt

said,

much

Rue Droit-mur, where
up

it

frowning
building to which we have referred, whose
gable it intersected, thus forming a new reentering angle in the street. This gable had
a gloomy appearance, for only one window
was visible, or, to speak more correctly, two
shutters covered with sheet zinc and always
closed. The description of the locality which
we are now giving is strictly correct, and will

was

sac Genrot.

shorter,

to

the

doubtless, arouse a very precise souvenir in

the minds of

the old

inhabitants of the

quarter.

The cant in the wall was entirely occupied
by a thing that resembled a colossal and
wretched gateway; it was a vast collection of
perpendicular planks, the top ones wider
than those below, and fastened together by

denly in ej ean Valjean^s troubled brain like a
handful of dust raised by an unexpected puff
He examined the blind alley, that
of wind.
he examined the Rue Picpus, a
was barred
sentry was there, and he saw his black shadow
distinctly thrown on the white moonlit pavement. To advance was falling into this man's
clutches; to fall back w^as throwing himself
into Javert's arms. Jean Valjean felt himself
caught in a net which was slowly being
hauled in, and looked up to Heaven in

By the side of
long cross strips of iron.
this gate was a porte cochere of ordinary
dimensions, which had apparently been made
A
in the wall about fifty years previously.
linden tree displayed its branches above the
cant, and the wall was covered with ivy on

despair.

that

;

CHAPTER

Oil,

ATTEMPTS TO ESCAPE.

Rue Polonceau.
In Jean Valjean 's desperate situation this
gloomy building had an uninhabited and
solitary look about it which tempted him.
the side of the

He

hurriedly examined it, and said to himself
it he might
if he could only enter
In the centre of the
perhaps be saved.

frontage of this building, turned to the Rue
Droit-mur, there were old leaden drain-pipes
at all the windows of the differeiit floors.
The various branches which led to a central
pipe formed a species of tree on the fa9ade;

Ik order to understand the following the
reader must form an exact idea of the Droit- these ramifications with their hundred elmur lane, and in particular of the angle which bows imitated those old vine branches which
the visitor left on his left when he turned out cling to the front of old farm houses. This
The and a large espalier of lead ^nd iron branches
of the Rue Polonceau into this lane.
lane was

almost entirely bordered on the

right by poor-looking houses, on the left by
of
single slim-looking edifices composed

which gradually rose
as they approached
two
from one
Little Rue Picpus, so that this mansion, which
was very lofty on that side, was very low on
several corjjs de logis,
floor to

.

thing that caught Jean Val jean's
put Cosette down with her
back against a post, biddnig her be silent,
and hurried to the spot where the main pipe
Perhaps there might
reached the ground.
be a way to scale it and enter the house, but
the pipe was worn out, and scarce held in its

was the

first

attention.

He

cramps: besides, all the windows of this
silent house were defended by thick iron
And then the moon
bars, even the garrets.
shone full on this front, and the man watching at the end of the street would see Jean
observers in Rue Polonceau and Rue Droit- Valjean climb up; and then what was he to
From this cant the wall extended do with Cosette ? how was he to hoist her up
mur.
along Rue Polonceau up to a house bearing a three-storied house ? He gave up ail idea

the side of the Rue Polonceau, where, at the
corner to which we have alluded, it sank so
This wall did not
low as to be only a wall.
run parallel with the lane, but formed a very
deep cant, concealed by its corners from any
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by the pipe, and crawled along would require about a quarter of an hour
Eue Polonceau. When to reach the spot where Jean Valjean was.
he reached the cant where he had left Oosette It was a frightful thought; a few moments
he noticed that no one could see him there. separated Jean Valjean from the awful preciAs we stated, he was safe from all eyes, no pice which yawned before him for the third
matter on what side; moreover, he was in time. And the galleys were now not merely
the shadow, and then, lastly, there were two the galleys, but C9sette lost forever, that is
The to say, a life resembling the interior of a
gates, which might perhaps be forced.
wall over which he saw the linden tree and tomb.
the ivy evidently belonged to a garden in
There was only one thing possible. Jean
which he could at least conceal himself, Valjean had one peculiarity that he might
though there was no foliage on the trees, and be said to carry two wallets: in one he had
pass the rest of the night.
Time was slip- the thoughts of a saint, in the other the
ping away, and he must set to work at once. formidable talents of a convict, and he felt
He felt the porte cochere, and at once per- in one or the other as opportunity offered.
ceived that it was fastened up inside and out; Among other resources, owing to his numerand then went to the other great gate with ous escapes from the Toulon galleys, he had
more hope. It was frightfully decrepit, its become a perfect master in the incredible art
very side rendered it less solid, the planks of raising himself without ladder, cramping
were rotten, and the iron bands, of which irons, and by his mere muscular strength,
there were only three, were rusty. It seemed and holding on by his shoulders and knees,
possible to break through this affair.
On in the right angle of a wall, to the sixth floor
examining this gate, however, he saw that it if necessary; an art which rendered so terwas not a gate ; it had no hinges, lock, or par- rible and so celebrated that corner of the
tition in the centre; the iron bands crossed yard in the Paris conciergerie by which the
condemned convict Battemolle escaped twenit •from side to side without any solution of
continuity. Through the cracks of the planks ty years ago.
Jean Valjean measured the
he caught a glimpse of coarsely-mortared rag height of the wall above which he saw the
stone, which passers-by might have seen ten linden tree, and found that it was about
years back.
He was forced to confess to eighteen feet. The lower part of the angle
himself with consternation that this fancied which it made with the gable end of the
gate was simply a make-believe; it was easy large building was filled up with a triangular
to pull down a plank, but he would find him- mass of masonry, very common in Parisian
corners.
This mass was about five feet high,
self face to face with a wall.
and the space to be cleared from the top of
it was not more than fourteen;
but the
CHAPTER CHI.
difficulty was Cossette, for she could not
climb a wall. Abandon her! Jean Valjean
A THIN^G IMPOSSIBLE IK GAS-LIGHT.
did not think of it, but carrying her was imAt this moment a hollow, cadenced sound possible; a man requires his whole strength
began to grow audible a short distance off, to carry out such an ascent, and the slightest
and Jean Valjean ventured to take a peep burden would displace his centre of gravity
round the corner of the street. Seven or and hurl him down. He required a rope,
eight soldiers were entering the street; he but he had none. Where was he to find a
could see their bayonets gleaming, and they rope at midnight in the Eue Polonceau ?
were coming toward him. These soldiers, at Assuredly at this moment if Jean Valjean
the head of whom he distinguished Javert's had possessed a kingdom he would have given
tall form, advanced slowly and cautiously, it for a rope.
All extreme situations have
and frequently halted; it was plain that they their flashes, which at one moment blind, at
were exploring all the corners and all the another illumine us. Jean Valjean^s desperdoors and lanes. It was and here conjec- ate glance fell on the lamp-post in the blind
ture could not be wrong some patrol which alley. In those days there were no gas lights
Javert had met and requested to assist him. in the streets of Paris; at nightfall lamps
Judging from the pace at which they were lit at regular distances, which were
marched, and the halts they made, they pulled up and down by a rope that crossed
Hugo. Vol. IL— 14
of climbing

the wall to re-enter

—
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but before she had time to look round she
found herself on the top of the wall. Jean
Valjean placed her on his back, took her two
had the key, and the rope itself was pro- little hands in his left hand, and crawled
Jean Valjean leaped along the wall till he reached the cant, As
tected by a metal case.
across the street, burst the lock of the box with he had suspected, there was a building here,
the point of his knife, and a moment later was whose roof began at the top of the bastard
again by Cosette's side holding a rope. Such gate and descended in a gentle slope nearly
gloomy finders of expedients when strug- to the ground, grazing the linden tree. This
gling with fatality set rapidly to work. AYe was a fortunate circumstance, for the wall
have mentioned that the lamps were not lit was much higher on this side than on that
on this night; the one in the blind alley of the street, and Jean Valjean could scarce
therefore was naturally extinguished, and any see the ground, so far was it beneath him.
one might have passed close witliout noticing He had just reached the sloping roof, and
that it was no longer in its place.
had not yet loosened his hold of the copings
The hour, the place, the darkness, Jean when a violent uproar announced the arrival
Valjean's preoccupation, his singular ges- of the patrol, and he heard Javert's thundertures, his coming and going, were all begin- ing voice,
ning to alarm Cosette. Any other child would
"Search the blind alley; all the streets are
have begun crying loudly long before, but guarded, and I v/ill wager that he is in it."'
she had confined herself to pulling the skirt
The soldiers rushed forward. Jean ValThe noise of the approaching jean slipped down the roof, still supporting
of his coat.
patrol constantly became more distinct.
Cosette, reached the linden tree, and leapt on
"Father,"" she whispered, ^^I am fright- the ground. Either through terror or cour""
ened who is coming ?
age the child had not said a word ; her hands
*
'•Silence,'" the unhappy man replied, "it were only slightly grazed.

the street, and fitted into a groove in a post.
The end of the rope was kept in an iron box
nnder the lantern, of which the lamp-lighter

;

is

Madame
The

Thenardier.""

child trembled, and he added,

CHAPTER

CIV.

not say a word, but leave me to act;
if you cry out or sob she will catch you and
THE begi:n^ki:n"g of ajs" e:n^igma.
take you back again.""
Jeai^ Valjeaist found himself in a large
Then, without hurry, but without doing
any thing twice over, with a firm and sharp garden of most singular appearance, one of
precision, which was the more remarkable at those gloomy gardens that appear made to
such a moment, when the patrol and Javert be looked at in winter, and by night. This
might be instantly expected, he undid his garden was of an oblong shape, with a walk
cravat, fastened it under Cosette"s armpits, of tall poplars at the end, tall shrubs in the
wiiile careful not to hurt her, fastened the corner, and an unshadowed space in the
rope to the cravat, took the other end in his centre of which an isolated tree could be
There were also a few stunted
teeth, took off his shoes and stockings which distinguished.
he threw over the wall, and began raising fruit-trees bristling like brambles, vegetable
himself in the corner of the wall with as plots, a melon bed, whose frames glistened in
much certainty as if he had cramping irons the moonlight, and an old well. Here and
under his heels and elbows. Half a minute there were stone benches that seemed black
had not elapsed ere he was astride the coping. with moss; the walks were bordered with
Cosette looked at him in stupor, without say- small gloomy-looking and upright shrubs;
ing a word; for Jean Valjean"s mention of grass covered one-half of the walks, and a
"

Do

green mould the other half.
Jean Valjean had by his side the building,
by help of whose roof he had descended, a
pile of faggots, and behind the latter, close
to the wall, a stone statue, whose mutilated
She obeyed.
'^ You must not
say a word, or feel fright- face was merely a shapeless mask, appearing
The building
indistinctly in the darkness.
ened,"" he continued.
And she felt herself lifted from the ground. was a species of ruin, containing several dis'

the landlady's

name had

frozen her.

All at

once she heard Jean Valjean say to her, in a
very low voice,
" Lean against the wall.""

LE8 MI8ERABLES.
mantled rooms, of wMch one was apparently
employed as a shed. The large edifice of the
Rue Droit-mur had two fa9ades looking into
this garden at right angles, and these faQades
were even more melancholy than those outAll the windows were barred, and not
side.
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moment when

the noise of the demons
like a choir of angels
approaching in the dark. Cosette and Jean
Yaljean fell on their knees; they knew not
what it was, the}^ knew not where they were,
but both man and child, the penitent and
a single light could be seen, while at the up- the innocent, felt that they must fall on their
The voices had this strangeness about
per window there were scuttles as in prisons. knees.
One of these frontages threw its shadow upon them, that they did not prevent the edifice
the other, which fell back on the garden like from appearing deserted; it seemed like a
an immense black cloth. No other house supernatural chant in an uninhabited house.
could be noticed, and the end of the garden While the voices sang Jean Valjean thought
was lost in mist and night. Still, walls could of nothing else he no longer saw the night,
be indistinctly noticed intersecting each other, but an azure sky. He fancied that the wings
as if there were other gardens beyond, and which we all of us have within us were exthe low roofs in the Ruo Polonceau,
I^oth- panding within him.
The singing ceased; it
ing more stern and solitary than this garden had probably lasted some time, but Jean Valcould well be imagined; there was no one in jean could not have said how long, for hours
it, as was natural at such an hour, but it did
of ecstasy never occupy more than a minute.
not look as if the spot were made for any one All had become silent again there was no
sound in the garden, no sound in the street;
to walk in, even in bright daylight.
Jean Valjean^s first care was to put on his all that that threatened, all that that reasshoes and stockings again, and then enter the sured, had faded away. The wind shook on
shed with Oosette.
man who is escaping the coping of the wall some dry grass, which
never considers himself sufficiently concealed, produced a soft and melancholy sound.
The night breeze had risen, which proved
and the child who was still thinking of Madame
Thenardier, shared his instinct for conceal- that it must be between one and two in the
ment. Cosette trembled and clung close to morning. Cosette said nothing, and as she
him; for she could hear the tumultuous noise Avas leaning her head against him, Jean ValHe bent
of the patrol searching the street and lane, jean fancied that she was asleep.
the blows of the musket-butts against the down and looked at her: her eyes were made
stones, Javert^s appeals to the men whom he wide open, and she had a pensive look which
had posted, and his oaths, mingled with words hurt Jean Valjean. She was still trembling,
" Do you feel inclined to sleep T^ he asked
which could not be distinguished. At the
the

was retiring

it

seemed

;

:

A

.

expiration of a quarter of an hour this species

grumbling appeared to be retiring,
and Jean Valjean could scarce breathe. He
had gently laid his hand on Oosette^'s mouth.
The solitude in which he found himself was
of stormy

so strangely calm, however, that the furious

uproar so close at hand did not even cast the

shadow of a trouble over it. All at once, in
the midst of this profound calm, a new sound
forth; a heavenly, divine, ineffable
sound, as ravishing as the other had been

burst

It was a hymn that issued from
horrible.
the darkness, a dazzling blending of prayer
and harmony in the dark and fearful silence

female voices, but composed at
once of the pure accent of virgins and the
simple voices of children, such voices as do
not belong to earth, and resemble those which
the new-born still hear, and the dying begin
to hear.
This chant came from the gloomy
building that commanded the garden^ and at
of the night

:

her.

"I

am very cold,^^

she answered ; a

moment

after she continued,

" Is she
''

'^

still

Who V^

there ?"

Jean Valjean asked.

Madame

^^

Thenardier.
Jean had forgotten the way he had employed to keep Cosette silent.
" Ah,^' he said, " she is gone, and you have
nothing to fear.^*
The child sighed, as if a weight had been
taken off her chest.
The ground was damp, the shed open on
all sides, and the wind grew more cutting
every moment. He took off his coat and
wrapped Cosette up in it.
" Are you less cold ?^^ he said.

"Oh

!*

yes, father.^'

" Well, wait for me a minute."
He left the ruin, and began walking along
the large building in search of some better
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He came to doors, but they were the tomb and it was really a mansion, a
and there were bars on all the ground- house wdiich had its number in a street. It
floor windows.
After passing the inner angle was not a dream; but he was obliged to touch
of the edifice he noticed that he had come the stones in order to believe it.
Cold,
to some arclied windows, and perceived a anxiety, apprehension, and the emotion of
He raised himself on tip-toe and the night, brought on him a real fever, and
faint light.
looked through one of the windows; they all all his ideas were confused in his brain. He
belonged to a large hall, paved witli stones, went up to Cosette she was asleep w^th her
He sat down by her side
in v/hich nothing could be distinguished but head upon a stone.
The light and began gazing at her; gradually, as he
a little light and great shadows.
came from a night-lamp burning in the cor- looked, he grew calm and regained possession
This hall was deserted and nothing of his freedom of mind.
ner.
He clearly perceived this truth, the basis
was stirring in it, and yet, after a long look,
he fancied that he could see on the ground, of his future life, that, so long as she was
something tiiat seemed to be covered with a there, so long as he had her by his side, he
It was would require nothing except for her, nor
pall and resembled a human form.
stretched out fiat, with its face against the fear any thing save on her account.
He did
stones, its arms forming a cross, and motion- not even feel the cold particularly, for,
From a species of snake which though he had taken off his coat, it was to
less as death.
dragged along the pavement, it looked as if cover her. Still, through the reverie into
this sinister form had a rope round its neck. which he had fallen, he had heard for some
The wliole hall was bathed in that mist of time past a singular noise, like a bell beingbadly-lighted places, which intensifies the rung, and it was in the garden.
It could be
horror.
heard distinctly, though faintly, and resemJean Valjean often said afterwards that, bled those cattle bells, which produce a genalthough he had witnessed many mournful tle melody at night in the grazing, fields.
sights in his life, lie had never seen one This noise made Jean Valjean turn, and he
more chilling or terrifying than this enig- saw that there was some one in the garden.
matical figure performing some strange mys- A being looking like a man was walking
tery at this gloomy spot, and thus caught among the melon frames, rising, stooping,
It v/as and stojDping with regular movements, as if
sight of throngh the darkness.
frightful to suppose that it might be dead, he was dragging or stretching out something
and more frightful still to think that it on the ground. This man was aj^parently
might possibly be still alive. He had the cour- lame. Jean Valjean gave the continual,
age to place his face to the pane, and watch trembling start of the unhappy; every 'thing
whether the figure would stir; but though is hostile and suspicious to them they dishe remained for a time, which apjoeared to trust the day because it allows them to be
him very long, the outstretched form made seen, and night because it helps in surprising
no movement. All at once he felt himself them. Just now he shuddered because the
assailed by an indescribable horror, and he garden was deserted, and now he shuddered
ran off toward the shed without daring to because there w^as some one in it. He fell
look back; he fancied that if he turned his back from chimerical into real terror; he
head he should see the figure walking after said to himself that Javertand the police had
him and waving its arms. When he reached probably not gone away, but they had, in any
the *ruin he was panting, his knees gave w^ay, case, left watchmen in the street; and that if
and the perspiration was running down his this man discovered him he would give an
back.
Where w^as he ? who could have im- alarm and hand him over to the police. He
agined any thing like this species of sepul- gently raised the still sleeping Cosette in his
chre in the heart of Paris ? What was the arms, and carried her behind a mass of old
strange house ? An edifice full of nocturnal, furniture in the most remote part of the
shelter.

!

closed^

;

;

mystery, calling souls in the darkness, tlie
voice of angels, and when they arrive, suddenly offering them this frightful vision ;
promising to open the bright gate of Heaven,
and^ instead, opening the horrible gate of

shed Cosette did not stir. From this spot
he observed the movements of the being
in the melon ground
the strange thing
was that the noise of the bell followed
When he apthis man's every movement.
;

;

•

—

—
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proached the sound approached; when he
went away the sound went away. If he made
a sudden movement a little peal followed the
movement, and when he stopped the noise
It appeared evident that the bell
ceased.
was. fastened to this man ; hut in that case
what could be the meaning of it ? Who was
the man to whom a bell was fastened, as if he
were a ram or an ox ? While asking himself
these questions he touched Cosette's hands;
they were chilled.
''Oh, Heaven V^ he said.
x\nd he asked in a whisper,— '*Oosette P
She did not open her eyes. He shook her
sharply; but she did not awake.
''Can she be dead?" he said to himself,
and he rose shivering from head to foot.
The most frightful thoughts crossed his
mind pell-mell. There are moments when
hideous suppositious assail us like a band of
furies, and violently force the bolts of our
brain.
When it is a question about people
whom we love our prudence invents all sorts
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The name uttered thus

in the darkness at

by this strange man, made
Jean Valjean recoil, for he expected every

this strange spot,

thing save that. The man who addressed
him was a stooping, lame old man, dressed
nearly like a peasant, and wearing on his
left leg a leathern knee-cap, from which hung
a rather large bell.
It was impossible to
distinguish his face, which was in the shadow; still the man had doffed his bonnet and
said all in a tremor,
" Oh, Lord, how did you get here. Father
Madeleine ? w^hich way did you come in ?
Why, you must have fallen from Heaven.
Well, if ever you do fall, it will be from

And then, what a state you are in
you have no cravat, no hat, and no coat do
you know that you would have frightened
anybody who did not know you ? No coat
oh, my goodness, are the saints going mad at
present ? But how did you get in here ?"
One word did not wait for the next, the
old man spoke with a rustic volubility in
He remembered that sleep in the which there was nothing alarming; and it
of follies.
open air on a cold night might be mortal. was all said with a mixture of stupefaction
Cosette was lying stretched out motionless at and simple kindness.
" Who are you ? and what is this house ?"
his feet.
He listened for her breath; she
was breathing, but so faintly that it seemed Jean Valjean asked.
"Oh, Lord, that is too strong," the old
as if the respiration would cease at any moment. How was he to warm her ? how was man exclaimed; "why, did you not get me
All that did not refer to the situation, and in this house too ? What,
he to wake her
this slipped from his mind, and he rushed don't you recognize me ?"
"No," said Jean Valjean, "and how is it
wildly from the shed. It was absolutely necessary that Oosette should be in bed before a that you know me ?'"
" You saved my life," the man said.
fire within a quarter of an hour.
He turned, a moonbeam played on his face,
and Jean Valjean recognized old Fauchelethere.

!

!

!

!

OHAPTEE

OV.

vent.

"

THE MAK WITH THE BELL.

Jeak Yaljeaist walked straight up to the
man whom he saw in the garden, and while
doing so took from his pocket the rouleau of
silver.
This man was looking down, and did
not see him coming, and
a few strides
Jean Valjean was by his side, and addressed
him with the cry, " One hundred francs.'^

m

The man started and raised his eyes.
" One hundred francs to be gained,'^ Jean
Valjean continued, "if you will find

me

a

shelter for this night."

The moon
alarmed face.
''Why, it
the

man

said.

fully

is

you,

lit

up Jean Val jean's

"Father Madeleine!"

Ah

he

!"

said,

"it

is

you

recognize you."
" That is lucky," the old

?

oh,

man

now

I

said, re-

proachfully.

"And what are you doing here?" Jean
Valjean asked.
" Why
I am covering my melons."
Old Fauchelevent really held in his hand
at the moment when Jean Valjean accosted
him a piece of matting, which he was engaged in spreading over the melon frame.
He had laid a good many pieces during the
hour he had been in the garden, and it was
this operation that produced the peculiar
movements which Jean Valjean had noticed
form the shed. He continued,
" I said to myself^ there is a bright moon
!

—
-^

1

—
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and

it

is

going to freeze, so

my

these great coats on

I

had better put
And he

melons/'^

added, as he looked at Jean Valjean with a
grin, ^^ Yon should have done the same.
But how have you got here?"
Jean Valjean, feeling himself known by

hands in his old vfrinkled and trembling
hands, and for some seconds seemed as if unable to speak; at length he exclaimed,
" Oh it would be a blessing from Heaven
lar

I

could re23ay you a slight portion! Save
your life! M. Madeleine you can dispose of an
if

I

man

at least under the name of Madeonly advanced cautiously. He multiplied his questions, and, curiously enough,
they changed parts, he, the intruder, be-

old

came the

tinued.

man,

this

jeine,

—

questioner.

And what

•*

That

'

they

V

is

that bell you have on your

Fauchelevent said

'^'

;

it

is,

that

may
What on

avoid me."

''
earth do you mean ?"
Old Fauchelevent gave an inimitable wink.
''
Oh, Lord, they are only women in this
It seems that I
house, and lots of girls.
should be dangerous to meet, and so the bell
warns them; when I come, they go."
''

''

What

is

this house ?"

Oh, nonsense, you know."

^^ndeedldo not."
"Why, you got me

the gardener's place

here.''
''

''

—

Answer me
Well,

it is

as

if I

knew nothing,"

then."

Jean Valjean's recollections rt^turned to
Chance, that is to say, Providence, had
him.
brought him to the very convent in the
Quart ier St. Antoine, where Fauehelevent
after his accident hae been engaged on his
'

He

re-

speaking to himself,
•'''Little Picpus I"
"'But come, tell me," Fauchelevent continued, ^' how the deuce did you get in here.
Father Madeleine? for though you are a

peated, as

saint,

if

you are a man, and no men are ad-

mitted here."

"Why, you

are."

" Well, only

I."

as 3^ou please."

admirable joy had transfigured the

aged gardener, and his face seemed radiant.
" What do you wish me to do ?" he con-

have you a room ?"
have a cottage, behind the ruins of the
old convent in a corner which no one visits,
with three rooms."
"Good," said Jean Valjean; "now I will
ask two things of you."
"'
What are they, M. le Maire ?"
''

I will explain:

"

I

'^ First,
tliat you will tell nobody what
you know about me; and, secondly, that you
will not try to learn any thing further."
"As you please. I know that you can do
nothing but what is honest, and tiiat you
have ever been a man after God's heart. And
then, again, it was you who got me this situation, and I am at your service."
''
Enough now come with me, and we will
go and fetch the child."
''Ah," said Fauchelevent, ''there is a
;

the convent of the Little Picpus,

recommendation two years back.

An

" And yet," Jean Valjean continued, ^^ I
must remain."
" Oh, Lord I" Fauchelevent exclaimed.
Jean Valjean walked up to the gardener
and said in a grave voice,
" Fauchelevent, I saved your life."
" I was the first to remember it," Fauchelevent answered.
" Well, you can do for me to-day what I
did for you formerly."

Fauchelevent took Jean Val jean's muscu-

child."

He did not add a word, but followed Jean
Valjean as a dog follows its master. In less
than half an hour, Cosette, who had become
rosy again by the heat of a good fire, was
Jean A"alasleep in the old gardener's bed.
jean had ]3ut on his cravat and coat again the
hat thrown over the wall had been found and
picked up, and Fauchelevent took off his
;

which now adorned the
The two men
were seated near the fire at a table on which
Fauchelevent had placed a lump of cheese,
biscuits, a bottle of wine, and two glasses,
and the old man said to Jean Valjean as he
laid his hand on his knee,
"Ah, Father Madeleine! you did not
recoghize me at once; you save people's lives
and forget them afterwards! Oh that is
wrong, for they remember you; you are an
ungrateful man."
knee-cap and

bell,

wall by the side of a door.

CHAPTEK CVL
HOW'
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]^EST.

events of which we have just seen the
back, so to speak, had occurred under the

LES MISERABLES.
simplest conditions. When Jean Valjean, on
the night of the day on which Javert arrested him by Fantine^s death-bed, broke out
jail, the police supposed that the
of
escaped convict would proceed to Paris.
Paris is a maelstrom in which every thing is
lost and disappears in the whirlpool of the

M

streets

no

:

forest can conceal a

and fugitives

as that crowd,

tion are aware of the fact.
to

mode

of safety.

and

is

it

The

is

to Paris

at times a

police are aware of this

M

to assist in

powerfully assisted

not known when or where. This report
passed under Javert^s eyes, and rendered him
thoughtful. The name of Fantine was familiar to him he remembered that Jean Valjean had made him laugh by asking him for
a respite of three days to go and fetch this
;

creature^s child.

He remembered

that Jean

Valjean was arrested at Paris at the very
moment when he was getting into the Montfermeil coach, and some facts had led to the
supposition at the time that he had taken a
trip to the vicinity of the village on the previous day, for he had not been seen in the vil-

what they
They sought there the lage itself. What was his business at Montand Javert was sum- fermeil ? no one was able to guess but Javert
the search, and in truth now understood it Fantine^'s daughter was
in recapturing Jean Val- there, and Jean Valjean had gone to fetch

at Paris they seek

have lost elsewhere.
ex-mayor of

moned

so well

of every descrip-

They go

be swallowed up, for that

too,

man
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;

,

—

her.
N^ow this child had just been stolen by
by M. Ghabouillet, a stranger who could the stranger be ? could
but he was dead. Jasecretary of the prefecture under Count it be Jean Valjean ?
Angles, and this gentleman, who had before vert, without saying a word to anybody, took
been a friend to Javert, had the police-in the coach at the " Pewter Platter,^^ and went

The

jean.

zeal

and

intelligence he displayed

in this office were noticed

specter of
trict.

and

M

;

appointed to the Paris

dis-

off to

—

Montfermeil.

He expected to find here a great clearing
Here Javert proved himself variously,
At
let us say it, though the word seems up, but only found a great obscurity.

—

inappropriate

when

applied to such services

—honorably useful.

the beginning, the Thenardiers, in their vexation, had chattered, and the disappearance

of the Lark produced a sensation in the vilHe thought no more of Jean Valjean
with these dogs ever on the hunt, the wolf of lage. There were at once several versions of
to-day causes the wolf of yesterday to be for- the story, which finally settled down into an
gotten until in December, 1823, he, who abduction, and hence the police report. Still,
never read newspapers, read one. But Javert, after he had got over his first outburst of
who was a legitimist, was anxious to learn temper, Thenardier, with his admirable in-

—

the details of the triumphal entry of the
" Prince Generalissimo '' into Bayonne. When
he had finished the article that interested
him, a name, the name of Jean Yaljean, at
the foot of a column, attracted him. The
newspaper announced that the convict Jean

Valjean was dead, and published the fact- in
such formal terms that Javert did not doubt
it.

He musing said,

''

That

is

the best

bolt,^^

then threw away the paper, and thought no
more of the subject. Some time after, it
happened that a report was sent by the prefecture of the Seine et Oise to that of Paris

about the abductiou of a child, which took
it was said, under peculiar circumA
stances, in the parish of Montfermeil.
little girl of seven or eight years of age, who
had been intrusted by her mother to a publican in the town, had been stolen by a
The child answered to the name
stranger.
of Cosette, and her mother was a certain

place,

Fantine,

who had

died in an hospital,

it

was

very speedily comprehended that it is
never useful to set the authorities at work,
and that his complaint about the abduction
of Oosette would have the primary result of
fixing the flashing gaze of justice upon himstinct,

self,

up

and many dark matters he

in.

The thing

mixed

w^as

that owls least like

is

to

have a candle brought to them. And then,
again how would he get out of the fifteen
hundred francs which he had received ? He
stopped short, put a gag in his wife's mouth,
and affected amazement when people spoke
about the " stolen child.'' He did not at all
understand; he had certainly complained at
the first moment about his little darling
being taken from him so suddenly; he should
have liked to keep her for two or three days
longer through affection; but it was her
grandfather who had come to fetch her in the
most natural way in the world. He added
the " grandfather," which produced a good
effect, and it was on this story that Javert
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fell

upon reachiDg Montf ermeil

:

the grand-

father caused Jean Yaljean to fade out of

memory.

Javert, hovrever^ drove a few ques-

probes into Thenardier's story.

tions like

and what was
Thenardier answered simply,
" He is a rich farmer; I saw his ]3assport,
and I fancy his name was M. G-niilaume Lambert/^
Lambert is a respectable and most reassuring name, and so Javert returned to Par''
is.
Jean Valjean is really dead/^ he said to
himself,
and I am an ass."
He was beginning to forget the whole affair
again, when in the course of March, 1824, he
heard talk of a peculiar character who lived
in the parish of St. Medarcl, and was sui^
named the '' beggar who gives alms."" This
man was said to be an annuitant, whose name
no one exactly knew, and who lived alone with
'^'^

AVho was

his

name

this grandfather^

T'

^'"^

He listened

at the door of the m3'sterious lod-

hope of hearing his voice, but
Jean Valjean saw his candle through the keyhole and foiled the spy byliolding his tongue.
On the next day, Jean Valjean decamped,
but the noise of the fxve-franc piece which he
let drop was noticed by the old wo]nan, who
supposed he was about to leave, and hastened
to warn Javert.
Hence, when Jean ^"a]jean
left the house at night, Javert was w^aiting
for him behind the trees with two men.
Javert had requested assistance at the prefecture, but had not mentioned the 3]iame of
individual whom he hoped to seize.
That
was his secret and he kept it for tliree reager, in the

sons:

first,

because the slightest indiscretion

might give Jean Valjean the alarm; secondly,
because laying hands on an old escaped convict, supposed to be dead, on a condemned
a little girl of eight years of age, Avho knew man, whom Justice, had already classified
nothing about herself, except that she came already among "the malefactors of the most
from Montf ermeil. Montf ermeil that name dangerous class," was a magnificent success,
constantly returned, and made Javert prick which the older policemen of Paris would
An old begging 'sjoy, an ex-beadle not leave to a new-comer, like Javert, and
his ears.
to whom this |)erson was very charitable, ad- he was afraid, least he might be robbed of
ded a few more details. "' He was a very stern his galley-slave; lastl}^, because Javert, havperson; he never went out till night; he ing artistic tastes, was fond of anything unspoke to nobody, except to the poor now and expected. He hated those successes which
then, and let no one approach him. He wore are deflowered by being talked of a long time
a horrible old yellow coat, which was worth beforehand, and he liked to elaborate his
several millions, as it was lined all through masterpieces in the darkness and suddenly
This decidedly piqued unveil them. Javert followered Jean Valwith bank-notes."
In order to see this an- jean from tree to tree, and then from street
Javert's curiosity.
nuitant closer, without startling him, he one corner to street corner, and had not once takday borrowed the headless rags and the place his eyes olf him; even at the moment when
where the old spy crouched every evening, Jean Valjean fancied himself the safest,
snuffing his orisons through his nose, and spy- Javerfs eye was upon him.
Why did Javert
^^The suspicious not arrest him, though ? Because he was still
ing between his prayers.
individual" really came up to Javert, thus in doubt. It must be borne in mind that, at
travestied, and gave him alms,
At this mo- this period, the police w^ere not exactly at
ment Javert raised his head, and the shock their ease, and the free press annoyed them.
which Jean Valjean received on fancying A few arbitrary arrests, denounced by the
that he recognized Javert, Javert received on newspa23ers, had found an echo in the Chamfancying that he recognized Jean Valjean. bers, and rendered the prefecture timid. AtStill, the darkness might have deceived him;
tacking individual liberty was a serious matand Jean Valjean's death was official. Javert ter; the agents were afraid of being deceived,
felt serious doubts, and when in doubt, Ja- for the prefect made them answerable, and a
vert, a scrupulous man, never collared any- mistake was dismissal.
Just imagine the
body.
He followed his man to No. 50-52, effect which would have been produced in
and made the old woman talk, which was no Paris by the following short paragraph reprodifficult task.
She confirmed tlie fact of the duced by twenty papers,
Yesterday an old,
great-coat lined with millions, and told the white-haired grandfather, a respectable fundstory about the thousand-franc note; she had holder, who was taking a walk with his grandseen it ? she had felt it Javert hired a room, daughter, eight years of age, was arrested and
and took possession of it that same night. taken to the housQ of detention, as an es!

—

—

!
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caped convict/^
Let us repeat also that
Javert had scruples of his own; the warnings
of his consience were added to those of the
prefect,

and he

really doubted.

Jean Val-

jean had his back turned to him, and was
walking in the dark; sorrow^ anxiety^ des-

pondency^ the fresh misfortune of being compelled to iiy by night and seek a chance refuge for Cosette and himself in Paris, the necessity of regulating his place by that of a
child all this had unconsiously changed
Jean Valjean^'s demeanor, and imparted to
him such a senility, that the very police, incarnated in Jayert, might be deceived, and
were deceived.
The impossibility of approaching close, his attire as an old emigre
tutor, Thenardier's statement which made
him out a grand papa, and, lastly, the belief
in his death at the galleys, added to the uncertainty that clouded Javert^s mind.
For a
moment he had the idea of suddenly asking
for his papers ; but, if the man was not
Jean Val jean, and if he were not a respectable
fund-helder, he was, in all probability, some
felloAV deeply entangled in the meshes of Parisian crime; some leader of a band who gave
alms to hide his other talents, and who had

—

and bis lurkingwhere he could conceal himself. All

his ^^pals,'^ his accomplices,
places,

the turnings this

man made

in the ^streets

21'?

Valjean wished to place the river between
himself and his hunters. He hung his head
and reflected, like a bloodhound putting its
nose to the ground to lift the scent, and then,
with the powerful correctness of his instinct,
walked to the Austerlitz bridge. One remark
of the toll collector's put him on his track.
^^ Have you seen
a man with a little girl V^
^' I made him
pay two sous,'' the collector
answered. Javert reached the bridge just in
time to see Jean Valjean leading Cosette
along the moonlit square; he saw him enter
the Rue du Ohemin Vert St. Antoine ; he
thought of the blind alley arranged there like
a trap, and the sole issue from it by the little
Rue Picpus ; and in order to stop the earth,
as sportsmen say, he sent off a policeman by
a detour to guard the issue. A patrol, which
was returning to the arsenal, happening to
pass, he requested its assistance, for in such
games as this soldiers are trumps, and, moreover, it is a principle that in forcing a boar
from its lair, the hunter must be scientific,
and there must be a strong pack of hounds.
These arrangements made, Javert, feeling
that Jean Valjean was caught between the
blind alley on the right, his own agent on the
left, and himself behind, took a pinch of
snuff.
Then he began playing and enjoying
a delicious and infernal moment ; he let his
man go before him, knowing that he held
him, but desiring to defer as long as possible
the moment bi arresting him ; delighted at
feeling him caught, and at seeing him free,
and watching him with the pleasure of the
spider that lets the fly flutter for awhile, and

seemed to indicate that all was not quite
right with him, and arresting him too quickly
would be " killing the goose with the golden
eggs."
Where was the harm of waiting?
Javert felt quite certain that he could not escape.
He walked along, therefore, in great
perplexity, asking himself a hundred ques- the cat that lets the mouse run.
The claw
tions about this enigmatical personage.
It and the talon have a monstrous sensuality in
was not until some time after that he de- the fluttering movements of the animal imcidedly recognized Jean Val jean in the Rue prisoned in their prisons what a delight such
Pontoise, by the brilliant light that poured a strangling must be
Javert was playing ;
from a wme shop.
the meshes of his net were so solidly made,
There are only two beings in the world he was certain of success, and now he only
that quiver profoundly, the mother who re- needed to close his hand.
Accompanied as
covers her child, and the tiger that finds its he was, the idea of resistance was impossible,
prey again, but Javert suffered the same however energetic, vigorous, and -desperate
quiver.
So soon as he had positively recog- Jean Valjean might be.
nized Jean Valjean, the formidable convict,
Javert advanced slowly, examining and
he noticed that he had only two companions, searching as he passed every corner of the
and asked for support at the police office in street, like the pockets of a thief; but when
the Rue Pontoise. Before catching hold of he reached the center of the web he did not
This de- find his fly. We can imagine his exasperation.
a thorn bush people put on gloves.
lay and the halt at the Rollin square to ar- He questioned his watchmen, but they quietly
range with his agents, all but made him lose declared that they had not seen the man pass.
the trail, but he quickly guessed that Jean It happens at times that a stag will escape
;

!

—
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with the pack at its heels, and in such cases
the oldest huntsmen knows not what to ^^j.

In a disappointment of this nature Artonge
^^ It is not
exclaimed,
a stag, but a sorcerer/''
Javert would have gladly uttered the same

—

when Javert perceived
had slipped from

that

Jean Vaijean

his clutches he did not lose

his head.
Certain that the convict could not
be very far off, he established watches, organized mouse-traps and ambuscades, and bea't up
the quarter the whole night through.
The
first thing he saw was the cut cord of the

disappointment was midway between despair and fury.
It is certain tliat errors were committed by lanthern.
This was a valuable sign, which,
jSTapoIeon in the Eussian war, by Alexander however, led him astray so far that it
made
in the Indian war, by Csesar in his African him turn all his attention to the Genrot
blind
war, by Cyrus in the Scythian war,
and by alley. There are in this alley low walls, surJayert in his campaign against Jean Vaijean. rounding gardens which skirt open fields, and
He was probably wrong in hesitating to recog- Jean Yaljean had evidently fled in that dinize the ex-galley slave, for a glance ought to rection.
The truth is, that if he had gone a
have been sufficient for him. He was wrong httle further down the blind alley he would, in
in not apprehending liim purely and simply all probability, have done so, and been a
lost
at IS^o. 50-52.
He was wrong in not arresting man. Javert explored the gardens and fields
him, upon recognition, in the Eue Pontoise. as if looking for a needle, and at daybreak he
He was wrong to arrange with liis colleagues left two intelligent men on duty, and returned
in the bright moonlight, although certainly to the prefecture of police, looking as hangadvice is useful, and it is as well to interro- dog as a spy captured by a robber.
gate those dogs which deserve credence. But
the hunter cannot take too many precautions
CHAPTER CVII.
.when he is following restless
cry, for his

—

animals, like the

w^oli

and the convict, and Javert by display-

ing too

much

started

it off.

anxiety in setting the bloodhounds on the track, alarmed his game and

Above

all,

he was v/rong, on

finding the trail again at the Ansterlitz bridge,
in playing the dangerous and foolish trick of

holding such a man by a string. He fancied
himself stronger than he really was, and that
he could play with the lion as .if it were a

mouse.
self too

At the same time he imagined himweak when he fancied that he must

procure help it was a fatal precaution, and
the loss of precious time.
Javert committed
all these faults, but for all that was not the
less one of the cleverest and most certain spies

]S^0.

62,

RUE

PICPUS.

Half a century ago nothii^g more resembled any ordinary porte coehere than that of
No. 62, Petite Rue Picpus. This door, generally half-open in the most inviting manner,
you to see two things which are not
mournful nature a coui'tyard with
walls covered with vines, and the face of a
lounging porter. Above the bottom wall tall
trees could be seen, and, when a sunbeam
allow^ed

—

of a very

He was, in the full acceptation of the term, a dog that runs cunning;
but where is the man who is jDcrfect ? Great

enlivened the yard, and a glass of wine had
enlivened the porter, it was difficult to pass
before Xo. 62 and not carry away a laughing
idea.
And yet, you had had a glimpse of a
very gloomy place.
The threshold smiled,
but the house prayed and wept. If you succeeded, which Avas not easy, in passing the

strategicians have their eclipses,

porter

;

that ever existed.

follies are often

made,

and great

like stout ropes, of a

multitude of fibres. Take the cable thread
by thread, catch hold of all the small determining motives separatel}-, and you break
them one after the other, and say to yourself,
^'It is only that;'' but twist them together
and you have an enormity. It is Attila hesitating between Marcianus in the east and
Valentinianus in the West ; it is Hannibal
delaying at Capua it is Danton falling asleep
at Arcis-sur-Aube.
;

However this may

be,

even at the

all,

—as

w^as,

indeed, impossible for nearly
Open, Sesame,'' which

for thei-e was an

'''

—

was necessary to know you entered on the
light a small hall from which ran a staircase
enclosed between two walls, and so narrow
that only one person could go up at a time; if
you were not frightened by the canary colored
it

and chocolate wainscot of this stairand still boldly ascended, you crossed
two landings and found yourself in a passage
on the first-floor, where the yellow distemper
and chocolate skirting board followed you
plaster

case,

moment with

a quiet pertinacity.

The

staircase

and

LJ^S
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You

passage were lighted by two fine windows^

ered and the chandelier lighted.

but the latter soon made a bend and became
dark.
When you had doubled this cape, you
found yourself before a door, which was the
more mysterious because it was not closed.

in fact in a species of box, scarce lighted

You pushed

entablature to represent the front.

small

open, and found yourself in a
about six feet square, well

it

room

scrubbed, clean, and frigid, and hung with a
yellow-green sprigged paper, at fifteen sous

A

white pale light came through
a large window with small panes, which was
on the left, and occupied the whole width of
the room; you looked about you but saw nobody; you listened, but heard neither a footstep nor a human sound the walls were bare,
and the room unfurnished there was not
the piece.

;

—

were
by

the faint light that came through the glass
door, narrow, furnished with two old chairs

and a ragged sofa

—a

had a grating, but

wood

it

as at the opera,

trelliswork

of

real

box with a black
This box

was not made of gilt
but was a monstrous

frightfully

bars, fastened to the wall

that resembled clenched

interlaced

iron

by enormous clamps

fists.

When the first

few moments were past, and 3^our eye began
to grow accustomed to this cellar-like gloom,
you tried to look through the grating, but
could not see more than six inches beyond

it; there it met a barrier of black shutters,
even a chair.
connected and strengthened by cross-beams,
You looked again, and saiv in the wall fac- and painted of a ginger-bread yellow. These
ing the door a square hole, covered with a shutters were jointed, divided into long thin
black knotty substantial cross-barred grating, planks, and covered the whole width of the
which formed diamonds I had almost writ- grating; they w^ere always closed. At the
ten meshes at least an inch and a half expiration of a few minutes, you heard a
The little green sprigs on the yellow voice calling to you from behind the shutters,
across.
paper came right up to these bars, calmly and saying to you,
^^
I am here, what do you want with me V^~and orderly, and the funereal contact did not
make them start or wither. Even supposing
It was a loved voice, sometimes an adored
that any human being had been so won- voice, but you saw nobody, and could scarce
drously thin as to attempt to go in or out .by hear the sound of breathing. It seemed as it
the square hole, the bars would have pre- were an evocation addressing you through
vented him; but, though they did not let the the wall of a tomb. If you fulfilled certain
body pass, the eyes, that is to say, the mind, required and very rare conditions, the narIt seemed as if this had been thought row plank of one of the shutters opened opcould.
of, for it had been lined with a tin plate, in posite to you, and the evocation became an
which were bored thousands of holes more apparition. Behind the grating, behind the
Be- shutter, you perceived, as far as the grating
microscopic than those of a strainer.
neath this plate was an opening exactly like would allow, a head, of which you only saw
the mouth of a letter box, and a bell-wire the mouth and chin, for the rest was covered
hung by the side of this hole. If you pulled by a black veil. You caught a glimpse of a
this wire, a bell tinkled, and you heard a black wimple and of a scarce distinct form,
covered by a black pall. This head spoke to
voice close to you which made you start.
you, but did not look at you, and never
"Who is there ?^^ the voice asked.
It was a female voice, a gentle voice, so smiled.
The light that came from behind
gentle that it was melancholy.
Here, again, you was so arranged that you saw her in
there was a magic word which it was neces- brightness and she saw you in darkness; this
Still your eyes plunged
sary to know; if you did not know it, the light was a symbol.
voice ceasejj, and the wall became silent eagerly through the opening into this place,
again, as if the terrifying darkness of the closed against all looks, a profound vacuum
tomb were on the other side. If you knew surrounded this form clothed in morning.
the word, the voice continued, "Turn to Your eyes investigated this vacuum and tried
the right.^^ You then .noticed, facing the to distinguish what there was around the apwindow, a door, the upper part of which was parition, but in a very little time you perYou raised the latch, ceive that you could see nothing. What you
of gray painted glass.
walked in, and experienced precisely the same saw was night, emptiness, gloom, a winter
expression as when you enter a box at the fog mingled with the vapor from a tomb; a
theatre, before the gilt grating has been low- sort of terrifying peace; a silence in which

—

—

—
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nothing could be heard^ not even sighs; a trines, and, lastly, Citeaux; for Citeaux itshadow in which nothing could be distin- self^ while trunk for other orders is only a
What you saw branch wdth St. Benedict. Citeaux dates
guislied^ not even phantoms.
was the interior of a nunnery^ the interior of from St. Robert, abbot of Molesmes, in the
that gloomy and stern house, which was diocess of Langres, in 1098.
I^ow it was in
called the convent of the Per23etu:il Adoration. 529 that Sathanas, w^ho had retired to the
The box in which you found yourself was desert of Subiaco (he was old, did he turn
the 23arlor, and the first voice tliat addressed hermit?), was expelled from the temple of
you was that of a lay sister, who always sat Apollo in vvdiich he resided, by St. Benedict,
silent and motionless, on the other side of a youth of seventeen years of age.
Xext to the rule of the Carmelites, wdio
the wall, near the square opening vv^hich was
defended by the iron gniting and tin plate walk barefoot, w^ear a piece of wdckerw^ork
on their throat, and never sit down, the
with the thousand holes like a double visor.
The obscurity in which the grated box was hardest rule is tliat of the Bernardo- BeneThey are dressed
plunged, resulted from the fact that the par- dictines of Martin Yerga.
in black with a wdmple, which, by the express
lor^ which had a window on the side of the
worlds had none on the side of the convent; order of St. Benedict, comes up to the chin;
profane eyes must not see any portion of this a serge gown with wide sleeves, a large woolStill there v/as something be- len veil, the vvdmple cut square on the chest,
sacred spot.
3'ond the shadow; there was a light and life and the coif, wdiich comes down to their
amid this death. Although this convent was eyes, such is their dress. All is black, exthe most strictly immured of all, Vv^e will try cepting the coif, which is white. Xo vices
to enter it and take the reader in with us, wear the same garb, but all white, while the
and describe, with due regard to decorum, professed nuns also wear a rosary by tlieir
The Bernardo-Benedictines of Martin
things which novelists have never seen, and side.
Yerga practise the Perpetual Adoration, in
consequently never recorded.

—

the same wa}^ as those Benedictines called the

CHAPTER
THE

CYIII.

0BEDIE2S^CE OF MARTI:N' VERGA.

Holy Sacrament, wdio, at the
beginning of this century, had two houses in
Paris, one in the Temple, the other in the
Rue Xeuve Ste. Genevieve.
In other re-

ladies of the

This convent, which had existed for many spects, the nuns of the Little Pic2:^us to
Rue Picpus, w^as a whom w^e are referring entirely differ from
community of Bernardines belonging to the the ladies of the Holy Sacrament; there w^ere

years prior to 1824 in the

obedience of Martin Yerga.
These Bernaconsequently, w^ere not attached to
Clairvaux^ like the Bernardine brothers, but
to Citeaux, like the Benedictines.
In other
words, they were subjects, not of St. Bernard, but of St. Benedict. Any one wdio has
at all turned over folios knows that Martin
Yerga founded, in 1425, a congregation of
Bernardo-Benedictines, whose headquarters
were Salamanca, and wdiich had Alcala as an
dines,

Such a grafting of one order upon another is not at all unusual in the Latin
Church. If we confine our attention merely
to the Order of St. Benedict we find four

offshoot.

congregations attached to it, beside the
obedience of Martin Yerga; in Italy two,
Monte Cassino and Saint Justina of Padua;
two in France, Clund and St. Marco, and
nine orders, Yalombrosa, Grammont, the

several distinctions in the rule as VvtII as in

the dress.
The nuns of Little Picpus w^orea
black wdmple, the former a wdiite one, and

had also on their chest a Holy Sacrament,
about three inches in length, of plate or gilt
brass.
The nuns of the Little Picpus did
not wear this decoration.
Tlie Perpetual
Adoration, while common in Little Picpus

and the Temple

liousa, leaves the

two orders

This practice is the only
resemblance between the ladies of the Holy
Sacrament and the Bernardines of Martin
Yerga, in the same way as tliere was a similitude^ for the study and glorification of all
the mysteries attaching to the infancy, life
and death of the Saviour, between two orders
which w^ere greatly separated and at times

perfectly distinct.

hostile,

— the

Florence

oratory of Italy established at

by

PhiliiDpe de JSTeri, and the
France, established in Paris by

Celestins, the Calmalduli, the Chartreux, the

oratory of

Humiliated, the Oliveteurs, and the Silves-

Pierre de Berulle.

The

Paris oratory claim^

LES MISHRABLES,
ed precedence because Philipe de Neri was
only a saint, while Berulle was a cardinal.
But to return to tlie harsh Spanish rule of

Martin Yerga.

The Bernardo-Benedictines of this obedidience abstain from meat the whole year;
fast all Lent, and on many other days,
special

to themselves; get

from one

up

in their first

to three a.m.,

in order to
read their breviary and chant matins; sleep
sleep,

in serge sheets at all seasons,

and on straw;

never bathe or light fires; chastise themevery Friday; observe the rule of silence;
only speak during recreation, which is very
short, and wear coarse flannel chemises for
six months, from Sept. 14, which is the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, up to Easter.
These six months are a moderation, the rule
says all the year, but the flannel chemise, insupportable in the heat of summer, produced
fevers and nervous spasms.
Even with this
relief, when the nuns put on the flannel
chemise on Sept. 14, they suffer from fever
for three or four days.
Obedience, poverty,
chastity, perseverance
such are their vows,
which are greatly aggravated by the rule.
The |)rioress is elected for- three years by
mothers, called ^^ Meres Vocales,^'' because
they have a voice in the chapter.
She can
be only re-elected twice, which fixes the longest possible reign of a prioress at nine years.
They never see the officiating priest, who is
hidden from them by a green-baize curtain
nine feet high. At the sermon, when the
preacher is in the chapel, they draw their
veil over their face ; they must always speak
low, and walk with their eyes fixed on the
ground. Only one man is allowed to enter
the convent, and he is the diocesan archbishop.
There is certainly another, who is
the gardener but he is always an aged man,
and in order that he may be constantly alone
in the garden, and that the nuns may avoid
him, a bell is fastened to his knee. The nuns
must display absolute and passive submission
to the prioress, and it is canonical subjection
They must obey as if it
in all its self-denial.
were the voice of Christ iit voci Christi, at a
nod, at the first signal, adnutum, ad primum

—

—

;

sigmtm] at once, cheerfully, perseveringiy,
and with a certain bland obedience, prompte
Tiilariter,

persevera)itei\

et

ccecd

quadam

workman's
hand, quasi limam in manihu fahri, and are
not allowed to read or write any thing withobedientid; like the

file

in the
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out express permission, legere vel scrilere noii
superior is licentid.
Each of them performs in turn what they
call the ^Preparation.'''
This reparation is a
prayer for all the sins, faults, irregularities,
violations, iniquities, and crimes performed
upon earth. For twelve consecutive hours,
from four in the evening till four the next
morning, the siSter who performs the reparation remains on her knees, on the stone before the Holy Sacrament, Avith her hands
clasped, and a rope round her neck.
When
the fatigue becomes insupportable she prostrates herself with her face on the ground,
and her arms forming a cross, that is her
sole relief.
In this attitude she prays for all
the guilty in the world; it is a grand, almost
As this act is accomplished
a sublime idea.
in front of a stake on the top of which a wax
candle is burning, it is called either '' making
reparation,'' or ^Moeing at the stake."
The
nuns through humility, indeed, prefer the
latter expression, which contains an idea of
punishment and abasement. Making repara-'
tion is a function in which the whole soul is
absorbed; the sister at the stake would not
turn round were a thunder-bolt to fall behind
her.
Moreover, there is always a nun on her
knees before the Holy Sacrament this station
lasts an hour, and they relieve each other like
sentries.
That is the Perpetual Adoration.
The prioress and mothers nearly all have
names imprinted with peculiar gravity, recalling, not saints and martyrs, but ti^e incidents in the life of the Saviour, such as
Mother Kativity, Mother Conception, Mother
Presentation, and Mother Passion; still the
names of saints are not interdicted. When
3^ou see them, you never see more of them
than their mouth and they all have yellow
teeth, for a toothbrush never entered the
convent. Cleaning the teeth is the first rung
of the ladder, at the foot of wdnch is ^^ losing
They do not call anything
the soul."
"mine;" they have nothing of their own
and must not be attached to anything. They
say of every thing " ours," thus, our veil,
our beads; if they were to allude to their chemise they would say ^' our chemise." Sometimes they grow attached to some trifling
object, a book of ours, a relic, or consecrated
medal, but so soon as they perceive that they
are beginning to grow fond of it, they are obliged to give it away.
They remember the
remark of Saint Theresa, to whom a great
ediscerit sine exjoressd

—

;

—

;

—

—
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lady said, at tlie moment of entering her
" Allow me, holy mother, to send for
order,
a Bible \o which I am greatly attached/^
" Ah, yon are still attached to something in

—

!

that case do not come

among

wz."

N'o one

and consternated them like an inThey had obtained the slight consolation of being buried at a special hour and

afflicted

fraction.

in a special corner of the old A^augirard cemetery,

which was established in a

field that

mnst lock herself in nnder any pretence, or had once belonged to the community. On
have a room of her own, and they live Avith Thursday these nuns attend high mass, vesopen doors. When they pass each other, 23ers, and all the services as on Sunday and
one says, ^^ The most Holy Sacrament of the they also scrupulously observe all the little
Altar be blessed and adored,^^ and the other festivals unknown to people of the world, of
answers, '^ Forever/^ There is'the same cere- which the church was formerly so prodigal
mony when one sister raps at another sister's in France, and still remains so in Spain and
;

door; the door has scarce been tonched, ere
a gentle voice is heard saying hnrriedly from

Their stations in the chapels are inItaly.
numerable, and as for the number and length
within, ^^ Forever/' Like all practices, this of their prayers, we cannot give a better idea
one becomes mechanical through habit; and than by quoting the simple remark of one of
^^The prayers of the postulants are
a sister will sometimes say ^' Forever,^' before them,
the other has had time to utter the long sen- frightful, those of the novices worse, and
tence, ^^The most holy Sacrament of the those of the professed nuns worse still." Once
Altar be blessed and adored V' Among the a week the chapter meets, the prioress preassisting.
A^isitandines, the one Avho enters says " Ave siding and the vocal mothers
Maria,'" to which the other replies, '' Gratia Each sister comes in her turn to kneel on

—

]3lena;'''

this

is

their greeting,

which

At each hour of the

full of grace.

supplementary strokes

are

is

trul}^

the stone, and confesses aloud, in the pre-

daj^,

three

sence of

struck

on the

chapel bell, and at this signal, prioress, vocal
mothers, professed nuns, lay sisters, novices,
and postulants, break off what they are saying, doing, or thinking, and all repeat together

—

if

it

be

five o'clock, for instance,

and at every hour, may the
most Holy Sacrament of the Altar be blessed
and adored," and so on, according to the
hour. This custom, which is intended to
break off thoughts and ever lead them back
to God, exists in many communities, the form
alone varying. Thus, at the Infant Jesus,
they say, ^^At the present hour, and at every
'^

At

five o'clock,

hour,
heart

may

the love of 'Jesus

inflame

my

V

The Bernardo-Benedictines of Martin Verga sing the offices to a grave, full chant, and
always in a loud voice, during the whole of
Whenever there is an asterisk
the service.
in the missal, they pause, and say in a low
voice, "Jesus, Marie, Joseph."
In the service for the dead they employ such a deep
note, that female voices can scarce descend
to it, and there results from it a striking and
The sisters of Little Picpus
tragical effect.
had a vault under their high altar for the
burial of their community, but the government, as they call it, would not allow coffins
to be- placed in this vault, and they therefore
left the convent when they were dead ; this

all, the faults and sins which she
The vocal
has committed during the week.
mothers consult after each confession a]id inIn addition to the
flict the penances aloud.

loud confession, for which all faults at till
serious are reserved, they have for venial
The
faults what they call ''la coulpe."
penitent prostrates herself on her face during
service in front of the prioress, who is never
addressed otherwise than "our mother;" unthe latter warns the sufferer, by a slight

til

tap on the arm of her
\\j).

stall,

The nuns perform

that she can get
this

penance for

very trivial things; breaking a glass, tearing
a veil, an involuntary delay of a few seconds
in attending service, a false note in chapel,
This penance is quite volunthat is enough.
tary, and the culprit (this word is etymologically in its place here) tries and punishes

On

festivals

and Sundays there are

four singing mothers,

who chant at the large
One day a singing

herself.

lectern with four desks.

mother was striking up a psalm, which began
with the word Ecve, and said instead, quite
loud, ?^/, si, sol; and for this absence of mind
she underwent a penance that lasted the
What rendered the fault
whole service.
enormous was that the congregation laughed.

When

a

nun

is

summoned

U) the parlor,

even if she be the prioress, she pulls down
her veil in such a way as only to show her
mouth. The prioress alone can communicate
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with strangers; the others can only see their

high
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festivals, especially Saint

Martha, they

and supreme happiness, to dress themselves like nuns, and perquests to see a nun whom she had formerly form the offices and practices of St. Benedict
At first the nuns lent
known or loved, a lengthened negotiation is for the whole day.
If it be a woman, the permission them their black robes, but this was deemed
required.
The nun comes a profanity, and the prioress forbade it, so
may possibly be granted.
and is spoken to through the shutters, which the novices alone were permitted to make
It is remarkable that these repare only opened for a mother or a sister. We such loans.

If
nearest relations, and that very rarely.
'by chance a person from the outer world re-

need hardly say that permission is never
granted to men.
Such is the rule of St. Benedict, aggravated
These nuns are not gay,
by Martin Verga.
rosy, and fresh, as we find sometimes in other

—

they are pale and serious, and between 1825 and 18^0 three of them went
mad.

orders,

CHAPTER

CIX.

THE BOARDII^G SCHOOL.

allowed, as a high favor

resentations, doubtless tolerated in the con-

vent through a secret spirit of proselytism,
and in order to give their children some foretaste of the sacred dress, were a real happiness and true recreation for the boarders;
they were amused by them, for '^^it was a
candid reasons
novelty and changed them,"
of children, which do not succeed, however,
in making us worldly-minded people understand the felicity of holding a holy-water
brush in one^s hand, and standing for hours
before a lectern and singing quartettes. The

—

pupils conformed to

Aky

one desirous of joining the community of Martin Verga must be at least two
years a postulant, sometimes four, and four
years a novice.

It is rare for

the final vows

to be taken before the age of twenty-three or

twenty four

The Bernardo-Bene-

years.

all

convent, though not to

the practices of the
all the austerities.

We know a young

lady who, after returning
the world and being married for some
years, could not break herself of hastily saying, each time that there was a rap at the
door, ^^ Forever !" like the nuns.
The boarders only saw their parents in the parlor,—
their mothers themselves were not even alto

Verga admit no widows
In their cells they undergo
into their order.
many strange macerations, of which they are lowed to kiss them.
To show how far this
On the day when a severity was carried, a young lady was visited
not allowed to speak.
novice professes, she is dressed in her best one day by her mother, accompanied by a
The young
clothes, wears a wreath of white roses, has little sister three years of age.
her hair curled, and then prostrates herself; lady cried, because she would have liked to
She
a large black veil is spread over her, and the kiss her sister, but it was impossible.
dictines of Martin

service for the dead

Then

her, saying in a plaintive voice, "

implored at least permission for the child to
pass her hand through the bars, so that she
might kiss it, but it was refused, almost as a

is dead,^^

scandal.

is

performed.

nuns divide into two files, one

^'

of

the

which passes

Our sister
and the other answers triumphantly,

Living in Jesus

For

Christ.^^

At the period when

this story

is laid,

there

was a boarding school attached to the convent, the pupils being young ladies of noble
birth, and generally rich. Among them could
be noticed Miles de Ste. Aulair© and de Belisseu, and an English girl, bearing the illustrious Catholic name of Talbot. These young
ladies, educated by the nuns between four
walls, grew up with a horror of the world and
of the century; one of them said to us one
day, ^' Seeing the street pavement made me
They were
shudder from head to foot.^'
dressed in blue with a white cap, and a plated
On certain
or gilt Holy Ghost on the ch(5st.

all this,

though, the young ladies

filled

this grave house with delightful reminiscences.

At

certain hours childhood sparkled in

this cloister.

The

bell

for recreation

was

rung, the gate creaked on its hinges, and the
birds whispered to each other, " Here are the
children."
An irruption of youth, inundated this garden, which with its crosswalks
resembled a pall. Eadiant faces, white foreheads, ingenious eyes, full of gay light

dawn

— spread

—

all

through the gloom.
After the psalm singing, the bell-ringing, and

sorts of

the services, the noise of the girls, softer than
the buzzing of bees, suddenly burst out. The
hive of joy opened, and each brought her

—
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honey; tliey played;, they called each other^,
they formed groups^ and ran about; pretty
little white teeth chattered at ccrners; in the
distance veils watched the laughter^, shadows
guarded the beams^ but what matter! they
were radiant and laughed. These four mournful walls had their moment of bedazzlement;
vaguely whitened by the reflection of so much
jo}^;, they watched this gentle buzzing of the

—

It was here that the profound observation
was made about a rather dainty parrot, which
*
belonged to a lady boarder. "' How well bred
it is
it eats the top of the slice of bread and
butter, just like a lady.""
In one of these
cloisters was also picked up the following
!

confession, written beforehand, so as not to

forget

by a

it,

"My father,
swarm. It was like a shower of roses falling
on this mourning. The girls sported beneath been avaricious.
the eye of the nuns^ for the gknce of impeccability does not disturb innocence; and^,

thanks to these children^, there was a simple
hour among so many austere hours.
The
little girls jumj)ed
about, and the elder
danced, and nothing could be so ravishing
and august as all the fresh, innocent expan-

sinner of seven years of

little

age:

"My

father,

I

accuse myself of havino

I

accuse myself of having

committed adultery.

^^My
raised

father, I accuse

my

It vras

myself of

having

eyes to gentlemen.""

on one of the benches

in

the garden

that the following fable was improvised by
rosy lips six years of age, and listened to

by

blue eyes of four and five years:

sion of these childish souls.

Homer would have come here to dance
with Parrault, and there were in this black
garden youth, health, noise, cries, pleasure,
and happiness enough to unwrinkle the brows

There were three little cocks, which lived
where there were many flowers.
They picked the flowers and put them in
their pockets; after that they plucked the
of all the ancestry, both of the epic poem leaves and put them in their playthings.
and the fairy tale, of the throne and the cot- There was a wolf in those parts, and there
tage, from Hecuba down to la Mere Grand, was a great deal of wood; and the wolf was
in the wood, and all the three cocks.""
111 this house, more perhaps than elsewhere,
It was here, too, that the following sweet
tliose childish remarks were made which possess so much grace, and which make the and affecting remark was made by a foundhearer laugh thoughtfully.
It was within ling child, whom the convent brought up
these four gloomy walls that a child of four through charity. She heard the others speak^^ Mother,
ing of their mothers, and she murmured in
years of age one day exclaimed,
^"'My mother was not there
a grown-up girl has just told me that I have her corner,
only nine years and ten montlis longer to re- ^vhen I ^vas born."" There was a fat j^ortei-ess
main here. What happiness!"' Here, too, it who could continually be seen hurrying along
was that the memorable dialogue took place. the passage, with her bunch of keys, and
A YOCAL MOTHER. " Why are you crying, whose name was Sister Agatha. The grown"'

in a place

—

—

—

my child
The child
?''

(six years old), sobbing.

said to Alix that I

She says that

—

up
^'

I

"

—

—

question that I came across.""

first

And

pray what was the question

" It was,

^

age
clefs).

knew my French history. The refectory, a large, rectangular room,
know it, but I do know wdiich only received light through an arched

Alix, the grown-up girl (just nine). "No.
She does not know if
The mother. " How so, my child ?''
Alix. " She told me to open the book
hap-hazard, and ask her a question out of the
book, which she would answer."'
"Well?""
" She did not answer it.""
" What was it you asked her ?""
" I opened the book as she said, and I asked
her the

ten years of

(Agathe aux

I don't

it.'"

—

—

those above
her Agathocles

girls

called

And

vjliat liapioened

?""

next

T

""

window, looking on the garden, was gloomy
and dam|), and, as children say, full of
All the surrounding places furanimals.
nished their contingent of insects and each
of the four corners had received a private
and expensive name, in the language of the
There were Spider corner. Caterboarders.
pillar corner, Woodlouse corner, and Cricket
corner the latter was the kitchen, and highly
esteemed, for it was warmer there. The
names had passed from the refectory to the
school-room, and served to distinguish four
nations, as in the old Mazarin College. Every
boarder belonged to one or other of these
;

;

—
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which God was born: the
is written on my chest.
the archbishop, while paying a pastoral visit, Madame the Virgin weeping for the Lord,
noticed a charming little rosy-faced girl, went into the fields and met there M. St.
with glorious light hair, pass, and he asked John. ^Monsieur St. John, where do you
another boarder, a pretty brunette with pink come from ? ' I have come from the A ve
nations, according to the

fectory in

which they

corner of the

sat at meals.

re-

One day

in the skirt

in

cross of St. Marguerite

*

cheeks, who was near him,
" Who is that

Salu.^/

r

you ?' ^
hanging

She is a spider, sir/^
" Nonsense
and this other V'
;

^^

Is a cricket/'

And

have
with

feet, nailed-up hands, and a little
hat of white-thorn on his head.' Whosoever

^^

"

"You have not seen the Lord,
He is on the tree of the cross

repeats this, thrice at night and thrice in the
morning, will gain Paradise in the end." *
" A caterpillar/'
In 1827, this characteristic orison had dis" Indeed and what may you be ?''
appeared beneath a tripe coat of whitewash,
^^ I am
a woodlouse, monseigneur/'
and at the present day it is almost eifaced
Each house of this nature has its peculi- from the memory of those who were young
arities: at the beginning of this century,
girls then, and old women now.
Ecouen was one of those places in which the
A large crucifix' fastened to the wall comchildhood of children is passed in an almost pleted the decoration of this refectory; whose
august gloom. At Ecouen a distinction was only door opened on the garden. Two narmade between the virgins and flower-girls, in row tables, with wooden benches on each
taking rank in the procession of the Holy side, formed two parallel lines from one end
Sacrament. There were also the '^ canopies^'' to the other of the refectory. The walls
and the " censers,'' the former holding the were white, the tables black; for these two
cords of the canopy, the latter swinging the mourning colors are the sole variations in
censers in front of the Holy Sacrament, while convents.
The meals were poor, and the
four virgins walked in front. On the morn- food of even the children scanty; a single
ing of the great day, it was not rare to have plate of meat and vegetables or salt-fish was
this

one

V

!

people say in the
Madame
virgin ?"

dormitory,

— '^Who

Campan mentions

is

a

a re-

mark made by a little girl of seven to a
grown-up girl of sixteen, who walked at the
head of the procession, while she, the little
one, remained behind; ^^You are a virgin,
you, but I am not one."

CHAPTER

ex.

a3iuseme:n'tSo

the refectory door was painted in
large black letters the following prayer,
which was called the " White Paternoster,"
and which had the virtue of leading persons
straight to Paradise.
" Little white Paternoster,

which God
which God placed m
At night, when I went to bed, I
Paradise.
found three angels at my bed, one at the
foot, two at the head, and the good Virgin
said,

—

—

Mary in the middle, who told me to go to
bed and fear nothing. The Lord God is my
father, the good Virgin is my mother, the
three apostles are
gins are

my

my

sisters.

brothers, the three vir-

My

body

of luxury.

This ordinary,

re-

served for the boarders alone, was, however,
an exception.
The children ate and held
their tongues under the guardianship of the

mother

of the week, who, from time to time,
dared to move or buzz contrary to
regulation, noisily opened
and closed a
wooden book. This silence was seasoned
with the Lives of the Saints, read aloud from
if

a

fly

* This Paternoster is so curious that I have
thought it better to quote the original. L. W.
" Petite Paternotre blanche, que, Dieu dit, que

—

Above

made, which God

the height

is

wrapped up

fit, que Dieu mit en Paradis.
At soir, m'alcoucher, Je trouvis (sic) trois anges a mon lit
coucher, un aux pieds, deux au chevet, la bonne
Vierge Marie au nnilieu qui me dit que je m.'y
couchis, qui rieu ne doutis.
Se bon Dieu est mon
pere, la bonne Vierge est ma mere, les trois apotres
sont mes f re res, les trois vierges sent mes soeurs.
La Chemise ou Dieu fut ne', mon corps en est enveloppe; le Croix Sainte Marguerite a ma poitrine

Dieu

lant

Madame la Vierge s'en va sur les champs.
Dieu pleurant, recontrit M. St. Jean, Monsieur St.
Jean, d'ou venezvous? Je vlens de Am Salus,
Vous n'avez vu le bon Dieu, si est ? II est dans
Parbre de la Croix, les pieds pendans, les mains
clouans un petit chapeau d'epine blanche sur la
tete„
Qui la dira trois fois au soir, trois fois au
matin gagnera le Paradis h. la fin."
Hugo. Vol.
15
est ecrite.
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a little desk standing at the foot of the cru-

the reader being a grown-up pupil, appointed for the week. At regular distances
on the bare table were earthenware bowls, in
which the puj)ils themselves w^ashed their
cups and forks and spoons, and sometimes
cifix^

threw in a piece of hard meat, or sjDoiled
fish, but this was severely punished.
Knj
child who broke the silence made a cross with
her tongue. Where? On the ground: she
licked the stones.
joys,

was ordered

Dust, that finale of

all

to chastise these poor little

leaves that were guilty of prattling.
There was in the convent a book of which
only one copy was printed and which no one
was allowed to read. It is the rule of St.
Benedict, a mystery which no profane eye
must penetrate. Nemo regulas seu constituHones nostras exterms communicaMt
The
boarders succeeded one day m getting hold
of this book and began perusing it eagerly,
though frequently interrupted by a fear of
being surprised, which made .them close the
book hurriedly. They only derived a slight
pleasure from the danger they incurred for
the most interesting portion was a few unintelligible pages about the sins of lads.
They played in a garden walk, bordered
by a few stunted fruit trees. In spite of the
extreme w^atch and the severity of the punishment, when the wind shook the trees, they
rose

,

out of the ranks and said, '' Mon seigneur,
a holiday.'^
Mademoiselle Bouchard was
fresh and tall, and had the jDrettiest pinkand-white face in the world.
M. de Qutden
smiled, and said,

holiday

day's

I

The

throe days.''

'^

What, my dear
if you like,

three,

child, a
I

grant

prioress could do nothing,

had said it. It was a scandal for the convent, but a joy for the boarding school.
Just imagine the effect.
as the archbishop

This harsh convent, however, was not so
well walled in but that the passions of the
outer world, the dramas, and even the ro-

mance

of

life,

entered

To prove

it.

will briefly describe a real
fact,

though

it

is

in

this,

we

and incontestable

no way connected with

the story which we are narrating.
We mentioned the fact in order to comj^lete the phy-

siognomy of the convent in the reader's mind.
About this period, then there was in the convent a mysterious personage, who was not a
nun, but was treated with great resjoect, and
called Madame Albertine.
Kothing was

known about her except

that she w^as dead,

and that in the w^orld she was supjDOsed to
be dead. It was said that behind the stor}'
were certain monetary arrangements, necessary for a grand marriage.
This woman, who
was scarce thirty years of age and a rather
pretty brunette, looked vacantly around with
her large black eyes.
Did she see ? it was
at times succeeded in picking up furtively a doubted.
She glided along rather than
green apple, or a spoiled apricot, or a wasp- w'alked: she never spoke, and people were
inhabited pear. I will here let a letter speak not quite sure whether she breathed. Her
which I have before me, a letter written by nostrils were j^inched up and livid, as if she
an ex-boarder five-and-twenty years ago, who had drawn her last sigh: touching her hand
is now the Dnchesse de
and one of the was like touching snow, and she had a strange
most elegant women m Paris. I quote ex- spectral pace.
Wherever she entered she
''
actly.
We hide our pear or our apple, as produced a chill: and one day a sister seeing
we can. When we go up to lay our veil on her pass, said to another, ^' She is su^^posed
the bed before supper we thrust it under a to be dead." ^^ Perhaps she is so," the other
pillow, and eat it at night in bed, and when replied.
A hundred stories w^ere current
.''
that is not possible we eat in the
This about Madame Albertine, and she was the
was one of their liveliest pleasures. On one eternal object of curiosity with^ihe boarders.
occasion, at a period when the archbishop There was in this chapel a gallery called
was paying a visit at the convent, one of the ^'Loeil de Boeuf," and it was in this place
young ladies. Mademoiselle Bouchard, who that Madame Albertine attended service.
was related to the Montmorencys, laid a She was usually alone there, because, as the
wager that she would ask him for a holiday, gallery was high, the preacher could be seen
an enormity in such an austere community. from it, which was prohibited to the nuns.
The wager was taken, but not one of those One day the pulpit was occupied by a young
who took it believed in it. When the mo- priest of high rank, le Due de Rohan, peer
;

,

ment arrived

for the archbishop to pass be-

fore the boarders. Mile.

Bouchard

to the in-

describable horror of her companions, stepped

Red Musqueteers, in
when he was Prince de Leon, and who

of France, officer in the

1815,

died after 1830, a cardinal, and archbishop

LES MISERABl^ES.
of Besangon.

It

was the

M. de Rohan preached

time that this

first

at the Little Picpus.

Madame Albertine usually sat in perfect
calmness through the service, but on this
day-, as soon as she perceived M. de Eohan^
she half rose^ and cried aloud, ^^Why,

it is

The whole community looked

Auguste'/'

round in stupefaction, the preacher raised
his eyes, but Madame Albertine had fallen
back into her apathy; a breath from the outer
world, a flash of light, had momentarily
passed over this set face, then faded away,
and the maniac became once again a corpse.
This remark, however, made everybody in

who could speak, talk incesWhat revelations were contained in
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were at work, and punishments were conThis lasted several months; the boarders were more or less enamored of the unstant.

known

musician, and each fancied herself
The sound of the flute came from
the direction of the Rue Droit-mur. They
Zetulbe.

would have given anything, compromised
anything, attempted anything, in order to
see, if only for a moment, the young man
who played the flute so exquisitely, and at the
same time played on all their minds. Some
of them slipped out through a back door, and
•

ascended to the third story looking out of
the street, in order to try and see him through

the convent

the grating, but

santly.

so far as to pass her

*^Why,

this

that

it

Madame

is

Auguste.'^

It

was evident

highest society, since

of his, since she

knew

his Christian

name.

very strict duchesses, Mesdames de
Choiseul and de Serent, frequently visited
the community, doubtless by virtue of their

Magnates MiiUeres^ and

frightened the boarders.
ladies passed, all the

poor

terribly

When
girls

the two old
trembled and

fall.
M. de Rohan was, beunwittingly the object of attention

their eyes

sides,

her white

handkerchief.

Two

moved in the others were even bolder; they managed to
she knew M. de Rohan, climb on to the roof, and at last succeeded

Two

let

was impossible; one went
arms between the bars

Albertine had

spoke about so great a nobleman in such a
familiar way, and was at least a near relation

privilege as

and wave

it

He had just been apthe boarders.
pointed, while waiting for a bishopric, grand
among

and it was
one of his habits to serve mass in the chapel
of the Little Picpus convent. Not one of the
young recluses could see him, on account of
the baize curtain, but he had a soft and rather
shrill voice, which they had managed to recHe had been a
ognize and distinguish.
Mousquetaire, and, besides, he was said to be
somewhat of a dandy, with fine chestnut hair
curled round his head, and that he wore a
wide scarf of magnificent moire, and his black
cassock was cut in the most elegant style.
He greatly occupied all their youthful imagiNo external sound penetrated the
nations.
convent, and yet one year the sound of a flute
reached it. It was an event, and the boardIt was a
ers of that day still remember it.
flute which some one was playing in the
neighborhood. It was the same tune, one
now very aged, '^ Ma Zetulbe, viens regner
sur mon ame," and it was heard two or three
times a day." The girls spent hours in listening, the vocal mothers were upset, brains
vicar of the archbishop of Paris,

young man.''" It was an old
emigre gentleman, blind and ruined, who
played the flute in his garret in order to kill
in seeing the

'^^

time.

CHAPTER CXL
THE LITTLE COKVEKT.

There were within the walls of Little Picpus three perfectly distinct buildings, the
great convent inhabited by the nuns, the
school-house in which the boarders were
lodged, and, lastly, what was called the little
convent.
The latter was a house with a garden, in which all sorts of old nuns of various
orders, the remains of convents broken up in
the Revolution, dwelt in common; a reunion
of all the black, white, and grey gowns of all
the communities, and all the varieties possible; what might be called, were such a conjunction of words permissible, a conventual
pot'ponrn. Under the empire all these dispersed and homeless women were allowed to
shelter themselves under the wings of the
Bernardo-Benedictines; the government paid
them a small pension, and the ladies of Little
Picpus eagerly received them.
It was a
strange pell-mell, in which each followed her
rule.
At times the boarders were allowed, as
a great recreation, to pay them a visit, and it
is from this that these young minds have retained a recollection of Holy Mother Bazile,
Holy Mother Scholastica, and Mother Jacob.
One of these refugees was almost at home
here; she was a nun of Saint Aure, the only

—
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one of her order who survived. The old convent of the ladies of Saint Aure occupied at
the beginning of the 18th century the same
house which at a later date belonged to the
This holy
Benedictines of Martin Yerga.
woman^ who was too poor to wear the magnificent dress of her orders, which was a white
robe with a scarlet scapularly, had piously
dressed up in it a small doll^ which she was
fond of showing, and left it at her death to
In 1820 only one nun of this orthe house.
der remained; at the present day only a doll is

In addition to these worthy mothers^ a
left.
few old ladies of the v/orld, like Madame Albertine, had gained permission from the

Calvary were called, as is commonly believed.
Demas and Gestas, or Dismas and Gesmas.
The latter orthography would thwart the
claims made in the last century by the Vis-

comte de Gestas, to be descended from the
wicked thief. However, the useful virtue
attached to these verses is an article of faith
of the Hospitaler nuns.
The
church, so built as to separate the great convent from the boarding school, was common
in the order

and the great and little conwere even admitted by a
sort of quarantine entrance from the street:
but everything was so arranged that not one

to the school,

The

vents.

p.ublic

of the inhabitants of the convent could see a

from the outer world. Imagine a
church whose choir was seized by a gigantic
hand, and crushed so as no longer to form,
as in ordinary chapels, a prolongation behind
the altar, but a sort of obscure cavern on the
side of the officiating priest; imagine this
hall closed by the green baize curtain to
which we have referred; pile up in the shadow
of this cui'tain upon wooden seats, the nuns
on the left, the boarders on the right, and
the lay sisters and novices at the end, and
you will have some idea of the Little Picpus
nuns attending divine service. This cavern,
which is called the choir, communicated
with the convent by a covered way, and the
church obtained its light from the garden.
When the nuns were present at those services
of the prince she entered, and went away at which their rule commanded silence, the
again at the end of six or eight months, al- public were only warned of their presence by
leging as a reason that the garden had no the sound of the seats being noisily raised
shade The nuns were delighted at it. Al- and dropped.
though very old, she still played the harp,
and remarkably well too. When she went
CHAPTEE CXIL
away she left her mark on her cell. Madame
de Genlis was superstitious and a Latin
A FEW PROFILES FROM THE SHADOW.
scholar, and these two terms give a very fanDuRiiSTG the six years between 1819 and
A few years ago there might
idea of her.
1825 the prioress of Little Picpus was Mastill be seen, fixed in the inside of a small
cupboard of her cell, in which she kept her demoiselle de Blemeur, called in religion
money and jewelry, the following five Latin Mother Innocent. She belonged to the famverses, written in her own hand with red ink ily of that Marguerite de Blemeur who was

prioress

to

into

retire

Among them

the

little

convent.

single face

Madame

de Beaufort
d^Hautponl and the Marquise Dufresne; another was only known in the convent by the
formidable noise she made in using lier handkerchief, and hence the boarders called her
Madame Vacarniini. About the year 1820
Madame de Genlis, who edited at that 23eriod
a small periodical called L' Intreijide, asked
leave to board at the Little Picpus, and the
Due d'Orleans recommended her. There was
a commotion' in the hive, and the vocal
mothers were all of a tremor, for Madame de
Genlis had written romances; but she declared that she was the first to detest them,
and moreover she had reached her phase of
By the help of Heaven and
savage devotion.

were

on yellow paper, and which, in her opinion
had the virtue of frightening away robbers:
''

These

''

Lives of the Saints of the

Latin,

whether the two thieves of

ancestress Marguerite, the Dacier of the or-

conservet summa potestas.
versus dicas, ne tu furto tiia perdas."
et res nostras

verses, in sixteenth-centur}^

raise the question

authoress of the

Order of St. Benedict.'' She was a lady of
about sixty years, short, stout, and with a
says the letter
liked a cracked pot,
voice
from which we have already quoted but she
was an excellent creature, the only merry
soul in the convent, and on that account
She followed in the footsteps of her
adored.

Imparibus meritis pendent tria corpora ramis:
Dismas et Gesmas, media est divina potestas:
Alta petit Dismas, infelix, infirma, Gesmas,

Nos
Hos

—

'^^

'

;
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der she was lettered, learned,

competent,

versed in the curiosities of history, stuffed
with Latin, G-reek, and Hebrew, and more a
monk than a nun. The sub-prioress was an
old Spanish nun, almost blind. Mother CinThe most estimated among the ^^ voeres.

Mother Ste. Honorine, the treaMother Ste. Gertrude, first mistress of
the novices; Mother Ste. Ange, second misMother Annunciation, Sacristan;
tress;
Mother Ste. Augustine, head of the infirmarV;,
the only unkind person in the convent then
Mother Ste. Mechtilde (Mile Gauvain). who
was young, and had an admirable voice;
Mother des Auges (Mile Drouet), who had
been in the convent of the Filles Dieu, and
that of the treasury near Gisors; Mother Ste.
Joseph (Mile de Oogolludo) Mother Ste.
Adelaide (Mile D'Auverney) Mother Misericals''

were.

surer;

;
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whole convent language
was withdrawn from human creatures and
At one moment
given to inanimate objects.
it was the church bell that spoke, at another
result, that in the

the gardener's; and a very sonorous gong,
placed by the side of the sister porter, and

which could be heard

all

through the house,

indicated by various raps, which were a sort
of acoustic telegraphy, all the actions of na-

tural life .which

summoned

had

a nun,

if

to be accomplished,

and

required, to the parlor.

Each person and each thing had

its

raps:

the prioress had one and one; the sub-prioress

one and two;

six-five

announced school

hour, so that the pupils talked of going to

four-four was Madame Genlis' signal,
was heard very often, uncharitable
persons said she waa the "diable a quatre."
Nineteen strokes announced a great event,
corde (Mile de Cifuentes, who could not en- it was the opening of the cloister door, a terdure the privations); Mother Compassion rible iron plate all bristling with bolts, which
(Mile de La Miltiere, received at the age of only turned on its hinges before the archWith the exception of that dignibishop.
sixty, contrary to the rule, but very rich)
Mother Providence (Mile de Laudiniere); tary and the gardener, no other man entered
Mother Presentation (Mile de Siguenza), the convent, but the boarders saw two
who was prioress in 1847; aud lastly. Mother others, one was the chaplain. Abbe Banes,
Ste. Celigne (sister of Cerachhi the sculptor),
an old ugly man, whom they were allowed to
who went mad; and Mother Ste. Chantal contemplate through a grating; while? the
(Mile de Suzon), who also went mad. Among other was M. Ansiaux, the drawing-master,
the prettiest was a charming girl of three- whom the letter, which we have already
and-twenty, who belonged to the Bourbon- quoted, calls "M. Anciot," and describes as
nais, and was descended from the Chevalier an odious old hunchback.
So we see that all
Eoze, Avho was called in the world Mile Roze, the men were pi6ked.
and in religion Mother Assumption.
Such was this curious house.
Mother Ste. Mechtilde, who had charge of
the singing arrangments, was glad to make
six-five;

and,

it

;

—

;

—

use of the boarders for this purpose; she generally selected a complete musical scale, that
is

from ten to
she drew up in

CHAPTER CXIIL
POST CORDA LAPIDES.

to say, seven assorted voices,

sixteen y^ears in(;lusive,

a line
tallest.

of living

The

whom

ranging, from the shortest to the
In this way she produced a species

Panoan

pipes,

whom

composed of angels.

the boarders liked
most, were Sister Ste. Euphrasie, Sister Ste.
Marguerite, Sister Ste. Marthe, who was
childish, and Sister Ste. Michel, at whose
long nose they laughed. All these nuns
were kind to the children, and only stern to
themselves; there were no fires lit except in
the school-house, and the food was luxurious
when compared with that of the convent.
The only thing was that when a child passed
a nun and spoke to her, the latter did not
answer. This rule of silence produced the
lay sisters,

After sketching

the moral figure,

it

may

not be time lost to indicate in a few words
the material configuration,of which the reader
already possesses some idea.
The convent of the Little Picpus occupied
a large trapeze, formed by the four streets to
which we have so frequently alluded, and
The conwhich surrounded it like a moat.
vent was composed of several buildings and a
The main building, regarded in its
garden.
entirety, was a juxtaposition of hybrid constructions, which, looked at from a balloon,
would very exactly form a gallows laid on the
The long arm of the gallows
the ground.
occupied the whole of the Rue Droit-mur,
comprised between the Little Rue Picpus, of
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and the Rue Polonceau, wliile the shorter arm
was a tall^ grey^ stern, grated facade looking
on the Little Rue Picpns, of which the Porte
Cochere, Xo. 62, was the extremity. Toward
the centre of this fagade dust and ashes
whitened an old, low-arched gate, where the
spiders made their webs, and which was only
opened for an hour or two on Sundays, and on
the rare occasions

when the

coffin of a

nun

the convent; this w^as the publig entrance
The elbow of the gallows was
a square room, used as an office, and which
the nuns called the ^^ buttery/^
In the long
arm were the cells of the mothers, sisters, and
novices; in the short one the kitchens, the
left

to the church.

which a cloister ran, and the
church.
Between No. 62 at the corner of
Aumarais lane was the -school, which could
not be seen from the exterior.
The rest of
the trapeze formed the garden, w^hich was
much lower than the level of the Rue Polonceau, and this caused the walls to be much
loftier inside than out.
The garden, which
was slightly arched, had at its centre on the top
a mound a fine-pointed and conical fir-tree,
from which ran, as from the boss of a shield,
refectory, along

four large w^alks, with eight smaller ones
arranged two and two, so that, had the
enclosure been circular, the geometrical plan
of the walks would have resembled a cross
laid upon a wheel.
The walks, which all ran
to the extremely irregular walls of the garden,
w^ere of unequal length, and were bordered by
gooseberry bushes. At the end a poplar walk
ran from the ruins of the old convent, which
was at the angle of the Rue Droit-mur, to the
little convent, which was at the corner of
Aumarais lane. In front of the little convent
w^as

add

what

w^as called

the small garden.

If

we

des Englantines, for God opened the flowers
man cut building-stones.

before

CHAPTER

A CENTURY UKDER A WIMPLE.

As we

are giving details of what was formthe Little Picpus convent, and have
ventured to let in light upon this discrete
erly

asylum, the reader will perhaps permit us
another slight digression, which has nothing
to do with the story, but

useful in so far as

can have

Aumarais lane was before called Maugout
Rue Droit-mur was called the Rue

lane; the

it

is

characteristic

There

original people.

its

and

convent

j^roves that a

w\as

in

convent a centenarian, who came
from the abbey of Fontevrault, and before the
Revolution she had even been in the w^orld.
She talked a good deal about M. de Miromesnil, keeper of the seals under Louis XVL,
and the wife of a President Duplat, who had
been a great friend of hers. It was her
pleasure and vanity to drag in these two
names on every possible occasion. She told
marvels about the abbey of Fontevraiilt,
which was like a town, and there were streets
in the convent.
She spoke w^ith a Picard
the

little

accent which amused the boarders; every vear
she renewed her vows, and at the moment of

taking the oath would say to the priest:
"Monseigneur St. Francis took it to Monseigneur St. Julien, Monseigneur St. Julien
took it to Monseigneur St.
Eusebius,

Monseigneur
seigneur

take

it

St.

St.

Eusebius took

Procopius, etc.,

to you, father.''

etc.,

And

it

to

Mon-

and thus

I

the boarders

would laugh, not in their sleeves, but under
their veils; a charming little suppressed
laugh, which made the vocal mothers frown.

At other times the centenarian

to this ensemble a courtyard, all sorts of

varying angles formed by the inside buildings,
prison-walls, and the long black line of roofs
that ran along the other side of the Rue
Polonceau, as the sole prospect, w^e can form
an exact idea of what the house of the
Bernardines of Little Picpus was five-andforty years ago.
This sacred house was built
on the site of a famous racket court in the
16th century, which was called the "Tripot
des onze mille diables."' All these streets,
indeed, where the oldest in Paris; the names
Droit-mur and liumarais are very old, but
the streets that bear them are far older.

CXIV.

dotes.

She

told anec-

said that in her youth the Ber-

nardines took precedence of the Musqueteers;
was a century that spoke, but it was the
eighteenth century. She described the Cham-

it

penois and Burgundian custom of the four
wines before the Revolution. When a great
personage, a marshal of France, a prince, a
duke and peer, passed through a town of

Champagne or Burgundy, the authorities
addressed and presented him with four silver
cups filled with four different sorts of wine.
On the first cup was the inscription apewine,'' on the second '"lion-wine," on the
third "sheep-wine," and on the fourth " hog'"^

wine.

These

four mottoes expressed the
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four stages of intoxication— the first that enlivens^ the second that irritates, the third

sorts of pictures,

ine
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—the portrait of a Benedict-

nun with uncovered

face, painted bo-

It was in
She had a mysterious object, to which she the garden of this convent that the chestnut
was greatly attached, locked up in a cup- tree grew, which was considered the handboard, and the rule of Fontevrault did not somest and largest in France, .and which had
She would not show it to any- the reputation among the worthy eighteenthprohibit this.
"
body; she locked herself in, which her rule century folk of being the father of all the
kingdom."
As we said,
in
the
trees
chestnut
also permitted, and hid herself each time that
occupied
temple
was
by
the
of
convent
this
heard
she
If
it.
see
a desire was expressed to

quets,

that dulls, and the fourth that brutalizes.

footsteps in the passage she closed the cup-

board as hastily as she could with her aged
hands. So soon as it was alluded to, she,
who was so fond of talking, held her tongue;
the most curious persons were foiled by her
silence, and the most tenacious by her ob-

This was a subject of comment for
the idlers and gossips in the convent.
What could tliis precious and hidden thing
be which was the centenarian's treasure ? of
stinacy.
all

course some pious book or unique rosary, or
On the poor woman's death
well-tried relic.
they ran to the cupboard, more quickly per-

and even a Turk's head.

Benedictines of the Perpetual AdoratioD,
from those Benedictines

greatly differed

who
who

descended from Citeaux. This order of the
Perpetual Adoration is not the oldest, and
does not date back beyond two hundred
In 1640 the Holy Sacrament was
years.
twice profaned at an interval of a few days,
in two parish churches, St. Sulpice and St.
Jean en Greve, a frightful and rare sacrilege
which stirred up the whole city. The prior

grand-vicar of St. Germain-des-Pres ordered
a solem procession

of

all

his

clergy,

in

which the Papal Nuncio officiated, but this
They expiation was not sufficient for two worthy

haps than was befitting, and opened it.
found the object under three folds of linen
it was a Faenza plate representing Cupids
flying away, and pursued by apothecaries'
apprentices armed with enormous squirts.
The pursuit is full of comical grimaces and
postures; one of the charming little Cupids

ladies,

Madame

Courtin, Marquise de Boucs,

and the Countess de Chateauvieux. This outrage done to the " most august Sacrament of
the Altar," though transient, would not leave
their pious minds, and it seemed to them
that it could alone be repaired by a " perpetual adoration" in some nunnery. In 1662
is already impaled; he writhes, flutters his
wings, and strives to fly away, but the assassin and 1663 both gave considerable sums of
laughs a satanic laugh. Moral love con- money to mother Catherine de Bar, called of
quered by a cholic. This plate, which is very the Holy Sacrament and a Benedictine nun,
curious, and perhaps had the honor of fur- for the purpose of founding for this pious
nishing Moliere with an idea, still existed in object a convent of the order of St. Benedict.
September, -1854; it was for sale at a curi- The first permission for this foundation was
osity shop on the Boulevard Beaumarchais. given to Mother Catherine de Bar by M. de
This good old woman would not receive any Metz, abbe of St. Germain, " on condition
visitors, ''because," she said, ''the parlor is that no person should be received unless she
brought a pension of thee hundred livres, or
too melancholy."

—

this the

CHAPTER CXV.
THE END OF LITTLE

PICPUS.

Such

This parlor which we have described,

sum

of six thousand livres."
After
king granted letters-patent, which
were countersigned in 1654 by the chamber
of accounts and the parliament.

a capital

is

a

are the origin

and

legal consecration

of the establishment of the Benedictines of

thoroughly local fact, which is not repro- the Perpetual Adoration of the Holy Sacraduced with the same severity in other con- ment at Pans. Their first convent was built
In the convent of the Rue du Tem- for them in the Rue Cassette, with the funds
vents.
ple, which, it is true^ belonged to another of Mesdames de Boucs and Chateauvieux.
order, brown curtains were substituted for This order, as we see, must not be conthe black shutters, and the parlor itself was a founded with the Benedictines of Citeaux.
boarded room with white muslin curtains at It was a dependency of the abbe of St. Gerthe windows, while the walls admitted all main-des-Pres, in the same manner as the
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ladies of the Sacred

Jesuits,

and the

Heart are subjects of the

Sisters of Charity of the

It was also entirely
general of the Lazarists.
different from the order of the Bernardines

—

themselves the melancholy story ot Jean
Valjeau. We have penetrated into this community so full of these old practices which
seem so novel at the present day. We have
spoken of this singular spot in detail, but
with respect, as far as the two things are compatible.
Though we may not comprehend
it all, we have insulted nothing:.

whose interior we have just
In 1657 Pope Alexander VII. authorized, by special brief, the Bernardines of
Little Picpus to practice the Perpetual
Adoration like the Benedictines of the Holy
Sacrament, but the two orders did not reCHAPTEE CXV.
main the less disthict.
Toward the beginning of the Eestoration
THE CONYE^^T AS AJq" ABSTRACT IDEA.
Little Picpus began to j)ine away; it shared
This book is a drama in which the first
in the general death of the order which, after
the eighteenth century, began to decay, like personage is the Infinite. Man is the second.
This being the case, as a convent is found
Contemplation, like
religious orders.
all
prayer, is a want of humanity; but, like all on our road, we have felt it our duty to enter
Why? Because the convent is an instithat the Kevolution has touched, it will be it.
transformed, and will become favorable to tution of the East as well as of. the West, of
human progress, instead of being hostile to antiquity and modern days, of paganism,
The house of Little Picpus became rap- Buddhism, and Mohammedanism as well as
it.
idly depopulated; in 1810 the little convent of Christianity, is one of optical instruments
and the school had disappeared there were no directed b man on the Infinite.
This is not the place to develop, without
old women or young girls left; the former
nevertheless,
were dead, the latter had fled away. The qualification, certain ideas;
rule of the Perpetual Adoration is so strict while strictly maintaining our reservations,
that it horrifies; novices hold back, and the restrictions, and even indignation, we are
In 1845 a few sisters bound to say that as often as we find the
order is not recruited.
were still found here and there, but no pro- Infinite, ill or well understood, in man we
Forty years ago there were feel the deedest respect. In the S3magogue,
fessed nuns.
nearly one hundred nuns; fifteen years ago the mosque, the pagoda, the wigwam, there
there were only twenty-eight; how many are is a hideous side which we execrate, and a
What a subthere now ? In 1847 the prioress was young, sublime side which we adore.
a sign that the choice was becoming re- ject of contemplation for the soul, but an
In proportion as the number unfathomable reverie, the reverberation of
stricted.
diminishes the fatigue is augmented; the God on the human wall!
From the point of view of history, reason,
service of each becomes more painful; and
of Little Picpus,

shown.

~

;

moment may

be seen approaching at
be only a dozen sore and
bent shoulders to bear the heavy rule of St.
the

which there

will

The burden

Benedict.

is

implacable, and

and

truth,

monachism is condemned.
when numerous in a

Monasteries,

are tourniquets on the

circulation,

rassing establishments, centers of

nation,

embaridleness

remains the same for the few as for the where there ought to be centers of labor.
many; it used to press, but now it crushes. Monastic communities are to the great social
At the time when community what the gall-nut is to the oak,
Hence they die out.
Their prosperity
book
still
resided in Paris, or the .wart to the body.
of
this
author
the
two died, one twenty-five, the other twenty- and their development are the impoverishThe latter can say, like ment of the country. The monastic rule,
three, years of age.
Julia Alpinula, Hic jaceo. Vixi cninos viguiti excellent at the start of civilization, useful in
It is owing to this decadence that subjugating the corporeal by the spiritual, is
et tres.
the convent has given up the education of injurious to the manhood of nations. Moreover, when it relaxes and enters on its period
girls.
We were unable to pass by this extraor- of disorder, as it continues to be the example,
dinary, unknown and obscure house without it is evil for all the reasons which make it

—

it, and taking with us those who are
reading— we trust with some advantage to

entering

salutary in

The

its

period of purity.

claustral

svstem has had

its

time.

;

!

LES MISERABLES,
The cloister^ useful in the early education of
modern civilization^ has been hurtful to its
growth and injurious to its development.
As an institution and a method of training
men, the monastery, good in the tenth century, doubtful in the fifteenth,

is

detestable

The leprosy of monastioism has eaten almost to a skeleton two great
nations,
Italy and Spain, one the light, the
other the s|)lendor of Europe for centuries;
and at the present time these two illustrious
nations are only beginning to recover, thanks
to the sound, vigorous" hygiene of 1789.
The convent, especially the old convent for
women, such as it still existed, on the threshin the nineteenth.

—

old of this century, in Italy, Austria, and

Spain,

is

one of the most gloomy products of

the middle ages.
rors intersect.
erly so called,

It is the point

The
is

where

ter-

Catholic convent, prop-

filled

with the black radi-

ations of death.

.

The Spanish convent, especially, is funereal.
There, in the obscurity, under vaults full of
misty gloom, under domes which the shadows render vague, rise massive Babel-like
altars, high as cathedrals; there are suspended by chains in the darkness immense
white crucifixes; there huge Christs of ivory
are displayed, naked, against a background
of ebony, more than bloody, bleeding, hideous,
and magnificent. The elbows display the
bones, the knecL display the integuments, the
wounds display the flesh, crowned with thorns
of silver, pierced with nails of gold, with
blood-drops of rubies on the brow, and tears
The diamonds and
of diamonds in the eyes.
rubies seem dripping, and draw tears, down
below in the shadows, from veiled figures
which have their loins tortured by the shirt
of hair, or by the scourge with its points of
iron, and their breasts crushed by woven
wicker-work, and their knees flayed by
prayer;

women

spouses, ghosts

who believe themselves
who believe themselves sera-

phims.
Do these women think ? ^o Do
Do they love ? No
they have a will ? No
Do they live ? No Their nerves have become bone, their bones stone; their veil is
woven night, and beneath it their breathing
comes like some— we know not what tragic
respiration of death.
The Abbess, a spectre,
consecrates and terrifies them. The Immaculate is there, in stern fierceness. Such
are the old monasteries of Spain, haunts of
terrible devotion, dens of virgins, savage lairs.
!

!

!

—
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more Eoman than
and the Spanish convent was
preeminently the Catholic convent. There
was an air of tlfb Orient in it; the archCatholic

Rome

Spain was

herself,

the Kislar-agar of heaven, kept
watch and ward over this senfglio of souls
reserved for God.
The nun was the odalisque, the priest the eunuch.
The fervent
became in dreams the chosen ones who possessed Christ; at night, the beautiful naked
youth came down from the cross and became
the ecstasy of the cell. Lofty walls guarded
from all living distractions the mystic sultana who had the crucified one for sultan; a
glance outside was an infidelity.
The pace
took the place of the sack, and what was
hurled into the sea in the East was flung into
the earth in the West. In both, women
were writhing their arms; the wave for these,
the grave for the others; here the drowned,
Hideous parallel!
there the buried.
To-day defenders of the past, as they cannot deny these things, have assumed to smile
at them. There is a strange and convenient
fashion in vogue for suppressing the revelations of history, for weakening the deducbishop,

m

tions

of philosophy,

and getting

rid of all

troublesome facts and disagreeable questions.
''
Mere declamation," say the clever ones.
" Declamation," repeat the silly.
Rousseau,
Diderot, both declaimers Voltaire, speaking
of Calas, Labarre, and Sirven, a mere declaimer; some one or other has lately discovered that Tacitus was a declaimer, Nero a
victim, and that decidedly one ought to pity
"poor Holof ernes."
Facts, however, are hard to refute, and are
inflexible.
The writer of this has seen with
his own eyes, within eight leagues of Brussels, where all the world can find a piece of
the middle ages, at the Abbey of Villers, the
hole of the dungeons in the middle of what
was the yard of the convent, a;id, on the banks
of the Thil, four stone cells, half under
ground, half under water. These were the
Each of these dungeon cells has
in pace.
the remains of an iron gate, a privy, and a
grated aperture, outside, two feet above the
Four
river; inside, six feet below the soil.
feet depth of water runs above the exterior
The soil is always damp, and
of the wall.
on this damp soil the inhabitants of the in
pace had their beds. In one of the cells is
the fragment of a collar fastened to the wall
in another is a kind of square box made of
;

—

—
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four slabs of granite, too short to lie in, too to believe in the saving of society by the
low to stand in. A living being was placed mnltiplication of parasites, to impose the
It past on the present, seems indeed strange.
within it, with a stone covering over all.
But the theorists who support such theories,
is there, you can see it, fou can touch it.
These i7i pace, these cells, these iron hinges, men of talent in other respects, have a simthese collars,*this light-hole on a level with ple method of procedure; they give to the
the river, this stone box closed with a granite past a coating which they call social order,
covering like a tomb, with this diiference, divine right, morality, family, respect to anthat here the dead was a living creature, this cestry, ancient authority, holy tradition,
soil of mud, this hole of sewage, these drip- legitimacy, religion, and they rush about crying, " Here, good people, here is the thing
ping walls, what " declaimers '' they are!
Monachism, as it existed in Spain, and as for you.^"* This logical process was known to
the ancients and the aruspices practised it.
it exists in Thibet, is the phthisis of civilizaIt stops life short; it simply depopu- They chalked a black heifer and said.
She
tion.
is white.
Bos cretatus.
lates. Olaustration is castration. It has been
As for us, we respect here and there, and
the curse of Europe. Add to all this violated
consciences, forced vocations, feudalism rely- spare everywhere the past, provided it coning on the cloister, primogeniture turning sents to be dead. If it resolves to be alive,
over to monastic life the overplus of the we attack it and make haste to kill it.
Superstitions, bigotry, idiocy, prejudice,
family, the cruelties just mentioned, the in
pace, the closed lips, the walled-up brains, so these spectres are, spectres though they be
many hapless intellects imprisoned in eternal tenacious of life; they have teeth and claws
vows, the assumption of the habit, the inter- in their smoke; we must grasp them and asment of souls alive. Add individual suffer- sail them at close quarters, and wage a war
ings to national degradation, and, whoever without truce; for it is outi of the fatalities
you may be, you will tremble before the frock of hnmanity to be condemned to an eternal
and the veil, these two shrouds of human in- war with phantoms, and a phantom is difficult to take by the throat and hurl to earth.
vention.
A convent in France, in the noon of this
Still, in certain places, in spite of philosophy and progress, the monastic spirit sur- century, is a college of owls in daylight. A
vives in the full nineteenth century, and a convent, in the overt act of asceticism in the
strange ascetic revival astonishes, at this mo- society of '89, of 1830 and 1848, is an anament, the civilized world. The persistence chronism. In ordinary times, to dissii3ate an
of antiquated institutions in perpetuating anachronism and make it vanish, one needs

themselves resembles the determination of
rancid perfume to cling to our hair, the claim
of spoiled fish to be eaten, the struggle of a
child^s garment to clothe a man, and the
tenderness of corpses returning to embrace
the living.
Ingrates! cries the garment. I protected
you in bad weather; why are you tired of me ?
I come from the open sea, says the fish; I
have been the rose, says the perfume; I have
loved yon, says the corpse; I have civilized
you, says the convent.
To this there is only one reply. Once upon

—

a time.

To dream

of the indefinite prolongation of

dead things, and the government of man by
mummies, to revive decayed dogmas, regild
the shrines, repaint the cloisters, re varnish
the reliquaries, repair the superstitions, renew the holy-water brushes and militarism,
reconstitute

monachism

and

militarism.

only to spell the year in the calendar. But
we are not in ordinary times. Let us fight.

Let us fight then, but distinguish. Truth
never goes to excess, why need she exaggerSomething has to be destroyed, and
ate ?
something has simply to be looked at and
What force is in kindly and
cleared up.
grave examination ? Let us not take fire

where

light suffices.

Given, then, this nineteenth century, we
are against ascetic monasticism, on general
principles, in every nation, in Asia

and Eu-

Turkey. The word
convent means a swamp ; their putrescence is
evident, their stagnation unhealthy, their
fermentation breeds fever and wasting sickness, their multiplipation is a plague of
Egypt. We cannot think without a shudder
of those countries where fakers, bonzes, santons, caloyers, marabouts, talapoins and dervishes sprout till they are swarms of vermin.

rope, in India

and

in

!
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But the

religious question remains.

This

question has certain sides which are mysterious

and almost appalling.

Let us look at

it

steadily.

Men
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the result of the formulas. Equality, Fraternity.
Ah, Liberty is great; how splendid is

the transfiguration

Liberty can transform
the monastery into the Eepublic
Let us continue. These men or women
behind those four Walls dress coarsely, are
I

!

write

and

common,

live in

in virtue

of the right of association.

They shut themselves up,
right which

every one

in virtue of the
has of closing his

door.

and

each other brothers or sisters.
they do anything else? Yes.
What? They gaze into the shadows beyond
this world, they kneel and join their hands.
equal,

call

Do

It is well.

They do not go out, in virtue of the right
movement which implies the right of What means that ?
staying at home.
They are praying. To whom ? To God.
What do they do at home ?
What means praying to God ?
They speak low, lower their eyes, labor, reIs there an iiifinite without us ?
Is this
nounce the world, the city, joys of the infinite one, imminent and permanent, neof free

senses,

pleasures,

They are
Not one

vanities,

pride,

interest.

clad in coarse wool or coarse linen.

of them possesses as property anything whatever; on entering, the rich become poor, for what he has, he gives to all.
He that is called noble or greatly born, is the
equal of him that was a peasant.
The cell is
the same for all; all undergo the same torture, wear the same robe, eat the same black
bread, sleep on the same straw, and die on

the same ashes.

The same

sackcloth

is

on

every back, the same cord round every waist.
If the rule is to go barefoot, all go barefoot.

because it is infinite,
were devoid of matter, it
side be limited; necessarily
intelligent because it is infinite; and because
if it were devoid of intelligence it would be
finite on that side ?
Does this infinite awake
in us the idea of being, while we can only
cessarily substantial

and because if
would on that

it

attribute to ourselves the idea of existence

In other terms,
the relative

is it

?

At the same time that there
about us,

is

These two

?

not the absolute and we
is

an

infinite

there not an infinite within us
infinities

(terrible

plural),

?

are

There may be a prince there; he is the same they super-imposed one on the other ? Is not
shadow as the others. No more titles; even the second infinity, so to speak, subjacent to
family names have disappeared; they only the first ? Is not the mirror, the reflection,
bear first names, and all bend beneath the the echo thereof, an abyss concentric to anequality of baptismal names.
They have other abyss ? Is this second infinite also inabolished the carnal family and constituted telligent ? Does it think ? Does it love ?
in their community the spiritual family; Does it will? If these two infinites are in-,
they have no kindred except all men; they telligent, each of them has a principle that
succor the poor, nurse the sick, elect those wills, and there is an I to the infinite on high
they obey, and call each other ^* Brother.^^
as there is an I to the infinite below.
The I
You stop me with the exclamation: Why below is the soul; the I above is God.
thus is the ideal convent
To bring, by means of thought, the infiThat it is the possible convent fe sufficient nite above in contact with the infinite below,
to induce me to examine it.
is prayer.
Hence it is that in the preceding book I
We take nothing from the human soul,
have spoken of a convent in a respectful for all suppression is evil; it must be reformed
Setting aside the middle ages and and transformed.
tone.
Certain of our faculties
Asia, reserving the historical and political are directed toward the Infinite; such are
question, from a fairly philosophic point of thought, reverie and prayer.
The Infinite is
view, apart from the necessities of aggressive an ocean, our conscience is our compass.
politics, I shall always, on condition that the Thought, reverie, prayer, are great mystemonastery be voluntary and contain only rious radiations; let us respect them. Whiwilling members, regard monastic communi- ther go these majestic radiations of the soul ?
ties with a certain attentive gravity, and in To
the shadow, that is to say, to the
certain points with respect.

a

commune

is

Where

there

is

a commune, and in the
the Right.
The monastery is

community there

is

light.

The

greatness of democracy

is

to

deny no-

thing and renounce nothing of humanity.
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Beside the Rights of

Man

are the Eights of

negation of the infinite leads straight to
Xihilism, ]3roperly so-called; everything is a
"concept of the mind." With nihilism no

the Soul.

To crush

fanaticism and venerate the infithe law. Let us not confine ourselves
to prostration before the tree of creation^ and

I

is jDOSsible, for the nihilist logician
doubts the existence of his opponent, and is
to contemplation of its immense branchings not sure of his own.
It is possible, from his
filled with stars; we have a dut}^^ to work
standpoint, that he is for himself only a
for the human soul, to defend mystery against " concept of his mind." He does not perceive,
miracle, to adore the incomprehensible and however, that he admits everything he denies
reject the absurd, to admit as inexplicable when he utters the word '^mind."
In brief,
only what is necessary, to heal faith, to re- no path for thought is ojjened by a philosomove superstition from religion, to brush the phy which makes everything end in No. To
canker-worm from God.
No there is only one answer Yes. Mhilism
As regards modes of prayer, all are good, carries no distance. There is not nothingTurn over your ness, zero does not exist, everything is someprovided they are sincere.
thing, nothing is nothing.
book and be in the infinite.
Man lives by
There is a philosophy, we know, that de- affirmation more than by bread.
nies the infinite, and also a philosophy,
To see and show is not enough, philosophy
classed in pathology, that denies the sun, must be an energy, and have for aim and reSocrates must
and is called Blindness.
sult the amelioration of man.
To make the absence of a sense the source enter into Adam and produce Marcus Aureof truth is the cool audacity of a blind man. lies; that is, produce from the man of happiIt is curious to note the haughty air of ness the man of wisdom, and change Eden
Knowledge ought to be a
superiority and pity which this philosophy into the Lyceum.
that gropes its way assumes toward the phil- tonic.
Enjoyment a sad, mean, ]3altry amosophy that sees; it is like the mole crying, bition is felt by the brute; thought is the
^^ I
triumph of the soul. To offer thought to the
am sorry for them and their sun!'^

nite

discussion

is

;

I

:

I

—

i

i

—

—

There are, we know, illustrious atheists
with great intellectual powers. At bottom,
these men, brought back to truth by these
very powers, are not quite sure of being atheists; it is with them merely a question of depositions, and in all cases if they do no'" believe in God, they, as they are great men,
prove the existence of God.
We salute them as philosophers, but reject
their philosophy.

with what facility
northern school
of metaphysics, somewhat impregnated with
fog, thinks it has made a revolution in the
human understanding by replacing the word
^^ Force'' by the word '' Will.''
To say, '' the plant wills, " instead of ^'the
It is curious, too, to see

men

juggle with words.

A

plant grows," would be fertile enough if it is
added, "the universe wills," because the inference could be drawn, the plant wills, there-

has an I; the universe wills, therefore
a God.
To us who reject nothing a iwiori, the will
in a plant, accepted by this school, seems
more difficult to admit than a will in the unifore

it

there

is

verse which

To deny
is

it

denies.

will to the infinite, that

is,

to

only possible by denying the infinite.

God,

men,

thirst of

to gvs%

them

all

the idea of

God, to make science and conscience frater-

make men

nize, to

just

by

this mysterious

the function of real philosophy. Morality is truth in bloom; to contemplate leads to action, the absolute ought to
be practical, the ideal must be what the soul
juxtaposition

is

drink and breathe. The ideal has
"'
This is my flesh, this is my
blood," and wisdom is a holy communion.
In this condition it ceases to be a sterile love
of science to become the one sovereign mode

can

eat,

the right to say,

of

human

restoration,

and becomes a

religion

in place of a philosophy.

Philosophy must not be a tower built over
mystery to look down on it with ease, and
only convenient for curiosity.
In adjournmg to another occasion the development of one thought, we confine ourselves here to saying that we cannot understand man as the starting-point, nor progress
as the goal, without these two motive powers,
faith

and

love.

the goal; the ideal the type.
God. Ideal, Absolute,
Perfection, Infinite, synonymous terms.
History and philosophy have eternal duties

Progress

What

The which

is

is

this ideal ?

are

also

simple duties.

To combat
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Caiaphas as Higli Priest^ Draco as Judge.
Trimalcion as a law-giver. Tiberius as em-

mystery ?
they do? ''
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What good
Alas

!

in

are they?

What do

the presence of

the

and presents no obscurity which surrounds and awaits us,
difficulty; but the right to live apart from ignorant of what the dispersion of all things
the world must be proved and carefully dealt shall make of us, we reply: ^^^No work, per^
haps, is more sublime than what these souls
CaBuobitic life is a human problem.
with.
In speaking of convents, those abodes of do." And we add: ^^ Perhaps no labor is
error and innocence, of lost paths and good more useful."
There is need of those who pray always
intentions, of ignorance and piety, of torture
and martyrdom, we must nearly always say for those who pray never.
All the question is the quantity t)f thought
yes and no.
A convent is a contradiction, the aim is put into the prayer.
Leibnitz praying is great, Voltaire worshipsalvation, the means sacrifice, supreme egoing is beautiful. Deo erexit Voltaire* We
tism resulting in supreme self-denial.
The motto ol monachism seems to be are for religion against religions. We believe
in the pity of orisons and the sublimity of
'^Abdicate in order to reign."
peror^

and

clear

is

In the cloister

draw

direct

men

suffer in order to enjoy,

exchange on death, and discount the light of heaven in the night of
earth in the cloister hell is accepted as an
advance on paradise. Taking the evil or
frock is a suicide paged by eternity. On
such a subject mockery is out of place everything here is serious, whether it be good or
evil.
The just man contracts his brow, but
never smiles a malicious smile. We understand wrath, not malignity.
A few words more.
We blame the church when it is saturated
with intrigue; we censure the spiritual when
it is austere to the temporal, but we honor
always the thinking man.
We reverence
;

;

the

man who
man.

sity for

Woe

unoccupied, there
visible labor.

A

kneels.

To be

nothing.

to

faith

is

a neces-

him who

believes

absorbed
is

an

not

is

to

be

invisible as well as a

To contemplate

to labor, to

is

Crossed arms toil and folded
hands perform, a glance at heaven is a work
done. Thales remained four years motionless, and created philosophy.
Monks are not
idlers, nor hermits sluggards.
To think of

think

is

to act.

the shadow-world

is

a serious thing.

of what we have
we believe that a perpetual reminder of
the tomb is good for the living.
Poet and
'^
philosopher here agree.
We must die " is
the response of La Trappe to Horace.
To mix with life a certain presence of the

Without retracting a word

said,

sepulchre
ascetic,
is

prayer.

At

of

bills

is

who

the law of the sage and of the
in this respect converge.
There

a material increase which

moral grandeur we cling

we

desire

and a

Certain irreTo whp-t
flective and precipitate souls ask
use these figures motionless by the side of
to.

*

:

'

this period, a period

which, happily,

no impress on the century, when sa
many men have the forehead low, and the

will leave

soul not high,

among

so

many living creatures

whose moral code is enjoyment, and who are
busied with brief, deformed, material things,
the self-exile

is

venerable.

The convent is abnegation;
it

may

be,

is

still

sacrifice.

sacrifice,

There

is

wrong
gran-

deur in taking a stern error for duty.
By itself, ideally, examining truth under
every possible aspect, the convent, the nunnery especially, for in our society it is the woman who suffers most, and in this self -exile
she makes her protest, the nunnery possesses
a certain majesty.
This cloistered existence, so austere and
dark, some lineaments of which we have indicated, is not life, for it is not liberty; it is
not the tomb, for it is completion. It is the
strange spot where, as it were, from some
mountain crest is seen, on one side of the
abyss in which we are, on the other, the abyss
in which we shall be; a narrow, misty frontier
between two worlds, illumined and obscured
by both at once, where the enfeebled ray of
life mingles with the vague ray of death, the
penumbra of the tomb.
We, who do not believe what these women
believe, but who, like them, live by faith,
have never been able to contemplate without
a holy and tender terror, and a kind of pity
full of envy, these devoted creatures, trembling and confident, their humble and august
souls which dare live on the very edge of
mystery, expectant between the world which
is closed and the heaven which is not open,
turned to the brightness they see not with
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only the happiness of thinking they know
it is, aspiring to the gulf and the unknown with eyes fixed on motionless obscuri-

where

ty,

kneeling broken-hearted, stupefied, shud-

dering, half lifted on high at certain hours

by the profound respirations

OHAtTER
HOW

of eternity.

C0:N^VEi^T.

It was into this house that Jean Valjean
fallen from heaven, as Fauchelevent said.
He had climbed the garden- wall which formed the angle of the Rue Polonceau ; the

had

hymn

?

wall w^ith a child in their arms.

M

—

CXVI.

TO GET IKTO A

People do not scale a perpendicular
Who was
this child ?
Where did they both come
from ? Since Fauchelevent had been in the
convent he had received no news from
,
and did not know what had occurred there.
Father Madeleine had that look which discourages questioning, and moreover Fauchelevent said to himself,
"^^A saint is not to be
cross-questioned.""
It was only from a few
words w^hich escaped Jean Valjean, that the
gardener fancied he could come to the conclusion that M. Madeleine had probably
been made bankrujDt by the hard times, and
was pursued by his creditors or else he was
child

;

which he heard in the middle of the night was the nuns chanting mathe hall which he had caught a glimpse
tins
the
of in the darkness, was the chapel
phantom he had seen stretched out on the
ground was the phantom making reparation;
and the bell w^hich had so strangely surprised him was the gardener's bell fastened to
So soon as Cosette
Fauchelevent's knee.
was in bed, Jean Valjean and Fauchelevent
supped on a glass of wine and a lump of
cheese before a good blazing log; then, as
the only bed in the cottage w^as occupied
by Cosette, each threw himself on a truss of
Before closing his eyes Jean Valjean
straw.
''\
must stop here henceforth,''^ and
said,
this remark trotted about Fauchelevent's

compromised in a political affair and w^as in
hiding, which idea did not displease Fauchelevent, because, like most of the peasants in
the north of France, he was a staunch Bonapartist.
M. Madeleine had chosen the convent as his asylum, and it was simple that he
But the inexshould wish to remain there.
plicable thing, to which Fauchelevent constantly recurred and "which addled his brains,
was that M. Madeleine wks here, and here
Fauchelevent saw them,
with this child.
touched them, spoke to them, and did not

In fact, neither of them
Jean Valjean, feeling himself disslept
covered and Javert on his track, understood
that he aiid Cosette were lost if they entered

now.'"

of angels

;

;

head

all

night.

;

Since the new blast of wind had
Paris.
blown him into this convent Jean Valjean
had but one thought, that of remaining in it.
Now, for a wretch in his position, this convent was at once the most dangerous and the
the most dangerous, because
safest place,
as no man was allowed to enter it, if he was
discovered it would be a crime, and Jean
Valjean would only take one step from the

—

—

convent to the prison, the safest, because if
he succeeded in remaining in it, who would
come to seek him there ? Inhabiting an impossible spot was salvation.
On his side, Fauchelevent racked his
He began by declaring to himself
brains.
How was M.
that he understood nothing.
Madeleine, in spite of all the surrounding
and convent walls cannot be
walls, here ?
How was he here with a
passed at a stride.

—

believe

among
this,

The gardener

it.

w^as

stumbliiig

conjectures and saw nothing clear but

— ^^M.

Madeleine saved my life."" Tiiis
was sufficient, and decided

certainty

sole

he said to himself, ^' It is my turn
He edded in his conscience, '^ M.
Madeleine did not deliberate long when he
had to get under the cart to save me,"" and
he decided upon saving M. Madeleine.
He,
however, asked himself several questions, to
which he gave divers answers. ^ 'After what
he did for me, should I save him, if he were
If he were an assasa robber ? all the same.
sin, would I save him ? all the same.
Since
he is a saint, shall I save him ? all the same.""
What a problem it was, though, to enable
him to remain in the convent
Still, Fauchelevent did not recoil before this almost
chimerical attempt this poor Picard peasant,
who had no other ladder but his devotion,
his good will, and a small stock oi old rustic
craft, this time turned to a generous purpose, undertook to scale the impossibilities of
the convent, and the rough escarpments of
the rule of St. Benedict.
Fauchelevent was
an old man, w^ho had been during life selfish,
and who, at the end of his days, limping, infirm, and taking no interest in the world.

him

;

!

;

—

;'
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it pleasant to be grateful, and seeing
action to be done, flung himself
virtuous
a
upon it like a man who, on the point of

found

death, lays his hand on a glass of good wine
which he had never tasted, and eagerly drinks
We may add, that the air which he
it off.
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" you must begin by not setting foot outside
you nor the little one.

this cottage, neither

One
''

step in the garden

That

is

^'Monsieur Madeleine," Fauchelevent con^^
you have arrived at a very lucky
moment, I ought to say, a very unhappy one,
for one of of our ladies is dangerously ill. In
consequence of this folk will not look much
It seems that she is dying, and
this way.
The
the forty hours' prayers are being said.

tinued,

had been breathing for some years in this
convent, had destroyed his personality, and
had eventually rendered some good deed a neH^, therefore, formed the
cessity for him.
himself for M. Madedevoting
of
resolution
We have jmst called him a ^'poor whole community
leine.
pies them.

Fatker Fauchelevent becomes useful. He
was a peasant, but he hsad been a notary,
which added chicanery to Ms cunning and penHaving, through
etration to his simplicity..
Taiious reasons, failed im his business, he descended from a notary t© be a carter and daybut isi spite of the oaths and lashes
ial^orer
nacessary for Iiorses, as it seems, S9mething
of the notary had clung to him. He had
e®me naturalwit; he 'did not say ^^ I are'' or
has \" he could 'Converse, which was a

them and me

"'•^•il

lare thing in:a village,

and the other peasants

going

off is

is

aroused, and that occu-

The person who is on the point of
In fact, though, we are
a saint.

Picard peasant f the qualification is correct
but iiMsomplete. At the present stage of our
story a little physiological examination of

;

and we are done."

true."

here ; the only difference between
is that they say ' our cell,' and
'my cottage.' There will be a service for
the dying, and then the service for the dead.
For to-day we shall be all quiet here ; but I
all saints

do not answer for to-morrow.
'' Still," Jean Valjean observed, *'tbis cottage is retired, it is hidden by sort of ruin,
there are trees, and it cannot be seen from
the convent."
^' And I may add that the nuns never approach it.
'^
Well ?" Jean Valjean asked.

him, ^^He talks exactly like a
The interrogation that marked this ' well
^ntleman ip-ahat.'' Fauchelevent in fact signified, ^' I fancy that we can remain conbelonged to tiaat speoies which the imperti- oealed here," and it was to this interrogation
ment and light vocabulary of the last century that Fauchelevent replied.
<cpalified as ^'s> bit of a rustic and a hit of a
"There are the little ones."
" What little ones ? Jean Valjean asked.
townsman, pepper ani salt.'' Fauchetevent,
t'ibough sorely tried, :aiid much worn by fate,
As Fauchelevent opened his mouth to ana «ort of poor old thireadbare soul, w^ still swer, a stroke rang out from the bell.
"The nun is dead," he said, '' that is the
a loaan to act '€^n the first impulse, and sponquality
which
pmvents knell."
tam^ously ; a |H'ecious
His defects
And he made Jean Valjean a sign to listen.
a aai^n from evar being wicked.
andTices, for fee had .such, were on th^ sur- A second stroke rang out.
" It is the passing bell. Monsieur Madeface, and altogether 3iis physiognomy was
one i©f those which please the observer. His leine. The bell will go on so minute after
old face had no^e of ihose ugly wrinkles on minute for twenty-four hours, till the body
the txip of the fofiChead which signify wicked- leaves the church. You see they play about
At daybreak, after think- at recreations they need only lose a ball, and,
ness or stupiditying enormously. Father Fauchelevent opened in spite of the prohibition, they will come
his eyes and saw M. Madeleine sitting on his and look for it here and ransack everything.
truss of straw, and looking at the sleeping Those cherubs are little devils."
^' Who?"
sat up too,
and
Cosette; Fauchelevent
Jean Valjean asked.
" The little ones; I can tell you that
said,
you
" Now that you are here, how will you would soon be discovered.
They would cry
manage to get in ?" This remark summed out, ' Why it's a man !' But there is no danup the situation, and aroused Jean Valjean ger to-day, for there will be no recreation.
from his reverie. The two men held coun- The day will be spent in prayer. You hear
the bell, as I told you, one stroke a minute.
" In the first place," said Fauchelevent,
it is the knell."
ni^ed to say of

—

— ——
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" I uiiderstand^ Father Fauclielevent, they
""

are boarders.

And Jean
" It

is

Valjean thought to himself;

a chance for educating Cosette."

of dying.

Fauchel event exclaimed^
" By Job, I shouk] think they are boarders
they would snii! around you, and then
run awa}^ To be a man here is to have the
plague, as you can see; a bell is fastened to
my paw as if I were a wild beast/^
Jean Valjean reflected more and more
''
deeply.
This convent would save u?/^ he
muttered, and tlien added aloud,
!

^^

Yes,

tlie difficulty is to

remain,^^

Fauchelevent,

^'No,'^ said

^'it

is

to

go

out.'^

The good

ladies are not very

fond

of such visits, for a doctor believes in nothing;

he

raises the veil,

thing

and sometimes

What

else.

raises

some-

a hurry they liave been in

warn the doctor this time What is up, I
wonder ? Your little girl is still asleep what

to

!

;

is

her

"

name

?"

Cosette."'

"

Is she yoor daughter ? I
her grandfather ?"

mean

are you

"Yes."
" To get her (Mi

will be easy.
I have my
whi^h opens into the 3^ard ; I
knock the porter opens. I have raj dorser
on my back, with the little girl in it, and go
out.
You will tell her to be rery quiet, and
I will leave her
she will be under the hood.
for the necessary time with an ©M friend of
mine^ a fruiteress in the Eue du €hemin Vert,
who is deaf^ and where there is a little bed.
I will &hout in her ear that it is mj niece, and
bid her keep her for m© till to-m5€)rrow ; then
the little one will come in witfe yoii, for I
mean to bring you in again. Biit how will

special door,

Jean Valjean

felt

the blood rush back to

his heart.
''

should send and inform the physician of the
dead, so that he may come and see there is a
dead womxan here. All this is the ceremony

Go

out

r

^'Yes, M. Madeleine, in order to

you mUB^' go out.''
And, after waiting

till

come

in,

a knell had died out

in air, Frauchelevent continued,

''You must not be found here like that.
Where do you come from ? for me, you fall
from Heaven, because I know you, but the
nuns require that people should come in by
the front door,"
All at once a complicated
another bell could be heard.

yO'U

ringing

of

manage

to get out J'

Jean Yaljean shook

The great

hks head.

that no ohb' se^s me.
Find meams to- get me
Fauchelevent.
Father
''Ah?''
mothers are being summoned to a chapter^ out in th.& same way as Cosette."
Fauebelevent scratch^^ the tifj of iiis ear
a chapter is always held when any one dies.
She died at daybreak, and they generally die with the middle finger ol his lef thand^ which
But can't you go out by the was a sign of prions emMrrassm«iat. A third
at daybreak.
Come, I don't want to peal caused a diversion.
in ?
came
way you
" That is the doctor going awaj,'' saiid Faubut where did you come
question,—
a
you
ask
" He has had a look aisd said,
ehelevent.
in !''
"
all right."
When the doctor
dead,
is
She
idea
mere
Jean Valjean turned pale the
said

Fauchelevent,

*'

"the

point

is

vocal

;

of going

back

to that formidable street

made has countersigned the passport

Come

out of a forest full of
him tremble.
tigers, and once out of it just imagine a

Jean
friend advising you to go in again.
still
police
the
himself
Valjean figured to
searching in the quarter, the agents watch-

for Paradise,
the uiidertakers send a coffin. If iit is a mother,,
the mothers put her in it,; if a sister, the sisters

;

and after that I nail

part of
vestry

stretched out toward his collar, and Javert
perhaps in a corner lurking for his prey.
" Suppose, Far" Impossible !" he said.

street,

vedettes

everywhere,

frightful

it

up.

That

gardening,, for a gardener

of a gravedigger.

fists

ing,

my

The cafiEiu is

is

is

a bit

placed in the

room which communicates with the
and which no m<an is allowed to enter

but the doctor, for I don't count the underIt is in this room
takers and myself as men.
ther Fauchelevent, that I really fell from that I nail up the coffin ; the undertakers
fetch it, and then Gee-up, driver that's
above.
" Why, I believe so/' Fauchelevent contin- the way people go to heaven. A box is
Well, there brought, in which, there is nothing, and it is
ued, " you need not tell me so.
carried off with something in it ; and that's
is another peal; it is to tell the porter to go
what a burial is. De Profimdis."
they
that
and warn the municipal authorities

—

—

—

—
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horizontal

sunbeam illumined the

of the sleeping Cosette^,

who

face

openejl her lips
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elevent entered, this double form of preoccupation was imprinted on the face of the prio-

It is an old cemetary, which has no uniup.
form, and is going under half -pay; it is a pity,
for it is convenient. I have a friend there, Father Mestienne the gravedigger. The nuns of
this house possess the privilege of being carried to that cemetery at nightfall"; they have
a decree of the prefecture expressly for them.
Bat what events since yesterday
Mother
Crucifixion is dead, and Father Madeleine ''
" Is buried,''^ Jean Valjean said, with a sad

who was that charming and learned
Mile de Blemeur, or mother innocent, who
was usually so cheerful. The gardener gave
a timid bow, and remained in the doorway of
the cell ; the prioress, who was telling her
beads, raised her eyes and said,
" Oh, it is you. Father Fauvant ? ''
This abbreviation had been adopted in the
convent. Fauchelevent began his bows again.
^^ Father Fauvant I summoned you.''
'' Here I am reverend mother."
^^ I wish to speak with you."
*^ And I, on my side" said
Fauchelevent,
with a boldness that made him tremble inwards, ^^ having something to say to the most
reverend mother."
The prioress looked at him.
^' Ah
you have a communication to make

;smile.

tome?"

and looked like an angel imbibing light.
Jean Yaljean was gazing at her again, and no
longer listened to Fauchelevent.

JSTot to be
should hold
his tongue, so the worthy old gardener quickly
continued his chatter,
^'
The grave is dug in the Vaugirard ceme
tery; people say that it is going to be shut

heard

is

no

re'ison

why

—

a

man

.

!

ress,

'

!

Fauchelevent marked the word.
'' Well if you were here
altogether it would

he a

'^

A request."

"Well speak."
Fauchelevent, the ex-notary, belonged to

real burial.

A

fourth peal rang ouk
Fauchelevent
quickly took down his knee cap and put it on.

that class of peasants

This time it is for me. The mother prioress wants me.
There, I have pricked myself with the tongue of my buckle.
M. Mad-'
eleine don^t stir, but wait for me.
There is
something up if you are hungry, there is

people do not suspect

^^

A

who

possess coolness.

certain skilful ignorance

is

a strength

;

and you have them.
During the two years Fauchelevent had lived
in the convent, he made a success in the community, and while alone and attending to his
gardening, he had nothing else to do than be
bread, wine, and cheese.^'
curious.
Remote as he was from all these
And he left the cottage saying, ^^ Coming, veiled women he saw nothing before him. but
<ioming.^^
an agitation of shadows, hut, by constant
Jean Valjean watched him hurrying across attention and penetration, he had succeeded
the garden as rapidly as his legs would allow, in putting flesh on these phantoms, and
while taking a side glance at his melon these dead lived for him. He was like a deaf
frames.
Less than ten minutes after. Father man whose sight is improved, and a blind
Fauchelevent, whose bell routed all the nuns man whose hearing is sharpened. He had
as he passed, tapped gently at a door, and a turned his mind to discover the meaning of
soft voice answered, " Forever, forever, ^^ that the various peals, and had succeeded, so that
is to say, " Come in.''
It was the door of the this enigmatical and mysterious convent had
parlor reserved expressly for the gardener, nothing hidden from him; and this sphynx
and adjoining the chapter room. The prior- whispered all its secrets in his ear. Faucheless, seated on the only chair in the room, event, while knowing every thing, concealed
was waiting for Fauchelevent.
every thing, and that was his art; the whole
convent believed him to be stupid, and that
it

,

;

CHAPTER

CXVII.

PAUCHELEVEI^T FACES THE DIFFICULTY.

To have an

agitated and serious air is peon critical occasions, to certain characters and professions, and notably to priests
and monks. At the moment when Fauchculiar,

a great merit in religion.
The vocal
set value on Fauchelevent, for he was
a curious dumb man and inspired confidence.
Moreover, he was regular, and only went out
when absolutely compelled by the claims of
his orchard or kitchen garden, and this discretion was placed to his credit. But, for all
that, he had made two men talk,
in the
Hugo. Vol. II.— 16
is

mothers

—

—

"
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knew all the chair. The two speakers appeared preocand at the ceme- cupied.
We will do the best to record their
tery the gravedigger, and he knew the conversation accurately.
" Father Fauvent?^^
regularities of the burial; so that he possessed
" Eeverend mother ? ''
the light
a double light about these nuns,
But he made
of life and the light of death.
^^Do you know the chapel ? "
^^1 have a little cage in it where I hear
no abuse of his knowledge, and the congregation were attached to him. Old, lame, seeing mass and the offices.''^
'' And have
nothing, and probably rather deaf; what
you gone into the choir for
It would be difficult to fill up your work ?
qualifications
"Two or three times.^'
his place. The good man, with the assurance
''
A stone will have to be lifted.^^
of a servant who knows his value, began a
which
prioress,
was
"What
stone ?^^
rustic address to the
He talked a
"The one at the side of the altar. ^^
rather diffuse and very artful.
^^
The stone that closes the vault ? "
good deal about his age, his infirmities, years
convent, the porter, and he thus

peculiarities of the parlor;

—

!

"Yes.^^
henceforward, reckoning double for him, the
" That is a job where two men w^ould be
growing demands of his work, nights to pass,
as, for instance, the last, in which he was useful.^^
"'
Mother Ascension, who is as strong as a
obliged to draw matting over the melon
frames owing to the moon; and he ended with man,, will help you.^^
"A woman is never a man.^^
this, that he had a brother (the prioresss gave
'^
We have only a woman to help you, and
a brother who was not young (a
a start)
second start, but not so alarmed) —that if leave everybody does the best. Although Dom.
were granted, this brother would come and Mabillon gives four hundred and seventeen
live with him and help him; that he was an epistles of St. Bernard, and Merlonus Horexcellent gardener, and would be of more use stius only gives three hundred and sixty-seven,
to the community than himself was; and that, I do not despise Merlonus Horstius.^^
" Nor i:'
on the other hand, if his brother^s services
''
The merit is to work according to your
were not accepted, as he, the elder, felt worn
A convent is not a workout and unequal to his work, he would be your strength.

—

compelled, to his great regret, to give up his
situation; and that his brother had a little
girl. whom he would bring with him, and who

would be brought up in the house, and
might, who knew ? become a nun some day.
When he had finished speaking, the prioress

yard."

"And
is

" There

"I

'^^And

"

prioress, without adding a syllable,
and walked into the adjoing room where

the chapter was assembled.

Fauchelevent

left alone.

CHAPTEE
MOTHER

About

is

a ring in the stone."

will

yon.

Yes, reverend mother/^ Father Fauchel-

The

was

My brother

the vault."
"And the four chanting mothers will help

event replied.
rose

not a man.

put the crowbar through it."
" And the stone works on hinges."
"All right, reverend mother, I will open

^^

^^

is

locks."

said,

^'Whattodo?^^
" To act as a lever.'^

woman

" And, then, you will have a crowbar."
" It is the only sort of key that fits such

broke off her occupation of letting the beads
of her rosary slip through her fingers, and

Could you procure a strong iron bar
^'
between this and to-night ?

a

a strong fellow.^'

lisTNOCENT.

shut

vault
it

is

open?"

again.

"Is that all?"
" No."
" Give me your orders, most
mother.

reverend

^'Fauvent, we place confidence in you."
" I am here to do every thing."
"And to hold your tongue about every

CXVIII.

a quarter of an hour passed ere the
prioress came in again and sat down on her

when the

You must

thing."
^^

Yes, reverend mother."
"When the vault is opened

—

LES MISERABLE8.
^^

shut

I will

^^But, first—

it

again/^

^^

"What, reverend

"You must

mother?^'

let

down something

into

a:'

There was a silence, and the prioress, after
a pout of the lower lip, which looked like
hesitation, continued,

" Father Fauvent V
" Eeverend mother T'
" You are aware that a mother died this
morning/^

"Xo/^
" Did you not hear the bell T'
" Nothing can be heard at the end of the
garden/^
" Eeally now ?"
" I can hardly distinguish my own ring/^
" She died at daybreak/'
" And besides, this morning the wind did
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be the most Holy Sacrement of the altar
blessed and adored," said the prioress.
" Amen," said Fauchelevent.
The hour struck opportunely, for it cut
It is probable that,
sl:wort the ' more often.'
without it, the prioress and Fauchelevent
would never have got out of this tangle.
Fauchelevent wiped his forehead, and the
prioress gave another internal murmur, and
then raised her voice.
" In her lifetime Mother Crucifixion performed conversions, after her death she will
perform miracles."
''
She will do them," Fauchelevent said,
determined not to give ground again.
" Father Fauvent, the community was

Mother Crucifiction. Of course it
not granted to every one to die, like Cardinal de Berulle, while reading the holy mass,
aiid exhale his soul to God while uttering the
words Hanc igitur oUationem, But though
not blow in my direction/'
" It is Mother Crucifixion, a blessed she did not attain such happiness. Mother
Crucifixion had a very blessed death. She resaint/'
The prioress was silent, moved her lips for tained her senses up to the last moment; she
a moment, as if in mental prayer, and went, spoke to us, and then conversed with the angels.
She gave us her last commands; if you
on,
" Three years ago, through merely seeing had more faith, and if you had been in her
Mother Crucifixion pray, a Jansenist, Madame cell, she would have cured your leg by touching it. She smiled, and we all felt that she
de Bethune, became orthodox/'
" Oh, yes, I hear the passing bell now, rev- was living again in God, there was Paradise
in such a death."
erend mother/'
" The mothers have carried her into the
Fauchelevent fancied that it was the end of
blessed in

is

—

" Amen," he said.
" Father Fauvent, what the dead wish must

a prayer;

dead-room adjoining the church/'
" I know."
"

No

other ma,n than you can, or ought, to

enter that room, so keep careful watch.

thing to see another
ter the charnal house."

would be a

" More

fine

man

It

en-

often."

"Eh?"
" More often."
" What do you mean ?"
" I say more often."
" More often than what?"
" Eeverend mother, I did not say more often
than what, but more often."
'^I do not understand you; why do you

more often."
" To say the same

say

as yourself, reverend

mother."
"

not say more often."
" You did not say it, but I said it to say
the same as you."
At this moment nine o'clock struck.
" At nine in the morning and every hour

But

I did

be carried out.

The prioress told a few beads. Fauchelevent
held his tongue; then the lady continued,
"I have consulted on this point several
ecclesiastics, who labor in our Lord, who
turn their attention to the exercise of clerical
life, and reap an admirable harvest."
" Eeverend mother, the knell is heard better
here than in the garden."
" Moreover, she is more than a dead woman,
she is a saint/'
" Like yourself, reverend mother."
" She slept in her coffin for more than
twenty years, by express permission of our
Holy Father Pius VII."
" The same who crowned the emp Bona.

—

parte."

For a

man

Fauchelevent the reLuckily the prioress,
who was deep in thought, did not hear him,
clever

collection

was

and went on,

like

ill-timed.

—

" Father Fauvent

r

^^

'^

Eeverend mother

''

Saint Dioclorous, archbishop of Capparequested that only one word should be

inscribed on his tombstone,

means a worm, and
true

it

A cams

^

was done.

Is that

^^
I

wished to be buried under a gallows, and
was done.^^

it

is true.''

Saint Terentius, bishop of Oporto, at the
mouth of the Tiber on the sea, ordered that
'^

there should be engraved on his tombstone
the symbol which was placed on the graves of

But you

the stone by passing

will lift

the bar through the ring."

''

Yes, reverend mother.
The blessed Mezzocanes, abbot of Aquila,

iron bar."

^^Yes, still—"

I

That

vault under the altar?"

^^But—
^^ You have an

which

?

''

The

^^Yes."

V'

clocia,

''

"
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^^

—

"

''

But—'

j

We must obey the dead. It was the last
wish of mother Crucifixion to be buried in
the vault under the chapel altar, not to be
placed in profane soil, and to remain when
dead at the place where she had prayed when
alive.
She asked this of us, indeed ordered
^'

\

it."

'' But it is forbidden."
^'Forbidden by man, ordered by God."
hope that passers-by would
'^
Suppose it oozed out?"
spit on his tomb, and it was done, for the dead
^^
We have confidence in you."
ought to be obeyed.''
^'
Oh I am a stone of your wall."
So be it."
''
^^Tbe chapter is assembled; the vocal
The body of Bernard Guidonis, who was
born in France, near Roche Abeille, was, as mothers whom I have just consulted once
he ordered, and in defiance of the king of again, and Vv^ho are deliberating, have deCast lie, conveyed to the church of the Do- cided that Mother Crucifixion should be inminicans of Limoges, although Bernard Gui- terred, according to her wish, under our
Only think, Father Fauvent, if
donis w^as bishop of Tuy in Spain. Can you altar.
miracles were to take place here! what a
say the contrary ?"
" Certainly not, reverend mother."
glory in God for the community! miracles
" The fact is attested by Plantavit de la issue from tombs."
'^
But, reverend mother, supposing the
Fosse."
commissioner
sanitary
then
and
silence,
told
in
were
beads
A few

parricides, in the

^^"^

!

i

the prioress resumed,

Benedict

^^St.

in a matter of burial,
Pogonatus."

II.,

Father Fauvent, Mother Crucifixion will
be buried in the coffin in which she has slept

resisted Constantine

for twentyfyears."

Chonodemairus, one of the seven German kings who entered Gaul during the em-

''

^^That

is

but fair."

It is a continuation of sleep."

''

Then

coffin
•'^

''

r

^'

Yes."
not employ the

of

Exactly."
I am at the orders of the most reverend

nail

will

help

up the

coffin?

I

do not want

them."
''iS^o,
''
''

^^

''

is

expressly

Constantius,

monks

to let
?"

it

down."

Where

to say, beneath the altar."

But the inspector

The world
the

cross.

is

of the prefecture

as

nothing in

Martin,

Under the

eleventh

vice, Stai-

•

presence
general

crux chim vvlvitur orbis,"
said,

who imper-

turbably got out of the scrape in that way
whenever he heard Latin.
Anbody answers an audience for a person
who has been a long time silent. On the day
when Gymnastoras, the rhetorician, left prison
with a great many dilemmas and syllogisms
first tree

and made mighty
The prioress, whose
efforts to convince it.
tongue was usually stopped by the dam of

he came

altar."

—

of the Carthusians, gave his order this de-

in his inside, he stopped before the

Into the vault."
What vault?"

Fauchelevent started.

recognized

to be buried in religion,

^^Amen!" Fauchelevent

The four singing mothers

To

^^

under-

you."
^'

the inspector

the right of
that

community."
^^

of

pire

have to nail her up in that

'^'And we shall
taker's coffin ?"
^^

Still

'^

'^

I shall

^^

to,

harangued

it,
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and whose reservoir was over-full, in times of terrible confusion; people do not
and exclaimed with the loquacity of a know what they should, and know what they
raised sluice,
should not. Men are crass and impious, and
'^ I have on my right hand
Benedict, and there are people at the present day who canon my left Bernard. Who is Bernard? the not distinguish between the most mighty St.^
first abbot of Clairvaux.
Fontaines in Bur- Bernard and that Bernard called of the poor
gundy is a blessed spot for having witnessed Catholics, a certain worthy ecclesiastic who
His father's name was Tecelin, lived in the 13th century.
his birth.
Others are so
his mother^s Alethe; he began with Citeaux blasphemous as to compare the scaffold of
to end with Clairvaux; he was ordained ab- Louis XVL with the cross of our Saviour.
bot by William de Champeaux, bishop of Louis XVI. was only a king. There are no
Chalons sur Saone; he had seven hundred just or unjust persons left, the name of Volnovices, and founded one hundred and sixty taire is known and that of Cagsar de Bus unbut Csesar de Bus is blessed, while
monasteries; he overthrew Abeilard at the known,
Council of Sens in 1140, and Pierre de Bruys Voltaire is condemned.
The last archand Henry is disciple, as well as an errant bishop. Cardinal de Perigord, did not even
sect called the Apostolicals; he confounded know that Charles de Gondrin succeeded
Arnold of Brescia, crushed the Monk Raoul, Berullus, and Francois Bourgoin Gondrin,
the Jew-killer, led the Council of Rheims in and Jean Francois Senault Bourgoin, and
1148, condemned Gilbert de la Preu, bishop Father de Sainte, Martha Jean Fran9ois
The name of Father Coton is
of Poictiers, and Eon de FEtoile, settled the Senault.
disputes of the princes, enlightened King known, not because he was one of the three
Louis the young, advised Pope Eugene III., who urged the foundation of the oratory, but
regulated the temple, preached the Crusade, because he supplied the Huguenot King
and performed two hundred and fifty Henri IV. with material for an oath. What
miracles in his life, and as many as thirty- makes people of the world like St. Francis
seven in one day. Who is Benedict ? he is de Sales, is that he cheated at play. And,
the patriarch of Monte Cassino; he is the then, religion is attacked, and why ? because
second founder of the claustral ^holiness, the there have been bad priests, because SagitHis onder has produced tarius, bishop of Gap, was brother of SalBasil of the West.
fourteen popes, two hundred cardinals, fifty onces, bishop of Embrun, and both followed
Of what consequences is all
patriarchs, one thousand six hundred arch- Mommolus.
bishops, four thousand six hundred bishops, this ? Does it prevent Martin of Tours from
four emperors, twelve empresses, forty-six being a saint, and having given one-half of
kings, forty-one queens, three thousand six his cloak to a poor man? The liiints are
hundred canonized saints, and still exists persecuted, and people close their eyes against
On the truth. They'^ are accustomed to the
after one thousand four hundred years.
one side Saint Bernard, on the other the darkness, and the most ferocious beasts are
On one side St. Bene- blind beasts. No one thinks of hell for
sanitary inspector
' By
dict, on the other the inspector of the good oh the wicked people.
the king^s
What do we know about the state, order means at the present day by order of
streets
People forget what they
the regulations, the administration, and the the Ke volution.
public undertaker ? Any witnesses would be owe, either to the living or dead. We are
indignant at the way in which we are treated; forbidden to die in holiness, the tomb is a
we have not even the right to give our dust civil office, and this is horrible. St. Leon II.
one to Peter
to Christ! your salubrity is a revolutionary wrote two letters expressly,
silence,

rose

—

!

;

!

'

!

—

invention.
spector,

God subordinate

such

is

the

age!

to a police in-

Silence

Fau-

vent V
Fauchelevent did not feel very comfortable
under this douche, but the prioress continued,

^*The right of the monasteries to sepulis indubitable, and it can only be denied by fanatics and schismatics. We live

ture

Kotarius, the other to the king of the Visigoths, to combat and reject, in questions that
affect the dead, the authority of the exarchus

and the supremacy of the emperor. Gautin,
bishop of Chalons, opposed Otho, duke of
Burgundy, in this matter. The old magistrates coincided, and we formerly had a voice
in the chapter itself npon temporal affairs.
The abbot of Citeaux, general of the order.
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was councillor by right of birth in the Parlia- are plenty of iron bars, I have a pile of old
ment of Burgundy. We do what we like iron at the end of the garden."
" About three quarters of an hour before
with our dead. Is not the body of Saint Benedict himself in France, at the abbey of Fleury, midnight, do not forget."
" Eeverend mother ?"
called Saint Benedict, in the Loire, although
"
he died at Monte Cassino in Italy, on SaturWhat is it ?"
" If you have other jobs like this, my
day, March 21, 543 ? All this is incontestable.
I abhor the psallants, I hate the priors,
brother is a strong fellow for you, a Turk."
I execrate heretics, but I should detest even
''You will be as quick as possible."
worse any one who opposed my views in this
"I cannot do things quickly, for I am inmatter. It is only necessary to read Arnoul firm, and for that reason require an assistant.
Weon, Gabriel Bucelinus, Tritheme, Mauro- I halt."
leus, and Don Luc d^Achery.^^
'-'Halting is not a crime, and may be a
The prioress breathed, and then turned to blessing.
The Emperor Henry 11. who
Fauchelevent. '^Father Fauvent, is it set- combated the Antipope Gregory and re-estled
tablished Benedict VIII. has two surnames
" It is reverend mother.^^
the saint and the cripple."
'^
" Two excellent
Can we reckon on you T'
surtouts," murmured
" I will obey.'^
Fauchelevent, who really was rather hard of
" Very good."'
hearing.
^^
" Father Fauvent, now^ I think of it, take
'•I am entirely devoted to the convent.
" You close the coffin, and the sisters will a whole hour, for it will not be too much.
carry it into the chaj)el.
The office for the Be at the high altar with your crowbar at
dead will be read, and then we shall return eleven o'clock, for the service begins at midBetween eleven and twelve night and all must be finished a good quarter
to the cloisters.
you will come with your iron bar, and every of an hour previously.
" I will do every thing to prove my zeal to
thing will be performed with the utmost
secrecy; there will be no one in the chapel the community.
I will nail up the coffin,
but the four singing mothers. Mother Ascen- and be in the chapel at eleven o'clock pretion, and yourself.""
cisely; the singing mothers and Mother As'^
And the sister at the stake ?^'
cension will be there.
Two men would be
'^
She will not turn round.''
better, but no matter, I shall have my crow" But she will hear. ''
bar, we will open the vault, let down the
" She will not listen. Moreover, what the coffin, and close it again.
After that there
convent knows the world is ignorant will not be a trace, and the government will
of.''
have no suspicion. Eeverend mother, is all
There was another pause, after which the arranged thus ?"
" No."
prioress continued,
''
" What is there still ?"
You will remove your bell, for it is un" There is the empty coffin."
necessary for the sister at the stake to notice
your presence."
This was a difficulty; Fauchelevent thought
" Eeverend mother ?"
of and on it, and so did the prioress.
" Father Fauvent, what must be done with
^^AYhat is it Father Fauvent ?"
"Has the physician o£ the dead paid his the other coffin ? "
" It must be buried."
visit ?
^
''
" Empty."
He will do so at four o'clock to-day the
bell has been rung to give him notice.
But
Another silence. Fauchelevent made with
do you not hear any ringing ?"
his left hand that sort of gesture which dis^' I
only pay attention to my own sum- misses a disagreeable question.
" Eeverend mother, I will nail up the coffin
mons."
^^
Very good, Father Fauvent."
and cover it with the pall."
^' Eeverend
" Yes, but the bearers, while placing it in
mother, I shall require a lever
at least six foot long.
the hearse, and lowering it into the grave,
" Wher(^ will you get it ?"
will soon perceive that there is nothing
-

,

r

,

—

:

^^

Where

there are plenty of gratings there

in it."
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" Oh, the de

The

prioress

—

P^ Fauchelevent exclaimed.
began a cross, and looked in-

tently at the gardener; the evil stuck in his
throat,

and he

hastily improvised

an expedi-

ent to cause the oath to he forgotten.
''
Eeverend mother, I will put earth in the

which

coffin,

will

produce the

effect

of a

body/^
"

You are right, for earth is the same as a
human being. So you will manage the empty
coffin
^'

r

I take

The

it

on myself. ^^

which had hitherand clouded, now grew se-

face of the prioress,

to been troubled

She made the sign of a superior dismissing an inferior, and Fauchelevent walked
towards the door. As he was going out the
prioress gently raised her voice.
^^
Father Fauvent, I am satisfied with you;
to-morrow, after the interment, bring me
your brother, and tell him to bring me his
^^
daughter.
rene.
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" Will she be quiet ?'
" I answer for that.'^
''

But you. Father Madeleine V

And

after

an anxious silence Fauchelevent

cried,

"

Why, go out

in the

same way

as

you came

in.^'

Jean Valjean, as on the first occasion, confined himself to saying " Impossible V^
Fauchelevent, speaking to himself rather
than to Jean Valjean, growled,
" There is another thing that troubles me.
I said that I would put earth in it, but now
I come to think of it, earth instead of a body
will not do, for it will move about and the
men will notice it. You understand. Father
Madeleine, the government will perceive the
trick

r

Jean Valjean looked
that he must be raving.

at him,

and fancied

Fauchelevent con-

tinued,

"

How the deuce

are you going to get out ?
must be settled to-morrow, as
the prioress expects you then.''^
CHAPTER CXIX.
Then he explained to Valjean that it was a
reward for a service which he, Fauchelevent,
A PLAK OF ESCAPE.
was rendering the community. It was part
The strides of halting men are like the of his duty to attend to the funerals, nail up
glances of squinters, they^ do not reach their the coffin, and assist the gravedigger at the
Monsieur Fauchelevent cemetery. The nun who had died that
point very rapidly.
was perplexed, and he spent upwards of a morning requested to be buried in the coffin
quarter of an hour in returning to the garden which served her as bed in the vault under
cottage.
Cosette was awake, and Jean Yal- the altar of the chapel.
This w^is forbidden
jean had seated her by the fireside.
At the by the police regulations, but she was one of
moment when Fauchelevent entered Jean those women to whom nothing could be reValjean was pointing to the gardener's Jiotte fused. The prioress and the vocal mothers
leaning in a corner, and saying to her,
intended to carry out the wishes of the de^^ Listen to
me carefully, little Cosette. ceased, and so, all the worse for the governWe are obliged to leave this house, but shall ment. He, Fauchelevent, would nail up the
return to it, and be very happy.
The good coffin iu'the cell, lift the stone in the chapel,
man will carry you out in that thing upon and let down the body into the vault. As a
his back, and you will wait for me with a reward for this the prioress would admit into
lady till I come to fetch you. If you do not the house his brother as gardener, and his
wdsh Madame Thenardier to catch you again, niece as a boarder. The prioress had told him
obey and say not a word.'^
to bring his brother the next day after the
'^ Cosette nodded her head
gravely at the pretended funeral, but he could not bring M.
sound Fauchelevent made in opening the Madeleine in from outside if /he were not
door Valjean turned round.
there.
This was his first embarrassment,
^^Welir
and then he had a second in the empty cof^' All is arranged, and nothing
is so,^^ said
fin.
" What do you mean by the empty coffin V^
Fauchelevent. I have leave to bring you in,
but to bring you in you must go out. That Valjean asked.
it is easy enough with the
is the difficulty
''Why, the government coffin. ^^
for every thing

'

;

;

little one.^^
'^

You

will carry her out T^

''I

do not understand you.'^
dies, and the physician of the

"A nun
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—

There is a
and says^
Government sends a coffin^ the

mimicij^ality comes

nun dead/
next day

men

^

sends a hearse aiid undertaker's
coffin and carry it to the

it

to fetcli the

dead-house ?"
A ground-floor room with a grated window looking on the garden, and two doors,
one leading to the churdii, the other to the
convent."
^^

What

is

this

'•

Tliey will con]e and lift the cof'MYhat church?"
and there's nothing in it.'*
'^
The street church, the one open to everyPat something in it.''
A dead person ? I haven't such a thing." body."
" Have you the kej^s of these doors ?"
^' Well, then, a living one."
''
JSTo, I have the key of the one communiWho r
cating with the convent, but the porter has
^^MyseliV" said Jean Valjean.
Fauchelevent, who was seated, sprang up the other ?"
''
When does he open it?"
as if a shell had exploded under his chair.
''•'Only to let the men jDass who come to
^^You?"
fetch the body. When the coffin has gone
Why not r
Jean Valjean had one of those rare smiles out the door is locked again."
" Who nails ujd the coffin ?"
which resembled a sunbeam in a wintry sky.
'^
I do."
/•'You know that you said, Fauchelevent,
'^
Who places the pall over it?"
Mother Crucifixion is dead, and I added,

cemetery.
fin,

^'

'•'

^'

*'^

'

And Father

Madeleine

is

buried.

It will

be

are joking, not speaking seri-

*'0h, you
ously.'"

^'Most seriously.
here?"

Of course."
you

^'

^'1 told
tilt

^ado."
" Are you alone ?"

so."

Must

to find for

I

not get out of

me

a

liotte

and a

too."

Well ?"

'^

^'^The hotte will be of deal,

and the

tilt

of

'^No other man, excepting the doctor, is
allowed to enter the dead-house. It is written on the wall."
'^ Could you
hide me in that house tonight, when all are asleep in the convent ?"
" Xo, but I can hide you in a dark hole
opening out of the dead-house, in which I
put the burial tools^ of which I have the
key."
'•At what hour to-morrow

black cloth."

will the

hearse

come to fetch the body ?"
''
At three in the afternoon. The interwhite."
ment takes place at the Vaugirard cemetery
All right, then, white cloth."
''
You are not like other men. Father Ma- a little before nightfall, for the ground is not

"Xo, white

cloth.

Nuns

are buried in

^•'

very near here."

deleine."

To

see such ideas,

which are nought but

the wild and daring inventions of the hulks,
issue from his peaceful surrounding, and

mingled with what he called '•the slow pace
of the convent," produced in Fauchelevent
a stupor com23arable to that which a jiasserby would feel on seemg a whaler fishing in
the gutter of the Eue St. Denis. Jean Valjean went on.
'•

The point

and that
does
''

it all

is

to get out of here unseen,

a way. But just tell me, how
take place ? where is the coffin ?"

is

The empty one

?"

^^Yes."
'^

In wdiat

apon two

is

called the dead-house.

trestles,

and covered

pall."

"

It is

with the

What is the length of the coffin ?"
" Six feet."

''
I will remain concealed in your tool-house
during the night and m^orning. How about
food ? for I shall be hungry."
''I will bring you some."
" You can nail me up in the coffin at two
Fauchelevent recoiled and cracked
o'clock. "

his finger-bones.

Oh, it is impossible!"
''Nonsense
to take a hammer and drive
nails into a board ?"
What seemed to Fauchelevent extraordinary w^as, we repeat, quite simple to Jean
Valjean, for lie had gone through worse
straits, and any man who has been a prisoner
knows how to reduce himself to the diameter
'•'

I

of the

mode

of escape.

A prisoner

is

affected

by flight, just as a sick man is by the crisis
which saves or destroys him, and an escape
What will not a man undergo f
is a cure.
]*
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my

pocket.

we

shall arrive a little before twilight, three-

the sake of being cured ? To be nailed up
and carried in a box, to live for a long time
in a packing-case, to find air where there is

quarters of an hour before the cemetery gates

none, to economize one^s breath for hours, to
manage to clioke without dying, was one of

grave,

and

ness.

I shall

Jean Yaljean^s melancholy talents.
Besides, a coffin in which there
body, this convict^s expedient,
perial

expedient.

monk Austin

If

we may

Castillejo, it

is

is

a living

also

an im-

believe

the

was the way em-

ployed by Charles Y., who, wishing to see La
Plombes for the last time after his abdication, contrived to get her in and out of the
monastery of Saint Yuste. Fauchelevent,
when he had slightly recovered, exclaimed,
" But how will you manage to breathe

V

''

I will

manage

it.^^

" In that box ? why, the mere idea of it
chokes me.^^
" You have a gimlet. You will make a
few holes round the mouth and nail down
the lid, without closing it tightly."
or
^^Good! and suppose you cough
sneeze ?"
''

^
-

A man

who

is

escaping does not do such

a thing."

And Jean Yaljean added,
" Father Fauchelevent, we must make up
our mind I must either be captured here or
:

go out in the hearse."
Everybody must have noticed the fancy
which cats have of stopping and sniffing in
a half-open door, and most of us have said to
There are men who,
it, '^Pray come in."

when an incident

I will tell

The

are closed.

hearse will drive

will occur

up

I shall follow, for that is

have a hammer, a

to the

my

busi-

chisel,

and

my

pocket; the hearse stops, the
undertaker knots a cord round your coffin
and lets you down; the priest says the prayers, makes the sign of the cross, sprinkles the
holy water, and bolts; I remain alone with
Father Mestienne, and he is a friend of mine,
I tell you.
One of two things is certain ; he
pincers in

will either be drunk or not be drunk. If he is
not drunk, I shall say to him, ^come and
have a drain before the Bon Going closes.' I
take him away, make him drunk, which does
not take long, as he has always made a beginning; I lay him under the table, take his
card, and return to the cemetery without
him. You will have only to deal with me. If
he is drunk I shall say to him, ' Be off, I will
do your work for you." He will go, and I
get you out of the hole."
Jean Yaljean held out his hand, which
Father Fauchelevent seized with a touijhing
peasant devotion.

Father Fauchelevent. All
go well."
^^
Providing that nothing is deranged,"
Fauchelevent thought; ^^ suppose the affair
was to have a terrible ending!"
''

It is settled.

will

CHAPTEE CXX.

stands half-open before

them, have also a tendency to remain undecided between two resolutions, at the risk of
being crushed by destiny as it hurriedly
The more prudent,
closes- the adventure.
cats though they are, and because they are
cats, often incur greater danger than the more
Fauchlevent was of this hesitating
daring.
nature; still,' Jean Yal jean's coolness involuntarily mastered him, and he growled,
" After all, there is no other way."
Jean Yaljean continued,
" The only thing I am anxious about is
what will take place at the cemetery."
'' There is the very thing I am not anxious
about," said Fauchelevent; '^if you feel sureof getting out of the coffin I feel sure of getting you out of the grave. The gravedigger
is a friend of mine, and a drunkard, of the
name of Father Mestienne ; he puts the dead
in the grave, and I put the gravedigger in

you what

A DRUNKARD

IS :N^0T

IMMORTAL,

The next day, as the sun was setting, the
few passers-by on the Boulevard du Maine
took off their hats to an old-fashioned hearse,
ornamented with death's head, thigh-bones
and tears. In this hearse w^as a coffin covered
with white pall, on which lay an enormous
black cross, like a tall dead woman with
hanging arms. A draped carriage, in which
could be noticed a priest in his surplice, and
a chorister in his red

Two mutes

skull cap, followed.

uniform with black
facings walked on the right and left of the
hearse, while behind them came and old man
in workman's garb, who halted.
The procession proceeded toward the Yaugirard
cemetery. This cemetery formed an exception to the others in Paris.
It had its peculiar usages, just as it had a large gate and a
in a gray
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side gate,

which old people

in the quarters,

tenacious to old names, called the horseman^s
gate and the footman^s gate. The Bernardo-

Benedicthies
obtained, as

of

the

we have

Little

Picpus

had

stated, permission to be

buried there in a separate corner, and by
night, because the cemetery had formerly
belonged to their community. The gravediggers, having thus an evening duty in summer and a night duty in winter, were subject

with the white wall and black cross entered
the avenue of this cemetery, and the halting
man who followed it was no other than
Fauchelevent.
The interment of Mother
Crucifixion in the vault under the altar, getting Cosette out, and introducing Jean Valjean into the dead-house, had been affected

without the slightest hitch.
Let us say, in passing, that the burial of
Mother Crucifixion beneath the altar is to us
to special rules. The gates of Parisian ceme- a very venial thing, and one of those faults
teries were closed at that period at sunset, which resemble a duty.
The nuns had acand as this was police measure the Vaugirard complished it, not only without feeling
cemetery was subjected to it like the rest. troubled, but with the applause of their conThe two gates adjoined a pavilion, built by science. In a convent, what is called ^*the
the architect Perronet, in which the porter government'"' is only an interference with the
lived, and they were niexorably closed at the authorities,
which admits of discussion.
moment when the sun disappeared behind First comes the rule as for the code, time
the dome of the Invalides.
If any gnive- enough for that.
Men, make as many laws
digger were detained at that moment in the as you please, but keep them for yourselves.
cemetery, he had only one way to get out, Rendering unto C^sar only comes after renhis card, with which the undertaker's de- dering unto God, and a prince is nothing by
partment supplied him. There was a species the side of a principle.
of letter-box in the shutter of the porter's
Fauchelevent limped after the hearse with
window; the gi-avedigger threw his card in- great satisfaction; his twin plots, the one
to this box, the porter heard it fall, |)ulled with the nuns, the other with M. Madeleine,
the string, and the small gate opened.
If one for, the other against, the convent, were
the gravedigger had not his card he gave his getting on famously.
The calmness of Jean
name; the porter got up, recognized him, Valjean was one of those powerful tranquiland opened the gate with his key but in that lities which are contagious, and Fauchelevent
case the gravedigger paid a fine of fifteen no longer doubted of success.
What he still
francs.
had to do was nothing; during the last two
This cemetery, with its own regulations, years he had made the gravedigger drunk a
was a flaw on the administrative symmetry, dozen times, and he played with him. He
and it was put down shortly after 1830. The could do what he liked with Father Mescemetery of Mont Parnasse succeeded it, and tienne, and his head exactly fitted Fauchelevinherited the famous cabaret attached to the ent 's cap.
The gardener's security was comVaugirard cemetery, which was known by plete.
the sign, au hon Going, one side of which
At the moment when the procession enlooked out on the drinking tables, the other tered the avenue leading to the cemetery,
on the tombs. It was what might be called Fauchelevent looked at the hearse with dea faded cemetery, and it was falling into de- light, and rubbed his huge hands as he said
cay; green mould was invading it, and the in a low voice, " What a lark I"
flowers deserted it.
Eespectable tradesmen
All at once the hearse stopped; it had
did not care to be buried at Vaugirard, for it reached the gates, and the permission for
had a poverty-stricken smell. Le pere La- burying must be shown. The undertaker
chaise, if you like to be buried there was conversed with the porter, and during this
like having a mahogany suit of furniture. colloquy, which occupied two or three minThe Vaugii-ard cemetery was a venerable en- utes, a stranger stationed himself behind the
closure laid out like an old French garden; .hearse by Fauchelevent's side.
He was a
in it were straight walks, box-trees, holly- sort of workman, wearing a jacket with wide
tree, old tombs under old yew-trees, and very pockets, and holding a spade under his arm.
tall grass.
At night it was a tragical-looking Fauchelevent looked at the stranger, and
spot.
asked him,
^'
The sun had not yet set when the hearse
Who are you ?''

—

;

!

—

— —
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The man
If

any

replied, "

man

The gravedigger/^
could survive a cannon-ball

right in the middle of his chest, he

would

cut such a face as Fauchelevent did.
^^Why, Father Mestrenne is the gravedigger/^

'^Was/^

"How, was/^

"
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formidable
species, a fine
speaker; he
growled,
" So, then. Father Mestienne is dead."
The man answered, ^^ Completely.
Le
bon Dieu consulted his bill-book. Father
Mestienne was due, and so Father Mestienne
is dead."
Fauchelevent repeated mechanically, " Le

"He

is dead/'
bon Dieu."
Fauchelevent was prepared for anything ex^^Le bon Dieu," the man said authoritaticept this, that a gravedigger could die; and vely, " with philosophers the Eternal Father,
yet it is true that gravediggers themselves with Jacobins the Supreme Being."
'' Are we not going
die; while digging holes for others they preto form an acquainpare one for themselves. Fauchelevent stood tance " Fauchelevent stammered.
with widely-opened mouth, and had scarce
You are a rustic, I am a
^^It is formed.
strength to stammer,
Parisian."
^* People
"Why, it is impossible. '^
never
know
one
another
"It is the case.'''
thoroughly till they have drunk together, for
"But the graved igger,'' he went on feebly, when a man empties his glass he empties his
" is Father Mestienne.''
heart.
You will come and drink with me,
After such an offer cannot be refused."
"After l^apoleon, Louis XVIII.
" Work first."
Eustic, my name is
Mestienne, Gribier.
Gribier.''
Fauchelevent thought, " It's all over with
Fauchelevent, who was very pale, stared at me."
Gribier ; he was a tall, thin, livid, thoroughly
They had only a few more yards to go befunereal man. He looked like a broken-down fore reaching the nuns' corner.
The gravedoctor who had turned gravedigger. Fauchc- digger added,
'^ Peasant, I have seven children to
levant burst into a laugh.
feed,
and as they must eat I must not drink."
"Ah, what funny things do happen
Father Mestienne is dead; little Father MesAnd he added with the satisfaction of a
tienne is dead, but long live little Father serious man who is laying down an axiom,-r
" Their hunger is the enemy of my thirst."
Lenoir
Do you know who he is ? a bottle
real Paris Surene.
The hearse left the main avenue, and
of Sur^ne, morbigou
And so Father Mestienne is dead; I feel turned down a smaller one, which indicated
But the immediate proximity of the grave.
sorry for him, as he was a jolly fellow.
you are a jolly fellow, too, are you not com- Fauchelevent reduced his pace, but could not
rade ?
We will drink a glass together, reduce that of the hearse. Fortunately, the
ground was saturated with winter rains, and
eh?^
The man answered, " I have studied, and I rendered their progress slower. He drew
closer to the gravedigger.
never drink."
" There is such a capital Argenteuil wine,"
The hearse had set out again, and was now
going along the main avenue. Fauchelevent he muttered.
"Villager," the man replied, "I was not
had decreased bis pace, and limped more
The grave- meant to be a gravedigger.
through anxiety than infirmity.
My father was
digger walked in front of him, and Fauche- porter at the Prytanaeum, and destined me
levent once again surveyed this unknown for literature, but he was unfortunate in his
He was one of those men who, speculations on the Exchange. Hence I was
Gribier.
when young, look old, and who, though thin, compelled to relinquish the profession of
author, but I am still a public writer."
are very strong.
" Comrade '' Fauchelevent cried.
" Then you are not a gravedigger ?
The man turned round.
Fauchelevent retorted, clinging to this very
weak branch.
"I am the convent gravedigger.''
" My colleague," the man said.
" One does not prevent the other so I accu" Fauchelevent did not underFauchelevent, uneducated though very mulate
sharp, understood that he had to deal with a stand the last word.
!

!

!

!

!
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He calculated, like Fauchelevent, upon
Let us go to drink/^ lie said.
Here a remark is uecessaiy. Fauchel event Father Mestienne, and did not suspect the
Xever was a situation more critical or
however great liis agony might be^, pro230sed end.
drinking, hut did not explain himself on one a calamity more perfect.
The four planks of a coffin exhale a species
AVho was to pay ? As a general rule,
point.
Fauchelevent proposed and Father Mestienne of terrible peace, and it seemed as if some of
'^

A proposal

paid.

to drink evidently resulted

from the new situation created by the new
gravedigger, and that proposal the gardener
must make, but he left, not undesignedly,
the proverbial quarter of an hour called
Eabelais'

However

obscurity.

in

Fauclielevent

might

be,"

affected

he did not

feel

anxious to j^ay.
The gravedigger continued with a grand
smile, ^' As a man must live, I accepted
When a
Father Mestienne's inheritance,
man has nearly com23leted his course of studies, he is a philosopher, and I have added
the work of my arms to that of my hand. I

my

market in the
know, the umbrella
market Fall the cooks of the Croix Rouge ap2)ly to me, and I comjDOse their declai'ations
In the morning I write bilto the soldiers.

have

writer's stall at the

Eue de Sevres

—

you

lets-doux, in the eveniug I dig graves; such

is

the repose of the dead were blended with
Valj can's tranquillity.
From the bottom of

he had been able to follow and did
the j^hases of the formidable drama

this coffin

follow

all

which he i3erformed with death. A short
while after Fauchelevent Imd finished nailing

down the
raised

coffin

-lid,

Valjean

and then .carried along.

cessation of the jolting he felt

from the pavement

]3assed

earth, that

himself

to

to say, the hearse

the stamped

had

left the

and

turned into the boulevards.
the hollow sound he guessed that he

streets,

From

is

felt

Through the
that they had

was crosshig the bridge of Austerlitz; at the
first halt, he understood that he was entering
the cemetery and at the sound he said to

—

•'Here is the grave."
suddenly left hands seize the coffin, and
then noticed a rumbling grating on the
planks: he guessed that a rope was being
himself,

He

fastened round the coffin in order to

hfe. Rustic.''

let it

The hearse went on, and Fauchelevent down into the grave. After this, he felt
looked all about him with the greatest dizzy for awhile; in all probability the men
anxiety: heav}^ drops of perspiration fell had made the coffin oscillate and let the head
down before the feet. He perfectly recovered
from his forehead.
''
" a when he found himself horizontal and motionStill,^^ the gravedigger continued,
man cannot serve two mistresses, and I must less. He felt a certain amount of cold, as a
choose between the pick and the pen. The chill and solemn voice was raised above him,
pick ruins my hand,''
The hearse stopped; the chorister got out
of the coach, and then the priest; one of the
small front wheels of the hearse was slightly

and he had heard the Latin words, which he

by a heap of earth, beyond which an
open grave was visible.

alii in

raised

Here's another lark " Fauchelevent said
in consternation.
'^

I

did not understand, pass awaj' so slowly that
he could distinguish eacli in turn.

Qui dormiunt in terrmindverey evigilabiint;
vitam cetrnam, et alii in approbrium,

ut videant semper.
A boyish voice said,

The grave

Requiem mternani dona ei, Domine,
The boyish voice replied,
Et lux jjerpetna lucent ei!

CHAPTER CXXI.

He

BETWEEN FOUR PLANKS.
It was, as

we know,

Jean Valjean, who had so contrived as to be
able to live in it, and could almost breathe.
It is a strange thing to what an extent
security of conscience produces other security

the whole combination premeditated by Valjean had been going since the previous
evening, and was still going on excellently.

,

heard something like the gentle plash
upon the coffin lid it was, probably,
the holy water. He thought, *^It is finished;
and I only need a little patience. The priest
will go away, and Fauchelevent take Mestienne off to drink.
I shall be left here till
Fauchelevent returns alone, and I shall get
out.
It will take about an hour.^'
The grave voice continued,
Reqinescat in j) ace.

of rain

Who was in the coffin ?

De iwofundis.

voice began again,

;
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And

tlie boyisli

voice said,

Jean Yaljean, who was listening attenheard something like the sound of

tively,

retreating footsteps.

"They

are going

a Job which can be done by night, so let us
begin by going to have a drain."
And while speaking, while clinging to this
desperate pressing, he made the melancholy
reflection, '' And suppose he does drink, will
he get drunk ? "
is

Amen,

am
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away/Mie thought.

"I

All at once he heard over his

" Provincial, " said the gravedigger, " since

head a noise which appeared to him like a
thunderclap ; it was a spadeful of earth falling
on the coffin, a second spadeful fell, and one
of the holes by which he breathed was
stopped, a third shovelful fell and then a
fourth. There are some things stronger than
the strongest man, and Jean Valjean lost his

you are so pressing, I consent. We will drink;
but after work, not before."
And he raised his spade, but Fauchelevent

alone.^^

—

—

senses.

restrained him.

"It

Argenteuil wine."
said the gravedigger, ^^ you must
be a bell-ringer; ding, dong, ding, dong.
You can only say that. Go and have yourself
is

"Why,"

pulled."

CHAPTER

FAUCHBLEYEN^T HAS

This

And

CXXII.
A2N"

he threw the second shovelful.

a

no longer aware of what he says.
" But come and drink," he cried, " since

I

man

IDEA.

what took place above the coffin
which contained Jean Valjean.
When the
hearse had gone away, when the priest and
the choirister had driven olf in the coach,
is

Fauchelevent, who did not once take his eyes
off the gravedigger, saw him stoop down and
seize the S|)ade, and was standing upright in
the heap of earth.
Fauchelevent formed a
supreme resolution he placed himself between
the grave and the digger, folded his arms,

Fau-

moment when

chelevent had reached that
is

offer to pay."
^^

When we have put the

child to bed," said

Gribier.

He threw the third spadeful and then
added, as he dug the shovel into the ground,
" It will be very cold to-night
and the
!

dead

woman would

hallo after

tis if

we were

to leave her here without a blanket."

At

:

this

moment

the gravedigger stooped

and his Jacket pocket gaped.
and said,
Fauchelevent's wandering glance fell me"I'll pay.''
chanically into his pocket and remained there.
The gravedigger looked at him in amaze- The sun was not yet hidden by the horizon,
ment, and replied,—
and there was still sufficient light to distin" What peasant ? ''
guish something white at the bottom of this
Fauchelevent repeated, ^^ITl pay for the gaping pocket.
wine ? ''
All the brightness of which a Picard pea-

"What

wine?''

fill

his spade

sant's eye

"

The Argenteuil."
"Where is it?"
^^ At the Bon Going!''
" Go to the deuce," said

to

the gravedigger.

And

he threw a spadeful of earth on the
produced a hollow sound.
coffin, which
Fauchelevent tottered, and was himself ready

He cried, in a voice
to fall into the grave.
with which a death-rattle was beginning to be
mingled,
" Come along, mate, before the Bon Going
closes."

The gravedigger filled his spade

again,

and

Fauchelevent continued, " I'll pay."
And he seized the gravedigger's arm.
"Listen to me, mate; I am the convent
gravedigger, and have come to help you.
It

is

—and

capable glistened in Fauchele-

an idea had struck him.
Unnoticed by the gravedigger, he thrust his hand
into his pocket from behind, and drew out the
white thing at the bottom. The grave-digger
threw the fourth shovelful into the grave^
and as he hurried to raise a fifth, Fauchelevent looked at him with profound calmness,
vent's,

and, said,
^^

By

the way,

my

novice, have

you your

card ?"

"What card?"
"The sun is Just

going to set."
can put on its night-cap."
"The cemetery gates will be shut."
" Well, and what then ?"
" Have you your card ?"
'^Ah, my card!" the gravedigger said;
" Very good,

it

—
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and he felt in one pocket and then in another, he passed into his fobs and turned them
inside out.

" No/^ he said,

'^

I

have not got

my

card, I

it/^

" Fifteen francs fine/^ said Fauchelevent.

The gravedigger turned
lor of livid

Oh

men

is

green, for the pal-

green.

Lord, have mercy upon me,'^ he ex^^

" fifteen francs fine
" Three one-hundred-sous piece/^ said Fau-

claimed

" Are you there V'

There was

silence in the coffin,

and Fau-

who could not breathe for trembling, took out his cold chisel and hammer and
chelevent,

must have forgotten

"

!

!

;

He could see Jean
pried off the coffin-lid.
Valjean's face in the gloom, pale, and with
The gardener's hair stood
the eyes closed.
on an end; he got up, and then fell against
He gazed at Jean
the side of the grave.
Valjean,
chelevent
breath,

chelevent.

The gravedigger

let

his shovel fall,

and

Fauchelevent's turn had arrived.
" Come, conscript,^^ said the old gardener,
'^
no despair you need not take advantage of
Fifteen francs
the grave to commit suicide.
are fifteen francs, and besides, you can avoid

who lay livid and motionless. Faumurmured in a voice faint as a

"He is

dead!"

And drawing

himself up, he folded his

arms, so violently that his clenched fists struck
his shoulders, and cried, " That is the way in

which

I save

Then

him."

the poor old

sililoquizing, for

it

man began
is

sobbing and

a mistake to suppose

Powerpaying them. I am old and you a new-comer, that there if no sililoquy in nature.
I ful agitations often talk aloud.
and I am up to all the tricks and dodges.
" It is Father Mestienne's fault.
Why did
will give you a piece of friendly advice. One
thing is clear, the sun is setting, it is touch- that ass die ? Had he any occasion to go off
ing the dome, and the cemetery will shut in the hooks so unexpectedly ? It is he who has
Father Madekilled Monsieur Madeleine.
five minutes.^^
he is in his coffin, and it is all over
leine
"That is true.''
''
Five minutes will not be enough for you with him. Has such a thing as this any comto fill up this grave, which is deuced deep, mon sense ? oh my goodness he is dead
and reach the gates in time to get out before Well, and what shall I do with his little girl?
Is it posthey close.''
What will the greengrocer say ?
'*
sible that such a man can die in such a way ?
Perfectly correct."
" In that case, fifteen francs fine. But you When I think how he got under my Gart
Father Madeleine
By
Father Madeleine
have time, where do you live ?"
" Hardly a quarter of an hour's walk from Heaven, he is suffocated, as I said he would
Well, this
be, and he won Id not believe me.
here, at No. 87, Kue de Vaugirard."
"You have just time enough to get out, if is a pretty trick of my performance. The
worthy man is dead, the best man among all
you look sharp."
" So I have."
Well,
God's good people; and his little one
" Once outside the gates, you will gallop I shan't go back to the convent, but stop here.
hom^ and fetch your card, and when you re- To have done such a thing as this it is not
turn the porter will open the gate for you worth while being two old men to be two old
But how did he manage to get into
gratis.
And you will bury your dead woman, fools.
whom I will stop from running away during the convent ? that was the beginning, and a
man ought not to do things like that. Father
your absence."
" I owe you my life, peasant."
Madeleine, Madeleine, Monsieur Madeleine,
" Be off at once," said Fauchelevent.
He does not hear me.
Monsieur le Maire
The gravedigger, who was beside himself Get out of it now as best you can."
with gratitude, shook his hand and ran off.
And he tore his hair. A shrill grating
When he had disappeared behind a clump sound was audible at a distance through the
of trees, Fauchelevant listened till his foot- trees; it was the closing of the cemetery gate.
steps died away, then bent over the grave, Fauchelevent bent over Jean Valjean, and
and said in a low voice, "Father Made- all at once bounded back to the further end
Jean Valjean's eyes were open
leine!"
of the grave
There was no reply. Fauchelevent trem- and staring at him.
bled he tumbled all of a heap into the grave,
If seeing a death is fearful, seeing a resurFauchelevent
threw himself on the coffin-lid, and cried,
rection is nearly as frightful.
!

!

—

!

!

!

!

!

—

—

;

!

!

—

"
:
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became like stone. He was pale, haggard, took the spade, and Valjean the pick, and
confounded by such excessive emotion, not they together buried the empty coffin. When
knowing if he had to do with a dead man or the grave was filled up, Fauchelevent said,
''
Come along ^ you carry the pick and I
a living man, and looking at Jean Valjean,

who looked

him.

at

will carry the spade."

Jean Valjean felt some difficulty in movwas falling asleep,"^ said Valjean.
And he sat up. Tauchelevent fell on his ing and walking, for in the coffin he had
knees.
grown stiff, and become to some extent a
^^
corpse.
Holy Virgin how you frightened me ''
The rigidity of death had seized
Then he rose and cried, "Thank you. upon him between those four planks, and he
''
must, so to speak, become thawed.
Father Madeleine!
" You are stiff," said Fauchelevent, " it is
Jean Valjean had only fainted, and the
^^

I

—

!

him again. Joy is the re- a pity that
and Fauchelevent had almost a run."

fresh air aroused
flux of terror,

much

as

difficulty in recovering himself as

had Jean Valjean.
''
Then you are not dead! oh, what a clever
fellow you are
I called to you so repeatedly
that you came back. When I saw your eyes
closed, I said, ^ There, he is suffocated '
I
should have gone stark mad, fit for a strait
waistcoat, and they would have put me in
Bicetre.
What would you have me do if you
were dead ? and your little girl ? the greengrocer's wife would not have understood it
at all.
A child is left upon her hands, and
!

the grandfather

is

dead!

What

a story! oh,

my

good saints in Paradise, what a story!
Well, you are alive, that's the great thing.''
"I

am

cold," said Valjean.

This remark completely recalled Fauchelevent to the reality, which was urgent.
These two men, who had scarce recovered,
had a troubled mind, they knew not why,

which emanated from the gloomy place
where they were.
'^
Let us get out of this at once," said
felt

in

am

a cripple, or

we would have

" Konsense," said Valjean, " half a dozen

make my legs all right again."
They went along the avenues by which the

strides will

hearse had passed, and, on reaching the gate^,
Fauchelevent threw the gravedigger^s card
into the box; the porter pulled the string,

and they went

out.

"How

famously it
Fauchelevent ; " it was
had, Father Madeleine
They passed through

has

all

gone,"

said

an excellent idea you
"
!

the Vaugii*ard barrier
in the simplest way in the world, for, in the
vicinity of a cemetery, a spade and a pick are
two passports. The Eue de Vaugirard was
deserted.

" Father Madeleine," Fauchelevent said, as
they walked along, "you have better eyes
than I have, so show me N'o. 87."
" Here it is," said Valjean.
" There

is

no one in the

street,"

Faucheand

levent continued, "give me the pick,
wait for me a couple of minutes."

Fauchelevent entered No. 87, went right
by that instinct which ever
leads the poor man to the garret, and rapped
at a door in the darkness.
A voice replied,
" Come in." It was Gribier's voice.
to the top, guided

Fauchelevent.

He

I

his pocket

and produced a

flask.

But a dram first," he said.
The flask completed what the
^^

Fauchelevent pushed the door. The gravefresh air
had begun. Valjean drank a mouthful of digger's room was like all these wretched
spirits and regained perfect possession of abodes, an impoverished and crowded garret.
himself.
He got out of the coffin, and A packing case possibly a coffin occupied
helped Fauchelevent to nail on the lid again
the place of a chest of drawers, a butter-jar
three minutes later they were out of the was the water-cistern, a palliasse represented

—

—

grave.

the bed, while the floor

Fauchelevent was calm, and took his time.
The cemetery was closed, and there was no
That " conscript
fear of Gribier returning.

In one comer, on an old
ragged piece of carpet, were a thin woman
and a heap of children. The whole of this
poor interior displayed signs of a convulsion,
and it seemed as if an earthquake " for one ''
had taken place there. The blankets were
torn away, the rags scattered about, the jug

was at home, busily seeking his card, and
prevented from finding it because it was in
Fauehelevent's pocket. Without it he could
not return to the cemetery. Fauchelevent

chairs

and

table.

*

filled

the place of
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was broken, the mother had been crying, and
the children j^^obably beaten, there were
evident signs of an obstinate and savage

Jean Valjean again after these mournful fourand-twent}^ hours, she uttered such a cry of
joy that any thoughtful person who had

was plain that the gravedigger

heard it would have divined in this cry an escape from a gulf.
Fauchelevent belonged to the convent, and
knev/ all the pass-words; hence doors readily
opened to him, and thus was solved the
double and startling problem, '^how to get

—

search.

It

had been wildly looking for

made everything
it,

from

his card,

and

in the garret responsible for

He

his jng to his wife.

looked des-

perate, but Faiichelevent was too eager to

notice this sad side of his success: he went
in, and said,
and pick."''

'^

I

have brought you your spade

GVibier looked at
'•

Is it you,

him

peasant

in stupefaction.

^'

?

'"
And to-morrow morning you will find
your card with the porter of the cemetery.^^
And he placed the shovel and pick on the
ground.

" What does this mean ? '' Gribier asked.
" It means that you let your card fall out
of your pocket, that I found it on the

The porter, who
and how to get out."
had his instructions, opened ih.Q little gate
which communicated between the court-yard
and the garden, in the wall of the former
facing the gateway, which might still be seen
The porfrom the street twenty years ago.
ter showed them all three through this g-d\Q,
and thence they reached the inner private
parlor where Fauchelevent had received the
orders of the prioress on the previous day.
The prioress was waiting for them, rosary
in hand, and a vocal mother, with her veil
A discreet
down, was standing near her.
candle lit up, or, to speak more correctly,
in,

ground when you had left, that I have buried
the dead woman, filled up the grave, done
your work, the porter will give you your
card, and you v/ill not pay fifteen francs. pretended to light up, the parlor.
The prior''
That's what it is, conscript
ess took a thorough look at Jean Valjean,
Thanks, villager,'^ said Gribier, quite for no eye examines like a drooping one.
dazzled, *^^next time I w^ill pay for a bottle.
Then she questioned him.
''
Are you the brother ?
"Yes, reverend mother," Fauchelevent
I

''

'''

CHAPTER

OXXIII.

A SUCCESSFUL EXAMIXATIOX.

K^

hour

later

two men and a child pre-

sented themselves in the darkness of night
at 69, Little Rue Picpus.
The elder of the
two men raised the knocker and rapped.

answered.
" What

your name ?"
Fauchelevent answered: "Ultime Fauchelis

event."

He had

really

had a brother of that name,

who was dead.
^'
The two men had fetched Oosette from the
Where do you come from ?"

greengrocer's where Fauchelevent had left
her on the previous evening.
Cosette had
spent the four-and-twenty hours in understanding nothing, and silently trembling; she
trembled so greatly that she had not cried,
nor had she eaten or slept.
The worthy
greengrocer had asked her a hundred questions, but had only obtained as answer a
gloomy look, ever the same. Cosette did not
breathe a syllable of what she had seen or
heard during the last two days, for she
guessed she was passing through a crisis, and
felt deeply that she must be ^' good.''
Who
has not experienced the sovereign power of
the words, ^^ say nothing," uttered with a
certain accent in the ear of a little startled
being? Fear is dumb; besides, no one can
keep a secret like a child.
The only thing was^ that w^hen she saw

Fauchelevent.

"From

Picquigny,

near

Amiens."
"

What

is

your age ?"

F, "Fifty."
" What is your trade ?"

" Gardener."
F.
" Are you a go6d Christian ?"
F,

''All the

members

our family are

of

so."

''Is this little girl yours ?"

F.

" Yes, reverend mother."

"Are you her father?"
F,
"Her grandfather."
The vocal mother sai^d to
whisper,

" He answers

the prioress in a

well."

Jean Valjean had not said a word.
prioress looked

attentively at

Cosette,

The
and

whispered to the vocal mother, "she will be
uglv."

— —

;

LES MISERABLES.
The

t^vo

mothers consulted

for a

few min-

utes in a very low voice in a corner of
parlor^

the

and then the prioress turned and

said,
-'

Father Fan vent, you will get another
hell, for we shall require two

knee-cap and
in future.'^

On

the morrow two bells were really heard
in the garden, and the nuns could not resist
the temptation of raising a corner of their
They could see under the shade of the
veils.
trees two men digging side by side, Fauvent

25?

afterwards archbishop of Eheims and cardi
The admiration felt for Fauchelevent
travelled all the way to Kome, and we have
seen a letter addressed by the then reigning
pope, Leo XIL, to one of his relatives, Monsignore, in the Paris Nunciature, and called,
like himself, Delia Genga, in which were the
following lines,
" It appears that there is
at a convent in Paris an excellent gardener,
who is a holy man, of the name of Fanvan.^'
Nothing of all this triumph reached Fauchelevent in his hut; he went on grafting, hoeing, and covering his melon beds, quite unanal.

—

aud another. It was an enormous event, and
He no
silence was so far broken that they whispered, ware of his excellence and sanctity.
" It is an assistant gardener,^^ while the vocal more suspected his glory than does a Durham
mothers added, ^^It is a brother of Father or Surrey steer whose portrait is published in
the Illustrated Lotidon News, with the inFauvent's.''
Jean Valjean was in fact permanently -in- scription, ^^ The ox that gained the short-horn
stalled; he had the leathern knee-cap and prize.^^
He called
bell, and was henceforth official.
The most
himself Ultimo Fauchel event.

OHAPTEE CXXIV.

powerful determining cause of his admission
was the remark of the prioress with reference
to Cosette

she will he ttgly.

once she had prognosticated this, felt an afand gave her a place in
This is very logical,
the boarding-school.
after all ; for, although there may be no looking-glasses in a convent, women are conscious
Now, girls who feel themselves
of their face.
pretty have a disclination to take the veil,
fection for Cosette,

and

as profession

is

1^ THE

The prioress,

generally in an

inverse

COi^VE:^rT.

Cosette in the convent continued to be
She naturally thought herself Val-

silent.

jean^s

daughter, but as she

knew

nothing,

she could say nothing, and in any case would

have said nothing, as we have remarked; for
nothing trains children to silence like misfortune.
Cosette had suffered so greatly that
she feared every thing, even to speak, even to

more is hoped from ugly breathe, for a word had so often brought
than from pretty girls.
She had
down an avalanche upon her
All this adventure aggrandized Fauchel- scarce begun to grow reassured since she had
event, for he had a three-fold success, with belonged to Jean Valjean, but she grew very
Jean Valjean, whom he saved and sheltered
soon accustomed to the convent. The only
with Gribier, who said to himself, he saved thing she regretted was Catherine, but she
me fifteen francs; and with the convent, did not dare say so; one day, however, she
which thanks to him, while keeping the cof- remarked to Valjean, ^^If I had known, I
fin of Mother Crucifixion under the altar,
would have brought her with me.^^
eluded Caesar and sanctified God.
There
Cosette, on becoming a boarder at the conwas a coffin with a body at the Little Picpus, vent, was obliged to assume the garb of the
and a coffin without a body in the Vaugirard pupils of the house. Jean Valjean begged,
cemetery; public order was doubtless deeply and obtained, the old clothes she left off ; the
affected by this, but did not perceive the fact. same mourning clothes he made her put or
As for the convent, its gratitude to Fauchel- when he removed her from the Thenardiers,
event was great; he became the best of ser- and they were not much worn. Jean Valvants, and most precious of gardeners.
On jean placed these clothes and her shoes and
the archbishop's very next visit the prioress stockings, with a quantity of camphor and
told the whole affair to the Grandeur, partly in other odorous drugs with which convents
confusion, and partly in a boastful spirit. The abound, in a small valise which he managed
archbishop, on leaving the convent, spoke to procure. He placed this^ valise on a chair
about it, applaudingly and in a whisper, to by his bedside, and always had the key about
i\l. de Latil, confessor to
monseigneur, and him.
Hugo. Vol, II.— 17
ratio to the beauty

I

—
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is

" Father/^ Cosette asked one day^ " AVliat

them, and made

that box which smells so nice V'

fruit.

them produce

excellent

Cosette had permission to sj^end an hour
Father Fauchelevent^ in addition to the
we have described and of which he was daily with him, and as the sisters wei-e sad
ignorant, was rewarded for his good deed; in and he was kind, the child comi^ared them
the first place, he was haiDpy, and, in the and adored him. At the fixed hour she ran
second place, he had much less to do, o wing- to the cottage, and when she entered it filled
Lastly, as he was it with paradise.
Jean Valjean xpanded,
to the division of labor.
very fond of snuif, he had from M. Made- and felt his own happiness grow with the
leine^s presence the advantage that he took happiness which he caused Cosette.
The
thrice as much as before, and in a far more joy which we inspire has this eharniing thing
voluptuous manner, because M. Madeleine about it, that far from being weakened, like

glory

k

paid for

ordinary reflections,

it.

The nuns did not adopt

the

name

of Ul-

time; they called Jean Valjean "the other
Fauvent.^^ Had these holy women had any
of Javert^s temper about them, they must

have noticed that when any thing had to be
procured from outside for the garden it was
always the elder Fauvent, the cripple, who
went out, and never the other; but either
because eyes constantly fixed on God know
not how to spy or because they preferred to
watch one another, they paid no attention to
However, Jean Valjean did quite
the fact.
right in keeping shy and not stirring, for
Javert watched the quarter for a whole
month.
This convent was to Jean Valjean like an
island surrounded by gulfs, and these four
walls were henceforth the world for him he
saw enough of the sky there to be secure,
and enough of Cosette to be happy. He
lived with old Fauchelevent in the hovel at
This lath and plaster
the end of the garden.
tenement, which still existed in 1825, was
composed of three rooms which had only the
The largest room was surrenbare walls.
dered by force, for Jean Valjean resisted in
vain, by Father Fauchelevent to M. Made;

leine.

The

wall of this

room had

for orna-

it

returns to us

more

radiant than before.

In her hours of recreation Jean Valjean watched her from a distance,
playing and running, and distinguished her
laugh fi-bm that of the others, for Cosette

now

laughed.

Her

face

had

a certain extent, for laughter
drives winter

also
is

from the human

changed

to

the sun which
face.

When

Cosette returned to her studies Jean Valjean

watched the windows of her school-room, and
would rise to gaze at the windows

at night

of her dormitor}'.

'

God has His inscrutable designs, and the
convent contributed, like Cosette, to maintain and complete the bishop^s work in Jean
It is certain that one of the sides
Valjean.
of virtue leads to pride,
built

and there is a bridge
Jean Valjean

there by the demon.

was perhaps unconsciously very near this
bridge when Providence threw him into the
convent of the Little Picpus. So long as he
had only compared himself with the bishop,
he had found himself unworthy, and had
been humble, but for some time i^ast he had
been beginning to compare himself with
men, and pride was growing u]). Who knows
whether he might not have ended by gently
returnhig to hatred

?

The convent checked him on

this slope

;

it

ment, in addition to the two nails for hanging was the second place of caj^tivity which he
up the knee-cap and the hotte, a Royalist had seen. In his youth, in what had been
note for ten livres, date ^93, fastened above to him the commencement of life, and again
This Vendean assignat very recently, he had seen another, a frightthe mantelpiece.
had been nailed to the wall by the previous ful spot, a terrible si)ot, whose severities had
the con- ever appeared to him to be the iniqtiity of
gardener, an ex-chuan, who died
At the
justice and the crime of the law.
vent, and was succeeded by Fauchelevent.
Jean Valjean worked daily in the garden, present day after the hulks he saw the conAs he had once been vent, and reflecting that he had been a mem.and was very useful.
glad
to become a gardener. ber of the galleys and was now, so to speak,
he
was
pruner
a
It will be remembered that he had a great a spectator of the convent, he anxiously eonnumber of receipts and secrets which he fronted them in his thotights.
At times he leant on his spade, and fell
turned to a profit nearly all the trees in the
orchard were wild stocks, and he grafted into a profound reverie. He recalled his old

m

;

LES M1S]^BABLES.
how wretched they were
They
dawn and worked till night; they

comrades;
rose at

!
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which was still attached to
the earth by virtue, and already attached to
fect innocence,

were scarce granted time to sleep; they lay

Heaven by

down on camp beds and were only allowed

sions of crimes

mattresses two inches thick;

other,

their

rooms

holiness.

made

confessions

of

On

one

side,

confes-

in a whisper; on the
faults

made

aloud.

were only warmed in the severest months of And what crimes and what faults
On one
the year; they were dressed in hideous red side, miasmas, on the other an ineffable perjackets; they were allowed, as an indulgence, fume; on one side, a moral pestilence, closely
canvas tronsers in the great heat, and a guarded, held down by cannon, and slowly
woolen bandage on their back in the severe devouringits plague sufferers; on the other,
cold ; they only ate meat and drank wine a chaste kindling of all the souls on the
when they worked on fatigue parties; they same hearth. There darkness, here shadow,
lived without names, solely designated by but a shadow full of light, and light full of
numbers, lowering their eyes, lowering their radiance.
voice, with shorn hair, under the stick, and
They were two places of slavery, but in the
in disgrace.
former there was a possible deliverance, a
Then his thoughts turned to the beings constantly visible legal limit, and, besides,
whom he had before him. These beings also escape in the second, perpetuity, the only
lived with cropped hair, downcast eyes, and hope being that gleam of liberty which men
a low voice, not in disgrace, but amid the call death, upon the extreme horizon.
In
mockery of the world, and if their backs were the former people were only held by chains,
not bruised by a stick, their shoulders were in the latter by faith. What emerged from
lacerated by the discipline.
Their names the former ? an immense curse, gnashing of
!

—

had vanished, too, among human beings, and
they only existed under severe appellations.

They never

ate

meat nor drank wine; they

teeth, hatred, desperate wickedness, a cry of
rage against human society, and sarcasms
hurled at Heaven. What issued from the

till night; they
latter ? blessings, love.
And in these two
were dressed, not in a red jacket, but in a places which were so similar, and yet so
black woollen pall, heavy in summer and varying, these two so different species of
light in winter, and were unable to reduce it beings accomplished the same work of exor add to it at all, and they wore for six piation.

often remained without food

months

in the year serge chemises, which
caused them a fever. They slept not in
rooms warmed merely in the severe cold, but
in cells in which fires were never kindJed ;

Jean Valjean perfectly understood the expiation of the former, as personal, but he did
not understand the expiation of the others,
of these creatures who were without reproach

they slept not on mattresses two inches thick, or stain, and he asked himself with trembut on straw; lastly, they were not even al- bling
expiation for what ?
A voice anlowed to sleep; every night, after a day of swered in his conscience; the most divine
labor, they were compelled to get up, dress proof of human generosity, expiation for
themselves, and go and pray in a freezing others.
dark chapel, with their knees upon the
Here we lay aside any and every personal
On certain days, moreover, each of theory; we are only the narrator, we are
stones.
these beings was obliged, in turn, to remain standing in Jean Yaljean^s place, and transfor twelve hours prostrate on the ground, ferring his impressions.
He had before his
with her arms extended like a cross.
eyes the sublime summit of abnegation, the
The former were men; the latter were highest pinnacle of possible virtue, that inwomen. What had the men done ? They nocence which forgives men their faults, and
had robbed, violated, plundered, killed, as- expiates them in their place; servitude enThey were bandits, forgers, dured, torture accepted, punishment desassinated.
poisoners, incendiaries, murderers and parri- manded by souls which have not sinned,
:

women done ? Nobrigandage and fraud,
cozening, violence, lubricity, homicide, every
sort of sacrilege, every variety of crime; on
the other, only one thing innocence, percides.

thing.

What had

On

one

these

side,

—

may absolve souls which have
the love of humanity swallowed up in

that they
erred

;

the love of Ood, but remaining distinct and
suppliant in it ; gentle, feeble beings who
have the wretchedness of those who are pun-.
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who

re-

uttering merry cries, these grave and simple
women, these silent cloisters, slowly pene-

he remembered that he had dared
He often rose in the middle of the night to listen to the grateful
song of these innocent creatures^ weighed
down by severity, and his blood ran cold
when he thought that men who were justly

trated him, and gradually his soul was composed of silence like this cloister, of j^erfume
like these flowers, of peace like this garden,

ished and the smile of those

are

warded.

And

to complain.

chastised only raised their voices to

of simplicity like these
like these children.

how two houses

Heaven him

two

at the

of

women, and

And then he
God had in turn
moments

critical

of joy

thouo-ht

received

of his life,

to blaspheme, and that he, wretch as he was, the first when all doors were closed and huhad threatened God. It was a striking man society repulsed him, the second at the
thing, which made him reflect deeply, and moment when human society was beginning
imagine it a warning of Providence, that all to hunt him down again, and the hulks were
the things he had done to escape from the yawning for him and that, had it not been
other place of expiation, such as climbing for the former, he would have fallen back
walls, difficulties, dangerous adventures, and into crime, and but for the latter, into punrisks of death, he had gone through again, in ishment.
All his heart melted into gratientering the present place. Was it a symbol tude, and he loved more and more.
of his destiny ?
Several years passed thus, and Cosette
This house was a prison, too, and bore a grew.
mournful likeness to the other abode from
which he had fled, and yet he had never
CHAPTER GXXV.
had such an idea here. He saw again the
bars, bolts and iron bars, to guard whom ?
PARVULUS.
angels.
The lofty walls which he had seen
and the forest has a bird
has
a
child
Paris
around tigers he saw again around lambs.
is called a sparrow, the child is called
bird
the
It was a place of expiation, and not of
punishment, and yet it was even more aus- a gamin. Couple these two ideas, the one
which is all furnace, the other all dawn
tere, gloomy and pitiless than the other.
These virgins were more harshly bowed than bring the two sparks, Paris and childhood,
produced,
the galley slaves: a rough, cold wind, the into collision, and a little being is
say.
Plautus
would
as
homuncio,
a
wind which had chilled his youth, blew
;

;

;

through the barred and padlocked cage of
the vultures; but a sharper and more painful

wind passed through the cotes of these doves.
Why was this ?
Vfhen he thought of these things, all
wiUiin him bowed down before this mystery
In these meditations pride
of sublimity.
vanished he felt himself insignificant, and
wept many times all that had entered his
life during the past six months, led him back
Cosette by
to the bishop's holy injunctions
love, tlie convent by humility.
;

:

—

hours of the night when
the garden was deserted, he might have been
seen kneeling in front of that window through
which ho had gazed on the night of his arrival, turned towards the spot where he knew

At times

in those

that the sister y/ho was

making reparation was

He prayed thus kneeling before this sister it seemed as if he
dared not kneel directly to God.
All that surrounded him, this peaceful
garden, tlie.^e fragrant flowers, these children

prostrated in prayer.

—

This little being is joyous ; he does not eat
every day, and he goes to the theatre every
He has no shirt
night if he thinks proper.

on his body, no shoes on his feet, and no
he is like the flies,
covering on his head
which have none of those things. He is
from seven to thirteen years of age, lives
gregariously, lodges in the open air, wears an
old pair of his father's trousers, which descend
lower than his heels, an old hat belonging to
some other father, Avhich comes belovv^ his
He runs,
ears, and one yellow list brace.
;

watches, begs, kills time, colors pipes, swears
like a fieud, haunts the wine-shop, knows
is

intimate

sings

filthy

thieves,

slang,

with prostitutes, talks
and has nothing

songs,

bad in his heart for he has in his soul a pearl,
Innocence and pearls are not dissolved by,
mud. So long as the man is a child, God
If we]
desires tliat he should be innocent.
'^ What is this
city,
enormous
the
ask
were to
creature?'' it would reply, ''It is my little
;

;

one.*'

X
•

LE8 MISERABLES.
The gamin

of Paris is the dwarf of the
Let ns not exaggerate this cherub
of the gutter has sometimes a shirt, but in
that case has only one he has shoes at times,
but then they have no soles; he has at times
a home, and likes it, for he finds his mother
there; but he prefers the street, because he
giantess.

:

;

did the doctors begin to carry

own work

there.

home

their

V'

Another is in a crowd. A serious man,
adorned with spectacles and watch seals,
turns indignantly " You scoundrel, what do
you mean by taking my wife^s waist T' " I.
:

sir ?

search

me V^

He

has games of his
own, and his own tricks, of which hatred of
the respectable class constitutes the basis,
liberty

finds

^61

and he has metaphors of his own,— thus, to
be dead, he calls eating dandelions by the
He has trades of his own, fetching
root.
hackney coaches, letting down steps, pulling
a board across the gutters in heavy showers,
and shouting out speeches made by the auHe
thorities in favor of the French people.
has also a currency of his own, composed of

CHAPTER CXXVI.
HE

IS

AGREEABLE.

At night, thanks to a few half-pence which
he always contrives to procure, the homuncio
enters the theatre. On crossing this magical
threshold he becomes transfigured he was a
gamin, and he becomes the titi. Theatres
are like overturned vessels, which have their
;

can be keel in the air, and the titis congregate in
money, the hold. The titi is to the gamin as the
an un- butterfly to the chrysalis, the same being,
It is sufficient
in this but now flying and hovering.
for him to be present, with his radiant hapchildish Bohemia.
Lastly, he has a fauna of his own, which piness, his power of enthusiasm and delight,
he studiously observes in every hole and cor- and the clapping of his hands, which resemner,
the lady-bird, the death^s-head moth, bles the flapping of wings and the narrow,
the daddy long-legs, and the " devil,'^ a black fetid, obscure, dirty, unhealthy, hideous,
insect which threatens by writhing its tail, abominable hold is at once called Paradise.
Give a being what is useless, and deprive
and which is armed with two horns. He has
his fabulous monster, which has scales on its him of what is necessary, and you will have
He possesses some literary inbelly, and is not a lizard, and spots on its the gamin.
back, but is not a frog; it lives in holes in tuition, and his tastes, we confess it with all
He is by naold lime-kilns and dried-up wells it is black, proper regret, are not classical.
hairy, slimy, and crawls about, at one mo- ture but little of an academician.
This being bawls, shouts, ridicules, and
ment slowly, at another quick'ly; it utters no
sound, but looks so terrible that no one has fights; wears patches like a babe, and rags
ever seen it. This monster he calls the ^^drag- like a philosopher: fishes in the gutter, sports
on,^^ and looking for it under stones is a pleas- in the sewers, extracts gayety from filth, grins
ure of a formidable nature. Another pleasure and bites, whistles and sings, applauds and
hisses, tempers the Hallelujah chorus with
is suddenly to raise a paving-stone and look
Matantururette, hums every known tune,
region
Pans
is
Every
of
wood-lice.
the
at
interesting for the celebrated " finds '^ which finds without looking, knows what he is igall the little pieces of copper that
picked up in the streets. This curious
which takes the name of loques, has
varying and well-established value

—

—

—

;

/

may be made

in them ; thus, there are earthe timber-yards of the Ursulines,
centipedes at the Pantheon, and tadpoles in
the ditches of the Champs de Mars.

wigs

m

jis for witticisms, this child is

them

as Talleyrand; but

though no

as full of
less cyni-

He is gifted with an
cal, he is more honest.
unforeseen joviality, and startles the shopkeeper by his mad laugh. His range extends
from genteel comedy to farce. A funeral
and among the persons following is a
physician. " Hilloh V^ shouts a gamin, " when
passes,

of, is a Spartan in filching, wallows on
dung heap, and emerges covered with
stars.
The gamin of Paris is the boy Rabe-

norant
the

lais.

He is not satisfied with his trousers
have no watch-pockets.

He

if

they

is surprised at little, and frightened by
he sings down superstitions, reduces exaggerations, puts out his tongue at ghosts,
depoetizes stilts, and introduces caricature
It is not thp^
into the most serious affairs.
he is prosaic, far from it, but he substitutes a

less;
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phantasmagoria for solemn vision. If ment, the end of the furrows and the begin
Adamastor were to appear to him^ the gamin ning of the shops, the end of rule and the
''
begin nir]g of passions, the end of the divine
would say, '' Hilloh old Boguey
murmur and the beginning of human reason,
and all this produces an extraordinary interCHxiPTER CXXVTI.
est; and such is the motive of the apparently
farcical

!

attractive parts,

Paris begins with the badaud and ends
with the gamin, two beings of which no other
city is capable; the passive acceptance which
is satisfied with looking, and the inexhaustible
initiative,

Prudhomme and

alone has that in

monarchy

its

Paris

Fouillon.

natural history

:

all

the

badaud, all the anarchy
This pale child of the fauis in the gamin.
bourgs of Paris lives, and is developed and
grows up in suffering, a thoughtful witness
in the presence of social realities and human
things.
He believes himself reckless, but is
not so: he looks on, ready to laugh, but also
ready for something else. Whoever you
may be who call yourself prejudice, abuses,
despoiniquity,
ignominy,
oppression,
tism,

is

in the

injustice, fanaticism, or tyranny, take

care of the

This

fellow will grow.

Of what

clay

is

he made? of anything: take a handful of mud,
a breath; and you have Adam: it is sufficient

and God has ever passed
Fortune toils for this little
being, though by the word fortune we mean
Will this pigmy,
to some extent adventure.
moulded in the coarse common clay, ignorant,
uneducated, brutal, violent, and of the populace, be an Ionian or a Boeotian ? Wait
av/hile chim curni rota, and the genius of
Paris, that demon which creates children of
aocident and men of destiny, will behave
exactly contrary to the Latin potter ani make
an amphora out of the earthenware jar.
The gamin loves the town, but he loves
solitude as well, for there is something of the
sage in him: he is U7'bis amator like Fusgus,
and riiris amatoi like Flaccus. To wander
about dreamily, that is, to lounge, is an ex-

for a Grod to pass,

over the gamin.

cellent

employment

of time for the philoso-

pher, particularly in that slightly bastard and
somewhat ugly sort of country, which is however, strange

and composed of two natures,

that surrounds certain large cities, and nota-

Observing the suburbs is looking
an amphibious scene; it is the end of the
trees and the beginning of the roofs, the end
of the grass and the beginning of the pavebly Paris.

at

brands with the title of '' sad. ''
The author of these lines was for a long
time a prowler about the suburbs of Paris,
and it is a source of profound recollection for
him. The worn grass, the stony path, the
chalk, the marl, the plaster the rough monotony of ploughed and fallow land, the young
plants in the kitchen-garden suddenly noticed in a hollow, the mixture of the wild and
the tame, the vast deserted nooks in which
the garrison drummers hold their noisy school,
these Thebaids by day and cut-throat dens
by night, the tottering mill turning in the
wind, the wheels of the quarries, the wineshops at the corners of the cemeteries, the
mysterious charm of the tall dark walls cutting at right angles immense open fields
bathed in sunshine and full of butterflies all
this attracted him.
Hardly any one knows those singular spots,
la Glaciere, la Cimette, the hideous wall of
Grenelle pock-marked with bullets, the Mont
Parnasse, the Fosse aux Loups, the Tombe
Issoire, or the Pierre Plate de Chatillon,
where there is an old exhausted quarry, which
is now only employed to grow mushroons,
and is closed by a heap of rotten boards flush
with the ground
The Campagna of Kome
is an idea, and the banlieue of Paris is another to see in what an horizon offers us
nought but fields, houses or trees, is to remain on the surface for all the aspects of
things are the thoughts of God,
The spot
where a plain forms its junction with a town
is always imprinted with a species of penetrating melancholy; for nature and humanity
address you simultaneously, and local peculiarities make their appearance there.
Any one who has wondered like we have in
those solitudes contiguous to our suburbs,
which might be called the Limbos of Paris,
has seen here and there, at the most deserted
spot, and at the most unexpected moment, behind a scrubby ledge, or in the corner of some
melancholy wall, children grouped tumultu-

—

yawning gamin.

little

dreamer in those unwhich the passer-by at once

objectless walks of the

HE MAY BE USEFUL.

:

;

ously, fetid,

muddy, dusty, unkempt, and ragThey are the little runa-

ged, playing together.

LE8 MISERABLE8.
gates of poor families: this external boulevard
is their breathing medium, and the banlieue

belongs to them, and they eternally play truThey ingenuously sing there their
ant in it.

unenclosed
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fields,

in

houses building, and

under the arches of the bridges. One of
these nests, which became famous, produced
This,
''the swallows of the Rue d'Arcole.''

by the w^ay, is the most disastrous of social
symptoms, for all the crimes of the man
with the vagabondage of the lad.
begin
far from any eye, in the gentle warmth of
must except Paris, however, and in a
We
in
the
hole
round
a
Circling
May or June.
ground and playing at pitch and toss, like relative degree, and in spite of the statistics
irresponsible freed, and happy beings, so soon we have just quoted, the exception is fair.
as they perceive you they remember that While in any other great city a vagabond child
they have a trade and must gain there livli- is a ruined man, while nearly everywhere the
hood, and they offer to sell you an old wool boy left to himself is, to some extent, destocking full of May-bugs or a spray of lilac. voted and left to a species of fatal immersion
Such a. meeting with chance children is one in public vice, which destroys honor and conof the charming, and yet poignant, graces of science within him, the gamin of Paris,
though externally so injured, is internally
environed Paris.
Sometimes there are girls among the heap almost intact. It is a magnificent thing to
almost be able to say, and one revealed in the splenare they their sisters?
of boys,
grown, up, thin, feverish, sunburnt, and did probity of our popular revolutions, that
freckled, crowned with wheat-ears and pop- a certain incorruptibility emanates from the
pies gay, haggard, and barefooted. You may idea which is in the atmosphere of Paris, as
see them eating cherries among the wheat, from the salt which is in the ocean water.
and at night hear them laugh. These groups, Breathing Paris preserves the soul.
But what we have just stated does not in
warmly illuminated by the bright light of
any
way decrease the heart-contraction which
long
the
twilight,
for
a
midday, or seen in
time occupy the dreamer, and these visions we feel every time we meet one of these lads,
around whom we fancy that we can see the
are mingled with his dreams.
In
Paris is the centre, the banlieue is the cir- threads of the broken family fluttering.
repertory of unclean songs.
or, to

They

are there,

speak more correctly, they dwell there,

—

—

;

cumference

— that

is,

the whole earth for

our present civilization,

w^iicli is still so in-

They never venture beyond complete, it is not a very abnormal fact, that
and can no more leave the Parisian at- families thus broken up should not know

these children.
it,

children, and allow
upon the public way.
leagues from the barri^e; Ivry, Gentilly,jjAr- Hence these obscure destinies and this sad
Aubervilliers, Menilmon- thing has become proverbial, and is known
cueil, Belleville,
tant, Ohoisy le Eoi, Bellancourt, Meudon, as '' being cast on the pavement of Paris.^^
Let us remark parenthetically that such
Issy, Vauvres, Sevres, Puteaux, Xeuilly, Gen-

mosphere than a

fish

With them there

nevilliers,

is

can live out of water.
nothing beyond two

Colombes, Komainville,

Chalon,

what becomes
their

of their

entrails to fall

desertion of children was not discouraged by

A little of the Bohemian
and Egyptian element in the lower classes
Gonesse— at these places their universe ends. suited the higher spheres, and the powerful
ones profited by it. Hatred of national education was a dogma of what good were halfCHAPTER CXXYIII.
lights?
Such was the sentence, and the
vagabond
boy is the corollary of the ignorant
A SMALL BIT OF HISTORY.
Besides, the monarchy sometimes wantboy.
At the almost contemporary period when ed lads, and then it skimmed the streets. In
this story happened there was not, as at the the reign of Louis XIV., to go no further

Enghien,
Noisy-le-sec, Nogent, Gournay, Drancy, and
Asnieres,

Bougival,

Nanterre,

the old monarchy.

;

present day, a policeman at every street corner (a blessing which we have no time to

back, the king wished, rightly enough, to
The idea was good, but let us
create a fleet.
look at the means. Xo fleet is possible, un-

and wandering children abounded
Statistics give us an average of two less you have by the side of the sailing vessels,
hundred and sixty shelterless children, pick- which are the playthings of the winds, vessels,
ed up annually by the police of that day, in which can be sent wherever may be necessary.
discuss),
in Paris.
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we poor people die of our selves.^^ But if all
or be used as tugs, impelled by oars or steam
and in those days galleys were to the navy the passiveness of the peasant is contained in
what steam-vessels now are. Hence, galleys this remark, all the free-thinking anarchy of
were needed, but galleys are only moved
through the galley-slave, and hence the latter

the faubourien will be found in the follow-

must be procured.

the confessor in the cart, and the child of

Colbert ordered the pro-

attendants and parliament, to promany convicts as they could, and the
magistrates displayed great complaisance in
A man kept on his hat when a
the matter.

ing: a

man condemned

vincial

Paris protests,

duce as

cap.

that was a Huguenot attiand he was sent to the galleys. A boy
was met in the street; provided that he was
fifteen years of age, and had no place to

procession passed

;

tude,

sleep in, he was sent to the galleys.

great reign

It

was a

—a great age.

In the reign of Louis XV. children disappeared in Paris; the 23olice carried them off
and no one knew for what mysterious employment. Monstrous conjectures were whispered as to the kings purple baths. It sometimes happened that when boys ran short,
the exempts seized such as had parents and
the parents in their despair, attacked the exempts. In such a case parliament interfered and hanged whom ? the exempts ? no,
;

,

—

—the fathers.

The Parisian gamin almost forms a caste,
and we might say that a boy does not become
The word gamin was printed
so by wishing.
for the first time,

and passed from the popu-

lace into literature,

in

1834.

made

It

its

appearance in a work called Claude
Gueux the scandal was great, but the word
has remained. The elements that constitute
the consideration of gamins among one another are very varied. AVe knew and petted
one, who was greatly respected and admired
because he had seen a man fall off the towers
of Notre Dame; another, because he had
managed to enter the backyard in which the
statues of the dome of the Invalides were
temporarily deposited, aud steal lead off
them; another, because he had seen a diligience upset ; another, because he knew a soldier who had all but put out the eye of a
This explains the exclamation of
civilian.
the Parisian gamin, at which the vulgar
laughed without understanding its depth.
** Dieu de Dieu
how unlucky I am just think

first

:

!

I

that I never saw anybody fall

from a

fifth

Assuredly it was a neat remark of
Father So and So, 3^our wife
the peasants:
has died of her illness why did you not send
?^^
"What would you have sir?
for a doctor
floor

I"^

'*'

—

:

A

''

He

to death

is

is

listening to

talking to the skull-

Oh, the capon I'
boldness in religious

matters
important for
him to be strong-minded. Being present at
executions is a duty with him. He points at
the guillotine and laughs at it, and calls it by
all sorts of pet names,
end of the soup; the
grumbler; the sky-blue mother; the last
mouthful, etc. In order to lose none of the
sight, he climbs up walls, escalades balconies,
mounts trees, hangs to gratings, and clings
A gamin is born to be a
to chimney-pots.
slater, as another is to be a sailor, and he is
no more frightened at a roof than at a mast.
No holiday is equal to the Greve, and Samson and the Abbe Montes are the real popuThe sufferer is hooted to encourlar fetes.
is
sometimes admired.
him, and
age
Lacenaire, when a gamin, seeing the frightful
Dautrem die bravely, uttered a remark which
contained his future faith, " I was jealous
of him.^^ In gamindom, Voltaire is unknown
but Papavoine is famous. Politicians and
murderers are mingled in the same legend,
and traditions exist as to the last garments of
all.
They know that Tolleron had a nightcap on Avril a fur cap Louvel a round hat
that old Delaporte was bald and bareheaded
Castaing rosy cheeked and good-looking, and
that Bories had a romantic beard Jean Martin kept his braces on, and Lecouffe and his
mother abused each other: "Don^t quarrel
about your basket,'^ a gamin shouted to them.
Another little fellow climbed up a lamp post
on the quay, in order to watch Debacker
pass; and a gendarme posted there frowned
" Let me climb up, M^sieu le Genat him.
darme," and to soften the man in authority,
he added, -^^ I shall not fall." " What do I
care whether you fall or not ? " the gendarme
certain

elevates the gamin,

and

it is

—

—

;

;

;

replied.

Among

the gamins a memorable accident
highly esteemed, and a lad attains the summit of consideration if he give himself a deep
The fist is no small elecut "to the bone."
ment of success, and of one the things which
a gamin is very fond of saying is, " I am preis

cious

strono^."

To be

left

handed renders

LES MISERABLES.
you enviable, while squinting

is

held in great

esteem.

In summer the gamin is metamorphosed
and leaps off the washing barges
in front of the Jena and Austerlitz bridges
into the Seine and all possible infractions of
into a f rog^

the laws of decency.

Still the police are on
the watch, and hence results a highly drama-

which once gave rise to a paterand memorable cry. This cry which became celebrated about 1830, is a stragetic
warning from gamin to gamin; it can be
scanned like a verse of Homer, with a notatic situation,

nal

tion almost as indescribable as the Eleusiac
song of the Panathenaea, in which the ancient
Evohe may be traced,— ^^ Ohe, Titi, oheee,
berets the sergeant, pack up your traps, and
be off through the sewer.
Sometimes this gad-fly that is the name
he gives himself can read, sometimes he can

and draw

—

after a fashion.

He

does not

by some mysterious mutual instruction, all the talents which may

hesitate to acquire,

be useful to the public cause. From 1815 to
1830 he imitated the cry of a turkey; from
1830 to 1848 he drew; a pear upon the walls.
One summer evening, Louis Philippe, returning home on foot, saw a very little scamp
struggling to raise himself high enough to
draw with charcoal a gigantic pear on the pillar of the l^euilly gates, and the king with that
kindness which he inherited from Henri IV.,
helped the gamin to finish the pear and gave

him a

louis,

too.''

The gamin

on that
a commotion, and

saying, ^'^The pear
likes

is

any violent condition pleases him. He execrates the cures.
One day a young scamp
was seen taking a sight at a gateway of N'o.
69, Rue de FUniversite, ^^ Why are you doing
that to that gate?

the lad answered,

''

in a perfect state, is acquainted
with all the police of Paris, and when he
meets one, can, always give a name to his face.
his

fingers,

studies

and has his special notes about
each.
He reads the minds of the police like
an open book, and will say curiously and
without hesitating, '^ So and so is a traitor,
so and so is very loicTced, so and so is great,
so and so is ridiculous " (the Italicized words
have all a peculiar meaning in his/ mouth).
This one believes that the Pont Neuf belongs
to him, and prevents the loorld from walking
on the cornice outside the parapet ; another
has a mania for pulling the ears of persoyis,
their names,

AN ANECDOTE OF THE LAST KING.

write,

The gamin,

He numbers them on
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a passer-by asked

him

"A

cure lives there."" The
Papal ISTuncio in fact resided there. Still,
however great the gamin's Voltairianism may
be, if the opportunity is offered him of being
a chorister, he may possibly accept, and in
that case serves in all politely.
There are
two things of which he is the Tantalus, and
which he constantly desires without ever

being able to attain them,—to overthrow the
government and have his trousers reseated.

etc., etc.

CHAPTER CXXX.
THE OLD SOUL OF GAUL.
This lad may be traced in Poquelin, a son
and again in Beaumarchais,

of the Halles,
for gaminierie

is a lingo of the Gallic temper.
blended with common sense, it at
times adds strength in the same way as alcohol
when mixed with wine: at other times it is a

When

Homer, it is true, repeats himself, and
we might say that Voltaire plays the gamin.
Oamille Desmeulins was a faubourien. Championnet, who abused miracles, issued from
the pavement of Paris; when quite a lad, he
fault.

inundated the porticoes" of Saint Jean de
Beauvais and Saint Etienne de Mont, and
was on such familiar terms with the shrine of
Saint Genevieve as eventually to give his
orders to the vial of St. Januarius.
''

The
and
is

Parisian

insolent.

gamin

He

is

respectful, ironical,

has bad teeth because he

badly fed and his stomach suffers, and fine

eyes because he has

up the

of Jehovah.
all

talent.

He would hop

steps of Paradise in the very presence

He

is

clever at the savate,

creeds are possible to him.

He

and

plays in

the gutter, and draws himself up at the sound
of an emeute; his effrontery cannot be sub-

dued by grapeshot he was a vagabond and
becomes a hero, and like the little Theban,
he shakes the lion's skin. Barra the drummer was a Parisian gamin; he shouted, " Forward !" and in an instant became a giant.
;

This child of the

mud

is

also the child of the

we need only measure the
distance between Moliere and Barra.
In a word, the gamin is a being who

ideal;

to see this

;
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amuses himself^ because he is unhappy. The
gamin of Paris at the present day, like the
bi-r^culus of Kome in former time, is the

and Curculion the parasite form a pair; Ergasites would have himself introduced to 0ambaceres by d'Aigre fuille; the four fops of
youthful people with the wrinkle of tlie old Eome, Alcesimarchus, Phoedromus, Dicaworld on its forehead. The gamin is a grace bolus, and Argiryppus descend the Courtille
Aulus Gellius
for a nation, and at the same time a malady, in Labatut's jDOstchaise
In what stopped before Congrio no longer than Chara malady which must be cured.
way ? by light, for light is sanitary and il- les Nodier did before Punchinello; Marton is
not a tigress, but Pardalisca was not a dragluminating.
All the generous social irradiations issue on. Pantolabus humbugs Xomentamus, the
from science, letters, the arts, and instruction. gourmet, at the cafe Anglais; Hermogenesis
Make men and enlighten them in order that the Tenor in the Champs Elysees, and Thra;

—

they may warm you. Sooner or later the
splendid question of universal instruction
will be a^ked with the irresistible authority
of absolute truth; and then those who govern
under the surveillance of French ideas will
have to make a choice between children of
France and gamins of Paris, between flames

sius the beggar,

dressed as Bobeche, carries

round the hat for him

the troublesome fellow who catches hold of your coat-button in
the Tuileries makes you repeat after two
thousand years the apostrophe of Thesperoii,
Quis 2^"^^ operant em me preliendit pallio ?
The wine of Suresne is a parody of the wine
Pere La Chaise exhales in the night
in light or will-o-the-wisps in the darkness.
of Alba
The gamin expresses Paris, and Paris ex- showers the same gleams as the Esquili^;
For Paris is a total; it is and the poor man^s grave bought for five
presses the world.
the ceiling of the human race, and the whole years is quite equal to the hired coffin of the
of this prodigious city is an ejDitome of dead slave.
manners and living manners. The man who
Seek for any thing which Paris has not.
sees Paris imagines that he sees universal The tub of Trophonius contains nothing
Ergaphilas
history, with sky and constellations in the in- which is not in Mesmer's trough
•

;

—

;

;

tervals.

Paris

has

a capital in the

Town

is

resuscitated in

Cagliostro;

the

Brahmin

Parthenon in Xotre Dame, a Mons
Aventinus in the Faubourg St Antoine, an
Asinarium in the Sorbonne, a Pantheon in
the Pantheon, a Via Sacra in the Boulevard

Vasaphanta is incarcerated in the Count de
St. Germain; and the cemetery of Saint Medard performs quite as good miracles as the
Oumoumie Mosque at Damascus. Paris has
des Italians, a Tower of the Winds in public an Esop in Mayeux, and a Canidia in Madeopinion, and ridicule has been substituted for moiselle Lenormand; it is startled as Delphi
the Gemoniae. Its majo is called the " fa- was by the flaming realities of the vision; it
raud,^^ its Transteverine is called the faubou- makes tables turn as Dodona did tripods; it
rien, its hammal the " fort de la Halle,^' its places a grisette ujdou a throne as Rome

Hall, a

lazzarone the '^pegre,^^ and its cockney the
" Gandin.^^
All that is elsewhere is in Paris.

Dumarsais^ fish-fag can give a reply to the
Yejanus the disco-

herb-seller of Euripides;

bolus lives again in the rope-dancer Forioso
Therapontiginus Miles could walk arm-in-

placed a courtesan and, after all, if Louis
Quinze is worse than Claudius, Madame Dubarry is better than Messalina. Paris combines in an extraordinary type what is dead
and what we have elbowed, Greek nudity,
:

—

Hebrew ulcer, and Gascon puns. It
arm with Grenadier Vadeboncoeur; Damasip- mixes up Diogenes, Job, and Paillasse, drespus the broker would be happy among the ses a ghost in old numbers of the Constitutiondealers in hric-d-hrac Vincennes would hold nel, and makes Chodrucnito a Duclos.
Socrates under lock, just as the Agora would
pounce on Diderot; Grimod de la Eegniere

discovered roast-beef with tallow, in the same
way as Ourtillus invented roast hedgehog.

We

have seen the trapeze of which we read
under the balloon of the
Arc de TEtoile; the sword swallower of

in Plautus reappear

Pcecile

met by Apuleius,

is

a swallower of sa-

bres on the Pont Noeuf ; Rameau's

nephew

the

Although Plutarch

^^

the tyrant
Rome, under Sylla as
never goes to sleep,
under Domitian, was resigned, and liked to
mix water with its wine. The Tiber was a
Lethe, if we may believe the somewhat doc
trinaire eulogium which Varus Vibiscus made
Contra Gracclios Tiherim liahemiis.
of it;
Biljere Tiherim, id est seditionem ohliviscL
Paris drinks a million quarts of water a day,
^^

says that

;
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but that does not prevent it from beating the
and ringing the alarm bell when the
opportunity offers.
AVith this exception, Paris is good-natured
it accepts every thing royally; it is not difficult in the matter of its Venus; its Callipyge
is a Hottentot; provided that it laughs, it
forgives; ugliness amuses it, deformity does
tattoo

it good, and vice distracts it; if you are droll
you may be a scoundrel; even hypocrisy, that
supreme cynicism, does not revolt it; it is so
literary that it does not hold its nose on
passing Basile, and is no more scandalized by
Tartuf e^s prayer than Horace was terrified by

the

'^

hiccough^^ of Priapus.

human

No

feature of
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fashion, for it produces routine.
Paris may
be stupid, if it think proper; at times it indulges in that luxury, and then the universe
is stupid with it; but Paris soon wakes up,
rubs its eyes, says. How stupid I am, and
laughs in the face of the human race.
What
a marvel such a city is
how strange it is to
find this grandeur and this buffoonery side
by side, to see how all this majesty is not deranged by this parody, and the same mouth
to-day blowing the trumpet of the last
judgment, and to-morrow a penny whistle
Paris has a sovereign gayety, but the gayety
!

!

is

Its

and its farce holds a sceptre.
hurricane at times issues from a furnace;

lightning,

wanting in the profile of its explosions, its days, its masterpieces, its
is not the Polyhymn- prodigies, its epics, go to the end of the
ian dance of the Janiculum, but the brothel- world, and so do its cock and bull tales.
Its
keeper has her eyes fixed on the Lorette laugh is the crater of a volcano which bethere, exactly as the procuress Staphyla spatters the world; and its jokes are sparkles
watched the Virgin Planesium. The Barriere of fire. It imposes upon nations its caricades Combats is not a Oolisaeum, but people tures as well as its ideal, and the loftiest
are as ferocious there as if Caesar were look- monuments of human civilization accept its
ing on.
The Syrian hostess has more grace ironies and lend their eternity to its jokes.
than Mother Saguet, but if Virgil frequented It is supurb; it has a prodigious July 14,
the Eoman wine-shop, David of Angers, which delivers th^e globe; its night of August
Balzac, and Chailet have seated themselves 4 dissolves in three hours a thousand years
the

face

is

Paris; the Balle Mabille

in Parisian pot-houses.

Paris reigns, geniuses

and red-tails prosper. Adonais
passes through it in his twelve-wheeled car of
thunder and lightning; and Silenus makes
his entrance on his barrel.
For Silenus read
Eamponneau.
Paris is the synonym of Cosmos Paris is
Athens, Eome, Sybaris, Jerusalem, and
Pantin.
All civilizations are found there
flash in

it,

;

of feudalism;

form

it

multiplies itself in every

sublimity;

it fills with its lustre
Washington, Kosciusco, Bolivar, Botzaris,
Eiego, Bern, Manin, Lopez, John Brown, and
Garibaldi.
It is found wherever the future
bursts into a flash, at Boston in 1779, at the
Isle of Leon in 1820, at Pesth in 1848, at
Palermo in 1860; it whispers the powerful
watch-word '^Liberty^^ in the ear of the
American abolitionists assembled at Harper's

of

—

but so are all barbarisms. Paris
would be very sorry not to have a guillotine, Ferry, and in that of the patriots of Ancona
a little of the Place de Greve is useful, for assembled in the darkness before the Gozzi
what would this eternal festival be without inn, on the seashore; it creates Canaries, it
that seasoning ? The laws have wisely pro- creates Quiroga; it creates Pisacane, it radivided for that, and thanks to them, the ates grandeur upon the earth; it was by
knife drains drops of blood upon this Mardi going whither its blast impelled him that
Gras.
Byron died at Missolonghi, and Mazet at
Barcelona; it is a tribune under the feet of
Mirabeau, and a crater under those of Eobesabridged,

CHAPTEE CXXXI.

THE

BEIGIIT

There

OF RIDICULE.

are no limits to Paris, and no other
held this sway which at times derides those whom it holds in subjection. " To
please you,
Athenians V Alexander excity has

sets

Descartes, and Jean Jacques; Voltaire, for
any moment, Moliere for all ages; it makes
the universal mouth speak its language; it

constructs in every mind the idea of progress;
made more than the law, for the liberating dogmas which it fuses are wellthe fashion; and it makes more than tried friends for generations, and it is with

claimed.
it

pierre; its books, plays, arts, science, literature, and philosophy, are the manuals of the
human race; it has Pascal, Eegnier, Corneille,

Paris
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mind

and

of its thinkers

the heroes of

all

its

poets that

all

nations have been formed

Cicero exclaims; mob,

Burke, adds,

indig-

nantly; a crowd, a multitude, a population,

Still this does not prevent it these words are quickly uttered but no matfrom playing the gamin, and the enormous ter what do I care that they go about bareThey cannot read; all the worse.
genius which is called Paris, while transfigur- foot?
ing the world with its light, draws Bougi- Will 3^ou abandon them on that account?
nier's nose with charcoal on the walls of the Will you convert their distress into a curse ?
Temple ot Theseus, and writes Credeville Cannot light penetrate these masses ? Let
us revert to that cry of light and insist upon
Yoleur upon the Pyramids.
Light, light who knows whether this
it.
and
teeth,
its
shows
constantly
Paris
when it is not scolding it is laughing, snch opaqueness may not become transparent ? for
The smoke from its chimneys con- are not revolutions themselves transfigurais Paris.
tions ? Come, philosophers, teach, enlighten,
it is a
stitutes the ideas of the universe,
pile of mud and stones if you like, but it is, illumine, think, aloud, speak loudly, run joybefore all, a moral being. It is more than fully into the sunshine, fraternize with the
grand, it is immense and why ? because it public places, announce the glad tidings,
Daring is the j)rice paid for progress. spread alphabets around, proclaim the right,
dares.
All sublime contests are more or less the re- sing the Marseillaise, sow enthusiasm, and
wards of boldness. For the Eevolution to pluck green branches from the oaks. Make
This crowd may
take place, it was not enough that Montes- a whirlwind of the idea.

since 1789.

;

!

!

—
—

;

quieu should foresee

it,

Diderot preach

it,

be sublimated, so

let

us learn

how

to

make

Beaumarchais announce it, Oondorcet calcu- use of that vast conflagration of principles
late it, Aroute prepare it, and Eousseau pre- and virtues, which, crackles and bursts into
These bare feet,
meditate it, it was necessary that Danton a flame at certain hours.
these naked arms, these rags, this ignorance,
should dare it.
The cry of boldness is the fiat lux. In this abjectness, this darkness, may be em-

—

order that the

human

race

may

progress,

it

must have proved lessons of courage permanently before it. Rashness dazzles history, and is one of the brightnesses of man.
The dawn dares when it breaks. To attempt, to brave, persist, and persevere, to be

ployed for the conquest of the ideal.

Look

through the people, and you will perceive the
truth; the vile sand which you trample
under foot, when cast into the furnace and
melted, will become splendid crystal, and by
its aid,

Galileo

and Newton discover

planets.

faithful to one^s self, to wrestle with destiny,
to astound the catastrophe

which

it

by the

causes us, at one

slight fear

moment

to con-
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front unjust power, at another to insult in-

toxicated victory, to hold firm and withstand

—such

the example which people need and
which electrifies them. The same formidable flash goes

from the touch of Prometheus
Cambronne.

to the short clay pipe of

As

LITTLE GAYROCHE.

is

for the Parisian people, even

when

full

nine years after the events
recorded in the second portion of this story,
there might be noticed on the Boulevard du
Temj^le and in the regions of the Chateau
d^Eau, a boy of about eleven or twelve years

Eight

or

always the gamin. Depicting
the lad is depicting the city, and that is the of age, who would have tolerably well realreason why we have studied the eagle in the ized the ideal of a gamin as sketched above,
sparrow.
had he not had, with the smile of his age on
The Parisian race, we say again, is found his lips, a heart absolutely gloomy and void.
most truly in the faubourg; there it is pure- This child was dressed in a man's trousers,
blooded, there we find the real physiognomy, but he had not got them from his father, and
there the people work and suffer, and toil a woman's jacket, which did not come from
and suffering are the two faces of the man. his mother. Some persons had clothed bim
There are there immense numbers of strange in rags out of charity. Yet he had a father
beings, among whom may be found the wild- and a mother, but his father did not think
est types, frem the porter of la Kapie to the of him, and his mother did not love him.
quarryman of Montfau9on,
Fcex iirhis, He was one of those children worthy of pity

grown,

it

is

LE8 MISERABLES.
before

all,

who have

father and mother and

are orphans.

This child was never so comfortable anywhere as in the street, for the paving-stones
were less hard to him than his mother^s
His parents had kicked him out into
heart.
He
life, and he had simply tried his wings.
was a noisy, pale, active, sharp, impudent
He
lad, with a cunning and sickly look.
came and went, sang, played at hopscotch,
searched the gutters, pilfered a little, but
gayly, like cats and sparrows, laughed when
he was called a scamp, and felt angry when
He had no bed, no bread, no
called a thief.
but he was happy because he
fire, no love
was free. When these poor beings are men,
:

the mill of social order nearly always crushes

them, but so long as they are children they
escape because they are small. The slightest
hole saves them.
Still, so abandoned as this child was, it
happened every two or three months that he
"Well, Til go and see mamma.^^ Then
said,
he quitted the Boulevard, the Circus, the
Porte St. Martin, went along the quay,

—

crossed the bridge, reached the Salpetri^re,

—

where ?
Exactly at that
arrived
double No. 50-52, which the reader knows,
the Maison Gorbeau. At this period, Ko. 50

and

-52, which was habitually deserted and eternally decorated with a bill of " Lodgings to
Let,^^ was,

persons,

strange to say, inhabited by several

who had no acquaintance with each

other, as is always the case in Paris.
All bebelonged to that indigent class, which begins
with the last small tradesman in difficulties,
and is prolonged from wretchedness to wretchedness to those two beings to whom all the

nothing very peculiar beyond its denudation;
and the father, on hiring the room, stated
that his name was Jondrette. A short time
after he moved in, which had borne a striking resemblance to employ the memorable

—

remark of the chief lodger
of nothing at

iard, I

dead, and her place had been taken by anI forget

had

said to

am

the party.^^

CHAPTEE
KIJ^ETY YEARS

CXXXIII.

AKD TWO-AND-THIRTY TEETH.

now what

philosopher said, " There is never any want
of old women.^^ This new old woman was
called Madame Burgon, and had nothing remarkable in her life save a dynasty of three
parrots, which had successively reigned over
her soul. The most wretched of all the persons inhabiting the house were a family of
four persons, father, mother, and two nearly
grown-up daughters, all four living in the
same attic, one of the cells to which we have

alluded.

This family offered at the

—to the coming in

this Jondrette

This was the family of the merry little
vagabond. He Joined it, and found distress,
and, what is sadder still, not a smile; a cold
hearth and cold heart. When he entered,
they ask him, " Where do you come from T^
and he answered, "From the street:'^ when
he went away, '^ Where are you going ?^^ and
he answered, " To the street.^^ His mother
would say to him, " What do you want here?^^
The boy lived in this absence of affection
like the pale grass which grows in cellars.
He was not hurt by it being so, and was not
angry with any one: he did not know exactly how a father and mother ought to be.
Moreover, his mother loved his sisters.
We have forgotten to mention that on the
Boulevard the lad was called Little Gavroche.
Why was he called Gavroche ? probably, bebecause his father^s name was Jondrette.
Breaking the thread seems the instinct of
some wretched families. The room which
the Jondrettes occupied at the Maison Gorbeau was the last in the passage, and the
cell next to it was occupied by a very poor
young man of the name of Monsieur Marius.
Let us state who this Monsieur Marius was.

chief lodger of Jean Valjean^s day was

other exactly like her.

all,

the woman, who, like her predecessor, was
also porteress and swept the stairs, '^ Mother
So and So, if any one were to ask by chance
for a Pole, or an Italian, or perhaps a Span-

material things of civilization descend, the
scavenger and the ragpicker.

The
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first

glance

There

are

still

a few persons residing in

Rue Boucherat, Rue de Normandie, and
Rue de Saintonge, who can remember a gentleman of the name of M. Gillenormand, and
the

speak kindly about him.

This

when they were young, and

man was

^this profile

old

has

not entirely disappeared, with those who look
sadly at the vague congregation of shadows
called the past, from the labyrinth of streets
near the Temple, which in the reign of Louis
XIV. received the names of all the provinces
of France, exactly in the same way as in our
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time the names of all the capitals of Europe
have been given to the streets in the new
Tivoli quarter; a progression, by the bye, in

thing,

come curious

'^

and declared himself extremely sagaHere is one of his remarks, ^* I have,
in truth, some penetration.
I am able to
which progress is visible.
say when a flea bites me, from what woman
M. Gillenormand, who was most lively in I caught it.^^ The words he employed most
and
1831, was one of those men who have be- frequently were *^the sensitive man

—

cious.

''^

to look on, solely because they

have lived a long time, and are strange, because they once resembled everybody and now
no longer resemble anyone. He was a peculiar old man, and most certainly the man of
another age, the complete and rather haughty
bourgeois of the eighteenth century,

who

carried his honest old bourgeoisie with the

nature,''^

but he did not give to the latter

word the vast acceptation of our age. But
there was a certain amount of homeliness in
^^ JSTature,^^ he would
his satirical remarks.
anxious that civilization may have a
everything, even gives it specimens
Europe has speciof amusing barbarism.
mens of Asia and Africa, in a reduced size;
the cat is a drawing-room tiger, the lizard a
pocket crockodile. The ballet girls at the
opera are pink savages; they do not eat men,
but they live on them; the little magicians
change them into oysters and swallow them.
The Caribs only leave the bones, and they
only leave the shells. Such are our manners;
we do not devour, but we nibble; we do not
say,

^^

little of

same air as marquises did their marquisate.
He had passed his ninetieth year, walked
upright, talked loudly, saw clearly, drank
heartily, and ate, slept and snored.
He still
had his two-and-thirty teeth, and only wore
He was of an
spectacles to read with.
amorous temper, but said that for the last
ten years he had decidedly and entirely
given up the sex.
^^He could not please,^' exterminate, but we scratch.'^
He lived in the Marais, at JSTo. 6, Eue des
did
not add ^^1 am too old,^^
he said; and he
but ^^ I am too poor. If I were not ruined Filles des Calvaire, and the house belonged

—he, he, he V

In

him was an income

fact,

all

that was left

of about fifteen thou-

His dream was to make a large
inheritance, and have one hundred thousand
francs a year, in order to keep mistresses.
As we see, he did not belong to that weak
variety of octogenarians, who, like M. de
Voltaire, were dying all their life; his longevity was not that of the cracked jug, and
this jolly old gentleman had constantly enjoyed good health.
He was superficial,
rapidly and easily angered, and he would
storm at the slightest thing, most usually an
absurd trifle. When he was contradicted^ he
raised his cane, and thrashed his people, as
folks used to do in the great age.
He had a
daughter upwards of fifty years of age and
unmarried, whom he gave a hearty thrashing
to when he was in a passion, and whom he
would have liked to whip, for he fancied her
eight years of age.
He boxed his servant's
ears energetically, and would say, ^^Ah,
sand francs.

carrion

V One

of his oaths

was,

^^

By

pantoflouclie of the pantouflochade !"

the

His
was curious; he was shaved every
morning by a barber who had been mad and
who detested him, for he was jealous of M.
Gillenormand on account of his wife, who
was a pretty little coquette. M. Gillenormand admired his own discernment in every-

tranquillity

to him.

This house has since been pulled

down and

rebuilt,

and the number has prob-

ably been changed in the numbering revolutions which the streets of Paris undergo.

He

occupied an old and vast suite of rooms
on the first floor, furnished up to the ceiling
with large Gobelins and Beauvais tapestry,
representing shepherd scenes; the subjects of
the ceiling and panels were repeated in
miniature upon the chairs. He surrounded
his bed with an immense screen of Coromandel lacquer work; long curtains hung
from the windows, and made very splendid,
large, broken folds. The garden immediately
under the windows was reached by a flight of
twelve or fifteen steps running from one of
them, which the old gentleman went up and
down very nimbly. In addition to a library
adjoining his bed-room, he had a boudoir,
which he was very fond of, a gallant withdrawing-room, hung with a magnificent fleurde-lysed tapestry,

made

in

the galleys

of

Louis XI Y., which M. de Vjivonne had ordered of his convicts for his mistress. M.
Gillenormand inherited this from a stern
maternal great-aunt, who died at the age of
one hundred. 'He had had two wives. His
manners were midway between those of the
courtier, which he had never been, and of
the barrister which he might have been. He
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CasiHumann
was gay and pleasing when lie liked; in his these people? Corbiere
youth he had been one of those men who are mir Perrier! there^s a ministry for you! I
always deceived by their wives and never by can imagine this in a paper, M. Gillenortheir mistresses, because they are at once the mand, minister; it would be a farce, bat they
most disagreeable husbands and the most are so stupid that it might easily happen/'
charming lovers imaginable. He was a con- He lightly called everything by its proper or
noisseur of pictures, and had in his bed- improper name and was not checked by the
room a marvellous portrait of somebody un- presence of ladies; and he uttered coarseknown, painted by Jordaens in a bold sfcyle, ness, obscenity, and filth, with a peculiarly
and with an infinitude of details. M. Gil- calm and slightly amazed accent, in which
lenormand^s coat was not in the style of was elegance. That was the indifference of
Louis X.V. or even Louis XVI., but it was his age, for we may draw attention to the
!

in the style of the Incredibles of the Direc-

!

fact that the season of paraphrases in verse

was that of crudities in prose. His grandfather
had predicted that he would be a man
His
at that time, and followed the fashions.
coat was of light cloth with large cuffs, he of genius, and gave him the two significant
wore a long cod-pigtail, and large steel but- Christian names, Luc Esprit.
He gained prizes in his youth at the college
Add to these kneebreeches and buckletons.
He always had his hands in his fobs, of Moulins, in which town he was born, and
shoes.
and said authoritatively, '^ The French Eevo- was crowned by the hand of the Due de N ivernais, whow he called the Due de JSTevers.
lution is a collection of ragamuffins.^^
Neither the convention, the death of Louis
XVI., Napoleon, nor the return of the Bourbons, had effaced the recollection of this
CHAPTER CXXXIV.
The due de Nevers was to him
coronation.
figure
of the age. " What a charmgrand
the
CEJ^TEi^AEIAJ^ ASPIRATIONS.
ing nobleman," he would say, ^^and how
In the
At the age of sixteen, when at the opera well his blue ribbon became him
one night, he had the honor of being ex- eyes of M. Gillenormand, Catherine IL reamined simultaneously by two beauties, at paired the crime of the division of Poland,
that time celebrated and sung by Voltaire, la by purchasing of Bestucheff, for three thouCaught between sand rubles, the secret of the elixir of gold,
Oamargo, and La Salle.
two fires, he beat an heroic retreat upon a and on this point he would grow animated.
" The elixir of gold r he would exclaim.
little dancing-girl of the name of Naheury,
sixteen years of age, like himself, obscure as '' Bestucheff^s yellow tincture and the drops
a cat, of whom he was enamoured. He of General Lamotte were, in the 18th century,
abounded in recollections, and would ex- at one louis the half-ounce bottle, the grand
claim, " How pretty that Guimard-Guimar- remedy for love catastrophes, the panacea
dini-Guimardinette was, the last time I saw against Venus.
Louis XV. sent two hunher at Longchamps, with her hair dressed in dred bottles of it to the Pope.'^ He would
^
sustained feelings,'' her ^ come and see them
have been greatly exasperated had he been
of turquoises, her dress of the color of told that the gold elixir is nothing but per^ newly
arrived people,^ and her mufp of chloride of iron.
M. Gillenormand adored
^ agitation.^
He had worn in his youth a the Bourbons, and held 1789 in horror; he
jacket of l^ain-Londeur, to which he was incessantly described in what way he had esfond of alluding: ^'^I was dressed like a caped during the reign of terror, and how he
Turk of the Levantine Levant.'^ Madame had been obliged to display great gayety and
Boufflers, seeing him accidentally when he wit in order not to have his head cut off.
If
was twenty years of age, declared him to be any young man dared in his presence to^^ a charming madcap.^^
He was scandalized praise the republic, he turned blue, and
at all the names he saw in politics and power, grew so angry as almost to faint. Sometimes
and considered them low and bourgeois. He he alluded to his ninety years, and said, ^^I
read the journals, the newspaper Sy the ga- trust that I shall not see ^93 twice." At
zettes, as he called them, and burst into a other times, though, he informed persons
he would say, ^^who are that he intended to live to be a hundred.
laugh.
^' Oh !^^

He had

tory.

believed himself quite a youth

!

'^

^"^

•
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a

month

?*"

M. Gillenormand asked her.
"What is your name?"'
"I will give you forty, and

''Thirty francs.'"

B.1SQUE

He
''

had

When

i^-ICOLETTE.

his theories; here

man

a

A>N-D

is

"Olympic."'

one of them.

passionately loves

women, and

himself has a wife for whom he cares little,
for she is ngly, legitimate, full of her rights,
reliant on the code, and jealous when she
likes to be so, he has only one way of getting out of the hobble and living at peace,

—

it is

to leave his purse-strings to his wife.

This abdication renders him free; the wife is
henceforth occupied, grows passionately fond
of handling specie, verdigrises her fingers,
undertakes to instruct the peasants and train
the farmers, harangues the notaries, visits
their offices, follows the course of law suits,
draws up leases, dictates contracts, feels herself

queenly,

buys, regulates, orders,

sells,

you Xicolette."'
In Gillenormand sorrow was translated into passion he was furious at being in dies|)air.
He had every prejudice and took evcy
license.
One of the things of which he composed his external relief and internal satisfaction was, as we have indicated, having remained a gay fellow, and passing energetically for such.
He called this having a
"royal renown,"" but this renown at times
brought him into singular scrapes. One day a
call

;

big baby, wrapped in rags and crying lustily,

was brought to him in a basket, which a maidservant,

discharged six months previousl3%

M. Gillenormand vv^is a
that time past his eighty-fourth year, and
attributed to him.

promises and compromises, yields, concedes

people around him became indignant and
" Does the impudent wench exand recedes, arranges, deranges, saves and clamorous.
squanders; she commits follies which is a pect to make anybody believe this ?
What
magisterial and personal happiness, and that audacity
what an abominable calumiiy !""
consoles her.
While her husband despises M. Gillenormand, however, did not feel at
I

her she has the satisfaction of ruining her
This theory M. Gillenormand
applied to himself, and it became his history.
husband.^''

His wife, the second one managed his fortune
in such a manner that one fine day when he
found himself a widower, he had just enough
to live on, by buying an annuity, threefourths of which would expire with him. He
had not hesitated, for he did not care much

about leaving any thing to his heirs, and
besides, he had seen that patrimonies had
their adventures, and, for instance,
*'•

became

national property;^'' he had seen the avatars

of the three per cent, consols,

the great book.

little faith in

and put but
^'All

this

is

His
he would say.
Eue Quincampoix
house in the Eue des Filles du Calvaire be''

I

longed, as

we

stated, to

him, and he had two

he and a she."'' When a servant
came into his house M. Gillenormand rechristened him, and gave the men the name
of their province, Nimois, Oomtois, Poitevin,
His last valet was a fat, cunor Picard.
ning man of fifty-five, incapable of running twenty yards, but as he was born at
Bayonne M. Gillenormand called him Basque.
As for the maid-servants, he called them all

servants,

]Ni

'^

2i

icolette (even la

allude directly).

Cordon Bleu,
sented herself.

Magnon, to whom we shall
One day a proud cook, a

of the lofty porter race, pre-

''What wages do you expect

He looked at the brat with tlie
all angry.
amiable smile of a man flattered by the calumny, and said to the company, "Well,
Is there anything so
what is the matter ?
wonderful in it, that you should stand there
like stuck pigs, and display your ignorance ?
M. le Due d"Angouleme, bastard of his Ishxjesty Charles IX., married at the age of
eighty-five a girl of fifteen; Monsieur Wyginal. Marquis d'Alleuze, and brother of Cardinal de Sourdis, archbishop of Bordeaux,
had, at the age of eighty-three, by the lady's

maid

of

Madame

wife, a lovely boy,

Jacquin, the president's
a Knight of ]^ralta,

who was

One of
and member of the Privy Council.
the great men of this age. Abbe Tabaraud, is
the son of a man eighty-seven years of age.
These things are common enough and then
After this, I declare that
take the Bible
this little gentleman is none of mine, but
take care of him for it is not his fault."" The
:

!

creature, the aforesaid

Magnon, sent him a

second parcel the next year, also a boy, and
M. Gillenormand thought it time to capituHe sent the two brats to their mother,
late.
agreeing to pay eighty francs a month for
their support, but on condition that the mother was not to begin again. He added, " I
expect that the mother will treat them well,
and I shall go and see them now and then,"
He had a brother, a priest.
which he did.

GAY ROCHE.
Hugo, vol

II., p. 268.
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who was
tlie

for three-and-thirty years rector of

Poitiers academy,

and died

at the age of

I lost him when quite young/^
This brother, who is not much
remembered, was a great miser, who, as he
was a priest, thought himself bound to give
alms to the poor he met, but he never gave
them aught but bad or called-in money, thus
finding means of going to Hades by the road
As for M. Gillenormand the
to Paradise.
^elder, he gave alms readily and handsomely,
lie was benevolent, brusque, and charitable,
find had he been rich his downfall would have
been magnificent. He liked everything that
concerned him to be done grandly ; even
when he was swindled one day, having been
plundered in the matter of an inheritance by
u man of business in a clumsy and evident
way, he m.ade the solemn remark, " Sir, that

seventy-nine.

he would

'^

say.

was done very awkwardly, and I feel ashamed
Every thing has degeneof such clumsiness.
Morrated in this age, even the swindlers.
bleu
a man of stamp ought not to be robbed
in this way: I was plundered as if I were in
a wood, but badly blundered, sylvm sint conside dignce ! '' He had married twice, as we
said; by his first wife he had a girl, who did
marry, and by the second another girl, who
died at the age of thirty, and who married
through love, or chance, or otherwise, a sol!

dier of fortune

who had

served in the armies

and the empire, won the cross
at Austerlitz, and his coloners commission at
^^He is the disgrace of my famWaterloo.
ily,^^ the old gentleman used to say. He took
a great deal of snuif, and had a peculiarly
of the republic

graceful

way

of shaking his shirt-frill with

the back of his hand.
in

He

believed very little

God.

CHAPTEK OXXXVI.
TWO WHO DO KOT FOKM A

PAIR.

Such was M. Luc Esprit Gillenormand,
who had not lost his hair, which was rather
gray than white, and always wore it in doge's
Altogether he was venerable, and conears.
tained both the frivolity and grandeur of
In 1814 and the
the eighteenth century.
early years of the Eestoration, M. Gillenormand, who was still a youth he was only
seventy-four resided in the Rue Sirvandoni,
He only retired to
Fauborg St. Germain.
the Marais on leaving society, that is to say.

—

—
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long after his eightieth year, and on leaving
the world he immured himself in his habits;
the chief one, and in that he was invariable,
was to keep his door closed by day and receive nobody, no matter the nature of his
He dined at five, and
business, till night.
then his door was thrown open it was the
fashion of his century, and he did not like to
^^
give it up.
Day is low,"^ he would say^
" and only deserves closed shutters.^^ People
;

of fashion light

up

their wit

when the

zenith

and he barricaded himself
against everybody, even had it been the king,
such was the fashion of his day.
As for M. Gillenormand^s two daughters,

illumines

its stars,

—

they were born at an interval of ten years. In
their youth they had been very little alike,
and both in character and face were as little
sisters as was possible.
The younger was a
charming creature, who turned to the light,
loved flowers, poetry, and music, was enthusiastic, ethereal, and mentally betrothed from
her youth up to some heroic figure. The elder had her chimera too; she saw in the azure
a contractor, some fat and very rich man, a
splendidly stupid husband, a million converted into a man or else a prefect, the reception at the prefecture, and usher in the anteroom with a chain round his neck, the official
balls, the addresses at the mansion-house to
be ^^ Madame la Pref ete,^^ all this buzzed in
The two sisters wandered
her imagination.
each in her own reverie, at the period when
they were girls, and both had wijigs^ the one
those of an angel, the other those of a
.

—

goose. ? /

/

Xo

ambition is fully realized, at least not in
this nether world, and no paradise becomes
earthly in our age.
The younger married
the man of her dreams, but she was dead,
while the elder did not marry. At the period
when she enters our narrative, she was an old
virtue, an incombustible pride, with one o'f
the most acute noses and most obtuse intellects imaginable.
It is a characteristic fact
that beyond her family, no one had ever
known her family name; she was called Ma-

demoiselle Gillenormand the elder.
In the
matter of cant. Mademoiselle Gillenormand
could have given points to a Miss, and she
was modesty carried to the verge of blackness.
She had one frightful reminiscence in her
life
one day a man saw her gartei;.
Age had only heightened this pitiless modesty,
her chemisette was never sufficiently
Hugo. Vol. IL~18

—

—

;
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She
opaque^ and never was high enough.
multiplied brooches and pins at: places where

OHAPTEE

no one dreamed of looking. The peculiarity
of prudery is to station the more sentries the
Still, let who
less the fortress is menaced.

AX OLD

will explain these old mysteries of innocence^

she allowed herself to he kissed without displeasure by an officer in the Lancers^ who

OX-XXVII.

DRAWI]S"G-KOOM.

Whei^ M. Gillenormand

lived in

the

Rue

Sirvandoni, he frequented several very good
and highly noble saloons. Although a bour-

M. Gillenormand was welcome in them,
had a two-fold stock of wit, namely, that w^hich he had, and that attributed to
him, he was sought after and made much of.
Mademoi- There are some people who desire influence
set upon her, suited her exactly.
selle Gillenormand^s was a species of twilight and to be talked about, no matter what price
soul, and prudery is a semi-virtue, and a semi- they pay; and when they cannot be oracles,
She added to prudery the congenial they make themselves buffoons. M. Gillevice.
lining of bigotry she belonged to the Sister- normand was not of that nature; and his domhood of the Virgin, wore a w^hite veil on cer- ination in the royalist drawing-rooms which
tain saints' days, muttered special orisons, he frequented did not cost him any of his
He was an oracle everywhere,
revered "the holy blood/' venerated "the self-respect.
sacred heart,'' remained for hours in contem- and at times he held his own against M. de
plation before a rococo-Jesuit altar in a closed Bonald, and even M. Bengj^-Puy-Vallee.
About 1817, he invariably spent two afterchapel, and allowed her soul to soar among
the little marble clouds and through the large noons a week at the house of the Baronne de
T
a worthy and respectable person,
beams of gilt wood.
,
had been, under Louis XVI.,
husband
whose
friend,
old
maid
like
chapel
an
had
She
a
The Baron de T
herself, of the name of Mile. Vaubois, abso- ambassador to Berlin.
,
lutely imbecile, and by w^hose side Mile. Gil- who, when alive, was passionately devoted to
lenormand had the pleasure of being an eagle. magnetic ecstacies and visions, died abroad a
Beyond Agnus Deis and Ave Marias, Mile. ruined man, leaving at his sole fortune ten
Vaubois knew nothing except the different MS. volumes bound in red morocco and giltPerfect of her edged, w^hich contained very curious memways of making preserves.
Madame
genius, she was the ermine of stupidity, with- oirs about Mesmer and his trough.
did not publish these memoirs
We must de T
out a single spot of intelligence.
add that Mile. Gillenormand rather gained through dignity, and lived on a small annuity,
Madame
She had never which survived no one knew how.
than lost by growing old.
lived away from court, " which was
de T
been wricked, w^hich is a relative goodness
She had an a very mixed society." as she said, in noble,
and then years abrade angles.
obscure melancholy, of which she did not, proud, and poor isolation. Some friends colherself, possess the secret, and about her en- lected twice a week round her widow's fire,
tire person there was the stupor of a finished and this constituted a pure royalist saloon.
She kept house Tea was drunk, and people uttered there, aclife w^hicli has not begun.
for her father such families, consisting of an cording as the wind blew to elegiacs or
old man and an old maid, are not rare, and dithyrambics, groans or cries of horror, about

was her grand nephew, and Theodule by
name. In spite of this favored Lancer, however, the ticket of '' Prude '^ which w^e have

geois,

and

as he

;

:

;

have the ever-touching appearance of two the age, the charter, the Bonapartists, the
prostitution of the Cordon Bleu to untitled
weaknesses supporting each other.
There was also in this house a child, a little persons, and the Jacobinism of Louis XVIII.
boy, who was always trembling and dumb in and they also wliispered about the hopes
M. Gillenor- which monsieur, afterwards Charles X., prothe old gentleman's presence.
mand never spoke to this boy except with a duced.
Low songs, in which Napoleon was called
stern voice, and at times with up-raised cane.
"Come here, sir, scamp, scoundrel, come Kicholas, were greeted here with transports
here,
answer me, fellow, let me see you, of delight. Duchesses, the most, charming
vagabond " etc., etc.
He adored him, it and delicate of ladies, went into ecstacies
was his grandson, and we shall meet him there about couplets like the following,
which were addressed to the " Federals :"
again.

—

—

!

—
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A robber is

" Renfoncez daus vos culottes
Le Mut d'cliemise qui vous pend.
Qu'on n'dis pas qu'les patriotes
Ont arbore I'drapeau blanc "
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admitted to

provided he be a

it,

god.

The Comte de Lamothe, who,

in 1815, was
had nothing reThey amused themselves with puns which markable about him beyond his silent and
they fancied tremendous and innocent jokes sententious air, his angular and cold face,
which they supposed venomous, with quat- his perfectly polite manners, his coat butrains and even distichs
here is one on the toned up to his chin, and his constantly
Dessolles Ministry, the moderate cabinet of crossed legs, covered with trousers of
the
which Mons. Decases and Deserre formed color of burnt Sienna. His face was the same
!

seventy-five years of

age,

;

part

or else they played

House

upon the

the

of

list

An

abominably Jacobin
chamber/^ and combined names of this list
of Peers.

so as to form, for instance, phrases

following
Oyr.^^

This M. de Lamothe
was esteemed in this salon on account of his
^^ celebrity, ^^ and strange to
say, but true, on

color as his trousers.

" Pour raffermir le trone ebranle sur sa base,
"
II faut changer de sol, et de serre et de case;

:

In

^^

like

the

Damas, Sabran, Gouvion de

this* society

St.

the Revolution was

parodied, and they had some desire to sharpen

the same passions in the contrary sense, and
sang their Qa ira.
*
'

Ah

!

9a

ira^!

9a ira

!

Les Buonapartist' ^

9a ira

I

la lanterne

"
!

Songs are like the guillotine, they cut
discriminately to-day this head,

off in-

and to-mor-

row

that.
It is only a variation.
In the
Fuldes affair, which belongs to this period,
1816, they sided with Bastide and Jansion,
because Fuldes was a "Bonapartist.^^ They

called the liberals friends

and brothers, and

account of his name of Valois.
As for M. Gillenormand, the respect
for

him

w§,s of perfectly

an authority; in

good

alloy.

felt

He was

he had a
and haughty

spite of his levity,

certain imposing, worthy, honest

manner, which did not at all injure his
gayety, and his great age added to it.

A

man

not a century with impunity, and
years eventually form a venerable fence
around a head.
He made remarks, too,
which had all the sparkle of the old regime.
Thus, when the king of Prussia, after restoring Louis XVIII. , paid him a visit under
the name of the Oomte de Euppin; he was
received by the descendant of Louis XIV.
somewhat as if he were Marquis de Brandebourg, and with the most delicate impertiis

M. Gillenormand approved

nence.

^^All kings

who

of

it.

are not king of France, ^^ he

degree of insult.
Like said, ^^are provincial kings/^ One day the
some church-steeples, the salon of the Ba- following question was asked, and answer
ronne de T
had two cocks; one was M. given in his presence ^^ What has been done
Gillenormand, the other the Oomte de La- about the editor of the Courrier FranQais f^
mothe Valois, of whom they whispered with '^Hq is to be changed. ^^ ^^There^s a c too
a species of respect.
^^You know? the much,'^ M. Gillenormand dryly observed.
Lamothe of the necklace business.^^ parties At an anniversary Te Deum for the- return of
have these singular amnesties.
the Bourbons, on seeing M. de Talleyrand
Let us add this; in the bourgeoisie, hon- pass, he said ^^ There's his excellency, the
ored situations are lessened by too facile re- Devil.''
lations, and care must be taken as to who is
M. Gillenormand was generally accomadmitted.
In the same as there is a loss of panied by his daughter, a tall young lady,
caloric in the vicinity of cold persons, there who at that time was forty and looked fifty;
is a diminution of respect on the approach
and by a pretty boy of nine years of age, red
of despised persons.
The old high society and white, fresh, with happy, confident eyes,
held itself above this law, as above all others; who never appeared in this drawing room
Marigny, brother of the Pompadour, visited without hearing all the voices buzz around
that was the last

—

—

—

the Prince de Soubise, not although, but because he was her brother.
Du Barry, godfather of the Vaubenier, is most welcome at
the house of the Marechal de Richelieu.

That world

is

the Prince de

Olympus, and Mercury and

Guemenee

are at

home

in

it.

him

How

pretty he is
What a pity,
This lad was the one to whom
we referred just now, and he was called
^^
poor boy," because he had for father *^'a
brigand of the Loire."
This brigand was
that son-in-law of Gillenormand, who ha**
'^

poor boy

!"

!
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already been mentioned, and whom the old
gentleman called the '' disgrace of his family/'

CHAPTEK CXXXYIII.

ing to the song of a bird in a tree, the prattle
of a child in a house, or else gazing at a drop
of dew on a blade of grass, which the sun
converted into a carbuncle.
He lived very

and drank more milk than wine a
give way, and his servant
scolded him.
He was timid to such an exAn-y one who had passed at that period tent that he seemed stern, went out rarely,
through the little town of Yernon, and and saw no one but the poor, who
tapped at
walked on the handsome stone bridge, which, his window, and his cure. Abbe Maboeuf, a
let us hope, will soon be succeeded by some good old man.
Still, if the inhabitants of
hideous wire bridge^ would have noticed, on the town, or strangers, curious to
see his
poorly,

A BED SPECTKE OF THAT DAY.

child

;

made him

looking over the parapet, a man of about
fifty, wearing a leathern cap, and trousers

door, he opened

pick in hand, in one of the walled enclosures
near the bridge, which border, like a belt of

vate in the Saintonge regiment, and when
the Eevolution broke out, this regiment

roses or tulips,

came and tapped

at his little

He was the
and jacket of coarse gray cloth, to which brigand of the Loire.
something yellow, which had been a red ribAny one who, at the same time, read milibon, was sewn, with a face tanned by the tary memoirs and biographies, the Moniteur
sun, and almost black, and hair almost white, and the bulletins of the great army, might
with a large scar on his forehead, and run- have been struck by a name which pretty
ning down his cheek, bowed and prematurely often turns up, that of George Pontmercy.
aged, walking almost every day, spade and When quite a lad this Pontmercy was a priterraces, the left

bank

of the Seine.

are delicious enclosures

which you might

full

There

of flowers, of

were they much larger,
if they were a little
smaller, '' they are bouquets." All these enclosures join the river at one end and a house
say,

''they are gardens,'' and

The man

at the

other.

wooden

shoes, to

whom we

in

the jacket and

have alluded, occupied in 1817 the narrowest of these en-

it

with a smile.

formed part of the army of the Ehine, for
the regiments of the monarchy kept their
provincial names even after the fall of the
monarchy, and were not brigaded till 1794^

Pontmercy fought at Spires, Worms, Nenstadt, Turkheim, Alzey, and at Mayeiice,
where he was one of the two hundred who
formed Houchard's rear-guard.
He, with
eleven others, held out against the corps of

and the smallest of these houses. the Prince of Hesse behind the old rampart
He lived there alone and solitary, silently and of Andernach, and did not fall back on the
poorly, with a woman who was neither young main body until the enemy's guns had opened
nor old, neither pretty nor ugly, neither pea- a breach from the parapet to the talus. He
sant nor bourgeoise, who waited on him. was under Kleber at Marchiennes, and at the
The square of land which he called his gar- fight of Mont Palissel, where his arm w^as
den was celebrated in the town for the beauty broken by a rifle-ball; then he went to the
of the flowers he cultivated, and they were frontier of Italy, and was one of the thirty
his occupation.
who defended the Col de Tender with JouThrough his toil, perseverance, attention, bert. Joubert was appointed adjutant-genand watering-pot, he had succeeded in creat- eral, and Pontmercy sub-lieatenant; he was
ing after the Creator and he had invented by Berthier's side in the middle of the canissundry tulips and dahlias, which seem to ter on that day of Lodi which made Bonahave been forgotten by nature. He was in- parte say, '' Bertheir was gunner, trooper,
genious, and preceded Souline Bodin in the and grenadier."
He saw his old general
formation of small patches of peat-soil for Joubert fall at Novi at the moment when he
the growth of the rare and precious shrubs was shouting, with uplifted sabre, " Forof America and China.
From daybreak in ward I" Having embarked with his company
summer he was in his walks, pricking out, on board a cutter, which sailed from Genoa
clipping, hoeing, watering, or moving among to some little port of the coast, he fell into a
his flowers, with an air of kindness, sorrow wasps' nest of seven or eight English sail.
and gentleness. At times he would stand The Genoese commandant wished to throw
thoughtful and motionless for hours, listen- his guns into the sea, hide the soldiers in the
closures

;
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and pass like a merchant vessel, but
Pontmercy had the tricolor flag hoisted at
the peak, and proudly passed under the guns
hold,

Twenty leagues
of the British frigates.
further on, his audacity increasing, he attacked and captured a large English transport conveying troops to Sicily, and so laden
with men and horses that the vessel's deck
was almost flush with the sea. In 1805 he
belonged to Malher's division, which took
Gunzbourg from the Archduke Ferdinand,
and at Wettingen he caught in his arms,
amid a shower of bullets, Colonel Maupilet,

who was mortally wounded

He

the 9th dragoons.
at Austerlitz

in

head of

at the

distinguished himself

that admirable

march

in

columns of companies performed under the
enemy's fire; and when the Kussian Imperial
Horse Guards destroyed one of the battalions
of the 4th line Infantry, Pontmercy was
among those who took their revenge, and
drew back these Guards. For this the Emperor gave him the cross. Pontmercy saw
in turn Wurmser made prisoner at Mantua,
Melas at Alessandria, and Mack at Ulm, and
he belonged to the eighth corps of the grand
army which Mortier commanded, and which
took Hamburg. Then he joined the 55th
regiment of the line, which was the old regiment of Flanders at Eylau, he was in the
cemetery where the heroic Captain Louis
;

Hugo, uncle of the author

of this book, with-
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He accomat once cavalry and infantry.
panied ISTapoleon to Elba, and at Waterloo
was a major of cuirassiers in Dubois' brigade.
It was he who took the colors of the Limburg battalion, and himself threw them at
He was covered with
the emperor's feet.
blood, for, on seizing the colors, he received
The emperor,
a sabre cut across the face.
who was pleased, cried out to him, " You are
a colonel, a baron, and officer of the Legion
Pontmercey answered, ^' Sire,
of Honor!"
An
I thank you on behalf of my widow."
hour later he fell into the ravine of Chain.
And now who was this George Pontmercy?
He was the same brigand of the Loire.

—

We

have already seen some portion of his
After Waterloo, Pontmercy, drawn
as we remember out of the hollow way
of Chain, succeeded in rejoining the army,
and dragged himself from ambulance to ambulance as far as the cantonments of the
The Eestoration put him on half pay,
Loire.
and then sent him to Vernon, under honoraKing Louis XVIIL, reble surveillance.
garding all that was done in the Hundred
Days as if it had not happened, recognized
neither his quality as officer of the Legion of
Honor, nor his commission as colonel, nor
history.

his title as baron.

He

for his part neglected

no opportunity to sign himself " Colonel
Baron de Pontmercy." He had only one old
blue coat, and never went out without attaching to it the rosette of the Legion of
The king's attorney advised him
Honor.
that he would be tried for illegally wearing
this decoration, and when this hint was given
him by an officious intermediator, Pontmercy
replied, with a bitter smile, ^^ I do not know
whether it is that I no longer understand
French, or whether you are not speaking it,
but the fact remains the same. I do not u]iderstand you." Then he went out for eight
days in succession with his rosette, and the

men,
two hours the whole effort of the enemy's
army. Pontmercy was one of the three who
He was at Friedleft this cemetery alive.
land; then he saw Moscow, the Beresina,
Lutzen, Bautzen, Dresden, Wacha, Leipsic,
and the defiles of Gelnhausen; then at Montmereil, Chateau-Thierry, Craon, the banks of
the Marne, the banks of the Aisne, and the formidable position of Laon. At Arnay le Due, as
captain he sabred ten Cossacks, and saved not
his general, but his corporal; he was cut to authorities did not venture to interfere with
Twice or thrice the minister of war or
pieces on this occasion, and seven-and-twenty him.
splinters were taken out of his left arm alone. the general commanding the department
stood, with his

company

of eighty-three

for

Eight days before the capitulation of Paris
he exchanged with a comrade and entered
the cavalry; for he had what was called under the old regime a '' double hand," that is
to say, an equal aptitude in handling as private, a sabre or musket, as officer, a squadron
From this aptitude, imor a company.
proved by military education, special arms
sprang, for instance, the dragoons,

who

are

wrote to him with the following subscription:
^^M. le Commandant Pontmercy," and he
At the
sent back the letters unopened.

same moment

]N"apoleon at St.

Helena was

treating in the same fashion the missives of
Sir Hudson Lowe, addressed to the '' Gen-

Bonaparte." If we may be forgiven the
remark, Pontmercy finished by having the
same saliva in his mouth as the emperor.
eral
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There were

also at

oners

who

had a

little of

Eome, Carthaginian

j^ris-

refused to salute Flaminius, and

Hannibal's suul in them.
One morning he met the king's attorney
in a street of Yernon, went up to him, and
said, '' Monsieur le Procureur du Eoi, am I
allowed to wear my scar ?"
He had nothing but his scanty half-pay as
major, and he had taken the smallest house

Vernon, where he lived alone, in what way
we have just seen. Under the empire and
between two wars he found time to marry
Mademoiselle Gillenormand. The old bourgeois, who was indignant in his heart, concluded with a sigh and saying, ^^The greatest
families are forced into it."
In 1815, Madame Pontmercy, a most admirable woman in
every respect, an^ worthy of her husband,
died, leaving a child.
This child would have
been the colonel's delight in his solitude, but
in

him,
he were not given up to

the grandfather imperiously claimed
declaring that

if

him he would

disinherit him.

yielded for the sake of the

The

little

father

one, and,

one ojDened his
the

him on the

lips to

society

which

subject.

grandfather took him, the whisjoerings and winks
Still,

in

to

his

produced light in the boy's
mind; he understood something at last, and,
as he naturally accepted, by a species of infiltration and slow penetration, the ideas, and
opinions which were, so to speak, his breathing
medium, he gradually came to think of his
eventually

father only with shame.

While he was thus growing up in this way,
the colonel every two or three months came
furtively to

Paris,

like

a convict

who

is

breaking his ban, and posted himself at St.
Sulpice, at the hour when Aunt Gillenormand
took Marius to mass. Trembling lest the
aunt should turn round, concealed behind a
pillar,
motionless, and scarce daring to
breathe, he looked at this boy the scarred
warrior was frightened at this old maid.
From this very circumstance emanated his
friendship with the Abee Maboeuf cure of
Yernon. This worthy priest had a brother,

—

churchwarden of

St. Sulpice,

who had

several

man contemplating

unable to love his son, he took to loving

times noticed this

flowers.

on his cheek, and the
heavy tear in his eye. This man, who looked
so thoroughly a man, and who we]3t like a
child, struck the churchwarden, and the face
adhered to his memory.
One day when he
went to Yernon to see his brother he met on
the bridge Colonel Pontmercy, and recognized
his man of St. Sulpice.
The churchwarden
told the affair to the cure, and both made
some excuse to pay a visit to the colonel.
This visit led to others, and the colonel,
though at first very close, eventually opened
his heart, and the cure and the churchwarden
learnt the whole story, and how Pontmercy

He

child,

had, however given up every thing, and

did not join the opposition or conspire.

He

shared his thoughts between the innocent
things he did and the great things he had
done, and he spent his time in hoping for a
carnation or calling to mind Austerlitz.
M.
Gillenormand kept up no relations with his
son-in-law the colonel was to him a " bandit,"
;

and he was to the colonel an ^'ass." M. Gillenormand never spoke about the colonel,
except at times to make mocking allusions to
"his barony."
It was expressly stipulated
that Pontmercy should never attempt to see
his son or speak to him, under penalty of
having him thrown on his hands disinherited.
To the Gillenormands, Pontmercy was a
plague patient, and they intended to bring up

and the

his

scar

own happiness to the future of
The result was that the cure felt

sacrificed his

his child.

a veneration and tenderness for him, and the
colonel,

on

his side, took the cure into his

the child after their fashion.
The colonel
perhaps did wrong
accepting these terms,
but he endured them, in the belief that
he was acting rightly, and only sacrificing

affection.

himself.

devotes himself to his country down here, the
other to his country up there that is the sole

m

The

inheritance of the grandfather was a
small matter, but that of Mile Gillenormand
the elder was considerable, for this aunt

was very rich on her mother's side, and
her sister's son was her natural heir. The
boy, who was called Marius, knew that he
had a father, but nothing more, and no

By

the way,

when both

are equally

and good, no men amalgamate more
easily than an old priest and an old soldier, for
they are the same men at the bottom.
One
sincere

;

difference.

Twice a year, on January 1st, and St.
George's day, Marius wrote his father letters
dictated by his aunt, and which looked as if
copied from a hand-book, for that was all

M. Gillenormand tolerated; and the father
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M. de Port de

yery affectionate replies which the
grandfather thrust into his pocket without

called the King^s Cabinet.

reading,

in 1793, when he was sixteen years of
he was placed in the hulks as refractory,
and chained to an octogenarian, the bishop
of Mirepoix, also a refractory, but as priest,
while he was so as soldier. It was at Toulon,
and their duty was to go at night to collect
on the scaffold the heads and bodies of
They
persons guillotined during the day.
carried these dripping trunks on their backs,
and their red jackets had behind the nape of
the neck a crust of blood, which was dry iu
the morning and moist at night.
These

sent

Gruy bald and rather aging than old, used to
tell

how

age,

CHAPTER CXXXIX.
REQUIESCANT

!

The salon of Madame de T. was all that
Marius Pontnierc}^ knew of the world, and it
was the sole openmg b}^ which he could look
This opening was gloomy^ and
out into life.
more cold than heat, more night than day,
reached him through this trap. This boy, who
was all joy and light on entering the strange
world, became thus, in a short time, sad, and

what is more contrary still to his age, serious.
Surrounded by all these imposing and

him with

singular persons, he looked about

and all contributed to
augment his stupor. There were in Madame
de T.^s drawing-room, old, noble, and very
serious astonishment,

venerable

ladies,

who

themselves

called

Mathau, Noe, Lewis pronounced Levi, and
Cambis, pronounced Cambyse. These ancient
faces and these biblical names were mingled
in the boy^s mind with his Old Testament
which he learnt by heart, and when they were
present, seated in a circle round an
all
expiring fire, scarce illumined by a green
shaded lamp, with their severe faces, their
gray or white hair, their long dresses of
another age, in which only mournful colors
could be seen, and uttering at lengthened
interval words at once majestic and stern;
little Marius regarded them with wandering
eyes and fancied that he saw not women, but
patriarchs, and Magi,
not real beings but

—

ghosts.

With

these ghosts were mingled

priests habitues of this old salon,

gentlemen
retary to

Val

.

.

.

:

the Marquis de Sass

Madame de Berry
who published

,

.

several

and a few
.

.

.

,

sec-

the Vicomte de
odes under the

;

pseudonym of Charles Antoine; the Prince
de Beauf
who, though still
.,
young, had a gray head, and a pretty, clever
wife, whose dress of scarlet velvet, with gold

abounded in the salon of
de T., and through cursing Marat
they came to applaud Trestaillon. A few
deputies of the "introuvable^^ sort played
their rubber of whist there; for instance, M.
Thebord du Chalard, M. Lemarihaud de
Gomicourt, and the celebrated jester of the
right division, M. Cornet Dincourt.
The
Bailli de Ferrette, with his kneebreeches and
thin legs, at times passed through this room,
proceeding to M. de Talleyrand^s; he had
been a companion of the Comte d^Artois, and
tragical narratives

Madame

acting in the opposite way to Aristotle reclining on Com|)aspe, he had made the Guimard

crawl on all fours, and thus displayed to ages
a philosopher avenged by a Bailli.
As for the priests there was the Abbe

Hal ma, the same to whom M. Larose, his
fellow contributor on la Foudre, said " Stuff,
who is not fifty years of age ? a few hobble-

Then came the Abbe
Letourneur, preacher to the king; the Abbe
Frayssinous, who at that time was neither
bishop, count> minister nor peer, and who
wore a soutane, from which buttons were absent, and the Abbe Keravenant, cure of St.
Germain des Pres. To them must be added
the Papal Nuncio, at that date Monsignore
Macchi, archbishop of Nisibi, afterwards cardinal, and remarkable for his long pensive
nose; and another monsignore, whose titles
ran as follow: Abbate Palmien, domestic
prelate, one of the seven prothonotaries sharing in the holy see, canon of the glorious Liberian Basilica, and advocate of the saints,
de-hoys, perhaps. ^^

embroidery, cut very low in the neck, startled
gloom; the Marquis de C
pastulatore Dei Santi, an office relating to
, d'E
Frenchman, who was most matters of canonization, and meaning very
, the
acquainted with "graduated politeness; '^the nearly, referendary to the department of
Comte d'Am
a gentleman with a Paradise. Finally, there were, too. Cardinal
benevolent chin and the Chevalier de Poi't M. de la Luzeren, and M. de CI
de Guy, the pillar of the library of the Louvre, T
The Cardinal de Luzeren

this

,

:

—

,
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was an author, and was destined to have the
honor a few years later of signmg articles
in the Coiiservateur side by side with Chateaubriand, while M. de 01
T
was archbishop of Toulouse, and frequently
spent the summer in Paris with his nephew,
the Marquis de T
who had been
minister of the navy and of war. This cardinal
was a merry little old gentleman, who displayed his red stockings under his ragged
His specialty was hating the encycassock.
clopedia and playing madly at billiards; and
persons who on summer evenings passed
where the Marquis
along the Kue M
resided, stopped to listen to
de T
the sound of the balls and the sharp voice of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. ,

,

the cardinal crying to his conclavist

Mon sei-

gneur Cottret, bishop in parlibits of Caryste,

however,

converts,

entered

the

orthodox

society through a spirit of toleration.

the

Comte de Beng

.

.

.

Thus

was admitted for the

purpose of correction. The '^ noble ^^ salons of
the |)resent day in no way resemble the one

which

I

am

describing, for the

to-day, let us say

gogues.

it

royalists of

in their pi-aise, are

At Madame de

dema-

T.'s, the society

was

and the taste exquisite and haughty
beneath a grand bloom of politeness. The
superior,

habits there displayed

all sorts of involuntary
refinement, which was the ancient regime itself, which lived though interred.
Some of
these habits, especially in conversation, seemed

whimsical and superficial ^^ersons would have
been taken for provincialism what was merely
antiquated.

They called a lady
and ''Madame

''

Madame

la

had
" Mark me a cannon, abbe,^^ The Cardinal de not entirely been laid aside.
The charming
had been introduced Madame deLeon, doubtless remembering the
T
C
to Madame de T
by his most intimate Duchesses de Longueville and de Chevreuse,
friend, M. de Eoquelaure, ex-bishop of Senlis prefei'red that appellation to her title of
and one of the Forty.
M. de Eoquelaure j)rincess, and the Marquise de Crequy was also
was remarkable for his great height and his called '' Madame la Colonelle/''
assiduity at the Academy.
Through the
It was this small high society which inglass door of the room adjoining the library, vented at the Tuileries the refinement of alin which the French Academy at that time ways speaking of the king in the third person,
met, curious persons could contemplate every and never saying, " Your majesty, ^^ as that
Thursday the ex-bishop of Senlis, usually qualification had been '' sullied by the usurstanding with hair freshly powdered, in vio- per.^' Facts and men were judged there, and
let stockings, and turning his back to the the age was ridiculed
which saved the troudoor, apparently to display his little collar the ble of comprehending it.
They assisted one
better.
All
these ecclesiastics, although another in amazement, and communicated
mostly courtiers as much as churchmen, mutually the amount of enlightenment they
added to the gravity of the salon, to which five possessed. Methusalem instructed Epimenides, and the deaf man put the blind man
peers of France, the Marquis de Vib—
The time which had elapsed since
straight.
the Marquis de Herb
the Marquis de Tal
Coblenz was declared not to have passed, and
the Vicomte Damb , and the Due de Val
in the same way as Louis XVIII. was Dei
imparted the lordly tone. This Due de Val
though Prince de Men
that is to say, a for- gratia in the twenty-fifth year of his reign,
eign sovereign prince, had so lofty an idea of the emigres were de J2tre in the twenty-fifth
France and the peerage, that he looked at year of their adolescence.
Every thing harmonized there no one was
everything through them. It was he who
the cardinals are the peers of France of too lively, the speech was like a breath, and
said,
Rome, and the lords are the peers of France the newspapers, in accordance with the salon,
The liveries in the
of England.'^ Still, as in the present age the seemed a papyrus.
Revolution must be everywhere, this feudal ante-room were old, and these personages
salon was ruled, as we have seen, by M. Gil- who had completely passed away were served
lenormand, a bourgeois.
by footmen of the same character. All this
It was the essence and quintessence of had the air of having lived a long time and
white Parisian society, and reputations, even obstinately struggling against the tomb. To
Generale,''

la Colonelle''

—

—

—
—
—

,

—

,

:

'

'

were kept in quarantine there,
always anarchy
reputation.
Had Chateaubriand come
he would have
produced the effect of Pere Duchesne. Some
royalist ones,

for there

m

is

m

conserve, conservation, conservative, represented nearly their entire dictionary and the
question" was ''to be in good odor.*'
There

were really aromatics in the opinions of these

;

!
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venerable groups, and their ideas smelt of

was a mummy world, in which
the masters were embalmed and the servants
A worthy old marchioness, ruined
stuffed.
by the emigration, who had only one woman
^^
servant left, continued to say, '' My people.
AVhat did they do in Madame de T.^s salon ?
They were ultra? This remark, though
what it represents has possibly, not disappeared, has no meaning at the present day,
To be ultra is going beso let us explain it.
vervain.

yond

;

It

it is

attacking the sceptre in the

of the throne

the altar;

it

have in hand ;
it

is

name

and the mitre in the name of
is mismanaging the affair you
it is

kicking over the traces

quarrelling wdth the executioners as to

the degree of boiling which heretics should
it is reproaching the idol for its
want of idolatry ; it is insulting through ex-

undergo;

cess of respect ; it is finding in the
sufficient

papism, in

tlie

king

pope

too

in-

little

and too much light in the night; it
being dissatisfied with alabaster, snow, the
swan, and the lily, on behalf of whiteness ; it
is being a partisan of things to such a pitch
that you become their enemy it is being so
strong for, that you become against.
The ultra spirit specially characterizes the
l^othing in
first phase of the Eestoration.
history ever resembled that quarter of an
hour which begins in 1814 and terminates in
1820, with the accession of M. de Yillele, the
These six years
practical man of the Eight.
were an extraordinary moment, at once noisy
and silent, silent and gloomy, enlightened, as
it were, by a beam of dawn, and covered, at
the same time, by the darkness of the great
catastrophe which still filled the horizon, and
There was
w^as slowly sinking into the past.
royalty,
is

;
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The
daining the companions of IN'apoleon.
swords, as we have said, hurled insults
at one another the sword of Fontenoy was
ridiculous, and only a bar of rusty iron; the
sword of Marengo was odious, and only a
sabre.
The olden times misunderstood yesterday, and no one had a feeling of what is
Some one was
great or what is ridiculous.
found to call Bonaparte Scapin. This world
no longer exists, and nothing connected with
it, let us repeat, remains at the present day.
When we draw out of it some figure haphazard, and try to bring it to bear again mentally, it seems to us as strange as the antidiluvian world, and, in fact, it was also swallowed up by a deluge and disappeared under
two revolutions. What waves ideas are how
quickly do they cover whatever they have a
mission to destroy and bury, and how
promptly do they produce unknown depths
Such was the physiognomy of the salon in
those distant and candid days when M. Mar;

!

had more wit than Voltaire. These
had a literature and politics of their
own people in them believed in Fievee, and
M. Agier laid down the law there. M. Colnet, the publisher and bookseller of the Quai
Malaquais, was commented on, and Napoleon
was fully the ogre of Corsica there. At a
tainville

salons
:

later date the introduction into history of the

Marquis de Buonaparte, lieutenant-general
of the armies of the king, was a concession

in this light and this shadow an old society
and a new society, buffoon and melancholy,
juvenile and senile, and rubbing its eyes, for

These salons did
not long remain pure, and in 1818 a few
doctrinaires, a very alarming tinge, began to
culminate in them. In matters of which the
ultras were very proud, the doctrinaires were
somewhat ashamed; they had wit, they had
silence, their political dogma was properly
starched with hauteur, and they must succeed.
They carried white neck-cloths and
buttoned coats to an excessive length, though

nothing is so like a re-awaking as a return.
There were groups that regarded France angrily and which France regarded ironically;
the streets full of honest old marquis-owls,
^^
ci-devants,^' stupefiedby every thing; brave
and noble gentlemen smiling at being in
France and also weeping at it, ravished at
seeing their country again and in despair at
not finding their monarchy; the nobility of

it was useful.
The fault or misfortune of
the doctrinaire party was in creating old
youth: they assumed the posture of sages,
and dreamed of grafting a temperate power
upon the absolute and excessive principle.
They opposed, and at times with rare sense,
demolishing liberalism by conservative liberalism, and they might be heard saying,
" Have mercy on royalism, for it has rendered

the crusades spitting on the nobility of the
empire, that is to say, of the §word; historic
races that had lost all feeling of history; the

more than one

sons of the nompanions of Charlemagne dis-

to the spirit of the age.

brought back trar
and respect. It is
faithful, true, chivalrous loving, and devoted,
and has blended, though reluctantly, the
service.

It

ditions, worship, religion,

—
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secular grandeurs of the

monarchy with the fessor of the finest classical innocence. This
It is wrong in young mind, just expanding, passed from
a
not understanding the Revolution, the em- prude to a pedant. Marius spent some
years
pire, glory, liberty, young ideas, young gen- at college, and then joined
the law-school;
erations, and the age,
but do we not some- he was royalist, fanatic, and austere.
He
new grandeurs

of the nation.

—

times act quite as wrongly against it ? The
Revolution of which we are the heirs ought
to be on good terms with every thing.
Attacking the royalists is the contrary! of liberalism ; what a fault and what blindness
RevI

olutionary France
toric France, that

fails in its respect to

his-

to say, to its mother, to

is

After Sept.

loved bnt

There must

and he was gloomy
regarded his father.
In other respects,
he was an ardent \Qt cold, noble, generous, proud, religious, and exalted youth;
worthy almost to harshness, and fierce almost
to savageness.

5,

is it

!

of Louis XIV.,

They

patrimony; then why
should we diminish it ? Tlie country must
be no more denied in the past than in the
present; why should we not have a grudge
with the whole of history? why should we
not love the whole of France ? " It was tlius
constitute our

that the doctrinaires criticized and protected
the royalists, who were dissatisfied at being

and furious at being protected.
marked the first epoch of the
Revolution, and the congregation charactercriticized,

The

CHAPTER
THE

be, then, always sometliing to pro-

very useful to ungild the crown
and scratch oif the escutcheon of Henri lY. ? We sneer at M. de Vaublanc, who effaced the X's from the bridge of
Jena, but he only did what we are doing.
Bouvines belongs to us as much as Marengo,
and the fleur-de-hjs are ours like the X^'s.
scribe

grandfather, whose gayety

ruffled him,

as

the nobility of the
monarchy were treated like the nobility of
the empire after July 8; they were unjust to
the eagle and we are unjust to th^ fleur-de-lys.
itself.

little his

and cynicism

ultras

ized the second; skill succeeded impetuosity.

E:N^D

OXL.

of the BRIGAIS^D.

The conclusion of Marius' classical studies
coincided with M. Gillenormand's retirement
from society; the old gentleman bade farewell to the Faubourg St. Germain and Madame de T/s drawing-room, and withdrew to
his

house in the Marais.

His servants were,

in addition to the porter, that Nicolette

succeeded Magnon, and
short-winded Basque, to

that

whom

who

wheezing,
we have

already alluded. In 1827 Marius attained his
seventeenth year; on coming home one

evening he saw his grandfather holding a
letter in his hand.

M. Gillenormand, ''you
to-morrow for Vernon."
"What for?" Marius asked.
" To see your father."
Marius trembled, for he had thought of
every thing excepting this, that he might
one day be obliged to see his fatlier. A^othing
''Marius,'' said

will start

Let us close our sketch at this point.
In the course of his narrative, the author
of this book found on his road this curious
moment of contemporary history, and thought

could be more unexpected, more surprising,
and, let us add, more disagreeable for him.

Mmself bound to take a passing glance at
and retrace some of the singular features

it,

imation,

of

much as a drudgery. Marius, in addition to
his motives of political antipathy, was con-

this society,

which

is

unknown

at the present

But he has done so rapidly and without any bitter or derisive idea, for affectionate

day.

and respectful reminiscences, connected with
his mother, attach

over, let

him add,

grandeur of

him
this

to this past.
little

Moreworld had a

own, and though we may
smile at it, we cannot despise or hate it. It
was the France of other days.
Marius Pontmercy, like most children, received some sort of education.
When he
left the hands of Aunt Gillenormand, his
grandfather intrusted him to a worthy proits

It

was esti-angement forced into approxand it was not an annoyance so

vinced

that his father, the trooper, as M.
Gillenormand called him in his good-tempered days, did not love him; that was evident, as he had abandoned him thus and left

him to others. Not feeling himself beloved,
he did not love; and he said to himself that
nothing could be more simple. He was so
stupefied that he did not question his grand-

M. Gillenormand continued,
"It seems that he is ill, and asks for you."

father, but

And

after a silence he added,

"Start

to-morrow

morning.

I

beheve
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lustreless, but the tear had not dried up.
is a coach which leaves at six o'clock
and gets to Vernon at nightfall. Go by it, This tear was his son's delay.
Marius gazed upon this man whom he
for he says that the matter presses/'
for the first time and the last, upon this
put
saw
and
Then he crumpled up the letter
and manly face, these open eyes
venerable
started
have
could
Marius
it in his pocket.
the same night, and have been with his which no longer saw, this white hair,
father the next morning; a diligence at that and the robust limbs upon which could be
time used to run at night to Eouen, passing distinguished here and there brown lines,
through Vernon. But neither M. Gillenor- which were sabre cuts, and red stars, which
mand nor Marius dreamed of inquiring. On were bullet holes. He gazed at the gigantic
the evening of the following day Marius ar- scar which imprinted heroism on this face,
rived at Vernon, and asked the first passer-by upon which God had imprinted gentleness.
for the house of ''Monsieur Pontmercy.'' He thought that this man was his father, and
For in his mind he was of the same opinion that this man was dead, and he remained
The sorrow he felt was such as he
as the restoration, and did not recognize cold:
The would have felt in the presence of any other
either his father's barony or colonelcy.
house was shown him; he rang, and a woman man whom he might have seen lying dead
holding a small hand-lamp opened the door before him.
Mourning and lamentation were in this
for him.
^' Monsieur Pontmercy ?" Marius asked.
room. The maid-servant was weeping in a
corner, the priest was praying, and could be
The woman stood motionless.
" Is this his house ?" Marius continued.
heard sobbing, the physician wiped his eyes,
The woman shook her head in the affirmar and the corpse itself wept. The physician,
priest and woman looked at Marius through
tive.

there

''Can I speak to him ?"
The woman made a negative sign.
" Why, I am his son," Marius added;
expects me."
" He no longer expects you," the

their affliction without saying a word, for he

''he

woman

said.

Then he

noticed that she was crying; she

pointed to the door of a parlor, and he went
In this room, which was lighted by a
in.
tallow candle placed on the mantel-piece,
there were three men, one standing, one on
his knees, and one lying full length upon
The one on the floor
the floor in his shirt.
two were a phyother
the
colonel;
was the

was the stranger. Marius, who was so little
affected, felt ashamed and embarrassed at his
attitude, and he let the hat which he held in
his hand fall on the ground, in order to induce a belief that sorrow deprived him of
the strength to hold it. At the same time
he felt a species of remorse, and despised himself for acting thus. But was it his fault ? he
had no cause to love his father.
The Colonel left nothing, and the sale of
the furniture scarce covered the funeral exThe maid-servant found a scrap of
penses.
On it
paper, which she handed to Marius.

The colonel were the following lines, written by the colosician and a priest praying.
had been attacked by a brain fever three nel.
^'Formy^on, The emperor made me a
days before, and having a foreboding of evil,
his
for
on the field of Waterloo, and as the
baron
asking
Gillenormand,
M.
he wrote to
son. The illness grew worse, and on the even- Kestoration contests this title, which I puring of Marius' arrival at Vernon, the colonel chased with my blood, my son will assume it
had an attack of delirium. He leaped out of and wear it. Of course he will be worthy of
bed, in spite of the maid-servant, crying, it." On the back the colonel had added,
" My son does not arrive, I will go to meet "At this same battle of Waterloo a sergeant
him." Then he left his bed-room, and fell saved my life, his name is Thenardier, and I
on the floor of the ante-room; he had just believe that he has recently kept a small inn
The physician and the cure were in a yillage near Paris, either Chelles or
expired.
both arrived too late; the son Montfermeil. If my son meet this Thenarbut
sent for,
By the twi- dier he will do all he can for him."
too had also arrived too late.
ISTot through any afPection for his father,
light gleam of the candle, a heavy tear, which
could
but
owing to that vague respect for death
eye,
dead
colonel's
had fallen from the
eye
was
The
which
is ever so imperious in the heart of
cheek.
pallid
his
on
be noticed

—
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man, Marius took this paper and put it away. be brought to mass. The boy did not susNothing was left of the colonel. M. Gille- pect that his father was here ^perhaps did
normand had his sword and uniform sold to not know, the innocent, that he had a father.

—

the Jews; the neighbors plundered the garden, and carried off the rare flowers, while
the others became brambles and died. Mari-

The

two days the colonel was buried, and in three

kept behind a pillar so that he
seen, looked at his child and
wept; for the poor man adored him, as I
could see. This spot has become, so to speak,
sanctified for me, and I have fallen into the
habit of hearing mass here.
I prefer it to
the bench to which I should have a right as
Churchwarden. I even knew the unfortu-

forgotten.

nate gentleman slightly.

Marius had a crape on his hat, and that
was all.

in-law, a rich aunt,

us only remained forty-eight hours in VerAfter the funeral he returned to Paris
non.
and his legal studies, thinking no more of
In
his father than if he had never existed.

CHAPTEK

CXLI.

MABIUS MEETS A CHURCHWARDEiq".

Marius had
his

of

retained the religious habits

childhood.

One Sunday, when he

went to hear mass at St. Sulpice, in the same
Lady^s Ohapel to which his aunt took him
when a boy, being on that day more than
usually absent and thoughtful, he placed
himself behind a pillar, and knelt, without
paying attention to the fact, upon a Utrecht
velvet chair, on the back of which was written, ^^ Monsieur Mabeuf, Churchwarden,^^
The mass had scarce begun when an old gentleman presented himself, and said to Mari-

latter

might not be

He had a fatherand other relatives, who
threatened to disinherit the boy if the father
ever saw him, and he sacrificed himself that
his son might one day be rich and happy.
They were separated through political opinions, and though I certainly approve of such
opinions, there are persons who do not know
because a
where to stop. Good gracious
man was at Waterloo he is not a monster a
father should not be separated from his child
on that account. He was one of Bonaparte^s
colonels, and is dead, I believe.
He lived at
Vernon, where I have a brother who is cure,
and his name was something like Pontmarie,
Montpercy he had, on my word, a splendid
!

;

—

sabre cut."

^^Pontmercy," Marius
^^

Precisely,

said,

Pontmercy

turning pale.
did you

;

know

him?"

us,

'^'^He

was

my

This is my place, sir."
Marius at once stepped aside, and the old
gentleman took his seat. When mass was
ended Marius stood pensive for a few moments, till the old gentleman came up to him

The

old

churchwarden clasped his hands

and exclaimed,
^^Ah
you are the boy
Yes, yes, he
would be a man now\ Well, poor boy, you
may say that you had a father who loved you

and

dearly."

''

said,

your pardon, sir, for having disturbed you just now, and for troubling you
afresh at this moment, but you must have
considered me ill-bred, and so I wish to explain the matter to you."
'^

I ask

" It is unnecessary, sir," said Marius.
'^No, it is not," the old man continued,
^^for I do not wish you to have a bad opinion
I am attached to this seat, and it
of me.
seems to me that the mass is better here, and

To this spot I
you my reason.
saw during ten years, at regular intervals of
two or three months, a poor worthy father
come, who had no other opportunity or way
of seeing his son, because they were separated
through family arrangements. He came at
the hour when he knew that his son would

I will tell

father, sir."

!

!

Marius offered his arm to the old gentle-

The
man, and conducted him to his house.
next day he said to M. Gillenormand,
'^ Some friends of
mine have arranged a
shooting party, will you allow me to go away
for three days ?"

the grandfather answered, '^^go
^' Four,"
and amuse yourself;'^ and he whispered to his

daughter with a wink, '^^some love affair."
Where Marius went we shall learn presHe was away three days, then reently.
turned to Paris, went straight to the library of the Law School, and asked for a
He read it, he read
file of the Moniteiir,
the histories of the republic and the
empire; the Memorial of St. Helena, all the
memoirs, journals, bulletins, and proclamaall

LES MISERABLES,
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tions
he fairly devoured them. The first
time he came across his father^s name in a
bulletin of the grand army he had a fever for
He called upon the generals
a, whole week.
under whom George Pontmercy had served ;
among others, Count
The churchwarden, whom he saw again, told him of the
life at Yernon, the colonePs retirement, his
Marius had at last
flowers and his solitude.
a perfect knowledge of this rare, sublime,

H

.

and gentle man, this species of lion-lamb
who had been his father.
While occupied with this study, which filled
all his moments as well as all his thoughts,
he scarce ever saw the Gillenormands. He
appeared at meals, but when sought for
after them he could not be found. His aunt
sulked, but old Gillenormand smiled. '^ Stuff,
stuff, it is the right age;^^ at times the old
man would add, '' Confound it, I thought
that it was an affair of gallantry, but it
seems that it is a passion/^ It was a passion
in truth, for Marius was beginning to adore
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great figure of the people emerge from the

Revolution, the great figure of France from
the empire, and he declared to himself on
his conscience that all this

What

was good.

bedazzlement neglected in this
first appreciation, which was far too synthetical, we do not think it necessary to indicate
his

We are describing the state of a mind
advancing, and all progress is not made in
one march. This said, once for all, as to
what precedes and what is to follow, we will
here.

continue.

He then perceived, that up to this moment
he had no more understood his country than
he did his father. He had known neither
the one nor the other, and he had spread a
He

species of voluntary night over his eyes.

now

saw, and on one side he admired, on the

He was

other he adored.

full of regret

and

remorse, and he thought with despair that he
could only tell to a tomb all that he had in

his mind.
Oh, if his father were alive, if he
had him still, if God in His compassion and
His goodness had allowed this father to be
his father.
extraordinary
change still alive, how he would have flown, how he
At the same time an
took place in his ideas, and the phases of this would have cried to his father, "Father,
I have the same heart as
change were numerous and successive. As here I am, it is I
I am your son V
How he would have
this is the history of many minds in our day, you
bathed
kissed
his
white
head,
his hair with
we deem it useful to follow these phases step

—

!

!

by step, and indicate them all. The history
he had just read startled him, and the first
The republic, the
effect was bedazzlement.
empire, had hitherto been to him but mon-

—

strous words, the republic a guillotine in
the twilight; the empire a sabre in the night.

He had looked into it, and where he had
only expected to find a chaos of darkness he
had seen, with a species of extraordinary surprise, mingled with fear and delight, stars
flashing,— Mirabeau, Vergniaud, Saint Just,
Eobespierre, Camille Desmoulins, and DanHe knew
ton, and a sunrise, Napoleon.
not where he was, and he recoiled, blinded
by the brilliancy. Gradually, when the first
surprise had worn off, he accustomed himHe regarded the deed
self to this radiance.
without dizziness, and examined persons
without terror; the Revolution and the em-

—

pire stood out in luminous perspective before
his visionary eyeballs; he saw each of these

his tears, gazed at his scar, pressed his hand,
adored his clothes, and embraced his feet
Oh, why did this father die so soon, before
justice had been done him, before he had
known his son^s love ? Marius had a constant
sob in his heart, which said at every moment,
^^
Alas V^ At the same time he became more
!

truly serious,
his faith

and

more truly

more
At each

grave,

his thoughts.

sure of
instant

beams of light arrived to complete his reason,
and a species of internal growth went on
within him.

He

felt

a natural aggrandize-

ment produced by the two things
him his father and his country.

so

new

to

—

iVs a door can be easily opened when we
hold the key, he explained to himself what
he had hated, and understood what he had
abhorred. Henceforth he saw clearly the

providential, divine,

and human meaning,

the great things which he nad been taught
to detest, and the great men whom he had

two groups of events and facts contained in been instructed to curse. When he thought
two enormous facts; the Revolution in the of his previous opinions, which were but of
sovereignty of civic right restored to the yesterday, and which yet seemed to him so
From
masses, the empire in the sovereignty of the old, he felt indignant and smiled.
natuhad
his
father
he
of
rehabilitation
the
the
he
saw
Europe;
on
imposed
French idea

—
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but the latwas not effected without
From cliildhood he had been imbued
labor.
with the judgments of the party of 1814
about Bonaparte; now all the prejudices of
the Eestoration, all its interests, and all its
instincts, tended to disfigure Napoleon, and
it execrated him, even more than Eobespierre.
It had worked rather cleverly upon the weariness of the nation, and the hatred of mothBonaparte had become a species of alers.
most fabulous monster, and in order to
rally passed to that of XapoleoU;,
ter,

—

we must

depict

say,

him to the imagination of the
we said just now, resembles

wliich, as

people,

that of

party of 1814 brought forward
in turn all the frightful masques, from that
which is terrible while remaining grand,
down to that which is terrible while becomcliildren, the

ing grotesque, from Tiberius

down

to

old

Boguey. Hence, in speaking of Bonaparte,
people were at liberty to sob or burst with
laughter, provided that hatred sung the bass.
Marius had never had on the subject of
that man, as he was called any other ideas
but these in his mind, and they were combined with his natural tenacity. He was a
headstrong little man, who hated Napoleon.
On reading history, on studying before

—

documents and materials, the veil which
hid Napoleon from Marius^ sight was graduall

he caught a glimpse of
something immense, and suspected that up
to this moment he had been mistaken about
Bonaparte, as about all the rest; each day he
saw more clearly, and he began climbing
slowly, step by step, at the beginning almost
reluctantly, but then with intoxication, and
as if attracted by an irresistible fascination,
first,
the gloomy steps, then the dimlylighted steps, and at last the luminous and
ally rent asunder,

splendid steps of enthusiasm.
One night lie was alone in his

little garret,

was lighted, and he was reading at
All sorts of rea table by the open window.
veries reached him from the space, and were
mingled with his thoughts. What a spectacle
IS night
we hear dull sounds and know
not whence they come we see Jupiter, which
is twelve hundred times larger than the earth,
glowing like a fire-ball; the blue is black,
the stars sparkle, and the whole forms a formidable sight. He was reading the bulletins
of the grand army, those Homeric strophes
written on the battle-field; he saw in them at
intervals the image of his father, and ever
his candle

!

;

that of the emperor; the whole of the great

empire was before him; he

felt, as it

were, a

him swelling and mounting; it
seemed at moments as if his father passed
close to him like a breath, and whispered in
his ear; he gradually became strange, he
tide within

fancied he could hear drums, cannon, and

measured tread of the battalions,
and the hollow distant gallop of the cavalry;
from time to time his eyes were raised and

bugles, the

surveyed the colossal constellations flashing
and then they fell again
upon the book, and he saw in that other
colossal things stirring confusedly.
His heart

in the profundities,

was contracted, he was transported, trembling and gasping; and all alone, without
knowing what was within him or what he
obeyed, he rose, stretched his arms out of the
window, looked fixedly at the shadow, the silence, the dark infinitude, the eternal immensity, and shouted,
"Long live the
emperor V'
From this moment it was all over. The
ogre of Corsica, the usurper, the tyrant, the
monster, who was the lover of his own sisters,

the actor

who took

lessons

of

Talma,

the prisoner of Jaffa, the tiger, Bonaparte,

faded away, and made room in his
a radiance in which the pale marble
of O^esar stood out serenely at an
The emperor had never
inaccessible height.
been to his father more than the beloved captain, whom a man admires and for whom he
devotes himself, but to Marius he was far
more. He was the predestined constructor
of the French group which succeeded the
Eoman group in the dominion of the universe, he was the prodigious architect of an
earthquake, the successor of Charlemagne,,
Louis XL, Henri IV., Eichelieu, Louis XIV.,
and the committee of public safety; he had
doubtless his spots, his faults, and even his
crimes, that is to say, he was a man, but he
was august in his faults, brilliant in his spots,
and powerful in his crime. He was the j^redestined man who compelled all nations to
The great nation. He was even more,
say,
he was the very incarnation of France, conquering Europe by the sword he held, and
the world by the lustre which he emitted.
Marius saw in Bonaparte the dazzling spectre which will ever stand on the frontier
and guard the future. He was a despot but
a dictator, a despot resulting from a republic, and completing a revolution.
Napoleon

all this

mind for
phantom

—

—

LE8 MISERABLE8.
became
iour

is

for

him the man-people,

as the Sav-

the man-God.

As we

see, after

the fashion of

all

new

con-

him and he dashed

into faith and went too
His nature was so once upon an incline, it was impossible to check himself.
Fanaticism for the sword seized upon him,
and complicated in his mind the enthusiasm
for the idea; he did not perceive that he admired force as well as genius, that is to say,
filled up the two shrines of his idolatry, on
one side that which is divine, on the other
that which is brutal. He also deceived himself on several other points, though in a different way he admitted every thing. There
is a way of encountering error by going to
meet the truth, and by a sort of violent good
faith, which accepts everything unconditionally.
Upon the new path he had entered,
while judging the wrongs of the ancient regime and measuring the glory of Napoleon,
he neglected attenuating circumstances.
However this might be, a prodigious step
was made where he had once seen the downfall of monarchy he now saw the accession of
France. The points of his moral compass
were changed, and what had once been sunand all these revoluset was now sunrise
far.

;

;

;

;

tions took place in turns, without his family

suspecting

and ultra

When,

it.

had

in this mysterious la-

entirely lost

skin,

his

old Bourbonic

when he had pulled

aristocrat, the

Jacobite,

when he was

a perfect

and the

off

the

royalist,

revolutionist, pro-

foundly democratic, and almost republican,
he went to an engraver^s and ordered one
hundred cards, with the address ^^ Baron
Marius Pontmercy.^^ This was but the logical consequence of the change which had
taken place in him, a change in which everything gravitated round his father. Still, as
he knew nobody and could not show his
cards at any porter's lodge, he put them in
his pocket.

By another

and exasperates the melancholy of
So long as the same political opinions and ideas had been common to them,
Marius met his grandfather upon them as on
a bridge, but when the bridge fell there was
a great gulf between them
and then, before
all else, Marius had indescribable attacks of
revolt when he reflected that it was M. Gillenormand who, through stupid motives, pitilessly tore him from the colonel, thus depriving father of son and son of father. Through
his reverence for his father, Marius had almost grown into an aversion from his grandoffends

Werther.

verts to a religion, his conversion intoxicated

bor, lie
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natural consequence, in propor-

;

father.

Nothing of this, however, was revealed in
demeanor
he merely became colder
than before, laconic at meals, and rarely at
home. When his aunt scolded him for it he
was very gentle, and alleged as excuse his
his

;

The

studies, examinations, conferences, etc.

grandfather, however,

still

adhered to his

in-

fallible diagnostic,

— ^^He

the symptoms.^'

Marius was absent every

is

in love, I

know

now and then.''
^^
Where can he go

?" the aunt asked.
In one of his trips, which were always very
short, he went to Montfermeil in order to
obey his father's intimation, and sought for

the ex-sergeant of Waterloo, Thenardier, the
landlord.
Thenardier had failed, the public
house was shut up, and no one knew what
had become of him. In making his search

Marius remained away for four days.
^'

He

is

decidedly getting out of order,"

said the grandfather.

They also fancied they could notice that
he wore under his shirt something fastened
round his neck by a black ribbon.

CHAPTEK

CXLII.

SOME PETTICOAT.

We have alluded to a lancer: he was a
great-grand-nephew of M. Gillenormand's, on
the father's side,

who

led a garrison

life,

far

he drew nearer to his father, his mem- away from the domestic hearth. Lieutenant
ory, and the things for which the colonel had Theodule Gillenormand fulfilled all the confought during five-and-twenty years, he drew ditions required for a man to be a pretty
away from his grandfather. As we said, M. officer he had a young lady's waist, a victorGillenormand's humor had not suited him for ious way of clanking his sabre, and turneda long time past, and there already existed be- up mustaches.
He came very rarely to Partween them all the dissonances produced by is, so rarely that Marius had never seen him,
the contact of a grave young man with a and the two cousins only knew each other by
frivolous old man.
The gayety of Geronte name. Theodule was, we think we said, the
tion, as

:
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of Aunt
him because

favorite

Gillenormand;,

ferred

she never saw

who
him

pre;

for

not seeing peojDle allows of every possible
perfection being attributed to them.

One morning Mile G-illenormand the elder
returned to her apartments, as much affected
as her general iDlacidity would allow.
Marius
had again asked his grandfather^s permission
to

make

a short trip, adding that he wished

we were

at Melun, and are sent to
In order to go to the new garrison
we were obliged to pass through Paris, and I
said to myself, '' I will go and see my

garrison;
Gaillon.

aunt.'"
'' And
here"s for your trouble.""
And she slipped ten louis into his hand.
" You mean to say for my pleasure, dear

aunto'"

same evening. '^ Go/"* the grandTheodule kissed her a second time, and she
father answered and he added to himself, as had the pleasure of having her neck slightly
Another relapse of grazed by his gold-laced collar.
he pursed up his eje,
sleeping from home. '^ Mile Gillenorm.and
^'^Are you travelling on horseback, with
went up to her room greatly puzzled, and your regiment ?""
'^ No, my aunt; I have
cast to the staircase this exclamation, ^^ It^s
come to see you by
too much V and this question, ^*^But where special permission.
My servant is leading
is it that he goes V She caught a glimpse of
my horse, and I shall travel by the diligence.
some more or less illicit love, adventure, of a By the way, there is one thing I want to ask
to start that

;

^*'

woman

in the shadow, a meeting, a mystery,

and would not have felt vexed to have a closer
peep at it through her spectacles. Scenting
a mystery is like the first bite at a piece of
scandal, and holy souls do not detest it.
In the secret compartments of bigotry there
is some curiosity for scandal.
She was, therefore, suffering from a vague
In order to distract
this curiosity, which agitated her a little beyond her wont, she took refuge in her talents,
and began festooning with cotton upon cotton one of those embroideries of the
empire and the Eestoration, in which
appetite to learn a story.

there are a great
It

was a clumsy

many

cabriolet

wheels.

and the Vvork-woShe had beesi sitting

job,

man was awkward.

it for some hours when the door opened.
Mile Gillenormand raised her nose, and saw
Lieutenant Theodule before her, making his

over

regulation salute.

She uttered a cry

of de-

woman may

be old, a prude, devout, and an aunt, but she is always glad to
see a lancer enter her room.

light

;

for a

You here, Theodule

!^^
she exclaimed.
In passing, my dear aunt. "
" Well, kiss me.''
'^ There,"" said Theodule, as
he kissed her.
Aunt Gillenormand walked to her secretaire
^^

^•'

and opened

You

''

My dear

^'

Impossible

will stop the

aunt, I

week out

am

off

?""

again to-night.""

!""

^^Mathematically.""
''

Stay,

The

The

my

^^

What

is it?""

my cousin Marius Pontgoing on a journey too ?""
^^How do you know that ?"" the aunt said,
her curiosity being greatly tickled.
'' On reaching Paris I went to
the coach''

It appears that

mercy

is

office to

take

my

place in the coupe,''

^^Well?""
'^

A

traveller

had already taken a

seat in

name

in the

the Imperiale, and I saw his

was Marius Pontmercy.""
Oh, the scamp,"" the aunt exclaimed.

way-bill:
'^

it

'^^Ah! 3^our cousin
you.

To think

is

not a steady lad like
is going to pass the

that he

night in a diligence
" Like myself."

!""

^^ You do it through duty, but
he does it
through disorder."
'' The deuce !'" said Theodule.
Here an event occurred to Mademoiselle
Gillenormand the elder: she had an idea. If
she had been a man she would have struck
her forehead. She addressed Theodule.
'' You are aware that your cousin
does not
know you ?""
'' I have seen him, but he
never deigned to

notice me.""
''

AYhere

is

?""

the diligence going to

^^To Andelys.""

it.

''

^^

you.""

little

Theodule, I beg of you.""

heart says Yes, but duty says No.
story is very simple, we are changing

Is Marius going there ?""
Unless he stops on the road, like myself.
I get out at Vernon, to take the Gaillon coach.
I know nothing about Marius" route."'
'^ Marius
what an odious name what an
idea it was to call him that well, your name,
''

^'

!

!

!

at least,

is

Theodule.""

—
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^^

I

would rather

it

was Alfred/^ the

officer

said.
''

Listen, Theodule; Marius absents himself
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and the account he had promised to render
of Marius' sayings and doings.
This made

him
"

from the house/^

laugh.

He

is probably no longer in the coach."
he thought, while buttoning up his jacket.
^^ He
goes about the country/'
^^He may have stopped at Poissy, he may
'' Ah,
ah r
have stopped at Triel, if he did not get out
^^He sleeps out/'
at Meulan, he may have done so at Mantes,
'' Oh, oh !"
unless he stopped at Rolleboise, or only went
'' We should like to know the meaning of
as far as Passy, with the choice of turning on
all this."
his left to Estreux or on his right to La
Theodule replied, with the calmness of a Rocheguyon. Eun after him, aunty. What
bronze man, ^^Some petticoat!"
the deuce shall I write to the old lady ?"
And with that inward chuckle which eviAt this .moment the leg of a black trouser
dences a certainty, he added, ^' Some gurl !" appeared against the window-pane of the
^' That is evident !" the aunt
exclaimed,
'^ Can it be Marius ?" the
who believed that she heard M. Gillenormand
lieutenant said.
speaking, and who felt his conviction issue
It was Marius.
A little peasant girl was
irresistibly from that word ^^ gurl, " accent- offering flowers to the passengers, and crying,

^^Eh,

ehr

uated almost in the same way by grand-uncle
and grand-nephew. She continued,
^^ Do us
a pleasure by following Marius a
little.
As he does not know you, that will
be an easy matter.
Since there is a girl in
the case, try to get a look at her, and write

and

tell us all about
grandfather."

it,

for

it will

amuse your

Theodule had no excessive inclination for
he was greatly af
fected by the ten louis, and he believed he
could see a possible continuation of such gifts.
He accepted the commission and said, '^ As
you please aunt," and added in an aside, ^^I
this sort of watching, but

am

a

Duenna now

!"

Mile Gillenormand kissed him.
"You would not play such tricks as that,
Theodule, for you obey discipline, are the
slave of duty, and a scrupulous man, and
would never leave your family to go and see
a creature."

The lancer made the satisfied grimace of
Cartouche when praised of his probity.
Marius, on the evening that followed this
dialogue, got into the diligence, not suspecting that he was watched. As for the watcher,
the first thing he did was to fall asleep, and
his sleep was complete and conscientious.
Argus snored the whole night. At daybreak the guard shouted, '^Vernon; passengers for Vernon, get out here !" and Lieutenant Theodule got out.
" All right," he growled,
"I get out here."

Then
clearer,

still

half asleep,

memory growing gradually
his
he thought of his aunt, the ten louis,

" Bouquets for your ladies."

up

to her,

and bought the

Marius went

finest floweys in

her basket.
" By Jove," said Theodule, as he leaped
ou the coupe, "the affair is growing piquant.
Who the deuce is he going to carry those flowers to ? she must be a deucedly pretty woman to deserve so handsome a bouquet. I
must have look at her."
And then he began following Marius, no
longer by order, but through personal curiosity, like those dogs which hunt on their
own account. Marius paid no attention to
Theodule. Some elegant women were getting out of the diligence, but he did not look
at them ; he seemed to see nothing around
him,
" He must be preciously in love." Theodule thought. Marius proceeded toward the
church.
" That's glorious !" Theodule said to himself, " the church, that's the thing.
Rendezvous spiced with a small amount of mass are
ISTothing is so exquisite as an ogle
the best.
exchanged in the presence of the Virgin."
On reaching the church, Marius did not
go in, but disappeared behind one of the buttresses of the apse.

^^The meeting outside," Theodule said;
^^now for a look at the gurl."
And he walked on tiptoe up to the corner
which Marius had gone round, and on reaching stopped in stupefaction. Marius with
his forehead in both his hands, was kneeling
in the grass upon a tomb, and had spread his
At the head of the
flowers out over it.
Hugo. Vol. II.— 19
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grave was a cross of black wood, with this
in white letters,
"Colo^s^el Baro:n^
Pojsttmercy/' Mariiis could be heard sob-

name
bing.

The girl was

a tomb.

room, where Mile Gillenormand the elder
was already seated embroidering her cabriolet wheels.
The entrance was triumphant,
M. Gillenormand held in one hand the coat,
in the other the neck-ribbon,
^^

CHAPTER
MARBLE
It

is

come the

and shouted.

are going to

penetrate the

we are going to know the cream of
the joke, we are going to lay our hands on
the libertinage of our cunning gentleman.
Here is the romance itself, for I have the

GRAXITE.

hither that Mariiis had

we

mystery,

CXLIII.

AGAIIS^ST

Victory!

first

portrait."

time that he absented himself from Paris; it
In fact, a box of shagreen leather, much
was to this spot he retired each time that M. like a mi nature, was suspended from the rib^^
Gillenormand said,
^"^He
sleeps out.
bon. The old man took hold of this box, and
Lieutenant Theodule was absolutely discoun- looked at it for some time without opening,
tenanced by this unsusjDected elbowing of a with the air of pleasure, eagerness, and anger
tomb, and felt a disagreeable and singular of a poor starving fellow, who sees a splendid
sensation, which he was capable of analyz- dinner, of which he will have no share, caring, and which was composed of respect for ried past under his nose.
''
a tomb, mingled with respect for a colonel.
It is evidently a portrait, and I am up to
He fell back, leaving Marius alone in the that sort of thing.
It is worn tenderly on
cemetery, and there was discipline in this re- the heart, what asses they are some abomtreat; death appeared to him wearing heavy inable gorgon, who will probably make me
epaulettes, and he almost gave it the military shudder, for young men have such bad tastes
salute. Kot knowing what to write to his aunt, nowadays.
''
he resolved not to write at all; and there
Let us look, father," the old maid said.
would probably liave been no result from
The box opened by pressing a spring, but
Theodule's discovery of Marius' amour had they only found in it a carefully folded-up
not, by one of those mysterious arrangements paper.
so frequent in accident, the scene at Vernon
''From the same to the same,'' said M. Gilhad almost immediately a sort of counter- lenormand, bursting into a laugh. ''1 know

—

—

!

what it is, a billet-doux
Marius returned from Vernon very early on
''Indeed
let us read it," said the aunt;
tha morning of the third day, and wearied and she put on her spectacles. They unfolded
by two nights spent in a diligence, and feeling the paper and read as follows
the necessity of repairing his want of sleep
''For my son.
The emperor made me a
by an hour a tthe swimming-school, he hur- baron on the field of Waterloo, and as the
ried up to his room, only took the time to Eestoration contests this title which I purtake off his travelling coat and the black chased with my blood, my son will assume
ribbon which he had round his neck, and it and wear it; of course he will be worthv
went to the bath. M. Gillenormand, who of it."
rose at an early hour like all old men who
What the father and daughter felt, it is
are in good health, heard him come in, and not possible to describe; but they were chilled
hastened as quick as his old legs could carry
as if by the breath of a death's head.
They
him up the stairs leading to Marius' garret, in did not exchange a syllable. M. Gillenormand
order to welcome him back, and try and dis- merely said in a low voice, as if speaking to
cover his movements.
But the young man himself, "It is that trooper's hand writing.
had taken less time in descending than the The aunt examined the slip of paper, turned
octogenarian in ascending, and when Father it about in all directions, and then placed it
Gillenormand entered the garret Marius was again in the box.
At the same instant, a small square packet
no longer there. The bed had been unoccupied, and on it lay the coat and black ribbon wrapped up in blue paper, fell from the pocket
of the great-coat. Mile. Gillenormand picked
unsuspectingly.
"I prefer that," said M. Gillenormand, it up and opened the blue paper.
It conand a moment later he entered the drawing- tained Marius' one hundred cards, and she
part in Paris.

!

!

—

—

—

——
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You must know that you are as
who read^ Marius ?
They were
The old man much a baron as my slipper is
they
M. Gillenor- all bandits who served Kobespierre
mand took the ribbon, the box, and the coat, were all brigands who served B-u-o-naparte
then threw them on the ground in the middle all traitors who betrayed, betrayed, betrayed
all cowards who ran
their legitimate king
of the room, and said,
away from the Prussians and the English at
"Eemovethat rubbish.'^
passed one to M. Gillenormand,

Baron Marius Pontmercy/'
rang, and Mcolette came in.
^^

!

!

!

!

A long hour passed in the deepest silence ;
the old man and the old maid were sitting
back to back and thinking, probably both of
At the end of this hour.
the same things.
^^ Very pretty
Mile. Gillenormand said,
A few minutes after, Marius came in ; even

—

l^''

before he crossed the threshold he perceived

one of his cards in
On seeing Marius he exclaimed,
hand.
with his air of bourgeois and grimacing superiority, which had something crushing
about it,
'^
You are
stay stay
stay
stay
Stay
a baron at present; I must congratulate you.
What does this mean V'
Marius blushed slightly, and answered,
" It means that I am my father^s son.^'
his grandfather holding
his

!

!

!

M. Gillenormand left

!

off

!

laughing, and said

am

Waterloo.
father was
fact,

That

and am sorry

servant.

is

what

among them,
for

it.

I

I

know.

If

your

am ignorant of the
I am your humble

^^

In his turn, Marius became the brand, and
M. Gillenormand the bellows. Marius trembled all over, he knew not what to do, and
his head was a-glow.
He was the priest who
sees his consecrated wafers cast to the wind,

who

notices a passer-by spit on his
was impossible that such things
could be said with impunity in his presence,
bub what was he to do ? His father had just
been trampled under foot, and insulted in
his presence, but by whom ? by his grandfather.
How was he to avenge the one without outraging the other ?
It was impossible
for him to insult his grandfather, and equally

the Fakir
idol.

It

impossible for him to avenge his father. On
your f ather.^^
*^
My father,^^ Marius continued with down- one side was the sacred tomb, on the other
He tottered for a few mocast eyes and a stern air, " was an humble and was white hair.
heroic man who gloriously served the republic ments like a drunken man, then raised his
of France, who was great in the greatest his- eyes, looked fixedly at his grandfather, and
tory which men have ever made, who lived shouted in a thundering voice,
^^Down with the Bourbons, and that great
for a quarter of a century in a bivouac by
day under a shower of grape-shot and bullets, pig of a Louis XVIII. V'
Louis XVIII. had been dead four years,
and at night in snow, mud, wind, and rain.
He was a man who took two flags, received but that made no difference to him. The old
twenty wounds, died in forgetfulness and man, who had been scarlet, suddenly became
abandonment, and who had never committed whiter than his hair.
He turned to a bust
but one fault, that of loving too dearly two of the Due de Berry which was on the man^^
ungrateful beings his country and myself.
tel-piece, and then bowed to it profoundly
This was more than M. Gillenormand could with a sort of singular majesty.
Then he
hear; at the word republic he had risen, or walked twice, slowly and silently, from the
Each of the mantel-piece to the window, and from the
more correctly, sprung up.
words that Marius had just uttered had pro- window to the mantel-piece, crossing the
duced on the old gentleman^s face the same whole room, and making the boards creak as
effect as the blast of a forge-bellows upon a if he were a walking marble statue.
The
burning log.
From gloomy he became red, second time he leant over his daughter, who
from red, purple, and from purple, flaming.
was looking at the disturbance with the stu'^
Marius,^^ he shouted, '^ you abominable por of an old sheep, and said to her with a
boy I know not who your father was, and smile which was almost calm,
" A baron like this gentleman, and a bourdo not wish to know. I know nothing about
it, but what I do know is, that there never
geois like myself, can no longer remain bewere any but scoundrels among all those neath the same roof.^^
peoj)le ; they were all rogues, assassins, redAnd suddenly drawing himself up, livid,
caps, robbers
I say all, I say all
I know trembling, and terrible, with his forehead dinobody
I saw all; do you understand me. lated by the fearful radiance of passion, he

harshly,—

*^

I

—

!

!

!

!

—
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stretched his
^^

:

arm toward Marius, and

became liberals^ and the liberals
It was like a rising tide complicated by a thousand ebbs, and it is the pe-

shouted^

loyalists

Begone r
Marius

democrats.

left

the house, and on the morrow
said to his daughter,

culiarity of ebbs to cause things to mingle.

M. Gillenormand

You

Hence came very singular combinations of
and men adored lib3rty and J^apoleon
We are writing history
at the same time.
here, and such were the mirages of that
Opinions pass through phases, and
period.
Voltairian royalism, a strange variety, had a

send every six months sixty pistoles to that blood-drinker, and never men^*

will

name to me/^
Having an immense amount
pend^ and not knowing what

ideas,

tion his

of fury to ex-

do with it,
he continued to address his daughter as
''
you '' instead of '' thou '' for upwards of no less strange pendant in Bonapartists liberalism.
three months.
Other groups of minds were more serious;
Marius, on his side, left the house indignant, and a circumstance aggravated his exas- at one spot principles were sounded, and at
There are always small fatalities another men clung to their riglits. They beperation.
came im|)assioned for the absolute, and obof this nature to complicate domestic dramas
the anger is augmented although the wrongs tained glimpses of infinite realization ; for
In hurriedly the absolute, through its very rigidity, causes
are not in reality increased.
conveying, by the grandfather's order, Marius' minds to float in the illimitable aether.
rubbish to his bed-room, Nicolette, without There is nothing like the dogma to originate
noticing the fact, let fall, probably on the a dream, and nothing like a dream to enattic stairs, which were dark, the black sha- gender the future; the Utopia of to-day is
Advanced opingreen case in which was the paper written by flesh and bone to-morrow.
As neither could be found, ions had a false bottom, and a commencethe colonel.
Marius felt convinced that '^ Monsieur Gille- ment of mystery threatened ^^established
normand'' he never called him otherwise order," which was suspicious and cunning.
The
from that date had thrown '^ his father's This is a most revolutionary sign.
He knew by heart the after-thought of the authorities meets in
will " into the fire.
few lines written by the colonel, and, conse- the sap the after-thought of the people, and

—

to

—

the incubation of revolutions

quently, nothing was lost; but the paper, the
writing, this sacred
heart.

relic,

—

all

this

What had been done with

engaged

it

He jumped

by the hour, and proceeded

become of Marius

What

There

subjacent organizations, like the Tugen bund
of Germany or the Carbonari of Italy; but

here and there were dark subterranean pasThe Cousages with extensive ramifications.
and there was at
gourde was started at Aix

iniQ a cabriolet,

risks towards the Pay's latin.

the reply to

were not as yet in France any of those vast

it ?

Marius went avf ay without saying where he
he was going and without knowing, withthirty francs, his watch, and some clothes
in a carpet bag.

is

the premeditation of coups d'etat.

was his

at all

;

Paris,

w^ould

among

other affiliations of this nature,

the society of the friends of the A. B. 0.
Who were the friends of the A. B. C. ?
society, whose ostensible object was the
education of children, but the real one the

?

A

CHAPTER CXLIY.

elevation of

A GROUP THAT. KEARLY BECAME HISTORICAL.

man.

friends of the A. B.

Adaisses whom they wished to raise.
would be wrong to laugh at this pun,
for puns at times are serious in politics

At

this epoch, which was apparently carea certain revolutionary quivering was
vaguely felt. There were breezes in the air

They called themselves
C, and the people were

the
It

less,

I

;

\

which returned from the depths of '89 and witnesses of tliis are the Castratus ad ca^-:^92
and the young men, if we may be for- tra, which made Narses general of an army
given the expression, were in the moulting the Barlavi and Barderini ; fueros fuegos;
Men became transformed, almost ill esPetrus et 8uper lianc Petram, etc., etc.
stage.
without suspecting it, by the mere movement etc. The friends of the A. B. C. were few in
it was a secret society, in a state
of time, for the hand which moves round the number;
Each of embryo, and we might almost call it a coteri,
clock-face also moves in the mind.
They assemthe if coteries produced heroes.
took the forward step he had to take
;

;

;

I

i

\

i

I

!

•

;
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bled at two places in Paris ; at a cabaret
called Cormtlie, near the Halles^, to which we
shall revert hereafter, and near the Pantheon
in a small cafe on the Place St. Michel, known
as the Cafe Miisain, and now demolished:
of these meeting-places was contigworkmen, and the second to the
the
uous to
The ordinary discussions of the
students.
friends of the A. B. 0. were held in a back

the

first

This room, some
of the Cafe Musain.
distance from the coffee-rooms, with which it
communicated by a very long passage, had

room

two windows and an issue by a secret
case

into the little

Eue des

Gres.

stair-

They

smoked, drank, played, and laughed there;
they spoke very loudly about every thing, and
On the
in a whisper about the other thing.
wall hung an old map of France under the
republic, which would have been a sufficient
hint for a police agent.
Most of the friends of the A. B. 0. Avere students, who maintained a cordial understanding

with a few workmen.

Here are the names

of

the principal members, which belong in a cer-

—
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good deal of forehead on a
good deal of sky in an horizon.
Like certain young men of the beginning of
the present century and the end of the last,
who became illustrious at an early age, he
looked excessively young, and was as fresh as
a school-girl, though he had his hours of
pallor.
Although a man, he seemed still a
boy, and his two-and-twenty years looked
he was serious, and did
like only seventeen
not appear to know that there was on the
He had only
earth a being called woman.
one passion, justice, and only one thought
On the Mons
overthrowing the obstacle.
Aventinus, he would have been Gracchus; in
the convention, he would have been St. Just.
He scarcely noticed roses, was ignorant of
spring, and did not hear the birds sing; the
bare throat of Evadne would have affected
him as little as it did Aristogiton to kim,
as to Harmodius, flowers were only good to
conceal the sword.
He was stern in his joy,
and before all that was not the republic, he
chastely lowered his eyes he was the marble
lover of liberty.
His language had a sharp
inspiration and a species of rhythmic strain.
Woe to the girl who ventured to ensnare him!
If any grisette of the Place Oambray, or the
Eue St. Jean de Beauvais, seeing this face so

lofty forehead; a

face

is

like a

;

;

—

measure to history, Enjolras, Combeferre, Jean Prouvaire, Feuilly, Courfeyrac,
Bahorel, Lesgle or Laigle, Joly, and Grantaire.
These young men formed a species of family
through their friendship, and all came from
This group is like that of a page, his long light lashes, his
the south, excepting Laigle.
remarkable, although it has vanished in the blue eyes, his hair floating wildly in the breeze,
At the his pink cheeks, cherry lips, and exquisite
invisible depths which are behind us.
point of this drama which we have now at- teeth, had felt a longing for all this dawn,
tained, it will not be labor lost, perhaps, to and tried the effect of her charms upon Enthrow a ray of light upon these heads, before jolras, a formidable look of surpi:ise would
the reader watches them enter the shadows have suddenly shown her the abyss, and
taught her not to confound the avenging
of a tragical adventure.
Enjolras, whom we named first, it will be cherub of Ezekiel with the gallant cherub of
seen afterwards why, was an only son, and Beaumarchais.
By the side of Enjolras, who represented
He was a charming young man, caprich.
able of becoming terrible; he was angelically the logic of the Eevolution, Oombeferre
Between the
beautiful, and looked like a stern Antinous. represented its philosophy.
On noticing the pensive depth of his glance logic and the philosophy of revolutions,
you might have fancied that he had gone there is this difference, that the logic
through the revolutionary apocalypse in some may conclude in war, while its philosophy
preceding existence. He knew the traditions can only lead to peace. Oombeferre completed
of it like an eye-witness, and was acquainted and rectified Enjolras he was not so tall, but
with all the minor details of the great thing. broader. He wished that the extended prinHis was a pontifical and warlike nature, ciples of general ideas should be poured over
strange in a young man; he was a church- mmds, and said, '^ Eevolution but civilizaman and a militant; from the immediate tion V and he opened the vast blue horfeon
point of view a soldier of democracy, but, around the peaked mountain. Hence there
above the contemporary movement, a priest was something accessible and practicable in
He had a slight red eyelid, a all Oombeferre^s views; and the Eevolution
of the ideal.
thick and easily disdainful lower lip, and a with him was more respectable than with
tain

;
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Enjolras expressed its divine right,
its natural right, and while
the former clung to Eobespierre, the latter
bordered upon Condorcet. Combeferre loved
Enjolras.

and Combeferre

more than Enjolras the ordinary life of mankind; and if these two young men had gained
a place in history, the one would have been
the just man, the other the sage. Enjolras
was more manly, Combeferre more humane,
and the distinction between them was, that
Combeferre w^as
between Homo and vir.
gentle as Enjolras was stern, through natural whiteness he loved the word citizen,
but preferred man, and would have gladly
;

He

said Honibre, like the Spaniards.

everything, went

read

the theatres, attended the public lectures, learned from Arago
the polarization of light, and grew quite excited about a lecture in which Geoffroy St.
Hilaire explained the double functions of the
to

and internal carotid arteries, the
one which makes the face, and the other
which produces the brain he was conversant
with, and followed, science step by step, confronted St. Simon with Fourier, deciphered
hieroglyphics, broke pebbles which he found,
drew from memory a bombyx butterfly pointed
out the eiTors in French in the dictionary of
the Academy, studied Puysegur and Deleuze,
external

;

affirmed nothing, not even miracles, denied
nothing not even ghosts, turned over the file
of the Moniteiir

and

reflected.

He

declared

that the future is in the hand of the schoolmaster, and busied himself with educational
questions. He wished that society should labor

without relaxation at the elevation of the intellectual and moral standard, at coining
science, bringing ideas into circulation, and
making the minds of youth grow; and he
feared that the present poverty of methods,
the wretchedness from the literary point of
view of confining studies to two or three centuries called classical, the tyrannical dog-

matism of official pedants, scholastic prejudices, and routine would in the end convert our
colleges

into artificial oyster-beds.

learned, a purist, polite,
delver,

and

He

Avas

and polytechnic, a

at the time pensive

chimera,'^ as his friends said.

''

even to a

He

believed

the suppression of
suffering in surgical operations, fixing the
image of the camera obscura, electric telein all dreams,

railways,

graphy, and the steering of balloons. He was
sliglitly terrified by the citadels built on all
sides against the human race l3y superstitions.

despotism, and prejudices, for he was one of
men who think that science will, in the

those

Enjolras was a chief,
and Combeferre a guide; you would have
liked to fight under one and march with the
the other. Not that Combeferre was incapable of fighting, he did not refuse to seize obstacles round the waist and attack them by
main force but it pleased him better to
end, turn the position,

;

bring the

human

race into

destiny, gradually,

b}'

harmony with

its

the instruction of ax-

ioms and the promulgation of positive laws;
and with a choice between two lights, his inclination was for illumination rather than fire.
A fire may certainly produce a dawn, but why
not wait for daybreak ? A volcano illumines,
Combeferre
but the sun does so far better.
perhaps preferred the whiteness of the beautiful to the flashing of the sublime, and a
brightness clouded by smoke, a progress pur-

chased by violence, only half satisfied his
A headlong hurltender and serious mind.
ing of a people into the truth, a ^93 scartled
still stagnation was more repulsive to
him, for he smelt in it putrefaction and
Altogether he liked foam better than
death.
miasma, and preferred the torrent to the
sewer, and the falls of Xiagara to the Lake of
Montfau^on. I]i a word, he desired neither
halt nor haste, and while his tumultuous
friends, were chivalrously attracted by the
absolute, adored and summoned the splendid

him;

Combeferre

revolutionary adventurer.

clined to leave progress, right progress,

—

in-

to

was pure, methodical, but irreproachable, and phlegmatic
but imperturbable. Combeferre would have
knelt down and prayed that this future
might arrive with all its candor, and that
nothing might disturb the immense virtuous
The good must he
evolution of the peoples.
And in
innocent, he repeated incessantly.
truth, if the grandeur of the Revolution is
to look fixedly at the dazzling ideal, and fly
toward it through the lightning, with blood
and fire in \^q claws, the beauty of jirogress
and there is between
is to Ije unspotted
Washington, who represents the one, and
Danton, who is the incarnatien of the other,
the same diiference as that which separates
the angel with the swanks wings from the

act

it

might be cold but

it

;

angels to the eagle's wangs.
Jean Prouvaire was of an even softer tinge

than Combeferre; he was called ^^Jehan,^'
through that little momentary fantasy which

LES MISERABLES.
was blended with the powerful and profound
movement, from which issued the most necJean
the middle ages.
essary study of
Prouvaire was in love, cultivated a pot of
flowers, played the flute, wrote verses, loved

the people, pitied women, wept over children,
confounded in the same confidence the future
and God, and blamed the Eevolution for
having caused a royal head to fall, that of
Andre Chenier. He had a voice which was
habitually delicate, and suddenly became
masculine; he was erudite, and almost an
He was good before all, and
Orientalist.
through a motive which those will easily understand who know how closely goodness
borders on grandeur, he loved immensity in

—

He knew

poetry.

Latin,

Italian,

and Hebrew, and he employed
to read only

four poets,

^schylus, and Isaiah.
ferred

Corneille

to

—

his

Greek,

knowledge

Dante, Juvenal,
In French he pre-

Racine,

and

Agrippa

He was fond of
d^'Aubigne to Corneille.
strolling about the fields of wild oats and
and occupied himself with
douds almost as much as with events. His
one turned to
mind had two attitudes,
man, the other to God; he either studied or
corn-flowers,

—

contemplated.
studied

social

The whole
questions,

day long

— wages,

he

capital,

thought,
the penal code,

credit, marriage, religion, liberty of

liberty of love,

wretchedness,

education,
partnership,

property,

pro-

and division, that enigma of the
lower world which casts a shadow over the
human ant-heap, and at night he looked at
the stars, those enormous beings. Like Enjolras, he was rich, and an only son; he
talked softly, hung his head, looked down,
smiled with an embarrassed air, dressed badly, had an awkward gait, blushed at a nothing, and was very timid; with all that he
was intrepid.
a journeyman fan-maker,
Feuilly was
doubly an orphan, who laboriously earned
three francs a day, and had only one idea
He had another preto deliver the world.
occupation as well, instructing himself, which
he called self- deliverance. He had taught
himself to read and write; and all that he
knew he had learned alone. Fenilly had a
generous heart, and hugged the world.
This orphan had adopted the peoples, and as
he had no mother, he meditated on his
He had wished that there should
country.
not be in the world a man who had no counduction,
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and he brooded over what we now call
idea of nationalities " with the profound divination of the man of the people.
He had studied history expressly that he
might be indignant with a knowledge of the
fact, and in this youthful assembly of Utopians who were specially interested about
France, he represented the foreign element.
His specialty was Greece, Poland, Eoumania,
Hungary, and Italy; he pronounced these
names incessantly, in season and out of season, with the tenacity of right.
The violations committed by Turkey on Greece and
Thessaly, of Russia on Warsaw, and Austria
on Venice, exasperated him, and above all
the great highway-robbery of 1772 aroused
him. There can be no more sovereign eloquence than truth in indignation, and he
was eloquent with that eloquence. He never
left off talking about the infamous date
1772, the noble and valiant people suppressed
by treachery, this crime committed by three
accomplices, and the monstrous ambush,
which is the prototype and pattern of all
those frightful suppressions of states, which
have since struck several nations, and have,
so to speak, erased their name from the baptry,

''

the

tismal register. All the social assaults of the
present day emanate from the division of

Poland, and

it is

a theorem, to which

politicahcrimes are corollaries.

There

all
is

our
not

who for a century past
has not revised, confirmed, counter- signed,
and margined with the words ne varietur,
the division of Poland.
When we consult
a despot or a traitor

of modern treasons this appears the
and the Congress of Vienna consulted
this crime ere it consummated its own; 1772
sounds the mort, and 1815 witnesses the
gralloching of the stag.
Such was Feuilly^'s
This poor workman had made
usual text.
himself the guardian of justice, and she rewarded him by making him grand.
In
truth, there is an eternity in justice, and
Warsaw can no more be Tartar than Venice,
Kings lose their time and their
German.
honor over such things. Sooner or later, the
submerged country floats on the surface and
Greece becomes Greece once
reappears.
more, and Italy, Italy. The protest of right
against deeds persists forever, and there is no

the

list

first,

law of prescription for the robbery of a nation.
Such high acts of swell-mobbism have
no future, and the mark cannot be taken out
of a nation like a handkerchief.
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Gourfeyrac had a father who was known as
M. de Gourfeyrac. One of the incorrect

WORK8.

opinions; he

was a turbulent on a grand
he liked nothing so
ideas of the bourgeoisie of the Restoration in much as a quarrel unless it were an emeute,
the matter of the aristocracy and the nobility and nothing so much as an emeute except a
was a belief in the particle. The particle^ revolution. He was ever ready to break a
as we know, has no meaning, but the bour- pane of glass, tear up the paving-stones, and
geois of the time of the Mimrve esteemed demolish a government, in order to see the
this poor de so highly that persons thought effect— he was a student in his eleventh year.
themselves obliged to abdicate it.
M. de He sniffed at the law, but did not practise it,
Chauvelin called himself M. Ghauvelin; M. and he had taken as his motto '''never a lawde Gaumartin, M. Gau martin; M. de Gon- yer, "" and as his coat of arms a night-table
stant de Rebecque, Benjamin Gonstant; and surmounted by a square cap.
Whenever he
M. de Lafayette, M. Lafayette. Gourfeyrac passed in front of the law-school, which rarewas unwilling to remain behindhand, and ly happened to him, he buttoned up his
called himself Gourfeyrac quite short.
As frock-coat and took hygienic precautions.
concerns this gentleman, we might almost He said of the school gate, " What a fierce
stop here and content ourselves with saying old manl'^ and of the Dean M. Devincourt,
as to the rest, for Gourfeyrac read Tholo- '''What .a monument!^'
He found in his
my^s; Gourfeyrac, in fact, had those sallies of lectures a subject for coarse songs, and in his
youth which might be called a mental leaide professors an occasion for laughter. He
du diahle. At a later date this expires like spent in doing nothing a very considerable
the prettiness of the kitten; and all this allowance, something like three thousand
grace produces, upon two feet the bourgeois, francs, and his parents were peasants in
and on four paws the tom-cat.
whom he had inculcated a respect for their
The generations which pass through the son. He used to say of them, '* They are
schools, and the successive levies of youth, peasants, and not towns-people, that is why
transmit this species of wit from one to the they are so intelligent.'^ Bahorel, is a caother, and pass it from hand to hand, quasi pricious man, visited several cafes; and while
cur so res, nearly always the same; so that, as the others had habits he had none. He
we have said, the first comer wlio had listened strolled about if errare is human, strolling
to Gourfeyrac in 1828 might have 'fancied is Parisian.
Altogether, he had a penetrathe was bearing Tholomyes in 1817. The ing mind, and thought more than jDCople
only thing was that Gourfeyrac was an fancied.
He served as the connecting link
honest fellow, and beneath an apparent ex- between the friends of the A. B. G. and other
ternal similitude, the difference between groups which were still unformed, but which
Tholomyes and himself was great, and the were to be constituted at a later date.
latent man who existed within them was very
There was in this assembly of young men
other in the form in the former from what it a bald-headed member, the IVfarquis d'Avaray,
was in the latter. In Tholomyes there was whom Louis XVIII. made a duke because he
an attorney, and in Gourfeyrac a Paladin; helped him to get into a hired cab on the day
Enjolras was the chief, Gombeferre the guide, when he emigrated, used to tell how, when
and Gourfeyrac the centre. The others gave the king landed in 1814 at Galais upon his
more light, but he produced more heat; and return to France3 a man handed him a petihe had in truth all the qualities of a centre, tion.
" What do you want ?^' tlie king said.
in the shape of roundness and radiation.
Bahorel had been mixed up in the san'^'^A postmastership, sire.''
'^
guinary tumult of June, 1822, on the occaWhat is vour name ?"
sion of the burial of young Lallemand.
•'^L'Aigle.''
Bahoral was a being of good temper and bad
The king frowned, but looked at the sigcompany, an honest fellow and a spendthrift, nature of the petition, and read the name
prodigal and meeting with generosity, chat- thus written, Lesgle.
This, anything but
tering and meeting with eloquence, bold and Bonapartist orthography, touched the king
meeting with effrontery; and the very best and he began smiling. '^ Sire,'^ the man with
clay for the deviPs moulding imaginable. the petition went on, ''my ancestor was a
He displayed daring waistcoats and scarlet whipper-in of the name of Lesgueules, and
scale, that is to say, that

:
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my name came from that.

I called myself Les-

gueules^ by contraction Lesgle,

and by corrup-
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younger standing than Bossuet, and
was the young imaginary sick man. What he
had gained by his medical studies was to be
more a patient than a doctor, for at the age
of tw^enty-three he fancied himself a valetuyears'

This remark caused the king
more^ and at a later date he gave
the man the post-office at Meaux, purposely
The bald Mentor of dinarian, and spent his life in looking at his
or through a mistake.
the group was son of this Lesgle or Legle^ tongue in the mirror. He declared that a
His man becomes magnetized like a needle, and
and signed himself Legle (of Meaux).
comrades, to shorten this, called him Bossuet, in his room he placed his bed with the head
who, as everybody knows, was christened the to the south and the feet to the north, so
that at night the circulation of his blood
Eagle of Meaux.
Bossuet was a merry fellow, who was un- might not be impeded by the great magnetic
lucky, and his speciality was to succeed in current of the globe. In storms he felt his
nothing.
Per contra, he laughed at every pulse, but for all that was the gayest of all.
At the age of five and twenty he was All these incoherences, youth, mania, dispepthing.
bald; his father left him a house and a field, sia, and fun, lived comfortably together, and
but the son knew nothing so pressing as to the result was an eccentric and agreeable
lose them both in a swindling speculation, being, whom his comrades, lavish of liquid
and nothing was left him. He had learning consonants, called Jolly. Joly was accusand sense, but he failed in everything and tomed to touch his nose with the end of his
everything cozened him; whatever he built cane, which is the sign of a sagacious mind.
All these young men, who differed so
up broke down under him. If he chopped
wood, he cut his fingers; and if he had a greatly, and of whom, after all, we must speak
speedily discovered that she seriously, had the same religion,
Progress.
mistress, he
At every moment some Thej were all the direct sons of the French
had also a friend.
misfortune happened to him, and hence came Kevolution, and the lightest among them behis joviality; and he used to say, ^^ I live un- came serious when pronouncing the date of
der the roof of falling tiles.'^ Feeling but '89. Their fathers in the flesh were, or had
slight astonishment, for every accident was been, feuilletants, royalists, or doctiinaires,
foreseen by him, he accepted ill-luck serenely, but that was of little consequence ; this pelland smiled at the pin-pricks of destiny like a mell, anterior to themselves, who were young,
man who is listening to a good joke. He was did not concern them, and the pure blood of
poor, but his wallet of good temper was inex- principles flowed in their veins; they attached
haustible; he speedily reached his last half- themselves, without any intermediate tinge,
When ad- to incorruptible right and absolute duty
penny, but never his last laugh.
Amid all these impassioned hearts and
versity entered his room he bowed to his old
acquaintance cordially; he tickled catas- convinced minds there was a skeptic; how
trophes in the ribs, and was so familiar did he get there? through juxtaposition.
The name of this skeptic was Grantaire, and
with fatality as to call it by a nick-nam-e.
These persecutions of faith had rendered he usually wrote it after the manner of a
him inventive, and he was full of resources. charade, E.*Grantaire was a man who careHe had no money, but contrived to make a fully avoided believing in anything; he was,
'' frenzied outlay '' whenever he thought prophowever, one of these students who had
er.
One night he went so far as to devour a learned the most during a Parisian residence.
hundred francs in a supper with a girl, which He knew that the best coffee was at Leminspired him in the middle of the orgie with blier's, and the best billiard-table at the cafe
the memorable remark, '^ Fille de cinq Louis Voltaire that excellent cakes and agreeable
(Saint Louis); pull off my boots." Bossuet girls could be found at the Hermitage on the
was advancing slowly to the legal profession, Boulevard du Maine, spatch-cocks at Mother
and studied law much after the fashion of Saq net's, excellent matelottes at the Barriere
Bossuet had but little domicile, de la Ounette, and a peculiar white wine at
Bahorel.
at times none at all, and he lived first with the Barriere du Combat.
Besides all this, he
one and then with the other, but most fre- was a mighty drinker. He was abominably
quently with Joly.
*Grantaire= Grand R.
Joly was a student of medicine, of two
tion L'Aigle/^
to smile

still

—

—

;
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ugly,

and Irma

Biossy, tlie

prettiest boot-

binder of that day, in her indignation at his
^^ Grantaire is
ugliness, passed the verdict,
impossible/^ But Grantaire's fatuity was not
disconcerted by this.
He looked tenderly
and fixedly at every woman, and assumed an
expression of '^ If I only liked '' and he tried
to make his companions believe that he was
in general request w^ith the sex.
All such words as rights of the people,
rights of man, social contract, the French
Revolution, rej)ublic, democracy, humanity,

—

I

Grantaire, bv the side of En^
became, somebody again; and he was,
moreover, himself composed of two apparthis firmness.
jolras,

ently

—

elements,
he was
His mind could do
without belief, but his heart could not do
without friendship. This is a profound contradiction, for an affection is a conviction,
but his nature Avas so. There are some men
apparently born to be the reverse of the coin,
irreconcilable

ironical

and

of

cordial.

and their names are Pollux, Patroclux, Nisus,
Eudamidas, Ephestion, and Pechmeja. They
civilization, progress, had as good as no mean- only live on the condition of being backed
ing with Grantaire, and he smiled at them. by another man; there name is a continuaScepticism, that curse of the intellect, had tion, and is never written except jDreceded by
not left him one whole idea in his mind. He the conjunction (Uidj their existence is not
lived in irony, and his axiom was ^^ There is there own, but is the other side of a destiny
only one thing certain, my full glass. ^^ He which is not theirs. Grantaire was one of
ridiculed every act of devotion in every party, these men.
the brother as much as the fatlier, young
We might almost say that affinities comEobespierre as heartily as Loizerolles. " They mence with the letters of the alphabet, and
made great progress by dying,^^ he would in the series, and P are almost inseiDarable.
exclaim; and would say of the crucifix, You may, as you please, say and P, or Orestes
"There is a gallows which was successful. ^^ and Pylades. Grantaire, a true satellite of
Idler, gambler, libertine, and often intoxi- Enjolras, dwelt in this circle of young men
cated, he annoyed these young democrats by he lived there, he solely enjoyed himself
incessantly singing,
J\vimons les fiUes et there, and he followed them everywhere.
faimons le ton viii/' to the tune of ^^ Long His delight was to see their shadows coming
live Henri lY.^'
and going through the fumes of wine, and
This sceptic, however, had a fanaticism; he was tolerated for his pleasant humor.
it was neither an idea, a dogma, an act, nor
Enjolras, as a believer, disdained this skeptic,
Enjolras.
a sense; it was a man,
Grantaire and as a sober man loathe this drunkard, but
admired, loved, and revered Enjolras. Whom he granted him a little haughty pity. Grandid this anarchica-doubter cling to in this taire was an unaccepted Pylades constantly
phalanx of absolute minds ? to the most ab- repulsed by Enjolras, harshly rejected, and
In what way did Enjolras subjugate yet returning, he used to say of him, '' What
solute.
him ? by ideas ? No, but by character. a splendid statue I*^
This is a frequently observed phenomena,
and a sceptic who clings to a believer is as
simple as the law of complimentary colors.
CHAPTER CXLY.
What we do not possess attracts us; no one
loves daylight like the blind man; the dwarf
A FUXEKAL ORATIOK.
adores the drum-major, and the frog has its
eyes constantly fixed on heaven to see the
Ok" a certain afternoon, which, as we shall
bird fly.
Grantaire, in whom doubt grov- see, has some coincidence with the events
elled, liked to see faith soaring in Enjolras, recorded above, Laigle de Meaux was sensuand he felt the want of him, without clearly ally leaning against the door-post of the Cafe
understanding it,, or even dreaming of ex- Musain. He looked like a caryatid out for
plaining the fact to himself. This chaste, a holiday and having nothing to carry but
healthy, firm, upright, harsh, and candid his reverie. Leaning on one's shoulder is a
nature charmed him, and he instinctively ad- mode of lying down upright which is not dismired his contrary. His soft, yielding, dis- liked by dreamers. Laigle de Meaux was
located, sickly, and shapeless ideas attached thinking, without melancholy, of a slight
themselves to Enjolras as to a vertebra, and misadventure which had occurred to him on
his moral rickets supported themselves by the previous day but one at the law school.

—

''

—

:

LE8 MI8ERABLES.
and modified his personal plans for the future,
which^ as it was, were somewhat indistinct.
Keverie does not prevent a cabriolet from
passing, or a dreamer from noticing the cabriolet.
Laigle, whose eyes were absently
wandering, saw through this somnambulism
a two wheeled yehicle moving across the
Place St. Michael at a foot-pace and appar"What did this cab want ?
ently undecided.
why was it going so slowly ? Laigle looked
at it, and saw inside a young man seated by
the side of the driver, and in front of the
young man a carpet-bag. The bag displayed
to passers-by this name, written in large
black letters on the card sewn to the cloth,

Marius Poktmercy. This name made Laigle
change his attitude he drew himself up, and
shouted to the young man in the cab, ^* M.
Marius Pontmercy.^'
The cab stopped, on being thus hailed, and
the young man, who also appeared to be
thinking deeply, raised his eyes.
"HillohP^^hesaid,—
" Are you M. Pontmercy T'
:

'^Yes.^^
^^

I

was looking for

you,^^ Laigle of

Meaux

continued.

How

He

delight.

and

399
craftily

I did not listen,

began with the letter P,
because I was not com-

promised by that letter. The roll-call went
on capitally, there was no erasure, and the
universe was present. Blondeau was sad, and I
said to myself aside, ' Blondeau, my love, you
will not perform the slightest execution today."* All at once Blondeau calls out, ' Marius
Pontmercy.^ No one answered, and so Blondeau, full of hope, repeats in a louder voice,

Marius Pontmercy,^ and takes up his pen. I
have bowels, sir, and said to myself hurriedly,
^the name of a good fellow is going to be erased.
Attention he is not a proper student, a
student who studies, a reading man, a pedan^

!

tic sap,

strong in science, literature, theology

and philosophy.

who lounges

]N^o,

he

is

an honorable

idler,

about, enjoys the country, cul-

tivates the grisette,

pays his court to the

and is perhaps with my mistress at
this moment,
I must save him; death to
Blondeau !^ At this moment Blondeau dipped

ladies,

his pen, black with erasures, into the ink,
looked round his audience, and repeated for
the third time, ^ Marius Pontmercy !^ I answered, ' Here V and so your name was not

erased."

V asked Marius, for

Marius fancied that he had to do with a
was not in the best
Laigle
of tempers at the moment, frowned.
imperturbably continued,
^^
You were not at lecture the day before

" Sir!" Marius exclaimed.
^' And mine was," Laigle of Meaux added.
^^
I do not understand you," said Marius.
Laigle continued,
" And yet it was very simple. I was near
the desk to answer, and near the door to bolt,
The professor looked at me with a certain
fixedness, and suddenly Blondeau, who must
be the crafty nose to which Boileau refers,
leaps to the letter L, which is my letter, for

yesterday r^
" Very possible.^^

L^Aigle."

'^

so

it

was

really

and

who had
had before him a face which he saw for the
just left

he,

time.

first
^^

And

^'

I

his grandfather^s,

know you.'^
know you either.^^

do not

I don^t

practical joker, and, as he

'^

It is certain."

Are you a student ?" Marius asked.
"Yes, sir, like yourself. The day before
yesterday I entered the law school by chance
as you know, a man has an idea like that
sometimes. The professor was engaged in
calling over, and you are aware how ridicu'^

I

from

comes

'^'L'Aigle,'

glorious

Meaux, and

my name

is

Marius interrupted, ''what a

name!"

''Blondeau arrives, sir, at that glorious
name, and exclaims, 'L^Aigle!^ I answer,
'Here!' Then Blondeau looks at me with
the gentleness of a tiger, smiles, and says,
' If you are Pontmercy you are not Laigle,' a
lously strict they are in the school at the pres- phrase which appears offensive to you, but
Upon the third call remaining which was only lugubrious for me. After
ent moment.
unanswered, your name is erased from the saying this he erased me."
Marius exclaimed,
list, and sixty francs are gone."
" I am really mortified, sir,
Marius began to listen, and Laigle contin-

—

ued,

" Before

all,"

Laigle interrupted, " I ask

was Blondeau who was calling over. leave to embalm Blondeau in a few phrases
You know Blondeau has a pointed and most of heart-felt praise. I will suppose him dead,
malicious nose, and scents the absent with and there will not be much to alter in his
^•It

—

—
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coldness, stiffness, and ings, and rapid cicatrications.
Marius by
and I ^2^^,Erudimini qui judicatis ter- the side of Courfeyrac breathed freely, a
rain. Here lies Blondeau, the nosy, Blondeau great novelty for him. Courfeyrac asked him
ISTasica, the ox of discipline, boB discipliMce,
no questions, and did not even think of doing

thinness, paleness,
smell,

the mastiff of duty, the angel of the

who was

roll-call,

straight, square, exact, rigid, honest

and hideous. God erased him as he erased
me/^
Marius continued, ^^I am most grieven ''
•

"Young

man,^^ said

Laigle,

^'let

this

serve you as a lesson; in future be punctual/'

you a thousand apologies/^
do not run the risk of getting

^^

I offer

^^

And

neighbor

erased/''

—

that age

faces tell everything at

and words are unnecessary. There are
some young men of whose countenances you
may say that they gossip, -^you look at them
One morning, however,
and know them.
once,

Courfeyrac suddenly asked him the question,
^^

3^our

" I am in despair ^^
Laigle burst into a laugh.

And I am

so, for at

By

opinion

the

way,

have

you any

political

?'"

'^ Of course !"" said Marius,
almost offended
by the question.
'' What are you
T'

—

'' Bonapartist
I was on the downdemocrat.'^
'^ The gray color of the
become a lawyer, and this erareassured mouse,^^
sure saves me. I renounce the triumphs of Courfeyrac remarked.
On the next day he led Marius to the Cafe
I will not defend the orphan or
the bar.
attack the widow. I have obtained my ex- Musain, and whispered in his ear with a
pulsion, and I am indebted to you for it, M. smile, " I must introduce you to the EevoluPontmercy; I intend to pay you a solemn tion,'''' and he led him to the room of the
Friends of the A. B. C.
where do you live ?'^
He introduced him
visit of thanks,
^

ward road

enchanted.

to

—

''

In this

his companions,

saying in a low voice,
which Marius did not at all
Marius had fallen into a mencalmly " I congratulate you for you have comprehend.
tal wasps^ nest, but though he was silent and
apartments at nine thousand francs a year.^*
At this moment Courfeyrac came out of grave, he was not the less winged and armed.
Marius, hitherto solitary, and muttering
Marius smiled sadly.
the cafe.
" I have been in this lodging for two hours soliloquies and asides through habit and
and am eager to leave it, but I do not know taste, was somewhat startled by the swarm of
young men around him. The tumultuous
where to go/^
" Come home with me,^^ Courfeyrac said to movement of all these minds at liberty and
at work made his ideas whirl, and at times,
him.
" I ought to ha?ve the priority,^'' Laigle ob- in his confusion, they flew so far from him
that he had a difficulty in finding them again.
served, '' but then I have no home.^^
"Hold your tongue, Bossuet,^' Courfeyrac He heard philosophy, literature, art, history,
and religion spoken of in an unexpected way;
remarked.
^^Bossuet,^^ said Marius, "why you told me he caught a glimpse of strange aspects, and
as he did not place them in perspective, he
your name was Laigle V'
'^
Of Meaux,^^ Laigle answered, ^''meta- was not sure that he was not gazing at chaos.
On giving up his grandfather's opinions for
phorically Bossuet.^^
those of his father, he believed himself setCourfeyrac got into the cab.
" Hotel de la Porte St. Jacques, driver, ^^ tled but he now suspected, anxiously, and

"A

cab,''^

said Marius.

sign of opulence,^^ Laigle remarked

to

pupil/'

^^a

;

^

;

he
a

said.

The same evening, Marius was installed in
room in this house, next door to Courfey-

rac.

CHAPTER CXLVL
MARIUS

IS

ASTONISHED.

not daring to confess it to himself, that it
was not so. The angle in which he looked
at everything was beginning to be displaced
afresh, and a certain oscillation shook all the
horizons of his brain.
It was a strange internal moving of furniture, and it almost

made him

Ik a few days Marius was a friend of Couryouth is the season of prompt weld-

feyrac, for

ill.

seemed as if there were no ^^ sacred
things" for these young men, and Marius
heard singular remarks about all sorts of
It

LES MISERABLE8.
still timid
mind. A play-bill came under notice, adorned
with the title of an old stock tragedy, of the
'' Down with the
so-called classical school.
bourgeois
V Bahorel
tragedy dear to the
shouted, and Marius heard Combeferre re-

matters whicli were offensive to his

piy>—
'^

You

are wrong, Bahorel.

must be

The

cits love

peace upon
Periwigged tragedy has a mothat point.
tive, and I am not one of those who for love
tragedy, and they

left at

^schylus contests its right to exist.
There are sketches in nature and ready-made
a beak which is no
parodies in creation
beak, wings which are no wings, gills which
are no gills, feet which are no feet, a dolorous cry which makes you inclined to laugh
Kow, since poulthere you have the duck.
try exists by the side of the bird, I do not
of

;

see

why

classic

tragedy should not exist face

to face with ancient tragedy.

^^

else it happened accidentally that Mapassed along the Eue Jean Jacques
Rousseau between Enjolras and Courfeyrac,

Or

rius

and the latter seized his arm.
'' Pay attention
this is the Eue Plutriere,
now called Rue Jean Jacques Rousseau, on
!

account of a singular family that lived here
sixty years back, and they were Jean Jacques
and Therese. From time to time little creatures were born ; Therese fondled them, and
Jean Jacques took them to the Foundling. ^^
And Enjolras reproved Courfeyrac.
^' Silence before Jean Jacques
for I admire that man. I grant that he abandoned
^^
his children, but he adopted the people.
Kot one of these young men ever uttered
the words,—the emperor ; Jean Prouvaire
alone sometimes said ISTapoleon ; all the rest
spoke of Bonaparte. Enjolras pronounced
Marius was vaguely astonit Buonaparte.
ished it was initium sapientim.
!

—
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about one thing and another, without passion
and with noise, and with the exception of
Enjolras and Marius, who were silent each
harangued somewhat hap-hazard. Conversa;

tions

among chums

times display these

at

was a game and a pellmell as much as a conversation ; words were
thrown and caught up, and students were
peaceful tumults.

It

all the four corners.
female was admitted into this back
room, excepting Louison, the washer-up of
cups, who crossed it from time to time to go
from the wash-house to the ^"^ laboratory.^'

talking in

No

Grantaire, who was frightfully intoxicated,
was deafening the corner he had seized upon
by shouting things, reasonable and unreasonable, in a thundering voice
"\ am thirsty, mortals, I have dreamt that
the tun of Heidelberg had a fit of apoplexy,
and that I was one of the dozen leeches applied to it.
I want to drink, for I desire to
forget life.
Life is a hideous invention of
somebody whom I am unacquainted with.
It lasts no time and is worth nothing, and a
man breaks his neck to live. Life is a scenery in which there are no practicables, and
happiness is an old side-scene only painted on one side.
The Ecclesiastes says.
All is vanity, and I agree with the worthy
gentleman, who possibly never existed. Zero,
not liking to go about naked, clothed itself
:

Oh vanity the dressing up of
everything in big words
A kitchen is a laboratory, a dancer a professor, a mountebank
a gymnast, a boxer a pugilist, an apothecary
a chemist, a barber an artist, a bricklayer an
architect, a jockey a sportsman, and a woodlouse a pterygibranch.
Vanity has an obverse and a reverse ; the obverse is stupid
it is the negro with his glass beads
the rein vanity.

!

!

:

verse

is

his rags.

—

the philosopher in
I weep over the one and langh at

ridiculous,

it is

What are called horrors and disand even horror and dignity, are genmade of mosaic. Kings make a toy

the other.

CHAPTER

CXLVII.

THE BACK ROOM OF THE CAFE MUSAIK.

asters,

erally

of

human

pride.

Caligula

made a horse

and Chartes 11. knighted a sirloin
One of the conversations among the young of beef. Drape yourselves, therefore, bemen at which Marius was present, and in tween Incitatus Consul and Sir Roastbeef.
which he mingled now and then, was a As to the intrinsic value of people, it is not
thorough shock for his mind. It came off in one bit more respectable; just listen to the
the back room of the Cafe Musain, and panegyric which one neighbor makes of anWhite upon white is ferocious. If
nearly all the friends of the A. B. C. were other.
collected on that occasion, and the chande- the lily could talk, how it would run down
They talked the dove, and a bigoted woman talking of a
lier was solemnly lighted.
a consul,

TIC TOR
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woman is more venomous than the asp
and the whip-snake. It is a pity that I am
an ignoramus, for I would quote a multitude
of things, but I know nothing.
But for all
that I have always had sense; when I was a
pupil of Gros, instead of daubing sketches, I
pious

my

spent

So much
good as I,
for your per-

time in prigging apples.

for myself, but you others are as

and I would not give a
fections, excellency, and

dump

qualities, for every

The

quality has its corresponding defect.

man

is akin to the miser, the generous
very near related to the prodigal, and
the brave man trenches on the braggart.
When you call a man very pious, you mean

saving

man

is

that he
as

is

many

a little bigoted,

and there are

just

vices in virtue as there are holes in

the mantle of Diogenes.

Which do you

ad-

mire, the killed or the killer, Caesar or Bru-

People generally stick up for the killer
Brutus for he was a murderer.
Such is virtue; it may be virtue, but it is

tus

?

Long

live

I

considerable man in Greece for
was the grammarian Philetas, who
was so short and small that he was obliged to
put lead in his shoes to keep the wind from
blowing him awa}^ On the great square of
Corinth there was a statue sculptured by
Selamon, and catalogued by Pliny, and it

The most

fifty years

What did EpisthaHe invented the cross-buttock.

represented Episthatus.
tus achieve

?

There yoa have a summary of Greece and
and now let us pass to others. Sliould
I admire England ? should I admire France ?
France, why ? on account of Paris ? I have
just told you my 02)inion of the Athenians.
England, why ? on account of London ? I
hate Carthage, and, besides, London, the
glory,

metropolis of luxury,

is

the headquarters of

misery: in Charing Cross Parish alone one
hundred persons die annually of starvatiori.

Such

is

Albion, and I will add, as crowning

point, that I have seen an English womar.

dancing in a wreath of roses and with blue
There are some spectacles. So, a groan for England. If I
queer spots on these great men; the Brutus do not admire John Bull, ought I to admire
who killed Ca3sar was in love with the statue brother Jonathan with his peculiar instituThis statue was made by the Greek tion ? Take away ' Time is money,' and
of a boy.
sculptor Strongylion, who also produced that what remains of England ? take away ' Cotfigure of an Amazon called Finelegs, Euch- ton is king,' and what remains of America ?
nemys, which ISTero carried about with him Germany is lymph and Italy bile. Shall we
folly at

when

the same time.

travelling.

This Strongylion only

left

which brought Brutus and ISTero
into harmony; Brutus was in love with one
and Nero with the other. History is but one
long repetition, and one century is a plagiarism of another. The battle of Marengo is
a copy of the battle of Pydna, and the Tolbiac of Glovis and the Austerlitz of ISTapoleon
are as much alike as two drops of blood.
I
set but little value on victory; nothing is so
stupid as conquering, and the true glory is
convincing. But try to prove any thing
you satisfy yourself with success, what mediocrity and with conquering, what a wretched
Alas
vanity and cowardice are
trifle
everywhere, and everything obeys success, even
grammar. Si volet nsus, as Horace says.
Hence I despise the whole human race.
Suppose we descend from universals to particulars ? would you wish me to begin admiring the peoples ? what people, if you
please ? is it Greece ? the Athenians ? The
Parisians of former time killed Phocion, as
you might say Coligny, and adulated tyrants
to such a pitch that Anacephorus said of

two

statues,

!

!

!

!

—

Pisistratus,

^

his

urine attracts

the

bees.^

go into ecstacies about Kussia ? Voltaire admired that country, and he also admired
China. I allow that Eussia has its beauties,
among others a powerful despotism; but I
pity the despots, for they have a delicate
health.

An

Alexis

decapitated,

a

Peter

stabbed, a Paul strangled, another Paul

flat-

tened out with boot-heels, sundry Ivans
butchered, several Nicolasses and Basils poisoned all this proves that the palace of the
emperor of Kussia is in a flagrantly unhealthy
All the civilized nations oifer to
condition.
the admiration of the thinker one detail, war
now, war, civilized war, exhausts and collects

—

all

the forms of banditism, from the brigand-

ages of the trabuceros in the gorges of Mont
Jaxa down to the forays of the Comanche

Indians in the Doubtful Pass.
will say to

me, Europe

is

Stuff,

you

better than Asia

all.
I allow that Asia is absurd, but I
do not exactly see what cause you have to
laugh at the grand llama, you great western
nations, who have blended with your fashions
and elegances all the complicated filth of
majesty, from the dirty chemise of Queen

after

Isabel le

down

to the cliaise-percee of the dau-

"
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Brussels the most beer is consumed, at Stockholm the most brandy, at
Madrid the most chocolate, at Amsterdam
the most gin, at London the most wine, at
pliin.

At

hummed.
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Close to Grantaire, at an almost
an inkstand,

silent table, a quire of paper,

and a pen between two small glasses announced that a farce was being sketched out.
Constantinople the most coffee, and at Paris This great affair was discussed in a low voice,
the most absinthe, these are all useful no- and the heads of the workers almost touched.
'^Let us begin with the names, for when
Paris, after all, bears away the bell,
tions.
for in that city the very rag-pickers are you have the names you have the plot.
'^
^^That is true: dictate, and I will write.
sybarites and Diogenes would as soon have
^^
Maubert
as
Dorimon?^"
Monsieur
been a rag-picker on the place
^^ An annuitant ?^^
Learn this
a philosopher at the Pirseus.
His daughter Celestine.''^
^^Of course.
fact also the wine-shops of the rag-pickers
''
Who next?^'
Tine.
are called ^bibines,^ and the most celebrated
'' Colonel Sainval/'
Oh,
are the Casserole and the Abattoir,
^^ Sainval is worn out.
Say Valsin."
wine-shops of the rag-pickers, caravansarai's
I am a voBy the side of these theatrical aspirants
for caliphs, I call you to witness.
luptuary. I dine at Eichard's for fifty sous, another group, which also took advantage of
and I want Persian carpets in which to roll the noise to talk low, were discussing a duel.
the naked Cleopatra. Where is Cleopatra? An old student of thirty was advising a
Good evening.'^
young man of eighteen, and explaining with
ah, it is you, Louison ?
Thus poured forth Grantaire, more than what sort of adversary he had to deal.
'^Hang it! you will have to be careful, for
drunk, as he seized the plate- washer as she
He can attack,
Bossuet, stretching out he is a splendid swordsman.
passed his corner.
his hand toward him, strove to make him be makes no useless feints, has a strong wrist,
And
brilliancy, and mathematical parries.
silent, but Grantaire broke out afresh.
"Eagle of Meaux, down with your paws; then he is left-handed."
In the corner opposite to Grantaire, Joly
you produce no effect upon me with your
gesture of Hippocrates refusing the hric-a- and Bahorel were ^alaying at dominoes and
hrac of Artaxerxes. You need not attempt talking of love affairs.
^' You are happy," said Joly, ^^you have a
to calm me, and besides I am melancholy.
What would you have me say ? man is bad, mistress who is always laughing."
'^'It is a fault she commits," Bahorel anman is a deformity; the butterfly is a sucmade
a
mistake.
God
a
swered;
^^a man^s mistress does wrong to
is
man
but
cess,
A crowd is a choice laugh, for it encourages him to deceive her,
failure with that animal.
of uglinesses the first comer is a scoundrel, for seeing her gay saves you from remorse.
and woman rhymes with human; yes, I have If you see her sad you have scruples of
the spleen, complicated with melancholy, conscience."
''^Ungrateful man! a woman who laughs is
home-sickness, and a dash of hypochondria,
and I rage, and I yawn, and I am killing my- so nice, and you never quarrel."
''That results from the treaty we made;
self, and I feel horribly dull.^^
'' Silence, Big E,^^ Bossuet remarked again,
on forming our little holy alliance, we gave
who was discussing a legal point with some each other a frontier which we never step bechums, and was sunk to his waist in a sen- yond. Hence comes peace."
"Peace is digesting happiness."
tence of judicial slang, of which the following
"And you, Joly, how does your quarrel
is the end.
^'For my part, although I am scarce an stand with Mamselle you know whom I
authority, and at the most an amateur law- mean?"
" Oh, she still sulks with a cruel patience,"
yer, I assert this, that: according to the
" And yet you are a lover of most touching
terms of the customs of J^ormandy, upon the
year
an
equivain
every
thinness."
and
day
Michaelmas
"Alas!"'
lent must be paid to the lord of the manor,
"In your place, I would leave her."
by all and singular, both by landowners and
"It^'s easy to say that."
tenants, and that for every freehold, copy" And to do. Is not her name Musichetta?"
hold, allodium, mortgage
nymph!" Grantaire
"Yes, ah! my dear Bahorel, she is a
plaintive
•^^Echo,

—

:

:

.

:

—

—
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superb girl, very literary, with little hands the practice of constitutional fictions all
and feet, dresses with taste, is white and these are detestable fictions. No, no, let us
plump, and has eyes like a gypsy fortune- never give the people a false light, and principles pine and grow pale in your constituteller.
I am wild about her/^
In the third corner a poetical discussion tional cellar. Xo bastardizing, no comprowas going on, and Pagan Mythology was mise, no concession, from a king to people!
The In all these concessions there is an Article
quarrelling with Christian Mythology.
point was Olympus, whose defence Jean XIY., and by the side of the hand that gives
Prouvaire undertook through his romantic is the claw that takes back again.
I disnature.
Jean Prouvaire was only timid when tinctly refuse your charter, for a charter is a
in repose; once excited, he broke out in a mask, and there is falsehood behind it.
A
species of gayety, accentuated his enthusiasm, people that accepts a charter abdicates, and
right is only right when entire.
ISo charter,
and he was at once laughing and lyrical.
'^ Let us not insult the gods,'^ he said, ^^for
then, I say.'"*
It was winter time, and two logs were
perha23s they have not all departed, and Jupiter does not produce the e3ect of a dead crackling on the hearth; this was tempting,
man upon me. The gods are dreams you and Courfeyrac did not resist. He crumpled
say; w^ell, even in nature such as it is at the up the poor Charte Touquet and threw it in
present day, and after the flight of these the fire; the paper blazed^ and Combeferre
dreams, we find again all the old Pagan philosophically watched the masterpiece of
myths. A mountain with the profile of a Louis XYIII. burning, contenting himself

—

citadel, like the

Vignemale, for instance,

is

me

It has
the head-dress of Oybele.
not yet been proved to me that Pan does not
come at night to whistle in the hollow trunks
still

for

while stopping their holes
with his fingers in turn, and I have ever believed that he had some connection with the
cascade of Pissevache.^^
In the last corner politics were being discussed, and the Conceded Charter was pulled
Combeferre supported it feebly,
to pieces.
w^hile Courfeyrac attacked it energetically.
There was on the table an unlucky copy of
Courfeyrac had seized
the Charte Touquet.
it, and was shaking it, mixing with his argument the rustling of this sheet of paper.
^^In the first place, I do not w^ant kings;
even from the economic point of view alone I
do not want them, for a king is a parasite,
and there are no gratis monarchs. Listen to
On the
this> kings are an expensive luxury.
death of Francis I. the public debt of France
was thirty thousand livres, on the death of
Louis XI Y. it was two milliards six hundred
millions, at twenty-eight livres the marc,
w^hich in 1740 was equivalent, according to
Desmarets, to four milliards five hundred
millions, and at the present day would be
equal to twelve milhards.
In the second
place, no olfence to Combeferre, a conceded
charter is a bad expedient of civilization, for
saving the transaction, softening the passage,
deadening the shock, making the nation pass
of the willows,

insensibly from

monarchy

to

democracy by

with saying,
''^

The

And

charter metamorphosed into flame.

sarcasms,

sallies,

jots,

^^

that French

thing which is called enrain, that English
thing which is called humor, good taste and
bad, sound and unsound reasoning, all the
rockets of dialogue, ascending together and
crossing each other in all parts of the room,
produced above their heads a species of merry
explosion.

CHAPTER CXLYIIL
ENLARGEMEIJTT OF THE HORIZOI^.

The collision of young minds has this admirable thing about it, that the spark can
never be foreseen or the lightning divined.
What will shoot forth presently ? no one
The burst of laughter is heard, and
know^s.
at the next moment seriousness makes its enstern thought, wdiich strangely
trance.
issued from a clash of words, suddenly
flashed through the medley in which Granttaire, Bahorel, Prouvaire, Bossuet, Combeferre, and Courfeyrac were blindly slashing
and pointing. How is it that a phrase suddenly springs up in conversation, and underlines itself at once in the attention of those

A

it ? as we have just said no one
knows. In the midst of the general confusion Bossuet concluded some remark he
made to Combeferre with the date, " June

w^ho trace

18, 1815, Waterloo.'^
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At this name of Waterloo, Marius, who it ? whom do you admire, if it is not the
had been leaning over a glass of water, re- emperor ? and what more do you want ? if
moved his hand from under his chin^ and you wdll not have that great man, what great
man w^ould you have ? He had every thing,
began looking intently at the company.
^^Pardieu !" Courfeyrac exclaimed {Par- he w^as complete, and in his brain was the
He made codes
lieu at this period was beginning to grow out cube of human faculties.
^^ That
number eighteen is like Justinian, and dictated like Caesar; his
of fashion).
strange, and strikes me, for it is Buonaparte^s conversation blended the lightning of Pascal
Place Louis before and Bru- with the thunder of Tacitus; he made hisfatal liumber.
you have the man's whole tory and wrote it, and his bulletins are Iliads;
and
maire behind,
destiny, with this expressive peculiarity, he combined the figures of Newton with the
He left behind him
that the beginning has its heel gybed by the metaphor of Mahomet.
in the East words great as the Pyramids, at

end/'
Enjolras,

who had

hitherto been

dumb,

now broke the silence, and said,
" Courfeyrac, you mean that the crime

Academy

is

urged by the expiation.''
This word crime exceeded the measure
which Marius, who was already greatly affect-

ed by this sudden reference to Waterloo,
He rose, walked slowly to the
could accept.
map of France hanging on the wall, on the
bottom of which could be seen an island in a
separate compartment; he placed his finger

on

this

and

said,

''Corsica,

a

small

island,

which

he taught majesty to emperors, at the
of Sciences he answered Laplace,
at the Council of State he held his own
against Merlin, he gave a soul to the geometry of one and to the sophistry of others, for
he was a legist with the lawyers, a sidereal
with the astronomers. Like Cromwell, blowing out one of two candles, he went to the
Temple to bargain for a curtain tassel he
saw every thing, knew every thing, but that
did not prevent him from laughing heartily
by the cradle of his new-born son. And, all
Tilsit

made

France very great."
This was the breath of frozen air; all
broke off, for they felt that something was
Bahorel, who was assumabout to begin.
ing a victorious attitude in answering Bos-

;

at once, startled

Europe

listened, armies set

out, parks of artillery rolled along, bridges

of boats were

thrown over

rivers, clouds of

and shouts,
and the crashing of thrones could be

cavalry galloped in the hurricane,
bugles,

heard

all

around.

The

frontiers of king-

and En- doms oscillated on the map, the sound of a
its
jolras, whose blue eye was fixed on no one superhuman sword being drawn from
heard,
and
he
was
seen,
be
could
scabbard
answered
space,
and seemed to be examining
standing erect on the horizon, with a gleam
without looking at Marius,
" France requires no Corsica to be great. in his hand, and a splendor in his eyes,
France is great because she is France, quia opening in the thunder his two wings, the
grand army and the Old Guard. He was the
nominor leo."
archangel of war."
he
give
way;
-to
Marius felt no desire
All were silent, and Enjolras hung his
had
a
voice
his
and
Enjolras,
turned to
Sileuce always produces to some exstrange vibration, produced by his internal head.
suet, gave it

up

in order to listen;

emotion.

''Heaven forbid that I should diminish
France; but it is not diminishing her to
amalgamate Napoleon with her. Come, let
us talk, I am a new-comer among you, but I
Where are
confess that you astonish me.
we ? who are we ? who are you ? who am I ?
Let us come to an understanding about the
emperor. I heard you call him Buonaparte,
laying a stress on the u, like the royalists,
but I must tell you that my grandfather does
better still, for he says, Buonaparte.' I fan'

cied you young men, but where do you keep
your enthusiasm, and what do you do with

tent the effect of acquiescence, or a species
Marius,
of setting the back against the wall.

almost without drawing breath, continued
with increased enthusiasm,
" Let us be just, my friends
What a
splendid destiny it is for a people to be the
empire of such an emperor, when the people
is France and adds its genius to the genius
To appear and reign; to
of that man
march and triumph; to have as bivouacs
!

!

every capital; to select grenadiers and make
kings of them; to decree the downfall of
dynasties; to transfigure Europe at double
quick step; to feel when you threaten that

Hugo.
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you lay your hand on the sword-hilt of God;
CHAPTER CXLIX.
man Hannibal, Caesar, and
Charlemagne; to be the people of a ruler
RES AXGUSTA.
who accompanies your every day-break with
This evening left a sad obscurity and a
the brilliant announcement of a battle gained;
profound
shock in the mind of Marius, and
to be roused in the morning by the guns of
he
felt
what
the earth probably feels when it
the Invalides; to cast into the abysses of
light prodigious words w^hich are eternally is opened by the ploughshare, that the grain
Areola,
Austerlitz, may be deposited it only feels the wbund,
luminous, Marengo,
to produce at each and the joy of giving birth does not arrive
Jena, and Wagrani
to follow in one

—

:

!

moment on

—

the zenith of centuries constell-

make the French emperor a pendant of the Eoman empire; to be
the great nation, and give birth to the great
army; to send legions all over the Avorld, as
tions of yictories; to

the mountain sends its eagles in all directions
to conquer, rule, and crush; to be in Europe
a people gilt by glory; to sound a Titanic

till

later.

Marius

w\as gloomy; he had only just made
himself a faith, and must he reject it again ?
He declared to himself that he would not; he

resolved not to doubt, and began doubting
involuntarily.
To stand between two re-

one of w^hich you have not yet lost,
and the other which you have not yet entered,
flourish of trumpets through history; to con- is unendurable, and twilight only pleases batMarius had an open eyeball and
quer the world twice, by conquest and by like souls.
wanted
true
light; and the semi-lustre of
amazement all this is sublime, and what is
?^^
him.
doubt
hurt
Whatever might be his
there greater
desire to remain wdiere he was and cling to it,
" To be free/^ said Combeferre.
ligions,

—

Marius in hjs turn hung his head. This
simple and cold remark had traversed his
epical effusion like a steel blade, and he felt
him.
When he
it fainting away within
raised his eyes, Combeferre was no longer
present; probably satisfied with his reply to
the apotheosis, he had left the room, and all,
Enexcepting Enjolras, had followed him.
jolras alone with Marius, was looking at him
Marius, however, having slightly
gravely.
collected his ideas, did not confess himself

defeated, and he was in all probability about
upon Enjolras, when he sud-

to begin afresh

denly heard some one singing on the staircase.
It was Combeferre, and this is what he sung
**

Si Cesar m'avait

La

donue

gloire et la guerre,

Et qu'il me fallut quitter
L'amour de ma mere
Je dirais au grand Cesar,
Reprends ton sceptre et ton char,
J'aime mieux ma mere, o gue
"
J'aime mieux ma mere
!

!

The tender and solemn accent with which
Combeferre sang this couplet imparted to it
Marius, with
a species of strange grandeur.
his eye pensively fixed on the ceiling, repeated

almost mechanically

''

kt this moment he

my

mother ? '^

morning the landlord

" Citizen."^ he said to him,

''

my

came

into

Marius^

room, and said to him,
"Monsieur Courfeyrac recommended you T^
"Yes.^^

"But I want my money.
"Ask Courfeyrac to come and speak
"^

to

me,^^ said Marius.

When

Courfeyrac arrived the landlord

left

hand on them, and Marius told his friend what he had
not dreamed of telling him yet, that he was
mother is so to speak, alone in the world, and had no

felt Enjolras^

his shoulder.

the republic."

he w^as invincibly constrained to continue, to
advance to think, to go further. Whither
would this lead him ?
He feared lest, after
taking so many steps which had drawn him
near his father, he was now going to take
steps which would cai-ry him away from him.
His discomfort increased w^ith all the reflections that occurred to him, and an escarpment became formed around him. He agreed
neither with his grandfather nor his friends;
he was daring for the one and behind hand
for the others; aiid he found himself doubly
isolated, on the side of old age and on the
He left off going to the Cafe
side of youth.
Musain.
In the troubled state of his conscience he
did not think at all of certain serious sides of
existence, but the realities of life will not
allow themselves to be forgotten, and so they
suddenly came to jog his memory.
One

—

relations.
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^*What

" I have ten francs left," said Marius.
deuce," Courfeyrac replied; '^you

become of you?^^ said Oour-

will

"The

feyrac.

" I do not know/^ Marius answered.
^''

What do you intend doing ?^^
do not know/^

'^

I

^^

Have you any money

^^

Fifteen francs.'^

^^

Are you willing to borrow from me?^'

^'

?

"Is'ever/'

^^Have you clothes
^'

^'

There they are/^

" Any jewelry

^^

?

gold watch/'
^'\ know^ a second hand clothesman who
will take your overcoat and a pair of trousers/'
^'^Very good/'

You

" And
''

my

What

?

and coat

left.'

five francs while learning English,
while learning German. That will
be swallowing a language very quickly, or a
five franc-piece very slowly."
Aunt Gillenormand, who was not a badhearted woman in sad circumstances, discovered her nephew's abode, and one morning,

will not

go barefoot ? what

"That will be enough."
"I know a jeweller who

will

buy your

watch."

thirty louis
ful note, in

—at

back to his aunt with a respectwhich he stated that he would

able in future to take care of himself
that moment he had just three francs

The aunt did not

tell grand-papa of
through fear of raising his exas-

peration to the highest pitch; besides, had
he not said, "N"ever mention that blooddrinker's name in my presence."
Marius
quitted the hotel of the Porte St. Jacques, as
he did not wish to run into debt.

it is

not

all

right ;

what

will

you do

CHAPTER

after?"
^'

Any thing I can that is honest."
Do you know English ? "

MARIUS

"IsTo."

"W^hyso?"
" Because a friend of mine, a publisher, is
preparing a sort of Encyclopedia, for which
you could have translated English or German
The pay is bad, but it is possible to
articles.

on it."
" I will learn English and German."
" And in the meanwhile ?"

live

"I will eat my clothes and my watch."
The clothes-dealer was sent for, and gave
twenty francs for the coat and trousers ; next
they went to the jewellers', who bought the
watch for forty-five francs.
"That's not so bad," said Marius to Courfeyrac, on returning to the hotel; '' with my

your

bill

I^DIGl^AKT.

his clothes

"All the worse/'

fifteen francs that

IS

CL.

Life became severe for Marius ; eating
and his watch was nothing, but
he also went through that indescribable
course which is called '' champing the bit."
This is a horrible thing which contains days

^^No."
^'Or German?"

"And

he found

right."

" No,
^^

college,

a letter from his aunt and the " sixty pistoles," that is to say, six hundred francs in
gold, in a sealed-up box.
Marius sent the

this refusal,

opulence ?

" All

five

left.

boots/'

you

spend

be

have a pair of trousers, a

will only

waistcoat, a hat,

will

and

when Marius returned from

?

"A

"

30?

makes eighty."
here?"

Courfeyrac

ob-

served.

"Oh, I forgot that," said Marius.
The landlord presented his bill, which
Marius was bound to pay at once
it
amounted to seventy francs.
;

without bread, nights without sleep, evenings
without candle, a house without fire, weeks
without work, a future without hope, a
threadbare coat, an old hat at which the girls
laugh, the door which you find locked at
night because you have not paid your rent,
the insolence of the porter and the eatinghouse keeper, the grins of neighbors, humiliations, dignity

trampled under

foot, disgust,

and desperation. Marius learnt
how all this is devoured, and how it is often
the only thing which a man has to eat. At
bitterness

moment of life when a man requires
pride because he requires love, he felt himself derided because he was meanly dressed,

that

and ridiculous because he was poor. At the
age when youth swells the heart with an imperial pride, he looked down more than
once at his worn-out boots, and knew the unjust
ness.

shame and burning blushes of wretchedIt is an admirable and terrible trial.

:
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from which the weak come forth infamous
and the strong sublime. It is the crucible
into which destiny throws a man whenever
it wishes to have a scoundrel or a demi-god.
For man^s great actions are performed in
minor struggles.
There are obstinate and

unknown

braves

who defend themselves inch

bv inch in the shadows against the fatal inThey are novasion of want and turpitude.
ble and mysterious triumphs which no eye
sees, no renown rewards, and no flourish of
trumpets t^alute. Life, misfortune, isolation,
abandonment, and poverty, are battlefields
which have their heroes obscure heroes who
are at times greater than illustrious heroes.

—

Firm and exceptional natures
ated

:

misery, which

is

are thus cre-

nearly always a step-

mother, is at times a mother: denudation
brings forth the power of the soul and mind
distress is the nurse of pride, and misfortune

an excellent milk for the magnanimous.
There was a time in Marius^s life when he
swept his own landing, when he bought a

is

him an
had
a

|

it

new

old

coat.

For thirty sous Mariusit became
was green, and Marius

turned by some porter and
coat.

But

it

henceforth did not go out till nightfall,,
which caused his coat to appear black. Ashe still wished to be in mourning, he wrapped
himself in the night.
Through all this he contrived to pass his
examination. He was supposed to inhabit
Courfeyrac's rooms, which were decent, and
where a certain number of legal tomes, supported by broken-backed volumes of novels,
represented the library prescribed by the regulations.
He had his letters addressed ta
Courfeyrac's lodgings.
When Marius was
called to the bar he informed his grandfather
of the fact in a cold letter, which, however,
was full of submission and respect. M. Gillenormand took the letter with a tremblinghand, read it, tore it in four parts, and threw
them into the basket. Two or three dayslater, Mile. Gillenormand heard her father,
who was alone in his room, talking aloud,

halfpenny-worth of Brie cheese of the fruit- which always happened when he was agiShe listened and heard the old generer, when he waited till night-fall to go into tated.
tleman
say, " If you were not an ass, you
carried
buy
which
he
a loaf,
the baker^s and
would know you cannot be at the same time
stealthily to his garret as if he had stolen it.
At times there might have been seen slipping a baron and a laAvyer.^^
into the butclier's shop at the corner, among
the gossiping cooks who elbowed him, a
CHAPTER CLIL
young awkward man with books under his

arm, who had a timid and furious air, who
MARIUS POOR.
on entering removed his hat from his dripIt is the same with misery as with every
ping forehead, made a deep bow to the astonthing
in the end it becomes possible,
else,
ished butcher^s wife, another to the foreman,
asked for a mutton-chop, paid three or four it assumes a shape. A man vegetates, that is
pence, wrapped the chop in paper, placed it to say, is developed in a certain poor way,
between two books under his arm, and went which is, however, sufficient for life. This is
awa}^ It was Marius, and on this chop, the sort of existence which Marius Pontwhich he cooked himself, he lived for three mercy had secured.
He had got out of the narrowest part, and
days.
On the first day he ate the lean, on
the second he ate the fat, and on the third the defile had grown slightly wider before
By labor, courage, perseverance, and
Several times did him.
he gnawed the bone.
will
his
he contrived to earn about seven hunand
tentatives
Aunt Gillenormand make
send him the sixty ^pistoles, but Marius dred francs a year by his work. He had taught
always returned them, saying that he wanted himself and English and German, and thanks
to Confeyrac, who introduced him to his
for nothing.
friend, the publisher, he filled the modest post
father
his
He was still in mourning for
w^hen the revolution we have described took of hack in his office. He WTote prospectuses,
place within him, and since then he had not translated newspapers, annotated editions,
left off black clothes, but the clothes left compiled biographies, and one year with the
him. A day arrived when he had no coat, other, his net receipts were seven hundred

—

—

though his trousers w^ould still pass muster. francs. He lived upon them how? not
What was he to do ? Oourf eyrac, to whom badly, as we shall show.
Marius occupied at Ko. 50-52, for the anne on his side rendered several services, gave
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in which he underwent great struggles, but
and he had not failed to himself a single day.
only contained the indispensable articles of As regarded want, he had suffered everything
furniture, and this furniture was his own. and he had done everything except run into

nual rent of thirty francs, a garret without a
fireplace,

He

which was called a

paid three francs a

'^

cabinet/^

month

to the old

principal lodger for sweeping out his room,

and bringing him every morning little hot
water, a new-laid Qgg, and a halfi3enny roll.
On this roll and Qgg he breakfasted, and the
outlay yaried from a penny to two pence, according as eggs were dear or cheap. At six
evening, he went to the Kue St.
Jacques to dine at Kousseau^s exactly opposite Basset^s, the print-shop at the corner of
the Eue des Mathurins. He did not eat
in the

debt.
He gave himself the credit of never
having owed a farthing to any one, for to
him debt was the beginning ol slavery. He
said to himself that a creditor is worse than
a master; for a master only holds your person, while a creditor holds your dignity and
may insult it. Sooner than borrow he did
not eat, and he had known many days of

Knowing that unless a man is carereduction of fortune may lead to base-

fasting.
ful,

ness of soul, he jealously watched over his

many a remark

soup, but he ordered a plate of meat for six

pride

sous, half a plate of vegetables for three sous,

other circumstances, he would have regarded
as deference, now seemed to him platitudes^

and dessert three sous. For three sous he
had as much bread as he liked, and for wine
On paying at the bar,
he drank water.
where Madame Kousseau, at that period a
fat and good-looking dame, was majestically
enthroned, he gave a sou for the waiter and

Madame Rousseau gave him a smile. Then
he went away; for sixteen sous he had a
This Eousseau restaursmile and a dinner.
ant, where so few bottles and so many waterjugs were emptied, was rather a sedative
than a restorer. It no longer exists, but the
master used to have a wonderful nickname,
he was called Rousseau the aquatic.
Thus, with breakfast four sous, dinner sixteen, his food cost him three hundred and

—

sixty-five francs a year.

Add

thirty francs

and the thirty-six francs for the old
woman, and a few minor expenses, and for
four hundred and fifty francs Marius was
boarded, lodged and served. His clothes
cost him a hundred francs, his linen fifty,
his washing fifty, but the whole did not exceed six hundred and fifty francs. He had
at times he would
fifty left and was rich
lend ten francs to a friend, and Oourfeyrac
once actually borrowed sixty francs of him.
As for firing, as Marius had no chimney, he
" simplified ^^ it. Marius always had two
for rent

:

complete suits; one old, for every-day wear,
and the other new, for occasions, and both
were black. He had but three shirts, one
on, one in the drawer, and one at the wash,
and he renewed them as they became worn
As they were usually torn he had a
out.
fashion of buttoning up his coat to the chin.
It had taken Marious years to reach this
flourishing condition, rude and difficult years.

:

or action which,

and he refrained from them.

He

nothing, as he did not wish to

fall

under

ventured
back; he
had on his face a stern blush, and he was
timid almost to rudeness.
In all his trials
he felt encouraged, and to some extent supported, by a secret force within him; for the
soul helps the body and at times raises it,
and is the only bird that upholds its cage.
By the side of his father's name, another
name was engraved on Marius's heart, that
Marius, in his grave and enof Thenardier.
thusiastic nature, enveloped in a species of
glory the man to whom he owed his father's
life, that intrepid sergeant who saved his
colonel among the balls and bullets of WaterHe never separated the memory of this
loo*

man from
them

that of his father, and he associ-

it was a species
two steps, the high altar for
the colonel, the low one for Thenardier.
What doubled the tenderness of his gratitude
was the thought of the misfortune into which
he knew that Thenardier had fallen, and was:
swallowed up. Marius had learnt at Montfermeil the ruins and bankruptcy of the unfortunate landlord, and since then had made
extraordinary efforts to find his trail, and try
to reach him in the frightful abyss of misery
through which Thenardier had disappeared.
Marius went everywhere; he visited Chelles,
Bondy, Gournay, Nogent, and Lagny; and

eted

in his veneration;

of shrine with

obstinately continued

his

search for three

spending in these explorations the
little money he saved.
No one was able to
give him the slightest information of Thenardier, and it was supposed he had gone to a
foreign country.
His creditors had sought:
years,
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liim too, with less love^ but quite as

much

perseverance, as Marius, and had been unable to lay hands on them.

Marius accused
and felt angry with himself for not succeeding in his search; it w^as the only debt the
colonel left him, and he felt bound in honor
to pay it.
WJiat/' he thought, ^^ when my
father lay dying on the battle-fiehl, Thenardier contrived to find him in the midst of the
smoke and grape-shot and carried him off on
his shoulders, although he owed him nothing,
wliile I, wdio owe so much to Thenardier, am
unable to come up with him in the shadow
where he is dying of w^ant, and in my turn
bring him back from death to life.
Oh, I
In fact, Marius would have
will find him V
given one of his arms to Thenardier, and his
last drop of blood to save him from want;
and his sweetest and most magnificent
dream was to see Thenardier, do him some
^^ You do not know
service, and say to him,
me, but I know you I am here, dispose of
me as you please.^'
' *

—

:

CHAPTER

At

Marius was. twenty years of
grandfather^s house
They remained on the same terms,
for three.
without attempting a reconciliation or trying
What good would it have been to
to meet.
meet ? to come into collision again ? Which
of them would have got the better ? Marius
was the bronze vessel, but Father Gillenormand was the iron pot.
We are bound to say that Marius was mistaken as to his grandfather^s heart; he imagined that M. Gillenormand had never loved
him, and that this sharp, harsh, laughing
old gentleman, who cursed, shouted, stormed,
and raised his cane, only felt for him at the
most that light and severe affection of the
Gerontes in the play. Marius was mistaken;
there are fathers who do not love their children ; but there is not a grandfather who
does not adore his grandson. In his heart, as
we said, M. Gillenormand idolized Marius:
he idolized him, it is true, after his fashion,
with an accompaniment of abuse and even of
blows, but when the lad had disappeared he
felt a black gap in his heart; he insisted upon
his name not being mentioned, but regretted
At the outthat he was so strictly obeyed.
this period

and he had

—

left his

he hoped that this Bonapartist, this Ja-

would
weeks passed, months passed,
years passed, and, to the great despair of M.
cobin, this terrorist, this Septembrizer

return, but

Gillenormand, the drinker of blood did not
'' I could not
do otherwise though,
than turn him out, '^ the grandfather said;
and asked himself, ^^If it were to be done
again, would I do it ?^' His pride at once answered Yes, but his old head, which he silently shook, sorrowfully answered, Xo.
He had
his hours of depression, for he missed Marius,
reappear.

and old men require affection as much as
they do the sun to warm them.
However
strong he might naturally be, the absence of
Marius had changed something in him; for
no consideration in the world would he have
taken a step towards the ^' little scamp,'' but
suffered.
He lived in greater retirement than
ever at the Marais; he was still gay and violent
as of yore, but his gayety had a convulsive
harshness, as if it contained grief and paesion,
and his generally terminated with a sort of
gentle and sombre depression. He would say
^^ Oh, if he
to himself at times,
were to
come back, what a hearty box of the ears I
would give him V'
As for the aunt, she thought too little to
love much; to her Marins was only a black
and vague profile, and in the end she paid
much less attention to him than to the cat or
the parrot which she probably had.
What
added to Father Gillenorand's secret suffering
was that he shut it up within himself, and
did not allow it to be divined.
His chagrin
w^as like one of those newly invented furnaces
which consume their own smoke, At times
it happened that officious friends would speak
to him about Marius, and ask, '^How is your
grandson, and what is he doing
the old
bourgeois would answer, with a sigh if he were
sad, or with a flip to his frill if he wished to
appear gay, ^^ Baron Pontmercy is shabbily
pleading in some county court.''
While the old gentleman regretted, Marius
applauded himself. As is the case v/ith all
good hearts, misfortune had freed him from
bitterness he thought of M. Gillenormand
gently, but he was resolved never to accept
anything from a man wlio had been unjust to
Ms failier. This was the mitigated translation of his first indignation.
Moreover, he
was glad that he had suffered, and was still
suffering, for he did so for his father.
The
hardness of his life satisfied and pleased him.

—

CLII.

MARIUS GROWS.

age,

set

V

;
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and he

said to himself with a sort of joy that

could do, and that it was
an expiation; that, were it not so, he would
have been punished differently, and hereafter,
for his impious indifference toward his father,
and such a father, that it would not have
been just for his father to have all the suffering and he none and, besides, what were his
toil aud want when compared with the colonel's heroic life ? Lastly, that his only way
of approaching his father, and resembling
it to as

the least

lie

—

him, was to be valiant against indigence, as
he had been brave against the enemy, and
that this was doubtless what the colonel meant
by the words, he tvill he worthy of it words
which Marius continued to bear, not on his
chest, as the colonel's letter had disappeared,
but in his heart
And then again, on the day when his grandfather turned him out, he was only a boy,
while now he was a man and felt he was so.
Misery, we lay a stress on the fact, had been
kind to him, for poverty in youth, when it

—

Moreover, was he unhappy ? no, for the
wretchedness of a young man is never wretched.
Take the first lad who passes, however poor
he may be, with his health, his strength, his
quick step, his sparkling eyes, his blood circulating warmly, his black hair, his ruddy
cheeks, his coral lips, his white teeth, and his
pure breath and he will ever be an object of
envy to an old emperor. And then each morning he goes to earn his livelihood, and while his
hands can earn bread, his spine gains pride,
and his brain, ideas. When his work is ended, he returns to ineffable ecstasy, to contempation and joy; he lives with his feet
in affliction, in obstacles, on the pavement,
in the brambles, or at times in the mud,
but his head is in the light. He is firm, serene,

—

gentle, peaceful, attentive, serious, satisfied

and benevolent, and he blesses
him two riches which
rich men often want labor which makes
him free, and thought that renders him
with a

God

worthy.

This

ing the whole will to effort, and the whole
Poverty at once lays bare
soul to aspiration.
material life, and renders it hideous; and
hence come indescribable soarings toward the
The rich young man has a thouideal life.

to tell,

—

races,

shooting, dogs, tobacco, gai^Bling, good dinners, and so on, which are occupations of the
lower part of the mind at the expense of the
The poor
higher and more delicate part.
young man has to work- for his bread, and
when he has eaten, he has only reverie left

He

goes to the gratis spectacles which
God gives him; he looks at the sky, space, the
stars, the flowers, the children, the humanity

him.

little,

for having given

succeeds, has the magnificent result of turn-

sand brilliant and coarse amusements,
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*^

is

what went on

in Marius, and, truth

much

to the

the day

when

he inclined almost too

side of contemplation.

From

he felt tolerably certain of a livelihood, he
stopped there, thinking it good to be poor,
and taking from labor hours which he gave
That is to say, he spent entire
to thought.
days now and then in dreaming, plunged like
a visionary into the

s^'lent

delights of ecstasy.

He had

thus arranged the problem of his life;
to toil as little as possible at the material task,
in oi-fler to work as much as possible on the
impalpable task in other words, to devote a
few hours to real life, and throw the rest into
infinity.
He did not perceive, as he fancied
that he wanted for nothing, that contemplation, thus understood, ended by becoming
one of the forms of indolence; that he had
contented himself with subduing the absolute

—

which he is suffering, and the creation in
which he radiates. He looks so much at humanity that he sees the soul, and so much at
He dreams, and necessities of life, and that he was resting
creation that he sees God.
feels himself great; he dreams again, and too soon.
It was evident that for such a generous
From the egotism of
feels himself tender.
the man who suffers, he passes to the com- and energetic nature as his this could only
passion of the man who contemplates, and an be a transitional state, and that at the first
in

admirable feeling

is

aroused in him

fulness of self, and pity for

all.

—

^forget-

On thinking

which nature
on open minds, and

of the numberless enjoyments
offers, gives,

and

lavishes

refuses to closed minds, he, the millionaire of
learns to pity the millionaire of

intellect,

money. Hatred departs from his heart in
proportion as brightness enters his mind.

with the inevitable complications of
would wake up. In the
meanwhile, though, he was called to the bar,
and whatever Father Gillenormand might
think, he did not practice, for reverie had
turned him away from oratory. It was a
bore to flatter attorneys, attend regularly at
collision

destiny Marius

the palace and seek for briefs.

And why

—
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he saw no reason to change
his obscure task was
his means of existence
certain, he had but little labor over it, and,
as we have explained, he considered his inshould he do so

?

;

come

satisfactory.

One

of the publishers for

whom

he worked, M. Magimel, I think, offered to take liini into his house, lodge him
comfortably, find him regular work, and pay
him one thousand five hundred francs a year.
To be comfortably lodged and have one thousand fiYQ hundred francs a year doubtless
agreeable things, but then, to resign his liberty, to be a hired servant, a sort of literary
In the opinion of Marius, if he acclerk
!

!

cepted, his position would become better and

he would gain comfort and lose digwould exchange a complete and fine
misfortune for an ugly and ridiculous constraint; it would be something like a blind
man who became one-eyed. So he declined
the offer.
Marius lived in solitude; through the inclination he had to remain outside every
t])ing, and also through the commotion he
had undergone, he held aloof from the society
presided over by Enjolras. They remained
excellent friends, and ready to help each
other when the opportunity offered, but
nothing more. Marius had two friends, one,
young Courfeyrac, the other, old M. Maboeuf,
and he inciined to the latter. In the first
place, he owed to him the revolution which
had taken place in him, and his knowledge
-'lie operated on
^TLdi love of his father
me for the cataract,^^ he would say. Certainly,
this churchwarden had been decisive
but
for all that, M. Maboeuf had only been
this
affair the calm and impassive agent of Providence. He had enlightened Marius accidenworse;

nity; he

:

ions, ^^

he expressed the real state of his mind.
All political opinions were a matte of indifference to him, and he approved of them all
i'

without distinction, that they might leave
him at peace, just as the Greeks called the
Furies, " the lovely, the kind, the exquisite,''

the Eumenides.

M. Maboeuf s

political opin-

ion was to love plants passionately,

and books
even more. He possessed, like ever3^body
else, his termination in i^t, without which no
one could have lived at that day, but he was
neither royalist, Bonai3artist, chartist, Orleanist, nor anarchist,
he was a botanist.
He did not understand how men could
come to hate each other for trifles like the
charter, democracy, legitimacy, monarchy,
the republic, etc., when there were in the
world all sorts of mosses, grasses, and 23lants
wliieh they could look at, and piles of folios,
and even 32mos, whose pages they could turn
over.
He was very careful not to be useless ;
his having books did not jorevent him reading
them, and being a botanist did not prevent
him being a gardener. When he knew Colonel Pontmercy, there was this sympathy between them, that the colonel did for flowers
what he did for fruits. M. MabcBuf had succeeded in producing pears as sweet as those
of St. Germain; it is one of those combina-

—

tions

from which sprang,

as

it

autumn Mn*abelle plum, which
and no

seems, the
is

still

cele-

perfumed than the summer one. He attended mass more through
gentleness than devotion, and because, while
brated,

less

he loved men^s faces but hated their noise, he
found them at church congregated and silent,
and feeling that he must hold some position
in the state, he selected that of churchwarden.
He never succeeded in loving any woman so
tally and unconsciously, just as a candle does much as a tulip bulb, or any man so much as
which some one brings into a room, but he an Elzevirc He had long passed his sixtieth
had been the candle, and not the some one. year, when some one asked him one day,
^' How is it that you never married ?''
''
I
xls for the internal political revolution which
When he happened
had taken place in Marius, M. Maboeuf was forgot it,^^ he said.
entirely incapable of understanding, wishing, to say and to whom does it not happen ?
As we shall meet M. Maboeuf ^^ Oh, if I were rich!'' it was not when ogt)r deserving it.
again, hereafter, a few remarks about him ling a pretty girl, like Father Gillenormand,
but when contemplating a quarto. He lived
will not be thrown away.
alone with an old house-keeper; he was
rather gouty, and when he slept, his old
OHAPTER CLIIL
chalk-stoned fingers formed an arch in the
He had written and
folds of the sheets.
M. MABCEUF.
published a " Flora of the Environs of CauOn the day when M. Maboeuf said to Mar- teretz,'^ with colored plates, a work of some
ius, "I certainly approve of political opin- merit, of which he possessed the plates, and
:

m

—
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People rang at his door in
or three times a day
a profit of about two
to
thousand francs a year by the book, and that
Although
was nearly his whole fortune.
poor, he had contrived by patience and privations, and with time, to form a valuable
He
collection of all sorts of rare examples.
never went out without a book under his
arm, and frequently returned with two. The
sole ornaments of his four rooms on the
ground-floor, which, with a small garden,
formed his lodging, were herbals and engravings by old masters. The sight of a
musket or a sabre froze him, and in his life
he had never walked up to a cannon, not
He had a tolerable
even at the Invalides.
stomach, a brother a cure, very white hair,
no teeth left in his mouth or in his mind, a
tremor all over him, a Picard accent, a child-

sold it himself.

Kue Mezieres two
buy a copy; he made

the

ish laugh, a;ndJbh^ja^_.()fj^old^si^

he had no other friend among
than an old book-seller at the
Jacques of the name of Royol;
dream of his life was to naturalize
all

With

the living

Porte

St.

and the
indigo in

France.

His maid-servant was also a variety of inThe good woman was an old maid,
and Sultan, her tom-cat, who might have
miauled the Allegri Miserere in the Sixtine
nocence.

died^
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and almost immediately

night

arrives,

the

after, as

when

became
The bankruptcy of a

entire

horizon

dark for M. Maboeuf.
notary despoiled him of ten thousand francs,
all he possessed of his brother's capital and
his own, while the revolution of July produced a crisis in the book trade. In times
of pressure the first thing which does not
sell is a Florciy and that of the Environs of
Oauteretz stopped dead. Weeks passed withAt times M. Maboeuf
out a purchaser.
started at the sound of the house bell, but

Mother Plutarch would say

to

him

sadly,

In a word,
M. Maboeuf left the Rue Mezieres one day,
abdicated his office as churchwarden, gave
up St. Sulpice, sold a portion, not of his
books, but of his engravings, for which he
^^

It

the water-carrier,

is

cared

least,

and

sir.^^

installed himself in

u small

house on the Boulevard Montparnasse, where,
however, he only remained three months, for
two reasons in the first place, the groundfloor and garden cost three hundred francs,
and he did not dare set a«ide more than two

—

hundred francs for rent; and secondly, as
he was close to the Fatou shooting gallery,
he heard pistol-shots, which he could not endure.

He

carried off his Flora, his copper-

plates, his herbals, port-folios,

settled

down near

and books, and

the Salpetriere, in a sort

of hut, in the village of Austeriitz, where he
Not one of rented for fifty crowns a year three rooms, a
He
far as a man, garden enclosed by a hedge, and a well.

Chapel, filled her heart, and sufficed for the

amount

of passion within her.

her dreams had ever gone so
and had not got beyond her cat like him,
she had mustaches. Her glory was perfectly
white caps, and she spent her time on Sunday, after mass, in counting the linen in her
box, and spreading on her bed the gowns
which she bought in the piece, and never
;

had made up. She knew how to read, and
M. Maboeuf had christened her Mother Plutarch.

M. Maboeuf had taken a fancy to Marius,
because the young man, being young and
gentle, warmed his old age without startling
Youth, combined with gentlehis timidity.
ness, produces on aged people the effect of
sun without wind. When Marius was saturated with
military
glory,
gunpowder,
marches and countermarches, all the prodigious battles in which his father gave and
received such mighty sabre cuts, he went to
see M. Maboeuf, who talked to him about
the hero in his connection with flowers.
About the year 1830 his brother, the cure.

took advantage of this removal to sell nearly
all his furniture.
On the day when he entered his new house he was in very good
spirits, and drove in with his own hands the
nails on which to hang the engravings; he
dug in his garden for the rest of the day, and
at night, seeing that Mother Plutarch had
an anxious look and was thoughtful, he
tapped her on the shoulder and said with a
smile,

^^We have the

visitors,

indigo.^^

Only two

the publisher and Marius, were

al-

lowed admission to this hut of Austeriitz, a
rackety name, by the way, which was almost
disagreeable to him.
As we have remarked, things of this world
permeate very slowly brains absorbed in wisdom, or mania, or, as often happens, in both
at once, and their own destiny is remote
from them. The result of such concentrations is a passiveness which, were it of a
reasoning nature would resemble philosophy.
Men go downwards, pass away, and even are
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broken up, without exactly noticing, though
ends with a reawakening, but one
In the meanwhile, it
of a tardy character.

this always

appears as if they are neutral in the game
which is being j^layed between their happiness and misery; they are the stakes, and
It
look on at the game with indifference.

was

tlius that

profoundly serene, in
the obscurity that was enveloping him gradually, and while his hopes w^ere being extinguished in turn. The habits of his mind

had the regular movement of a clock, and
when he was once wound up by an illusion,
he went for a very long time, even when the
illusion had disappeared.
A clock does not
stop at the precise moment when the key is
lost.

M. Maboeuf had innocent pleasures, which
and were unexpected, and the
slightest accident supplied him with them.
One day Mother Plutarch was reading a
novel in the corner of the room; she was

cost but little

reading aloud, for she fancied that she understood better in that way. There are some
persons who read very loud, and look as if
they were pledging themselves their word of
honor about what they are reading. Mother
Plutarch read her novel with an energy of
this nature, and M. Maboeuf listened to her
AYhile reading, Mother
without heai'iiig.
Plutarch came to the following passage, relating to a bold dragoon and a gushing young:

" La hiUe

often spent half a day in looking at a kitchengarden, the patches of lettuce, the fowls of
the dung-heajD, and the horse turning the mill-

Passers-by looked at

wheel.
prise,

and some thought

him with

sur-

his dress suspicious

M. Maboeuf remained rather and

childishly but most

lady

vards at the Champ de Mars, or in the least
frequented walks of the Luxembourg.
He

—

his face dangerous, while it was only a
poor young man thinking without an object.
It was in one of these walks that he discovered the Mai son Gorbeau, and the isolalation and the cheapness tempting him, he
He was only known by
took a room there.
the name of M. Marius.

Some

of his fathers^ old generals

and old

comrades invited him to come and see them,
when they knew him, and Marius did not refuse^ for there were opportunities to speak
about his father. He called thus from time
to time upon Count Pajol, General Bellavesne, and General Frerion at the Invalides.
There was general music and dancing, and
and on such evenings Marius put on his best
suit; but he never went to such parties except on days when it w^as freezing tremendously hard, for he could not pay for a vehicle,
and he would not go unless his boots were
like looking-glasses.
He would say at times,
though not at all bitterly, " Men are so constituted that in a drawing-room you may
have mud everywhere except on your boots.
In order to give you a proper reception only
one irreproachable thing is expected from
you is it your conscience ? no, your boots.*'

—

All passions, saving those of the heart, are
Lc Dragon ''
Tlie political fever of
dissipated in reverie.
Here she broke off to wipe her spectacles.
'^
Bouddha and the dragon.^' M, Maboeuf Marius had vanished, and the revolution of
repeated in a low voice '^ yes, that is true, 1830 had aided in this, by satisfying and
there was a dragon, which lived in a cavern, calming him. He had remained the same,
he still held the same
Sev- except in his passion
belched flames, and set fire to the sky.
eral stars had already been burnt up by this opinions, but they were softened down.
monster, which had tiger-claws, by the bye, Properly sjDeaking, he no longer had opinions
when Bouddha went into his den and suc- but sympathies; to what party did he beFor humanity
That is long? to that of humanity.
ceeded in converting the dragon.
an excellent book you are reading. Mother he selected France; in the nation he chose
Plutarch, and there cannot be a finer leg- the people; and in the people, woman, and
end.'^
And M. Mabo3uf fell into a delicious his pity was mainly given to her. At the
reverie.
present time he preferred an idea to a fact, a
Marius felt a liking for this candid old poet to a hero, and he admired a book like
man, who saw himself slowly assailed by pov- Job even more than an event like Marengo;
erty and yet was not depressed by it.
Mar- and when after a day of meditation he reuis met Courfeyrac and sought M. Maboeuf
turned along the boulevard and saw through
very rarely, however once or twice a month the trees the illimitable space, the nameless
at the most.
Marius^ delight was to take gleams, the abyss, shadow, and mystery, all
long walks alne, either on the external boule- that was only human seemed to him infinitely
loudcty c^

;

—

—

—
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little.

He

believed that he had

ably he had
of

human

—reached the

—and

truth of

prob-

life

and

philosophy, and he ended by gaz-

ing at nothing out the sky, the only thing
which truth can see from the bottom of her
well.

This did not prevent him from multiplying plans, combinations^ scaffolding, and
projects for the future. In this style of reverie, any eye which had seen into Marius^s
interior

would have been dazzled by the pur-

mind. In fact, is our eyes of the
were allowed to peer into the consciences of our neighbor, a man could be
judged far more surely from what he dreams
There is a vothan from what he thinks.
lition in thought, but there is none in a
dream, and the latter, which is entirely spontaneous, assumes and retains, even in the gigantic and the ideal, the image of our mind.
ity of his

flesh

Ko thing

issues more directly and more
from the bottom of our soul than
the unreflecting and disproportioned aspira-

sincerely

The true
could be found in

tions, for the splendors of destiny.

man

character of every

these aspirations, far

more

certainly than in

arranged, reasoned, and coordinated

Our chimeras

semble ourselves,
the

ideas.

which most reand each man dreams of

are the things

unknown and

the impossible according

to his nature.

About the middle
- >

of the year 1831 the old

women who waited on Marius told him that his
neighbors, the wretched Jondrette family,

Marius, who
were going to be turned out.
spent nearly his whole time out of doors,
scarce knew that he had neighbors.
" Why are they turned out T, he asked.
^^
Because they do not pay their rent, and

owe two
" How

quarters.^^

much

is

it

T^

Twenty francs,^^ said the old woman.
Marius had thirty francs in reserve in a
'^

drawer.
" Here are twenty-five francs,^^ he said to
the woman, "pay the rent of the poor

them five francs, and do not
them where the money comes from.^^

people, give

tell

;
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This was an opportunity for
to have a second idea
one had been to set Theodule watch-

tered in Paris.

Aunt Gillenormand

her first
ing Marius, and she now plotted to make
him succeed him. In the event of the grandfather feeling a vague want for a youthful
face in the house for such rays of dawn are
sometimes sweet to ruins it was expedient
to find another Marius. " Well,^^ she thought,
" it is only a simple erratum, such as I notice
in books for Marius read Theodule,
A
grandnephew is much the same as a grand-

—

—

son, after all, and in default of a barrister
you can take a lancer.^"
One morning when M. Gillenormand was
going to read something like the Qiiotidienyie, his daughter came in and said in her
softest voice, for the interests of her favorite
were at stake,
'^ Papa, Theodule is coming
this morning
to pay his respects to you.^^
^^Who^s Theodule
" Your grandnephew.^^
" Ah '^ said the old gentleman.
Then he began reading, thought* no more
of the grandnephew, who was only some
Theodule, and soon became angry, which
nearly always happened when he read. The
paper he held, a royalist one, we need hardly
say, announced for the morrow, without any
amenity, one of the daily events of Paris at

r

!

'^ The
pupils of the schools of
law and medicine were going to assemble in
the Pantheon Square— to deliberate.^^ The
affair was one of the questions of the moment, the artillery of the national guard, and
a conflict between the war minister and the
" Citizen Militia,^^ on the subject of guns
parked in the court-yard of the Louvre.
The students were going to '^ deliberate '' on
this, and it did not require much more to
render M. Gillenormand furious. He thought
of Marius, who was a student, and who
would probably go, like the others, ^^to deliberate at mid-day in the Pantheon Square.^^
While he was making these painful reflections Lieutenant Theodule came in^ dressed

that day,

in mufti,

which was

clever,

and was

discreet-

introduced by Mile. Gillenormand. The
lancer had reasoned thus, "The old Druid
has not sunk all his money in annuities, and
so it is worth the while to disguise one^s self
ly

CHAPTER

CLIV.

THE SUBSTITUTE.

as a

Accident decreed that the regiment

to

which Theodule belonged, should be quar-

pehin now and

mand

then.^^

Mile. Gillenor-

said aloud to her father,

" Theodule, your grandnephew.^'

—

— —
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And
''

—

in a whisper to the lieutenant,
Assent to every thing/^

And

upon, for they are so stupid
They are all
caught, and not one escapes, and they need
only inhale the air of the street to go mad.
The nineteenth century is poison; the firstcomer lets his goat"s beard grow, believes himself a scoundrel for the truth, and bolts from
!

retired.

The

lieutenant, but little acc.istomed to
such venerable meetings stammered, with
some timidity, '^ Good morning, uncle,"" and
gave a bow which was half a military salute
and half a reverence.

his old parents, for that

is

republican,

it

is

romantic; just be good enough to tell me
every
^^Ah, it's you, very good, sit down,"" said what that word romantic means ?
the ancestor, and after saying this he utterly folly possible. A year ago they w^ent to see
Theodule sat down, and Hernani. Just let me ask you, Hernani
forgot the lancer.
M. Gillenormandgot up. He began walking antitheses, abominations, which are not even
up and down the room, with Iiis hands in written in French. x\nd then there are canhis pockets, talking aloud, and feeling with non in the courtyard of the Louvre; such is
his old irritated fingers the two watches the brigandage of the present age.""
"You are right, uncle,"" said Theodule.
which he wore in his two fobs.
^'
M. Gillenormand continued,
That heap of scamps so they are going
" Guns in the courtyard of the Museum
Verttt de
to meet in the Pantheon Square
ma 7nie I little ragamuffins who were at what to do? Cannon, what do you want of
nurse yesterday! if you Avere to squeeze their me? do you wish to fire grape-shot at the
noses the milk would run out! And they Apollo Belvidere ? What have serge-carare going to deliberate to-morrow! Where tridges to do with the Venus de Medici ?
are we going ? where are we going ? it is clear Oh the young men of the present da}' are
that we are going to the abyss, and the des- ragamuffins, and ,this Benjamin Constant is
camisados liave led us to it. The citizen ar- not much. And those w^ho are not villains
they do all they can to make
tillery! deliberate about the citizen artillery! are gawkies
go and chatter in the open air about the themselves ugly, they dress badly, they are
squibs of the National Guard! and whom afraid of women, and they have an air of

—

!

I

!

!

—

ever you like, a million against a counter,
that there will be only liberated convicts and
pickpockets there, for the republicans and
the galley slaves are like one nose and one

begging round petticoats, which makes the
laugh on my word of honor, they look
They are
as if ashamed mendicants of love.
deformed, and perfect it by being stni3id
they repeat the jokes of Tiercelin and Potier;
they wear sack-coats, ostlers' waistcoats,

MYhere

trousers of coarse cloth, boots of coarse lea-

will they meet there ?
what Jacobinism leads.

handkerchief,

Just

let

us see to

I will w^ager

Carnot used to

say,

what-

do you want me to go, traitor ? " and Fouche
answer, MYherever you like, imbecile!"
That is what the republicans are.""
''
That is true,'" said Theodule.
M. Gillenormand half turned his head,
saw Theodule, and went on,
^^ And then to think that that scamp had
the villainy to become a republican why did
you leave my house to become a republican ?
Pest! in the first place, the people do not
want your republic, for they are sensible,
and know very well that there always have
been kings, and always will be, and they
know, after all, that the people are only the
people, and they laugh at your republic, do
you hear, Cretin ? Is not such a caprice hor!

Pere Duchesne, to
ogle the guillotine, to sing romances, and
play the guitar under the balcony of "93
why, all these young men ought to be spat
rible ? to fall in love with

girls

;

ther,

and their chatter resembles their plujargon might be employed to

mage

—their

sole

their

have

boots.

And

all

these silly lads

and it ought to be
They manufacture sys-

political opinions,

strictly prohibi ed.

tems, they remodel society, they demolish the
monarchy, upset all laws, put the garret in

the place of the cellar, and my porter in the
place of the king; they upset Europe from

one end to the other, build up the world
and their amours consist in looking

again,

sheepishly at the legs of the

washerwomen

as

Ah, Marius ah,
they get into their carts.
scoundrel: to go and vociferate in the public
square! to discuss, debate, and form measGreat gods
ures they call them measures.
why, disorder is decreasing and becoming
I have seen chaos and I now see a
silly.
Scholars deliberating about the
puddle.
Xational Guard! whv, that could not be
!

—
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among the jibiways or the Oacodaches
^^Parbleu
the
The savages who go about naked, with their admirably true V^

seen

!^

lieutenant cried, ^^that

is

noddles dressed hke a racket-bat, and with a
club in their paw, are less of brutes than
these bachelors, two-penny-halfpenny brats,

M. Gillenormand interrupted a gesture
which he had begun, turned round, gazed intently at Theodule the lancer between the
who dare to decree and order, deliberate and eyes, and said to him,
^^ You
argue! Why, it is the end of the world; it
are an ass.^^
is evidently the end of this wretched globe
it wanted a final shove, and France has given
CHAPTER CLV.
Deliberate, my scamps!
These things
it.
will happen so long as they go to read the
LUX FACTA EST.
papers under the arcades of the Odeon; it
Makius at this period was a handsome
costs them a halfpenny, and their common
sense, and their intelligence, and their heart, young man of middle height, with very black
and their soul, and their mind. They leave hair, a lofty and intelligent forehead, open
that place, and then bolt from their family. and impassioned nostrils, a sincere and calm
All the newspapers are poison, even the air, and something haughty, pensive, and
Drapeaii Bland and Martainville was a innocent was spread over his whole face.
Jacobin at heart. Ah,.just Heaven! you can His profile, in which all the lines were roundboast of having rendered your grandfather ed without ceasing to be firm, had that Ger^^
desperate
manic gentleness which entered France
^^That is quite plain, said Theodule.
through Alsace and- Lorraine, and that abAnd taking advantage of the moment, dur- sence of angels which renders it so easy to
ing which M. Gillenormand was recovering recognize the Sicambri among the Romans,
breath, the lancer added magisterially,
and distinguishes the leonine from the aqui^^ There ought to be no other paper but
the line race. He had reached the season of
Moniteury and no other book but the Army life when the mind of men is composed of
List.^'
depth and simplicity in nearly equal proporM. Gillenormand went on,
A serious situation being given, he
tions.
^^It is just like their Sieyes! a regicide had all that was necessary to be stupid, but,
who became a senator! for they always end with one more turn of the screw, he could be
with that. They scar themselves with the sublime. His manner was reserved, cool,
citizen, so that they may be called in the polite, and unexpansive; but, as his mouth
long run Monsieur le Comte
Monsieur was beautiful, his lips bright vermillion, and
le Comte, as long as the arm of the slaughter- his teeth the whitest in the world, his smile
ers of September.
The philosopher Sieyes corrected any severity in his countenance.
I do myself the justice of saying that I never At certain moments, this chaste forehead
cared any more for the philosophy of all and voluptuous amile offered a strange con!

''^

,

!

these philosophers than I did for the specta-

trast.

the grimacers at Tivoli.
One day I
saw the senators pass along the Quay Malaquais, in violet velvet cloaks studded with

marked that people turned to look at him
when he passed, and he hurried away or

cles of

In the period of his greatest need he

re-

He
hid himself, with .death in his soul.
thought that they were looking at his shabby
tiger^'s court.
Citizens, I declare to you that clothes and laughing at them; but the fact
your progress is a madness, that your human- is, they were looking at his face, and thinkity is a dream, that your revolution is a ing about it.
This silent misunderstanding
crime, that your republic is a monster, that between himself and pretty passers-by had
your youug virgin France emerges from a rendered him savage, and he did not select
brothel, and I sustain it against you all. ISTo one from the simple reason that he fled from
matter whether you are journalists, social all.
He lived thus indefinitely stupidly,
^^Do not
economists, lawyers, and greater connoisseurs said Courfeyrac, who also added,
of liberty, equality, and fraternity, than the aspire to be venerable, and take one bit of
cut-throat of the guillotine! I tell you this advice, my dear fellow.
Do not read so
^^
plainly, my good fellows.
many books, and look at the wenches a little
and wearing Henry IV. hats; they
were hideous and looked like the apes of the
bees,

—
—

—
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more, for they have some good about them.
Oh, Mariiis! you will grow brutalized if you
go on shunning women and blushing/^
On other occasions, Courfeyrac, when he
met him, would say, Good morning, Abbe/^
When Courfeyrac had made any remark of
this nature, Marius for a whole week would
shun women, young and old, more than ever,
and Courfeyrac in the bargain. There were,
however, in the whole immense creation,
two women whom Marius did not shun, or
To tell the
to whom he paid no attention.
truth, he would have been greatly surprised
had anyone told him that they were women.
^'"'

—

a badly cut dress of coarse black
merino. They looked like father and mother,

vent,

Marius examined for two or three days the
who was not yet aged, and this little
girl, who was not yet a maiden, and then
paid no further attention to them.
The}^, on
their side, seemed not even to see him, and
talked together with a peaceful and careless
old man,

air.

The

girl

talked incessantly and gayly,

man

spoke but liitle, and at times he
fixed upon her eyes filled with ineffable paternity.
Marius had formed the mechanical
habit of walking in this alley, and invariably
This is how matters
found them there.

the old

One was the hairy-faced old woman who went on,
Marius generally arrived by the end of the
swept his room, and induced Courfeyrac to
remark, " Seeing that his servant wears her walk furthest from the bench ; he walked the
beard, Marius does not wear his;^^ the other whole length, passed them, then turned back
was a young girl whom he saw very frequent- to the end by which he had arrived, and
For more than a began again. He took this walk five or
ly and did not look at.
year Marius had noticed in a deserted walk six times nearly every day in the week, but
of the Luxembourg, the one which is bor- these persons and himself never even exThe man and the girl,
dered by the Parapet de ly Pepiniere, a man changed a bow.
and a very young lady nearly always seated though they ajopeared, and jDerhaps because
side by side at the most solitary end of thQ> they appeared, to sliun observation, had natWhenever urally aroused to some little extent the atwalk, near the Eue de I'Oiiest.
that accident, which mingles with the pro- tention of some students, who walked from
menades of people whose eye is turned in- time to time along La Pepiniere; tlie studiwards, led Marius to this walk, and that was ous after lectures, the others after their game
The of billiards; Courfeyrac, who belonged to the
nearly daily, he met this couple again.
man seemed to be about sixty years of age; latter, had watched them for some time, but
he appeared sad and serious, and the whole finding the girl ugly, he got away from them
of his person offered the robust and fatigued very rapidly, firing at them like Parthian a
appearance of military men who have retired sobriquet. Being solely struck by the dress
from service. If he had worn a decoration, of the girl and the old man^s hair, he chrisMarius would have said, *^He is an old ofiS- tened the former Mile. Lanoire, and the father
cer.^'
He looked kind, but unapproachable, Monsieur Leblanc, so that, as no one knew
and never fixed his eye on that of another them otherwise, this name adhered to them
person.
He wore blue trousers, a coat of the in the absence of a better one. The students
same color, and a broad brimmed-hat, all of said, '^^Ah, M. Leblanc is at his bench,'' and
which were constantly new, a black cravat, Marius, like the rest, found it convenient to
and a quaker^s, that is to say, dazzlingly call this strange gentleman M. Leblanc.
Marius saw
white, but very coarse shirt. A grisette who We will follow their example.
passed him one day said, '^What a clean old them nearly daily, at the same hour, during
a year; he considered the man agreeable, but
widower.'^ His hair was very white.

—

The

first

time that the young lady who

accompanied him sat down with him upon
the bench which they seemed to have adopted, she was about thirteen or fourteen, so
thin as to be almost ugly, awkward, insignificant, and promising to have perhaps very fine
eyes some day still they were always raised
to the old gentleman with a species of displeasing assurance.
She wore the garb at
once old and childish, of boarders at a coni

the girl rather dull.
In the second year, just at the point of
our story which the reader has now reached,
it happened that Marius broke off his daily
walk in the Luxembourg, without exactly
knowing why, and was nearly six months

One
without setting foot in the garden.
daj^, however, he returned -to it; it was a
beauteous summer's day, and Marius was
joyous as men are when the weather is fine.

LES MISERABLES.
He

felt as if

he had in his heart

all

the birds'

songs that he heard^ and all the patches of
blue sky, of which he caught a glimpse between the leaves. He went straight to "' his ^^
walk, and when he reached the end he
noticed the well-known couple seated on the
same bench, but when he drew near he found
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times see poor and insignificant persons suddenly wake up, pass from indigence to
opulence, lay out money in all sorts of extravagance, and become brilliant, prodigal,
and magnificent. The reason is that they

have just received their dividends; and the
had been paid six months' income.
And then she was no longer the boardingthat, w^hile it was the same man, it did not
seem to be the same girl. The person he school miss, with her plush bonnet, merino
now saw was a tall and lovely creature, pos- dress, thick shoes, and red hands; taste had
sessing the charming outlines of the woman, come to her with beauty, and she was well
at the precise moment when they are still dressed, with a species of simple, rich, and
combined with the most simple graces of the unaffected elegance. She wore a black brochild a fugitive and pure moment which cade dress, a cloak of the same material, and
can alone be rendered by the two words '' fif- a white crape bonnet; her white gloves disteen years.^^ He saw admirable auburn hair, played the elegance of her hand, which was
tinted with gilt veins, a forehead that seemed playing with the ivory handle of a parasol,
made of marble, cheeks that seemed made of and the satin boot revealed the smallness of
a rose-leaf, and of a pale carnation hue, an her foot; when you passed her, her whole
exquisite mouth, from w^hich a smile issued toilette exhaled a youthful and penetrating
As for the man, he was still tho
like a flash, and words like music, and a bead perfume.
which Eaflaelle would have given to a Vir- same. The second time that Marius passed,
gin, set upon a neck which Goujon would the girl raised her eyelids, and he could see
have given to a Venus. And, that nothing that her eyes were of a deep coerulean blue,
might be wanting in this ravishing face, the but in this veiled azure there was only the
She looked at Marius
nose was not beautiful, but pretty, neither glance of a child.
straight nor bent, neither Italian nor Greek, carelessly, as she would have looked at the
child playing under the sycamores, or the
it was the Parisian nose, that is to say, something wity, fine, irregular, and pure, which marble vase that threw a shadow over
is the despair of painters and the charm of the bench; and Marius continued his walk,
thinking of something else.
He passed the
poets.
When Marius passed her he could not see bench four or five times, but did not once
her eyes, which she constantly drooped; he turn his eyes towards the young lady. On
only saw her long lashes, which revealed the following days he returned as usual to
This did not prevent the lovely the Luxembourg; as usual he found the
modesty.
^^ father and daughter" there, but he
paid
girl from smiling while she listened to the
He thought
white-haired man who was speaking to her, no further attention to them.
and nothing could be so ravishing as this no more of the girl now that she was lovely
fresh smile with the downcast eyes. At the than he had done when she was ugly, and
first moment Marius thought that it was though he always passed very close to the
another daughter of the old gentleman^ a bench on which she was sitting, it was solely
girl

—

sister of the former.

But when the

invaria-

walk brought him again to
the bench, and he examined her attentively,
he perceived that it was the same girl. In six
months the girl had become a maiden, that was
all, and nothing is more frequent than this
phenomenon. There is a moment in which
yesterday you
girls become roses instantly,
left them children, to-day you find them obThis girl had not only
jects of anxiety.
grown, but was idealized; as three days in
April suffice to cover some trees with flowers,
six months had sufficed to clothe her with
beauty her April had arrived. We some-

the result of habit.

ble habit of his

—

—

CHAPTEE

CLVI.

THE EFFECT OF SPRING.

Oke day the air was warm, the Luxembourg was inundated with light and shade,
the sky was as pure as if the angels had
washed it that morning, the sparrows were
twittering shrilly in the foliage of the chest-

nut

trees,

to nature.

and Marius opened
He was thmking

his

whole soul
he

of nothing,

loved and breathed, he passed by the bench.

—

—
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the young lady raised her eyes to him, and
What was there this
their two glances met.
Marias conld not have
time in her look ?
there was nothing and there was everysaid,
thing, it was a strange flash. She let her eyes

On reaching the Luxembourg Marius
walked round the basin and looked at tb
swans; then he stood for a long time con'
plating a statue all black w^ith mould, a
which had lost one hijD. Near the basin was

What had
fall, and he continued his w^alk.
he just seen was not the simple and ingenuous

a comfortable bourgeois of about forty, hold-

—

eye of a child, but a mysterious gulf, the
mouth of which had opened and then sud-

There is a day on which
denly closed again.
every maiden looks in this way, and woe to
the man on whom her glance falls.
The first glance of a soul which does not
yet know itself is like dawn in the heavens ;

ing by the hand a little boy, and saying tc
him, ^' Ano\^ all excesses, my son keep at
an equal distance from despotism and anMarius listened to this bourgeois,
archy."
then walked once again round the basin, and
at length proceeded toward "his" walk slowly, and as if regretfully.
He seemed to be at
once forced and prevented from going, l)ut
;

the awakening of something radiant and he did not explain this to himself, and fancied
On
Nothing could render the mys- he was behaving as he did every day.
unknown.
terious charm of this unexpected flash which turning into the walk he saw M. Leblanc and
suddenly illumines the adorable darkness, the young lady at the other end, seated on
and is composed of all the innocence of the " their " bench. He buttoned up his coat to
present, and all the passion of the future. It the top, pulled it down so that it should make
no creases, examined with some complacency
is a sort of undecided tenderness, which reveals itself accidently and waits; it is a snare the lustre of his trousers, and marched upon
w^hich innocence sets unconsciously, and in the bench. There was an attack in this march,
which it captures hearts without wishing or and assuredly a desire for conquest, and
knowing it. It is a virgin who looks at you hence I say that he marched upon this
It is rare for a profound rev- bench, as I would say Hannibal marched on
like a woman.
erie not to spring up wherever this flame Eome.
Still, all his movements were mechanical,
all purity and all candor are blended
falls
in this heavenly and fatal beam^ w^hich pos- and he had not in any way altered the hasesses, more than the best-managed ogles of bitual preoccupation of his mind and labors.
it is

;

moment

coquettes, the magic jDOwer of suddenly caus-

He

ing that dangerous flower, full of perfume
and poison^ called love, to expand in the

Manuel des Baccalaureat " was a stupid
book, and that it must have been edited by
wondrous ignoramuses, who analyzed as mas-

soul.

On

returning to his garret in the evening.

was thinking at this

that the

'^

terpieces of the

human mind

three tragedies

and per- of Racine, and only one comedy of Moli(^re.
ceived for the first time that he had been He had a shrill whistling in his ear, and while
guilty of the extraordinary impropriety and approaching the bench, he pulled down his
stupidity of walking in the Luxembourg in coat, and his eyes were fixed on the maiden.
his '^ every-day dress,''^ that is to say, with a He fancied that she filled the whole end of
As he
broken-brimmed hat, clumsy boots, black the walk with a vague blue light.
trousers, white at the knees, and a black coat drew nearer his pace gradually decreased. On
The next day, at the ac- coming within a certain distance of the bench,
pale at the elbows.
customed hour, Marius took out of the draw- though still some distance from the end of
ers his new coat, his new trousers, his new the walk, he stopped, and did not know how
The young lady
hat, and his new boots; he dressed himself in it was that he turned back.
this complete panoply, j)ut on gloves, an ex- was scarce able to notice him, and see how
traordinary luxury, and went off to the Lux- well he looked in his new suit. Still he held
embourg.
On the road he met Oourfeyrac. himself very erect, for fear any one behind
Oourfeyrac might be looking at him.
and pretended not to see him.
He reached the opposite end, then returned,
on reaching home said to his friends,
''1 have just met Marius' new hat and new and this time approached a little nearer to
He was go- the bench. He even got within the distance
coat and Marius inside them.
ing, I fancy, to pass some examination, for of three trees, but then he felt an impossiHe
bility of going further, and hesitated.
he looked so stupid."'

Mar

i

us took a glance at his clothes,
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fancied he could see the young lady^s face
turned toward him; however, he made a masculine, violent effort,

and continued

subdued

to advance.

his hesitation,

A few
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eight in the evening, and, as
to go to the
of bread.

Rue

He

moments brushed and

was too

it

late

Jacques, he ate a lump
did not go to bed till he had
St.

carefully folded

up

his coat.

after he passed in front of the bench, upright
firm, but red up to the ears, and not daring to take a glance either to the right or left,
CHAPTER CLVII.
and with his hand thrust into his coat like a
statesman. At the moment when he passed
MAME BOUGAK IS THUKDEK-STRUCK.
under the guns of the fort he felt his heart
beat violently
She was dressed as on the
The next day, Mame Bougan it was thus
previous day, and he heard an ineffable voice, that Courfeyrac called the old porteress,
which must " be her voi(3e.^^ She was talking principal lodger, and charwoman of No. 50quietly, and was very beautiful; he felt it, 52, though her real name was Madame Bourthough he did not attempt to look at her, gon, as we have stated, but that scamp of a
^'
and yet,^^ he thought, " she could not fail to Courfayrac respected nothing Mame Bouhave esteem and consideration for me if she gon, to her stupefaction, noticed that Marius
knew that I am the real author of the disser- again went out in his best coat. He returned
tation on Marcos Obregon de La Eonda, which to the Luxembourg, but did not go beyond
M. Fran9ois de Neuf chateau appropriated, his half-way bench; he sat down there, as on
and made a preface to his edition of Gil the previous day, regarding from a distance

and

—

—

Blas.^^

He

passed the bench, went to the end of
the walk which was close by, then turned and
again passed the young lady.
This time he
was very pale, and his feelings were most disagreeable.
He went away from the bench
and the maiden, and while turning his back,
he fancied that she was looking at him, and
this made him totter.
He did not again attempt to pass the bench ; he stopped at about
the middle of the walk and then sat down, a
most unusual thing for him, taking side
glances, and thinking in the innermost depths
of his mind that after all it was difficult for a
person whose white bonnet and black dress
he admired to be absolutely insensible to his
showy trousers and new coat. At the end of
a quarter of an hour he rose, as if about to

and seeing distinctly, the white bonnet, the
black dress, and above all, the blue radiance.
He did not move or return home till the
gates of the

Luxembourg were

closed.

He

did not see M. Leblanc and his daughter go
away, and hence concluded that they left the

garden by the gate in the Rue de TOuest.
Some weeks after, when reflecting on the
subject, he could never remember where he
dined that day. On the next day, the third,
Mame Bougan received another thunderstroke; Marius went out in his new coat.
^'
Three days running !^^ she exclaimed. She
tried to follow him, but Marius walked
quickly, and with immense strides it was a
hippopotamus attempting to catch up a
chamois. She lost him out of sight in two
minutes, and went back panting, three parts
choked by her asthma, and furious. '' What
sense is there, ^^ she growled, " in putting on
:

walk toward this bench which was surrounded
by a glory, but he remained motionless. For
the first time in fifteen months he said to one^s best coat every day, and making peopled
^^
himself that the gentleman who sat there mn like that ^'
daily with his daughter must have noticed
Marius had gone to the Luxembourg,
him, and probably considered his assiduity where M. Leblanc and the young lady were
strange.
For the first time, too, he felt it already. Marius approached as near to them
was rather irreverent to designate this stran- as he could, while pretending to read his
ger, even in his own thoughts, by .the nick- book, though still a long distance off, and
name of M. Leblanc.
then sat down on his bench, where he spent,
He remained thus for some minutes with four hours in watching the sparrows, which
hanging head, making sketches in the sand he fancied were ridiculing him, hopping
with the stick he held in his hand. Then he about in the walk. A fortnight passed in
suddenly turned in the direction opposed to this way; Marius no longer went to the Luxthe bench and went home. That day he for- embourg to walk, but always to sit down at
got to go to dinner; he noticed the fact at the same spot, without knowing why.
He
Hugo. Vol. IL—21
I

"
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every morning put on his new coat, although
he did not show himself, and hegan again on
the morrow.
She was^ decidedly^ marvellously heautif ul the sole remark resembling
a criticism that could be made was. that the
contraction between her glance, which was
sad, and her smile, whicli was joyous, gave

|
'

'

;

her face a sliglitly startled look, which at
times caused tliis gentle face to become
strange without ceasing to be charming.
On one of the last days of the second week
Marius was as usual seated on his bench,
holding in his hand an open book in which
he had not turned a page for several months
when he suddenly started an event was occurring at the end of the walk. M. Leblanc
had left their bench, the girl was holding her

;

.

^'^

:

|

'

i

—

and both were proceeding slowly
end of the walk where ^Vlarius was.
He shut his book, then opened it again and
tried to read, but he trembled, and the glory
came straight toward him. ^^Oh, heaven I"'
lie thought, ^^I shall not have the time to
throw myself into an attitude. '^ The white
haired man and the girl, hgwever, advanced;
it seemed to him as if this endured a century,
and was only a second. ^^What do they
want here ? 'Mie asked himself. '^ What she
is going to pass here; her feet will tread this
sand, this walk, two paces from me '^ He
was quite upset, he would have liked to have
been very handsome, and have the cross. He
heard the soft, measured sound of their footsteps approaching liim, and he imagined tliat
M. Leblanc was taking a wry glance at him.
gentleman going to speak to me?''
^'' Is this
he thought. He hung his head, and when
he raised it again they were close to him.
The girl passed, and in passing looked at
father's arm,

to the

I

I

him,

—looked at him intently, with a thought-

which made Marius shudder
It seemed to him as if
him for keeping away
she
reproached
from her so long, and was saying, '^'^I have
come instead." Marius was dazzled by these
He felt
eyeballs full of beams and abysses.
that his brain was on fire.
She had come
and then she had
toward him, Avhat joy
looked at him. She aiDpeared- \o him lovelier tlian slie had ever been, lovely with a
beauty at once feminine and angelic, a perfect beauty, which would have made Petrarch
He felt as if he were
sing and Dante kneel.
floating in the blue sky, but at the same time,
lie was horribly annoyed because he had dust

ful gentleness

from head

to foot.

!

on his boots, and he felt sure that she had
looked at his boots too.
He looked after her till she disappeared,
and then walked about the garden like a
maniac. He was so thoughtful among the
nurse girls that each of them fancied him in
love with her.
He met Courfeyrac under the
arcades of the Pantheon, and said to him,
Come and dine with me." They went to
Rousseau's and spent six francs.
Marius ate
like an ogre, and gave six sous to the waiter.
After dinner he said to Courfeyrac, ^' Have
you read the papel'sl what a fine sj^eech
x\udry de Puyraveau made I" He was distractedly in love.
He then said to Courfeyrac,
I'll jiay."
^^Let us go to the theatre,
They
went to the Porte St. Martin to see Frederick
in the "^ Auberge des Adrets," and Marius
was mightly amused. At the same time he
became more virtuous than ever. On leaving
the theatre he refused to look at the garter
of a dressmaker who was striding across a
gutter, and Courfeyrac happening to say, ''I
should like to have that woman in my collection," he almost felt horrified. Courfeyrac
invited him to breakfast next morning at the
He went there and ate even
Cafe Voltaire.
more than on the previous day. He vras
thoughtful and very gay, and seemed to take
every opportunity to laugh noisily.
A party
of students collected around the table and
spoke of the absurdities paid for by the state,
which are produced from the pulpit of the
Sorbonne, and then the conversation turned
to the faults and gaps in dictionaries. Marius
interrupted the discussion by exclaiming
*^And yet it is very agreeable to have the

—

'^

cross.

That is funny " Courfeyrac whispered
Jean Prouvaire.
" Xo, it is serious," the other answered.
It was in truth serious; Marius had reached
that startling and charming hour which com^
mences great passions. A look had effected
When the mine is loaded, when the
all this.
fire is ready, nothiiig is more sim2)le, and a
glance is a spark. It was all over
Marius
loved a woman, and his destiny was entering
''

!

to

;

The glance of a woman resembles certain wheels whicli are apparently
gentle but are formidable: you daily pass by
their side with impunity, and without suspecting any thing, and the moment arrives when
you even forget that the thing is there. You
come, you go, you dream, you speak, you

the unknown.

^

!

:
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laugh^ and

all

in a

minute you

feel yourself

over with you. The
wHeel holds you, the glance has caught you
it has caught, no matter where or how, by
cauglit,

and

it

is

all

some part of your thought which dragged
by some inattention on your part.
You are lost, and your whole body will be
drawn in; a series of mysterious forces seizes
you, and you struggle in vain, for human aid
You pass from cogis no longer possible.
wheel to cog-wheel, from agony to agony, from
torture to torture— you and your mind, your
fortune, your future, and your soul; and,
according as you are in the power of a wicked
after you, or

creature or of a noble heart, you will issue
this frightful machinery, either disfigured by shame or transfigured by passion.

from

CHAPTER
AK

CLVIII.

ECLIPSE.

IsoLATio:?^, pride, indei3endence, a taste for

nature, the absence of daily and material
labor, the soul-struggles of chastity, and his

benevolent ecstasy in the presence of creation,

had prepared Marius for that possession which
His reverence for his father
is called passion.
had gradually become a religion, and, like all
religions, withdrew into the depths of the
soul: something was w^anting for the foreA whole month
ground, and love came.
passed, during which Marius went daily to
the Luxembourg when the hour arrived nothing could stop him. " He is on duty,^^ Courf eyMarius lived in ravishment, and it
rac said.
is certain that the young lady looked at him.
In the end he had grown bolder, and went
nearer the bench still he did not pass in front
of it, obeying at once the timid instincts and
prudent instinct of lovers. He thought it ad:

;

visable not to attract the father^s attention,

and hence arranged
and the pedestal of

his stations

behind trees
profound

statutes, with

Machiavellism, so as to be seen as much as possible by the young lady, and as little as possible
by the old gentleman. At time he w^ould for
half an hour motionless in the shadow^ of some
Leonid as or Spartacus, holding in one hand
a book, over which his eyes, gently raised,
sought the lovely girl, and she, for her part,

turned her charming profile toward him with
a vague smile. While talking most naturally
with the white-haired man, she fixed upon
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Marius all the reveries of a virginal and impassioned glance.
It is an old and im-

memorial trick which Eve knew from the
day of the world, and which every woman
knows from the first day of her life. Her
mouth replied to the one and her eye answerfirst

ed the other.
It must be supposed, however, that M.
Leblanc eventually noticed something, for
frequently when Marius arrived he got up and
began walking. He left their accustomed
seat, and adopted at the other end of the
walk the bench close to the Gladiator, as
as if to see whether Marius would follow them.
Marius did not understand it, and committed
" The father '^ began to become
this fault.
unpunctual, and no longer brought his
" daughter ^^ every day.
At times he came
alone, and then Marius did not stop, and this
was another fault Marius paid no attention
to these symptoms*; from the timid phase
he had passed by a natural and fatal progress
into a blind phase.
His love was growing,
and he dreamed .of it every night, and then
an unexpected happiness occurred to him,
like oil on fire, and redoubled the darkness
over his eyes. One evening at twilight he
found on the bench which '^ M. Leblanc and
his daughter^^ had just quitted, a simple, unembroidered handkerchief, which, however,
was white and pure, and seemed to him to
exhale ineffable odors.
He seized it with
transport, and noticed that it was marked
with the letters U. F. Marius knew nothing
about the lovely girl, neither her family, her
name nor her abode ; these two letters were
the first thing of hers which he seized, adorable initials, upon which he at once begun to
erect his scaffolding.
IJ. was evidently the
Christian. name "Ursule! bethought, what
a delicious name P He kissed the handkerchief, smelt it, placed it on his heart during
the day, and at night upon his lips to go to
:

sleep.

" I can see her whole soul

^^

he exclaimed.
This handkerchief belonged to the old gentleman, who had simply let it fall from his
pocket. On the following days, when Marius
went to the Luxembourg, he kissed the handkerchief,

and pressed

it

!

to his heart.

The

did not understand what this
meant, and expressed her surprise by imper-

lovely girl

ceptible signs.
'^

Oh modesty "

Since

said Marius.

we have uttered the word modesty
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we conceal nothing, we are bound to
however, that on one occasion '^^his Ursule caused him serious vexation through
It was on one of the days when
his ecstasy.
she induced M. Leblanc to leave the bench
and walk about. There was a shar23 spring
breeze which shook the to2JS of the jolane
and father and daughter, arm in arm,
trees
had just passed in front of Marius, who rose
and watched them, as was fitting for a man
All at once a puff of wind,
in his condition.
more merry than the rest, and probably
ordered to do the business of spring, dashed
along the walk, enveloped the maiden in a
delicious rustling worthy of the nymphs of
Virgil and the Fauns of Theocritus, and
raised her dress, that dress more sacred than
A
that of Isis, almost as high as her garter.
Marius
leg of exquisite shape became visible.
saw it, and he was exasperated and furious.
The maiden rapidly put down her dress Avith
a divinely startled movement, but he was not
There was no one in the
the less indignant.
walk, it was true, but there might have been
somebody; and if that somebody had been
there ? Is such a thing conceivable? what she
Alas
the poor
has just done is horrible
girl had done nothing, and there was only one
culprit, the wind, but Marius was determined

and

as

sa}^

;

!

I

to

be

shadow

and was jealous of

his

thus, in fact, that the bitter

and

dissatisfied,
;

it is

aroused in the
human heart, and dominates it, even unjustly.
Besides, apart from his jealousy, the sight of
this charming leg was not at all agreeable to
him, and any other woman's white stocking
would have caused him more pleasure.
When ^Miis Ursule,'^ after reaching the
end of the walk, turned back with M. Leblanc, and passed in front of the bench on
which Marius was sitting, he gave her a
The girl drew herself
stern, savage glance.
slightly up, and raised her eyelids, which
means, ''^Well, what is the matter now?''
This was their first quarrel. Marius had
scarce finished upbraiding her in this way
with his eyes, when some one crossed the
walk.
It was a bending invalid, all wrinkled
and white, wearing the uniform of Louis
XV., having on his coat the little oval patch
of red cloth with the crossed swords, the soldier's cross of St. Louis, and, in addition,
decorated with a coat-sleeve in which there
was no arm, a silver chin, and a wooden leg.
Marius fancied that he could notice that this
strange jealousy of the flesh

is

man had
him

an

seemed

air of satisfaction; it

to

that the old cynic, while hobbling past

him, gave him a fraternal and extremdy
if some accident had enabled
them to enjoy in common some good thing.
Why was this relic of Mars so pleased ? what
had occurred between this wooden leg and
the other ? Marius attained the paroxysm
of jealousy.
''•'He was perhaps there," he
said to himself, '''perhaps he saw," and he
felt inclined to exterminate the invalid.
With the help of time every point grows
blunted, and Marius' anger with '^^Ursule,"
though so just and legitimate, passed away.
He ended by pardoning her, but it was a
mighty effort, and he sulked with her for
this, and
all
Still, through
three days

jovial wink, as

owing to all this,
became insane.

his passion increased,

and

We

have seen how Marius discovered, or
name was
L^rsule.
Appetite comes while loving, and
to know that her name was L^rsule was a
In
great deal already, but it was little.
three or four weeks Marius had devoured
this hapjDiness and craved another; he wished
He had made the
to know where she lived.
fancied he had discovered, that her

fault in falling into the trap of the Gladi-

first

bench; he had committed a second by
not remaining at the Luxembourg when M.
Leblanc v/ent there alone; and he now committed a third, an immense one he followed
^'L'rsule."
She lived in the Eue de TOuest,

ator's

—

most isolated i)art, in a new threemodest a23pearance. From
moment Marius added to his happiness

in the

storied house of
this

of seeing her at the

Luxembourg the happi-

ness of following her home.

His hunger

knew what her name was, her
Christian name at least, the charming, the
real name of a woman; he knew where she
lived, and he now wanted to know who she
was One evening after following them home,
and watching them disap|)ear in the gateway,
increased; he

.

he went in after them, and valiantly addressed the porter.
''^Is

that the gentleman of the

who has

just

come

first floor

in ?"

it is the
^*Xo," the porter answered,
gentleman of the third floor."
This success emAnother step made
boldened Marius.
^'
Front ?" he asked.
'''Hang it," said the porter, ^''our rooms
all look on the street."
'^'^

!

—

—

—
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And what is the gentleman^s position T'
Marius continued.
''
He lives on his property. He is a very
good man, who does a deal of good to the
wretched, though he is not rich.^'
^^ What is his name T' Marius added.
The porter raised his head and said,
^' Do you happen to be a police spy, sir
Marius went oif much abashed, but highly
delighted, for he was progressing.
^*
Good,^^ he thought, ^^I know that her
name is Ursule, that she is the daughter of a
retired gentleman, and that she lives there on
a third floor in the Eue de FOuest.^^
On the morrow M. Leblanc made but a
short appearance at the Luxembourg, and
went away in broad daylight. Marius followed them to the Rue de FOuest, as was his
habit, and on reaching the gateway M. Leblanc made his daughter go in first, then
stopped, turned, and looked intently at
The next day they did not come
Marius.
to the Luxembourg, and Marius waited in
At nightfall, he went
vain the whole day.
to the Eue de FOuest, and noticed a light in
the third floor windows, and he walked about
beneath these windows till the light was extinguished.
The next day there was no one
at the Luxembourg; Marius waited all day,
and then went to keep his night-watch under
the windows. This took him till ten o^clock,
and his dinner became what it could, for
^'

V
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dows, the shutters were closed, and the third
floor was all darkness. Marius rapped, walked
in, and said to the porter,
•^
The gentleman on the third floor T'
^^Gone away,^' the porter answered,
Marius tottered, and asked feebly
Since when ?^^
^^
''
Yesterday.
/' Where is he living now T
^"^I do not know."*^
Then he did not leave his new address ?'"
*^''

*

'

^^jS^o.^^

And

the porter, raising his nose, recog-

nized Marius.
^'

What

? it's

you,

?'

is it

he said; ''why,

you must really be a spy/'

CHAPTER
MIKES
HuMAK

AIS^JD

societies

CLIX.

MUSTERS.

have ever what

un troisieme

is

called

and the
social soil is everywhere undermined, here
for good and there for evil.
These works are
upon one another there are upper mines and
lower mines, and there is a top and bottom
in this obscure subsoil, which at times gives
way beneath the weight of civilization, and
which our indifference and carelessness trample under foot.
The Encyclopedia was in
the last century an almost open mine, and
fever nourishes the sick man and love the the darkness, that gloomy brooder of primiEight days passed in this way, and tive Christianity, only awaited an occasion to
lover.
M. Leblanc and his daughter did not again explode beneath the Caesars and inundate the
appear at the Luxembourg. Marius made human race with light. For in the sacred
sorrowful conjectures, for he did not dare darkness there is latent light, and the volcawatch the gateway by day; he contented noes are full of a shadow which is capable of
himself with going at night to contemplate flashing, and all lava begins by being night.
the reddish brightness of the window-panes. The catacombs in which the first mass was
He saw shadows pass now and then, and his read were not merely the cellar of Rome, but
the eighth day,

when he

arrived be-

the windows, there was no light.
^^What,^^ he said to himself, ^^the lamp is
not lighted, can they have gone out T' He
waited till ten o^clock, till midnight, till one
o^clock, but no light was kindled at the thirdfloor windows, and no one entered the house.
He went away with very gloomy thoughts.

neath

On

the

row

to

—

morrow for he only lived from mormorrow and he had no to-day, so to
he saw nobody at the Luxembourg,

—

'^

dessous,^^

;

also the vault of the world.

heart beat.

On

in theatres

speak
as he expected, and at nightfall he went to
There was no light at the winthe house.

There are all sorts of excavations beneath
the social building, that marvel complicated
by a hovel ; there is the religious mine, the
philosophic mine, the political mine, the
economic mine and the revolutionary
mine. One man picks with the idea, another
with figure, another with auger, and they
call to and answer each other from the catacombs. Utopias move in subterranean sewers, and ramify in all directions ; they meet
there at times and fraternize. Jean Jacques
lends his pick to Diogenes, who* lends him
his lantern in turn ; at times, though, they
social

;
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and Calvin clutches Socinus by the
But nothing arrests or interrupts the

fight,

hair.

all their energies toward the oband the vast simultaneous energy, which
comes and goes, ascends, descends, and reascends, in the obscurity, and which slowly
substitutes top for bottom and inside for out
it is an immense and unknown ant-heap.
Society hardly suspects this excavation, which
leaves no traces on its surface and yet changes
its entrails, and there are as many different
works and varying extractions as there are
subterranean adits. "What issues from all these
profound pits ?— the future.
The deeper we go the more mysterious the
mines become. To a certain point which the

tension of

ject,

social philosopher is

able

to recognize the

good beyond that point it is doubtand lower still it becomes
ful and mixed
At a certain depth the excavations
terrible.
can no longer be endured by the spirit of
civilization, and man^s limit of breathing is
labor

is

;

;

commencement

passed

;

come

possible,

a

of

they leavt themselves on
omit themselves, do not think of
themselves, and see nothing different from
themselves.
They have a glance, and that
glance sees the absolute ; the first has heaven
in his eyes, and the last, however enigmatical
he may be, has beneath his eyebrows the pale
brightness of infinity. Venerate every man,
no matter what he may be doing any man
who has the sign, a starry eyeball. The dark
eyeball is the other sign, and with it evil begins.
Reflect and tremble in the presence of
the man who does look, for social order has
There is a point where
its black miners.
profundity is burial and where light is exBelow all these mines which
tinguished.
we have indicated, below all these galleries,
below all this immense subterranean arterial
system of progress and Utopia, far deeper in
the ground, below Marat, below Babeuf,
disinterestedness

one

;

side,

—

—

much, much lower, there is the last passage,
which has no connection with the upper
monsters be- drifts. It is a formidable spot, and what w^e

descending ladder is termed the troisieme dessous. It is the grave
strange, and each rung corresponds with a of darkness and the cave of the blind, Inferi,
stage upon which philosophy can land, and and communicates with the abysses.
Here disinterestedness fades away, and the
meet one of these miners, who are sometimes
Below John dream is vaguely sketched. Every one for
divine, at others deformed.
Huss there is Luther below Luther, Des- himself. The eyeless I yells, seeks, gropes,
the social Ugelino is in this
below and groans
cartes ; below Descartes, Voltaire
below Condorcet, Ro- gulf. The ferocious shadows which prowl
Voltaire, Oondorcet
about this grave, almost brutes, almost phanbespierre ; below Robespirre, Marat ; and be
low Marat, Babeuf, and so it goes on. Lower toms, do not trouble themselves about human
progress; they are ignorant of ideas and
still we notice confusedly, at the limit which
separates the indistinct from the invisible, language, and thus they care for nought
the

;

;

;

;

other gloomy men, who perhaps do not yet
exist ; those of yesterday are spectres, those
of

to-morrow grubs.

The mental

eye can

only distinguish them obscurely, and the embryonic labor of the future is one of the
visions of the future.
world in limbo in

A

the

foetus

sketch

!

stage

—what

an

Saint Simon, Owen,

extraordinary

and Fourier

They are
within them
a species of frightful obliteration. They have
two mothers, both step-mothers, ignorance
and wretchedness; they have for their guide
want, and for all power of satisfaction appetite; they are brutally voracious, that is to
not after the fashion of the
say, ferocious,
beyond individual

gratification.

almost unconscious, and there

is

—

From

suffering

are also there in the side passages^

tyrant, but that of the tiger.

Assuredly, although a divine and invisible
chain connects together without their cognizance all these subterranean miners, who
nearly always fancy themselves isolated, but
are not so, their labors vary greatly, and the

these grubs pass to crime, it is a fatal affiliation, a ghastly propagation, the logic of dark-

—

what crawls in the lowest passage is no
longer the stifled demand of the absolute, but
the protest of matter. Man becomes a dragon

ness;

to be

hungry and

light of the one contrasts with the dazzle of
the other ! some are paradisaic and others

thirsty,

however great the contrast
may be, all these laborers, from the highest
to the mo»t nocturnal, from the wisest down
to the maddest, have a similitude in their

Lacenaire issued from this cave.
We have just seen one of the compartments
of the upper mine, the great political, revoluThere, as we
tionary, and philosophic sap.

tragical.

Still,

then; his starting-point

and

his

is

terminus

is

to

be Satan;

:
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said;, all

but

tlie

error

implies so

and honest
and are mistaken,

noble, pure, worthy

is

men may be mistaken

in

it,

must be revered, because it
heroism, and the work per-

much

formed there has a name

— Progress.
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from 1830 to 1835, the lowest depths of
Paris.
Gueulemer was a Hercules out of
place, and his den was the Arche-Marion
sewer.
He was six feet high, had lungs of

The marble, muscles

has now arrived to take a glance at
There is beneath
other and hideous depths.
society, and there ever will be, till the day
when ignorance is dissipated, the greatcavern of evil. This cavern is below all the
it is hatred
rest, and the enemy of 'all;
without exception. This cavern knows no
philosophers, and its dagger never made a
pen, while its blackness bears no relation with
The
the sublime blackness of the inkstand.
fingers of night, which clench beneath this
asphyxiating roof, never opened a book or
unfolded a newspaper. Babeuf is to Cartouche
a person who takes advantage of his knowledge, and Marat an aristocrat in the sight of
Schinderhannes, and the object of this cavern

moment

the overthrow of everything.
Of everything, including the upper levels
I not only undermines
which it execrates.

You

skull.

fancied you

saw the Farnese

Hercules, attired in ticking trousers and a
cotton-velvet jacket. Gueulemer built in this

mould might have subdued monsters, but he
had found it shorter to be one.
A low forehead, wide temples, under forty years of age,
rough short hair, and a bushy beard you can
see the man.
His muscles demanded work,
and his stupidity would not accept it he was
a great slothful strength, and an assassin
through nonchalance.
People believed him
to be a Creole, and he had probably laid his
hands upon Marshal Brune when massacred,
as he was a porter at Avignon in 1815. Erom
that stage he had become a bandit.
;

;

Babet^s tranparency contrasted with the

is

—

of bronze, the respiration of

a cavern, the bust of a colossus, and a bird^s

meat

of

learned,

Gueulemer;

he

was

thin

—transparent but impenetrable;

and
you

might see the light through his bones, but
He called himself a
undermines philosophy, science, the not through his eyes.
law, human thought, civilization, revolution, chemist, and had played in the vaudeville at
and progress, and it calls itself most simply, St. Mihiel. He was a man of intentions, and
robbery, prostitution, murder, and assassina- a fine speaker, who underlined his smiles and
tion.
It is darkness, and desires chaos, and placed his gestures between inverted commas.
All the His trade was to sell in the open air plaster
its roof is composed of ignorance.
other mJnes above it have only one object, to busts and portraits of the ^^ chief of the
suppress it;- and philosophy and progress state, ^' and, in addition, he pulled teeth out.
strive for this with all their organs simulta- He had shown phenomena at fairs, and
neously, by the amelioration of the real, as possessed a booth with a trumpet and the folBabet, dentist, and
well as the contemplation of the ideal. lowing show-board,
Destroy the cave. Ignorance, and you destroy member of the academies, performs physical
Let us condense in a few experiments on metals and metalloids, exterthe mole. Crime.
w^ords a portion of what we have just written. pates teeth, and undertakes stumps given up
The sole social evil is darkness; humanity is by the profession. Terms, one tooth, one
two teeth, two francs,
identity, for all men are of the same clay, franc fifty centimes
and in this nether world, at least, there is no three teeth, two francs fifty centimes. Take
(The last
difference in predestination; we are the same advantage of the opportunity/^
shadow before, the same flesh during, and the sentence meant, have as many teeth pulled
same ashes afterwards; but ignorance, mixed out as possible.) He was married and had
with the human paste, blackens it, and this children, but did not know what had became
incurable blackness enters man and becomes of his wife or children: he had lost them, just
in its hideous labor the existing social order,

but

it

—

^"^

—

;

Evil there.

another man loses his handkerchief.
Babet was a high exception in the obscure
world to which he belonged, for he read the
newspapers.
One day, at the time when he
still had his family with him in his caravan,
he read in the Moyiiteiir that a woman had
just been delivered of a child with a calf's
snout, and exclaimed, ^' There's a fortune
as

CHAPTER CLX.
BABET, GUEULEMER, CLAQUESOUS, AN'D MONT-

PARK ASSE.

A QUARTETTE of bandits, Babet, Gueulemer, Claquesous, and Montparnasse, governed.

'^

:
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my

wife would not have the sense to produce
a child like that '^ Since then he had
'^
given up every thing to "undertake Paris:
the expression is his own.
What was Claquesous ? he was night ; and
never showed himself till the sky was bedaubed
with blackness. In the evening he emerged
from a hole^ to which he returned before daybreak. Where was this hole ? no one knew. In

me

I

the greatest darkness, and when alone with
his accomplices, he turned his back when he
spoke to them. Was his name Claquesous ?
no he said, " My N"ame is Xot-at-all.^^ If a
:

candle were brought in he put on a mask,
and he was a ventriloquist in the bargain,
and Babet used to say, " Claquesous is a nightbird with two voices.'^ Claquesous was vague,

wandering, and terrible: no one was sure that
he had a name, for Claquesous was a nickname, no one was sure he had a voice, for
his stomach spoke more frequently than his
mouth; and no one was sure that he had a
face, as nothing had ever been seen but his
mask. He disappeared like a ghost, and
when he appeared he seemed to issue from
the ground.
Montparnasse was a mournful being. He
was a lad not yet twenty, with a pretty face,
lips that resembled cherries, beautiful black
hair, and the brightness of spring in his eyes
he had every vice, and aspired to every crime,
and the digestion of evil gave him. an appeHe was the gamin turned
tite for worse.
pickpocket, and the pickpocket had become
a garrotter.

He was genteel,

effeminate, grace-

and ferocious. The lefthat was turned up to make

ful, robust, active,

hand brim of his
room for the tuft of hair, in the style of 1829.
He lived by robbery committed with violence,
and his coat Avas cut in the latest fashion,
though worn at the seams. Montparnasse

was an engraving of the fashions, in a state of
want, and committing murders. The cause
of all the attacks made by this young man
was a longing to be well dressed the iirst gri:

sette

who said

to him,'^

'^

You

are handsome,^'

put the black spot in his heart, and made
Finding himself gooda Cain of this Abel.
looking, he wished to be elegant, and the first
stage of elegance is idleness but the idleness
Few garrotters
of the poor man is crime.
were so grand as Montparnassee, and at the
age of eighteen he had several corpses behind
him. More than one wayfarer lay in the
shadow of this villain with outstretched arms.
:

and with

his face in a pool of blood.

Curled,

pommaded, with his waist pinched in, the
hips of a woman, the bust of a Prussian
officer,

the buzz of admiration of the girls of

the boulevard around him, a carefully-tied
in

his

and a
was this

his pocket,

cravat, a life-preserver in

flower

button-hole

— such

dandy of the tomb.
These four bandits formed a species of Proteus, winding through the police ranks and
striving to escape the indiscreet glances of

Vidocq "under various faces, trees, flame,
and fountain,^' borrowing each other^s names
and tricks, asylums for one another, laying
aside their personality as a man removes a
false n6se at a masquerade at times simplifying themselves so as to be only one man,
at others multiplying themselves to such an
extent that Coco-Latour himself took them
These four men were not four
for a mob.
men; the}^ were a species of four headedrobber working Paris on a grand scale; the
monstrous polype of evil inhabiting the crypt
of society.
Owing to their ramifications and
;

the subjacent

net- work

of

their relations,

Gueulemer, Claquesous, and Montparnasse had the general direction of all the
villanies in the department of the Seine, and
Babet,

carried out

upon the passer-by the

of coupe d^etat.

The

low-class

finders of ideas in this

men

with nocturnal imaginations,
to execute them; the four
villains were supplied with the canvas, and
they produced the scenery. They were always in a position to supply a proportionate
and proper staff for every robbery which was
sufficiently lucrative and required a stout
arm. If a crime were in want of persons to
carry it out, they sub-let the accomplices, and
style,

the

a|)plied to

them

they always had a band of actors at the service
of all the tragedies of the caverns.
They generally met at nightfall, the hour
when they awoke, on the steppes that border
There they conferred, and,
the Salpetriere.
as they had the twelve dark hours before

them, they settled their employment. Patron
Minette Avas the name given in the subterranean lurking-places to the association of
In the old and fantastic
these four men.
popular language, which is daily dying out.
Patron Minette signifies the morning, just as
^^
between dog and wolf'^ signifies night.
This appellation was probably deprived from
the hour when their work finished, for dawn
is the moment for spectres to fade away and

LES MISERABLES,
for bandits to

known by

These four

part.

this title.

When

men were

the president of

the assizes visited Lacenaire in prison^ he questioned him about a crime which the murderer
^^

denied.

Who committed

it

V the president
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There are simple cits of whom we
might say that they have a robbable look, and

for them.

these

men

patiently follow these

a foreigner or a

When

cits.

countryman passes they

quiver like the spider in

its

web.

asked^ and Lacenaire gave this answer^ which

These men, when we catch a glimpse of them

was enigmatical for the magistrate, but clear
for the police, " It is, perhaps, Patron Mi-

upon a deserted boulevard at midnight, are
do not seem to be men, but
forms made of living fog; we might say that

nette.''

The

may be

frightful; they

at times divided

they are habitually a portion of the darkness,

from the list of names, and a party of bandits,
may, perhaps, be appreciated in the same
way. Here are the names to which the

that they are not distinct, that they have no

memoirs.

toms vanish?

plot of a play

other soul but shadow, and that they have become detached from night momentarily, and
principal members of Patron Minette an- in order to live a monstrous life for a few moswered, exactly as they sur^^ve in ||ppecial ments. What is required tomake these phan-

Panchaud

called Spring, alias Bigrenaille,

Brujon (there was a dynasty of Brujons, about

whom we may still say a word) ; Boulatruelle,
the road-mender, of whom we have caught a
glimpse; Laveuve; Finistere; Homer-Hogu,
a negro; Tuesday night;
tleroy, alias Flower-girl

;

Make

haste;

Faun-

Light, flood§j|of light.

a single bat can resist the dawn,
up the lower strata of society.

ISTot

so light

CHAPTER CLXL
A

MAIS^'S

CAP INSTEAD OF A GIEL's BOKKET.

Glorious, a liberated

grive;

DuSuMMEK passed away, then autumn and
The Southern Esplanade; Poussa- winter arrived, ^'either M. Leblanc not the
Oarmagnolet; Kruideneirs alias Bi- young lady had set foot again' in the Luxem-

zarre;

Lace-eater;

convict; Stop the coach, alias Monsieur

pont;

farthing, alias

Feet in

Two

the air; Half

Milliards, etc., etc.

These names have faces, and express not
merely beings but species. Each of these
names responds to a variety of the poisonous
fungi which grow beneath human civilization.
These beings, very careful about showing
their faces, were not of those whom we may
see passing by day, for at that period, weary
of their night wanderings, they went to sleep
in

the lime-kilns, the deserted quarries of

bourg, while Marius had but one. thought,
that of seeing again this sweet and adorable

He sought it ever, he sought it everywhere, but found nothing. He was no longer
Marius, the enthusiastic dreamer, the resolute, ardent, and firm man, the bold challenger of destiny, the brain that built up future upon future, the young mind encumbered with plans, projects, pride, ideas, and
resolves,
he was a lost dog. He fell into a
dark sorrow, and it was all over with him;
work was repulsive, walking fatigued him,
and solitude wearied him. Mighty nature,
once so full of forms, brightness, voices, counface.

—

Montmarte or Montrouge, or even in the
They ran to earth.
What has become of these men ? they still
Horace alludes sel, perspectives, horizons, and instruction,
exist, and have ever existed.
to them in his Amhuhaiarum collegia, phar- was now a vacuum before him; and he felt
macopolm, mendici, nmni, and so long as as if every thing had disappeared.
He still
society is what it is they will be what they are. thought, for he could not do otherwise, but
snow.

Under the obscure

vault of their cellar they

are even born again from the social leakage,

they return as spectres but ever identical;
the only difference is that they no longer
bear the same names, and are no longer in
the same skins; though the individual are
They have alextirpated, the tribe exists.
ways the same qualities, and from mumper
to prowler, the race ever remains pure. They
guess purses in pockets and scent watches in
fobs; and gold and silver have peculiar smell

no longer took pleasure in his thoughts. To
that they incessantly proposed to him in
whispers, he answered in the shadow. What
all

use

is

it ?

proaches.

He made himself a hundred re^^Why did I follow her ? I was so

happy merely in seeing her! She looked at
me, and was not that immense ? She looked
as if she loved me, and was not that everything ? I wanted to have what ? There is
nothing beyond that, and I was absurd. It is

my

fault,^^ etc.,

etc.

Courfeyrac, to

whom
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he confided nothings as was his nature^ but and then faded aww. " After all,'' he said
who guessed pretty nearly all, for that was to himself, ^^it is probably only a resemhis
nature too, had begun by congratu- blance."
lating him on being in love, and made
sundry bad jokes about it. Then, on seeing
Marius in this melancholy state, he ended by
CHAPTEK CLXII.
saying to him, " I see that you have simply
been an animal; come to the Chaumiere/^
MARIUS FIXDS SOMETHIXG.
Once putting confidence in a splendid
Marius still lived at No. 50-52, but paid
September sun, Marius allowed himself to be
taken to the ball of Sceaux by Courfeyrac, no attention to his fellow lodgers. At this
Bossuet, and Grantaire, hoping what a period, in truth, there were no other tenants
the house but himself and those Jondream! that he might find her there. Of
course he did not see the lady whom he drettes whose rent he had once paid, wdthout
sought '^and yet this is the place where all ever Aving spoken to father^ mother, or
The other lodgers had removed^
the lost wome# can be found,
Grantaire daughtei-s.
growled aside. Marius left his friends at the were dead, or turned out for not paying their
On one day of this winter the sun had
ball, and returned a-foot, alone, tired, fever rent.
ish, with eyes troubled and sad, in the night, shown itself a little during the afternoon,
stunned with noise and dust by *fche many but it was Feb. 2, that old Candlemas day,
vehicles full of singing beings who were re- whose treacherous sun, the precursor of a six
turning from the holiday, and who passed weeks frost, inspired Matthew Laensberg
him. He was discouraged, and in order to with these two lines, which have justly berelieve his aching head, mhaled the sharp come classical,
smell of the walnut trees on the roadside.
''
Qu'il luise ou qu'il luiserne
He began living again more than ever in
L'ours rentre il sa caverne."

—

—
—

m

^^.

I

i

j

solitude, crushed, giving

agony, walking

away

to his internal

up and down

like a

wolf

caught in a trap, everywhere seeking the absent one, and brutalized by love.
Another time he had a meeting which produced a strange effect upon him. In the
little streets adjoining the Boulevard des Invalides he passed a man dressed like a workman, and wearing a deep-peaked cap, under
which white locks peered out. Marius w^as
struck by the beauty of this white hair, and
looked at the man, who was walking slowly,
and as if absorbrd in painful meditation.
Strange to say, he fancied that he could recognize M. Leblanc, it was the same hair,
the same profile, as far as the peak allow^ed
him to see, and the same gait, though somewhat more melancholy. But w^hy th^s workman's clothing ? What was the meaning this
disguise ? Marius was greatly surprised, and
when he came to himself again his first impulse
was to follow this man, for he might, perhaps,
hold the clue which he had so long been seeking; at any rate, he must have a close look at
the man, and clear up the enigma ; but he hit
on this idea too late, for the man was no longer
there.
He had turned into some side street,
and Marius w^as unable to find him again.
This meeting troubled him for some days.

—

Marius had just left his cavern, for night
was falling. It was the hour to go and dine,
for he had been obliged to revert to that practice,

such

He had

is

the infirmity of ideal passions.

just crossed the threshold of his door,

which Maine Bougon was sweeping at this
very moment, wdiile uttering the memorable
soliloquy,

^Yhat is there cheap at present ? every
thing is dear. There is only trouble wdiich
is cheap, and it may be had for nothing."
Marius slowly walked along the boulevard,
in the direction of the Eue St. Jacques. He
walked thoughtfully with hanging head. All
at once he felt himself elbowed in the fog.
He turned and saw two girls in rags, one
tall and thin, the other not quite so tall, who
passed hurriedly, panting, frightened, and
as if running away; they were coming toward him, and ran against him as they
*'

Marius noticed in the twilight their
uncovered heads, dishevelled
their ragged petticoats, and bare feetWhile running they talked together,

passed.
livid

hair,

ing.

faces,

and the elder
'^

The

And

said,

slops came,

and nearly caught me.'^

the other answered, '^ I saw them,
I
and so bolted, bolted, bolted."

—

—

—

—

LES MI8ERABLES.
Marius understood that the police

had

"Madame

nearly caught the two girls, and that they

'^
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la

The

Marquise,
virtue of clemency and piety

is

had managed to escape. They buried them- that which unites sosiety most closely. Move
selves beneath the trees behind him, and for your Christian feelings, and dain a glance of
a few minutes produced a sort of vague compasion at this unfortunate Spaniard, and
Marius had victim to his loyalty and atachment to the
whiteness in the obscurity.
stopped for a moment, and was just going sacred cause of legitimacy, who shed his
on, when he noticed a small gray packet ly- blood, devoted the whole of his fortune to
ing at his feet. He stooped down and picked defend this cause, and is now in the greatest
missery.
He does not doubt that you, honit up; it was a sort of envelope, apparently
nored lady, will grant some assistence to precontaining papers.
these poor girls must serve an existence entirely painful for a
'^Why/'' he said,
soldier of honor and edducation, who is
have let it fall.^'
He turned back and called to them, but covered with wounds, and he reckons beforecould not find them. He thought they must hand on the humanity which annimates you,
be some distance off, so he thrust the parcel and the interest which your ladyship takes in
On his so unhappy a nacion. His prayer will not be
into his pocket, and went to dinner.
way, he saw in a lane turning out of the Kue in vain, and His gratitude will retain her
Mouffetard, a child^s coffin, covered with a charming memory.
^' With the most respectful feelings,
I have
black pall, laid on three chairs, and illumined by a candle. The two girls in the twi- the honor to be, madame,
Doisr Alvares, Spanish captain
light reverted to his thoughts.
of cavvalry, a Royalist refugee in
*^Poor mothers!^' he thought, ^^ there is
France, who is travelling for his counsomething even more sad than to see one^s
try, and who wants the means to conchildren die, it is to see them live badly.'"'
tinue his jurney.^^
Then, these shadows, which varied his
melancholy, left thoughts, and he fell back
No address was attached to the signature,
He began think- but Marius hoped to find it in the second
into his usual reflections.
ing of his six months of love and happiness
letter, of which the superscription was,
in the open air and broad daylight under the
'' To Madame, Madarne la Comteese de
Montglorious Luxembourg trees.
''
veryiet,
No, 9, Rue Cassette."
How sad my life has become V he said to
"^^

—

himself; ^'^ girls constantly appear to me,
hut formerly they were angels, and now they
are ghouls.^^
At night, as he undressed to go to bed, his
hand felt in his coat pocket the parcel which

This
''

is

what Marius read,

My Lady
*^^It

Comtess,
is

a

unhapy mother

of

a

familly of six children, of which the yungest

is only eight months old; I ill since my last
he had picked up in the boulevard and for- confinement, deserted by my husband, and
He thought that it would be as well hawing no ressource in the world, living in
gotten.
to open it, as the packet might contain the
the most frightful indijance.
girls'* address, if it belonged to them, or in
'^ Trusting in your ladyship, she has the
any case the necessary information to restore honor to be, madame, with profound reit

to the person to

whom

it

belonged.

opened the envelope, which was not

and contained four

The

letters,

addresses were on

also

all four,

He

spect,

sealed,

" AlsTTOIKETTE BaLIZARD.''^

unsealed.

and they ex-

Marius passed to the third

The was,
Madamey read

haled a frightful perfume
was addressed to
letter
first
Madame la Marquise de Grucheray, on the
Sqiiare opposite the Cha?nb€r of Deputies,
Marius said to himself that he would probof tobacco.

ably find the information he wanted, and as
the letter was not sealed he could read it
without impropriety. It was drawn up as
follows:

^^

letter,

like the preceding, a petition,

in

which
and he

it,

Monsieur Pahourgeot, Elector,
dealer in caps.

Rue

toholesale

St. Denis, at the

corner of the Rtie Aux-Fers,
" I venture to adress this letter to
you, to ask you to grant me the pretious
favor of your sympathies, and to interest you
in a literary man, who has just sent a drama

— —

—
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The

to the Theatre Fran9ais.
torical,

subject

and the scene takes place

in

is

his-

in the time of the empire; the style, I believe, is natural, laconic,

"

At the

Auvergne generous

and may posess some

dokuments your
moved by a feeling of

sight of these

soul will be

sensitive benevolence, for true philosophers
always experience lively emotions.
^' Allow, comiDasionate
man, that a man
must experience the most cruel want, and
that it is very painful to obtain any relief,

There are couplets for singing at
The comic, the serious, and the
unexpected elements are blended in it with a
yariety of characters, and a tinge of romance is by having it attested by the authorities, as if
lightly spread through the whole plot, which a man were not at liberty to suifer and die
moves misteriously, and the finale takes place of inanicion, while waiting till our missery is
amid several brilliant tableaux. My principal releaved. Fate is too cruel to some and too
desire is to satisfy the desire which progress- lavish or protecting for others.
I await your
ively animates sosiety, that is to say, fashion, presence or your offering, if you dain to
that capritious and vague whirlgig which make one, and I beg you to believe in the
changes with nearly every wind.
grateful feelings with which I have the honor
'^
In spite of these quallities, I have reason of being, really magnanimous sir,
" Your very humble and most
to fear that jealousy and the selfishness of
merit.

four places.

privileged authors

from the

may

obtain

my

exclusion

to you my
you our indijant situation, wanting for bread and fire
in this winter season.
To tell you that I
wish you to accept the homage which I desire to make to you of my drama, and all
those that may succeed it, is to prove to you
how much I desire the honor of sheltering
myself under your gegis, and adorning my
writings with your name.
If you dain to
honor me with the most modest offering, I
will at once set to work writing a coppy of
verses, by which to pay you my debt of grattitude.
These verses, which I will try to

men, emboldens
daughter,

who

obedient servant,

am

not unaware of the
vexation which is caused to new comers.
" Monsieur Pabourgeot, your just reputation as the enlightened protector of litterary
stage, for I

me

to

send

will explain to

" P.

Fabaxtou, dramatic

artist.'^

After reading these four letters Marius
did not find himself much more advanced
than before. In the first place not one of
the writers gave his address; and next, they
appeared to come from four different individuals, " Don Alvarez, Madame Balizard,
Genflot the poet, and Fabantou the dramatic
but these letters offered this pecu-

artist;'^

all in the same handcould be concluded from
this, save that they came from the same
person ? Moreover and this rendered the
conjecture even more probable the papei",

liarity,

that they were

writing.

What

—

—

which was coarse and yellow, was the same
for all four, the tobacco smell was the same,
and though an attempt had evidently been
made to vary the handwriting, the same
render as perfect as possible, will be sent to orthographical mistakes were reproduced
you before they are insirted in the beginning with the most profound tranquillity, and
of the drama, and produced on the stage.
Glenflot, the literary man, was no more ex'^ My
most respectful homage to Monsieur empt from them than the Spanish captain.
and Madame Pahourgeot,
To strive and divine this mystery was time
'^
GrE]N"FLOT, man of letters.
thrown away, and if he had not picked it up it
" P, S. If it was only forty sous. I ap- would have looked like a mystification;
pologize for sending my daughter, and not Marius was too sad to take kindly even a
paying my respects personaly, but sad rea- jest of accident, and lend himself to a game
sons of dress do not allow me, alas to go which the street pavement appeared desirous
out.^^
to play with him.
He felt as if he were
Marius then opened the last letter, which playing at blind man's buff among these four
was addressed to The Benevolent gentleman letters and they were mocking him. JSTothof the church of St. Jacques dn Haut-pas, ing, besides, indicated that these letters beand it contained the following few lines
longed to the girls whom Marius had met in
" Benevolent man,
the boulevard. After all, they were papers
"If you will dain to accompany my evidently of no value. Marius returned
daughter you will witness a misserable calam- them to the envelope, threw the lot into a
ity, and I will show you my certificates.
corner, and went to bed.

—

!

:

LES MISERABLES.
At about seven in the morning lie had got
up and breakfasted^ and was trying to set to
work, when there came a gentle tap at the
door.
As he possessed nothing he never
took out his key^ except very rarely^ when
he had a pressing job to finish. As a rule,
even when out^ he left the key in the lock.

Mame Bougon.
Marius asked. It is a fact,
however, that one day a pair of old boots
were stolen, to the great triumph of Mame
Bougon. There was a second knock, quite as
''

You

will

be robbed/^ said

^^Of what?'^

gentle as the

been pretty. The grace of youth was still
struggling with the hideous and premature
senility of debauchery and poverty.
A remnant of beauty was expiring on this countenance of sixteen, like the pallid sun which
dies out under the frightful clouds on the
dawn of a winter's day. This face was not
absolutely strange to Marius, and he fancied
that he had already seen it somewhere.
''
What do you want, miss
he asked.
The girl replied, with her drunken -galley-

V

slave's voic%,
^'

It is a letter for you. Monsieur Marius.''
She addressed him by name, and hence he
The door opened.
could not doubt but that she had to do with
" What is the matter, Mame Bougon ?^^ him; but who was this girl, and how did she
Marius continued, without taking his eyes know his name ? Without waiting for any
off the books and MSS. on his table.
authority, she walked in, walked in boldly,
A voice, which was not Mame Bougon^s, looking around her with a sort of assurance
'^
replied,
I beg your pardon, sir.^^
that contracted the heart, at the whole room
It was a hollow, cracked, choking voice, and the unmade bed.
Her feet were bare,
the voice of an old man rendered hoarse by and large holes in her petticoat displayed hei
dram-drinking and exposure to the cold. long legs and thin knees. She was shivering,
Marius turned sharply and noticed a girl.
and held in her hand a letter, which she
offered to Marius.
On opening the letter, he
noticed that the large, clumsy wafer was still
damp, which proved that the missive had not
CHAPTER CLXin.
come a long distance, and he read,
A ROSE IX MISERY.
^^My amicable neighbor and young sir!
'^'^I have herd of your kindness to me, and
A VERY young girl was standing in the that you paid my half-year's rent six months
half-open door.
The skylight, through
ago.
I bless you for it, young sir.
My eldest
which light entered, was exactly opposite the
daughter will tell you that we have been withdoor, and threw upon this face a sallow
out a morsel of bread for two days, four
gleam.
She was a wretched, exhausted,
persons, and my wife ill.
If I am not defleshless creature, and had only a chemise
ceived in my opinion, I dare to hope that
and a petticoat upon her shivering and frozen
your generous heart will be affected by this
For waist-belt she had a piece of
nudity.
statement, and will arouse in you a desire to
string for head-dress another,
pointed shoulbe propicious to me, by daining to lavish on
ders emerged from her chemise, she was of an
me a trifling charity.
earthy pallor, her hands were red, her mouth
"1 am, with the distinguished consideradegraded, and she had lost teeth, her eye
tion which is due to the benefactor of huwas sunken and hollow, and she had the outmanity,
line of an abortive girl and the look of a
'^
''

.
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Come

first.

in,^''

said Marius.

—

—

corrupted old woman, or fifty years blended
with fifteen. She was one of those beings
who are at once weak and horrible, and who
make those shudder whom they do not cause
to weep.
Marius had risen, and was gazing with a
species of stupor at this being, who almost
resembled the shadows that traverse dreams.
What was most crushing of all was, that this
girl had not come into the world to be ugly,
and in her childhood she must even have

"P.

S.

orders,

my

JON^DRETTE.
daughter will wait for your
dear Monsieur Marius."

My

This letter, in the midst of the obscure adventure which had been troubling Marius
since the previous evening, was like a candle
in a cellar; all was suddenly lit up.
This
letter came from where the other letters
came. It was the same handwriting, the
same style, the same orthography, the same
paper^ and the same tobacco smell. They
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were

five letters^ fixQ stories^

fixe^

names,

five

an astonished and painful glance, she was

girl

The SjDanisli walking about the garret with the boldness
captain Don Alvarez, the unhappy mother of a spectre, and without troubling herself in
Balizard, tlie dramatic author Genflot, and the slightest about her state of nudity.
At
the old comedian Fabantou, were all four some moments her unfastened, and torn
Jondrette, if, indeed, Jondrette^s name were chemise fell almost to her waist.
She moved
signatures, and only one writer.

really Jondrette.

the

During the lengthened jDcriod that Marius
had inhabited this Xo. 50-52, he had, as we

on the chest of drawers,

but rare occasions to see, or even
of, his very low neighbors.
His mind w^as elsewhere, and where the mind
is there is the eye.
He must have passed the
Jondrettes more than once in the passage and
on the stairs, but they were to him merely
shadows. He had paid so little attention to
them, that on the previous evening he had
run against the Jondrette girls on the bouleTard without recognizing them, for it was
•evidently they, and it was with great diffistated,

.catch a glance

culty that the

girl,

who had

just entered the

room, aroused in him, through disgust and
j)ity, a vague fancy that he had met her

somewhere

before.

Xow

he saw every thing clearly. He comprehend ed that his neighbor Jondrette had
hit upon the trade, in his distress, of working

upon the

charity of benevolent persons, that

cliairs

about, disturbed the toilet articles

and rummaged
'^'WluV she
glass

Marius' clothes,

felt

in every corner.
said,

^^you

have a looking-

as if she

had been alone,

and

Avild choruses,

I'^

And

she

hummed

bits of vaudeville songs

which her guttural and hoarse voice rendered
mournful. But beneath this boldness there
something constrained, alarmed, and
humiliated, for effrontery is a disgrace.
Xothing could well be more sad than to see
her fluttering about the room with the movement of a broken-winged bird startled by a
dog.
It was palpable that with other conditions of education and destiny, the gay and
free demeanor of this girl might have been
something gentle and charming.
Among
animals, the creature borne to be a dove is
never changed into an osprey, that is only
possible with men.
Marius was thinking,
and left her alone, and she walked up to the

was

he procured addresses and wrote under sup- table.
posititious names, to people whom he supposed
•'•Ahl'^ she said, ^Hoooks.^'
to be rich and charitable, letters which his
A gleam darted from her glassy ej^e she
children delivered at their risk and peril, for continued, and her accent expressed the
this father had attained such a stage that he attitude of being able to boast of something
hazarded his daughters; he was gambling to which no human creature is insensible,
^'
Marius comwith destiny and staked them.
I know how to read.'"
]3rehended that in all probability, judging
She quickly seized the book lying on the
from their flight of the previous evening, table, and read rather fluently,
'their panting, their terror, and the slang
General Baudin received orders to carry
W'Ords he overheard, these unfortunates car- with the five battalions of his brigade the
ried on some other dark trades, and the re- Chateau of Hougomont, which is in the centre
'^
sult of all this was, in the heart of human of the plain of Waterloo
She broke off,
society such as it is constituted, two wretched
'^
Ah, Waterloo, I know all about that. It
beings, who were neither children, nor girls,
nor women, but a species of im^^ure and in- was a battle in which my father was engaged,
nocent monsters, which were the produce of for he served in the army. We are thorough
wretchedness; melancholy beings without age, Bonapartists, we are. Waterloo was fought
name, or sex, to whom neither good nor evil against the English."'
She laid down the book, took up a pen, and
is any longer possible, and who, on emerging
And I can write too.''
from childhood having nothing left in the exclaimed,
world, not liberty, nor virtue, nor responsiSue dipped the pen in the ink and turned
bility; souls that expanded yesterday and are to Marius, saying,
''
faded to-day, like the flowers that have fallen
Would you like a proof ? stay, I will write
in the street and are plashed by the mud, a line to show you."
while waiting till a wheel crushes them.
And ere he had time to answer she wrote
While Marius was bending on the young on a sheet of white paper in the middle of
:

'^^

— — —

—

—

—

—
LE8 MISERABLE8.

the table
ing

down

^ Here
are the sloj:)^. Then, throw
the pen, she added,
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tained the four letters; she clapped her hands

and

said,

" We looked for it everywhere.''
There are no errors in spelling, as 3^011 can
see, for my sister and I were well educated.
Then she quickly seized the parcel and
We have not always been what we are now undid the envelop, while saying.
^^
we were not made ''
Lord of Lords how my sister and I did
Here she stopped, fixed her glassy eye on look for it!
And so you found it? on
Marius, and burst mto a laugh, as she said, the boulevard, did you. not ? it must have been
with an intonation which contained every there. You see, it was dropped, while we
possible agony, blended with every possible were running, and it was my brat of a sister
cynicism,
who was such an ass. When we got home we
"Bosh!^'
could not find it, and, as we did not wish to
And then she began humming these words be beaten, which is unnecessary, which is ento a lively air,
tirely unnecessary, which is absolutely unnecessary, we said at home that we had de" J'ai faim, mon p^re.
the letters, and that the answer was
livered
Pas de fricot.
J'ai froid, ma mT6re,
Nix and here are the poor letters
Well,
Pas de tricot.
and how did you know that they were mine I
Grelotte,
oh yes, by the writing. So, then it was you
^^

!

!

!

Lolotte

!

we ran against last night ?
not see any thing, and I said to my

that

Sanglote,

Jaquot

I''

it

She had scarce completed this couplet ere
she exclaimed,
" Do yoa ever go to the play. Monsieur Mado so. I have a brother who is a
a :friend of the actors, and gives me
tickets every now and then.
don^t care for
the gallery much, though, for you are so much
squeezed up; at times, too, there are noisy people there, and others who smell bad.
Then she stared at Marius, gave him a
strange look, and said to him,
" Do you know, M. Marius, that you are a
rius

who

I

?

is

^

very good-looking fellow ?

a gentleman?'

think

it is

could

sister,

and she answered,

^

^

Ts

Yes, I

a gentleman.'"

While saying

this she

tition addressed to the

man

We

had unfolded the
^^

of the church of St,

pe-

benevolent gentleJacques, du Haut--

pas."
^^

Hilloh! " she said, " this

is

the one for the

who

goes to mass. Why, 'tis just the
hour, and I will carry it to him. He will perhaps give us something for breakfast."
old swell

Then she burst into a laugh, and added,
" Do you know what it will be if we breakfast to-day ? we shall have our breakfast of

''

the day before yesterday, our dinner of the
same moment the same thought day before yesterday, our breakfast of yesteroccurred to both, which made her smile and day, our dinner of yesterday all at once this
him blush. She walked up to him and laid a morning. Well, hang it all if you are not
hand upon his shoulder, ^^You don^t pay satisfied, eat dogs!'^
any attention to me, but I know you, M. MaThis reminded Marius of what the hapless
rius. I meet you in here on the staircase, and girl had come to get from him; he fumbled
then I see you go in to a swell of the name of in his waistcoat, but found nothing. The
M. Mabceuf, who lives over at Austerlitz, when girl went on and seemed speaking as if no
I am out that way. Your curly hair becomes longer conscious of the presence of Marius.
^^ Sometimes I
you very well/^
Somego out at night.
Her voice tried to be very soft, and only times I do not come home. Before we came
succeeded in being very low; a part of her here last winter we lived under the arches of
words was lost in the passage from the larynx the bridges, and kept close together not ta
to the lips, as on a pianoforte some keys of be frozen.
My little sister cried. How sad
which are broken. Marius had gently re- the water is. When I thought of drowning^
coiled,
myself, I said, ^]S"o, it is too cold.' I go
^' I have a packe^^ he said, with his cold
about all alone when I like, and sleep at times
gravity, ^^ which I believe, belongs to you. in ditches.
Do you know, at night, when I
Allow me to deliver it to you.''
walk along the boulevard, I see trees, like
And he handed her the envelop which con- forks, I see black houses as tall as the towers

And

at the

—

!

—— —

!

;
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of ]N'otre

Dame, I fancy that the white
and I say to myself, ^ Why,

are the river,

walls

there

The stars are like iUumination
is water I'
lamps, and you might say that they smoke
and the wind puts them out. I feel stunned,
as if my hair was lashing my ears ; however
the night may be, I hear barrel-organs and
spinning machinery, but what do I know? I
fancy that stones are being thrown at me, and
I run away unconsciously, for all turns round
me. When you have not eaten it is funny.
And she gazed at him with haggard eyes.

After feeling in the depths of all his pockets,
Marius succeeded in getting together five
francs sixteen sous ; it was at this moment all
^*^Here is
that he possessed in the world.
my to-day's dinner,^^ he thought, ^''and tomorrow will take care of itself.'^ He kept
the sixteen sous, and gave the girl the fivefranc piece, which she eagerly clutched.
^^Good!"' she said,

^"^

there

is

sunshine.'^

the sunshine had the property
of melting in her brain avalanches of slang,

And,

as

if

she went on,
" Five francs

a monarch ain^t
you are a jolly cock,
humble to you. Hurrah for
two days^ grub here^s a feed
the brick
beans and bacon and a bellyful; you're a

that stunning
and I do the

!

?

a shiner

!

!

well,

!

;

''

oner

She pulled her chemise up over her shoulgave Marius a deep courtesy, and a familiar wave of the hand, and walked toward
ders,

the door, saying,

" Good day,
find

my

sir,

but no matter,

I'll

go and

old swell."

As she passed she noticed on the drawers
an old crust of dry bread, mouldering in dust;
she caught it up, and bit into it savagely,
grumbling,
'^
It is good, it is hard ; it breaks my
teeth!"

Then

she left the room.

him.
For; in truth, he who has only
seen man's misery has seen nothing, he must
see woman's misery ; while he who has seen
fore

woman's misery has seen nothing, for he
must see the misery of the child. When man
has reached the last extremity he has also

reached the limit of his resources; and, then,
woe to the defenceless beings that surround
him! Work, wages, bread, fire, courage, and
food, will all fail him at once; the light of
day seems extinguished outside, the moral
liofht is extins'uished within him.
In these
shadows man comes across the weakness of
the wife and the child, and violently bend.s
them to ignominy.
In such a case, every horror is possible,
and despair is surrounded by thin partitions,
which all open upon vice and crime. Health,
youth, honor, the sacred and retiring delicacy of the still innocent flesh, the heart-virginity and modesty, that epidermis of the
soul, are fouly clutched by this groping
hand, which seeks resources, finds opprobrium, and puts up with it.
Fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, men,
women, and girls adhere and are aggregated
almost like a n^neral formation, in this misty
promiscuity oi sexes, relations, ages, infaLeaning against each
mies, and innocencies.
other, they crouch in a species of den of destiny, and look at each other lamentably. Oh!
the unfortunates how pale they are how cold
they are
it seems as if they belong to a
planet much farther from the sun than our
own.
This girl was to Marius a sort of emissary
from the darkness, and she revealed to him
Marius almost rea hideous side of night.
proached himself for the preoccupations of
reverie and passion which, up to this day,
had prevented him from taking a glance at
To have paid their rent was
his neighbors.
a mechanical impulse, which any one might
but he, Marius, ought to have
have had
done better. What! only a wall separated
himself from these abandoned creatures, who
lived groping in night, beyond the pale of
He elbowed them, he
other living beings.
was to some extent the last link of the human race which they could touch ; he heard
!

!

!

—

;

CHAPTEK CLXIV.
A PROYIDEKTIAL SPY-HOLE.
Marius had

lived for the past five years

and even

them living, or rather dying, by his side, and
he paid no attention tg them! Every ^momisery was, and he had just witnessed it it ment of the day he heard them, through the
was the phantom which had just passed be- wall, coming, going, and talking and he did
in poverty, want,

now saw

that he had never

distress,

but he

known what

real

—

—

MARIUS RECEIVES A LETTER.
Hugo,
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LES MISERABLES.
CHAPTER CLXV.

not listen! and in their words were groans,
and he did not hear them! his thoughts

—

'

—

were elsewhere, engaged with dreams, impossible sn nbeams, loves in the air, and follies; and yet, human creatures, his brethren
in Christ, his brethren in the people, were
slowly dying by his side, dying unnecessarily!
He even formed part of their misfortune, and he aggravated it.
For, if they had
had another neighbor, a neighbor more attentive, less chimerical, an ordinary and charitable man, their indigence would evidently
have been noticed, their signals of distress
perceived, and they might, perhaps, have
been picked up and saved long before. They
doubtless seemed very depraved, very corrupt,
very vile, and indeed very odious ; but persons who fall without being degraded are
rare; besides, there is a stage where the unfortunate and the infamous are mingled and
confounded in one word, a fatal word, Les
MiSERABLES, and with whom lies the fault?
And then again, should not the charity be
the greater the deeper the fall is?
While reading himself this lecture, for
there were occasions on which Marius was
his own pedagogue, and reproached himself
more than he deserved, he looked at the wall
which separated him from the Jondrettes, as
if his pitying glance could pass through the
partition, and warm the unhappy beings.
The wall was a thin coating of plaster, supported by laths and teams, and which, as we
have stated, allowed the murmurs of words
and voices to be distinctly heard. A man
must be a dreamer like Marius not to have
noticed the fact before. jNTo paper was hung
on either side of the wall, and its clumsy
construction was plainly visible. Almost unconsciously Marius examined this partition;
for at times reverie examines, scrutinizes, and
observes much like thought does. All at
at once he rose, for he had just noticed near
the ceiling a triangular hole produced by the
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THE

MAX

AVILD

I^"

HIS LAIR.

Cities, like forests, have their dens, in which

every thing that

is

most wicked and formi-

dable conceals itself. The only difference is,
that what hides itself in cities thus, is ferocious, unclean, and little, that is to say ugly

what conceals itself in the
savage and grand, that is

Den

forests

to

for den, those of the beasts

able to those of

ferocious-

is

say, beautiful.

men; and caverns

are prefer-

are better

than hiding-places.
Marius was poor, and
his room was indigent ; but, in the same way
as his poverty was noble, his room was clean.
The garret into which he was now looking
was abject, dirty, fetid, infectious, dark, and

The furniture only consisted of a
straw-bottomed chair, a rickety table, a few
old earthenware articles, and in the corners
two indescribable beds. The only light came
through a sky-light with four panes of glass,
and festooned with spider-webs.
Through
sordid.

came

this

a

just sufficient light for the face of

man to seem the

face

of a spectre.

The

had a leprous look, and were covered
with gashes and scars, like a face disfigured
with some horrible disease, and a blear-eyed
damp oozed from them. Obscene designs,
clumsily drawn in charcoal, could be distinguished on them.
The room which Marius occupied had a
walls

broken-brick flooring, but in this one people
walked on the old plaster, which had grown
black under the feet.
Upon this uneven
flooring, in which the dust was, so to speak,
incrusted, and which had but one virginity,
that of the broom, were capriciously grouped

and frighthad a chimney,

constellations of old shoes, boots,
ful rags; this room, however,

and

for this reason was let at forty francs a

There was something of everything in
a chafing-dish, a pot, some
broken planks, rags hanging from nails, a
gap between three laths. The plaster which bird-cage, ashes, and even a little fire, for two
once covered this hole had fallen off, and by logs were smoking there sadly. A thing which
getting on his chest of drawers he could see augmented the horror of this garret, was the
through this aperture into the room of the fact of its being large ; it had angles, nooks,
Jondrettes.
Commiseration has, and should black holes under the roof, bays, and promonhave, its curiosity, and if is permissible to tories.
Hence, came frightful inscrutable
regard misfortune traitorously when we wish corners, in which it seemed as if spiders
to relieve it.^^ ^^ Let me see,^^ thought Marius, large as a fist, wood-lice as large as a* foot, and
'^ what these
people are like, and what state possibly some human monsters, must lurk.
they are in.^' He clambered on the drawers,
One of the beds was near the door, the
other near the window, but the ends of both
put his eye to the hole, and looked.
Hugo. Vol. IL— 22
year.
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down to

the mantel-piece^ and faced MarIn a corner near the hole through which
Marins was peeping^ a colored engraving in a
black frame, under which was written in

ran

in s.

large letters,

the dream,

leant against the

woman and a
on the woman^s
knees, an eagle in the clouds with a crown in
its beak, and the woman removing the crown
from the chikrs head, without awaking it,
in the background Xapoleon, surhowev*:)
roundec^ by a glory, was leaning against a
dark blue column, with a yellow capital, that
wall.

It represented a sleeping

sleeiDing child, the child lying

bore the following inscription:

I

I

—

up

to your knees, in holes

and damp, and they

are placed there that they

sooner.

You

may rot all the
them without

can't go to see

sinking into the ground."
Here he stopped smote the table with his
fist
and added, while he gnashed his teeth,
^^Oh! I could eat the world

—

—

!''^

A

Marixgo.

woman, who might be forty or one
hundred, was crouched up near the chimney-

austerits.

Jexa.

stout

piece on her naked feet.

Wagramme.
Elot.
frame a sort of wooden panel,
longer than it was wide, was placed on the
ground and leaning against the wall.
It
looked like a picture turned from the spectator, or some sign-board detached from a
wall and forgotten there while waiting to be
hung again. At the table, on which Marius
noticed pen, ink and paper, a man was seated,
of about sixty years of age, short, thin, livid,
haggard, with a sharp, cruel, and listless look,
If Lavater had examined
a hideous scamp.
this face he would have found in it the vulture blended with the attorney's clerk; the
bird of prey and the man of trickery rendering each other more ugly and more perfect

Below

^' Only to think that there is no
equality,
even when a man is dead
Just look at Pere
La Chaise the great ones, those who are rich,
are up above, in the Acacia avenue, which is
paved, and reach it in a coach.
The little
folk, the poor people, the wretched
they are
put down at the bottom where there is mud

this

She too was only
dressed in a chemise, and a cotton jDctticoat,
pieced with patches of old cloth, and an
apron of coarse canvas concealed one half of
the petticoat.
ting

all of

Though

this

woman was

sit-

a heap, you could see that she was

very tall, and a species of giantess by her
husband's side. She had frightful hair, of a
reddish auburn, beginning to turn gray,
which she thrust back every now and then
with the enormous strong hands with flat
nails.
By her side, on the ground, was lying
an open volume, of the same form as the
other, probably part of the same romance.
On one of the beds jMarius caught a glimpse
of a tall, little, sickly girl, sitting w^ almost
naked, and with hanging feet, who did not

seem to hear, see, or live; she was doubtless
the younger sister of the one who had come
prey ignoble, and the bird of prey rendering to him. She appeared to be eleven or twelve
the man of trickery horrible. This man had years of age, but on examining her attena long gray beard, and wore a woman^s che- tively it could be seen that she was at least
mise, which allowed his hairy chest, and fourteen; it was the girl who said on the
naked arms bristling with gray hairs, to be boulevard the previous night, " I bolted,
Under this chemise might be noticed bolted, bolted.'^ She was of that backward
seen.
muddy trousers, and boots out of which his class who keep down for a long time, and
He had a pipe in his mouth, and then shoot up quickly and suddenly. It i&
toes stuck.
was smoking; there was no bread in the gar- indigence which produces these human plants,
He was and these creatures have neither infancy nor
ret, but there was still tobacco.
writing, probably some letter like those which adolescence. x\t fifteen they seem twelve, and
Marius had read. On one corner of the table at sixteen they appear twenty; to-day it is a
could be seen an old broken-backed volume, little girl, to-morrow a woman we might althe form of which, the old 12mo of circulating most say that they stride through life in
libraries, indicated a romance; on the cover order to reach the* end more rapidly; at this
figured the following title, printed in large moment, however, she had the look of a
capitals. -^GoD the Kixg, Hoxor, xjst> the» child.
\
Ladies. By Ducray Dumixil, 1814. While
In this lodging there was not the slightest
writing, the man was talking aloud, and Mar- sign of work not a loom, a spinning-wheel,
ius heard his words:
or a single tool, but^in one corner were some
the

man

of trickery rendering

the bird

of

;

;

'

:

LES MISERABLES,
It
iron implements of dubious appearance.
was tliat dull indolence wliich follows despair

and precedes death. Marius gazed for some
time at this mournful interior, which was
more terrifying than the interior of .a tomb,
for the

human

soul could be seen stirring in

The garret, the celthe hole, in which some indigent people
crawl in the lowest part of the social edifice,
is not exactly the sepulchre, but it is the
ante-chamber to it; but like those rich men
who display their greatest magnificence at the
entrance to their palace, it seems that death,
which is close at hand, places all its greatest
it

and

life palpitating.

lar,

The man
wretchedness in this vestibule.
was silent, the woman did not speak, and the
girl did not seem to breathe ; the pen could
be heard moving across the paper. The man
growled, without ceasing to write, " Scoundrels, scoundrels, all are scoundrels.

^^

yourself,

my

love,^^

she said, ^^do

not hurt yourself, darling. You are too good
to write to all those ^jeople, dear husband.^^
In misery bodies draw more closely together, as in cold weather, but hearts are es-

tranged. This woman, to all appearance,
must have loved this man with the amount
of love within her, but probably this had
been extinguished in the daily and mntual
.

reproaches

of

the

frightful

distress

that

upon the whole family, and she now
only had the ashes of affection for her husband within her. Still, caressing appellations, as frequently happens, had survived
she called him darling, ])et, liiishand, with
pressed

her lips, but her heart was
continued to write.

silent.

and which she had probably

viously,

left at

sympathy, and put on again when she went out.
She came in, shut the door after her, stopped
to fetch breath, for she was panting, and
then cried, with an expression of triumph
and joy,—
'^ He is coming V^
his door, in order to inspire greater

The

father .turned his eyes to her, the

mother turned her head, and the

little girl

did not move.

"Who V

the father asked.

" The gentleman.^"

"The
"

philanthropist

?''

Yes.^^

^^From the church

of St. Jacques

?^^

" Yes.
He is following me."'
" Are you sure V^

"

He

coming

is

hackney coach,

in a

I tell

you.''

The variation upon Solomon^s exclamation
drew a sigh from the wife.

"Calm
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The man

CHAPTER CLXVI.
STRATEGY AKD TACTICS.
Marius, with an aching heart, was just
going to descend from the species of observatory which he had improvised, when a noise
attracted his attention, and made him remain
at his post.
The door of the garret was suddenly opened, and the eldest daughter appeared on the threshold. She had on her
feet clumsy men's shoes covered with mud,
which had even plashed her red ankles, and
she was covered with an old ragged cloak,
which Marius had not noticed an hour pre-

"

A

The
"

hackney coach

Why

coach,

!

why,

it is

Rothschild

V

father rose.
are

how

you sure ?
is

it

if

he

is

coming

in a

that you got here before

him ? did you give him the address, and are
you certain you told him the last door on the
right in the passage ? I only hope he will not
make a mistake. Did you fiind him at
church ? did he read my letter, and what did
he say to you ?''
'' Ta,
ta, ta,'' said the girl, ^^how you galI went into the church,
lop, my good man.
he was at his usual place, I made a courtesy
and handed him the letter, he read it and
said to me, ' Where do you live, my child ?
I said ' I will show you the way, sir ' he
said, ^Ko, give me your address, for my
daughter has some purchases to make. I
will take a hackney coach, and be at your
abode as soon as you.' I gave him the address, and when I mentioned the house he
seemed surprised, and hesitated for a moment, but then said, ^No matter, I will go.'
When mass was over I saw him leave the
church and get into a coach with his daugh;

ter.

And

I carefully told

him the

last

door

on the right at the end of the passage."
" And what tells you that he will come ?"
'^
I have just seen the coach turn into the
Rue du Petit Banquier, and that is why I
ran."
" How do you know it is the same coach ?"
" Because I noticed the number, of course.''

"What was

it?"

" Four hundred and forty."
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''

you are a clever

Goocl^

The

was

girl.'"

looked boldly at her father, and
said, as she pointed to the shoes on her feet,
girl

'^It is possible

but

that I

am

a clever girl;

put on those shoes
place, on account of my

I say that I will not

again; in the

first

health, and, secondly, for the sake of decency.
I

know nothing more annoying than

shoes

which are too big for you, and go, gji, gji,
I would sooner be baregji, along the road.
footed.'^
^'

You

are right,"" the father replied, in a

which

with the
girl's rudeness: ''but the poor are not admitted into churches unless they wear shoes;
God's presence must not be entered barefoot,"
he added bitterly. Then he returned to the
object that occupied him.
''
And so you are sure that he will come?"
gentle

voice,

''He

is

at

my

contrasted

up, and there was a

on his face.
" you hear! Here

The

stupefied

is

the

fire."

mother did not

stir,

the

voice,

but the

with the agility of a mountebank,
which stood on the
chimney-piece, and threw water on the logs.
Then he said to his elder daughter,
''
Pull the straw out of the chair."
As his daughter did not understand him,
he seized the chair and kicked the seat out;
his leg passed through it, and while drawing
it out, he asked the girl,
''Is it cold?"
"Very cold, it is snowing."
The father turned to the younger girl, who
was on the bed, near the window, and shouted
in a thundering voice,
"Come off the bed directly, idler; you
never will do anything: break a pane of
father,

seized the cracked pot,

and asked in a slow, dull
words seeming to issue as if

frozen,

"Darling, what do you intend to do?"
"Go to bed," the man replied.
The tone admitted of no deliberation, the
mother obeyed, and threw herself heavily on
one of the beds. A sobbing was now audible
in a corner.

" What is that?" the father cried.
The younger girl, without leaving the
gloom

in which she was crouching, showed
her bleeding hand.
In breaking the glass
she had cut herself; she had crawled close to
her mother's bed, and was now crying silently.
It was the mother's turn to. draw herself
cry:

"You
mit!

species of illumination

" Wife/' he cried,
philanthropist, put out the

about to begin.

yet said a word, rose

up and

heels," she replied.

The man drew himself

who makes his final prepmoment when an action is
The mother, who had not

like a general

arations at the

see

what nonsensical

acts

you com-

she has cut herself in breaking the

window."
"All the better,"

man, "I

said the

ex-

pected it."

"How

all

the better?"

the

woman

con-

tinued.

"

Silence!" the father replied, " I suppress

the liberty of the press."

Then, tearing the chemise which he wore,
he made a bandage, with which he quickly
wrapped up the girl's bleeding hand; this
done, his eye settled on the torn shirt with
satisfaction.

"And

the shirt too!" he said; "all this

looks well."

An

icy blast blew

entered the room.

through the pane and

The

external fog pene-

and dilated like a white wadding
pulled open by invisible fingers.
The snow
could be seen falling through the broken
!"
pane, and the cold promised by the Candleglass
The little girl jumped off the bed, shiver- mas sun had really arrived. The father took
a look around him, as if to make sure that ho
ing.
had forgotten nothing, then he fetched an
"Break a pane!" he continued.
The girl was quite stunned, and did not old spade and strewed the ashes over the wet
logs so as to conceal them entirely.
move.
Then
"Do you hear me?" the father repeated. getting up and leaning against the chimneypiece, he said,
"I tell you to break a pane."

The child, with a sort of terrified obedience,
stood on tiptoe, and broke a pane with her
fist; the glass fell with a great clash.
"All right!" said the father.

He was

serious

and

active,

and

his eye rap-

idly surveyed every corner of the garret;

he

trated

it,

"]N'ow we can receive the philanthropist."

CHAPTER CLXVII.
A 8U]^BEAM IK THE GARRET.
The
and

elder girl walked

laid her

hand

in his.

up

to her father,

— ——

—

—
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^^

Just feel

^'

Stuff

much

P

how
the

cold I

father

amP^ she
answered,

said.

^'I

am

colder than that.'^

The mother

cried impetuously,

^^You always have everything better than
the others, the evil even.'^
^*
To kennel r^ the man said.
The mother, looked at by him in a certain
way, held her tongue, and there was a mo-
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perhaps the animal has forgotten the address,
'^
I will bet that the old brute
'

At

this

moment there was a gentle tap at
the man rushed forward and opened

the d oor ;
it,
while exclaiming

with

deep bows and

smiles of adoration,

"Come in,

sir,

deign to enter,

my respected

benefactor, as well as your charming daughter.^^

A man of middle age and a young lady
mentary silence in the den. The elder girl
was carlessly removing the mud from the stood in the% doorway; Marius had not left
edge of her cloak, and her younger sister his post, and what he felt at this moment is
continued to sob. The mother had taken beyond the human tongue.
It was she; and any one who has loved
her head between her hands, and covered it
knows the radiant meaning conveyed in the
with kisses, while whispering,
*^Pray do not go on so, my treasure, it three letters that form the word She. It was
will be nothing, so don^'t cry, or you will vex certainly she, though Marius could hardly
^^
distinguish her through the luminous vapor
your father.
^^No,^^the father cried, ^"^on the contrary, which had suddenly spread over his eyes. It
was the gentle creature he had lost, the star
sob aw^ay, for that does good.^^
which had gleamed on him for six months, it
Then he turned to the elder girl,
'^ Why, he is not coming! suppose he were
was the forehead, the mouth, the lovely
not to come! I should have broken my pane, mouth which had produced night by departput out my fire, unseated my chair, and torn ing. The eclipse was over, and she now reappeared reappeared in this darkness, in
my shirt all for nothing. ^^
this attic, in this filthy den, in this horror.
mother
the
hurt
little
one,^^
^'And
.the
the
it was she
Marius trembled. What
murmured.
"Do you know,^^ the father continued, palpitation of his heart affected his sight, and
" that it is infernally cold in this deviFs own he felt ready to burst into tears. What he
it
garret? Suppose the man did not come! but saw her again after seeking her so long
no, he is keeping us waiting, and says to him- seemed to him as if he had lost his soul and
She was still the
Well, they will wait my pleasure, they had just found it again.
self,
Oh! how same, thou^, perhaps, a little paler; her delare sent into the world for that!^
I hate the rich, and with what joy, jubilation, icate face w^as framed in a violet velvet bonenthusiasm, and satisfaction, would I strangle net, and her waist was hidden* by a black

—

!

!

!

!

*

All the rich, I say, those pre-

satin pelisse, a glimpse of her little foot in a

tended charitable men who play the devout,
attend mass, keep in with the priests and
believe themselves above us, and who come
How
to humiliate us, and bring us clothes.
they talk? they bring us old rubbish not
worth four sous and bread; but it is not that
I want, you pack of scoundrels, but money.
Ah, money! never! because they say that we
would go and drink, and that we are drunk-

boot could be caught under her long
She was accompanied by M. Leblanc,
and she walked into the room and placed a
rather large parcel on the table. The elder
girl had withdraw^ behind the door and
looked with a jealous eye at the velvet bonnet,
the satin pelisse, and the charming, happy face.
The garret was so dark that persons who
came into it felt much as if they were going
into a cellar. The two new-comers, therefore,
advanced with some degree of hesitation, scarce
distinguishing the vague forms around them,
while they were perfectly seen and examined
by the eyes of the denizens in the attic, who
were accustomed to this gloom. M. Leblanc
walked up to Father Jondrette, with his sad
and gentle smile, and said,—
" You will find in this parcel, sir, new ap-

them

all!

And they, what are they,
what have they been in their time?
Thieves, for they could not have grown rich
Oh! society ought to be taken
without that.
by the four corners of a table-cloth, and the
whole lot thrown into the air! all would be
broken, very possibly, but at any rate no one
would have anything, and that would be so
much gained! But what is your humbug of
a benevolent gentleman about? will he come?

ards and idlers.
pray, and

silk

dress.

parel, woollen stockings,

and blankets. ^^

——

—

—
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angelic benefactor overwhelms us,

'^''Oiir

Jonclrette said, bowing to the ground; then,

The little girl, taking this remark
began sobbing again her loudest.

seriously,

^^Alas, yes, my benefactor V' the father
bending down to the ear of his elder daughter,
he added in a hurried whisper, while the two answered.
For some minutes past Jondrette had been
visitors were examining this lamentable interior,
''

Did

They

I not say so

?

clothes but

no money.

By the way, how was

are all alike.

the

letter to the old ass signed ?"

looking at the "' jD^^^^^^^^^J^i'^^pist'^ in a peculiar
way, and while speaking seemed to be scrutinizing

him

attentively,

moment during which

'^•Fabantou.''
^'

^^The

actor, all right.

It w^as

lucky that Jondrette asked this for

questioning the

i

as

if

trying to recall

All at once, jDrofiting by a

his recollections.

the new^-comers were
about her injured

little girl

hand, he passed close to his wife,

who was

same moment M. Leblanc turned to
him, and said with the air of a person who is
trying to remember the name,
'*
I see that you are much to be pitied,
''
Monsieur
"Fabantou," Jondrette quickly added.
" Monsieur Fabantou, yes, that is it, I re-

lying in her bed with a surprised and stupid

member.^^

I cannot go out for want of a coat,
of winter.
and if I had the smallest bit of a coat I would
go and call on Mademoiselle Mars, wiio knows
me, and is much attached to me; does she

at the

" An actor,

sir,

who has been

successful in

his time.^^

Here Jondrette evidently believed the moment arrived to trap his philanthropist, and

and said to her, in a hurried w-hisiier,
" Look at that man "
" Then he turned to M. Leblanc, and con-

air,

tinued his lamentations.

my sole
my wdfe^

''^Look, sir

chemise of

!

clothing consists of a
the heart

all torn, in

still live in the Rue de la Tour des Dames?
he shouted in a voice which had some of the Do you know^, sir, that we played together in
bombast of the country showman, and the the i^rovince, and that I shared her laurels
humility of the professional beggar, '^A Oelimene w^ould come to my heljo, and ElI am a pupil of Talma
mire gave alms to Belisarius. But no, nothpnpil of Talma, sir
fortune smiled upon me formerly, but now, ing! and not a half-j^enny piece in the house!
the turn of m^isfortune has arrived. my wife ill, not a sou my daughter dangeralas
You see, my benefactor, we have no bread, ously injured, not a sou! my wife suffers
no fire. My poor babies have no fire. My from shortness of breath it comes from her
a pane of glass age, and then the nervous system is mixed
sole chair without a seat
She requires assistance and so
broken in such weather as this my wife in up in it.

—

!

!

!

!

—

!

!

!

bed,

ill

V

" Poor

does

woman !"

said

M. Leblanc.

Jondrette added.
The child, distracted by the arrival of the
^^
strangers, was staring at the ^ young lady,
^^jMy child

hurt,''

'

and ceased sobbing.
''
Cry, I tell you, roar !" Jondrette whispered to her. At the same time he squeezed
her bad hand. All this was done with the
The little one uttered
talent of a conjurer.

and the adorable girl whom
Marius called in his heart ^"^his Ursule,''^
eagerly went up to her.

piercing^ cries,

^'^Poor dear child

!'^

she said.

'^
You see, respected young lady,^^ Jondrette
continued, "her hand is bleeding. It is the
result of an accident which happened to her
while working at a factory to earn six sous a
It is possible that her arm will have to
day.

be cut oRr
'^
Reallv

V

the old sfentleman said in alarm.

my

But the physician and

daughter.

the apothecary,

how

are they to be paid

?

I

have not a farthing
I would kneel down
before a decime, sir. You see to wiiat the
arts are reduced!
And do you know^, my
charming young lady, and you, my generous
!

who exhale virtue and goodness,
and who perfume the church where my poor

protector,

when she goes to say her
bringing vi^ my daughters
in religion, sir,' and did not wish them to
turn to the stage. I do not jest, sir, read them
child sees 3'Ou daily

prayers! for I

am

and virtue. Just
ask them! they must go straight, for they
have a father. They are not wretched girls
who begin by having no family, and finish by
marrying the public.
Such a girl is Miss
]Si"obody, and becomes Madame all the World.
There must be nothing of that sort in the
Fabantou family! I intend to educate them
virtuously, and they must be resjiectable and
lectures of honor, morality,
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and believe in God^s holy name. Well,
worthy sir, do you know what will happen
to-morrow ? To-morrow is the fatal 4th of
honest,

sir^

February, the last respite my landlord has
granted me, and if I do not pay my rent by
to-night my eldest daughter, myself, my wife,
with her fever^ my child with her wound, will
be all four of us turned out of here into the
street, shelterless in the rain and snow.
That is the state of the case, sir! I owe four
quarters, a yearns rent, that
francs.

is

^^Oh, my protector," said Jondrette, "my
august benefactor, I am melting into tears!
permit me to conduct you to your vehicle."
'^
If you go out," M. Leblanc remarked,
^^put on that overcoat, for it is really very
cold."

Jondrette did not

be said twice, but
Then they
three went out, Jondrette preceding the

eagerly put on the
all

let this

brown

coat.

two strangers.

to say, sixty

^^

Jondrette lied, for four quarters would
only have been forty francs, and he could
not owe four, as it was not six months since
Marius had paid two for him. M. Leblanc
took a five-franc piece from his pocket and
threw it on the table. Jondrette had time
to growl in his grown-up daughter's ear,
" The scamp what does he expect me to
do with his five francs ? They will not pay
for the chair and pane of glass.
There's the
the result of making an outlay.''
In the meanwhile, M. Leblanc had taken
!

off
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a heavy

CHAPTER

CLXVIII.

THE TARIFF OF CAB-FARES.

Marius had lost nothing of all this scene,
and yet in reality he had seen nothing. His
eyes remained fixed on the maiden, his heart
had, so to speak, seized and entirely unfolded her from her first step into the garret.
During the whole time she had been there
he had lived that life of ecstasy which suspends material preceptions, and concentrates
the whole mind upon one point. He con-

brown coat, which he wore over templated not the girl, but the radiance
and thrown it on the back of a which was dressed in a satin pelisse and a

his blue one,

Had

chair.

velvet bonnet.

" Monsieur Fabantou," he said, ^' I have
only these five francs about me, but I will
take my daughter home and return to-night.
Is it not to-night that you have to pay ?"
Jondrette's face was lit up with a strange
expression, and he hurriedly answered,
^^ Yes, respected sir, I must
be with my
landlord by eight o'clock."
'' I will
be here by six, and bring you the

room he would not have been more
dazzled.
While she was opening the parcel,
and unfolding the clothes and blankets, questioning the sick mother kindly, and the little
wounded girl tenderly, he watched her every
movement, and tried to hear her words.

sixty francs."
^^

the planet Sirius en-

tered the

Though he knew her eyes, her forehead, her
beauty, her waist, and her walk, he did not
know the sound of her voice. He fancied
that he had caught a few words once at the

My

benefactor!" Jondrette exclaimed Luxembourg, but he was not absolutely sure.
and he added in a whisper,—
He would have given ten years of his life to
" Look at him carefully, wife."
hear her, and to carry off in his soul a little
M. Leblanc had given his arm to the lovely of this music, but all was lost in the lamentyoung lady, and was turning to the door.
able braying of Jondrette's trumpet.
This
" Till this evening, my friends," he said.
mingled a real anger with Marius' ravish^^ At six o'clock?"
Jondrette asked.
ment, and he devoured her with his eyes, for
^^
At six o'clock precisely.
he could not imagine that it was really this
At this moment the overcoat left on the divine creature whom he perceived among
back of the chair caught the eye of the elder these unclean beings in this monstrous den
girl.
he fancied that he saw a humming-bird
^' Sir," she said, "you are forgetting your
among frogs.
great coat."
When she left the room he had but one
wildly,

Jondrette gave his daughter a crushing
by a formidable shrug
of the shoulders, but M. Leblanc turned and
glance, accompanied

replied smilingly,
" I do not forget

it, I'll

leave it."

—

thought, to follow her. to attach himself to
her trail, not to leave her till he knew where
she lived, or at least not to lose her again
after having so miraculously found her.
He
leapt off the drawers, and seized his hat, but
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just as lie laid his hand on the latch and was
going out, a reflection arrested him; the
passage was long, the staircase steep, Jondrette chattering, and M. Leblanc had doubtless not yet got into his coach again. If, turning in the passage, or on the stairs, he were
to perceive him, Marius, in, this house, he
would assuredly be alarmed, and find means
to escape him again, and so all would be over
for the second time.
What was to be done ?
wait awhile? but during this delay the
vehicle might start off.
Marius was perplexed, but ai^ length risked it, and left the
room.
There was no one in the passage and
he ran to the stairs, and as tliere was no one
upon them, he hurried down and reached the
boulevard just in time to see a hackney coach
turning the corner of the Eue du Petit Banquet on its road to Paris.
Marius rushed in that direction, and, on
reaching the corner of the boulevard saw the
hackney coach again rapidly rolling along the
Eue Mouffetard; it was already some distance off, and he had no means of catching
it up.
Eunning after it was an impossibility;
and besides, a man running at full speed after
the vehicle would be seen from it, and the
father would recognize him. At this moment, by an extraordinary and marvellous
accident, Marius perceived a cab passing along
the boulevard, empty. There was only one
thing to be done, get into this cab and follow
the hackney coach ; that was sure, efficacious,
and without danger. Marius made the driver
a sign to stop, and shouted to him, " By the
hour!''
Marius had no cravat on, he wore
his old working coat, from which buttons
were missing, and one of the plaits of his

was torn. The driver stopped, winked,
and held out to Marius his left hand, as he
gently rubbed his forefinger with his thumb.
''What do you mean T' Marius asked.
'' Payment in
advance," said the coachman.
Marius remembered that he had only sixshirt

m his pocket.
How much
V

teen sous
''
''

is it

Forty

sous.''

" I will pay on returning."

add, with deep regret,

of the

five

francs

which he had given that very morning to the
wretched girl. If he had still had them, he
would be saved, would emerge from limbo
and darkness, and be drawn from isolation,
spleen and widowhood; he would have reattached the black thread of his destiny to
the beauteous golden thread which had just
floated

before

again!

He

his eyes, only to be broken
returned to his garret in despair.
He might have said to himself that M. Leblanc had promised to return that evening,
and that then he must contrive to follow him
better; but in this contemplation he had
scarce heard him.
Just as he was going up the stairs he noticed
on the other side of the. wall, and against the
deserted wall of the Eue de la Barriere des

Gobelins, Jondrette, wrapped up in the
''philanthropist's" overcoat, and conversing
with one of those ill-looking men who are

usually called prowlers at the barriere; men
with equivocal faces and suspicious soliloquies, who look as
thoughts, and most

if

they entertain

evil

usually sleep by day,
which leads to the supposition that they work
at night.
These two men standing to talk in

the snow, which was falling heavily, formed a
group which a policeman would certainly

have

but which Marius scarce
though his preoccupation was
so painful, he could not hel^D saying to himself that the man to whom Jondrette was
talking was like a certain Panchaud, alias
observed,

noticed.

Still,

Printanier,

feyrac

alias

Bigrenaille,

had once pointed out

whom

to him,

Cour-

and who

was regarded in the quarter as a very dangerous night-bird.
This Panchaud afterwards

and eventbecame a celebrated villain, though at
time he was only a famous villain. At

figured in several criminal trials,
ually
this

the present day he is in a traditionary state
among the bandits and burglars. He was the

model toward the end of the last reign, and
people used to talk about him in the Lion's
den at La Force, at nightfall, at the hour
when groups assemble and converse in whispers.

In this prison, and at the exact spot

The driver, in reply, whistled the air of where the sewer, which served as the way of
La Palisse, and lashed his horse. Marius escape for the thirty prisoners in 1843, openwatched the cab go off with a haggard look; ed, this name, Pakchaud, might be seen
for the

want of twenty-four

he lost his daringly cut in the wall over the sewer, in one
he fell back into of his attempted escapes. In 1832, the police
night! he had seen, and was becoming blind already had their eyes on hip:i, but he
had not
again.
He thought bitterly, and, we must yet fairly made a- start.

joy, his happiness, his love!

sous,
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CHAPTER OLXIX.
WEETCHEDJSTESS HELPS SORROW.

Marius ascended the stairs slowly, and at
moment when he was going to enter his

the

cell he perceived behind him, in the passage,
the elder of Jondrette^s girls following him.
This girl was odious in his sight, for it was
she who had his five francs, but it was too
late to ask them back from her, for both the
hackney coach and the cab were now far
away. Besides, she would not return them
to him.
As for questioning her about the
abode of the persons who had been here just
now, that was useless, and it was plain that
she did not know, for the letter signed Fabantou was addressed to the ^' benevolent gentleman of the church of St. Jacques du Haut-

Marius went into his room and threw
it did not close;
he turned and saw a hand in the aperture.
'' Who's that
he asked.
It was the girl.
"Oh! it's you!'' Marius continued almost
harshly, ^^ always you.
What do you want of
pas.^^

the door to after him, but

f
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are any letters to deliver, or any address to
be found by following people, or asking from
door to door, I am employed. Well, you can
tell me what is the matter with you and I
will go and speak to persons.
Now and then
it is sufficient for some one to speak to persons in order to find out things, and all is
arranged. Employ me."

An

Marius' mind, for no
when we feel ourselves falling.
He walked up to the girl.
^^ Listen
to me," he said, "you brought an
idea crossed

branch

is

despised

old gentleman

and

his

^^Yes."
" Do you

know

" No."
" Find

for me."

The

it

daughter here."

4
their address ?"

which was dull, had become
became gloomy.
that what you want ?" she asked.
girl's eye,

joyous, but

now

it

" Is
" Yes."
''

Do you know them

?"

" No."

" That
don't

is

know

added quickly, f^ you
but you would like to know

to say," she
her,

her."

me?"

This "them," which became "her," had
She seemed thoughtful, and made no an- something most significant and bitter about
swer, and she no longer had her boldness of it.
"''
the morning; she did not come in, but stood
Well, can you do it ?" Marius said.
" You shall have the ^ lovely young lady's
in the dark passage, where Marius perceived
her through the half-open door.
address."
"Well, answer," said Marius, ^* what do
In these words there was again a meaning
want of me ?"
which annoyed Marius, so he went on,
" Well, no matter the father and daughShe raised her dull eye, in which a sort of
lustre seemed to be vaguely illumined, and ter's address, their address, I say."
said,
She looked at him fixedly.
" What will you give me for it ?"
^^ Monsieur Marius, you look sad; what is
" Whatever you like."
the matter with you ?
" Whatever I like ? you shall have the ad^^ISTothing."
!

^^Yes, there is!"

dress."

Leave me alone."
Marius pushed the door again, but she
'^

held

still

;

alone again.

it.

" Stay," she said, " you are wrong. Though
you are not rich, you were kind this mornYou gave me
ing, and be so again now.
food, and now tell me what is the matter with
It is easy to see that you are in sorrow,
you.
and I do not wish you to be so. What can I
do to prevent it, and can I be of any service
to you ? Employ me; I do not ask for your
secrets, and you need not tell them to me,

but I may be of use to you.
help you, as I help my father.

She hung her head, and then closed the
door with a hurried gesture
Marius was

Surely I can
When there

He

fell

into a chair, with his

head and elbows on his bed, sunk in thoughts
which he could not grasp, and suffering from
a dizziness. All that had happened since the
morning, the apparition of the angel, her
disappearance, and what this creature had
just said to him, a gleam of hope floating in.
an immense despair this is what confusedly
filled his brain.
All at once he was violently
dragged out of his reverie, ^or he heard Jondrette's loud, hard voice uttering words full

—

of the strangest interest for him.

—

—
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'^

I

vou that

tell

recognized

I

am

sure,

and that

I

liim.'^

Of whom was Jondrette talking, and whom
had he recognized ? M. Leblanc, the father
of " his Ursule/^ What! did Jondrette know
him ?
Was Marius going to obtain, in this
sudden and unexpected fashion, all the information without which his life was obscure
? was he at last going to know
who slie was whom he loved, and Avho her
father was ? Was the thick cloud that covered them oil the point of clearing off ? would
the veil be rent asunder ? Oh, heavens
He
bounded rather than ascended uj^on the chest
of drawers and resumed his place at the aperture in the partition once more he saw the
interior of Jondrette's den.
There was no
change in the appearance of the family, save
that mother and daughters had put on stockings and flannel waistcoats taken out of the
parcel, and two new blankets were thrown on

for himself

!

;

tlie

The man had

beds.

evidently just re-

turned, for he was out of breath; his daughters were seated near the chimney-jDiece on

the ground, the elder tying ujd the younger's
hand.
The mother was crouching on the

bed near the

fireplace, with an astonished
while Jondrette was walking up and
down the room with long strides and extraordinary eyes.
The woman, who seemed

face,

frightened and struck with stupor before him,

ventured to
'"

What,

" Sure

What
''

!

is

him

did

And

Why,

it

!

recognize

say,

really, are

it

?*'

I recognized him at once.
not strike you
I

V

to you,

'

Pay attention

V

his figure, his face, very little older

for there are some people who never age,
though I do not know how they manage it,
and the sound of his voice.
He is better
dressed, that's all
Ah you mysterious old
!

I

hold you V^ He stopped and said to his daughters,
" Be off, you two I— It is funny that it did
not strike 3'ou."

villain, I

They rose to obe}', and the mother stammered,
^'With her bad hand?^'
" The air will do it good,'' said Jondrette.
^^Off with you.''
It was evident that this man was one of
those

who

''And

shall I tell

vou something? the young'

lady—"
''Well,

what

?" the wife retorted,

Marius could not doubt, they were really
talking about her.
He listened with ardent
anxiety, and all his life was in his ears.
But
Jondrette had stooped down, and was whispering to his wife. Then he rose, and ended
aloud,

"It is she."
" That one ?" the wife asked.
" That one !" said the husband.
Iso expression could render

there was

all

mothers that one, it was surprise, rage,
hatred, and passion mingled and combined

in the

monstrous intonation. A few words,
name which her husband whis13ered in her ear, were sufficient to arouse
this fat, crushed woman, and to make her
more than rej^ulsive and frightful.
" It is not possible," she exclaimed " when
I think that my daughters go about barefooted, and have not a gown to put on
in a

doubtless a

;

eight years ago, but I can

yet I said

it is

you sure

ther clutched the elder by the arm, and said
with a 23eculiar accent,
"You will be here at five o'clock precisely,
both of you, for I .shall want you."
Marius redoubled his attention. When left
alone with his wife, Jondrette began walking
up and down the room again, and took two
or three turns in silence.
Then he spent
several minutes thrusting the tail of his chemise which he w^ore into his trousers. All at
once he turned to his wife, folded his arms,
and exclaimed,

are not answered.
The girls went
out, but just as they passed the door the fa-

!

What

I

a satin pelisse, a velvet bonnet, clothes

worth more than two hundred francs, so that
you might take her for a lady Xo you are
and then, the other was hideous,
mistaken
while this one is not ugly, indeed, rather
good-looking: oh, it cannot be !"
" And I tell you that it is you w^ill see."
!

!

I

:

At

this absolute assertion the

woman i*aised

her large red and white face and looked at
At
the ceiling with a hideous expression.
this moment she apjDeared to Marius even
more formidable than her husband, for she
was a sow with the glance of a tigress.
"WJiatI" she continued, "that horrible
young lady who looked at my daughters with

Oh
an air of pity is that vagabond
I
should like to dance on her stomach in w^ooden
!

!

shoes."

She leaped off the bed, and stood for a moment unkempt, with swollen nostrils, parted

LES MISERABLE8.
and clenched

lips,

fists;

then she

back

fell

The husband walked np

again on the bed.

and down and paid no attention to
After a short silence he went np to

his wife.
her,

and

stood in front of her with folded arms, as he
had done a few moments previously.
" And shall I tell you something else ?"

"

What ?'

she asked.

He

replied in a low, guttural voice, '^ That
fortune is made.^^
The wife looked at him in the way which
means '^ Can the man who is talking to me

my

V

have suddenly gone mad
He continued,
" Thunder ? I have been a long time a parish-
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o^clock.
The little ones will be on the watch,
you. will help us, and he will execute himself.^^

"And

suppose he does not?'^ the wife
Jondrette made a sinister gesture,
and said, " We will do it for him.^^
An J he burst into a laugh it was the first
time that Marius saw him laugh, and this
laugh was cold and gentle, and produced a
shudder'.
Jondrette opened a cupboard near
the fireplace, and took out an old cap, which
he put on his head, after brushing it with
asked.

:

his cuff.

^

'^Now,^^ he said,

^^

I

am

going out, for I

have some more people to see, good men. I
and die-of-cold-if-you-have-bread
I shall be away as short a time as possible, for
have had enough of that misery
I am not it is a famous affair; and do you keep house.'^
jesting, for I no longer consider this comical.
And he stood thoughtfully with his hands
I have had enough jokes, good God
and in his trousers' pockets and suddenly exwant no more farces, by the Eternal Father
claimed,
^' Do
I wish to eat when I am hungry, and drink
you know that it is very lucky he did
when I am thirsty: to gorge, sleep, and do not recognize me, for if he had done so he
nothing. I want to have my turn now, and would not have returned, and would have
mean to be a bit of millionaire before I rot V slipped from us. It was my beard that saved
He walked up and down the room and added, us, my romantic beard, my pretty little
" Like the rest P
beard.''
" What do you mean V his wife asked.
And he laughed again. He went to the
He shook his head, winked, and raised his window the snow was still falling, and stripioner of the parish of die-of-hunger-if-you-arecold,

!

!

!

!

:

who

voice like a street quack,

is

going to fur-

"

nish a proof.
^^

What

^'

Not

I

mean?

^

listen

so loud,^^ said his wife,

'^

if it is

busi-

ness which ought not to be overheard.^^

"Nonsense by whom? by the neighbor?
saw him go out just now. Besides, what
does that long-legged ass listen to ? and then
Still, by a speI tell you I saw him go out.^^
!

Jondrette lowered his voice,

cies of instinct,

though not

so low that hisn*emarks escaped

A

favorable circumstance was that

the fallen snow deadened the sound of the

on the boulevard.
Marius heard:

vehicles

" Listen

carefully.

I

!

Did

plummed him about my

at

the sixty francs,

you

notice

how

I

landlord on Febru-

ary 4th ? Why, it is not a quarter-day, the
Well, he will come at six o^clock, and
ass.
at that hour the neighbor has gone to dinner,

and Mother Bourgon

washing up dishes in
town, so there will be no one in the house.
The neighbor never comes in before eleven
is

filthy

weather

V

he

said.

coat.

he
was devilish lucky that the old
villain left it for me, for had he not I could
not have gone out, and the whole affair would
have been spoiled. On what slight accidents
things depend !''
And, pulling his cap over his eyes, he went
out, but had only gone a short distance when
the door opened again, and his sharp, intelligent face reappeared in the aperture.
'' I forgot,''
he said, " you will get a chafing^*

matter,^'

it

dish of charcoal ready."

He will come

have seen the people.

vagabond

what

It is clone, arranged,

six this evening, to bring

the

is

The Croesus is trapped,

or as good as trapped.

and

This

What

Then he buttoned up his great
'' The
sjvin is too big, but no

added;

I

Marius.

ing the gray sky.

And

he threw into his wife's apron the
which the " philanthropist "
him.

five-franc piece
left

"How many

bushels of charcoal?" the

wife asked.

"Two,
''

at least."

That

rest I will

will cost thirty sous,

buy some grub."

"

Hang

''

Why ?"

'^

"

it,

no."

Don't spend the
not ?"

Why

five iallsJ'

and with the
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" Because I have something to buy, too/^
''

What

r

Something/'
Plow much do you want T'
^'
AYhere is the nearest ironmongers ?^'
" In the Eue Mouffetard/'
''

^'

^^Ah, yes! at the corner of a street.
the shop.'^

I re-

member
" But
you

tell

" From
"^

me how much you want for what

liave to buy/'
fifty

sous to three francs/^

There won't be much

left for

dinner/'

Don't bother about eating to-day; there
is something better to do."
" That's enough, my jewel/'
Jondrette closed the door again, and then
Marius heard his steps as he went along the
passage and down the stairs. It struck one
^*

at this

moment from

St.

Medard's.

he could, and careful not to make any noise.
In his terror at what ws^ preparing, and the
horror with which the Jondretces filled him,
he felt a species of joy at the idea that
it might perhaps be in his power to render
such a service to her whom he loved. But
what was he to do ? should he warn the
menaced persons ? where was he to find
them? for he did not know their address.
They had reappeared to him momentarily,
and then plunged again into the immense
profundities of Paris.
Should he w^ait for
M. Leblanc at the gate at the moment w^hen
he arrived that evening and warn him of the
snare ?
But Jondrette and his comrades
w^ould see him on the watch.
The place was
deserted, they would be stronger than he,
they would find means to get him out of the
way, and the man whom Marius wished to
save would be lost. It had just struck one,

and

CHAPTEE CLXX.
PLOT

AXD COUNTERPLOT.

Marius, dreamer though he was, possessed,
and energetic nature.

as wx^ have said, a firm

as the snare w^as laid

for six o'clock,

Marius had five hours before him. There
was only one thing to be done ; he put on his
best coat, tied a hankerchief round his neck,
took his hat, and went out, making no more
noise than if he were walkihg barefoot on
moss besides the woman w^as still rummag:

His habits of solitary contemplation, by de- ing the old iron.
Once outside the house, he turned into the
veloping compassion and sympathy within
him, and perhaps diminished the powder of Rue du Petit Banquier. About the middle
being irritated, but left intact the power of of the street he found himself near a very
becoming indignant he had the b^evolence low wall, which it was possible to bestride in
of a brahmin and the sternness of a judge, some places, and which surrounded unoccuand while he pitied a toad he crushed a pied ground. He w^as walking slowly, deep
viper. At present he had a nest of vipers be- in thought as he was, and the snow^ deadened
fore him, and he said, ^' I must set my foot his footsteps, wiien all at once he heard
upon these villians." Kot one of the enig- voices talking close to him. He turned his
mas which he hoped to see cleared up was head, but the street was deserted; it was
solved; on the contrary, they had become open day, and yet he distinctly heard the
rather denser, and he had learned no more voices. He thought of looking over the wall,
about the pretty girl of the Luxembourg and and really saw two men seated in the snow%
the man whom he called M. Leblanc, save and conversing in a low voice. They were
that Jondrette knew them.
Through the strangers to him one w^as a bearded man in
dark words wiiich had been uttered he only a blouse, and the other a hairy man in rags.
saw one thing distinctly, that a snare was The bearded man wore a Greel% cap, wiiile
preparing, an obscure but terrilale snare; that the other wa^ bareheaded, and had snow in
they both ran an imminent danger, she prob- his hair. By thrusting out his head over
ably, and the father certainly, and that he them Marius could hear the hairy man say to
m.ust save them, and foil the hideous com- the other, with a nudge.
binations of the Jondrettes by destroying
^^With Patron Minette it cannot fail."
their spider's web.
Do yoa think so ?" asked the bearded
He watched the w^oman for a moment ; she man, and" the hairy man added,
*^ It
had taken an old iron furnace from the
will be five hundred balls for each,
corner, and was rummaging among the tools. and the worst that can happen is five years,
He got off the chest of drawers as gently as six years, or ten at fhe most."
:

:

^*^
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The other replied with some hesitation,
and shuddering un^er his Greek cap,—
" That

and people must not

a reality ;

is

go to meet things of that sort/^
^^ I tell you that the affair cannot fail/^
^^ Father What^sthe hairy man continued.
/^
^
his-name^s trap will be all ready
Then they began talking of a melodrama
which they had seen on the prqvious evening
at the Gaite.

Marius walked on; but

it

seemed to him

that the obscure remarks of these men, so

strangely concealed behind this wall, and

crouching in the snow, must have some connection with Jondrette^s abominable scheme;
that must be the affair. He went toward
the Faubourg Saint Marceau, and asked at
the first shop he c^tne to where he could find
a police commissary.
He was told at No. 14,
Eue de Pontoise, and he proceeded there. As
he passed a baker^s he bought a two-sous roll
and ate it, as he foresaw that he should not
dine.
On the way he rendered justice to
Providence.
He thought that if he had not
given the

the morning to the

five francs in

he should have followed M. Leblanc^s
hackney coach, and consequently known
nothing. There would, in that case, have
been no obstacle to Jondrette^s ambuscade,
and M. Leblanc would have been lost, and
doubtless his daughter with him.
On reaching No. 14, Eue de Pontoise, he
went up to the first floor and asked for the
commissary.
" He is not in at present,^^ said some clerk,
'^ but there is an inspector to
represent him.
Will you speak to him ? is your business
girl

.

•

?'^

pressing

*^Yes," said Marius.

The

clerk

led

him

A

and a look^hich seemed as if ij^weire searching your jockets. Of this look J^ou might
it pierced, but that it
did not appear much less
ferocious or formidable than Jondrette; for

have
felt.

said*

This

not

that

man

just as dangerous to

sometimes

it is

dog as the
^^What

wolf.

He

^^

It is a

'^

Then

is

absent, but I represent him.^^

very secret

affair.

^^

speak.''

" And very urgent.''
" In that case speak quick."

This man who was calm and quick, was at
once terrifying and reassuring, He inspired
both fear and confidence. Marius told him
of his adventure
that a person whom he
only knew by sight was to be drawn that very
evening into a trap that he, Marius Pontmercy, barrister, residing in the next room
to the den, had heard the whole plot
through the partition that the scoundrel's
name who invented the snara was Jondrette
—that he would have accomplices, probably
prowlers at the barrieres, among others one

—

—

—

Panchaud,

alias Printainer alias Bigrenaille

—that Jondrette's daughters would be on the
watch—that there were no means of warning
the threatened man, as not even his name
was known— and that,
this would
lastly, all

come

off

at six in the evening, at the

most

deserted spot on the Boulevard de I'Hopital,
in the house No. 50-52.

At this number the inspector raised his
head, and said coldly,
''
It must be in the room at the end of the
passage."
^^ Exactly,"
Marius replied, and added,
" do you know the house ?"
The inspector remained silent for a moment, and then answered while warming his
boot-heel at the door of the stove,
^^ Apparently so."
He went on between his teeth, talking less
to Marius than his cravat.
'^
Patron Minette must be mixed up in

—

*

this."

to the commissary^s

very tall man was leaning here
against the fender of a stove, and holding up
with both hands the skirts ol a mighty coat
with three capes. He had a square face,
thin and firm lips, thick grayish whiskers,
office.

*^
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meet the

do. you want ?'^ he asked Maritis,
without adding sir.
^^
^^The police commissary.

This remark struck Marius.
'^ Patron Minette !" he said,
"^yes, I heard
that name mentioned.
And he told the inspector of the dialogue
between tl^e hairy man and the bearded man
in the snow behind the wall in the Rue du
Petit Banquier.
The inspector growled,
'^ The hairy man must
be Burgon, and the
bearded man Demiliard, alias Deux Milliards."

He was again looking down and meditating.
"As for Father What's-his-name, I guess
who he is. There, I have burnt my great
coat, they always make too large a fire in
No. 50-52, formerly the
property of one Gorbeau."

these cu«8ed stoves.

—

—

— —

—

——

"

;
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'^
Give it to me," the inspector said.
Marius took the key out of his waistcoat

Then he looked at Mariiis.
"You only saw the hairy man and the
^^

And Panchaud."

''

You

did not see a small dandy prowling

a heavy

lump

of a fellow, resembling

the elephant in the Jardin des Plantes

?''

^^Xo/^
^^Nor a scamp who looks like an old red-

r

^^

If

you take

my

As

for the fourth^

no one

sees

asked.
inspector continued,

not their hour.'^
presently added,

He

fell

'^

Besides,

into silence,

it

is

and

"'50-52.
It is
I know the tenement.
impossible for us to hide ourselves in the
interior without the actors perceiving us, and

then they would escape by putting off the
farce.
They are so modest, and frightened
at an audience.
That won't do, for I want
to hear them sing and make them dance.''
This soliloquy ended, he turned to Marius,
and asked, as he looked at him searchingly,
*^
Would you be afraid ?"
" Of what?" Marius asked.
"

Of these men."
''
Xo more than

I

am

of

you," Marius

Marius more
and continued, with a sort of

inspector

looked

at

sententious solemnity,
"'
You speak like a brave man and like an
honest man. Courage does not fear crime,
nor honesty the authorifies."
Marius interrupted him,
" That is all very well, but what do you
intend doing ?"
The inspector restricted himself to say-

ing,—
" The lodgers
keys to
one ?"
^*^

"
•^

let

w^ill

bring a

the sort called "knock-me-downs."

''Take these. G-o home. Conceal youryour room, and let them suppose you
out. They are loaded both with two bullets.
You will watch, as you tell me there is a hole
in the wall.
People will arrive; let them go
on a little. When you fancy the matter ripe,
and you think it time to stop it, you will fire
a pistol, but not too soon. The rest concerns
me. A shot in the air, in the ceiling, I don't
care where,
but, mind, not too soon.
Wait
till they begin to put the screw on.
You are
a lawyer, and know what that means."
Marius took the pistols, and placed them
in a side pocket of his coat.
" They bulge like that, and attract attention," said the insjDector; "put them in your

self in

;

—

trousers' jDockets."

Marius did so.
"And now," the
there

What

Yes," said Marius.
Have you it about you ?"
Yes."

You

is

not a

o'clock

is

inspector

moment

for

Half-j^ast

it ?

continued,

anyone to
two.

lose.

You

said seven?"
"'

Six o'clock," Marius corrected.
" I have time," the inspector added;

only iust time.
have said to you.

Do

A

"but

not forget anything I
pistol-shot."

"All right," Marius replied.
xlnd as he put his hand on the latch to
leave the room the inspector shouted to
him,
" By the way, if you should w^ant me between this and then, come or send here

Ask

for Inspector Javert.

CHAPTER CLXXI.

in that house have latch-

themselves in at night.

to Marius, saying sharply

and quickly,

^^Sir."
inteiitly still,

advice you

would have given a provincial
academician who proposed a rhyme to him
then he thrust both hands into his immense
coat-pockets and produced two small steel

"'

answered roughly, for he was beginning to
notice that this policeman had not yet said

The

and

inspector gave Marius such a glance as

pistols, of

him^ not
even his pals and assistants. It is not surprising, therefore, that you did not perceive
him/^
Who are all these men?'' Marius
"i^o.

The

inspector,

Voltaire

He handed them
''

the

strong force."

The

tail

to

it

added,

about there T'

"Xor

handed

pocket,

bearded man?^'

have

JOXDRETTE MAKES HIS PURCHASE.

At about three
to

o'clock Courfeyrac

pass along the

panied by Bossuet.

happened

Rue Mouffetard accomThe snow was thicker

—
J
LES MISERABLES.
than ever, and

filled

the

air,

and Bossuet had a quarter of an hour, and then returned
the

just said to Oourfeyrac,
'*

To

see all these flakes of

inigM say that the sky

is

snow

fall,

culiar look.

Hilloh

'^
!

said Bossuet,

^^

there^s Marius."

saw him," said Courfeyrac
won^t speak to him."
''

I

''

Why

''

He

is

^^

:

but we

not ?"
busy."

^^At what ?"
'^

Do you

not see that he looks as

if

he were

following someone."

^^That
^^

is

true," said Bossuet.

Only see what eyes he makes

!"

Cour-

feyrac added.

" But wihom the deuce is he following ?"
^^Some Mimi-Goton with flowers in her
cap.

He

is

Rue Moufietard.

we ironmonger's

from a

suifering

plague of white butterflies/^
All at once Bossuet noticed Marius coining
up the street toward the barriere with a pe^^
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in love."

But," Bossuet observed, " I do not see
any Mimi or any Goton, or any cap trimmed
w^ith flowers in the street.
There is not a

He

to

stopped at an

shop, which was at that period

at the corner of th^

Rue Pierre-Lombard and
him come
;

a few minutes after Marius saw

out of the shop, holding a large cold chisel
wooden handle, which he hid under
his great coat.
He then turned to his left
and hurried toward the Rue du Petit Banquier.
Day was drawing in, the snow which
had ceased for a moment, had begun again
and Marius concealed himself at the corner
of the Rue du Petit Banquier, which was deserted as usual, and did not follow Jondrette.
It was lucky that he acted thus, for Jondrette on reaching the spot where Marius
had listened to the conversation of the hairy
man and the bearded man, looked round,
made sure that he was not followed, clambored over the wall, and disappeared.
The
unused ground which this wall enclosed communicatod with the back yard of a liveryset in a

stable-keeper of bad repute, who had been a
bankrupt, and still had a few vehicles standing under sheds.
single woman."
Marius thought it would be as well to take
Oourfeyrac looked, and exclaimed ^^he is advantage of Jondrette's absence and return
following a man."
home. Besides, time was'slipping away, and
A man wearing a cap, and whose gray every evening Mame Bougon, when she went
beard could be distinguished, although his to wash up dishes in town, was accustomed
back was turned, was Avalking about twenty to close the gate, and as Marius had given his
yards ahead of Marius. The man was dresssd latch-key to the inspector, it was important
in a perfectly new great-poat, which w^as too that he should be in time.
Night had
large for him, and a frightful pair of ragged nearly set in along the whole horizon, and in
trousers, all black with mud.
Bossuet burst the whole immensity there was only one point
into a laugh.
still illumined by the sun, and that was the
^^ "Who can the man be?"
moon, which was rising red behind the low
" That ? " Oourfeyrac replied, ^' oh, he is a dome of the Salpetriere. Marius hurried to
Poets are fond of wearing the trousers ^0, 50-52, and the gate was still open when
poet.
of rabbit-skin buyers and the coats of the he arrived.
He went up the stairs on tiptoe,
peers of Trance."
and glided along the passage-wall to his room.
^^ Let us see where Marius
is going," said
This passage, it will be remembered, was
Bossuet, " and where this man is going. bordered on either side by rooms which were
Suppose we follow them, eh ?"
now to let and Mame Bougon, as a general
^^ Bossuet " Oourfeyrac exclaimed, '^
Eagle rule, left the doors open. While passing one
of Meaux, you are a prodigious brute to think of these doors, Marius fancied that he could
of following a man who is following a man." see in the uninhabited room four men's heads
TJiey turned back.
Marius had really vaguely lit up by agremnant of daylight,
«een Jondrette in the Rjie Mouffetard, and which fell through a window.
Marius did
was followiug him. Jondrette w^as walking not attempt to see, as he did not wish to be
along, not at all suspecting that an eye was seen himself; and he managed to re-enter his
already fixed upon him.
He left the Rue room noiselessly and unseen. It was high
Mouffetard, and Marius saw him enter one time, for, a moment after, he heard Mame
of the most hideous lodging-houses in the Bougon going out, and the house-gate shutEue Gracieuse, where he remained for about ting.
^^

i

!

—

——

—
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Marius sat down on his bed; it might be
about half past five, and only half an hour
separated him from what was about to happen.
He heard his arteries beat as you hear the
tickling of a clock in the darkness, and he
thought of the double march which was taking place at this

moment

crime advancing on one

coming up on the

other.

in

the shadows,

and justice
was not fright-

side,

He

ened, but he could not think without a certain tremor of the things that w^ere going to

—

''

Because '^ Jondrette began, but did not
complete the sentence.
Marius heard him lay something heavy on
the table, 2^i*obably the chisel which he had
bought.
'' Well,"' Jondrette
continued,
have you
been eating here
'' Yes,""* said the mother, " I bought
three
large potatoes and some salt.
I took advan*'•

V

tage of the

"

fire

to roast them."''

Good,"' Jondrette remarked;

to-morrow
happen, like all those who are suddenly as- you will dine with me; we will have a duck
This and trimmings, and you will feed like Charles
sailed by a surprising adventure.
whole day produced on him the effect of a the Tenths.""
Then he added, lowering his voice,
dream, and in order not to believe himself
'' The mouse trap
is open, and the cats are
the prey of a nightmare he was obliged to*
feel in his

pockets the cold barrels of the pis-

no longer snowed, the moon, now
very bright, dissipated the mist, and its rays,
mingled with the white reflection from the
fallen snow, imparted a twilight appearance
to the room. There was alight in Jondrette's
room, and Marius could see the hole in
the partition glowing with a ruddy brilliancy that appeared to him the color of
It was evident that this light could
blood.
not be produced by a candle. There was no
movement in the den, no one stirred there,
no one spoke, there was not a breath, the
silence was chilling and profound, and had it
not been for the light, Marius might have
It

tols.

^*^

here.""

He

again lowered his voice and said,
'•Put this in the fire.""
Marius heard some charcoal bars stirred
with a pair of iron pincers, or some steel
instrument, and Jondrette ask,
''Have you tallowed the hinges of the
door, so that they may make no noise ?""

" Yes,"" the mother answered.
" What o"clock is it ?""
'*'

Close on

hour

six.

It has struck the half-

at St. Medard.""

" Hang

it

!""

said

Jondrette,

the girls

''

must go on the watch. Come here and listen to me."
There was a w^hispering, and then JonHe gently
fancied himself close to a grave.
took off his boots and thrust them under the drette"s voice was again uplifted.
" Has Mame Bougon gone ?""
bed.
Several minutes elapsed, and then
Marius heard the house-gate creaking on its
"Yes,"" the mother answered.
hinges, a heavy quick step ran up the stairs,
"Are you sure there is nobody in the
and along the passage, the hasp of the door neighbor"s room ?""
" He has not come in all day, and you
was noisily raised, it was Jondrette reAll at once several voices know that this is his dinner hour.""
turned home.
" Are you sure ?""
were raised, and it w^as plain that the whole

—

family were at home. They were merely
silent in the master^s absence, like the whelps
in the absence of the wolves.
''It
''

is I,''

Good

he

said.

evening,

pappy, '^

the

girls

yelped.

^^Well?'' the wife asked.
^^ All is well,^^ Jondrette
answered, ^^but I
am cold as a starved dog. That^s right, I
am glad to see that you are dressed, for it
inspires confidence.
'^^

You will not forget any thing
you ? You will do it all right. ^^
''

Of

course.^^

" Xo

" there

matter,"" Jondrette added,

no harm in going

is

whether he is in.
Daughter, take the candle and go.""
Marius fell on his hands and knees, and
silently crawled under the bed; he had scarce
done so ere he saw light through the cracks
to see

of his door.

" Papa,"" a voice ^exclaimed, "he

He

recognized the elder

" Have you been

^^

All ready to go out.'^

^^

"Quite."'

in his

is out.""

girl's voice.

room

?""

the father

asked.

that I told

"

No,"" the girl replied,

in his door he has gone

The

father shouted,

/'

but as his key

out.""

is

JONDRETTE

IS

FURIOUS.
Hugo,
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Go in all the same/^
The door opened, and Marius saw

''

'^

To stand

353
sentry barefooted in the snow,

what a treat V'
'' To-morrow you shall have beetle colored
come in, candle in hand. She was the same
as in the morning, save that she was even silk boots, ^^ the father said.
She walked
more fearful in this light.
They went down the stairs, and a few
straight up to the bed, and Marius suffered seconds later the sound of the gate closing
a moment of intense anxiety, but there was a below announced that they had reached the
looking-glass hanging from a nail by the bed- street.
The only persons in the house now
She w^ere Marius, the Jondrettes, and probably,
side, and it was to that she proceeded.
stood on tiptoe and looked at herself; a noise too, the mysterious beings of whom Marius
of iron being moved could be heard in the had caught a glimpse in the gloom behind
She smoothed her hair with the door of the unoccupied room.
other room.
her hand, and smiled in the glass, while singing, in her cracked and sepulchral voice,
the girl

CHAPTER

*'

Kos amours ont dur6
Mais que du bonheur

toute

une

seinaine,

!

Devrait durer toujours

1

!

devrait durer toujours!"

Still Marius trembled, for he thought that
she could not help hearing his breathing.

She walked

window and looked

to the

out,

while saying aloud with the half insane look
she had,
'^ How ugly Paris is when it has put on
a
white sheet V
She returned to the glass, and began taking
a fresh look at herself, first full face and
then three-quarters.
^^
Well T' asked the father, ^^what are you
doing there ?^'
'^
I am looking under the bed and the fur*niture/^ she said, as she continued to smooth
her hair; ^^ but there is nobody/^
^^ You
she-devil, ^^
the father yelled.
*'
Come here directly, and lose no time.^'
^^ Coming, coming, ^^ she said, ''
there^s no
time to do any thing here.^^
Then she hummed,

*'

Yous me

Mon

quittez pour aller h la gloire,

triste coeur suivra

partout vos pas."

She took a parting glance at the glass and
went off, closing the door after her. A moment later Marius heard the sound of the
girls^ naked feet pattering along the passage,
and Jondrette^'s voice shouting to them,
'^ Pay attention
one at the barriere and
!

the other at the corner of the Rue de Petit
Banquier. Do not lose the gate of this house
out of sight, and if you see any thing come
back at once at once ^you have a key to let

—

yourself
'^

The

THE TWO CHAIRS.

les instants sont courts,

S'adorer huit jours c'6tait Men la peine
Le temps des amours devrait durer toujours

—

in.^^

elder daughter grumbled,

CLXXII.

Marius judged
him to

that the

moment had

ar-

return to his observatory.
In a second, and with the agility of his age,
he was at the hole in the partition, and peeprived for

ing through. The interior of Jondrette's
lodging offered a strange appearance, and
Marius was able to account for the peculiar
A candle was burning
light he had noticed.
in a verdigrised candlestick, but it was not
this which really illumined the room; the
whole den w^as lit up with the ruddy glow of
a brasier standing in the fireplace, and filled
with incandescent charcoal it was the chafing
dish which the wife had prepared in the
The burner was red, a bluish
morning.
flame played around it, and rendered it easy
to recognize the shape of the chisel purchased by Jondrette, which was heating in the
In a corner, near the door, could
charcoal.
be seen two heaps, one apparently of old
iron, the other of ropes, arranged for some
anticipated purpose. All this, to a person
who did not know what was going to occur,
would have made his mind vacillate between
The
a very simple and a very sinister idea.
room, thus lit up, resembled a forge more
than a mouth of Hades, but Jondrette, inr
this light, was more like a demon than 8
blacksmith.
The heat of the chafing-pan was so great
that the candle on the table was melted and
guttering on the side turned towards it. An
old copper dark-lantern, worthy of a Diogenes who had turned Cartouche, was standing on the mantelpiece. The chafing-dish,
which stood in the fireplace, close to the
decaying logs, sent its smoke up the chimney, and thus produced no smell. The moon,
Hugo. Vol. II.—23
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which found its way through the skylight,
poured its whiteness on the purple and flashing garret;, and to the poetic mind of Marius^
who was a dreamer even in the moment of
action, it was like a thought of heaven
mingled with the shapeless dreams of earth.
A breath of air that penetrated through the
broken pane also helped to dissipate the
smell of charcoal and conceal the chafing-pan.
Jondrette's den, if our readers remember
what we have said about the house, was admirably selected to serve as the scene of a
violent and dark deed, and as a covert for
crime.
It was the furthest room in the most
isolated house on the most deserted Parisian
boulevard; and if a snare were not there already it would have been invented there.
The whole length of a house and a number
of uninhabited rooms separated this lair from
the boulevard, and the only window in it
looked out on fields enclosed by walls and
boardings.
Jondrette had lit his pipe, was
seated on the bottomless chair smoking, and
his wife was speaking to him in a low voice.
If Marius had been Oourfeyrac, that is to
say, one of those men who laugh at every
opportunity, he would have burst into a roar
when his eye fell on Mother Jondrette. She
had on a bonnet with black feathers, like
the hats worn by the heralds at the coronation of Charles X., an immense tartan shawl
over her cotton skirt, and a man^s shoes
which her daughter had disdained in the
morning. It was this attire which drew from
Jondrette the exclamation, ^'That's right, I
am glad to see that you are dressed, for it

As for Jondrette, he
had not taken off the new coat which M. Leblanc had given him, and his dress continued
to offer that contrast between trousers and
coat which constituted in Courfeyrac^'s sight

inspires confidence. ^^

'

^^What is this?^' she exclaimed.
'' The monarch which
our neighbor gave
us this morning,'^ and he added, '^^we shall
want two chairs, though."'
'HYhat for?''
"Why, to sit down?"
Marius shuddered on hearing the woman

make

the quiet answer,

"^nVell, I will

go and fetch our neigh-

bors.''

And with a rapid movement she oj^ened
the door and stepped into the passage. Marius had not really the time to get off the
drawers and hide under his bed.
^^ Take the candle,"
Jondrette shouted.
'•No/' she said, ''it would bother me, for
I have two chairs to carry.
Besides, the
moon is shining."
Marius heard the heavy hand of Mother
Jondrette fumbling for his key in the darkness.
The door opened, and he remained
nailed to his post by alarm and stupor.
The
woman came in; the skylight sent a moonbeam between two large patches of shade, and
one of these patches entirely covered the wall
against which Marius was standing, so that
he disappeared. Mother Jondrette did not
see Marius, took the two chairs, the only two
that Marius possessed, and went off, noisily
slamming the door after her. She re-entered
the den.

" Here

"And
said,

are the two chairs."

here

"make

is

the lantern," the husband

haste down."

He

placed the chairs on either side of the
turned the chisel in the chafing-dish,
placed in front of the fireplace an old screen,
which concealed the charcoal-j^an, and then

table,

went to the corner where the heap of rope lay,
and stooped down as if examining something.
Marms then perceived that what he had taken
the ideal of the poet.
All at once Jondrette for a shapeless heap was a rope ladder, very
raised his voice.
well made with wooden rungs, and two hooks
''^By the way, in such weather as this he to hang it by.
This ladder and a few large
will come in a hackney coach.
Light your tools, perfect crowbars, which were mingled
lamp and go down, and keep behind the front with the heap of old iron in the corner, had
gate; when you hear the vehicle stop you will not been there in the morning, and had eviopen the gate at once, light him up stairs, dently been brought in the afternoon, during
and along the passage, and when he has come the absence of Marius.
in here you will go down as quickly as you
"They are locksmith's tools," Marius
oan, pay the coachman, and discharge him.
thought.
^^Where^'s the money to come from.^''' the
Had he been a little better acquamted with
woman asked.
the trade he would have recognized, in what
Jondrette felt in his pocket, and gave her he took for tools, certain instruments that
five francs.
could force or pick a lock, and others that

—"

"
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could cut or pierc^^ the two families of sinister
which burglars call ^^ cadets ^^ and ^^ faucants/^
The table and the two chairs were
exactly opposite Marius, and, as the charcoalpan was concealed, the room was only illumined by the candle, and the smallest article
on the table or the chimney-piece cast a
long shadow ; a cracked water-jug hid half a
wall.
There was in this room a hideous and
menacing calm, and an expectation of some
thing awful could be felt. Jondrette had let
his pipe go out, a sign of deep thought, and
had just sat down again. The candle caused
the stern and fierce angles of his face to
stand out; he was frowning, and suddenly
thrust out his right hand now and then,
as if answering the final counsels of a dark
internal soliloquy.
In one of the -obscure
replies he made to himself he opened the
table drawer, took out a long carving-knife
hidden in it, and felt its edge on his thumb
nail.
This done, he put the knife in the
drawer, which he closed again.
Marius, on
his side, drew the pistol from his pocket, and
cocked it, which produced a sharp, clicking
sound. Jondrette started, and half rose from
tools

his chair.

" Who's that ? '' he shouted.
Marius held his breath. Jondrette listened
for a moment, and then said, laughingly,
" What an ass I am
it is the partition
!

creaking.^^

Marius held the

At

this

pistol in his

moment

the

hand.

distant

and melan-

choly vibration of a bell shook the windows ;
Six o'clock was striking at St. Medard's. Jon-
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your rent, and something more to put you a
After that we will see.
repay you
my generous
benefactor," said Jondrette, and then rapidly
a

little straight.
^^

May Heaven

!

approached his wife.
^^
Dismiss the hackney coach."
She slipped away, while her husband made
an infinitute of bows, and offered a chair to
M. Leblanc. A moment after she returned
and whispered in his ear, " All right
The snow, which had not ceased to fall since
morning, was now so thick that neither the
arrival nor the departure of the coach had
been heard. Mr. Leblanc had seated himself, and Jondrette now took possession of the
chair opposite to him.
And now the reader
in order to form an idea of the scene which
is about to be acted, will kindly imagine the
!

freezing night, the solitudes of the Salpetriere

covered with snow, and white in the moonan immense winding-sheet, and the
light of the lamps throwing a red glow here
and there over these tragic boulevards, and
the long rows of black elms not a passer-by
for a quarter of a league round, and the
light, like

:

Maison Gorbeau at its highest point of solemn
horror and night. In- this house, amid this
solitude and darkness, is Jondrette's spacious
garret lit by a candle, and in this den two

—

men are sitting at a table, M. Leblanc calm,
Jondrette smiling and terrible.
Mother Jondrette, the she-wolf, is in a corner, and behind the partition, Marius, invisible, but not
losing aword or a movement, with his eye
on the watch, and pistol in hand. Marius^
however, only felt an emotion of horror,
but no fear
he clutched the butt of the

marked each stroke by a shake of the
when he had counted the last he pistol, and said to himself, feeling reassured,
snuffed the candle with his fingers. Then he " I can stop the scoundrel whenever I like."
began walking up and down the room, listened He felt that the police were somewhere in
at the door, began walking again, and then ambush, waiting for the appointed signal,
drette

:

head, and

listened once more. " I only hope he'll come,
he growled, and then returned to his chair.
He was hardly seated ere the door opened.
Mother Jondrette had opened it, and remained in the passage making a horrible
grimace, which one of the holes in the dark
lantern lit up from below.

Step in, sir;" she said.
" Enter, my benefactor " Jondrette repeated, as he hurredly rose.
M. Leblanc appeared with the air of serenity which rendered him singularly venerable,
and laid four louis on the table.
" Monsieur Fabantou, here is the money for

and

ready to extend their arms. In adhe hoped that from this violent encounter between Jondrette and M. Leblanc
some light would be thrown on all that he
had an interest in knowing.
all

dition,

CHAPTEE

''

A

!

OLXXIII.

peopositio:ni.

M. Leblakc was scarce seated ere he turned his eyes to the beds which were empty.
" How is the poor little wounded girl ? " he
asked.

——
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Very bad/^ Jondrette replied with a heart- old

broken and grateful smile. '^ Very bad, my
good sir. Her elder sister has taken her to
La Bourbe to haye her hand dressed.
But
you ^vill see tliem, as they will return almost
immediately.^^

" Madame Fabantou seems to me better ? '^
M. Leblanc continued, takiiig a glance at the
strange garb of Mother Jondrette, who standing between him and the door, as if already
guarding the outlet, was looking at him in a
menacing and almost combatiye posture.

"She

is

dying, ^^

Jondrette said,

*^but

would you have, sir ? that female has
much courage. She is not a female but

lyhat
so

an ox."
Mother Jondrette, affected by the compliment, protested ^dtli the affectation of a
flattered monster,

"

—

You

are always too kind to me, Monsieur

Jondrette."
" Jondrette

?

" said M. Leblanc, " why, I

thought your name was Fabantou."
" Fabantou, alias> Jondrette,^' the husband
quickly replied, "a professional name."
And giving his wife a shrug, which M. Leblanc did not see, he continued with an emphatic and caressing inflection of voice,
" Ah that poor dear and I have ever lived
I

happily together, for what would be left us
if we had not that! w^e are so WTetched, respectable sir.
I have arms but no labor, a
heart but no work.
I do not know^ how the

w^orn-out,

torn,

violet,

knitted jacket,

wide cotton velvet trousers, thick socks on
his feet, and no shirt; his neck was bare, his
arms were naked and tattooed, and his face
w^as daubed with black.
He seated himself
silently, and with folded arms, on the nearest bed, and, as he was behind Mother Jondrette, he could be but dimly distinguished.
That sort of magnetic instinct which w^arns
the eye caused M. Leblanc to turn almost at
the same moment as Marius. He could not
suppress a start of surprise, wiiich Jondrette
noticed.
'^
Ah, I see," Jondrette exclaimed, as he
buttoned his coat complacently: "you are
looking at your surtout ? it fits me, really fits

me

capitally."

Who IS that man ? " M. Leblanc asked.
" That ?" said Jondrette, " oh, a neighbor:
pay no attention to him."
The neighbor looked singular, but chemical
factories abound in the Faubourg St. Marceau,
"

and a workman may easily have a black face.
M. Leblanc's whole person displaj^ed a confident and intrepid candor, as he continued,
" I beg^ your pardon, but what were you
"
saying, M. Fabantou ?
"I was saying, sir, and dear protector,"
Jondrette replied, as lie placed his elbows on
the table and gazed at M, Leblanc with fixed
and tender eyes, very like those of a boa-constrictor, "I was saving that I had a picture to
sell."

government manage it, but, on ni}^ word of
There w^as a slight noise at the door; a sechonor, sir, I am no Jacobin, I wish them no ond man came in and seated himself on the
harm, but if I were the ministers, on my most bed behind Mother Jondrette. Like the
sacred w^ord, things w^ould go differently. firsts he had bare arms and a mask, either of
For instance, I wished my daughters to learn ink or soot. Though this man literally
the trade of making paper boxes. You will glided into the room he could not prevent
say to me, HVliat a trade?' Yes, a trade, M. Leblanc noticing him.
"'
a simple trade, a bread-winner. What a fall,
Take no heed," said Jondrette, " they are
my benefactor what degradation, after per- men living in the house. I was saying that
sons have been in such circumstances as we I had a valuable picture left: look here, sir."
were, but alas! nothing is left us from our
He rose, walked to the w\all, against which
prosperous days. Nothing but one article
the panel to which we have already referred
a picture, to which I cling, but wiiich I am w\as leaning, and turned it round, while still
ready to part with, as w^e must live."
letting it rest on the wall.
It w^as something,
While Jondrette was saying this with a sort in fact, that reseml)led a picture, and which
of apparent disorder, which did not in any the candle almost illumined.
Marius could
way alter the thoughtful and sagacious ex- distinguish nothing, as Jondrette was standpression of his face, Marius raised his eyes ing between him and the picture, but he
and some one at the back of the room, wdiom fancied he could catch a glimpse of a coarse
he had not seen before. A man had Just en- daub, and a sort of principal character standtered, but so softly that the hinges had not ing out of the canvas, with the bold crudity
been heard to creak. This man had on an of a showman's pictures.
!

!

LES MISEEABLES,
" What is that ?'' M. Leblanc asked.
Jondrette exclaimed,
^^A masterpiece, a most valuable picture,
my benefactor I am as attached to it as I
am to my daughters, for it recalls dear membut, as I told you, and I will not go
ories
back from my word, I am willing to dispose
of it, as we are in such poverty/^
Either by accident, or some vague feeling
of anxiety, M. Leblanc^s eye, while examining the picture, returned to the end of the
room. There were now four men there,
three seated on the bed and one leaning
against the door-post, but all four barearmed, motionless, and with blackened faces.
One of those on the bed was leaning against
the wall with closed eyes and apparently
asleep this one was old, and the white hair
on the blackened face was horrible. The
other two were young, one was hairy, the
other bearded.
ISTot a single one had shoes,
and those who did not wear socks were
barefooted.
Jondrette remarked that M.
Leblanc^s eyes rested on these men,
!

;

;

"They

are friends, neighbors,^^ he said,

" their faces are black because they are chimDo not trouble yourself about
them, sir, but buy my picture. Have pity
on my misery. I will not ask much for it ;
what value do you set upon it?^^
^MYell," M. Leblanc said, looking Jon-

ney-sweeps.

drette full in the face, like a man setting
himself on guard, '' it is some pot-house sign,
and worth about three francs/^

Jondrette replied gently,
" Have you your pocket-book about you ?
I shall be satisfied with a thousand crowns/^
M. Leblanc rose, set his back against the
wall, and took a hurried glance round the
room. He had Jondrette on his left by the
window, and on his right the woman and the
four men by the door. The four men did
not stir, and did not even appear to see him.
Jondrette had begun talking again with a
plaintive accent, and with such a wandering
eye that M. Leblanc might fairly believe that
he simply had before him a man driven mad

857

backboard to prevent the glasses falling on
the ground, a stove made expressly, a pot
with three compartments for the three different degress of strength which the glue must
have, according as it is used for wood, paperand cloth; a board to cut pastboard on, a
hammer, a pair of pinchers, and the deuce

knows what, anc al] that to gain four sous a
day and you must work fourteen hours and
!

!

each box passes thirteen times through the
hands of the work girl and moistening the
paper! and not spoiling anything! and keeping the glue hot! the devil! I tell you, four
sous a day! How do you expect them to
!

live

r

While speaking, Jondrette did not look at
M. Leblanc, who was watching. M. Leblanc's eye was fixed on Jondrette, and Jondrette's on the door, while Marius' gasping
attention went from one to the other.
M.
Leblanc seemed to be asking himself. Is he a
lunatic ? aud Jondrette repeated twice or
thrice with all varied inflections in the suppliant style, "All that

is left

me

is

to

throw

myself into the river the other day I went
for that purpose down three steps by the side
of the bridge of Austerlitz.^' All at once his
eyes glistened with a hideous radiance, the
little man drew himself up and became frightful, he walked a step toward M. Leblanc, and
shouted, in a thundering voice,
"That is not the point! Do you recog!

nize

me V

CHAPTER CLXXIV.
CAUGHT

11^

A TRAP.

The attic door was torn open, and three
men in blue cloth blouses and wearing masks
of black paper came in.
The first was thin,
and carried an iron-shod cudgel; the second,
who was a species of Colossus, held a poleaxe by the middle, while the third, a broad-

shouldered fellow, not so thin as the first,
but not stout as the second, was armed with
by misery.
an enormous key stolen from some prison
" If you do not buy my picture, dear bene- gate. If seemed as if Jondrette had been
factor,^^ Jondrette said, " I have no resource awaiting the arrival of these men, and a hurremaining, and nothing is left me but to ried conversation took place between him
throw myself in the river. When I think and the man with the cudgel.
" Is all ready
asked Jondrette
that I wished my two daughters to learn how
" Yes," the thin man replied.
to make paper boxes for new-year's gifts.
"Where is Montparnasse ?"
Well, for that you require a table with a

V
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'^He's stopped to talk
daughter/^
'^
Is the trap ready V'

to

your

eldest

but

my name

An

" Yes/,
''With two good

is

Thenardier. the landlord of

Montf ermeil
Do you hear me
Thenardier. Now do you recognize me T'

the inn at

I

?

almost imperceptible flush shot athwart

M. Leblauc^s forehead, and he answered with
his ordinary placidity, and without the slight-

horses?''^

" Excellent/^
?'^

"All right/*^ said Jondrette.
M. Leblanc was very pale. He looked all
round the room like a man who understands
into what a snare he has fallen, and his head,
turned toward all the heads that surrounded
him, moved on his neck with an attentive
and surprised slowness, but there was noth-

tremor in his voice,
Xo more than bef ore.^^
Marius did not hear this answer, and any
one who had seen him at this moment in tlie
darkness would have found him haggard,
stunned, and crushed. At the moment
when Jondrette said. My name is Thenardier,
Marius trembled in all his limbs, aud he
leant against the wall, as if he felt a cold

ing in his appearance that resembled fear.
He had formed an improvised bulwark of

sword-blade thrust through his heart. Then
his right hand, raised in readiness to fire^

''

Is it waiting

where

I ordered

est

"

''Yes/'^

the table, and this man,

who

a

fore merely looked like an old

moment

be-

man, had sud-

denly become an athlete, and laid his robust
fist on the back of his chair with a formidable
and surprising gesture. This old man, so
firm and brave in the presence of such a danger, seemed to possess one of those natures

which are courageous in the same way
they are good easily and simply. The

—

woman we
and Marius felt proud

ther of a
to us,

love

is

as
fa-

never a stranger
of this

unknown

man.
Three of the men whom Jondrette called
chimney-sweeps had taken from the mass of

slowly dropped, and at that moment when
Jondrette repeated. Do you hear me, Thenar,
Marius' relaxing fingers almost let the
clier 9

Jondrette, by revealing

pistol fall.

was, did not effect

who he

M. Leblanc, but he stunned

Marius, for he knew this name of Thenardier,
which was apparently unknown to M. Leblanc.
Only remember what that name was for him.

He had carried it in his heart, recorded in his
He bore it in the deepest shrine
father's will
I

memory in the sacred recommendation,
''A man of the name of Thenardier saved my

of his

—

if my son meet this man he will do all
he can for him.'" This name, it will be remembered, was one of the pieties of his soul,
and he blended it with his fathers name in
This man was TheWhat
his worship.

life

;

one a large chisel, another a pair of
heavy pinchers, and the third a hammer, and
posted themselves in front of tlie door, withThe old man remained nardier, the landlord of Montf ermeil, whom
out saying a word.
He
on the bed, merely opening his eyes, and he had so long and so vainly sought
His
Mother Jondrette was sitting by his side. found him now, and in what a state
this man, to
Marius thought that the moment for inter- father^s savior was a bandit
ference was at hand, and raised his right whom Marius burned to devote himself, was
hand to the ceiling in the direction of the a monster the liberator of Colonel PontJondrette, mercy was on the point of committing a crime,
passage, ready to fire his pistol.
after finishing his colloquy with the three whose outline Marius could not yet see very
men, turned again to M. Leblanc, and re- distinctly, but which resembled an assassinaAnd on whom ? Great heaven, what
peated the question, witht that low, restrain- tion
what a bitter mockery of fate
fatality,
his,
laugh
of
a
terrible
and
ed,
" Do you not recognize me T'
His father commanded him from his tomb to
M. Leblanc looked him in the face and do all in his power for Thenardier. During
four years Marius had had no other idea but
answered, ''Xol''
Jondrette then went up to the table, he to pay this debt of his father's, and at the
bent over the candle with folded arms, arms, very moment when he was about to deliver
and placed his angular and ferocious face as over to justice a brigand, in the act of crime,
close as he could to M. Leblanc's placid face, destiny cried to him, ''It is Thenardier!'^
and in this posture of a wild beast which is and he was at length about to requite this
man for saving his father's life amid a hailgoing to bite, he exclaimed,
'•
My name is not Fabantou or Jondrette^ storm of grape-shot on the heroic field of
iron,

!

!

!

!

!

I

!
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Waterloo^ by sending

He had vowed

him

to the scaffold

!

he ever found this
Thenardier, he would throw himself at his
feet, and he had found him, but for the purpose of handing him over to the executioner!
His father said to him, *^Help Thenardier/^
and he was about to answer that adored and
sacred voice by crushing Thenardier
To
show his father in his grave the spectacle of
the man who had dragged him from death,
at the peril of his own life, being executed on
the Place St. Jacques, by the agency of his
son, that Marius to whom he bequeathed his
name
And then what a derision it was to
have carried so long in his heart the last
wishes of his father, in order to perform exactly the contrary
But, on the other hand,
how could he witness a murder, and not prevent it ? What, should he condemn the victim and spare the assassin? could he be bound
by any ties of gratitude to such a villain ?
All the ideas which Marius had entertained
for four years were, as it were, run through
the body by this unexpected stroke.
He
trembled, all depended on him, and he
held in his hands the unconscious beings who
were moving before his eyes. If he fired the
pistol, M. Leblanc was saved and Thenardier
lost ; if he did not fire, M. Leblanc was sacrificed and Thenardier might, perhaps, escape.
Must he hunt down the one, or let
the other fall ? there was remorse on either
side.
What should he do ? which should he
choose ? be a defaulter to the most imperious
recollections, to so many profound pledges
taken to himself, to the most sacred duty, to
the most venerated commands, disobey his
father^'s will, or let a crime be accomplished ?
On one side he fancied he could hear his
^^Ursule''^ imploring him for her father, on
the other the colonel recommending Thenardier to him.
He felt as if he were going
mad. His knees gave way under him, and
had not even time to deliberate, as .the scene
he had before him was being performed with
such furious precipitation. It was a tornado
of which he had fancied himself the master,
but which w^as carrying him away ; he was
that, if

!

!

!

on the verge of fainting.
In the meanwhile Thenardier (we will not
call him otherwise in future) was walking up
and down before the table, with a sort of
wild and frenzied triumph.
He seized the
candlestick and placed it on the chimneypiece with such a violent blow that the candle
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nearly went out, and the tallow spattered

Then he turned round furiously
M. Leblanc and spat forth these words.
^'^Done brown
grilled, fricasseed! spatch-

the wall.
to

!

cocked

And

V^

he began walking again with a

mendous
^^Ah

tre-

explosion.
I

!

have found you again,

lent philanthropist

my

!

my

excel-

millionaire with the

threadbare coat
the giver of dolls
the old
niggard
Ah, you do not recognize me. I
suppose it wasn^'t you who came to my inn at
Montfermeil just eight years ago, on the
Christmas night of 1823 it wasn^'t you who
carried off Fantine^s child, the Lark
it
wasn^'t you who wore a yellow w^atchman^s
coat, and had a parcel of clothes in your
hand, ju.st as you had this morning. Tell
me, wife
It is his mania, it appears,
to carry to houses bundles of woollen stockings, the old charitable humbug
Are you
a cap-maker, my lord millionaire ? you give
your profits to the poor, what a holy man
what a mountebank
Ah, you do not recognize me
well, I recognize you, and did so
directly you thrust your muzzle in here. Ah,
you will be taught that it is not a rosy game
to go like that to people^s houses, under the
excuse that they are inns, with such a
wretched coat and poverty-stricken look that
they feel inclined to give you a sou, and then
to play the generous, rob them of their
bread-winner, and threaten them in the
woods. V\\ teach you that you won^t get off
by bringing people when they are ruined a
coat that is too large and two paltry hospital
blankets, you old scamp, you child-stealer V'
He stopped, and for a moment seemed to
be speaking to himself. It appeared as if
his fury fell into some hole, like the Ehone
then, as if finishing aloud the things he had
just been saying to himself, he struck the
table with his fist, and cried,
^^ With his simple
look V'
Then he aposthrophized M. Leblanc.
'^ By heaven
you made a fool of me formerly, and are the cause of all my misfortunes.
You got for fifteen hundred francs a
girl who certainly belonged to rich parents,
who had already brought me in a deal of
moufe^ ; and from whom I should have got an
annuity
That girl would have made up to
me all I lost in that wretched pot-house,
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

where

I

savings

!

threw away like an ass all my blessed
Oh, I wish that what was drunk
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my

house were poison to those that drank
Tell me, I supHowever, no matter
pose you thought me a precious fool when
you went off with the Lark. You had your
cudgel in the forest, and w^ere the stronger.
To-day I shall have my revenge, for I hold
you are done, my good felall the trumps
Oh how I laugh when I think that he
low.
I told him that I was an
fell into the trap
actor, that my name was Fabantou, that I
had played with Mamselle Mars, and that my
landlord insisted on being paid the next day,
and he did not even remember that Jan. 8th
and not Feb. 4th, is quarter-day. The absurd idiot and these four paltry philips he
has brought me the ass he had not the
plnck to go as far as five hundred francs
it
and how he swallowed my platitudes
amused me, and I said to myself. There's an
this
Well, I have got you
ass for you
morning I licked your paws, and to-night I
at
it

!

!

;

!

!

!

!

!

;

!

;

!

" Bandit
yes, I know that you rich swells
us so.
It is trud that I have been bankrupt.
I am in hiding, I have no bread, I have
!

call

not a farthing, and I am a bandit
For three
days I have eaten nothing, and I am a bandit!
!

ah,

you

fellow^s

pumps made by

warm your

toes,

you wear

Sakoski, you have w^added

you live on the first
houses where a porter is kept, you
eat truffles, asparagus at forty francs the
bundle in January, and green peas. You
coats like archbishops,
floors of

-

and when you w^ant to know
whether it is cold you look in the newspapers
to see what Chevalier's thermometer marks;
but we are the thermometers. We have no
call to go and look at the corner of the Jour
stuff yourselves,

d'Horloge

how many

degrees of cold there

are for w^e feel the blood stopped in our veins,

and the ice reach our hearts, and we say,
There is no God !' and you come into our
'

caverns, yes, our caverns, to call us bandits

V

But we will eat you, we wdll devour you, poor
Thenardier stopped out of breath ; his little chap! Monsieur le Millionaire, learn
this: I w^as an established man, I held a lilittle narrow chest panted like a forge-belHis eye was full of the ignoble cense, I was an elector, and am still a citizen,
lows.
happiness of a weak, cruel and cowardly while you, perhaps are not one."
Here Thenardier advanced a step tow^ard
creature who is at length able to trample on
the man he feared, and insult him whom he the men near the door, and added with a
flattered: it is the joy of a dwarf putting his quiver,
'*
When I think that he dares to come and
heel on the head of Goliath, the joy of a Jackal
beginning to rend a sick bull, which is unable address me like a cobbler.
Then he turned upon M. Leblanc wdth a
to defend itself, but still has sufficient vitality
M. Leblanc did not interrupt him, fresh outburst of frenzy,
to suffer.
'^ And know this, too, my worthy philanbut said, when he ceased speaking,
^^I do not know w^hat you mean, and you thropist, I am not a doubtful man, nor one
I am a very poor man, and w^hose name is unknown, and carries off
are mistaken.
anything but a millionaire. I do not know children from houses! I am an ex-French
I w^as
soldier, and ought to have the cross!
yon, and you take me for somebody else.'^
Ah V' Thenardier said hoarsely, *' a fine at Waterloo, and in the battle I saved the
So you adhere to that joke, eh, old life of a general called the Comte de Puntdodge
The picture you see here, and which
fellow ? Ah, you do not remember, you do mercy
was painted by David at Bruqueselles, do
not see who I am I'^
" Pardon me, sir' M. Leblanc replied, with you know w^hom it represents ? it reprea polite accent, ^vhich had something strange sents me, for David washed to immoi^talize
and grand about it at such a moment, '• I the exploit. I have the generil on my back,
and I am carrying him through the grapesee that you are a bandit/'
That is the story! the general never
noticed
shot.
not
have
who
those
remind
may
We
the fact, that odious beings possess a suscepti- did anything for me, and he is no better than
At the the rest, but for all that, I saved his life at the
bility, and that monsters are ticklish.
word '^ bandit," Mother Thenardier leaped peril of my own and I have my pockets filled
from the bed, and her husband clutched a chair with certificates of the fact. I am a soldier
" Don't of Waterloo, a thousand names of names
as if about to break it in his hand.
And now that I have had the goodness to tell
stir, you," he shouted to his wife, and then
you all this, let us come to a finish; I w^ant
turning to M. Leblanc, said,
shall

gnaw your

heart

.

'"'

!

!

!
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money, I want a deal of money, an enormous
of money, or I shall exterminate you,
^^
by the thunder of heaven.
Marius had gained a little mastery over his
agony, and was listening. The last possibility
of doubt had vanished, and it was really the
Thenardier of the will. Marius shuddered at

amount

the charge of ingratitude cast at his father,
and which he was on the point of justifying
so fatally, and his perplexities were redoubled.
Besides, there was in Thenardier^s every word
in his accent and gestures, in his glance,
which caused flames to issue from every word,
in this explosion of an evil nature displaying
everything, in this admixture of boasting and
abjectness, pride and meanness, rage and
folly, in this chaos of real griefs and false
sentiments, in this impudence of a wicked

man enjoying the pleasure of violence, in this
daring nudity of an ugly soul, and in this
conflagration of all possible suffering combined with all possible hatred, something
which was hideous as evil and poignant as
truth.

The masterpiece, the picture by David,
which he offered M. Leblanc, was, as the
reader will have perceived, nought else than
his public-house sign, painted by himself, and
the sole relic he had preserved from his shipwreck at Montfermeil. As he stepped aside
Marius was now enabled to look at this thing,
and in the daub he really recognized a battle,
a background of smoke, and one man carrying another. It was the group of Thenardier
and Pontmercy; the savior sergeant and- the
saved colonel. Marius felt as if intoxicated,
for this picture represented to some extent
his loving father; it was no longer an inn
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wast he fellow with the pole-axe amusing
At the same time an immense,
hairy, earth-colored face appeared in the door
with a frightful grin, which displayed not
teeth but tusks.
It was the face of the man
with the pole-axe.
you taken off your mask?"
^^ Why have
Thernardier asked him furiously.
" To laugh," the man answered.
For some minutes past M. Leblanc seemed
to be watching and following every movement
of Thenadier, who, blinded and dazzled by
his own rage, was walking up and down the
room, in the confidence of knowing the door
guarded, of holding an unarmed man, and
of being nine against one, even supposing
that his wife only counted for one man. In
his speech to the man with the pole-axe he
turned his back to M. Leblanc; the latter
took advantage of the opportunity, upset the
chair with his foot, the table with his fist,
and with one bound, ere Thenardier was able
To open it
to turn, he was at the window.
and bestride the sill only took a second, and
he was half out when six powerful hands
seized him and energetically dragged him
back into the room. The three '^chimneysweeps" had rushed upon him, and at the
same time Mother Thenardier seized him by
the hair. At the noise which ensued the
other bandits ran in from the passage, and
the old man on the bed, who seemed the
worse for liquor, came up tottering with a
road-mender's hammer in his hand.
One of
the sweeps, whose blackened face the candle
lit up, and in whom Marius recognized, in
spite of the blackening, Panchaud, alias
It

himself.

Printanier, alias Bigrenaille, raised above M.
tomb opened, Leblanc's head a species of life-preserver,
Marius heard his heart made of two lumps of lead at the ends of an

sign-board, but a resurrection ; a

a phantom rose.
beating at his temples; he had the guns of
Waterloo in his ears; his bleeding father
vaguely painted on this ill-omened board
startled him, and he fancied that the shapeWhen
less figure was gazing fixedly at him
Thenardier regained breath he fastened his
blood-shot eyes on M. Leblanc, and said to

him

in a low sharp voice,
to say before
handcuffs on you ?"

"

What have you

we put the

In the midst of
silent.
ropy voice uttered this mournful
sarcasm in the passage,
'^
If there's any wood to be chopped, I'm

M. Leblanc was

this silence a

your man."

iron bar.

Marius could not

resist this sight.

^'My father," he thought, '^ forgive me !"
and his finger sought the trigger. He was on
the point of firing,

Do

when Thenardier

cried,

not hurt him."
This desperate attempt of the victim, far
from exasperating Thenardier, had calmed
him. There were two men in him, the ferocious man and the skilful man. Up to this
moment, in the exuberance of triumph, and
while standing before his motionless victim,
the ferocious man had prevailed, but when
the victim made an effort and appeared inclined to struggle, the skilful man reappeared
and took the mastery.
''

—

—
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Do him no harmP he

repeated,

and

his

service was, though he little suspected it,
that he stopped the discharge of the pistol,
and paralyzed Marius, to whom the affair did
not appear so urgent, and who in the pres-

first

ence of this new phase saw no harm in waiting a little longer. Who knew whether some
accident might not occur, which would deliver him from the frightful alternative of
letting Ursule's father perish, or destroying
herculean struggle
the coloners savior ?

A

had commenced. With one blow of his fist
in the chest M. Leblanc sent the old man
rolling in the middle of the room, and then
with two back-handers knocked down two
other assailants, and held one under each of
The villains groaned under this
knees.
pressure, as under a granite millstone, but the
four others had seized the formidable old man
by the arms and neck, and were holding him
down upon the two ''sweeps.'' Thus, master
of two, and mastered by the others, crushing those beneath him, and crushed by those
above him, M. Leblanc disappeared beneath

" Is Boulatruelle dead ?"
" No," Bigrenaille answered, " he's drunk."
" Sweep him into a corner," Thenardier
said.

Two of the sweeps thrust the drunkard
with their feet to the side of the old iron.
"Babet, why did you bring so many?"
Thenardier said in a whisper to the man with
the cudgel, " it was unnecessary."
" They all wanted to be in it," the man
answered, " for the season is bad, and there's
nothing doing."
The bed upon which M. Leblanc had been
thrown was a sort of hospital bed on four
clumsy wooden legs. The bandits tied him
firmly in an upright posture to the end of the

window and nearest
When the last knot was
the chimney-piece.
tied Thenardier took a chair and sat down

bed, furthest from the

He was no longer
almost facing the prisoner.
the same man; in a few minutes his counte-

nance had passed from frenzied violence to
Marius
tranquil and cunning gentleness.
had a difficulty in recognizing in this polite
this horrible group of bandits, like a boar smile of an official the almost bestial mouth
attacked by a howling pack of dogs. They which had been foaming a moment presucceeded in throwing him on to the bed viously; he regarded this fantastic and alarmnearest the window^ and held him down. ing metamorphosis witli stupor, and he felt
Mother Thenardier did not once let go his as a man would feel who saw a tiger changed
into an attorne}^
hair.
"Sir," said Thenardier, and made a sign
''Don't you interfere," Thenardier said to
the bandits who still held M. Leblanc to
to
shawl."
your
tear
will
"you
her,
The woman obeyed, as the she-wolf obeys fall back; " leave me to talk with the gentleman," he said. All withdrew to the door,
the wolf, with a snarl.
"You fellows," Thenardier continued, and he resumed,
" can search him."

Leblanc appeared to have given up
all thought of resistance, and they searched
He had nothing about him but a
him.
leathern purse containing six francs and his
Thenardier put the latter in
handkerchief.

"M.

" You did wrong

to try

and jump out

of

the window, for you might have broken a leg.
Now, with your permission, we will talk

communicate to you a thing I have noticed, that
you have not yet uttered the sliglitest cry."
Thenardier was right, the fact was so,
his own pocket.
although it had escaped Marius in his
"What! no pocket-book ?" he asked.
" ISTo, and no watch," one of the sweeps re- trouble. M. Leblanc had merely said a few
words without raising his voice, and even in
plied.
" ISTo matter," the masked man who held his struggle near the window with the six
the large key muttered in the voice of a bandits he had preserved the profoundest
and most singular silence. Thenardier went
ventriloquist, " he is a tough old bird."
on,
the
near
corner
the
went
to
Thenardier
"Good heavens you might have tried to
door, and took up some ropes, which he threw
call for help, and I should not have thought
to them.
"Fasten him to the foot of the bed," he it improper. Such a thing as Murder is
said, and noticing the old man whom M. Le- shouted on such occasions; I should not have
It is very simple that a
blanc had knocked down still motionless on taken it in ill-part.
man should make a bit of a row when he finds
the floor, he asked,
quietly; and, in the first place, I will

!

I

—
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himself with persons who do not inspire him
with sufficient confidence. If you had done
so we should not have interfered with you or
thought of gagging you, and I will tell you
This room is very deaf, it
the reason why.
has only that in its favor, but it has that.
It is a cellar, you might explode a bombshell
here and it w^ould not produce the effect of a
drunkard's snore at the nearest post. Here
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might be, however inevitable the
had none of the agony of the
drowning man, who opens horrible eyes
under water. Thenardier rose without any
affectation, removed the screen from before
the fireplace, and thus unmasked the chaf«
ing-pan full of burning charcoal, in which
the

crisis

catastrophe, he

the prisoner could perfectly see the chisel at
a white heat, and studded here and there

cannon would go boom and thunder pouf. with small red stars. Then he came back
But still you did and sat down near M. Leblanc.
It is a convenient lodging.
^^
I will continue,'^ he said, ^^ we can come
not cry out; all the better, and I compliment
you on it, and will tell you what conclusion to an understanding, so let us settle this
I draw from the fact.
My dear sir, when a amicably. I did wrong to let my temper
man cries for help, who come ? the police; carry me away just now, I do not know where
and after the police ? justice. AYell, you did my senses were, I went much too far and utnot cry out, and so you are no more desirous tered absurdities.
For instance, because you
than we are for the arrival of the police. The are a millionnaire, I told you that I insisted
fact is
and I have suspected it for some on money, a great deal of money^ an imtime that you have some interest in hiding mense sum of money, and that was not reasomething; for our part, we have the same sonable. Good heavens you may be rich,
interest, and so we may be able to come to an but you have burdens, for who is there that

—
—

!

has not ? I do not wish to ruin you, for I am
was trying not a bailiff after all. I am not one of those
to drive the sharp points that issued from his men who, because they have advantage of
eyes into his prisoner's conscience.
Besides, position, employ it to be ridiculous.
Come, I
his language, marked with a sort of moderate will make a sacrifice on my side, and be satand cunning insolence, was reserved and isfied with two hundred thousand francs."
almost chosen, and in this villian who was
M. Leblanc did not utter a syllable, and so
just before only a bandit could now be seen Thenardier continued,
'^ You see that I put plenty
'^the man who had studied for the priestof water in
hood.''
The silence which the prisoner had my wine. I do not know the amount of your
maintained, this precaution which went so fortune, but I am aware that you do not care
far as the very forgetfulness of care for his for money, and a benevolent man like you
life, this resistance so opposed to the first
can easily give two hundred thousand francs
movement of nature, which is to utter a cry, to an unfortunate parent. Of course, you
troubled and painfully amazed Marius so are reasonable too, you cannot have supposed
soon as his attention was drawn to it.
The- that I would take all that trouble this mornnardier's well-founded remark but rendered ing, and organize this affair to-night, which
denser the mysterious gloom behind which is a well-done job, in the opinion of these
was concealed the grave and peculiar face, to gentlemen, merely to ask you for enough
which Oourfeyrac had thrown the soubriquet money to go and drink fifteen sous wine and
of M, Leblanc. But whoever this man might eat veal at Desnoyer's.
But two hundred
be, though bound with cords, surrounded by thousand francs, that's worth the trouble;
bandits, and half buried, so to speak, in a once that trifle has come out of your pocket
grave where the earth fell upon him at every I will gu ran tee that you have nothing more
step whether in the presence of Thenardier to apprehend.
You will say, ^ But I have
furious or of Thenardier gentle he remained not two hundred thousand francs about me.^
impassive, and Marius could not refrain from Oh, I am not exorbitant, and I do not inadmiring this face so superbly melancholy sist on that. I only ask one thing of you;
at such a moment.
He was evidently a soul be good enough to write what I shall dicinaccessible to terror, and ignorant of what tate."
He was one of those
it is to be alarmed.
Here Thenardier stopped, but added laymen who overcome the amazement produced ing a stress on the words and casting a smile
by desperate situations. However extreme at the chafinor-dish,—
understanding.'^

While saying

—

this Thenardier

—

•

—

—

—

—

—

—
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warn you that I shall not accept the
excuse that you cannot write/^

It was evident that Thenardier avoided
mentioning the name of the girl in question;
A grand inquisitor might have envied that he called her '' the Lark," he called her ''the
smile.
Thenardier pushed the table close up little one," but he did not pronounce her
to M. Leblanc^ and took pen, ink, and paper name.
It was the precaution of a clever
out of the drawer, which he left half open, man who keeps his secret from his accomand in which the long knife-blade flashed. plices, and mentioning her name would have
He laid the sheet of paper before M. Le- told them the whole affair, and taught them
blanc.
more than there was any occasion for them
" Write r he said.
to know.
So he repeated,
'' Sign it.
The prisoner at last c;poke.
AYhat is your name?"
'' Urbain
'^How can you expect me to write? my
Pabre," said the prisoner.
arms are tied."^
Thenardier, with the movement of a cat,
''
That is true, I beg your pardon," said thrust his hand into his pocket and drew out
Thenardier, '^you are quite right;''' and the handkerchief found on M. Leblanc.
He
turning to Bigrenaille he added, ^' unfasten sought for the mark, and held it to the
the gentleman's right arm."
candle.

Panchaud

alias

Printanier,

alias

Bigre-

obeyed Thenardier^s orders, and when
the prisoner's hand was free, Thenardier
dipped the pen in the ink and handed it to
him.
" Make up your mind, sir, that you are in our
absolute power, no human interference can
liberate you, and we should really be sorry to
be forced to proceed to disagreeable extremities.
I know neither your name nor
your address, but I warn you that you will
remain tied up here until the person comxmissioned to deliver the letter you are going
Xow be good enough
to write has returned.
naille,

to write."
^^ What.^" the prisoner asked.
Thenardier began dictating:
daughter."

The

^^My dear

prisoner started, and raised his eyes to

Thenardier,

Come

who went

me

on,

''U.
sign

it

P., all right,
to

Urbain Pabre.

Well,

U. P."

The

prisoner did so.
''As two hands are needed to fold a letter,
give it to me and I will do so."
This done, Thenardier added,
" Write the address, to 2fa demoiselle Falre,
at your house.
I know that you live somewhere near him in the neighborhood of St.
Jacques du Haut-pas, as you attend mass
there every day, but I do not know in what
street.
I see that you understand your situation, and as you have not told a falsehood
about your name you will not do so about
your address. Write it yourself."
The prisoner remained pensive for a moment, and then took up the pen and wrote.
" Mademoiselle Pabre, at M. L^rbain Pabre's
Xo. 17, Rue St. Dominique d'Enfer,"
Thenardier seized the letter with a sort of

want you par- feverish convulsion.
"Wife," he shouted, and the woman came
" Here is the letter, and you know what
ter to you has instructions to bring you to up,
me. I am waiting. Come in perfect con- you have to do. There is a hackney coach
fidence."
down below, so be off at once, and return
M. Leblanc wrote this down, and Thenar- ditto." Then he turned to the man with the
^^By the way, efface that pole-axe, and said, "As you have taken off
dier resumed,
' Come ill perfect
confidence^' iox it might lead your false nose you can accompany her.
Get
to a supposition that the affair is not perfect- up behind the coach.
You know where you
"
ly simple, and create distrust."
left it ?
M» Leblanc erased the words.
"Yes," said the man, and depositing the
^^Xow," Thenardier added, ^^sign it. axe in a corner, he followed the woman. As
What is your name?^"
they were going away Thenardier thrust his
The prisoner laid down the pen^, and head out of the door and shouted down the
'^

ticularly.

to

at once, for I

The person who

delivers this let-

—

asked,

passage,

For whom is this letter .^"
**Mind and do not lose the letter! Re^^You know very well," Thenardier an- member you have two hundred thousand
swered; ^' For the little one^I just told you so." francs about voii^
^^

——

—
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folded arms,
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" In any case," he said,

hoarse voice replied,

Don't be frightened, I have put it in my
stomach/'
A minute had not elapsed when the crack
of a whip could be heard rapidly retiring.
^^All right/' Thenardier growled, ^Hhey
are going at a good pace; with a gallop like
that she will be back in three-quarters of an
hour."
^*

and

and holding

—

I shall see her, for

bring her here.

'' if

she is ' the Lark,'

Mother Thenardier

In that case I will give

will

my

and blood, should it be necessary, to save
her, and nothing shall stop me."
j^early half an hour passed in this way;
Thenardier seemed absorbed in dark thoughts,
and the prisoner did not stir. Still Marius

life

fancied that he could hear at intervals a low,

sat

dull sound in the direction of the prisoner.

his

All at once Thenardier addressed his victim.

''By the w^ay, M. Fabre," he said, -'I may
as well tell you something at once."
he said.
As these few words seemed the commenceOnly five bandits remained in the den with
Thenardier and the prisoner. These men, ment of an explanation, Marius listened
through the masks or soot that covered their carefully. Thenardier contined,
'•
My wife will be back soon, so do not be
faces and rendered them, with a choice of
I believe that 'the Lark' is
horror, charcoal-burners, negroes or demons, be impatient.
had a heavy, dull look, and it was plain that really your daughter, and think it very simple
they performed a crime like a job, tranquilly, that you should keep her, but listen to me
My wife will go to her with
without passion or pity, and with a sort of for a moment.
They were heaped up in a corner your letter, and I told Madame Thenardier
fatigue.
Thenardier w^as to dress herself in the way you saw, that your
like brutes and were silent.
warming his feet, and the prisoner had fallen young lady might make no difficulty about
They will both g^i into tho
back into his taciturnity; a sinister calmness following her.
had succeeded the formidable noise which had hackney coach with my comrade behind; near
filled the garret a few moments previously. a certain barrier there is a trap drawn by two
The candle, on which a large mushroom had excellent horses; your young lady will be
formed, scarce lit up the immense room; the driven up to it in the hackney coach, and get
chafing-dish had grown black, and all these into the trap with my pal, while my wife
monstrous heads cast misshapen shadows returns here to report progress. As for your
upon the walls and the ceiling. No other young lady, no harm will be done her; she
sound was audible save the regular breathing will be taken to a place where she will be all
of the old drunkard, who was asleep. Marius safe; and so soon as you have handed me
was waiting in a state of anxiety, which every the trifle of two hundred thousand francs she
The enigma was will be restored to you. If you have me
thing tended to augment.
more impenetrable than ever; who 'was this arrested, my pal will settle ' the Lark,' that's
" little one," whom Thenardier had also called all."
The prisoner did not utter a word, and after
"the Lark,"—was she ''his Ursule ?" The
prisoner had not seemed affected by this name a pause Thenardier continued,
" It is simple enough, as you see, and there
of "the Lark,"and had answered with the most
natural air in the world. /'I do not know will be no harm, unless 3^ou like to make harm.
what you mean." On the other hand, the I have told you all about it, and warned you
two letters U. F. were explained, they were that you might know."
He stopped, but the prisoner did not inUrbain Fabre, and Ursule's name was no
longer Ursule, This is what Marius saw most terrupt the silence, and Thenardier added,
"So soon as my wife has returned and
A sort of frightful fascination kept
clearly.
him nailed to the spot, whence he surveyed said to me, The Lark is under weigh,' we
and commanded the whole scene. He stood will release you, and you can sleep at home
You see that we have no ill inthere almost incapable of reflection and move- if you like.
ment, as if annihilated by the frightful things tentions."
Frightful images passed across the mind
which he saw close to him; and he waited,
hoping for some incident, no matter its of Marius. What! they were not going to
nature, unable to collect his thoughts, and not bring the girl here! One of the monsters
was goin^ to carry her off in the darkness!
knowing what to do.

muddy

"My

boots to the chafing-dish.
feet are cold,"

'
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Oh, if it were she! and it was
was so. Marius felt the beating
of his heart stop; what should ho do? fire
the pistol and deliver all these villains into
the hands of justice? But the hideous man
with the pole-axe could not be the less out
of reach with the girl, and Marius thought
of Thenardier^s words, whose sanguinary
meaning he could read, If you have me arrested^ my pal will settle the Larlc\ now he
felt himself checked, not only by the colonel^s will, but by his love and the peril of
her whom he loved. The frightful situation,
which had already lasted above an hour,
changed its aspect at every moment, and
Marius had the strength to review in turn all
the most frightful conjectures, while seeking
The tumult of
a hope and finding none.
his thoughts contrasted with the lugubrious
In the midst of this sisilence of the den.
lence the sound of the staircase door beingopened and shut became audible. The prisoner gave a start in his bonds.
"Here's my wife,'" said Thenardier.
He had scarce finished speaking when
Mother Thenardier rushed iuto the room,
red, out of breath, and with flashing eyes,
and shouted as she struck her thighs with
where

?

plain that

it

''A

false address.''

brigand,

who had accompanied her,

ap-

peared behind, and took up his pole-axe again.
^^
A false address?" Thenardier repeated,
and she went on,

Monsieur Urbain Fabre known at
They never
No. Vt, Kue St. Dominique.
heard of him."
She stopped to snort, and then con"iSTo

—

—

accent,
''

A

false address ?

why, what did you ex-

pect?"
" To gain time !" the ]3risoner thundered.
And at the same moment he shook off his

bonds, which w^ere cut through

:

the prisoner

was only fastened to the bed by one leg.
Ere the seven men had time to look about
them and rush forward, he had stretched out
his hand toward the fireplace, and the Thenardiers and the brigands, driven back by
surprise to the end of the room, saw him
almost free, and in a formidable attitude,
waving round his head the red-hot chisel,
from which a sinister glare shot.
In the judicial inquiry that followed this
affair, it was stated that a large sou, cut and
worked in a peculiar manner, was found in

when

the garx^et

upon

the police

made

their de-

was one of those marvels
of industry which the patience of the bagne
engenders in the darkness, and for the darkness marvels which are naught but instruments of escape. These hideous and yet
scent

her two big hands,

The

Marius breathed again, for She, Ursule, or
he no longer knew her name was
saved.
AVhile the exasperated woman was
vociferating Thenardier sat down at the table; he remained for some minutes without
saying a word, balancing his right leg and
looking at the chafing-dish with an air of
savage reverie.
At last he said to the jDrisoner slowly, and with a peculiarly ferocious
the Lark

it.

It

—

delicate products of a prodigious art are in
the jewelry trade what slang metaphors are

Benvenuto Oellinis
same way as there are

in poetry; for there are
at the bagne, in the

Villous in language.

The wretch who

as-

means, without
" Monsieur Thenardier, that old cove has tools, or, at the most, with an old knife, to
made a fool of you ; for you are too good- saw a sou in two, hollow out the two parts
I would without injuring the dies, and form a thread
hearted, I keep on telling you.
in the edge of the sou, so that the sou may
if he
and
begin
with
to
his
throat
cut
have
It screws and unscrews
had sulked I would have boiled him alive! De reproduced.
that would have made him speak and tell us at pleasure, and is a box; and in this box a
where his daughter is, and where he keeps watch-spring saw is concealed, which, if wellThat is how I should have man- managed, will cut through fetters and iron
his money.
aged the affair. People are right when they bars. It is believed that the unhajopy consay that men are more stupid than women. vict possesses only a sou; but, not at all, he
]S"obody at ]^o. 17, it is' a large gateway. possesses liberty. It was a sou of this nature
No Monsieur Fabre at No, 17, and we went which was found by the police under the bed
near the window, and a small saw of blue
at a gallop, with a fee for the driver and all
I spoke to the porter and his wife, who is a steel, which could be easily concealed in the
sou, was also discovered. It is probable that at
fine, tall woman, and they did not know an}^the moment when the bandits searched the
body of the name.
pires

tinued,

!

to

deliverance, finds

—

——

———

r
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prisoner he had the double sou about him^

and hid

it

and his right hand
afterwards, he unscrewed it,

in his palm;

being at liberty
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hands on
and the masked man with the

of the brigands laid their

his shoulders,

ventriloquist voice stood in front of him, ready

and employed the saw to cut the ropes.
This would explain the slight noise and the
almost imperceptible movements which Marius had noticed. As, however, he was unable

to dash out his brains with a blow of the

down for fear of betraying himself,
he had not cut the cord on his left leg. The
bandits gradually recovered from their sur-

the following remarks exchanged in a low

to stoop

at the slightest

^^

" There

held by one leg, and will not fly
I put the pack-thread round that

away.
paw.^^

Here the prisoner
"
so

You
much

raised his voice,

are villains, but

my

make me

up the

was the husband and wife holding counand then Thenardier walked slowly to the
table, opened the drawer, and took out the
cil,

Marius clutched the handle of the

in his conscience, one telling

'^

sleeve ot his left arm,

stretched out his arm,

and placed on the naked flesh the red-hot
chisel, which he held in his right hand by
the wooden handle. Then could be heard
the frizzling of the burnt flesh, and the smell
peculiar to torture-rooms spread through the
garret.
Marius tottered in horror, and the
brigands themselves shuddered but the face
of the strange old man was scarce contracted,
and while the red-hot steel was burying itself
in the smoking wound, he
impassive and
almost august fixed on Thenardier his beautiful glance, in which there was no hatred,
and in which suffering disappeared in a serene majesty. For in great and lofty natures
the revolt of the flesh and of the senses when
suffering from physical pain make the soul
appear on the brow, in the same way as the
mutiny of troops compels the captain to
show himself.
'^ Villains, ^^ he said, "
be no more frightened of me than I am of you.''^
'And, tearing the chisel out of the wound,
he hurled it through the window which had

—

—

Exactly."

It

knife.

and added,

"Look here
At the same time he

only one thing to be done.''

make me
write, or make

what I do not wish to
me say what I do not intend to say
pulled

is

his throat !"

pistol in a state of extraordinary perplexity.

speak,

write

At

not worth
As for imagin-

life is

trouble to defend.

ing that you could

He

''

easy/^ said Bigrenaille to Thenardier,

is still

key

voice,

" Cut

Be

his part.

the same time Marius heard below him, but
so close that he could not see the speakers,

prise.

" he

movement on

—

For above an hour he had heard two voices

him

to respect

his father's will, while the other cried to

him

These two voices
continued their struggle uninterruptedly, and
caused him an agony. He had vaguely hoped
up to this moment to find some mode of reconciling those two duties, but nothing possible had occurred to him.
Still the peril
pressed; the last moment of delay was passed,
for Thenardier, knife in hand, was reflecting
a few paces from the prisoner. Marius looked
wildly around him, which is the last mechannical resource of despair.
All at once he
started; at his feet on his table a bright
moonbeam lit up and seemed to point out to
him a sheet of paper. On this sheet he read
succor the prisoner.

to

this line, written in large letters that very

morning by the elder of Thenardier's daughters,

^^Heee are the Slops."

An

idea, a flash, crossed Marius'

mind

;

this

was the solution of the frightful problem
that tortured him, sparing the assassin and
saving the victim. He knelt down on the
chest of drawers, stretched forth his arm,
seized the paper, softly detached a lump of
plaster from the partition, wrapped it up in
the paper, and threw it through the hole into
been left open. The horrible red-hot tool the middle of the den. It was high time, for
whirled through the night and fell some dis- Thenardier had overcome his last fears, or
tance off in the snow, which hissed at the his last scruples, and was going toward the
contact.

"

Do

to

The

prisoner continued,

me what you

like.^^

" He was defenceless.
" Seize him/' said Thenardier.

prisoner.

" There's something falling," his wife criede
^^

What

is it

?" her

husband asked.

The woman had bounded forward, and
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picked up the lump of plaster wrapped in
paper^ which she handed to her husband.
'^
How did it get here ?" Thenardier asked.
"Why hang it/^ his wife asked, ^^how do
you expect that it did ? through the window,

All turned; it was Javert, who held his
hat in his hand and offered it smilingly.

CHAPTEE CLXXV.

of course.'"'

JAYERT

saw it pass/^ said Bigrenaille.
Thenardier rapidly unfolded the paper,
''^

IS

THROWN" OUT

AGAIIS".

I

and held

it

close to the candle.

" Eponine's handwriting,

He made

— the devil

a signal to his wife,

!'^

Javert posted his men at nightfall, and
ambushed himself behind the trees of the
Eue de la barriere des Gobelins, which joins

who hurried No. 50-52 on

the other side of the boulevard.

He had begun by

" Which way ?" Bigrenaille remarked.
'^ By
the window," Thenardier replied;
*^As Ponine threw the stone through the
window, that's a proof that the house is not
beeet on that side."
The mask with the ventriloquist voice laid
his key on the ground, raised his arms in the
air, and opened and shut his hands thrice
This was
rapidly, without saying a word.

opening his "pocket, in
it the two girls ordered
to watch the approaches to the den, but he
had only " nailed"- Azelma; as f or Eponine,
she was not at her post, she had disappeared,
and he had not been able to seize her. Then
Javert took up his post, and listened for the
appointed signal. The departure and return
of the hackney coach greatlv perplexed him;
at length he grew impatient, and feeling sure
that there " was a nest there," and of being
in "luck's way," and having recognized
several of the bandits who went in, he resolved to enter without waiting for the pistolIt will be remembered that he had
shot.
Marius' latch-key, and he arrived just in

like the signal for clearing for action a-board

time.

and showed her the line written
on the paper, then added in a hollow voice,
"Quick, the ladder we must leave the

up

to him,

!

bacon in the

trap.^^

"Without cutting the man^s throat ?^^ the
Megaera asked.

^^We haven't the

ship; the brigands

time.''

who held the

prisoner let

order to thrust into

The

startled bandits dashed at the weapons,

and in a twinkling the rope ladder which they had thrown into corners at, the
was dropped out of the window and securely moment of their attempted escape; and in
fastened to the sill by the two iron hooks. less than a second, these seven men, formidThe prisoner paid no attention to what was able to look at, were grouped in a posture of
going on around him, he seemed to be think- defence, one with his pole-axe, another with
ing or praying.
So soon as the ladder was his key, a third with his life-preserver, the
others with chisel, pincers, and hammer, and
fixed, Thenardier cried,
and Thenardier with his knife in his fist.
"The lady first."
And he dashed at the window, but as he The woman picked up an enormous pavingwas stepping out, Bigrenaille roughly seized stone which lay in the angle of the room, and
Javert
served her daughter as a footstool.
him by the collar.
No, no, my old joker, after us !" he said. restored his hat to his head, and walked into
" After us !" the bandits yelled.
the room, with folded arms, his cane hang^^You are children," said Thenardier, ing from his waist, and his sword in his
" we are losing time, and the police are at scabbard.
'^ Halt !" he shouted, " you will not leave
our heels."
" Very well, then," said one of the bandits, by the window but by the door, which is not
You are seven and we are
so unhealthy.
"let us draw lots as to who shall go first."

him

go,

^•'

Thenardier exclaimed,
" Are you mad ? are you drunk

why,

what a set of humbugs; lose time, I suppose,
draw lots, eh ? with a wet finger ? a short
straw ? write our names and put them in a
cap—?"
"

May

door.

I offer

my

do not let us quarrel like waterbut behave as gentlemen."

fifteen, so
?

hat ?" a voice said at the

carriers,

drew a
and placed it

Bigrenaille
blouse,

pistol

from under

his

in Thenardier's hand,

as he whispered,

"It is Javert, and
man. Dare you ?"
'^

I

I dare not fire at that

should thiuk so," Thenardier answered.

THE FELONIOUS ATTACK.
Hugo,
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" Well,

fire/^

Thenardier took the pistol and aimed at
Javert; the inspector, who was only three
paces froip. him, looked at him fixedly, and
contented himself with saying,
"Don't fire, for the pistol won^t go

space which the

309

woman guarded with

her

eyes.

Don't come nearer," she shrieked, ^^or
smash you. Be off !"

^^

I'll

"

What

a grenadier

!"

said Javert,

" the

mother you have a beard like a man, but I
have claws like a woman."
And he continued to advance. Mother
Thenardier pulled the trigger, there was a
Thenardier, with flying hair and terrible
flash in the pan.
" Did I not tell you so V' Javert remarked. looks, straddled her legs, bent back, and
Bigrenaille threw his life-preserver at wildly hurled the paving-stone at Javert. He
stooped, the stone passed over him, struck
Javert's feet.
^'
You are the emperor of the devils, and I the wall, from which it dislodged a mass* of
plaster, and then ricochetted from angle to
surrender.'^
'' And
you V^ Javert asked the other angle till it fell exhausted at Javert's feet.
At the same moment Javert reached the
bandits.
Thenardiers; one of his large hands settled
They answerad, ^^ We too.^^
on his wife's shoulder, the other on the husJavert remarked calmly,
" That is all right, I begged you to behave band's head.
" Handcuffs here !" he shouted.
like gentlemen."
^^
The policemen flocked in, and in a few
thing,"
only
ask
one
Bigrenaille
I
remarked, " that my baccy mayn^t be stopped seconds Javert's orders were c^^rried out. The
woman, quite crushed, looked at her own and
while I'm in solitary confinement."
'' Granted," said Javert.
her husband's manacled hands, fell on the
Then he turned and shouted, ^^ You can ground, and, bursting into tears, cried,
^^My daughters."
come in now."
^^ Oh, they
are all right," said Javert.
A squad of police, sword in hand, and
By this time the police had noticed the
agents armed with bludgeons and sticks,
rushed in at Ja vert's summons, and bound drunken man sleeping behind the door, and
This crowd of men, scarce illu- shook him; he woke up, and stammered,
the robbers.
^^ Is it all over,
mined by the candle, filled the den with
Jondrette ?"
" Yes," Javert answered.
shadows.
*^ Handcuff them all," Javert cried.
The six bound bandits were standing
" Just come this way," a voice shouted, together, with their spectral faces, three
which was not that of a man, but of which daubed with black, and three masked.
" Keep on your masks," said Javert.
no one could have said, '^ It is a woman's
voice." Mother Thenardier had entrenched
And, passing them in review, like a Fredherself in one of the angles of the window erick II. at a Potsdam parade, he said to the
and it was she from whom this roar had three ^^ sweeps,"
" Good-day,
^' Good-day,
come. The police and the agents fell back,
Bigrenaille."
she had thrown off her shawl, and kept her Brujon." '' Good-day, Deux Milliards."
bonnet on; her husband, crouching behind
Then turning to the three masks, he said
her, almost disappeared under the fallen to the man with the pole-axe, ^^ Good-day,
shawl, and she covered him with her body, Gueulemer," and to the man with the cudgel,
while raising the paving-stone above her head '^ Good-day, Babet," and to the ventriloquist,
with both hands, like a giantess about to ^' Here's luck, Olaquesous."
heave a rock.
At this moment he noticed the prisoner,
" Heads below !" she screeched.
who had not said a word since the arrival of
All fell back upon the passage, and there the police, and held his head down.
'^
was a large open space in the centre of the
Untie the gentleman, "said Javert, "and
garret.
The hag took a glance at the bandits, let no one leave the room."
who had suffered themselves to be bound, and
After saying this he sat down in a lordly
muttered, in a hoarse and guttural voice,
way at the table, on which the candle and
*' The cowards !"
the inkstand were still standing, took a
Javert smiled, and walked into the open stamped paper from his pocket, and began
Hugo. Vol. II.— 24
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writing his report. When he had written a
few lines, which are always the same formula,
he raised his eyes.
Bring the gentleman here whom these
gentlemen had tied up.'^

and her head alone could be seen; she looked
like a mask of decrepitude lit up by a flash
darting through the night.
The lad looked

^"^

at her.

The

style of

agents looked around.
'' Well/'^ Javert asked, '' where is he?^'
The prisoner of the bandits, M. Leblanc,
M. Urbain Fabre, the father of Ursule or
The door was
the Lark, had disappeared.
guarded, but the window was not. So soon

he found himself released, and while Javert
was writing, he took advantage of the trouble,
the tumult, the crowd, the darkness, and the
moment when attention was not fixed upon
him, to rush to the window. An agent ran
up and looked out; he could see nobody; but
the rope ladder was still trembling.
'^The devil r"* said Javert between his
teeth, ^^he must have been the best of the

''^Madame," he said, ^^ yours is not the
beauty which would suit me."
He went his way, and began singing

again,
''Le Roi Coup de sabot
S'en allait a la chasse,

A la cliasse aux

corbeaux."

as

lot.^^

On the day after that in which these events
occurred in the house on the Boulevard de
V Hopital, a lad, who apparently came from
the bridge of Austerlitz, was trudging along
the right-hand walk in the direction of the
Barriere de Fontainebleau, at about nightfall.
This boy was pale, thin, dressed in rags,
wearing canvas trousers in the month of February, and singing at the top of his lungs.
At the corner of the Eue du Petit Banquier
and old woman was stooping down and fumbling in a pile of mud by the lamplight; the
lad ran against her as he passed and fell back
with the exclamation,—
^'
My eye, why I took that for an enormous,
an enormous

uttered the word enormous the second
time with a sonorous twang, which might be
expressed by capitals ^^an enormous, an
self

up

The

old

woman drew

her-

young

puffed.
'^Is that the

way that houses

are treated

at present?"

All at once she stopped, for she had recog-

nized the gamin.
^^Yhy, it is that Satan!"
it's the old woman," said the
Good evening, my dear Bougonmuche,
have come to see my ancestors."
The old woman answered with a composite

^^Hilloh!

boy.
1

^'

an admirable instance of hatred
taking advantage of old age and ugliness,
which was unfortunately lost in the darkThere's nobody here, scamp."
ness,
^^ Nonsense,"
^^where's
the boy said,
^^^^

father.^"

furiously.

^'^You

of these three lines he broke
had reached No. 50-52, and, finding
the gate closed, he began giving it re-echoing
and heroic kicks, which indicated rather the
shoes of the man which he wore than the
By this time
feet of the boy which he had.
the same old woman whom he had met at the
corner of the Kue du Petit Banquier ran up
after him, uttering shouts, and making the
most extraordinary gestures.
^^Whaf's the matter? what^s the matter?
Lord to God! the gate is being broken
down, and the house broken into."
The kicks continued, and the old woman

He

grimace,

dog.""

He

EisroRMOUS dog.'^

At the end

off.

devil!" she growled,

"if I

had not been stooping I know where my foot
would have been now/^
The lad was already some distance off.
after all I may not
'*^K^ss! k'ssP he said,
'*^

have been mistaken."
The old woman, choked with indignation,
drew herself up to her full height, and the
street lantern fully lit up her livid face,
which was hollowed by angles and wrinkles,
and crowds-feet connecting the corners of the
mouth. The body was lost in the darkness.

^^At La Force."
^^Hilloh! and mother?"

^^At Saint Lazare."
^^

Very

fine!

and

my

sisters?"

'"At the Madelonnettes."
The lad scratched the back of his ear,
at
Mame Bougon, and said,
looked
,

^^Ah!"

Then he turned on his heels, and a moment
woman, who was standing in
the gateway, heard him singing in his clear
later the old

young

voice,

as

he

went

off

under the
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which were quivering in the winter third with Napoleon, and they are exhausted.
Everybody insists on a bed.
breeze,
elms

Le Roi Coup de

**

devotions,

AYorn-out

sabot

crying

heroisms,

gorged ambitions, and made fortunes, seek,

S'en allait ^ la cbasse,
la chasse aux corbeaux.
Monte sur des ecbasses,
Quand on passait dessous,
On lui payait deux sous."

A

and solicit, what ? a restingand they have it. They take possession of peace, tranquillity, and leisure, and
Still, at the same time, certain
feel satisfied.
facts arise, demand recognition, and knock
These facts have
at doors on their side.
CHAPTER CLXXYI.
emerged from revolutions and wars; they exist, they live, and have the right, the right
EXCELLENTLY CUT OUT.
of installing themselves in society, which
they do and in the majority of mstances,
immediately
years
two
the
and
1832,
1831
claim, implore,
place,

attached to the revolution of July, contain

facts are the quartermasters, that only pre-

the most peculiar and striking moments of
history, and these two years^ amid those that
precede and follow them, stand out like mounThey possess the true revolutionary
tains.
grandeur, and precipices may be traced in
them. The social masses, the foundations of
civilization, the solid group of superimposed

pare a billet for principles.

In such a

case, this is

what occurs to politisame time as wearied

cal philosophers: at the

men

claim

rest,

accomplished facts demand

guarantees, for guarantees for facts are the
same thing as repose for men. It is this that

England asked of the Stuart after the Proand what France asked of the Bourand
These guarantees
after the empire.
of the ancient Gallic formations appear and bons
and they must
times,
the
of
necessity
are
a
disappear every moment through the stormy
adherent interests

and the secular

profiles

clouds of systems, passions, and theories.
These apparitions and disappearances were
called resistance and movement, but, at in-

Vuth, Jthe daylight^ jof the human
souy flashes through all.

tervals^

This remarkable epoch is so circumscribed,
is beginning to become so remote from

and

us, that
lines,

we

are able to seize

we

its

principal out-

make

the atRestoration was one of those

any

or at

rate

will

tempt. The
intermediate phases which are so difficult to
define, in which are fatigue, buzzing mur-

murs, sleep and tumult, and which, after all,
are nought but the arrival of a great nation
These epochs are peculiar,
at a halting- place.
and deceive the politician who tries to take

advantage of them. At the outset the nation
only demands repose, there is but one thirst,
for peace, and only one ambition, to be small
which is the translation of behaving quiet-

—

ly.

"Great

events, great accidents,

adventures, great men,

had enough

of these,

to the bung.'^

—

and are

great

Lord! we have
full of

them up

Caesar would be given for

tector

The

princes concede them, but
the force of things that gives
them. This is a profound truth and worth
knowing, which the Stuarts did not suspect

be granted.
in reality

in 1662,

it

is

and of which the Bourbons did not

even gain a glimpse in 1814.
The predestined family which returned to
France when Napoleon collapsed, had the
fatal simplicity of believing that it gave,

and

could take back what it had once
given; that the Bourbon family possessed
the right divine, and France possessed nothing, and that the political right conceded in
the chapter of Louis XVIII. was nothing

that

it

else but a branch of the divine right, detached by the House of Bourbon and graciously allowed the people up to the day when the
king thought proper to clutch it again.
Still, from the displeasure which the gift
caused it, the Bourbon family ought to have

It befelt that it did not emanate from it.
haved in a grudging way to the nineteenth
century, and looked with an ugly smile at
every expansion of the nation. To employ a

and N^apoleon for the Roi d^'Yvetot, trivial, that is to say, a popular and true
a merry little king.'' Folk phrase, it was crabbed, and the people
have been marching since daybreak and ar- noticed it.
The government believed that it had
rive at the evening of a long and rough
because the empire had been restrength
Mirawith
halt
first
their
made
march; they
beau, the second with Robespierre, and the moved before it, like a stage scene, but it did
Prusias,

who was "such
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not perceive that it iiad been produced in the
same way, nor see that it was held in the
same hand which had removed Xapoleon.
It believed that it had roots^ because it was
the past, and was mistaken it formed a por:

tion of the past, but the

was France; and the roots

whole of the past
of

French

society

were not in the Bourbons, but in the nation.
These obscure and vivacious roots did not
constitute the right of a family, but the history of a people, and wei-e everywhere, except

had grown accustomed to calm discuswhich the republic had been deficient
in, and to grandeur m peace, which was not
known under the empire. France, strong
and free, had been an encouraging examj)le
tion

sion,

the other nations of EurojDc. Under
Eobespierre the revolution ruled; under
Bonaparte, cannon; while in the reigns of

for

Louis XYIII. and Charles X. the turn ar-

intellect to speak.
The wind
and the torch was re-illumined,
under the throne. The House of Bourbon while a pure mental light played round the
had been for France the illustrious and serene crests. It was a magnificent, useful,
blood stained knot of her history, but was no and delightful spectacle; and for fifteen
longer the principal element of her destiny years those great principles, which are so old
She for the thinker, so new for the statesman,
or the necessary basis of her feeling.
could do without the Bourbons and she had equality before the law, liberty of conscience
done for two-and-twenty years there was a freedom of the press and speech, and the

rived

for

ceased,

;

solution of continuity, but they did not sus-

And how

could they suspect it,
when they imagined that Louis XVII.
reigned at the 9th Thermidor, and that Louis

pect

it.

XVIII. was reigning at the day of Marengo?
Never, since the origin of history, have printhe presence of history
ces been so blind
and that portion of the divine authority
which facts contain and promulgate. Never
had the nether claim which is called the
right of kings, denied to such a pitch the

m

was a capital error that
led this family to lay their hand again on the
^^
granted'^ guarantees in 1814, or on the
It was a
concession, as they entitled them.
sad thing that what they called their concessions were our conquests, and what they
called our encroachments were our rights.
When the hour appeared to have arrived,

supreme

the
\)ver

right.

It

Restoration, supposing itself victorious
Bonaparte, and rooted in the country,

and promind, and

;hat is to say, believing itself strong

found,
risked

suddenly made up
its stake.

its

One morning

face of France, and, raising

it

its

rose in the
voice, con-

and the individual
sovereignty of the nation, and
title, the
the liberty of the citizen. In other terms.
It denied the nation what made it a nation,
and the citizen what made him a citizen.
This is the substratum of those famous de''
crees which are called the '' Ordonnances
The restoration fell, and fell justof July.
Still, let us add, it was not absolutely
ly.
hostile to all the forms of progress, and
grand things were accomplished, while it
stood aloof. During the Eestoration the natested the collective

title,

accessibility

of all fitting

men

to

office,

could be seen at work in a reign of peace,
Things went on thus till
and publicly.
1830, and the Bourbons were an instrument
of civilization which broke in the hands of
Providence.

The fall of the Bourbons was full of
grandeur, not on their side but on that of
the nation. They left the throne with gravity, but without authority: their descent into
night was not one of those solemn disappearances which impart a sombre emotion to
history, and it was neither the spectral calmness of Charles L nor the eagle cry of Na-

They went away, that was all, they
deposited the crown and did not retain the
glory, and though they were dignified, they
poleon.

were no august, and they were to a certain
extent false to the majesty of their misforCharles X., having a round table cut
tune.
square during the Cherbourg voyage, seemed

more anxious about the imperilled etiquette
than the crumbling monarchy. This diminution saddened the devoted men who were attached to the Bourbons personally, and the
serious men who honored their race. The people behaved admirably however, and the nation attacked one morning by a species of royalist insurrection, felt

themselves so strong

that they displayed no anger. They defended
themselves, restrained themselves, and restored things to their place; the govexniment
in the law, the

Bourbons in

exile, alas

They took the

old

I

and

King

stopped
Charles X. off the dais which bad sheltered
Louis XIV., and gently placed him on the
ground, and they only touched the royal perthere.
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and perhaps even
monstrous. If we wish to discover at one
glance what a degree of ugliness fact can attain, when looked at through the distance of
He is
centuries, let us regard Machiavelli.
not an evil genius, a demon, or a cowardly
and servile writer; he is nothing but the
fact, aud not merely the Italian fact, but the
European fact, the fact of the sixteenth century.
He appears hideous, and is so in the
presence of the moral idea of the nineteenth
century.
This struggle between right and
fact has endured since the origin of societies.
It is the task of wise men to terminate the
duel, amalgamate the poor idea with human
reality, and to make right penetrate fact and
of time, mishapeu, foul,

sons cautiously and sorrowfully. It was not
one man, or a few men, but France, united

France, France victorious, and intoxicated
by its victory, which appeared to remember,
and practised in the eyes of the whole world,
the serious remarks of Guillaume du Yair
^^ It is easy
after the day of the barricades.
for those who have been accustomed to obtain the favors of the great, and leap like a
bird from branch to branch, from a low to a
flourishing fortune, to show themselves bold
against their prince in his misfortunes; but
for

my

part the fortune of

my

kings will be

and principally of
those who are in affiiction.^^ The Bourbons
bore away with them respect, but not regret;
was
said, their misfortune
as we have
greater than themselves, and they faded
away on the horizon.
The revolution of July at once found
friends and enemies in the whole world; the
former rushed toward it enthusiastically and
ever

venerable to me,

turned away, each
according to their nature. The princes of
Europe, the owls of this dawn, at the first
moment closed their eyes, which were hurt
and stupefied, and only opened them again
to menace
it is a terror easy to understand
and a pardonable anger. This strange revolution had been scarce a blow, and had not
even done conquered royalty the honor of

fact right pacifically.

CHAPTER CLXXVII.
BADLY STITCHED.

But

joyfully, while the latter

an enemy and shedding

as

it

its

blood.
In the sight of despotic governments,
which also have an interest in liberty calummating itself, the revolution oC July had the
fault of being formidable and remaining
gentle, but no attempt was made or prepared
against it. The most dissatisfied and irritated

persons saluted
ness or rancor

it,

may

for whatever their selfishbe,

men

feel

a mysterious

which they are
sentient of the co-operation of some one who
labors above mankind.
The revolution of
July is the triumph of right overthrowing
fact, and is a thing full of splendor.
Hence
came the brilliancy of the three days, and at
the same time their mansuetude, for right
that triumphs has no need to be violent.
Right is justice and truth, and it is the proprespect issue

from events

in

erty of right to remain eternally beautiful

and pure.

even the most necessary

Fact,

in appearance and best accepted by contemporaries, if

it

only exist as fact, and contain

too little right,

is

no right at all, and is inbecome, with the dura-

fallibly destined to

the task of wise

from that

of clever

of 1830 quickly

men

differs greatly

men, and the revolution

stopped, for

when

a revolu-

run ashore, the clever men plunder
the wreck. Clever men in our century have
tion has

—

treating
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i

I

I

decreed themselves the title of statesmen, so
that the phrase has eventually become a bit
of slang.
For it must not be forgotten that
where there is only cleverness, littleness necessarily exists, and to say " the clever^^ is much
In the same
like saying the '^ mediocrites.'^
way the word statesman is often equivalent
to saying '' traitor.'^
If we believe clever
men, then revolutions like that of July are
severed arteries, and a rapid ligature is required.
Right, if too loudly proclaimed, begins to give way, and hence so soon as
right is substantiated the state must be
strengthened, and when liberty is injured
At this
attention must be turned to power.
point wise men, though they had not yet
separated from clever men, begin to suspect
them. Power, very good! but, in the first
place, what is power ? and, secondly, whence
does it come r The clever men do not appear to hear the muttered objection and continue their manoeuvres. According to politicians who ingeniously place a mask of
necessity upon profitable fiction, the first
want of a people after revolution, if that
people form part of a- monarchical continent,
In this way, they
is to obtain a dynasty.
say peace is secured after the revolution^
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that is to say^ the necessary time for repairing the house and dressing the wounds. A
dynasty hides the scaffolding and covers the
hospital.
Now, it is not always easy to obtain a dynasty, although the first man of
genius or the first adventurer met with is
sufficient to make a king.
You have in the
first case Bonaparte, and in the second Iturbide.
But the first family come across is not
sufficient

to

form a dynasty, for there

necessarily a certain

amount

is

of antiquity re-

with a sun-shade.

1830 practised this theory,

which had already been applied to England
by 1688. 1830 is a revolution arrested halfway, and a moiety of progress is almost right.

Now
as

cheek

ignores

logic

sun

the

ignores

revolutions

this

a

as

absolutely

AVho

rushlight.

The bour-

half-way?

Why?
Because the bourgeoisie
represent satisfied self-interest.
Yesterday
appetite was felt, to-day fullness, and to-mor-

geoisie.

row

The phenomenon

satiety.

of 1814, after

quired as a race, and the wrinkle of centuries
cannot be improvised.
If we place ourselves at the stand-point of
statesmen, with all due reserves, of course,
what are the qualities of a king who issues
from a revolution ? He may be, and it is
useful that he sliould be, revolutionary, that
is to say, have played a personal part in the
revolution^ have become either compromised
or renowned in it, and have wielded the axe
What are the qualities
or drawn the sword.
of a dynasty ? it must be national," that is to
say, distantly revolutionary, not through acts
done, but through ideas accepted.
It must

Napoleon, was reproduced in 1830 after
Charles X.
Attempts have been made,
though wrongly, to convert the bourgeoisie
into a class, but they are merely the contented portion of the
population.
The
bourgeois is a man who lias at last time to
s-it
down, and a chair is not a caste. But
through a desire to sit dgwn too soon, the

be composed of the past and be historical,
and of the future and be sympathetic. All

selfishness, the condition for wdiich that por-

this

explains

why

the

first

revolutions are

with finding a man, Xapoleon or
Cromwell, while the second are determined on
finding a family, like the House of Brunswick
Royal houses reor the House of Orjeans.
semble those Indian fig-trees, each branch of
which bends down, becomes rooted in the
ground, and grows into a fig-tree. Each
branch of the family may become a dynasty,
on the sole condition that it bends down to
to the people.
Such is the theory of clever

satisfied

men.

human race may be arrested,
has frequently been the fault of
the bourgeoisie, and people are not a class
because they commit a fault, and selfishness
is not one of the divisions of the social order.
progress of the

and

this

However,

we must be

as

tion of the nation called the bourgeoisie as-

pired after the shock of 1830, w^as not inertia,

which
sloth,

sleep,

is complicated with indifference and
and contains a little shame, nor was it
which presupposes a momentary ob-

livion accessible to dreams, but

halt

is

posting

A

its

called progress.

it

to

bed

at full speed, to

place this excess of health under medical
treatment, and regard Hercules as a convalescent, to dilute the event in expediency, and
offer

weak

to

minds thirsting

for the ideal this

nectar, to take precautions against ex-

treme success, and provide the

revolution

it

is

re-

the accomplished

sentries

halt presupposes a

curve of the transition until progress is
checked, to depreciate the great work, denounce and retrench the roughness of enthusiasm, to cut angles and nails, to wrap the
triumph in wadding, roll the giant people in

and put

it is

and standing on
combat yesterday and a combat to-morrow ir is the interlude between 1830 and 1848.
What we here call combat may also be
fact,

flannel,

w^as a halt.

the restoration of strength,

pose armed and awake,

guard.

is

it

This word contains a double, singular, and
almost contradictory meaning, for it implies
troops on the march, that is to say, movement, and a bivouac, that is to say, rest. A

the great art; to give success
the sound of a catastrophe, so that those who
profit by it may also tremble at it; to season
every step taken with fear, to increase the
This, then,

just even towards

—

Hence the bourgeoisie

as

well as the statesmen required a man who
expressed the idea of a halt, an " although-because;'^ a composite individuality

revolution

and

stability,

in

signifying

other

w^ords,

strengthening the ]3 resent by the evident
compatibility of the past with the future.
This man was found ready-made,^' and his
The
name was Louis Philippe d'Orleans.
221 made Louis Philippe king, and LafayHe named
ette undertook the coronation.
]iim the best of Republics , and the Town Hall
^'^
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was substituted for the Cathedral of
Rheims. This substitution of a half -throne
for a complete throne was ^^the work of
1830/^
When the clever men had comof Paris
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he had only been most serene highness, but
when he became

a frank bourgeois on the day

and concise in
branded as a miser, but not
pi'oved to be one; in rcctlity one of those
his majesty; diffuse in public,

private life;

immense fault of their
had been done saving men who are easily prodigal to satisfy
beyond the pale of absolute right which their caprices or their duty; Avell read and
shouted " I protest V and then fell back into caring but little for literature; a gentleman
but not a cavalier; simple, calm and strong;
its formidable darkness.
adored by his family and his household a
seductive speaker, a disabused and coldCHAPTER CLXXVIIL
hearted statesman, swayed by the immediate
interest, governing from hand to mouth; inLOUIS PHILIPPE.
pleted their task, the

solution was apparent ; all this

:

history will cer-

capable of rancor and of gratitude pitilessly
employing superiorities upon mediocrities,
and clever in confounding by parliamentary
majorities those mysterious unanimities which
growl hoarsely beneath thrones expansive, at
times imprudent in his expansiveness, but
displaying marvellous skill in his imprudence;
fertile in expedients, faces and masks; terrifying France by Europe, and Europe by
France; loving his country undeniably, but
preferring his family; valuing domination
more than authority, and authority more
than dignity; a temperament which has this
mournful feature about it, that, by turning
every thing to success, it admits of craft and
does not absolutely repudiate baseness, but
at the same time has this advantage that it

tainly grant extenuating circumstances, but

preserves politics from violent shocks, the

worthy of esteem as his father was of
blame; possessing all the private virtues and

trophes; minute, correct, vigilant, attentive,

;

Revolutions have a

terrible

arm and

a

lucky hand, they hit hard and choose well.

Even when incomplete,
duced to the

state of a

bastardized, and reyounger revolution,

they nearly always retain
sufficient providential light not to fall badly,
and their eclipse is never an abdication.
Still we must not boast too loudly, for revolutions themselves are mistaken, and grave
Let us
errors have be^n witnessed ere now.
return to 1830, which was fortunate in its
In the establishment which was
deviation.
called order after the revolution was cut
short the king was worth more than the roya^y. Louis Philippe was a rare man.
like that of 1830,

Son

of a father, to

whom

as

several of the public virtues; careful of his

health, his fortune, his person,

and

his busi-

ness affairs, knowing the value of a minute,
but not always the value of a year, sober,

;

state

from

fractures,

and

society

from

catas-

and indefatigable; contradicting
himself at times, and belying himself ; bold
against Austria at Ancona, obstinate against
sagacious,

England in Spain, bombarding Antwerp and
and patient a good man and paying Pritchard; singing the Marseillaise
a good prince sleeping with his wife, and with conviction; inaccessible to despondency,
having in his palace lacqueys whose business to fatigue, to a taste for the beautiful and
ideal, to rash generosity, to Utopias, chimeras,
it was to show the conjugal couch to the
a regular ostentation which had grown anger, vanity, and fear; possessing every
cits
useful after the old illegitimate displays of form of personal bravery a general at Valmy,
the elder branch ; acquainted with all the a private at Jemappes; eight times attacked
languages of Europe, and, what is rarer still, by regicides, and constantly smiling brave
with all the languages of all the interests, as a grenadier, and courageous as a thinker;
and speaking them; an admirable represen- merely anxious about the chances of an Eutative of the " middle classes,^' but surpass- ropean convulsion, and unfitted for great
ing them, and in every way greater; possess- political advantages ever ready to risk his
ing the excellent sense, while appreciating life, but not his work; disguising his will
the blood from which he sprang, of claiming under influence for the sake of being obeyed
merit for his personal value, and very parti- rather as an intellect than as king; gifted
cular on the question of his race by declaring with observation and not with divination;
himself an Orleans and not a Bourbon a paying but slight attention to minds, but a
thorough first prince of the blood, so long as connoisseur in men, that is to say, requiring
serious, peaceful

;

;

—

;

;

;

;
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to see ere he could judge; endowed with
prompt and penetrating sense, fluent tongue,
and a prodigious memory, and incessantly
drawing on that memory, his sole similitude
with Ceesar, Alexander, and l^apoleon; knowing facts, details, dates, and proper names,
but ignorant of the various passions and ten-

He had no
and went out with an umbrella under
his arm, and this umbrella for a long time
formed part of his nunbus. He was a bit of
mason, a bit of a gardener, and a bit of a
surgeon: he bled a postilion who had fallen
from his horse, and no more thought of

dencies of the crowd, the internal aspirations

going out without his lancet than Henry III.
would without his dagger.
The royalists
ridiculed this absurd king, the first who shed
blood in order to cure.
A deduction must be made in tlie charges
which history brings against Louis Philippe,
and they form three different columns, each
of which gives a different total, one accusing
ro^^alty, the second the reign, and the third
Democratic right confiscated,
the king.
progress made the second interest, the pro-

and concealed agitation
word, of

all

that

may be

of

minds

—in

one

called the invisible

currents of consciences; accepted by the surface, but agreeing little with the lower strata
of

French

by

society; getting out of scrapes

much and

not reigning
sufficiently; his own prime minister; excellent in the art of setting up the littleness of

governing too

skill;

an obstacle to the immensity of
mingling with a true creative faculty
of civilization, order, and organization, I do
not know what pettifogging temper and chicanery; the founder of a family and at the
same time its man-of-law; having something
of Charlemagne and something of an attorney in him but, on the whole as a lofty and
realities as

ideas

;

;

original figure, as a prince

who managed

to

acquire power in spite of the anxiety of
France, and influence in spite of the Jealousy

—

Louis Philippe would be ranked
the eminent men of his age, and
the most illustrious governors known
in history, if he had loved glory a little, and
had a feeling for what is grand to the same
of Europe,

among
among

extent as he had a feeling for what is useful.
Louis Philippe had been handsome, and
when aged, remained graceful: though not

always admired by the nation he was always
so by the mob, for he had the art of pleasHe was deficient
ing and the gift of charm.
in majesty, and neither wore a crown though
king, nor displayed white hair though an old
man. His manners belonged to the ancient
regime, and his habits to the new, a mixture
of the noble and the citizen which suited
Louis Philippe was trrnsition on a
1830.
throne, and retained the old Dronunciation
and orthography, which he placed at the service of modern opinions: he was fond of Poland and Hungary, but he wrote "les Polonois,^"

and pronounced

^^

les Hongrais."^

He

wore the uniform of the JSTational Guard like
Charles X., and the ribbon of the Legion of
Honor like Xapoleon. He went but rarely
to mass, not at all to the chase, and never to
the opera he was incorruptible by priests,
whippers-in, and ballet girls, and this formed
:

part of his citizen popularity.
court,

tests of the

streets violently repressed, the

military execution

made

to

of

insurrections,

revolt

run the gauntlet, the Rue Trans-

nonain, the councils of war, the absorption
of the real country in the legal country, and
the government on account with three hun-

—

dred thousand priviliged persons are the
deeds of royalty: Belgium refused, Algeria
too harshly conquered with more of barbarity
than civilization, like India by the English,
the breach of faith to Abd-el-Kader, Blaye,
Deutz bought and Pritchard paid, are chargewhile the policy which
able to the reign
cares more for the family than the nation belongs to the king. As we see, when the deductions have been made, the charge against
the king is reduced; but his great fault was
that he was modest in the name of France.

—

Whence comes

this fault

?

Louis Philippe was a king who was too
much a father, and this incubation of a family which is intended to jDroduce a dynasty,
is frightened at everj^ thing, and does not
like to be disturbed.

which

Hence

arises excessive

which
and
Austerlitz in its military annals.
However,
when we abstract public duties which should

timidity,

has

is

offensive to a nation

July 14th in

its

civil

traditions

ever be

first fulfilled, the family deserved
Louis Philippe's profound tenderness for it.
This domestic group was admirable, and
combined virtue with talent. One of the
daughters of Louis Philippe, Marie d'Orleans,
placed the name of her race among artists as
Charles d^Orleans had done among the poets,

and she produced a statue which she called
Joan of Arc. Two of Louis Philippe's sons
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drew from Metternich this demagogic praise: people which is almost as impersonal as the
"They are young men whose like can be justice of God. The traces which the Eevofound nowhere^ and such princes as were lution left upon him were prodigious, and his
never seen before/^ Here is the truth, with- memory was a living imprint of these great
out extenuating or setting down aught in years, minute by minute. One day, iu the
It was his presence of a witness whose statements we
malice, about Louis Philippe.
good fortune to be in 1830 the prince egalite, cannot doubt, he corrected from memory the
to bear within

him the contradiction

be-

tween the Eestoration and the Eevolution,
and to possess that alarming phase in the
Eevolution which becomes reassuring in the
governor and there was never a more com:

plete adaptation

of the

for one entered the

tion took place.

man

to the event,

other and the incarnaLouis Philippe in 1830

formed into a man, and he had

also

on his

side that great designation to a throne, exile.

He had been proscribed, wandering, and
by his own

poor,

In Switzerland this heir to the richest princely domains
of France, was obliged to sell a horse in order
to eat; at Keichenau, he had given mathematical lessons, while his sister Adelaide was
embroidering and sewing; and these souvenirs blended with a king, rendered the bourWith his own hands he
geoisie enthusiastic.
had demolished the last iron cage at Mont St.
Michel, erected by Louis XL, and employed
by Louis XV. He was the companion of Dumouriez and the friend of Lafayette ; he had
belonged to the Jacobin Club, and Mirabeau
had tapped him on the shoulder, and Danton
At the age of
said to him, '^ Young man.^^
twenty-four, in ^93, when M. de Chartres, he
had witnessed from an obscure gallery in the
Convention the trial of Louis XVL, so well
named that poor tyrant. The blind clairvoyance of the Eevolution, breaking royalty
the king and the king with royalty, while

and had

lived

labor.

m

scarce noticing the

man in

the stern idea; the

vast storm of the audience

who

constituted

the judges; Capet not knowing what to answer; the frightful and stupefied vacillation
of this royal head before the ragmg blast; the
relative innocence of all mixed up in this
catastrophe, of those who condemned, as well
as of him who was condemned
he, Louis
Philippe, had looked at these things and
contemplated these hurricanes; he had seen
centuries appear at the bar of the Convention ; he had seen behind Louis XVL, that
unfortunate and responsible victim, the real
culprit, monarchy, emerging from the darkness, and he retained in his mind a respectable terror of this immense Justice of the

—

entire letter

A in the list of

the Constituent

Assembly.
Louis Philippe was an open-air king; during his reign the press was free, debates were
and speech were free.
conscience
free,
Though he knew the corrosive power of light
upon privileges, he left his throne exposed
to the light,

and history

will give

him

credit

Louis Philippe,
like all historic men who have quitted the
stage, is at the present day being tried by the
human conscience, but this trial has not yet
gone through its first stage. The hour when
history speaks with its venerable and free accent has not yet arrived for him; the moment
has not yet come for the final judgment.
Even the stern and illustrious historian, Louis
Blanc, has recently toned down his first verLouis Philippe was elected by the two
dict.
hundred and twenty-one deputies in 1830,
that is to say, by a semi-parliament and a
semi-revolution; and, in any case, we cannot
judge him here philosophically, without making some reservations in the name of the abIn the sight of
solute democratic principle.
the absolute, every thing is usurpation, which
trenches on the rights of man first, and the
rights of the people secondly; but what we
are able to say at present is, that, in whatever way we may regard him, Louis Philippe,
taken by himself, and looked at from the
standpoint of human goodness, will remain,
to employ the old language of old history, one
of the best princes that ever sat on a throne.
What has he against him ? this throne; take
the king away from Louis Philippe, and the
man remains. This man is good, at times so
good as to be admirable; often in the midst
of the gravest cares, after a day's struggle,
after the whole diplomacy of the ContiuenJ},
he returned to his apartments at night, and
then, though exhausted by fatigue and want
what did he ? He would take up
of sleep,
a list of sentences, and spend the night in re-

for this honorable behavior.

—

vising a criminal

was something

trial,

considering that it
own against Eu-

to hold his

rope, but even greater to tear a culprit from
He obstithe hands of the executioner.
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nately resisted his keeper of the seals^ and disputed the scaffold inch by inch with his attorney-generals^ those
as

cliattercrs

At times

he called them.

of the

laic,

piles of

sen-

tences covered his table^ and he examnied

them

all, and felt an agony at the thought of
abandoning these wretched condemned heads.
One day he said to the witness whom we just

now quoted,

^^I

gained seven of them

During the

night.^^

earlier

reign, the penalty of death

abolished,

and the

years

was, as

of
it

last

his

were,

re-erection of the scaffold

was a violence done

to the king.

As the Greve

disappeared with the elder branch, a bourwas established under the name of
^'
the Barriere St. Jacques, for ^ ^practical men
felt the necessity of a quasa-legitimate guillotine. This was one of the victories of Casimir
Perier,who represented the narrow side of the
bourgeoisie, over Louis Philippe, who represented the liberal side.
The king annotated
Beccaria with his own hand,and after the Fieschi machine he exclaimed: What a loity that
geois Greve

I

ID as

not ivoiinded, for then I could have
Another time, alluding to the

shown mercy.

resistance offered by his ministers, he

wrote
with reference to a political culprit, who is
one of the most illustrious men of the day,^^^

pardon

now

is

IS to

granted,
obtain

it,

and

cdl that

I have

to

do

Louis Philippe was as

gentle as Louis IX., and as good as Henri IV.,

any man deemed good by
almost superior to one who is grand.
As Louis Philippe has been sternly appreciated by some, and perhaps harshly by others,
it is very simple that a man, himself a phantom at the present day, who knew that king,
should offer his testimony for him in the
presence of history; this testimony, whatever
its value may be, is evidently, and before all,
disinterested.
An epitaph written by a dead
man is sincere, one shadow may console another shadow, for sharing the same darkness
gives the right to praise, and there is no fear
that it will ever be said of two tombs in exile
this man flattered the other.

and

in our opinion,

history

is

—

CHAPTEK CLXXIX.
CKACKS

At

this

IN^

THE

rOU2s"DATIOX.

moment, when the drama we

recounting

are

about to enter one of those
tragic clouds which cover the beginning of
the reign of Louis Philippe, it was quite necesis

sary that this book should give

an explana-

tion about that king.

entered

upon the

Louis Philippe had
royal authority without

violence or direct action on his part, through
a revolutionary change of wind, which was

evidently very distinct from the real object of
the Revolution, but in which he, the Due
d'Orleans, had no personal initiative.
He

was born a prince, and believed himself
had not given himself these
functions, nor had he taken them; they were

elected king; he

to him a.nd he accepted, convinced,
wrongly as we think, but still convinced,
that the office was in accordance, and acceptance in harmony, with duty.
Hence came
an honest possession, and we say in all conscience that, as Louis Philippe was honest in
the possession, and democracy honest in its
attack, the amount of terror disengaged
from social struggles cannot be laid either on
the king or the democracy. A collision of

offered

princijDles resembles a collision of elements;
ocean defends the water and the hurricane
the air; the king defends royalty, democracy
defends the peoi^le; the relative, which is

monarchy,
republic

;

but what

resists the absolute,

society bleeds
is

its

from

which

is

the

this conflict,

suffering to-day will be

its

salvation at a later date; and, in any case,

those

who

struggle

must not be blamed,

one party must be mistaken.

for

Right does not
stand, like the Colossus of Rhodes, on two
shores at once, with one foot in the republic,
the other in royalty, but is indivisible, and
entirely on one side; and a blind man is no
more a culprit than a Vendean is a brigand.
We must, therefore, only impute these formidable collisions to the fatality of things,
and, whatever these tempests may be, human
irresponsibility is mixed up with them.
The government of 1830 had a hard life
of it from the beginning, and born yesterday it was obliged to combat to-day. Scarce
installed, it felt everywhere the vague movements of faction beneath the foundation of
July, which had so recently been laid, and
was still anything but solid. Resistance
sprang up on the morrow, and might, perhaps, have been born on the day before, and
from month to month the hostility increased,
and instead of being dull became patent.
The Revolution of July, frowned upon by
kings out of France, was diversely interpreted in France.
God imparts to men His
will visible in events, an obscure text written

—
LES MISERABLES.
in a mysterious language.

Men

themselves translations of

it^,

at once

make maintain

hasty, incorrect

and misunVery few minds comprehend
the divine language; the more sagacious, the
calmer, and the more profound decipher
slowly, and when they arrive with their version, the work has been done long before:
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peace,

against the grain

From

for
is

a

harmony desired

often more onerous than

translations, full of errors, gaps,

a

derstandings.

muzzled and ever pouting, emerged armed

there are already twenty translations offered

From

for sale.

each translation springs a

war.

this

sullen

conflict,

ever

peace, that ruinous expedient of civilization

suspecting

itself.

team

The royalty

of July reared

European cabinets, although
Metternich would have liked to put a kicking-strap upon it.
Impelled by progress in
in the

France,

it

of

impelled in

its

turn the slowly-

and from each misunderstanding a moving European monarchies, and while
failure, and each party believes that it has towed it towed too.
the only true text, and each faction believes
At home, however, pauperism, beggary,
that it possesses the light.
Often enough wages, education, the penal code, prostitupower itself is a faction, and there are in tion, the fall of woman, wealth, misery, prorevolutions men who swim against the cur- duction, consumption, division, exchange,
rent,
they are the old parties. As revolutions money, capital, the rights of capital, and the
issue from the right to revolt, the old parties rights of labor,
all these questions ^were
that cling to heirdom by grace of God fancy multiplied above society, and formed a crushparty,

—

—

that they have a right to revolt against them,
but this is an error, for in revolutions the
rebel is not the people but the king.
Revo-

ing weight.
Outside of political parties,
properly so called, another movement became
manifest, and a philosophic fermentation

responded to the democratic fermentation,
and chosen minds felt troubled like the
crowd, differently, but quite as much.
which false revolutionists at times honor, but Thinking men meditated, while the soil,
which endures even when sullied, and sur- that is to say, the people, traversed by revoluvives even when bleeding. Eevolutions issue, tionary currents, trembled beneath them with
not from an accident, but a necessity, for they vague epileptic shocks.
These thinkers,
are a return from the factitious to the real, some isolated, but others assembled in families
and they take place because they must take and almost in communities, stirred up social
place.
questions, peacefully but deeply; they were
The old legitimist parties did not the less as- impassive miners, who quietly hollowed their
sail the revolution of 1830 with all the violence galleries beneath volcanoes, scarce disturbed
which springs from false reasoning. Errors by the dull commotions and the fires of which
are excellent projectiles, and they skilfully they caught a glimpse. This tranquillity was
struck it at the spot where it was vulnerable not the least beautiful spectacle of this
lution

is

precisely the

contrary of revolt;

every revolution, being a normal accomplishment, contains its legitimacy within itself,

—the flaw in

its cuirass, its

and they attacked

They cried

royalty.

this

to

want of

revolution

it, ^^

in

its

why
men who aim

Revolution,

this king?'^ Factions are blind

This cry the revolutionists also
but coming from them it was logical.
What was blundering in the legitimists was
clear-sightedness in the democrats; 1830 had
made the people bankrupt, and indignant
democracy reproached it with the deed. The
establishment of July strilggled between
excellently.

raised,

these-

made by the past and the
represented the minute, contend-

attacks,

future;

it

men left to pothe question of rights to trouble
themselves about the question of happiness.
What they wished to extract from society
was the welfare of man, hence they elevated
material questions, and questions about
agitated epoch, and these

logic,

ing on one side with monarchial ages, on the
other with eternal right; and then, again,
1830, no longer a revolution, and becoming
a monarchy, was obliged to take precedence
of Europe, and it was a further difficulty to

litical parties

and commerce, almost to
the dignity of a religion. In civilization,
such as it has been constituted a little by
God and a great deal by man, instincts are
combined, aggregated, and amalgamated so
as to form a real hard rock, by virtue of a
law of dynamics which is carefully studied
by social economists, those theologists of
agriculture, trade,

These men, who grouped themunder different appellations, but w^ho
may all be designated by the general title of
politics.

selves

socialists, tried to pierce this

rock and cause
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the living waters of

human

forth

embraced

;

their labors

from that of the

felicity to
all

gush

questions,

scaffold to that of war^

and

they added to the rights of man^ as proclaimed by the French revolutions, the rights
of the woman and the child.
For various reasons we cannot thoroughly
discuss here^ from the theoretical point of
view, the questions raised by socialism, and
we limit ourselves to an indication of them.

the two solutions demand to be combined,
and only form one. If you solve but the

you will be Venice,
be England, you will have, like Venice, an artificial power, like England, a material power, and you will be the wicked rich
first

you

of these problems

will

man; you

will perish

by violence, as Venice

England wall fall;
you to die and fall,
because it allows every thing to die and fall
All the questions which the socialists pro- which is solely selfishness, and every thing
posed laying aside cosmogonic visions, re- which does not represent a virtue or an idea
verie, and mysticism
may be carried back to the human race. Of course it will be unto two original problems, the first of which derstood that by the w^ords Venice and England we do not mean the peoj^les, but the
is, to produce wealth, and the second to disThe first problem contains the social constructions the oligarchies that
tribute it.
question of labor, the second the question of weigh down the nations, but not the nations

—

died, or by bankruptcy, as

and the world

will leave

—

the point is the employ- themselves. Xations ever have our respect
and in the second, the dis- and sympathy. Venice, as a people, will
tribution of enjoyments.
From a good em- live again; England, as the aristocracy, will
jDloyment of strength results public power, fall, but England the nation is immortal.
Solve the two problems, encourage the rich
and from a good distribution of enjoyments
individual ha23piness.
By good distribution and protect the poor, suppress misery, put
we mean, not equal, but equitable, distribu- an end to the unjust exhaustion of the weak
tion, for the first equality is equity.
From by the strong; bridle the iniquitous jealousy
these two things, combined public power which the man still on the road feels for him
abroad and individual happiness at hom^, re- who has reached the journey's end; adjust
sults social prosperity, that is to say, man mathematically and paternally the v/age to
happy, the citizen free, and the nation great. the labor, blend gratuitous and enforced
England solves the first of these two prob- education w^ith the growth of childhood, and
lems, she creates wealth admirably, but dis- render science the basis of manhood; develop
tributes it badly.
This solution, which is intelligence vvdiile occupying the arms, be at
completely on one side, fatally leads her to once a powerful people and a family of happy
these two extremes, monstrous opulence and men; democratize properly, not by abolishmonstrous misery; all the enjoyments belong ing, but by universalizing it, so that every

wages; in the

ment

first

of strength,

—

to the few, all the privations te the rest, that

and privileges, exceptions, monopoly, and feudalism, springup from labor itself. It is a false and dangerous situation to base public joower on
l^rivate want, and to root the grandeur of the
is

to say, to the people,

state in the sufferings of the individual; it is
a badly composed grandeur, in which all the
material elements are combined, in which no

moral element enters. Communism and the
agrarian law fancy that they solve the second
question, but they are mistaken.
Their distribution kills production, and equal division
destroys emulation and consequently labor.

without exception may be a land
owner, an easier task than it may be supposed; in two words, know how to produce
wealth and to distribute it, and you will
possess at once material greatness and moral
greatness, and be worthy to call j^ourself
France. Such was what socialism, above and
beyond a few mistaken sects, said; this is
what it sought in facts, and stirred U23 in
minds; they were admirable efforts and sacred
attempts

citizen

!

These doctrines, theories, and resistances,
the unexpected necessity for the statesman
of settling with

the philosophers; glimpses

made by the butcher who caught of confused evidences, a new policy
what he divides. Hence it is im- to create, agreeing with the old world, while

It is a distribution

slaughters

possible to be satisfied with these pretended
solutions, for killing riches

not distributing them.
The two problems must be solved together in order to be properly solved;
is

not disagreeing too greatly from the revolutionary ideal; a situation in which Lafayette
must be expended in defending Polignac, the
intuition of progress apparent behind the

LES MISERABLES.
riots,

the chambers and the street, the king's

faith in the Eevolution, possibly

some event-

ual resignation sprung from the vague accept-

ance of a definite and superior right; his
wish to remain here, his race, his family
affections, his sincere respect for the people,
and his own honesty all these painfully
affected Louis Philippe, and at times, though
he was so strong and courageous, crushed
him beneath the difficulty of being a king.
He felt beneath his feet a formidable disintegration, which, however, was not a crumbling
to dust, as France was more France than
Dark storm clouds were collecting on
ever.
the horizon; a strange, gradually increasing
shadow was extended over men, things, and
ideas; It was a shadow that sprang from
anger and systems.
Every thing that had
hastily suppressed stirred and fermented, and
at times the conscience of the honest man
held its breath, as there was such an uneasy
feeling produced by this atmosphere, in which
sophisms were mixed with truths.
Minds
trembled in the social anxiety, like leaves on
the approach of a storm, and the electric
tension was such that at some moments the
first comer, a stranger, would produce a flash,
but then the twilight obscurity fell over the
whole scene again.
At intervals, deep and
muttered rolling allowed an opinion to be
formed of the amount of lightning which
the cloud must contain.

—

Twenty months had scarce elapsed since
the revolution of July, and the year 1832
opened with an immihent and menacing appearance.
The distress of the people, work-

men
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from N'otre
Latitte

Dame;

ruined;

Lafayette

enfeebled,

Benjamin

Constant dead
Perier dead in the

poverty; Casimir
exhaustion of power; a political and a social
disease declaring themselves simultaneously
in the two capitals of the kingdom; one the
city of thought, the other i\^tmij of toil;
in Paris a civil war, in Lyon^S^prvile war:
and in both cities the same fi^^Sce-glow, a
volcanic purple on the brow df the people;
the south fanaticized, the west troubled, the
Duchesse de Berry in the Vendee; plots, conin

spiracies, insurrections, and cholera added to
the gloomy rumor of ideas the gloomy tumult

of events.

CHAPTEE CLXXX.
PACTS WHICH HISTOKY

IGIS'ORES.

Toward the end of April matters became
aggravated, and the fermentation assumed the
proportions of an ebullition. Since 1830 there
had been small

partial revolts, quickly sup-

pressed, but breaking out again,

which were

the sign of a vast subjacent conflagration,
and of something terrible smouldering.
glimpse could be caught of the lineaments of
a possible revolution, though it was still indistinct and badly lighted.
France w^as
looking at Paris, and Paris at the Faubourg
St. Antoine.
The wine-shops in the Eue de
Charonne were grave and stormy, though the
conjunction of these two epithets applied to
wine-shops appear singular.
The government was purely and simply put upon -its
trial on this, and men publicly discussed
whether ^^they would fight or remain quiet.''

A

without bread; the Prince of Conde suddenly departed from the world; Brussels expelling the Nassaus, as Paris had done the There were back-rooms in which workmen
Bourbons; Belgium offering itself to a French swore to go into the streets at the first cry of
prince and given to an English prince; the alarm, ^' and fight without counting their
Eussian hatred of "Nicholas; behind us two enemies.^' Once they had taken the pledge,
demons of the south
Ferdinand in Spain a man seated in a corner of the wine-shop
and Miguel in Portugal; the earth trembling shouted in a sonorous voice, ^^ You hear
in Italy; Mertternich stretching out his hand you have sworn ?'
Sometimes they went up
over Bologna; France confronting Austria to a private room on the first floor, where
at Ancona; in the north the sinister sound scenes almost resembling masonic ceremonies
of a hammer, enclosing Poland again in its took place, and the novice took oaths, ^' in
coffin; throughout Europe angry eyes watch- order to render a service to himself as well as
ing France; England, a suspicious ally, pre- to the fathers of families,'^ such was the
''
pared to push any one who staggered, and formula.
In the tap-rooms '' subversive
to throw herself on him who fell; the peer- pamphlets were read, and, as a secret report
age taking refuge behind Beccaria to refuse of the day said, ^^they spurned the governfour heads to the law; the fleurs-de-lys erased ment.^' Eemarks like the following could be
from the king^s coaches; the cross dragged heard. '' I do not know the names of the

—

!

—
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we shall not know the clay till two
hours beforehand/^ A workman said, '^ We
are three hundred, let us each subscribe ten
sous, and we shall have one hundred and fifty
francs, with which to manufacture bullets
and gunpowder/^ Another said, ^^Ido not
ask for si:^g|iy)nths, I do not ask for two.
Yf ithin a ^^p|ight we shall be face to face
with the gfl^^ment, for it is possible to do
so with twenty-five thousand men.''' Another
said, '^I do not go to bed at nights now, for
From time to
I am making cartridges.*^
time well-dressed men came, who pretended
to be embarrassed, and shook hands with the
more important, and then went away, never
staying longer than ten minutes, and significant remarks were exchanged in whispers.
The plot is rijje, the thing is ready ; to borrow the remarks of one of the audience,
The ex'*this was buzzed by all present.*^
citement was so great, that one day a workman said openly in a wine-shop, ^^But we
have no weapons,^'' to which a comrade replied, ^^ The soldiers have them,"' unconsciously parodying Bonaparte^s 23roclamation
" When they had any
to the army of Italy.
very great secret, ^^ a report adds, ^^ they did
not communicate it,^^ though we do not understand what they could conceal after what
The meetings were somethey had said.
times periodical, at certain ones there were
never more than eight or ten members present, and they were always the same, but at
others any one who liked went in, and the
room was so crowded that they were obliged
to stand ; some went there through enthusiasm and passion, others '' because it was the
road to their work.^^ In the same way as
during the Eevolution, there were female
chief,

patriots in these wine-shops,

who

kissed the

new-comers.
Other expressive facts were collected thus
a man went into a wine-shop, drank, and
went away, saying, '' AYine-dealer, the Eevoiuaon will pay what is due.^^ .Eevolutionary
agents were nominated at a wine-shop opposite the Eue de Char on ne, and the ballot was
made in caps. Workmen assembled at a
fencing- mas ter% who gave lessons in the
Eue de Ootte. There was a trophy of arms,
:

made
foils.

of

wooden

One day

sabres, canes, cudgels,

the buttons

and

were removed

and a workman said, '^ We are
five-and-twenty, buithey do not reckon upon
me, as they consider me a machine. ^^ This

from the

foils,

man was

Things

at a later date Quenisset.

that were premeditated gradually assumed a
strange notoriety; a woman who was sweeping

her door said to another woman, '' They have
been making cartridges for along time jDast.''^
In the open streets proclamations addressed
to the National Guards of tlie departments
were read aloud, and one of them was signed
^^Brutot, wine-dealer."^

One day a man with

a large beard and an
on a bench at the door
of a dram-shop in the Marche Lenoir, and
begun reading a singular document, which
seemed to emanate from some occult power.
Groups assembled round him and applauded,
and the passages which most excited the mob
'^ Our
were noted down at the time.
doctrines are impeded, our proclamations are
torn down, our bill-stickers watched and
Italian accent leaped

The future of the
being worked out in our obscure
These are the terms laid

cast into prison

people

is

ranks

down,

revolution

or

counter-revolution, for in our age no one

still

action

or

reaction,

For the

believes in inertia or immobility.

people, or against the people,

that

is

the

and there is no other
On the day when we no longer please you,

question,

break us, but till then aid us to progress."''
All this took place in broad daylight.
Other
facts, of even a more audacious nature, appeared suspicious to the people, owing to
their very audacity.
On April 4th, 1832, a
passer-by leaped on the bench at thife corner
of the Eue Sainte Marguerite, and shouted,
^'^I am a Babouviste,"" but the people scented
Among other
Gisquet under Baboeuf.
things this man said, ^^''Down with property the opposition of the Left is cowardly
and treacherous ; when they wish to be in
the right they preach the Eevolution ; they
are democratic that they may not be defeated, and royalist so that they need not fight.
The republicans are feathered beasts dis-

—

!

;

trust
'^

citizen- workmen !"

republicans,

the

Silence, citizen-spy

V

a

workman

shouted^,

put an end to the speech.
Mysterious events occurred. At nightfall
a workman met a ^^ well-dressed "" man near
the canal, who said to him, '^ Where art thou

and

this

going, citizen?""

swered,

—

'^

I

^^Sir,""

the

workman

an-

have not the honor of knowing

"'I know thee, though;"" and the
added, " Fear nothing, I am the agent
of the committee, and it is suspected that

you.""

man
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thou art not to be trusted. But thou knowest that there is an eye upon thee, if thou
darest to reveal anything/^ Then he shook
the workman^s hand and wenfc away, saying,

^^We

meet again, soon/^

shall

who were

The

police

listening, overheard singular dia-

logues, not only in the wine-shops but in the
'^
streets.
Get yourself ready soon,"" said a
weaver to a cabinet-maker. " Why so
'^ There will
be shots to fire. ^^ Two passersby in rags exchanged the following peculiar
remarks, which were big with an apparent

V

Jacquerie

'^
:

Who governs us T^

''

It is

no
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What

arms.'^

induced him

to

startled the carpenter,

show the thing

and

to his neigh-

was that a few paces further on he found
another paper^ also torn, and even more significant, of which we reproduce the shape,
owing to the historic interest of these strange
documents.
bors,

Q

D

c

E

Appreiiez
appres,

wus

&ette Uste

la

par comr.

decMrerez: Les

hommes admis fen eront autavt
lorsque

wus

Mon-

leur aurez transmzs

Salut

des ot'dres.

ei

Fraternite.

L

u. og. al. fe.

" ]^o, the bourgeoisie.^^ It
would be an error to suppose that we attach
sieur Philippe.^^

Persons at that time on the scent of this
bad sense to the word Jacquerie^ the discovery did not learn till the later date the
Jacques were the poor, and those who are meaning of the four capitals quinturions
starving have right on their side. Another centurions, decurions, and eclair eurs, and the
time a man was heard saying to his compan- sense of the letters: u, og. al. fe., which
ion, " We have a famous plan of attack.^^ were a date, and indicated this Ibth April,
Only the following fragment was picked up 1832. Under each capital letter were writat a private conversation between four men ten names followed by very characteristic reseated in a ditch, near the Barriere du Trone, marks. Thus, Q Banner el, 8 guns, 83 car
''
Every thing possible will be done to pre- tridges. A safe man.-— C Bouhiere, 1 pistol,
vent him walking about Paris any longer.^^ 40 cartridges. D Rollet, 1 foil, 1 pistol, 1
^^Who is the lief there is a menacing ob- lb. gunpowder. E Tessin, 1 sabre, 1 carscurity about it.
^^The principal chief s,^^ as touche-box.
Punctual.
Termer, 8 guns,
they were called in the faubourg, kept aloof, brave, &c.
Lastly, this carpenter found in
but were supposed to assemble to arrange the same inclosure a third paper, on which
matters at a wine-shop near the Point St. was written in pencil, but very legibly, this
Eustache. A man of the name of Aug, chief enigmatical list.
of the society for the relief oi tailors, was
Unite: Blanchard, Arbre sec. 6,
supposed to act as central intermediary beBarrao Sixteen. Sabre au Comte.
tween the chiefs and the Eaubourg St. AnKosciusko, Aubrey the butcher ?
a

:

—

—
—

toine.

a considerable

Still,

amount

of ob-

over these chiefs, and no fact
could weaken the singular pride in the answer
scurity hangs

made at a later date, by a prisoner brought
before the Court of Peers.
" AVho was your chief ?^'
I did not know any, or recognize any/'
As yet they were but words, at times mere
''

J. J. R.

Calus Graccus.
Right of revision. Dufond. Four.
Downfall of the Girondists. Dubac.

Mau-

brere.

Washington.

Pinson, 1

pist.,

SQ cart.

Marseillaise.

Sovereignty of the people. Michel Quinbut other signs arrived campoix.
ere long.
A carpenter engaged in the Eue
Sabre.
de Rueilly in nailing up a fence round a
Hoche
block of ground on which a house was being
Marceau, Plato. Arbre sec.
built, found on the ground a piece of a torn
Warsaw, Tilly, crier of the Popnlaire.
letter, on which the following lines were still
The honest citizen in whose hands this
legible: '^
The committe must take list remained learned its purport. It seemed
measures to prevent recruiting in the sec- that the list was the complete nomencla-

rumors and

hear-says,

.

.

tions for the different societies;^'
postscript, "

We

and

as a

ture

of

the sections of the fourth

arron-

have learned that there are dissement of the Society of the Rights of
guns No, 5, Eue du Faubourg, Poissonniere, to Man, with the names and addresses of the
the number of five or six thousand, at a gun- chiefs of sections. At the present day, when
maker's in the yard. The Section possesses these obscure facts have become historic, thej?
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publishedc
We may add that the
foundation of the Society of the Eights of
Man seems to have been posterior to the date
on which this paper was found, and so it was
After propositions
possibly only a sketch.
and words, and written information, material
In the Eue
facts began to pierce through.
Popmcourt, at tlie shop of a broker, seven
pieces of paper, all folded alike, were found
in a drawer: these papers contained twentysix squares of the same gray paper, folded in
the shape of cartridges, and a card on which

may be

was written

i

Saltpetre 12 oz.
''

Sulphur 2

The

Charcoal 2i

''

Water

''

8

report of the seizure showed that there

was a strong smell of gunpowder in the

home seven hundred cartridges and twentyfour gun flints.
One day the government
received information that arms and two hundred thousand cartridges had just been distributed in the faubourg, and the next week
thirty thousand further cartridges were given
out.
The remarkable thing was that the
police could not seize any of them; but an
intercepted letter stated '^ The day is not far
distant when eighty thousand patriots will be
'^
under arms in four hours.
All this fermentation was public, we might
almost say calm, and the impending insurrection prepared its storm quietly in the face
of the government.
JSTo
singularity was
lacking in this crisis, which was still subterranean, but already perceptible.
The citizens spoke peacefully to the workmen of what
was preparing. They said, •'•'How is the
the same tone as they
revolt going on ?^'
could have said, ^^How is your w^ife ?^' A
furniture broker in the Eue Moreau asked,
^'^Well, when do you attack ?^^ and another
shopkeeper said, "They will attack soon, I
know it.
month ago there were fifteen
thousand of you, and now there are twentyfive thousand. ^^
He offered his gun, and a
neighbor offered a pocket pistol which was
marked for sale at seven francs. The revolutionary fever spread, and no point of Paris
or of France escaped it. The artery throbbed
:

m

drawer.

A

mason, returning home after his day's
work, left a small parcel on the bench near
the bridge of Ansterlitz, it was carried to
the guard-house and opened, and from it
were taken two printed dialogues signed
Laliauti'ere, a song called ^'AVorkmen, comA
bine V and a tin box full of cartridges.
workman drinking with his comrade bade
him feel how hot he was; and the other
noticed a pistol under his jacket. In the
ditch on the boulevard between Pere la
Chaise and the Barriere du Trone, some
cliildren, playing at the most deserted spot,
discovered under a heap of rubbish a bag
containing a bullet mould, a mandril for
making cartridges, a pouch, in which there
were some grains of gunpowder, and an iron
iadle^ on which were evident signs of melted
Some police agents suddenly entering
lead.
at ^ye a.m. the room of one Pardon, who was
at a later date a sectionisfc belonging to the
Mercy Bamcade section, found him sitting
on his bed and making cartridges. At the
hour when workmen are generally resting,
two men were noticed to meet between the
Picpus and Charenton barrieres, in a lane
running between two walls.
One took a
pistol from under his blouse, which he
handed to the other; as he gave it to him
he noticed that the perspiration on his chest
had damped the gunpowder, he therefore
filled the pan afresh, and the two men thereupon parted. A man by the name of Gal] as,

—

afterwards killed in the April aifair in the
Eue Beaubourg, used to boast that he had at

A

everywhere, and the network of secret societies began spreading over the country like
the membranes which spring up from certain
inflammations, and are formed in the human
body.
From the Association of the Friends
of the People, which was at the same time
public and secret, sprang the Society of the
Eights of Man, which thus dated one of its
orders of the day. Plumose, an 40

of

tlie

repiMican era; a society which was destined even to survive the decrees that sup-

pressed

it

did not hesitate to give to

its sec-

tions significant titles like the following:
''
The alarm gnu.
The tocsin.
Pikes,
The Phrygian cap, January 21. The legMarch forward,
gars.
The mendicants,

Rolespierre,

Tlie level,

Ca

ira/'

Man engendered the Society of Action, composed of
impatient men who detached themselves and
Other associations tried to
hurried forward.
recruit themselves in the great mother societies: and the sectionists complained of being
Such were the ^^ Gaulish Socitormented.
The

Society of the Eights of
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and the
Organizing Committee of the
Mimicipalides;'^ such the associations for the
*

ety^^

'

'•Liberty of the Press/' for '^ Individual
Liberty/' for the '' Instruction of the People/' and ^^ against indirect Taxes/' Next

we have the Society

of Eqnalitarian workdivided into three fractions the equalitarians, the communists^ and the reformers.

—

men

Then, again, the army of the Bastiles, a
cohort possessing military organization, four

men being commanded by a corporal, trja by
a sergeant, twenty by a sub-lieutenant, and
forty by a lieutenant; there were never more
than
a

five

men who knew

creation which

each other.

This

is

boldly combined, and
with the genius of Venice.

is

seems to be marked
central committee which formed the
head, had two arms the Society of Action

The

—

and the

Army

association, the

tated

among

of the Bastiles.
'^

A

legitimist

Knights of Fidelity,"

agi-

these republican affiliations, but

was denounced and repudiated. The Parisian
societies ramified through the principal cities;
Lyons, Nantes, Lille, had their Society of the
Eights of Man, the Charbonniere, and the
Free Men. Aix had a revolutionary society
called the Cougourde.
We have already
mentioned that name.
At Paris the Faubourg Marceau buzzed no
less than the Faubourg St. Antoine, and the

at the same time as the population, as was
proved at a later date by the movements of
Befort, Luneville, and Epinal.
Hopes were
built on the 52d, 5th, 8th, and 37th regiments, and on the 20th light infantry. In
Burgundy and the southern towns the tree
of liberty was planted, that is to say, a mast
surmounted by a red cap.
Such was the situation.
This situation was rendered more sensible
and marked by the Faubourg St. Antoine
than by any other group of the population.
This old faubourg, peopled like an ant-heap,
laborious, courageous, and passionate as a
hive of bees, quivered in expectation and the
desire of a commotion.
All was agitation
there, but labor w^as not suspended on that
account.
Nothing could give an idea of
these sharp and sombre faces, for there are
in this faubourg crushing distress hidden under the roofs of houses, and also ardent and
rare minds.
In cases in which distress and
intellect are mingled it is extremely dangerous for extremes to meet.
The Faubourg
St. Antoine had other causes for excitement,
as it received the counter-stroke of commer-

bankruptcies, stoppages, and ceswhich are inherent in all political convulsions.
In revolutionary times
misery is at once the cause and the effect, and
cial crises,

sation of work,

schools were quite as excited as the faubourgs.

the blow

A

again.

cofPee-shop in the

Eue

Saint Hyacinthe,

and the Estaminet des Sept Billiards
Eue des Mathurins St. Jacques, served

in the
as the

gathering-place for the students. The Society of the Friends of the A. B. 0. affiliated
with the Mutualists of Angers, and the Cougourde of Aix assembled, as we have seen, at

the Cafe Musain.
as

we have

The same young men met,

also said, at a wine-shop

and

eat-

ing-house near the Eue Montdetour, called
These meetings were secret, but
^orinthe.
others were as public as possible, and we may
judge of their boldness by this fragment from
an examination that was held in one of the
''
ulterior trials.
Where was the meeting
held?" "In the Eue de la Paix." ^^ At
whose house ?" '' In the street." " What
sections were there ?" " Only one." '^ Which
one ?" '' The Manuel section." " Who was
'^ Myself,"
the chief?"
'^You are too
young to have yourself formed this serious
resolve of attacking the government. Whence
came your instructions ?" ^*^From the cenThe army was undermined
tral committee."
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which

it

deals falls

This population,

full

upon
of

itself

haughty

amount of laever ready to take up arms,
prompt to explode, irritated, profound, and
virtue, capable of the highest

tent coloric,

undermined, seemed to be only waiting for
cf a spark.
Whenever certain sparks
about the horizon, driven by the wind
of events, w^e cannot help thinking of the
Faubourg St. Antoine and the formidable
chance which has placed at the gates of
Paris this powder-magazine of sufferings and

the

fall

float

ideas.

The wine-shops of the Faulourg Antoine,
which have been more than once referred to
in this sketch, possesses an historic notoriety.
In times of trouble people grow intoxicated
in them more on words than wine; and a
species of prophetic spirit and an effluvium
of the future circulates there, swelling hearts

and ennobling minds. These wine-shops resemble the taverns on the Mons Aventinus,
built over the Sibyl's cave and communicating with the profound sacred blasts; taverns, in which the tables were almost tripods,
Hugo, Vol. II.—25

—

—
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and people drank what Ennius calls the His entire policy is contained in reducing
Sibylline wine.
The Faubourg St Antoine is the incline.
a reservoir of the people in which the revolutionary earthquake makes fissures, through
CHAPTER CLXXXI.
which the sovereignty of the people flows.
This sovereignty can act badly, it deceives
E.S^JOLRAS AKD HIS LIEUTE:N^ANTS.
other things, but even when led
Shortly after this period Enjolras made
astray it remains grand.
We may say of it,
as of the blind Cyclops, Ingens.
In ^93 ac- a sort of mysterious census, as if in the view
All were assembled in
cording as the idea that floated was good or of a possible event.
Enjolras spoke,
bad, or according as it was the day of fanat- council at the Cafe Musain.
icism or enthusiasm, savage legions or heroic mingling a few half-enigmatical but significant metaphors with his words.
bands issued from this faubourg. Savage,
''
It behoves us to know where we are, and
What did these
let us explain that word.
If we want combristling men want, who, in tlie Genesis of on whom we can count.
the revolutionary chaos, rushed upon old batants we must make them and here is not
overthrown Paris in rags, yelling and fero- harm in having weapons to strike with.
cious, with uplifted clubs and raised pikes ? Passers-b}^ always run a greater chance ot
They wanted the end of oppression, the end being gored when there are bulls in the road
So, suppose we
of tyranny, the end of the sword, work for than when there are none.
How many are there of us ?
the man, instruction for the child, social count the herd.
gentleness for the woman, liberty, equality, This task must not be deferred till to-moi'fraternity, bread for all, the idea for all, the row, for revolutionists must always be in a
Edenization of the world, and progress and hurry, as progress has no time to lose. Let
this holy, good, and sweet thing called prog- us distrust the unexpected, and not allow
ourselves to be taken unawares; we have to
ress, they, driven to exasperation, claimed
terribly with upraised weapons and curses. go over all the seams which we have sewn,
They were savages, we grant, but the savages and see whether they hold, and the job must
vi civilization.
They proclaimed the right be done to-day. Courfeyrac, you will see the
furiously, and wished to force the human Polytechnic students, for this is their day for
Feuilly, you will see those of La
race into Paradise even were it though going out.
trembling and horror.
They seemed bar- Glaciere, and Combeferre has promised to go
barians, and were saviors
they demanded to Picpus. Bahorel will visit the Estrapade.
light while wearing the mask of night. Fan- Prouvaire, the masons are growing lukecy these men who are stern in alarm, and warm, so you will obtain us news from the
terrifying, but are so for good ; there are lodge in the Rue de Grenelle St. Honore
other men, smiling, embroidered, gilded, be- Joly will go to Dupuytren's clinical lecture,
ribboned, in silk stockings, with white feath- and feel the pulse of the medical scholars,
ers, yellow gloves and kid shoes, who leaning while Bossuet will stroll round the palace and
upon a velvet-covered table near a marble talk with the law students, I take the Couchimney-piece, gently insist on the mainte- gourde myself."
^'^That is all settled,^' said Courfeyrac.
nance and preservation of the past, of the middle ages, of divine right, of fanaticism, of
There is another very important
'^^l^o.
itself like

;

.

;

;

ignorance, of slavery, of the

punishment

of

death, and of war, and who glorify in a low
voice and with great politeness the sabre, the

and the

matter.
'^

^'

^
'

What
The

is it

?"

Barriere

Combeferre asked.

du

Maine.^'

Enjolras was absorbed in thought for a moFor our part, were
we compelled to make a choice between the ment, and then continued,
barbarians of civilization and the civilized of
At the Barriere du Maine are stone-cutbarbarism, we would choose the barbarians. ters and painters, an enthusiastic body, but
But, thanks be to Heaven, another choice is subject to chills.
I do not know what has
possible; no fall down an abyss is required, been the matter with them for some time
pyre,

scaffold.

'^'^

either in front or behind, neither despotism

nor terrorism.

We

gentle incline, and

wish for progress on a

God provides

for this, for

but they are thinking of other things.
are dying out, and they spend their
time in playing at dominoes. It is urgent to
past,

They
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go and talk to them rather seriously^ and
they meet at Eichefin's^ where they may be
found between twelve and one o^clock. Those
ashes must be blown up^ and I had intended

Enjolras reflected for a few seconds, and
then seemed to have made up his mind.
" Grantaire," he said gravely, '^I consent
to try you.
You shall go to the Beriere du
to intrust the task tp that absent fellow Mari- Maine,"
us^ who is all rights but no longer comes
Grantaire kept in a furnished room close to
here.
I need some one for the Barriere du the Cafe Musain.
He went away and reMaine, and have no one left.
turned five minutes after he had been home
^^Why, I am here/^ said Grantaire.
to put on a waistcoat of the Robespierre

—

"

What

!

You

republicans

indoctrinate

you warm up chilled hearts

name

in the

?

of

Then he

^MVhynot?^^

Can you

''

fit

for anything

^'

?

so.^^

Grantaire, will you do a service

?

'^

Gres, crossing St. Michaels^s Square, cutting
through the Rue de Mons'eur le Prince, tak-

ing the Rue de Vaugirard, passing the Carmelites, turning into the Rue d^Assas, arriving at Rue Cherche Midi, leaving behind me
the Council of War, stepping across the Rue
des Vielles-Tuileries, following the main road,
going through the gate and entering RiclieI

fin^s.

am capable

of all that,

and

so are

my

shoes.^^

" Do you know the men

"Not much.''
" What will you

say to

at Richefin^s

^^

them? ''

Talk to them about Robespierre, Danand Principles.'*

"You!"
You
I.

"

when

I

ble.

I

really

do not do

me

justice, for

make up my mind to it I am terrihave read Prudhomme, I know the

social contract,

and have by heart

my

consti-

' The
liberty of the
tution of the year II.
citizen ends where the liberty of another citDo you take me for a brute ? "
izen begins.'
I have an old assignat in my drawer,
The

—

^^

All /ight

"

He

der train of friends scattered over Paris..
He
mentally compared Combeferre's philosophic
and penetrating eloquence, Feuilly' s cosmopolitan enthusiasm, Courfeyrac's humor,
Bahorel's laugh, Jean Prouvaire's melancholy,,

a stretch, watch in hand."

and most

" Be
I

serious," said Enjolras.

am

stern," Grantaire answered.

boldly cocked his hat,

!

Joly's learning,

!

!

were going in various directions about their
business. Eljoras, who had reserved the Cougourde for himself, was the last to leave. The
members of the Aix Cougourde who were in
Paris assembled at that period on the plain
of Issy, in one of the abandoned quarries so
numerous on that side of Paris.
Enjolras while walking toward the meetingplace, took a mental review of the situation.
The gravity of the events was visible, for
when the facts which are the forerunners of
latent social disease move heavily, the slightest complication checks and impedes their action.
It is a phenomenon from which collapse and regeneration issue. Enjolras caught
a glimpse of a luminous upheaving behind
the dark clouds of the future.
Who knew
v;h ether the moment might not be at hand
when the people would seize their rights once
again? What a splendid spectacle! the revolution majestically taking possession of
France once more, and saying to the world,
" To be continued to-morrow "
Enjolras
was satisfied, for the furnace was a-glow, and
he had at that self-same moment a gunpow-

Rights of Man, the sovereignty of the people,
Sapristi I am a bit of a Hebertist myself. I
can discourse splendid things for six hours at

"

to Enjolras, whispered in his

and went out. A quarter of an hour after
the back room of the Cafe Musain was deserted, and all the friends of the A. B. C.

!

'

and walking up

I believe in you.^^

Any one! clean your boots.^^
" Well, do not intefere in our affairs, but
sleep off your absynthe.^^
^^You are an ungrateful fellow, Enjolras! ^^
'^
You be the man capable of going to the
^^
Barriere du Maine
''
I am capable of going down the Rue des

ton,

energetically turned back on his

chest the two scarlet points of the waistcoat,
ear J

'^

'

on entering, and looked

said,

You

''

"

possibly be

Well, I have a vague ambition to be
believe in nothing/^

''

" Red," he

intently at Enjolras.

principles T'
^^

cut.

and Bosseut's sarcasms, to a,
which produced fire:

species of electrical flash,

everywhere simultaneously. All were at work,,
certainly the result would respond
to the effort.
That was good, and it made,
him think of Grantaire. '^ Ah," he said to-
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the Barriere du Maine is hardly at
my way, so suppose I go on to
Eichefin^'s and see what Grantaire is doing,
and how far he has got/^
It was striking one by the Vaugirard church
himself,

all

^^

out of

when Enjolras reached Eichefin^s. He pushed
open the door, went in, folded his arms, and
looked about the room, which was full of
tables, men, and tobacco smoke. A voice was
audible m this fog, it was Grantaire talking
with some opponent of his. Grantaire was
seated opposite another man^ at a marble
table covered with saw-dust and studded with
dominoes. He smote the marble with his fist,
and this is what Enjolras heard
^^ Double six.^'
:

^^Afour.^^
" The pig!
''

You

I haven't

any

left/'

A two.''

are dead.

"A six."
A three."
'^

have to show/*

I

^^

Painfully."

^^

It is yours.
I

"

You

''

Fifteen."

made an enormous mistake."
are getting on all right."

!

political reasons,"

Eue de

and

He

this district

liad

" for

la Verriere,

was one of

said

to

Courfeyrac, ^*I

am

going to sleep

here," and Courfeyrac pulled off one of his
it on the ground, and
There you are " At seven o'clock
fche next morning Marius returned to ]^o.
50-52, paid his quarter's rent, and what he
owed to Mame Boujon, had his books, bed,
table, chest of drawers, and two chairs, placed
on a truck, and went away, without leaving

fcwo

mattresses, laid

said, "

!

ace."
" An ace
well a five
"I haven't one."
!

!

played first, I believe?"
" Yes."
"A blank."
" What luck he has Ah you have a luck.
(A long reverie.) A two."
!

!

"An

ace."
" I've neither a five nor an ace.
for you."

It is stupid

"Domino!"
"Oh, the deuce!"

CHAPTEE CLXXXII.
THE LAEK's field.

Marius witnessed

would have thought

the unexpected denoue-

upon whose track he had

said

to

—

'^

she exclaimed to
the porteresses of the quarter, "a young man

whom

it

!

you might have taken for a girl
Marius had two reasons for moving so
promptly, the first was that he now felt a
horror of this house in which he had seen so
closely, and in all its most repulsive and
ferocious development, a social ugliness more
frightful still, perhaps, than the wicked rich
man the wicked poor man. The second was
that he did not wish to figure at the trial,
which would
all probability ensue, and be
obliged to give evidence against Thenardier.
Javert believed that the young man, whose
name he forgot, had been frightened and had
run away, or else had not even returned
home; he made some efforts, however, to find
him, which were unsuccessful. A month
elapsed, then another. Marius was still living
with Courfeyrac, and had learned from a
young barrister, an habitual walker of the
Salle des pas Perdus, that Thenardier was in
solitary confinement, and every Monday he
left a five-franc piece for him at the wicket of
La Force. Marius, having no money left,
borrowed the five francs of Courfeyrac; it was
the first time in his life that he borrowed
These periodical five francs were a
money.
I

m

"You

who

him, "Gone
away."
Mame Boujon was convinced that
Marius was in some way an accomplice of the
robbers arrested the previous evening. " Who

Boujon,

—

"An

of the snare

live in the

those in which insurrectionists of the day
were fond of installing themselves. Marius

Mame

*^ Seven more."
" That makes me twenty-two (pensively).
Twenty-two
" You did not expect the double-six. Had
I played it at first it would have changed the
whole game."
" Double two "

ment

gone to

events of the previous evening, he only found

*^Four points."
^'

Courfeyrac ,who was no longer the imperturbable inhabitant of the Pays Latin.

h]s address, so that, when Javert returned in
the morning to question Marius about the

^^An ace."
^^

placed Javert, but the inspector had scarce
left the house, taking his prisoners with him
in three hackney coaches, ere Marius stej^ped
out of the house in his turn. It was only
nine in the evening, and Marius went to call on

—
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double enigma for Oourf eyrac who gave them,
for Thenardier who received them.
^^
Where can they go to?^^ Courfeyrac
"Where can they come from?^^
thought.
Thenardier asked himself.
"Marius, however, was heart-broken, for
everything had disappeared again under a
trap-door.
He saw nothing ahead of him,
and his life was once more plunged into the
mystery in which he had been groping.
He
had seen again momentarily and very closely
the girl whom he loved, the old man who
appeared her father, the strange beings who
were his only interest and sole hope in this
world, and at the moment when he fancied
he should grasp them, a breath had carried
off all these shadows. Not a spark of certainty
and truth had flashed even from that most

and

terrific

collision,

possible.

which he

He no

and
longer

no
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As a climax,
see her, he no longer hoped it.
want returned, and he felt its icy breath
close to him and behind him.
In all these
torments and for a long time, he had discontinued his work, and nothing is more
dangerous than discontinued work, for

man

habit which a

of

and it certainly was
not Ursule, and the Lark was a nick-name and
then what must he think of the old man?
did he really hide himself from the police ?
The white-haired workman whom Marius had
met in the vicinity of the Invalides reverted
to his mind, and it now became probable that
this workman and M. Leblanc were one and
the same. He disguised himself then, and
this man had his heroic side and his equivocal
felt so certain,

;

it is

a

— a habit easy to give

up, but difficult to re-acquire.

A

certain

amount

of reverie is good, like

a narcotic taken in discreet doses.

It lulls to

working
and produces in the mind a soft and
fresh vapor which corrects the two sharp outlines of pure thought, fills up gaps and spaces
here and there, and rounds the angles of
ideas.
But excess of reverie submerges and
drowns, and woe to the mental workman
who allows himself to fall entirely from
sleep the, at times, harsh fevers of the

brain,

was thinking into

conjecture

knew the name

loses

can easily

reverie!

rise again,

he believes that he

and

says that, after

all,

the same thing, but it is an error.
Thought is the labor of the intellect, and

it

is

reverie

reverie

its

voluptuousness;

for thought

is

like

substituting

confounding a
Marius it will

person with his nutriment.
be remembered, began with that; passion
arrived, and finished by hurling him into
objectless and bottomless chimeras.
In such
a state a man only leaves his home to go and
dream, and it is an indolent childishness, a
tumultuous and stagnant gulf, and in proportion as work diminishes, necessities increase.
This is a law; man in a dreamy

Why did he not call for help ? why did he
was he, yes or no, the father of the girl ?
and, lastly, was he really the man whom
Thenardier fancied he recognized ? Thenar- state is naturally lavish and easily moved,
dier might have been mistaken.
These were and the relaxed mind can no longer endure
all so many insoluble problems.
All this it is the contracted life. There is, in this mode
true, in no way lessened the angelic charm of of existence, good mingled with evil, for if
the maiden of the Luxembourg, and hence the softening be mournful, the generosity is
arose the poignant distress.
Marius had a healthy and good. But the poor, generous
passion in his heart, and night over his eyes. and noble-minded man, who does not work,
He was impelled, he was attracted, and he is ruined, the resources dry up, and necessity
could not stir; all had vanished, except love, arises. This is a fatal incline, on which the
and he had lost the sudden instmcts and illu- most honest and the strongest men are
minations of even that love. Usually this dragged down like the weakest and the most
flame which burns us enlightens us a little, vicious, and which leads to one of two holes
and casts some useful light without, but suicide or crime.
Through going out to
Marius no longer even heard,the dumb counsel dream, a day arrives when a man goes out to
of passion. He never said to himself. Suppose throw himself into the water.
Excess of
I were to go there, or try this thing or the dreaminess produces such men as Escousse
other? She whom he could no longer call and Libras. Marius went down this incline
Ursule was evidently somewhere, but nothing slowly, and with his eyes fixed upon her
advised Marius in what direction he should whom he no longer saw.
What we have just
seek her. All his life was now summed up in written seems strange, and yet it is true,
two words, absolute uncertainty, in an the recollection of an absent being is illumimpenetrable fog, and though he longed to ined in the gloom of the heart the more it
side.

fly ?

—

—

:
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disappears the more radiant

it

appears,

and

despairing and obscure soul sees this
light on his horizon, the star of its inner

the

She was Marius' entire thought, he

night.

confusedly that his old eoat was becoming an impossible coat, and that his new coat
was growing an old coat, that his boots w^ere
w<>aring out, tliat his hat w^as wearing out,
tiiat his shirts were wearing out, that is to
say that his life was w^ earing out; and he said
felt

to himself, could I but see her again before
I die

!

One

sole sw^eet idea

was

left

him, and

it

was

and suffers is i?i a sublime state. Days
succeeded each other, and nothing new occurred; it really seemed to him that the gloomy

loves

space which she

coming

still

had

to traverse

was be-

He

fancied that he
could already see distinctly the brink of the
bottomless abyss.
''

daily reduced.

What

he repeated to himself,

!"

''

shall I

not see her again before that takes place T'
After going up the Rue St. Jacques, leaving
the barriere on on one side, and following for
some distance the old inner boulevard, you
reach the Rue de la Sante then the Glaciere

coming

that she had Joved him, that her glance had

and

and that she did not know his
name, but that she knew his soul, and that however mysterious the spot might be where she
now was, she loved him still. Might she not be
dreaming of him as he was dreaming of her ?
At times in those inexplicable hours which
every loving heart knows, as he had only reason to be sad, and yet felt within him a cer-

of the Gobelins, you notice a sort of field, the

him

told

so

just before

to the small stream

only spot on the long and monotonous belt
Parisian
boulevards, where Ruysdael

of

would be tempted to sit dowai.
I know not
whence the pictueresque aspect is obtained,
for you merely see a green field crossed by
ropes, on which rags hang to dry; an old

house built in the time of Louis XIII., wdth
its high-pitched roof quaintly pierced with
garret windows; broken-dow^n gratings; a
little water between poplar trees, women's
her/^ This illusion at which he shook his head laughter and voices; on the horizon you see
a moment after, sometimes, however, con- the Pantheon, the tree of the deaf-mutes, the
Grace, black, stunted fantastic,
trived to cast rays wdiich resembled hope into Val de
quivering of joy, he said to himself,
^'
Her thoughts are visiting me,^^ and then
added, ^^ Perhaps my thoughts also go to

tain

Ms

Xow

and then, espec- amusing and magnificent, and far in the
background the stern square towers of JSTotre
dens dreamers, he poured but upon virgin Dame. As the place is not worth seeing no
soul at intervals.

ially at

that evening hour which most sad-

paper the pure, impersonal, and' ideal reverHe
ies with which love filled his brain.

one goes to
passes

it

it:

scarce

a cart or a w^agon

in a quarter of an

hour.

It

once

We

must not happened that Marius' solitary rambles led
suppose, however, that his reason was in dis- him to this field, and on that day there was
He had lost the a rarity on the boulevard, a passer-by. Marorder, quite the contrary.
faculty of working and going firmly toward ius, really struck by the almost savage grace
called this

^'^

writing to her. ^^

a determined object, but he retained clearsightedness and rectitude more fully than

Marius saw by a calm and real, though
was taking place before him, even the most indifferent men and
facts, and spoke correctly of everything with
a sort of honest weariness and candid disinHis judgment almost detached
terestedness.
from hope soared far above him. In this
state of mind nothing escaped him, nothing
deceived him, and he discovered at each
moment the basis of life— humanity and destiny.
Happy even in agony, is tlie man to
whom God has granted a soul worthy of love
He who has not seen the
and misfortune
things of this world and the heart of man in
tliis double light, has seen nothing of the
truth and knows nothing, for the soul that
ever.

singular, light, all that

!

of the field, asked him,

of this spot

The
field;"

—

^^

What

is

the

name

V

passer-by answered,

and added,

'^

it

^^

It

is

the Lark's

was here that Ulback

killed thesheperdess of Ivry."

But after the words " the Lark," Marius
heard no more, for a word at times suffices to
produce a congelation in a man's dreamy condition: the
whole thought is condensed
round an idea, and is no longer capable of
The Lark, that was
any other perception.
the appellation which had taken the place of
Ursule in the depths of Marius' melancholy.
^^Stay," he said, with that sort of unreasoning stupor peculiar to such mysterious asides,
shall learn here where
^' this is her field, I
she lives.'' This was absurd but irresistible,
and he came dailv to this Lark's field.

LES MISERABLES.
CHAPTER CLXXXIII.
CRIMES

11^

EMBRYO.

Javert's triumph at the Maison Gorbeau
had seemed complete, but was uot so. In
the first place, and that was his chief anxiety,
Javert had not been able to make a prisoner
of the prisoner: the assassinated
is

and

was probable that this

it

man who

more suspicious than the

escapes

assassin,

man who

es-

caped, though a precious capture for the
might be equally so for the authori-

;;yl

was probably frightened,^^ and whose name
he had forgotten, Javert did uot trouble
himself much about him, and, besides, a barBut, was he
riwster can always be found.
only a barrister

?

The examination began, and
trate

the

thought

members

it

the magis-

advisable not to put one of

of the Patron Minette in soli-

it was hoped he might
This was Brujon, the hairy man of
the Rue du Petit Banquier; he was turned

tary confinement, as

chatter.

Oharlemagne Oourt, and the eyes of

bandits,

into the

Montparnasse slipped out of
Javert^s clutches, and he must wait for another opportunity to lay hands on "that
cursed little fop/^ Montparnasse, in fact,
having met Eponine on the boulevard keeping watch, went off with her, preferring to
play the Nemorino with the daughter rather
than Schindeihannes with the father, and it
was lucky for him that he did so, as he was
now free. As for Eponine, Javert ^' nailed "
her, but it was a poor consolation, and sent
her to join Azelma at the Madelonnettes.
Lastly, in the drive from No. 50-52 to La
men arrested,
Force, one of tlie chief
Olaquesous, had disappeared ; no one knew
how he did it, and the sergeants and agents
did not at all understand it he had turned
into vapor, slipped through the handcuffs,
and passed through a crack in the coach;
but no one could say any thing except that
on reaching the prison there was no OlaqueThere was in this either enchantment
sous.
Had Olaquesous melted
or a police trick.
away in the darkness like a snowflake in the
water ? was there an unavowed connivance on
the part of the agents ? did this man belong
to the double enigma of disorder and order ?

upon him. This name
one of the recollections of La
Force. In the hideous yard called the new
building which the governor named the
Oourt of St. Bernard, and the robbers christened the Lion^s den, and on the wall covered
with scars and leprosy, that rose on the left
to the height of the roof, and close to a rusty

ties.

Next,

:

Had
and

this
its

Sphynx

hind paws

its

front

paws

in the police ?

in crimes,

Javert did

not accept these combinations, and struggled
against such compromises; but his squad
contained other inspectors beside himself,
and though his subordinates, perhaps more
thoroughly initiated in the secrets of the prefecture, and Olaquesous was such a villain
that he might be a very excellent agent.
To
be on such intimate relations with the night
is capital for brigands and admirable for the
police, and theie are double-edged rogues of
However this might be, Olaquesous
the sort.
was lost and could not be found, and Javert

seemed more

irritated than surprised.
for Marius, " that scrub of a barrister

As
who

the spies were kept
of

Brujon

is

—

old iron gate which led to the old chapel of

the Hotel de la Force, converted into a dormitory for prisoners, there might have been
seen, twelve years ago, a species of Bastile,

clumsily engraved with a nail in the stone,

and beneath

it

this signature,

Brujon-, 1811.

The Brujon

of 1811

Brujon of 1832.

was the father of the

The

latter, of

whom we

could only catch a glimpse in the garret, was
a very crafty and artful young fellow, with a

downcast and plaintive air. It was in consequence of this air that the magistrate turned

him

loose, believing him more useful in the
Oharlemagne yard than in a secret cell.
Robbers do not interrupt their labors because they are in the hands of justice, and
do not trouble themselves about such a
trifle.
Being in prison for one crime does
not prevent another being commenced.
There are artists who have a picture in the

Exhibition, but for

all

that

work

at a

new

one in their studio. Brujon seemed stupefied by prison; he might be seen standing for hours in the yard near the canteenman's stall, gazing like an idiot at the duty
list of prices, which began with garlic, fiftytivo centimes, and ended with cigar, five cenOr else he passed his time in tremtimes.
bling, shaking his teeth, declaring he had the
fever, and inquiring whether one of the
twenty-six beds in the Infirmary were
vacant.

All at once, toward the second half of Feb-
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ruary, 1832,
tlie

it

was discovered that Brujon,

sleepy-looking man, had had three mes-

sages delivered, not in his

own name, but in

those of his comrades, by the prison porters.
These messages had cest him fifty sous altogether, an exorbitant sum, which attracted

be a turnkey, or one of those
sheep '' in
prisons, and '' foxes " at the galleys, the
note is carried to the wicket and delivered to
address;

if

it

secretly-bought prisoners, called

the police.
its

^'^

This time the postillion reached

address, although the

man

for

whom

it

the corporaFs attention. After making inquiries and consulting the tariff of messages
hung up in the prisoners' visiting room, this
authority found out that the fifty sous were

was intended was at the time in a separate
cell.
This person was no other than Babet,
one of the four heads of Patron Minette. It
contained a rolled-up paper, on which only
thus divided, one message to the Pantheon, two lines were written.
" Babet, there's a job to be done in the Eue
ten sous; one to Val de Grace, fifteen sous;
and one to the Barriere de Grenelle, twenty- Plumet, a gate opening on the garden/'
It was what Brujon had written during the
five sous, the latter being the dearest in the
whole list. Kow at these very places resided night. In spite of male and female searchthese very dangerous prowlers at the barriere, ers, Babet contrived to send the note from
''
Kruideniers alias Bizarro, Glorious, and ex- La E'orce to the Salpetriere to a " lady friend
She in her turn
convict, and Stop-the-coach, and the attention of his locked up there.
of the police was directed to these through handed the note to a girl she knew of the
It was assumed that these name of Magnon, whom the police werethis incident,
men belonged to the Patron Minette, of actively seeking, but had not yet arrested.
which band two chiefs, Babet and Gueulemei*, This Magnon, of whose name the reader has
were locked up. It was supposed that Bru- already caught a glimpse, was closely conjon's messages, which were not delivered at nected with Thenardiers, as Ave shall show
the houses, but to persons waiting in the presently, and by going to see Eponine was
street, contained some information about able to serve as a bridge between the Salpesome meditated crime. The three ruffians tiere and the Madelonnettes. At this very
were arrested, and the police believed they period Eponine and Azelma were discharged
for want of evidence, and when Eponine
had scented some machinations of Brujon's.
A week after these measures had been went out, Magnon, who was w^atching for her
taken, a night watchman, who was inspecting at the gate of the Madelonnettes, handed her
the ground-floor sleeping ward of the Xew the note from Brujon to Babet, with instrucBuilding, was just placing his chestnut in tions to look into the affair. Eponine went
the box this was the method employed to to the Eue Plumet, recognized the grating
make sure that the turnkeys did their duty and garden, observed the house, watched for
properly; every hour a chestnut must be some days, and then carried to Magnon a
dropped into all the boxes n^^'led on the biscuit, which the latter sent to Babet's misdoors of the sleeping wards when he saw tress at the Salpetriere. A biscuit, in tlie
through the trap Brujon sitting up in bed dark language of prisons, means, '' Nothing
and writing something. The turnkey went in, to be done.'"
In less than a week from this Babet and
Brujon was placed in solitary confinement
for a month, but what he had written could Brujon happened to meet, as one was going

—

—

—

Hence the police are just as before the magistrate, the other returning.
One thing is certain that on ^^WelV Brujon asked, ''^the Kue P.?"
"
next
day
the
a Postillion " was thrown from ^' Biscuit," Babet answered. Thus the foetus
Charlemagne into the Lion^s den over the of crime engendered by Brujon at La Force
five-storied building that separated the two became abortive; but this abortion had con-

not be found.

wise as before.

yards.

Prisoners gave the

to a ball of artistically
in

sent to "Ireland,^^

name " postillion "

moulded bread, which
that is to say, thrown

from one yard into another.
into the yard, the

and

man who

all that, perfectly strange to
In fancying
Brujon's plans, as will be seen.
w^e are tying one thread we often tie another.

sequences, for

.This ball falls

picks

it

CHAPTER CLXXXIV.

up opens

PERE MABCEUF HAS AX APPARITION.

a note addressed to some
If it be a prisoner who
prisoner in the yard.

it

finds

finds in

the note

it

he delivers

it

to the right

at

Maritjs no longer called on any one, but
times he came across Father Maboeuf.
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While Marius was slowly descending the table, and was seated on a stone post which
mournful steps which might be called the acted as a bench in his garden. Near this
cellar stairs^ and lead to places without light, bench there was, after the fashion of old
on which you hear the footsteps of the pros- kitchen-gardens, a sort of tall building of
perous above your head, M. Maboeuf was also planks in a very rickety condition, a hutch on
descending. The Flora of Cauteretz did not the ground-floor, and a store-room on the
sell at all now, and the indigo experiments first-floor.
There were no rabbits in the
had not been successful in the little garden hutch, but there were a few apples, the remof Austerlitz, which looked in a bad direction. nant of the winter stock, in the store-room.
M. Maboeuf could only cultivate in a iewv^ve M. Maboeuf was reading, with the help of
plants which are fond of moisture and shade. his spectacles, in two books in which he took
For all that, though, he was not discoursg'&d great interest for his natural timidity renhe had obtained a strip of ground ai> the dered him prone to accept superstitions. The
Jardin des Plantes, on which to carry on his first of these books was the celebrated treat]

experiments '^at his own charge/^
To do
he pledged the plates of his Flora, and
he reduced his breakfast to two eggs, of
which he left one for his old servant, whose
wages he had not paid for fifteen months
past.
And very frequently his breakfast was
He no longer laughed with his
his sole meal.
childish laugh, he had grown morose, and
declined to receive visitors, and Marius did
well not to call on him.
At times, at the
hour when M. Maboeuf proceeded to the
Jardin des Plantes, the old man and the young
man passed each other on the Boulevard de
THopital; they did not speak, and merely
shook their heads sorrowfully. It is a sad
thing that the moment arrives when misery
tliis

parts friends

!

Eoyol the publisher was dead, and now M.
Maboeuf knew nothing but his books, his
garden, and his indigo; these were the three
shapes which happiness, pleasure, and hope
had assumed for him. They were sufficient
to live, and he would say to himself, ^^ When
I have made my blue-balls, I shall be rich; I
will redeem my plates from the Mont de
Piete, bring my Flora into fashion again with
charlatanism, the big drum, and advertisements in the papers, and buy, I know where,
a copy of Pierre de Medine\s Art of Naviga-

with woodcuts, edition 1539. "" In the
meanwhile, he toiled all day at his indigo
patch, and at night went home to water his
garden and read his books. M. Maboeuf at
this period was close on eighty years of age.
One evening he had a strange apparition.
He had returned home while it was still daylight, and found that Mother Plutarch, whose
health was not so good as it might be, had
He dined upon a bone on
gone to bed.
which a little meat remained and a lump of
bread which he had found on the kitchen
tion,

President Delancre, "On the Incon=
stancy of Delusions,^' and the other was the
quarto work of Mutor de la Rubandiere,
" On the Demons of Vauvert and the goblins
ise of

The latter book interested
him the more, because his garden had been
of la Bievre.^^

in olden times one of the places haunted by

Twilight was beginning to
above and blacken what is
below. While reading M. Maboeuf looked
over the book which he held in his hand at
his plants, and among others at a magnificent
rhodondendron, which was one of his consolations.
Four days of wind and sun had
passed without a drop of rain, the stems
were bending, the buds drooping, the leaves
falling, and they all required watering; this
rhododendron especially looked in a very sad
way. M. Maboeuf was one of those men for
whom plants have souls ; he had been at work
all day in his indigo patch, and was worn out
with fatigue, but for all that he rose, laid his
books on the bench, and walked in a bent
posture, and with tottering steps, up to the
well.
But when he seized the chain he had
not sufficient strength to unhook it; he then
turned and took a glance of agony at the
sky, which was glittering with stars.
The
evening had that serenity which crushes human sorrow under a lugubrious and eternal
The night promised to be as dry as the
joy.
day had been.
''
Stars everywhere!'^ the old man thought,
" not the smallest cloud
not a drop of
water V
And his head, which had been raised a
moment before, fell again on his chest, then
he looked once more at the sky, murmurthe

goblins.

whiten what

is

!

ing,—

"A little
He

dew! a

little pity!''

tried once again to

unhook the

well-

— —

—
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chain, but could not succeed

ment he heard a

;

at this

mo-

voice saying,

" Father Maboeuf, shall I water the garden

At the same time

for you?'^

a sound like

that of a wild beast breaking through was

heard in the hedge, and he saw a tall thin
girl emerge, who stood before him looking at
him boldly. She looked less like a human
being than some form engendered of the
Ere Father Maboeuf, whom, as
darkness.
we said, a trifle terrified, found time to answer a syllable, this creature, whose movements had in the gloom a sort of strange
suddenness, had unhooked the chain, let

down and drawn up the bucket, and

filled

the watering-pot; and the old gentleman
saw this apparition, which was barefooted

and wore a ragged skirt, running along the
flower-beds and distributing life around her.
The sound of the water pattering on the
leaves filled M. Maboeuf s soul with ravishment, and the rhododendron now seemed to
him to be happy. The first bucket emptied,
the girl drew a second, then a third, and waTo see her moving
tered the whole garden.
thus along the walks in which her outline
appeared quite black, and waving on her long
thin arms her ragged shawl, she bore a striking resemblance to a bat. When she had
finished. Father Maboeuf went up to her
with tears in his eyes, and laid his hand on
her forehead,
''

God

bless you, ""

gel, since

he

said,

you take care of

" No,'' she replied, " I

'^

you

flowers.

am

aref

an an-

^^

the devil, but I

don't care."

The

old

man

continued, without waiting

for or hearing the reply,

"

a pity that I am so unhappy and
and can do nothing for you I"

What

so poor,

"Ah, yes, I remember now.. He passes
very frequently along the boulevard, and
goes in the direction of the Lark's field in
the Rue Croule Barbe.
Look for him there,
he will not be difficult to find."

When M. Maboeuf raised his head again,
he was alone, and the girl had disappeared.
He was decidedly a little frightened.
"Really," he thought, '^'if my garden w^re
not watered, I should fancy that it was a
ghost."

An

hour after, when he was in bed, this
returned to him, and while falling
asleep, he said to himself confusedly at the
disturbed moment when thought gradually
assumes the form of dream in order to pass
through sleep, like the fabulous bird, which
metamorphoses itself into a fish to cross the

idea

sea.
^^

Really, now, this affair greatly resembles

what

Rubandiere records about the gobCould it have been a ghost ?"

la

lins.

CHAPTER CLXXXV.
MARIUS HAS A^ APPABITIOX.

A FEW days after this visit of a ghost to
Father Maboeuf it was on a Monday, the
day of the five-franc piece, which Marius borrowed of Courfeyrac for Thenardier, Marius

—

placed the coin in his pocket, and before carrying it to the prison, resolved to ^' take a

walk," hoping that on his return this
would make him work. It was, however,
everlastingly so.
As soon as he rose, he sat
down before a book and paper to set about
some translation, and his job at this time
was the translation into French of a celelittle

brated

German

quarrel, the controversy be-

tween G-ans and Savigny. He took up Gans,
he took up Savigny, read four pages, tried to
write one but could not, saw a star between
his paper and himself, and got up from his
chair, saying, "I will go out, that will put
seek- me in the humor," and he proceeded to the
Lark's field, where he saw the star more than
ing something which had vanished.
"A young man who used to come here." ever, and Gans and Savigny less. He went
" Ah, yes," he exclaimed, " I know whom home, tried to resume his task, and did not
you mean. Wait a minute. Monsieur Mar- succeed; he could not join a single one of
ms. Baron Marius Pontmercy, perdieu! lives, the threads broken in his brain, and so said
well, I do not to himself, " I will not go out to-morrow, for
or rather he does not live
But he went
it prevents me from working. "
know."
While speakmg, he had stooped to straight- out every day.
He lived in the Lark's field more than at
en a rhododendron branch, and continued,

You can do something," she said.
"What IS it?"
"Tell me where M. Marius lives?"
The old man did not understand.
" What Monsieur Marius ?"
He raised his glassy eyes and seemed
'^

—

—

—

—
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Courfeyrac's lodging, and his right address

something like a smile, and

was Boulevard de

utes ere she could speak.

la

Sante at the seventh tree

Rue Croule Barbe. On this morning he had left the seventh tree and was
seated on the parapet of the bridge over the
little stream.
The merry sunbeams were

it

was some min-

past the

^•'I
have found you!'" she said at last.
Father Maboeuf was right, it was in this
boulevard
How I have sought you, if you
only knew
Do you know that I have been
flashing through the expanded and luminous in quod for a fortnight!
They let me go as
leaves. He thought of '^ her/^ and his reverie, there was no charge against me, and besides
becoming a reproach, fell back on himself; I had not attained years of discretion by two
he thought bitterly of indolence and mental months. Oh how I have looked for you the
paralysis which were gaining on him, and of last six weeks
So you Ho longer live down
the night which constantly grew denser be- there V'
''^0,'' said Marius.
fore him, so that he could no longer see the
sun.
Still, through this painful evolvement
^"^Ah, I understand, on account of that
of indistinct ideas which was not even a solilo- thing; well, such disturbances are unpleasquy, as action was so weak in him, and he ant, and you moved.
Hilloh, why do you
had no longer the strength to try and feel wear an old hat like that ? a young man like
sad ; through this melancholy absorption, we you ought to be handsomely dressed.
Do
say, sensations from without reached him. you know. Monsieur Marius, that M. Mar
He heard behind, below, and on both sides boeuf calls you Baron Marius I forgot what,
of him, the washerwomen of the Gobelins but you are not a baron are you ? Barons are
beating their linen, and above him the birds old swells, who walk in front of the Luxemtwittering and singing in the elms.
On one bourg palace, where there is the most sun,
side the sound of liberty, happy carelessness and read the Quotidienne for a sou.
I went
and winged leisure, on the other, the sound once with a letter for a baron who was like
of labor.
Two joyous sounds made him that, and more than a hundred years of age.
think deeply and almost reflect. All at once Tell me, where do you live now ?
he heard amid his poignant ecstasy a familiar
Marius (fid not answer.
voice saying,
"Ah,'' she added, ^'^you have a hole in
'^Ah! here he is!*'
your shirt front, I must mend it for you."
He raised his eyes and recognized the unThen she continued with an expression
happy girl who had come to him one morn- which gradually grew gloomier,
^' You do not seem
ing, Eponine, the elder of Thenardier^'s
pleased to see me ?"
daughters ; he now knew what her name was.
Marius held his tongue. She was also siStrange to say she had grown poorer and lent for a moment, and then exclaimed,
" If I liked,- 1 could compel you to look
mo] e beautiful, two things which he had not
thought possible. She had accomplished a pleased."
" What do you mean ?" Marius asked.
double progress, towards light and toward
distress.
Her feet were bare and her clothes
She bit her lip, and apparently hesitated,
torn, as on the day when she so boldly en- as if suffering from some internal struggle.
tered his room, but the rags were two At length she seemed to make up her
months older and the holes larger. She had mind.
" All the worse, but no matter, you look
the hoarse voice, the same forehead wrinkled
and bronzed from exposure, the same free, sad and I wish you to be pleased, only
absent, and wandering look, but she had, in promise me, though, that you will laugh, for
addition, on her countenance, something- I want to see you laugh and hear you say,
and lamentable, which passing ^ Ah that is famoiis !' Poor M. Marius you
startled
through prisons adds to misery. She had know you promised you would give me all I
pieces of straw and hay in her hair, not that, wanted."
^^ Yes, but
like Ophelia, she had gone mad through conspeak, can't you ?"
tagion with Hamlet's lunacy, but because she
She looked at M. Marius intensely and said,
had slept in some stable-loft, and with all ^^ I have the address."
Oh youth, what a
that she was beautiful.
Marius turned pale, and all his blood flowShe had stopped in front of ed to his heart. " What Address ?"
star art thou
Marius with a little joy on her livid face, and
''The address which you asked me for;"
!

!

!

—

!

!

!

—

—
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and she added^ as if with a great
address— you know ?'^
''

—

effort, ''the

Yes/' Marius stammered.

"'Yes."

"Come

on!

Oh, how glad he

is!"

she

said,

A few yards further on she stopped.
The young lady's.'^
"You are following me too closely, M.
These words uttered she heaved a deep
Marius leapt from the parapet on Marius; let me go on in front and do you
sigh.
which he was sitting and wildly seized her follow me, as if you were not doing so. A
respectable young man like you must not be
hand.
''
Oh lead me to it tell me ask of me seen with such a woman as I am." *
Ko language could render all that was conwhat you please! where is it?'^
'"Come with me/^ she answered; "I don't tained in the word "woman," thus proShe went a dozen
exactly know the street or the number, and nounced by this child.
but I joaces and stopped again. Marius rejoined
it is quite on the other side of town,
know the house well, and will take you her, and she said to him aside without turn"

!

I

to

!

it.''

She withdrew her hand, and continued in
a tone which would have made an observer's
heart bleed, but did not at

all

effect the in-

toxicated and transported lover,
" Oh, how pleased you are !"

ing to him,
"By the bye, you

know

that you promised

me something?"
Marius

felt in his

pocket; he had nothing

in the world but the live-franc piece destined

for Father Thenardier, but he laid the coin
cloud passed over Marius' forehead, and in Eponine's hand. She let it slip through
her fingers on the ground, and looking at
he clutched Eponine's arm.
" Swear one thing."
him frowningly said,
" I do not want your money."
" Swear?" she said, '^ what do you mean by
that ? what would you have me swear?"
And she burst into a laugh.
CHAPTER CLXXXYI.
"Your father! promise me, Eponine,
swear to me that you will never tell your faTHE MYSTERIOUS HOUSE.

A

ther that address."

She turned to him with a air of stupe'' Eponine
how do you know that
is my name.
''
Promise me what I ask you."
But she did not seem to hear him.
"That is nice! you called me Eponine!"
Marius seized* both her arms.
"Answer me in Heaven's name! pay atswear to me
tention to what I am saying,
that you will not tell your father the address
which you know."
"My father?" she remarked, "oh yes, my
faction.

!

About

the middle of the last century a

president of the parliament of Paris

who

kept a mistress under the rose, for at that
day the nobility displayed their mistresses
and the bourgeois concealed theirs, had "a
small house," built in the Faubourg St. Germain, in the deserted Eue de Biomet, which
is now called Rue Plumet, and not far from
the spot which was formerly known as the
"fight of animals." This house consisted of
a pavilion only one story in height, there
were two sitting rooms on the ground -floor,
He's all right in a secret cell. Be- two bed-rooms on the first, a kitchen below,
father.
a boudoir above, an attic beneath the roof,
sides, what do I care for my father!"
"But you have not promised!" Marius ex- and the whole was surrounded by a large
garden with railings looking out on the street.
claimed.
" Let me go!" she said, as she burst into a This was all that passers-by could see. But
laugh, " how you are shaking me! Yes, yes, behind the pavilion was a narrow yard, with
I promise it, I swear it! how does it concern an outhouse containing two rooms, where a
me? I will not tell my father the address. nurse and a child could be concealed if necesIn the back of this outhouse was a
sary.
There, does that suit you, is that it?'^
secret door leading into a long, paved wind"And no one else?" said Marius.
ing passage, open to the sky, and bordered
"And no one else."
"]^ow," Marius continued, ^^lead me by two lofty walls. This passage, concealed
with prodigious art, and, as it were, lost bethere."
tween the garden walls, whose every turn and
"At once?"

—
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winding it followed, led to another secret
which opened aboat a quarter of a mile
off almost in another quarter, at the solitary
end of the Rue de Babylone. The president
went in by this door, so that even those who
might have watched him, and observed that
he mysteriously went somewhere every day,
could not have suspected that going to the
Rue de Babylone was going to the Rue
Blomet. By clever purchases of ground, the
ingenious magistrate had been enabled to
make this hidden road upon his own land,
and consequently uncontrolled. At a later
date he sold the land bordering the passage
in small lots for gardens, and the owners of
these gardens on either side believed that they
had a parting-wall before them, and did not
even suspect the existence of this long strip
of pavement winding between two walls
among their flower-beds and orchards. The
birds alone saw this curiosity, and it is probable that the linnets and tomtits of the last
century gossiped a good deal about the presi-

door,

dent.

The

pavilion, built of stone, in the

Man-

and furnished

in the

sard taste, and panelled

Watteau style, rock-work outside, periwig
within, and begirt by a triple hedge of flowers, had something discreet, coquettish, and
solemn about it, befitting the caprices of love
and a magistrate. This house and this passage, which have now disappeared, still existed fifteen years ago. In ^93 a brazier bought
the house for the purpose of demolishing it,
but as he could not pay, the nation made him
bankrupt, and thus it was the house that demolished the brazier. Since then the house
had remained uninhabited, and fell slowly
into ruins, like every residence to which the
presence of man no longer communicates life.
The old furniture was left in it, and the ten

or twelve persons

who

pass along the

Rue

Plumet were informed that it was for sale or
by a yellow and illegible placard which
had been fastened to the garden gate since
Toward the end of the Restoration the
1810.
same passers-by might have noticed that the
bill had disappeared, and even that the firstThe house was
floor shutters were open.
really occupied, and there were short curtains
at the windows, a sign that there was a lady
lease

in the house.
In October, 1829, a middleaged man presented himself and took the
houSe as it stood, including of course the outhouse and the passage leading to Rue de
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Babylone, and he had the two secret doors of
put in repair. The house was

this passage
still
it,

furnished

much

as the president

had

new tenant merely ordered

so the

left

a few

necessary articles, had the paving of the yard
stairs put in, and the win-

put to rights, new

dows mended, and eventually installed himself there with a young girl and an old woman, without any disturbance, and rather like
a

man

slipping in than one entering his

The

own

however, did not
chatter, for the simple reason that he had
none.
The tenant was in reality Jean Valjean,
and the girl was Oosette. The domestic was

house.

neighbors,

a female of the

name

of Toussaint,

whom

Jean Valjean had saved from the hospital and
wretchedness, and who was old, rustic, and
stammered, three qualities which determined
Jean Valjean on taking her with him. He
hired the house in the name of M. FaucheIn all we have recently
levent, annuitant.
recorded the reader will have doubtless recognized Valjean even sooner than Thenardier did.
Why had he left the convent of
the Little Picpus, and what had occurred
there? Nothing had occurred. It will be
borne in mind that Jean Valjean was happy
in the convent, so happy that his conscience
at last became disturbed by it.
He saw
Cosette daily, he felt paternity springing up
and being developed in him more and more;,
he set his whole soul on the girl; he said to
himself that she was his, that no power on
earth could rob him of her, that it would be
so indefinitely, that she would certainly become a nun, as she was daily gently urged t^
it, that henceforth the convent was the world
for him as for her, that he would grow old in
it and she grow up, that she would grow old
and he die there and that, finally, no separation was possible.
While reflecting on this,
he began falling into perplexities he asked
;

:

himself

happiness were really his,
if it were not composed of the happiness of
this child, which he confiscated and deprived
her of, and whether this were not a robbery?
He said to himself that this child had the
right to know life before renouncing it, that
depriving her beforehand, and without consulting her, of all joys under the pretext of
saving her from all trials, and profiting
by her ignorance and isolation to make an
artificial vocation spring up in her, was deif

all this

naturalizing a

human creature and being

fali^
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And who knew

whether Cosette^
and feeling
herself a reluctant nun, might not grow to
hate him ? It was a last thought, almost
selfish and less heroic than the others, hut it
was insupportable to him. He resolved to

to God.

some day meditating on

this,

leave the convent.

He

resolved,

and recognized with a break-

As

ing heart that he must do so.
ions^ there were ]ione, for

six

for object-

years

of

residence between these walls, and of disappearance^ had necessarily destroyed or dis-

persed the element of fear.
to

human

grown

old

recognize

society at

and

all

He

his ease,

had changed.

him now

?

could return

And

for he

had

Who would

then, looking at

the worst, there was only danger for himself,
and he had not the right to condemn Cosette
to a cloister, for the reason that he had been
condemned to the galleys; besides, what is
Lastly,
danger in the presence of duty?
nothing prevented him from being prudent

and taking precautions; and as for Cosette's
education, it was almost completed and terminated. Once the resolution was formed,
he awaited the opportunity, which soon ofJean Valjean
fered; old Fauchelevent died.
requested an audience of the reverend prioress, and told her that as he had inherited a
small property by his brother's death, which
would enable him to live without working, he
was going to leave the convent, and take his
daughter with him; but as it was not fair
that Cosette, who was not going to profess,
should have been educated gratuitously, he

house in the Eue Plumet, and hid himself in
henceforth remaining in possession of
At the
the name of Ultime Fauchelevent.
same time he hired two other lodgings in
it,

he might attract less attention
he had always remained in the same
quarter; that he might, if necessary, absent
himself for awhile if any thing alarmed him,
and, lastly, that he might not be taken un^
aware, as on the night when he so miraculThese two
ously escaped from Javert.
Paris, so that

than

if

lodgings were of a very mean appearance,
in two quarters very distinct from each
other, one being in the Kue de I'Ouest, the

and

He
Rue de FHomme-arme.
spent a few weeks now and then at one or
the other of these lodgings, taking Cosette
with him, and leaving Toussaint behind.
He was waited on by the porters, and represented himself as a person living in the
This
country, who had a lodging in town.
lofty viitue had three domiciles in Paris in
other in the

order to escape the police.

CHAPTER CLXXXVII.
JEA5^ YALJEAIS"

Properly
jean's house

A

:NrATIO]S^AL

GUARD.

speaking, however, Jean Valwas at the Rue Plumet, and he

had arranged

his existence there in the fol-

lowing fashion — Cosette and the servant occupied the pavilion, she had the best bedroom, with the painted press, the boudoir
with the gilt beading, the president's drawingimplored the reverend prioress to allow him room with its hangings and vast easy chairs,
Jean Valjean placed in
to offer the cominunity, for five years which and the garden.
with a canopy of old
bed
sum
a
of
room
them,
the
Cosette's
among
passed
Cosette had
It was thus that Jean damask in three colors, and an old and handfive thousand francs.
Valjean quitted the convent of the Perpetual some Pei-sian carpet, purchased at Mother
Gauchers in the Rue Figuier Saint Paul,
Adoration.

On

leaving

it

he carried with his own

hands, and would not entrust to any porter,
the small valise, of which he always had the
This valise perplexed
key about him.
Cosette, owing to the aromatic smell which
Let us say at once that this
issued from it.
trunk never quitted him again, he always hid
it in his bed-room, and it was the first, and
at times the only, thing which he carried
Cosette laughed,
away in his removals.
called this valise the inseparable, and said,
"I am jealous of it/' Jean Valjean, however, felt a profound anxiety when he re-

turned

to the outer air.

He

discovered the

:

while,

to correct the sternness of these old

splendors,

he added

all

the light gay furni-

ture of girls, an etagere, book-shelves with
gilt books, a desk and blotting-case, a worktable inlaid

with

mother-of-pearl,

a silver

and toilette articles of Japanese
Long damask curtains of three colors,
china.
like those on the bed, festooned the first-floor
windows, while on the ground -floor they were
dressing-case,

of tapestry.

All through the winter Cosette's
warmed from top to bottom,

small house was

while Valjean himself lived in the sort of
porter's lodge at the end of tlie backyard,
which was furnished with a mattress and
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common :>edstead, a deal table, two straw- maining solitary. Jean Valjean had attained
bottomed chairs, an earthenware water-jug, a his sixtieth year, or the age of legal exempfew books on a plank, and his dear valise in tion ; but he did not look more than fifty
He besides, he had no wish to escape his sera corner, but he never had any fire.
He
dined with Oosette, and black bread was put geant-major and cheat Count Lobau.
on the table for him; and he had said to had no civil status, hid his name, his identity,
Toussaint, when she came, " This young lady his age, everything, and, as we just said, he
''
And you, sir T' was a willing l^ational Guard all his ambiis mistress of the house/^
I tion was to resemble the first-comer who pays
Toussaint replied, quite stupefied. "Oh
am much better than the master, I am the taxes. The ideal of this man was internally
an angel, externally a bourgeois.
father.^^
Let us mention one fact, by the way.
Cosette had been taught housekeeping in
the convent, and checked the expenses, When Jean Valjean went out with Cosette
which were very small. Daily Jean Yaljean he dressed himself in the way we have seen,
took Cosette for a walk, leading to the most and looked like a retired officer, but t\ hen he
sequestered allee of the Luxembourg, and went out alone, and he did so usually at
every Sunday they attended mass at the night, he was attired in a workman^s jacket
church of St. Jacques du Haut-pas, because and trousers, and a cap whose peak was pullAs it is a very ed deep over his eyes. Was this precaution
it was a long distance off.
poor district he gave away a considerable or humility ? Both at once. Cosette was
amount of alms, and the wretched flocked accustomed to the enigmatical side of her desaround him in the church, which caused The- tiny, and hardly noticed her father^s singunardier to head his letter to him in the way larities
as for Toussaint, she revered Jean
we have seen. He was fond of taking Co- Valjean^ and considered everything he did
One day her butcher, who g^t a
sette to visit the indigent and the sick, but right.
no stranger ever entered the house in the glimpse of her master, said, ^^ He's a queerEue Plumet. Toussaint bought the provi- looking stick,"^ and she replied, '^ He^s a
a saint.''' All three never left the house
sions, and Jean Yaljean himself fetched the
water from a fountain close by, on the boule- except by the gate in the Eue de Babylone ;
The wood and wine were kept in a and unless they were noticed through the garvard.
semi-subterranean building covered with den gate it would be difficult to guess that
rock- work, near the door in the Eue Baby- they lived in the Eue Plumet.
This gate
lone, and which had formerly served the pre- was always locked, and Jean Valjean left the
ident as a grotto, for in the age of the Follies garden untended that it might not be noticed.
and small houses, love was not possible with- In this, perhaps, he deceived himself.
In the door opening on the
out a grotto.
Rue Babylone there was a letter-box, but, as
CHAPTEE CLXXXVIIL
the inhabitants of the house in the Eue
Plumet received no letters, this box, once on
FOLIIS AC FRONDIBUS.
a time the go-between in amourettes, and the
This garden, left to itself for more than
confidant of a love-sick lawyer, was now only
of service to receive the tax-papers and the half a century, had become extraordinary and
For M. Fauchelevent, charming passers-by forty years ago stopped.
guard -sum mouses.
;

;

!

—

;

—

——

:

annuitant, belonged to the National G-uard,
and had been unable to escape the close

in the street to gaze at

the convent of the Little Picpus,

it, without suspecting"
hid behind its fresh green
screen.
More than one dreamer at that day
allowed his eyes and thoughts indiscreetly to
penetrate the bars of the old locked, twisted,

whence Jean Valjean emerged venerable in
the sight of the mayor, and consequently
worthy of mounting guard. Three or four
times a year Jean Valjean donned his uniform and went on duty, and did so readily
enough, for it was a disguise which enabled
him to mix with everybody, while himself re-

shaky gate, which hung from two mouldcovered pillars and was surmounted by a
pediment covered with undecipherable arabesques.
There was a stone bank in a corner,, there were one or two mouldering statues, and some trellis work, unnailed by time,
was rotting against the walls ; there was no

meshes of the census of 1831.
pal inquiries

even

to

made

The munici-

at that period extended

the secrets which

it

-

;
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turf or walk left^ but there was dog's-grass
The artificiality of gardening
everywhere.
had departed, and nature had returned
weeds were abundant, and the festival of the
Nothing
gillyflowers were abundant there.
in this garden impeded the sacred eiforts of

things toward life, and growth was at home
The trees had
there, and held high holiday.

bent dow^n to the briars, tlie briars had mounted toward the trees ; the plants had clambered up, the branches held bent down. What
crawls on the ground had gone to meet what
expands in the air, and what floats in the

wind stooped down to what drags along the
brambles, branches, leaves, fibres,
moss
tufts, twigs, tendrils and thorns weie mixed
vegetatogether, wedded and confounded
tion had celebrated and accomplished here, in
a close and profound embrace, and beneath
the satisfied eye of the Creator, the holy mystery of its fraternity, which is a symbol of
human paternity. This garden was no longer
;

;

a garden^ but a colossal thicket ; that is to
say, something which is as impenetrable as a

populous as a city, as rustling as a
nest, as dark as a cathedral, as fragrant as a
bouquet, as solitary as a tomb, and as lively
lis a crowd.
In spring this enormous thicket, at liberty
forest, as

within its four walls, played its part in the
dull task of universal germination, and quivered in the rising sun almost like the animal
that respires the effluvia of cosmic love,
and feels the sap of April ascending and
Shaking in the wind its
boiling in its veins.
prodigious locks of verdure, the thicket scattered over the damp ground, the weather-

beaten statues, the crumbling steps of the
and even over the pavement of the

pavilion,

deserted

street,

constellations

of

flowers,

peckers and the goldfinches could be heard,
ere they fell asleep under the branches, and
the sacred intimacy between the bird and the

was felt, for by day wings gladden the
and at night the leaves protect the
wings.
In winter the thicket was black,
dank, bristling, and shivering, and allowed a
glimpse at the house to be taken. Instead of
flowers among the stalks and dew upon the
flowers, the long silvery trail of the snails
could be seen on the cold, thick bed of yellow leaves but in any case, under any aspect, and at all seasons, spring, summer, autumn, and winter, this little enclosure respired melancholy contemplation, solitude,
trees

leaves,

;

man and the presence
God, and the old rusty railing had an air
This garden is mine.'''
of saying,
Although the pavement of Paris was all
around, theclasical and splendid mansions of
the Rue de Varennes two 3^ards off, the dome

liberty, the absence of

of

""^

of the Invalides close by,

and the Chamber

of Deputies no great distance; although the

from Eues de Bourgogne and St.
Dominique rolled along luxuriously in the
vicinity, and yellow, brown, white and red

carriages

omnibuses crossed the adjoining square, the
Rue Plumet was a desert; and the death of
the old proprietors, a revolution which had
passed, the overthrow of old fortunes, ab-

and forty years
and widowhood, had suffl ed

sence, forgetfulness,

ol deser-

tion

to

back to

this

privileged

spot

ferns,

bring
torch

wheels, hemlock, ragwort, tall grass, dockleaves, lizards, beetles,

and

restless

and rapid

A

savage and stern grandeur had
rea|)peared between these four w^alls, and
nature, whe disconeerts all the paltry arrangements of man, and is as perfect in the ant

insects.

as in the

man, had displayed

herself in a

poor little Parisian garden with as much
pearls of dew, fecundity, beauty, life,
roughness and majesty as in a virgin forest
of
thousands
mid-day
At
and perfumes.
white butterflies took refuge in it, and it was of the New World. Nothing, in fact, is
a divine sight to watch this living snow of small, and any one who is affected by the
summer falling in flakes through the shad- profound penetrations of nature is aware of
joy and

In the pleasant gloom of the foliage a this fact. Although no absolute satisfaction
multitude of soft voices gently addressed the is granted to philosophy, and though it can
soul, and what the twittering forgot to say no more circumscribe the cause than limit
the buzzing completed. At night a dreamy the effect, the contemplator falls into unvapor rose from the garden and enveloped it; fathomable ecstasy when he watches all the
a cerecloth of mist, a celestial and calm decomposition of forces which resulted in
melancholy covered it ; the intoxicating smell unity. Everything labors for everything;
of the honeysuckle and the bind-wee(i as- algebra is applied to the clouds, the irradiation
cended from all sides like an exquisite and of the planet benefits the rose, and no thinker
subtle poison ; the last appeals of the wood- would dare to say that the perfume of the
ows.
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hawthorn

is

useless

to

the constellations.

Who

can calculate the passage of a particle ?
who among us kjiows whether the creation
of -worlds are not determined by the fall of
Who is acquainted with the
grains of sand.
reciprocal ebb and flow of the infinitely great

and the

infinitely little ?

portance^ the

little is

A maggot

great

is
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m which the first mover

of cog-wheels,

gnat,

and the

last

wheel

is

is

the

the Zodiac.

CHAPTER CLXXXIX.
cosette's garden.

of im-

and the great

lit-

It seemed as

mer times

if this

garden, created

m

for-

had
and this is a terrific vision for the mind. been transformed and become fitting to shelThere are prodigious relations between beings ter chaste mysteries. There were no longer
and things, and in this inexhaustible total, any cradles, bowling-greens, covered walks,
from the flea to the san, nothing despises the or grottos; but there was a magnificent
other, for all have need of each other.
Light tangled obscurity which fell all round, and
A. penitent
•does not bear into the sky terrestrial per- Paphos was changed into Eden.
fumes without knowing what to do with feeling had refreshed this retreat, and the
theni, and night distributes the planetary coquettish garden, once on a time so comessence to the sleepy flowers.
Every bird promised, had returned to virginity and modthat flies has round its foot the thread of in- esty. A president assisted by a gardener, a
finity; germination is equally displayed in good fellow who believed himself the succesthe outburst of a meteor and the peck of the sor of Lamoignon, and another good fellow
swallow breaking the ^gg, and it places who fancied himself the successor of Lenotre,
the birth of a worm and the advent of Soc- had turned it about, clipped it, and prepared
rates in the same parallel; where the teles- it for purposes of gallantry, but nature had
cope ends, the microscope begins, and which seized it again, filled it with shadow, and
of the two has the grandest sight; you can prepared it for love. There was, too, in this
choose.
A patch of green mould is a pleaid solitude a heart which was quite ready, and
of flowers, and a nebula is an ant-hill of love had only to show itself; for there were
There is the same and even a more here a temple composed of verdure, grass,
stars.
tle, all is

in a state of equilibrium in nature,

extraordinary promiscuity of the things of
the intellect and the facts of the substance,
elements and principles are mingled, combined, w^edded together, and multiply each
other till they lead both the moral and the
material world into the same light.
In the
vast cosmic exchanges universal life comes
and goes in unknown quantities, revolving
every thing in the invisible mystery of effluvia
-employing every thing, losing not a single

moss,

to conceal libertine mysteries,

the sighs of birds, gentle

shadows,

waving branches, and a soul formed of gentleness, faith, candor, hope, aspirations, and
illusions.

Cosette left the convent while

still

almost

She was but little more than fourteen, and at the '^ ungrateful age,^^ as we
a child.

have

said.

With the exception

of her eyes,

she seemed rather ugly than pretty;

had no ungraceful

still

she

was awkward, thin, timid and bold at the same time,
in short, a grown-up little girl.
Her education was finished, that is to say, she had
been taught religion, and more especially
feature, but she

dream of a sleep, sowing an animal cula here,
orumbling away a star there, oscillating and
winding, making of light a force, and of
thought an element, disseminated and invisible, and dissolving every thing save that devotion, also '^ history, ^^ that is to say, the
geometrical point, the Ego ; bringing back thing so called in a convent; geography,
every thing to the atom soul, expanding every grammar^ the participles, the kings of
thing in God; entangling all activities from France, and a little music, drawing, etc.; but
the highest to the lowest in the obscurity of in other respects she was ignorant of everya virtigineous mechanism, attaching the thing, which is at once a charm and a peril
flight of an insect to the movement of the The mind of a young girl ought not to be
earth, and subordinating, perhaps, if only left in darkness, for at a later date too sudthrough the identity of the law, the evolu- den and quick looming is produced in it as
tion of the comet in the firmament to the in a camera olscura. She should be gently
rotatory movement of the Infusoria in the and discreetly enlightened, rather by the redrop of water. It is an enormous machinery flection of realities than by their direct and
Hugo. Vol. II.— 26
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harsh light; for thio is a useful and gracefully obscure semi-hghr which dissipates
childish fears and prevents falls.
There is
only the maternal instinct, that admirable
intuition into which the recollections of the
virgin and the experience of the wife enter,
that knows how or of what this semi-light
should be composed, JSTothing can take the
place of this instinct, and in forming a girl's
mind, all the nuns in the world are not equal
Cosette had had no mother,
to one mother.
she had only had a great many mothers: as for
Jean Valjean, he had within him every possible tenderness and every possible anxiety;
but he was only an old man wno knew noth-

ing at

all.

m this

Now,

in this

work

of education,

And
is

then, too, she loved her father, that
Jean Valjean, with all her soul, witii

to say,

lier soul,

all

with

a

simple

filial

passion,

which rendered the worthy man a desired
and delightful companion to her. Our readers will remember that M. Madeline was
fond of reading, and Jean Valjean continued
in the same track; he had learned to speak
well, and he possessed the secret wealth and
eloquence of a humble, true, and self -cultivated intellect.
He had retained just sufficient roughness to season his kindness, and
he had a rough mind and a soft heart.
During their tete-a-tetes in the Luxembourg
garden he gave iier long explanations about
all sorts

of things, deriving his information

woman from what he had

read, and also from wha^
needed to con- he had suffered. While Cosette was listentend against the other great ignorance which ing to him her eyes vaguely wandered
called innocence
Nothing prepares a around. This simple man was sufficient for
is
girl for passions like the convent, for it Cosette^s thoughts in the same way as the
directs her thoughts to the unknown.
The wild garden was for her eyes. When she had
heart is driven back on itself, and hence chased the butterflies for a while she would
come visions, suppositions, conjectures, run np to him panting, and say '^ Oh how
romances sketched, adventures longed for, tired I am ?' and he would kiss her foreCosette adored this good man, and
fantastic constructions* and edifices built en- head.
tirely on the inner darkness of the mind, she was ever at his heels, for w^herever Jean
gloomy and secret dwellings in which the Valiean was. happiness was. As he did not
for

life,

serious matter of jireparing a

wnat knowledge

is

I

!

passions alone find a lodging so soon as pass-

live either in

the pavilion or the garden, she

was more attached to the paved backyard
The conv^ent is a compression which must than to the flower-laden garden, and prelast the whole life, if it is to triumph over the ferred the little outhouse w4th the straw
human heart.
On leaving the convent, chairs to the large drawing room hung witli
Cosette could not have found anytliing tapestry, along which silk covered chairs
sweeter or more dangerous than the house were arranged. Jean Valjean at times said
in the Kue Plumet.
It was the commence- to her with the smile of a man who is dement of solitude with the commencement of lighted to be annoyed, " Come, go to your
liberty, a closed garden, but a rich, sharp^ own rooms
leave me at peace for a little
^'
voluptuous, and flagrant soul; there, were while.
She scolded him in that charming tender
the same dreams as in the convent, but
glimpses could be caught of young men, it way which is so graceful when addressed by
was a grating, but it looked on the street. a daughter to a parent.
*' Father, I feel very
cold in your room;
Still,
we repeat, when Cosette first came
here, she was but a child.
Jean Valjean why don^t you have a carpet and a stove T'
" My dear child, there are so many persons
gave over to her this uncultivated garden,
ing through

the convent

gate

allows

it.

—

!

—

said to her, ^^Do what you like with it.'^
This amused Cosette, she moved all the tufts

more deserving than myself who have not

and

^' Then, why is there fire in
every thing that I want V^

and

;''

all the stones in search of
beasts
she
played about while waiting till the time came
to thinic, and she loved tnis garden for the
sake of the insects which she found in the
grass under her feet, while waiting till she
should love it for the sake of the stars she
could see through the branches abcve her
head.
*'

even a roof to cover them. ^'

my room

and

'' Because you are
a woman and a child.'
" Nonsense then men must be cold and
I

hungry V^
'^

Some

'^

Very good

you

will

men.^^

I'll come here so often that
be obliged to have a fire.^^
\

—

—

;
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Or
''

else it was,

why do you

Father,

eat such wretched

bread as that V^
^
''
Because I do, my daughter/^

" Well,

And

if

you eat

I shall eat

it

it,

too/'

prevent Cosette from eating
Cosette
black bread Jean Valjean ate white.
remembered her childhood but confusedly,
and she prayed night and morning for the
mother whom she had never known. The
Thenardiers were like two hideous beings
sj3en in a dream, and she merely remembered
that she had gone ^^ one day at night"' to
so

to

—

wood she thought that it
was a long distance from Paris. It seemed
to her that if she had commenced life in an
abyss and that Jean Valjean had drawn her
out of it, and her childhood produced on
her the effect of a time when she had had
naught but centipedes, spiders, and snakes
around her. When she thought at night before she fell asleep, as she had no very clear
ideU of being Jean Valjean's daughter, she
imagined that her mother's soul had passed
into this good man, and had come to dwell
near her. When he was sitting down she
rested her cheek on his white hair, and silently dropped a tear, while saying to herman is my mother !"
self, ^^ Perhaps this
Cosette, strange though it is to say, in her
profound ignorance, as a girl educated in a
convent, and as, too, maternity is absolutely
fetch water in a

unintelligible to virginity, eventually imagined that she had as little of a mother as was
This mother's name she did not
possible.
know, and whenever it happened that she
spoke to Jean Valjean on the subject he
held his tongue. If she repeated her ques-

tion he answered by a smile,

she pressed him, the sniile terminated in a
This silence on his part cast a night

was it through prudence ?
through respect ? or was it through a

Fantine:

over

fear of entrusting this
of another
"

memory

name

to the chances

besides his own.

So long as Cosette was young Jean Val-

to do so

it.

W^as

tine

?

it

He

innocent being.

CHAPTEK

CXC.

COSETTE MAKES A DISCOVERY.

—

he felt as if he dared not do
on account of Cosette or of Fan-

felt a species of religious

One

day Cosette happened to look at herthe glass, and said, " Good gracious !"
She fancied that she was almost pretty, and
this threw her into a singular trouble.
Up
self in

moment she had not thought of her
and though she saw herself in the mirAnd, then,
ror she did not look at herself.
she had often been told that she was ugly
Jean Valjean alone would say gently, " Oh
However this might be, Cosno, oh no !"
ette had always believed herself ugly, and
had grown up in this idea with the facile
to this
face,

jean readily talked to her about her mother,
but when she grew up it was impossible for

him

thought of Fantine, and felt himself overwhelmed by the silence. He saw vaguely in
the darkness something that resembled a
finger laid on a lip.
Had all the modesty
which was in Fantine, and which during her
existence, came out of her violently, returned
after her death, to watch indignantly over
the dead woman's peace, and sternly guard
her in the tomb ? was Jean Valjean himself
unconsciously oppressed by it ? We who believe in death are not prepared to reject this
mysterious explanation, and hence arose the
impossibility of pronouncing, even to Cosette, the name of Fantine.
One day Cosette
said to him,
"Father, I saw my mother last night in a
dream.
She had two large wings, and in
life she must have been a sainted woman."
" Through martyrdom," Jean Valjean reAltogether, though, he was happy;
plied.
when Cosette went out with him she leant
on his arm, proudly and happily, in the fulness of her heart.
Jean Valjean felt his
thoughts melt into delight at all these marks
of such exclusive tenderness, so satisfied with
himself alone. The poor wretch inundated
with an angelic joy, trembled; he assured
himself with transports that this would last
his whole life; he said to himself that he had
not really suffered enough to deserve such
radiant happiness, and he thanked God in
the depths of his soul, for having allowed
him, villain as he was, to be thus loved by an

and once, when

tear.

w^as it

403

horror at

making this shadow enter C'osette's thoughts, resignation of childhood. And now all at
and rendering a dead woman a third person once her looking-glass said to her, as Jean
The more sacred this shade Valjean had done, ^^Oh no !" She did not
in their society.
was to him, the more formidable was it. He sleep that night. " Suppose I were pretty,"

:
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she thought^ " bow droll it would be if I
were pretty !'^ and sbe remembered those of
her companions whose beauty produced an
effect in the convent^ and said to herself^
*^What I might be like Mademoiselle So!

and-so I'^
On the next day she looked at herself but
''
Where
not accidentally, and doubted,
she said, " no, I am ugly/'
was my sense
;,

V

She had simply slept badly, her eyes were
heavy and her cheeks pale. She had not
felt very joyous on the previous day when
she fancied herself pretty, but was sad at no
She did not look at herlonger believing it.
self

again,

and

for

upwards

of a fortnight

tried to dress her hair with her back to tlie

In the evening, after dinner, she
worked at her embroidery in the
drawing-room, while Jean Valjean read by
Once she raised her eyes from her
her side.
work, and was greatly surprised by the anxious way in which her father was gazing at
Another time she was walking along
her.
the street, and fancied she heard some one
behind her, whom she did not see, say, ^^A
pretty woman, but badly dressed.'' '^ Nonsense," she thought, '' it is not I, for I am
At that time she
well dressed and ugly."
wore her plush bonnet and merino dress.
One day, at last, she was in the garden, and
heard poor old Toussaint saying, '''Master,
do you notice how pretty our young lady is
Cosette did not hear her father's
growing
answer, for Toussaint's words produced a
She ran out of the
sort of commotion in her.
garden up to her room, looked in the glass,
which she had not done for three months,

glass.

usually

—

enced a profound and inexplicable contracheart; for some time past, in
truth, he had contemplated with terror the
beauty which daily appeared more radiant in
Oosette's sweet face.
It wiis a laughing dawo
for all, but most mournful for him.
Cosette had been for a long time beautiful
tion of the

ere
first

she perceived the fact, but, from the
day, this unexpected light which slowly

and gradually enveloped the girl's enperson hurt Jean Val jean's sombre eyes.
He felt that it was a change in a happy life,
so happy he did not dare stir in it, for fear
of deranging it somewhere.
This man who
had passed through every possible distress,
who was still bleeding from the wounds dealt
him by his destiny, who had been almost
wicked, and had become almost a saint, who,
after dragging the galley chain, was now
dragging the invisible but weighty chain of
indefinite infamy; this man wliom the law
had not liberated, and wdio might at any
moment be recaptured and taken from t'he
obscurity of virtue to the broad daylight of
man accepted
further opprobrium this
every thing, excused every thing, blessed
every thing, wished every thing well, and
only asked one thing of Providence, of men,
rose
tire

—

of the laws, of society,
w^orld

— that

of

nature,

of

Cosette should love him;

the

that

him
that
God would not prevent the heart of this child
turning to him and remaining with him
Cosette might continue to love

I

!

Loved by

Cosette, he felt cured^ at rest, ap-

and
rewarded,
over-whelmed,
peased,
crowned. With Cosette's love all was well^
and he asked no more. Had any one said to
him, ''Would you like to be better off ?" he
would have answered, "No." Had God said
to him. " Do you wish for heaven ?" he would
have answered. " I should lose by it." All
that could affect this situation, even on

and uttered a cry she had dazzled herself.
She was beautiful and pretty, and could
not refrain from being of the same opinion
Her waist was
as Toussaint and her glass.
formed, her skin had grown white, her hair
was glossy, and an unknown splendor was lit the surface,, appeared to him the beginnings
He had never known
up in her blue eyes. The ccyisciousness of of something else.
beauty came to her fully in a minute, like thoroughly what a woman's beauty was, but
the sudden dawn of day; others, besides, he understood instinctively that it was terriThis beauty, which continually exnoticed her, Toussaint said so; it was evi- ble.
dently to herself that the passer-by alluded, panded more triumphantly and superbly by
and no doubt was possible. She returned his side, upon the ingenuous and formidable
to the garden, believing herself a queen, brow of the child, from the depth of his uglihearing the birds sing, though it was winter, ness, old age, misery, reprobation, and deseeing the golden sky, the sun amid the trees, spondency, terrified him, and he said to himwhat will beflowers on the shrubs; she was wild, dis- self, ''How beautiful she is
?"
the
difference beHere
lay
of
me
come
ineffable
ravishof
state
traught, and in a
On his side, Jean Valjean experi- tween his tenderness and that of a mother;.
ment.
!
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what he saw with agony a mother would have
seen with joy.

The

acle

symptoriis

From

which passed by her and died

out,

after

two
germs which are destined at a later period to
occupy a woman's entire life— coquettishdepositing in her heart one of

those

.

The other

With

faith in her
her feminine soul was expanded
within her; she had a horror of merinos, and
felt ashamed of plush.
Her father never refused her any thing, and she knew at once
the whole science of the hat, the dress, the
mantle, the slipper, and the sleeve, of the
fabric that suits, and the color that is becoming, the science which makes the Parisian
woman something so charming, profound,
The expression ^'femme
and dangerous.
capiteuse'^ was invented for the Parisian.
In less than a month little Cosette was in
this Thebais of the Eue de Baby lone, not only
one of the prettiest women, which is som.ething, but one of the best dressed in Paris,
which is a great deal more. She would have
liked to meet her ^^ passer-by,^' to see what
he would say, and teach him a lesson. The
fact is, that she was in every respect ravishing, and could admirably distinguish a bonnet of Gerard's from one of Herbautt's. Jean
Valjean regarded these ravages with anxiety,
and while feeling that he could never do
more than crawl or walk at the most, he
could see Cosette's wings growing. However,
by the simple inspection of Cosette's toilet, a
woman would have seen that she had no
mother. Certain small proprieties and social
conventionalisms were not observed by Cosette; a mother, for instance, would have
told her that an unmarried girl does not
wear brocade.
The first day that Cosette went out in her
dress and cloak of black brocade, and her
white crape bonnet, she took Jean Val Jean's
arm, gay, radiant, blushing, proud, and strik" Father," she said, ^* how do you think
ing.
I look ?" Jean Valjean replied, in a voice
which resembled the bitter voice of an envier,
"Charming." During the walk he was as
usual, but when he returned home he asked
ness.

beauty,

Cosette,

all

Will you not put on that dress and bonyou know which, again ?
This took place in Cosette's room ; she returned to the wardrobe in which her boarding-school dress was hanging.
''
That disguise ?" she said, " how can you
^^

net,

speedily manifested
the day when Cosette
said to herself, " I am decidedly good looking/' she paid attention to her toilet.
She
remembered the remark of the passer-by
pretty, but badly dressed— a blast of the orfirst

themselves.
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is

love.

expect

it,

father

?

oh, no, indeed,! shall nev-

put on those horrors again: with that
thing on my Le.id I look a regular dowdy."
Jean Yaljean heaved a deep sigh.
From that moment he noticed that Cosette,
who hitherto had wished to stay, at home,
saying, " Father, I amuse myself much better
hei^ with you," now constantly asked to go
out.
In truth, what good is it for a girl to
have a pretty face and a delicious toilet if
she does not show them ? He also noticed
that Cosette no longer had the same liking
er

for the backyard,

and

at present

preferred

remaining in the garden, where she walked,
without displeasure, near the railings. Jean
Valjean never set foot in the garden, but remained in the backyard, like the dog. Cosette, knowing herself to be beautiful, loL>t
the grace of being ignorant of the fact, an
exquisite grace, for beauty heightened by
simplicity, is ineffable, and nothing is so
adorable as a beauteous innocent maiden,
who walks along unconsciously, holding in
But what
her hand the key of a Paradise.
she lost in ingenuous grace she regained in a
pensive and serious charm. Her whole person, impregnated with the joys of youth, innocence, and beauty, exhaled a splendid melancholy.
It was at this period that Marius
saw her again at the Luxembourg, after an
interval of six months.

CHAPTER

CXCI.

THE BATTLE BEGINS.
Cosette

w^as in

her shadow, as Marius was
Destiny,

in his, ready prepared to be kindled.

with its mysterious and fatal patience,
brought slowly together these two beings, all
charged with, and pining in, the stormy electricity of passion, these two souls which bore
love, as the clouds bore thunder, and were
destined to come together and be blended
in a glance like the clouds in a storm.

The

power of a glance has been so abused in loveromances that it has been discredited in the
end, and a writer dares hardly to asser tnowa-days that two beings fell in love because
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they looked at each other. And yet that is
the way, and the sole way, in which people

timidity; in a girl

is merely the rest and
Nothing is more real than
the mighty shocks which two souls give each

fall

in love

;

the rest

spark.

At

the

hour when Oosette unconsciously gave that
glajice which troubled Marius, Marius did
not suspect that he too gave a glance which
troubled Cosette. For a long time she had
seen and examined him in the way girls see
and examine, while looking elsewhere. Marius was still thinking Cosette ugly, when
Cosette had already considered Marius handsome, but as the young man paid no attention to her he was an object of indifference.
Still she could not refrain from saying to
herself that he had silky hair, fine eyes, regular teeth, an agreeable voice, when she heard
him talking with his companions, that perhaps he walked badly but with a grace of his
own, that he did not appear at all silly, that
his whole person was noble, gentie, simple,
and proud, and lastly, that though beseemed
poor he had the bearing of a gentleman.
On the day when their eyes met, and at
length suddenly said to each other the first
obscure and ineffable things which the eye
stammers, Cosette did not understand it at
She returned pensively to the house in
first.
the Rue de FOuest, where Jean Yaljean was
spending six weeks, according to his wont.
When she awoke the next morning she
thought of the young stranger, so long indifferent and cold, who now seemed to pay
attention to her, and his attention did not
appear at all agreeable to her; on the contrary, she felt a little angry with the handman. A warlike feeling
soriie,^ disdainful
was aroused, and she felt a very childish joy
at the thought that she was at length about to
be avenged knowing herself to be lovely, she
felt, though in an indistinct way, that she
had a weapon. Women play with their
beauty, as lads do with their knives, and cut

symptom

of true

love

in

a

young man

is

boldness.

This

will

is

;

sun.

Cosette knew not what love was, and she
had never heard the word uttered in its

In the books of profane
music which entered the convent, tanihoiir or
This
Ijandoiir was substituted for amour.
produced enigmas, which exercised the imagination of the big girls, such as: *' Ah
earthly sense.

!

how
is

agreeable the

not a pandour

!*'

drummer

is

But Cosette

V

or,

left

'•

Pity

the con-

vent at too early an age to trouble herself
much about the ^^ drummer,^'' and hence did
not know what name to give to that which now
But are we the less ill through
troubled her.
being ignorant of the name of our disease ?
She loved with the more passion, because she
loved in ignorance; she did not know whether
it is good or bad, useful or dangerous, necesor mortal, eternal or transient, permitted or prohibited, she loved. She would
have been greatly surprised had any one said
to her, ^' You do not sleep? that is forbidden.
You do not eat? that is very wrong. You
have an oppression and beating of the heart?
You blush and
that cannot be tolerated.
turn pale when a certain person dressed in
black appears at the end of a certain green

sary

;

themselves with it. Our readers will remember Marius' hesitations, palpitations, and terrors; he remained on his bench, and did not
approach, and this vexed Cosette.
One day
she said to Jean Yaljean, *- Father, suppose
we take a walk in that direction ?'^ Seeing
that Marius did not come to her, she went to
him, for in such cases, every woman resembles
Mahomet. And then, strange it is, the first

is

and yet nuthing

each assumes the qualities of the other.
On
this day Cosette's glance drove Marius mad,
while his glance made Cosette tremble.
Marius went away confiding, and Cosette
Isow they adored each other. The
restless.
first thing that Cosette experienced was
a
confused and deep sorrow: it seemed to her
that her soul had become black in one day,
and she no longer recognized herself. The
whiteness of the soul of maidens, which is
composed of coldness and gayety, resembles
snow it melts before love, which is its

conies afterwards.

other by exchanging this

it

more simple; the
two sexes have a tendency to approach, and
surprise,

—

walk? why that is abominable !'' She would
not have understood, and would have replied, '' How can I be to blame in a matter in
which I can do nothing, and of which I

know

nothing?""

happened that the love which presented
itself was the one most in harmony with the
state of her soul; it was a sort of distant adIt

i

I

I

i

i

oration, a

dumb

tion of an

unknown man.

contemplation, the deificaIt was the appari tion of youth to youth, the dream of
nights become a romance, and remaining a
dream, the wished for phantom at length

—"
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and incarnated, but as yet having no manner was no longer wise; he displayed
name, or wrong, or flaw, or claim, or defect; clumsy prudence and awkward temerity. He
in a way, the distant lover who remained no longer came close to them, as he had
idealized, a chimera which assumed a shape. formerly done, he sat down at a distance, and
Any more palpable and nearer meeting would remained in an ecstasy he had a book, and
at this first stage have startled Cosette, who pretended to read it; why did he pretend?
was still half plunged in the magnifying fog formerly he came in an old coat, and now he
She had all the fears of came every day in his new one. Jean Valjean
of the cloister.
children and all the fears of nuns blended was not quite sure whether he did not have
together, and the essence of the convent, hi^ hair dressed: he had a strange way of
with which she had been impregnated for five rolling his eyes, and wore gloves in short,
years, was still slowly evaporating from her Jean Valjean cordially detested the young
Cosette did not allow any thing to be
w^hole person, and making everything tremble man.
around her. In this situation, it was not a guessed. Without knowing exactly what was
lover she wanted, not even an admirer, but a the matter with her, she had a feeling that it
vision, and she began adoring Marius as was something which must be hidden. There
something charming, luminous and impos- was a parallelism which annoyed Jean Valjean between the taste for dress which had
sible.
As extreme simplicity trenches on extreme come to Cosette, and the habit of wearing
It
coquetry, she smiled upon him most frankly. new clothes displayed by this stranger.
She daily awaited impatiently the hour for was an accident, perhaps of course it was
the walk; she saw Marius, she felt indescrib- but a menacing accident.
He never opened his mouth to Cosette
ably happy, and sincerely believed that she
One day, however, he
was expressing her entire thoughts when she about this st^^anger.
said to Jean Valjeau, " What a delicious gar- could not refrain, and said, with that vague
den the Luxembourg isl^^ Marius and Cos- despair, which suddenly thrusts the probe
ette were to each other in the night: they into its own misfortune, ^^ That young man
Cosette, a year predid not speak, they did not bow, they did looks like a pedant/^
not know each other, but they met: and like viously, when still a careless little girl, would
the stars in the heavens, which are millions have answered, ^'^Oh no, he is very goodTen years later, with the love of
of leagues separate, they lived by looking at looking.^^
each other. It is thus that Cosette gradually Marius in her heart, she would have replied,
became a woman, and was developed into a "An insufferable pedant, you are quite
realized

:

:

—

At the present moment of her life
and loving woman, conscious of her right.
beauty and ignorant of her love. She was a and heart, she restricted herself to saying
coquette into the bargain, through her inno- with supreme calmness, " That young man
as if she looked at him for the first time in
cence.
her life. " How stupid I am," Jean Valjean
thought, " she had not even noticed him, and
CHAPTER CXCII.

beautiful

'^

!

now

JEAK VALJBAK
All

situations

IS

VERY

have their

instincts,

have pointed him out to her." Oh,
old people
oh, depth of
children.
It is another law of these first
years of suffering and care, of these sharp
struggles of first love with first obstacles, that
the maid cannot be caught in any snare, while
the young man falls into all. Jean Valjean had
I

simplicity of

SAD.

and

old and eternal mother Nature warned Jean

!

Valjean darkly of the presence of Marius.
Jean Valjean trembled in the depth of his
mind: he saw nothing, knew nothing, and begun a secret war against Marius, which Mayet regarde I with obstinate attention the rius,in the sublime stupidity of his passion and
darkness in whi h he was, as if he felt on his age, did not guess. Jean Valjean laid all
one side something being built up, on the sorts of snares for him. He changed his
other something crumbling away. Marius, hours, he changed his bench, he forgot his
who was also warned by the same mother handkerchief, and went alone to the LuxemNature, did all in his power to conceal him- bourg, and Marius went headlong into the
self from the father, but, for all that, Jean trap, and to all these notes of interrogation
Valjean sometimes perceived him. Marius^ which Jean Valjean planted in the road, he
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ingeniously answered, " Yes/^

Cosette how- touched my object, when I have what 1 wish
remained immured in her apparent and it is but fair as I have paid for it and
carelessness and imperturbable tranquillity, so earned it
all this is to fade away, and I am to
that Jean Valjean arrived at this condusion, lose Cosette, my love, my joy, my soul, because
*'
That humbug is madly in love with Oosette, it has pleased a long-legged ass to saunter
but Cosette does not even know that he about the Luxembourg garden!""
Then his eyeballs were filled with a
exists/"
For all that, though, he had a painful mournful and extraordinary brilliancy; he
tremor in his heart, for the minute when was no longer a man looking at a man, no
Oosette would love might arrive at any longer an enemy looking at an enemy, he was
Does not all this commence with a dog watching a robber. Our readers know
instant.
indifference ? Only once did Oosette commit the rest.
Marius continued to act madly,
a fault and startle him; he arose from his and one day followed Oosette to the Eue de
bench to go home after three -hours" sitting, rOuest. Another day he spoke to the porter,
and she sai^^ " What, already ? "" Jean Valjean and the porter spoke in his turn, and said to
did not givtj up his walks at the Luxembourg, Jean Valjean, ''Do you happen to know, sir,
as he did not wish to do any thing singular, a curious young man, who has been making
or arouse Oosette's attention, but during the inquiries about you ? ""
The next day Jean
hours so sweet for the two lovers, while Valjean gave Marius that look which Marius
Oosette was sending her smile to the intoxi- at length noticed, and a week later Jean \ alcated Marius, Vv^ho only perceived this, and jean went away. He made a vow that he
now saw nothing more in the world than a would n^ver again set foot in the Eue de
radiant adored face, Jean Valjean fixed on rOuest or the Luxembourg, and returned to
Marius flashing and terrible eyes. He who the Rue Plumet. Cosette did not complain,
had ended by no longer believing himself she said nothing, she asked no questions, she
capable of a malevolent feeling, had moments did not attempt to discover any motive, for
when he felt, if Marius were present, as if he she had reached that stage when a girl fears
were growing savage and ferocious, and those that her thoughts may be perused, or she may
old depths of his soul which had formerly betray herself. Jean Valjean had no expericontained so much anger opened again ence of these miseries, the only ones which are
It seemed to him charming, and the only ones he did not know,
against this young man.
as if unknown craters were again formed and on this account he did not comprehend
within him. What! the fellow was there! the grave significance of Oosette"s silence.
What did he come to do ? he came to sniif, Still he noticed that she became sad, and he
examine, and attempt; he came to say, Well, became gloomy. Inexperience was contending
why not ? he came to prowl round his, Jean on both sides. Once he made an essay, by
Valjean's life; to prowl round his happiness, asking Oosette, ''Will you go the Luxemand carry it away from him.
Jean Valjean bourg?"" A beam illuminated Cosette's pale
added, "Yes, that is it! what does he come face " Yes,"" she said.
They went there,
to seek ? an adventure. What does he want ? a but three months had elapsed, and Marius no
love affair.
A love affair and I What ? longer went there there was no Marius
The next day Jean Valjean again
I was first the most wretched of men, and then present.
I have spent sixty years apked Cosette, " Will you go to the Luxemthe most unhappy.
on my knees, I have suffered all that a man bourg?"" She answered sadly and gently,
can suffer, 1 have grown old without ever "No."" Jean Valjean was hurt by the
having been young; I have lived without sadness, and heart-broken by the gentleness.
family, parents, children, or wife I have Lft
What was taking place in this young and
some of my blood on every stone, on every already so impenetrable mind? what was
bramble, on every wall; I have been gentle, going to be accomplished ? what was happenthough men were harsh to me, and good mg to Oosette"s soul ? Sometimes, instead of
though they were wicked. I have become an going to bed, Jean Valjean would remain
honest man again, in spite of every thing; I seated by his bedside with his head between
have repented of the evil I did, and pardoned his hands, and spent whole nights in asking
the evil done to me, and at the moment when himself, "What has Oosette on her mind?""
I am rewarded, when all is finished, when I
and in thinking of the things of which she
ever,

—

;

!

!

;

—
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might be thinking.
Oh at such moments and her face was ever gentle to him. This
what sad glances he turned toward tho pallor, though, was more than sufficient to
convent, that chaste sammit, that abiding of render Jean Valjean anxious, and at times
angels, the inaccessible glacier of virtue! he would ask her,
'^ What
With what despairing ravishment did he conis the matter with you?^^
!

template that garden, full of ignored flowers
and immured virgins, where all the perfumes
and all the souls ascend direct to heaven!
How he adored that Eden, now closed against
him forever, and which he had voluntarily
and madly left
How he lamented his selfdenial and his madness in bringing Oosette
back to the world. He was the poor hero of
the sacrifice, seized and hurled down by his
devotion
How he said to himself, What
have I done ? However, nothing of this was
visible to Cosette
neither temper, nor roughness it was ever the same serene, kind face.
Jean Yaljean^s manner was even more tender
and paternal than before; and if any thing
could have evidenced his joy it was more
!

!

—

—

And
'^

she answered,

N^othing.^^

After a silence, she would add, as
ing that he was sad too,
^^

And, father,

with you

guess-

there anything the matter

is

V

With me ? oh, nothing,'^ he would reply.
These two beings, who had loved each other
so exclusively, .and one of them with such a
touching love, and had lived for a long time
one through the other, were now suffering
side by side, one on account of the other,
without confessing, without anger, and with
''

a smile.

CHAPTER CXCIIL

gentleness.

On

if

her side, Oosette was pining; she suf-

THE CHAIK GANG.

fered from Marius^ absence, as she had revelled

in his presence, singularly,

knowing why.

and not ex-

When Jean

The more unhappy of the two was Jean
Valjean, for youth, eveL. in its sorrow, has
always a brilliancy of its own.
At certain

Valjean
ceased taking her for. her usual walk, a feminine instinct had whispered to her heart that
she must not appear to be attached to the

moments Jean Valjean suffered so intensely
that he became childish, for it is the peculi-

Luxembourg, and that

arity of grief to bring out a

actly

if

she displayed indif-

ference in the matter her father would take

her back to it. But days, weeks, and months
succeeded each other, for Jean Valjean had
tacitly accepted Oosette^s tacit consent.
She
regretted it, but it was too late, and on the
day when they returned to the Luxembourg,

side.

He

felt invincibly

slipping from

him

to

hold

struggle,

;

man^s childish

that Cosette was

and he would have liked
her back, and excite

her by some external iind brilliant achievement. These ideas, childish as we said, but
at the same time senile, gave him, through
Marius was no longer there. He had disap- their very childishness, a very fair notion of
peared then, it was all over; what could she the influence of gold lace upon the imaginado ? would she ever see him again ? She tion of girls. One day Count Coutard, comfelt a contraction of the heart which nothing mandant of Paris, passed along the street on
dilated and which daily increased; she no horseback, and in full-dress uniform.
He
longer knew whether it were summer or win- envied this gilded man, and said to himself,
ter sunshine or rain, whether the birds were "What a happiness it would be to be able to
singing, whether it was the dahlia or the put on that coat, which was an undeniable
daisy season, whether the Luxembourg was thing; that if Cosette saw hmi in it it would
more charming than the Tuileries, whether dazzle her, and when he passed before the
the linen brought home by the washerwoman Tuileries gates the sentinels would present
was too much or insufficiently starched, or if arms to him, and that would be sufficient for
Toussaint had gone to market well or ill: Cosette, and prevent her looking at young
and she remained crushed, absorbed, attentive men.^^
An unexpected shock was mingled with
to one thought alone, with a vague and fixed
eye, like a person gazing through the dark- his sad thoughts.
In the isolated life they
ness at the deep black spot where a phantom led, and since they had gone to reside in the
has just vanished. Still she did not allow Rue Plumet, they had one habit. They someJean Valjean to see any thing but her pallor. times had the pleasure of going to see the

;

no
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sun

rise, a species of

able to those

who

who

are leaving

break

is

sweet joy, which

are entering life
it.

equivalent,

is

agree-

and those

,

!

bright

Venus

steel-blue

horizon,

rose behind the

and

glittering

dom^ and looked

like

To walk about at day- a soul escaping from a gloomy edifice. All
with the man who loves was peace and silence, tliere was no one
i

walking about at night with the
gayety of nature added. The streets are de-

in the highway,

solitude, to

\

and a few workmen, going

to their daily toil, could be indistinctly seen
j

and the birds sing. Cosette, herself a in the distance.
a bird, generally woke at an early hour.
Jean Valjean was seated on some planks
These morning excursions were arranged on deposited at the gate of a timber yard, his
the previous evening, he proposed and she face was turned to the road, and his back to
accepted.
This was arranged like a plot; the light; he forgot all about the sunrise, for
they went out before day, and it was a delight iie had fallen into one of those profound revfor Cosette, as these innocent eccentricities eries in which the mind is concentrated, which
Jean Valjean, had, as we imprisons even the glance, and are equivalent
please youth.
know, a liking to go to but little frequented to four walls. There are meditations which
places, to solitary nooks, and
forgotten may be called wells, and when you are at the
spots.
There were at that time, in the vicin- bottom it takes some time to reach the ground
ity of the gates of Paris, poor fields, almost again.
Jean Valjean had descended into one
forming part of the city, w^here sickly wheat of these reveries; he was thinking of Cosette,
grew in summer, and which in autumn, after of the possible happiness, if nothing came bethe harvest was got in, did not look as if they twixt him and her, of tliat light with which
had been reaped, but skinned. Jean Valjean she filled his life, and which was the breath
had a predilection for these fields, and Cos- of his soul. He was almost happy in this revette did not feel wearied there; it was soli- erie, and Cosette, standing by his side, was
tary for him and liberty for her.
TJiere she watching the clouds turn pink.
All at
became a little girl again, she ran about and once Cosette exclaimed, ^' Father, there is
almost played, she took off her bonnet, laid something coming down there I^' Jean ValV^aljean's
knees, and plucked jean raised his eyes; Cosette was correct.
it on Jean
She w^atched the butterflies, but The road which leads to the old Bairiei e du
llowers.
did not catch them, for humanity and ten- Maine, is a prolongation of the Eue de Sevres
derness spring with love, and the maiden and is intersected at right angles by the inwho has in her heart a trembling and fragile ner boulevard. At the spot w^here the roads
ideal feels pity for the butterfly's wing.
She cross, a sound difficult to explain at such an
twined poppies into wreaths, which she hour, could be heard, and a sort of confused
placed on her head, and when the sun poured mass appeared.
Some shapeless thing comits beams on them and rendered them almost
ing along the boulevard was turning into the
purple, they formed a fiery crown for her main road.
It grew larger, and seemed to be
fresh pink face.
moving in an orderly way; although it shook
Even after their life had grown saddened and heaved, it seemed to be a vehicle, but its
they kept up their habit of early walks. One load could not be distinguished. There were
October morning, then, tempted by the per- horses, wheels, shouts, and the cracking of
fect serenity of the autumn of 1831, they whips.
By degi'ees the lineaments became
went out, and found themselves just before fixed, though drowned in darkness; it was
daybreak near the Barriere du Maine. It really a vehicle coming- towards the barriere
was not quite morning yet, but it was dawn, near which Jean Valjean was seated a second
a ravishing and wild minute.
There were a resembling it followed, then a third, then a
few stars in the pale azure sky, the earth was fourth; seven carts debouched in turn, the
serted

j

I

;

black, the heavens all white, a shiver ran
along the grass, and all around displayed the
mysterious influence of twilight.
A lark,
which seemed mingled with the stars, Avas
singing at a prodigious height, and it seemed

all

as

if

this

hymn

of littleness to

infinitude

calmed the immensity. In the east the dark
mass of Yal de Grace stood out against the

heads of the horses touching the backs of the
vehicles. Figures moved on these carts, sparks
could be seen in the gloom, looking like bare
sabres, and a clang could be heard
resembling chains being shaken; all this advanced,
the voices became louder, and it was a formidable thiiig, such as issues from the cavern oi
dreams.
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more and more distinct in
the advancing daylight, and at the head and

nearer this thing assumed a

these details grew

shape, and stood out behind the trees with

the mass grew rear of the train marched mounted gendarmes
dawning day threw with drawn sabres. The train was so long,
a ghastly gleam over this mass, which was at that, at the moment when the first vehicle
once sepulchral and alive, the heads of the reached the barriere, the last had scarce
shadows became the faces of corpses, and turned out of the boulevard. A crowd, which
Seven vehicles were came no one knew whence and formed in a
this is what it was.
moving in jBle along the road, and the first second, as is so common in Paris, lined both
six had a singular shape; they resembled sides of the road, and looked.
In the side
brewers' drays, and consisted of long ladders lanes could be heard the shouts of people calllaid on two wheels, and forming a shaft at the ing to each other, and the wooden shoes of the
front end. Each dray, or, to speak more cor- kitchen gardeners running up to have a peep.
The men piled upon the drays allowed
rectly, each ladder, was drawn by a team of
four horses, and strange clusters of men were themselves to be jolted in silence, and were
dragged along upon these ladders. In the livid with the morning chill. They all wore
faint light these men could not be seen so canvas trousers, and their naked feet were
much as divined. Twenty-four on each lad- thrust into wooden shoes, but the rest of
der, twelve on either side leaning against each their attire was left to the fancy of wretchedTheir accoutrements were hideously
other, had their faces turned to the passers- ness.
by, and their legs hanging down; and they discordant, for nothing is more mournful than
had behind their back something which rang the harlequin garb of rags.
There were
and was a chain, and something which glis- crushed hats, oilskin caps, frightful woollen
tened which was a collar. Each man had his night-caps, and, side by side with the blouse,
collar, but the chain was for all, so that these an out-at-elbow black coat;
some wore
twenty-four men, if obliged to get down from women's bonnets, and others had baskets, as
the dray and walk, were seized by a species of head-gear; hairy chests were visible, and
inexorable unity, and were obliged to wind through the rents of the clothes tattooing
on the ground with the chain as back-bone, could oe distinguished temples of love, burnAt the front ing hearts and cupids, but ringworm and
very nearly like centipedes.
and back of each cart stood two men armed other unhealthy red spots might also be
with guns, who stood with their feet on the noticed. Two or three had passed a straw rope
end of the chain. The seventh vehicle, avast through the side rail of the dray, which hung
fourgon, with rack sides but no hood, had down like a stirrup and supported their feet,
four wheels and six horses, and carried a re- while one of them held in his hand and raised
sounding mass of coppers, boilers, chafing- to his mouth, something like a black stone,
dishes, and chains, among which were mingled which he seemed to be gnawing it was bread
a few bound men lying their full length, who he was eating. All the eyes were dry, and
seemed to be ill. This fourgon which was either dull, or luminous with a wicked light.
quite open, was 1 ined with broken-down The escort cursed, but the chained men did
hurdles, which seemed to have been used for not breathe a syllable; from time to time the
sound of a blow dealt with a stick on shoulderold punishments.
These vehicles held the crown of the cause- blades or heads could be heard; some of these
way, and on either side marched a double file men yawned; the rags were terrible; their
of infamous-looking guards, wearing three- feet hung down, their shoulders oscillated,
the liyidness of an apparition

:

whiter, and the gradually

—

—

—

j

I

I

:

cornered hats, like the soldiers of the Direcand dirty, torn, and stained uniforms,
half gray and blue, a coat of the Invalides,
and the trousers of the undertaker's men, red

tory,

their heads struck against

each other, their

irons rattled, their eyeballs flashed ferocious-

with short sabres, muskets and

their fists clenched, or opened inertly like
the hands of death, and in the rear of the
chain a band of children burst into a laugh.
This file of vehicles, whatever their nature

shirri

might

epaulettes,

and yellow

belts,

and were armed

sticks. These
seemed compounded of the abjectness
of the beggar, and the authority of the hangman, and the one who appeared th^ir leader,
All
held a postilion's whip in his hands.

ly,

be, was lugubrious.
It was plain that
within an hour a shower might fall, that it
might be followed by another, and then another, that the ragged clothing would be
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The
was enabled to compare the chains.
frightful leveller, shame, had passed over all
these foreheads; at this stage of abasement
the last transformations were undergone by
and ignorance,
all in the lowest depths;
changed into dullness, was the equal of inNo choice was
tellect changed into desi3air.
possible among these men, who appeared to
be the pick of the mud; and it was clear that
the arranger of this unclean procession had
not attempted to classify them. These beings
had been bound and coupled pell-mell,
probably in alphabetical disorder, and loaded
hap-hazard on the vehicles. Still, horrors,
when grouped, always end by disengaging a
resultant; every addition of wretched men
produces a total; a common soul issued from
been thrown down there like sacks filled each chain, and each dray-load had its physiognomy. By the side of the man who sang
with wretchedness.
All at once the sun appeared, and it seemed was one who yelled; a third begged; another
as if it set fire to all these ferocious heads. could be seen gnashing his teeth; another
Tongues became untied, and a storm of fur- threatened the passers-by; another blasThe wide phemed Gocl, and the last was silent as the
ies, oaths and songs exploded.
Dante would have fancied that he
horizontal light cut the whole file in two, il- tomb.
lumining the heads and bodies, and leaving saw the seven circles of the inferno in motion.
Thoughts It was the march of condemnations to punthe feet and wheels in obscurity.
appeared on faces, and it was a fearful thing ishment, performed in a sinister way, not upto see demons with their masks thrown away, on the formidable flashing car of the ApocSome of the alypse, but, more gloomy still, in the hangand ferocious souls laid bare.
merrier ones had in their mouths quills, man^s cart.
One of the keepers, who had a hook at the
through which they blew vermin on the
crowd, selecting women; the dawn caused end of his stick, from time to time attempted
An
their lamentable faces to stand out in the to stir up this heap of human ordure.
N^ot one of these old woman in the crowd pointed them to a
darkness of the shadows.
beings but was misshapen through wretched- little boy of five years of age, and said to him.
As the
ness, and it was so monstrous that it seemed " You scamp, that will teach yon V
to change the light of the sun into the gleam songs and blasphemy grew louder, the man
of a lightning flash. The first cart-load struck who seemed the captain of the escort cracked
up, and were now loudly singing with a hag- his whip, and at this signal a blind, indisgard joviality, a potpourri of Desaugiers, at criminate bastinado fell with the sound of
that time famous, under the title of la Ves- hail upon the seven cart-loads. Many yelled
ta le; the trees shook mournfully, while in the and foamed at the lips, which redoubled the
side-walks bourgeois faces were listening with joy of the gamins who had come up, like a
Jean
an idiotic beatitude to these comic songs cloud of flies settling upon wounds.
All destinies could be Valjean^s eye had become frightful, it was
chanted by spectres.
found in this gang, like a chaos; there were no longer an eyeball but that profound glass
the facial angles of all animals old men, bulb which takes the place of the eye in
youths, naked skulls, grey beards, cynical some unfortunate men, which seems unconmonstrosities, sulky resignation, savage grins, scious of reality, and in which the reflection
wild attitudes, youth girlish heads with cork- of horrors and catastrophies flashes. He was
screw curls on their temples, infantine and not looking at a spectacle, but going through
for that reason horrible faces, and then a vision; he had to rise, fly, escape, but could
countenances of skeletons, which only lacked not move his foot. At times thiiigs which
death.
On the first dray could be seen a you see seize you and root you in the ground.
negro, who had been a slave probably, and He remained jietrified and stupid, asking

drenched, and that once wet through, these
not dry again, and once chilled
would never grow warm any more; that their
canvas trousers would be glued to their
bones by the rain, the water would fill their
wooden shoes, that lashes could not prevent
the chattering of teeth, that the chain would
continue to hold them by the neck, and their
feet would continue to hang: and it was
impossible not to shudder on seeing those
human creatures thus bound and passive beneath the cold autumnal clouds, and surrendered to the rain, the breezes, and ail the
furies of the atmosphere, like trees and stones.
The blows were not even spared tlie sick who
lay bound with ropes and motionless in the
seventh vehicle, and who seemed to have

men would

—

j,

—
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himself through a confused and inexpressible terlude there were festivals in Paris on acagony what was the meaning of this sepul- count of some official solemnity which I have
chural persecution, and whence came this forgotten, a review at the Champ de Mars, a
Pandemonium that pursued him. All at quintain on the Seine, theatres in the Champs
once he raised his hand to his forehead, the Elysees, fireworks at the Etoile, and illumiJean Valjean, breaking
usual gesture of those to whom memory sud- nations everywhere.
denly returns; he remembered that this was his habits, took Cosette to these rejoicings,
really the itinerary that this detour was in order to make her forget the scene of the
usual to avoid any meeting with royalty previous day, and efface, beneath the laughwliich was always possible on the Fontaine- ing tumult of all Paris, the abominable thing
bleau road and that five and thirty years which had passed before her.
The review,
before he had passed through that barriere. which seasoned the fete, rendered uniforms
Cosette was not the less horrified, though in very natural; hence Jean Valjean put on his
a different way; she did not understand, her ]N"ational Guard coat, with the vague inner
breath failed her, and what she saw did not feeling of a man who is seeking a refuge.
However, the object of this jaunt seemed
appear to her possible; at length she exto be attained, Cosette, who made it a law to
claimed,
*^ Father
what is there in those vehicles?" please her father, and to whom any festival
was a novelty, accepted the distraction with
Jean Valjean answered,
'' Convicts/'
the easy and light good-will of adolescents
'^ Where are they going? ^'
and did not make too disdainful a pout at
" To the galleys/'
the porringer of joy which is called a public
At this moment the bastinado, multiplied holiday. Hence Jean Valjean might believe
by a hundred hands, became tremendous; that he had succeeded, and that no trace of
A few days
strokes of the flat of the sabre were mingled the hideous vision remained.
with it, and it resembled a tornado of whips after, one morning when the sun was shining,
and sticks, the galley-slaves bowed their and both were on the garden steps another
heads, a hideous obedience was produced by infraction of the rules which Jean Valjean
the punishment, and all were silent, with the seemed to have imposed on himself, and that
looks of chained wolves Cosette, trembling habit of remaining in her chamber which
sadness had caused Cosette to assume, the
in all her limbs, continued.
" Father, are they still men ?''
girl, wearing a combing jacket, was stand''
ing in that morning in neglige, which adorSometimes,'' the wretched man replied.
It was, in fact, the chain, which, leaving ably envelops maidens, and looks like a
Bic^tre before daybreak, was taking the cloud over a star, and with her head in the
Mans road, to avoid Fontainebleau, where light, her cheeks pink from a good night's
the king then was. This detour made the rest, and gazed at softly by the old man, she
She did
fearful Journey last three or four days longer; was plucking the petals of a daisy.
but it surely may be prolonged to save a royal not know the delicious legend of, ''\ love
Jean you, a little, passionately," etc., for who
personage the sight of a punishment
Valjean went home crushed, for such en- could have taught it to her ? She handled
counters are blows, and the recollections the flowers instinctively and innocently,
they leave behind resemble a concussion. without suspecting that plucking a daisy to
While walking along the Eue de Babylone pieces is questioning a heart. If there were
Jean Valjean did not notice that Cosette a fourth grace called melancholy, she had
asked him other questions about what they the air of that grace when smiling. Jean
had just seen; perhaps he was himself too Valjean was fascinated by the contemplation
absorbed in his despondency to notice her of these little fingers on this flower, forgetremarks and answer them. At night, how- ting every thing in the radiance which surever, when Cosette left him to go to bed, he rounded the child.
A red-breast was twitterheard her say in a low voice, and as if speak- ing in a hush hard by, and while clouds
ing to herself, " 1 feel that if I were to meet crossed the sky so gayly that you might have
one of those men in the street, I should die said that they had just been set at liberty,
only from being so close to him."
Cosette continued to pluck her flower attenLuckily, the next day after this tragic in- tively she seemed to be thinking of some!

—

—

—

!

;
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mnst be charming,
once she turned her head on her
shoulder, with the delicate slowness of a
swan, and said to Jean Valjean, " Tell me^
father, what the galleys are/^

thing, but that something
at

all

CHAPTEE CXCIV.
AlSr

ETERKAL WOUXD AJSTD a:N^ ETERNAL CURE.

Their

life

thus gradually became overcast;

only one amusement was left them which
had formerly been a happiness, and that was
to carry bread to those who were starving,
and clothes to those who were cold. In these
visits to the poor, in which Cosette frequently
accompanied Jean Valjean, they found again

some portion
at times,

good deal of

many

of their old expansiveness, and,

when the day had been
had been
warmed and

distress

children

good,

when

relieved,

a

and

reanimated,

Cosette displayed a little gayety at night. It
was at this period that they paid the visit to

The day after that visit
Jean Valjean appeared at an early hour in the
pavilion, calm as usual, but with a large
wound in his left arm, which was very inflamed and venomous, that resembled a burn,
and which he accounted for in some way or
This wound kept him at home for a
other.
whole month, for he would not see any medical man, and when Cosette pressed him, he

Jondrette's den.

He had succeeded in escaping,
was lost, and what did he care for
the rest he only thought of it to pity those
They were in prison, and hencewretches.
forth incapable of mischief, he thought, but
what a lamentable family in distress! As
for the hideous vision of the Barriere du
Maine, Cosette had not spoken again about
In the convent Sister Ste. Mechtilde
it.
had taught Cosette music; she had a voice
such as a linnet would have if it possessed a
soul, and at times she sang melancholy songs
in the wounded man's obscure room, which
Jean Valjean was delighted with. Spring
arrived, and the garden was so delicious at
that season of the year, that Jean Valjean
said to Cosette, '^ You never go out, and I
''
wish you to take a stroll.''
As you please,
father," said Cosette.
And, to obey her
father, she resumed her walks in the garden,
generally alone, for, as we have mentioned,
Jean Valjean, who was probably afraid of
being seeing from the gate, hardly ever en-

over him.
his trail

!

tered

it.

Jean Val jean's wound had been a diversion; when Cosette saw that her father
suffered less, and was recovering and seernqd
happy, she felt a satisfaction which she did
not even notice, for it came so softly and naturally. Then, too, it was the month of March,
the days were drawing out, winter was departing, and it alwa3'S takes with it some
^^
Call in the dog-doctor.'^
said,
Cosette portion of our sorrow; then came April, that
dressed his wound morning and night with daybreak of summer, fresh as every dawn,
an air of such divine and angelic happiness and gay like all childhoods, and somewhat
at being useful to him, that Jean Valjean tearful at times like the new-born babe it is.
felt all his old joy return, his fears and anx- Nature in that month has charming bedims
ieties dissipated, and he gazed at Cosette,
which pass from the sky, the clouds, the trees,
saying, ^' Oh, the excellent wound the good the fields, and the flowers, into the human
evil V
Cosette was still too young for this
heart.
Cosette, seeing her father ill, had deserted April joy, which resembled her, not to penethe pavilion, and regained her taste for the trate her; insensibly, and without suspecting
little outhouse and the back court.
She it, the dark cloud departed from her mind.
spent nearly the whole day by the side of In Spring there is light in sad souls, as there
Jean Valjean, and read to him any books he is at mid-day in cellars. Cosette was no
chose, which were generally travels.
Jean longer so very sad; it was so, but she did not
!

Valjean regenerated: his happiness returned
with ineffable radiance; the Luxembourg,
the

young unknown prowler,

Cosette's cold-

soul-clouds disappeared, and

attempt to account for

it.
In the morning,
she succeeded in drawing her father into the garden for a quarter

after breakfast,

when

of an hour, and walked him up and down,
he found himself saying, " I once imagined while supporting his bad arm, she did not
all that; I am an old madman V
His happi- notice that she laughed every moment and
ness was such that the frightful discovery of was happy.
Jean Valjean was delighted to
the Thenardiers in the Jondrettes, which see her become ruddy-cheeked and fresh
was so unexpected, had to some extent glided once more.
ness, all these
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wound P' he repeated

to

The
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man

thus addressed did not

stir,

himself, in a low voice.

and the old woman repeated,

And he was grateful to the Thenardiers.
So soon as his wound was cured he recommenced his solitary night-rambles ; and it
would be a mistake to suppose that a man
can walk about alone in the uninhabited
regions of Paris without meeting with some

''Monsieur Mabceuf!''
old man, without taking his eyes off
the ground, resolved to answer,
''Well, Mother Plutarch !^^
" Mother Plutarch V Gavroche thought,
"that^s another rum name.^'
Mother Plutarch continued,' and the old
gentleman was compelled to accept the con-

adventure.

versation.

CHAPTER CXCV.

"The

MOTHEE PLUTARCH ACCOUNTS FOR A MIRAOi!^E evening little Gavroche had eaten
nothing; he remembered that he had not
dined either on the previous day, and that

was becoming ridiculous, so he formed the
resolution to try and sup.
He went prowling about at the deserted spots beyond the
Salpetriere, for there are good windfalls
there where there is nobody something may
be found. He thus reached a suburb which
seemed to him to be the village of Austerlitz.
In one of his previous strolls he had noticed
there an old garden frequented by an old
man and an old woman, and in this garden
;

By

the side of this

was a sort of badly-closed fruit-loft,
whence an apple might be obtained. An apple is a supper, an apple is life, and what
ruined Adam might save Gavroche.
The
garden skirted a solitary unpaved lane, bordered by shrubs, while waiting for houses,
and a hedge separated it from the lane.
Gavroche proceeded to the garden; he found
the lane again, he recognized the apple-tree,
and examined the hedge; a hedge is but a
stride.
Day was declining, there was not a
cat in the lane, and the hour was good. Gayrocbe was preparing to clamber over the
hedge when he stopped short some people
were talking in the garden. Gavroche looked
through one of the interstices in the hedge.
Two paces from him, at the foot of the
hedge, lay a stone, which formed a species
of bench, and on this bench the old man of
the garden was seated with the old woman
tree

—

standing in front of him.
The old Woman
was grumbling, and Gavroche, who was not
troubled with too much discretion, listened.
^^
Monsieur MaboeufP'
"Maboeuf/^ Gavroche thought,
that's a
•*'

rum

name.^'

landlord

is

not

satisfied.''

"Why so ?'^
"There

CLE.

a passable apple-tree.

The

are three quarters owing. ^'
" In three months more we shall owe four.'^
" He says that he will turn you out.''
"I will go."
" The greengrocer wants to be paid, or she
will supply no more faggots.
How shall we

warm

ourselves this winter

if

we have no

wood?"

"There

is the sun."
butcher has stopped our credit, and
will not supply any more meat."
" That is lucky, for I cannot digest meat

"The

heavy."
" But what shall we have for dinner

it is

V

"Bread."
" The baker insists on receiving something
on account; no money, no bread, he says."
" Very good."
" What will you eat ?"
" We have the apples."
" But, really, sir, we cannot live in that
way without money."
"I have none."
The old woman went away, and left the
old gentleman alone.
He began thinking,
and Gavroche thought too: it was alxnost
night.
tion

was

The

first result

of Gavroche's reflec-

that, instead of climbing over the

hedge, he lay down under it. The branches
parted a little at the bottom.
"Hilloh,"

Gavroche to himself, '*it's an alcove,"
it.
His back was almost
against the octogenarian's bench, and he
could hear him breathe. Then, in lieu of
dining, Gavroche tried to sleep, but it was
the sleep of a cat, with one eye open; while
dozing Gavroche watched. The Avhiteness of
the twilight sky lit up the ground, and the
lane formed a livid line between two rows of
dark streets. All at once two figures appeared on this white strip, one was
front
and the other a little distance behind.
said

and he crept into

m
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" Here are two coves/' Gavroche growled,
The first figure seemed to be some old
bowed citizen^ more than simply attired, who
w^alked slowly, owing to his age, and was
The second
strolling about in the starlight.
w^as straight, firm,

and slim; he regulated

steps by those of the

pleness and

man

was not heard by the two combatants, who
deafened one another, and mingled their
breath in the struggle. At length there was
a silence, and Montparnasse ceased writhing;
'^
Gavroche muttered this aside, " Is he dead ?
had
not
uttered
a
word
or
The worthy man
given a cry; he rose, and Gavroche heard him
say to Montparnasse, "Get up.''
Montparnas.se did so, but the citizen still
Montparnasse had the humiliated
held him.
and furious attitude of a w^olf snapped at by
Gavroche looked and listened,,
a sheep.
making an effort to douole his eyes with his
He was
ears; he w^'ss enormously amused.
it

i

I

;

i

\

his

in front; but sup-

:

agility could be detected in his
\

voluntary slowness. This figure had something ferocious and alarming about it, and
the appearance of what was called a dandy
in those days ; the hat was of good sliape,
and the coat was black, w^ell cut, probably of
He held
fine cloth, and tight at the waist.

head up with a sort of robust grace, and
under the hat a glimpse could be caught of
This
a pale youthful profile in the twilight.
profile had a rose in its m.outh, and was
familiar to Gavroche, for it was Montparnasse
as for the other, there was nothing to be said
save that he was a respectable old man.
Gavroche at once began observing, for it was
evident that one of these men had projects
upon the other. Gavroche was w^ell situated
to see the finale, and the alcove had opportunely become a hiding-place. Montparnasse,
hunting at such an hour and such a spot,
Gavroche felt his gamin
thiit was meiiacing.
entrails moved wdth pity for the old gentleman. What should he do ? interfere ? one
Montparnasse
another.
w^eakness helping
would have laughed at it, for Gavroche did
not conceal from himself that the old man
first, and then the boy, w^ould be only two
mouthfuls for this formidable bandit of
While Gavroche was deliberating,
eighteen.
the atta3k, a sudden and hideous attack, took
place; it was the attack of a tiger on an
Montparnasse
onager, of a spider on a fly.
threw away the rose, leapt upon the old man,
grappled him and clung to him, and Gavhis

A
roche had difficulty in repressing a cry.
moment after one of these men was beneath
the other, crushed, gasping and struggling,
But it
w4tli a knee of marble on his chest.
was not exactly what Gavroche had anticipated; the man on the ground was MontparAll
nasse, the one at the top the citizen.
this took place a few yards from Gavroche.
The old man received the shock, and repaid
it so teriibly that in an instant the assailant
and the assailed changed parts.
" That's a tough invalide,'' Gavroche
thought.
And he could not refram from
clapping his hands, but it was thrown away;

i

i

|

j

rewarded for his conscientious anxiety, for
he w^as able to catch the following dialogue,
which borrowed from the darkness a sort of
tragic accent, the gentleman questioned, and
Montparnasse answered,
"What is your age?"
" Nineteen."
" You are strong and healthy, why do you
not w^ork

?

"

"It is a bore.'
"AYhat is your trade?"
" Idler."
" Speak seriously.
for you

"A

?

Can any thing be done

wdiat do you wish to be

?

"

robber."

There was a silence, and the old gentleman
seemed to be in profound thought, but he did
Every
not loose his hold of Montparnasse.
now and then the young bandit, wdio w^as
vigorous and active, gave starts like a wild
beast caught in a snare, he shook himself,
attempted a trip, wildly writhed his limbs,,
and tried to escape. Tire old gentleman did
not appear to notice it, and held the ruffian's
two arms in one hand with the sovereign indifference

of

absolute

strength.

The

old

man^s reverie lasted some time; then gazing
fixedly at Montparnasse, he mildly raised his
voice and addressed to him, in the darknesswhere they stood, a sort of solemn appeal, of
which Gavroche did not lose a syllable.
" My boy, you are entering by sloth inta
the most laborious of existences. Ah! you
declare yourself an idler, then prepare yourHave you ever seen a forself for labor.
midabFe machine which is called a flattingpress ? You must be on your guard against
it, for it is a crafty and ferocious thing, and
if it catch you by the skirt of the coat it
drags you under it entirely. This machine
Stop while there is yet time.
is indolence.
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and save yourself, otherwise it is all over vritli ing falling hap-hazard into the gulf, and
you, and ere long you will be among the cog- from any height, and on what ? on some unOnce caught, hope for nothing known thing beneath. Or you will climb up
wheels.
more. You will be forced to fatigue your- a chimney at the risk of burning yourself; or
crawl through a sewer at the risk of drownself, idler, and no rest will be allowed you,
I will say nothing of the holes which
for the iron hand of implacable toil has ing.
You refuse to earn your liveli- must be masked of the stones which you
seized you.
hood, have a calling, and accomplish a duty; will have to remove and put back twenty
well, you times a day, or of the plaster you must hide
it bores you to be like the rest
Labor is the law, and who- under your mattress. A lock presents itself,
will be different.
ever repulses it as a bore must have it as a and the citizen has in his pocket the key for
punishment. You do not wish to be a it, made by the locksmith, but you, if you
laborer, and you will be a slave; toil only wish to go out, are condemned to make a
lels you loose on one side to seize you again terrible masterpiece; you will take a double
on the other; you do not wish to be its friend, sou and cut it asunder with tools of your own
and you will be its negro. Ah, you did not invention; that is your business. Then you
care for the honest fatigue of men, and you will hollow. out the interior of the two parts,
being careful not to injure the outside, and
are about to know the sweat of the damned
while others sing you will groan. You will form a thread all round the edge, so that the
see other men working in the distance,, and two parts may fit closely like a box and its
they will seem to you to be resting. The cover. W^hen they are screwed together there
;

:

'

;

laborer,

the reaper, the

sailor,

the black-

smith, will appear to you in the light, like

What a
the blessed inmates of a paradise.
radiance there is in the anvil what joy it is
to guide the plough, and tie up the sheaf;
what a holiday to fly before the wind in a
boat! But you, idler, will have to dig and
!

Pull at your
roll and walk!
you are a beast of burden in the
So your desire is to do
service of hell!
nothing ? Well, you will not have a week,
a day, an hour without feeling crushed.
You will not be able to lift any thing without agony, and every passing minute will make
drag,

and

halter, for

your muscles crack. What is a feather for
others will be a rock for you, and the most
simple things will grow scarped. Life will
become a monster around you, and coming,
going, breathing, will be so many terrible
Your lungs will produce in
tasks for you.
you the effect of a hundred pound weight,
and going there sooner than here will be a
problem to solve. Any man who wishes to
go out, merely opens his door and finds himthe street; but if you wash to go out
self
you must pierce through your wall. What
do honest men do to reach the street ? they
go down-stairs; but you will tear up your
sheets, make a cord of them fibre by fibre,
then pass through your window and hang by
this thread over an abyfes, and it will take
jilace at night, in the storm, the ram, or the
hurricane, and if the cord be too short you
will have but one way of descending, by fall-

m

be nothing suspicious to the watchers,
it will be a double
What will you
sou, but for yourself a box.
place in this box ? a small piece of steel, a
watch-spring, in which you have made teeth,
and which will be a saw. With this saw,
about the length of a pin, you will be obliged
to cut through the bolt of the lock, the padlock of your chain, the bar at your window,
and the fetter on your leg. This masterpiece
done, this prodigy accomplished, all the miracles of art, skill, cleverness, and patience
executed, what will be your reward if you are
Such is the future.
detected ? a dungeon.
will

for you will be watched;

—

What

precipices are sloth

and pleasure

!

To

do nothing is a melancholy resolution, are
you aware of that ? To live in indolence on
to be useless, that is to
the social substance
This leads straight to the
say, injurious
Woe to the man who
bottom of misery.
Avishes to be a parasite, for he will be a verAh it does not please you to work !
min
Ah you have only one thought, to drink
You will drink
well, eat well, and sleep well.
water; you will eat black bread; you will
sleep on a plank, with fetters riveted to your
!

!

!

!

!

limbs,

and

feel

their

coldness at night in

You will break these fetters and
your flesh
You will drag yourself on
fly; very good.
your stomach into the shrubs and eat grass
like the beasts of the field, and you will be rea
captured, and then you will pass years
dungeon, chained to the wall, groping in the
!

m

dark for your water-jug, biting
Hugo. Vol. IL—27

at frightful
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black bread which dogs would refuse^ and
eating beans which maggots have eaten before

You

will be a woodlouse in a cellar.
take pity on yourself, wretched boy,
still so young, who were at your nurse^s breast
not twenty years ago, and have doubtless a

you.

Ah

!

ah

!

had no reason to be on his guard, and who
was thinking for the first time in his life,
perceived nothing, and Gavroche, when he
had returned to the spot where Father
Maboeuf was sitting, threw the purse over the
hedge and ran off at full speed. The purse
fell on Father Maboeuf's foot and awoke him.
He stooped down and picked up the ^Durse,
which was opened, without comjDrehending
any thing. It was a purse with two compartments; in one was some change, in the other
were six JSTapoleons. M. Maboeuf, greatly

I implore you to listen to me.
mother still
You want fine black cloth, polished shoes, to
scent your head with fragrant oil, to please
creatures, and be a pretty fellow you will have
your hair close shaven, and wear a red Jacket
and wooden shoes. You want a ring on your
finger, and will wear a collar on your neck, startled carried the thing to
and if you look at a woman you will be keejDer.
" It has fallen from heaven,"
And you will go in there at twenty
beaten.
and come out at fifty years of age. You will go Plutarch.
I

;

in young, red-cheeked,

house-

said

Mother

healthy, with your

sparkling eyes, and all your white teeth, and
your curly locks, and you will come out again

broken, bent, wrinkled,

his

toothless,

CHAPTER CXCVI.

horrible,

Ah, my poor boy, you
and gray-headed
are on tlie WTong road, and indolence is a bad

cosette's fears.

!

laborious task of being an idler.

Cosette's sorrow, so poignant and so sharp
five months previously, had, without
her knowledge, attained the convalescent
JS'ature, spring, youth, love for her
stage.
father, and gayety of the flowers and birds,
filtered gradually day by day, and di'op by
drop something that almost resembled obliv-

here

the

adviser, for robbery

my

is

the hardest of labors.

and do not undertake the
To become
a rogue is inconvenient, and it is not nearly
]^ow go and
so hard to be an honest man.
think over what I have said to you. By the
bye, what did you want of me ? my purse?

Take

advice,

it is."

And the old man, releasing Montparnasse,
placed his purse in his hand, which Montparnasse weighed for a moment; after which,
with the same mechanical precaution as
if

he had stolen

it,

Montparnasse

let it glide

gently into the back-pocket of his coat. All
this said and done the old gentleman turned
his back and quietly resumed his walk.
^^Old humbug V Montparnasse muttered.

Who

was the old gentleman ? the reader has
Montparnasse, in his
doubtless guessed.
stupefaction, watched liim till he disappeared
in the ^loom, and this contemplation was
While the old gentleman
fatal for him.
He had assured
retired Gavroche advanced.
himself by a glance that Father Maboeuf was
still seated on his bench, and was probably
asleep; then the gamin left the bushes, and
began crawling by the shadow behind the
He thus got up
motionless Montparnasse.

four or

ion into her virginal
fire

and young

entirely extinguislied

?

soul.

Was

or were layers

The fact is, that
of ashes merely formed ?
she hardly felt at all the painful and burning
point, and on the day when she suddenly
thought of Marius; '' Why," she said, " I had
almost forgotten him." This same week she
noticed, while |)assingthe garden gate, a very
handsome officer in the lancers, with a wasplike waist, a delightful uniform, the cheeks

under his arm, waxed musIn other
and lacquered schapska.
respects, he had light hair, blue eyes, flush
with his head, a round, vain, insolent, and
pretty face; he was exactly the contrary of
He had a cigar in his mouth, and
Marius.
of a girl, a sabre

taches,

Oosette supposed that he belonged to the
regiment quartered in the barracks of the
Rue de Babylone. The next day she saw

him

pass again,

she

and

remarked the hour.

—

moment was it an accident ?
saw him pass nearly every day. The

From

this

young bandit unnoticed, gently insinu- officer^s comrades perceived that there was in
ated his hand into the back-pocket of the fine this badly-kept garden, and behind this poor,
black cloth coat, seized the purse, withdrew old-fashioned railing, a very pretty creature,
his hand, and crawled back again into the who was nearly always there when the handMontparnasse, who some lieutenant passed, who is no stranger to
shadow like a lizard.
to the
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the

reader,

as

his

name was

Theodule

Gillenormand.
they said to him,

^'^Hilloh!^^
little girl

making

^^

there

is

a

eyes at you, just look at

her/^

Have

the time/' the lancer replied, to
'^
the gurls who look at me ?
It wa^s at this identical time that Marius
was slowly descending to the abyss, and said,
'^
'^
If I could only see her again before I die
'^

look at

I

all

419

accompanied him in a hackney coach, upon
the occasion of one of these absences, to the
corner of a little lane, which was called, '^ JJImpasse de la blanchette.'' He got out there,
and the coach carried Cosette back to the

Eue de Babylone.
money ran short in

It

was generally when

the house that Jean Val-

Jean Val Jean, then
^^ I shall be back
in three days/'
At night Cosette was alone
If his wish had been realized, if he had at in the drawing-room, and in order to while
that moment seen Cosette looking at a lancer, away the time, she opened her piano and behe would have been unable to utter a word, gan singing to her own accompaniment the
Hunters wandering in
but expired of grief. Whose fault would it song of Eurj^anthe,
have been ? nobody's. Marius possessed one the wood," which is probably the finest thing
When she
of those temperaments which bury themselves we possess in the shape of music.
Cosette was one had finished she remained passive, till she
in chagrin and abide in it
of those who plunge into it and again emerge. suddenly fancied she heard some one walking
It could not be her father for
Cosette, however, was passing through that in the garden.
dangerous moment, the fatal phase of fem- he was away, and it could not be Toussaint,
inine reverie left to itself in which the heart as she was in bed, for it was ten o'clock at
of an isolated maiden resembles those, vine night.
Cosette was near the drawing- room
teiidr'ls which cling, according to chance, to shutters, which were closed, and put her ear
the capital of a marble column or to the sign- to them; and it seemed to her that it was the
post of an inn. It is a rapid and decisive mo- foot-fall of a man who was walking very gently.
ment, critical for every orphan, whether she She hurried up to her room on the first-floor,
be poor or rich, for wealth does not prevent a opened a Venetian frame in her shutter, and
bad choice, and mesalliances take place in looked out into the garden. The moon was
very high society. But the true mesalliance is shining bright as day, and there was nobody
/that of souls
and in the same way as many' in it. She opened her window: the garden
an unknown young man, without name, birth, was perfectly calm, and all that could be seen
or fortune is a marble capital supporting a of the street was as deserted as usual.
temple of grand sentiments and grand ideas,
Cosette thought that she was mistaken, and
so a man of the world, satisfied and opulent, she had supposed that she heard the noise; it
who has polished boots, and varnished words, was an hallucination produced by Weber's
if we look not at the exterior but at the integloomy and prodigous chorus, which opens
rior that is to say, what is reserved for the wife, before the mind prodigious depths, which
is nought but a stupid log obscurely haunted trembles before the eye like a dizzy forest, in
by violent, unclean, and drunken passions— which we hear the crapking of the dead
the inn sign post.
branches under the restless feet of the hunters,
IV'hat was there in Cosette^s soul ? passion of whom we catch a glimpse
the obscurity.
calmed or lulled to sleep, love in a floating She thought no more of it. Moreover, Cosomething which was limpid and bril- sette was not naturally very timid she had
state
liant, perturbed at a ce-rtain depth, and som- in her veins some of the blood of the gipsy,
bre lower still. The image of the handsome and the adventurer who goes about bareofficer was reflected on the surface, but was footed.
As we may remember she was rather
there any reminiscence at the bottom ? per- a lark than a dove, and she had a stern and
haps so, but Cosette did not know.
brave temper.
A singular incident occurred.
The next evening, at nightfall, she was
In the first fortnight of April Jean Val- walking about the garden. In the midst of
jean went on a journey this, as we know, oc- the confused thoughts which occupied her
curred from time to time at very lengthened mind, she fancied she could distinguish now
intervals, and he remamed away one or two and then a noise like that of the previous night,
days at the most. Where did he go ? no one as if some one were walking in the gloom
knew, not even Cosette; once only she had under the trees not far from her, but she said
jean took these trips.

was absent, and he had

said,

!

*^^

:

;

/

;

'

,

.

m

:

:

:

—
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nothing so resembles the sound
on grass as the grating of two
branches together and she took no heed of it
besides, she saw nothing.
She left the
"thicket/' and had a small grass-plat to cross
ere she reached the house.
The moon, which
had just risen behind her, projected Cosett's
shadow, as she left the clump of bushes, upon
the grass in front of her, and she sto})23ed in
to herself that

of a footfall

—

terror.

B}^ the side of her

shadow the moon

distinctly traced on the grass another singularly startling

and

terrible

shadow

—a shadow

with a hat on its head. It was like the shadow
of a man standing at the edge of the clump a
few paces behind Cosette. For a moment she
was unable to sjieak or cry, or call out, or stir,
or turn her head, but at last she collected all
her courage and boldly turned round. There
was nobody; she looked on the ground and
She went back
the shadow had disappeared.
into the shrubs, bravely searched in every cor-

went

ner,

nothing.

as far as the railings,

She

and discovered

felt really chilled

:

was

it

again

She leapt out of bed, put on her dressinggown, and opened her window; her father
was standing on the grass-23lat below.
''1 have woke you up to reassure you," he
said; "'^Look at this,— here's your shadow^ in
the round hat."
And he showed her on the grass a shadowy
which the moon designed, and which really
looked rather like the S|)ectre of a man w^earing a round hat.
It was an outline produced
by a zinc chimney-pot w^ith a cov.l, which
rose above an adjoining roof.
Cosette also
began laughing, all her mournful suppositions fell away,

and the next morning

at

breakfast she jested at the ill-omened garden,

haunted by the ghost of chimney-2)ots.

Jean

Valjean quite regained liis ease; as for Cosette, she did not notice particularly whether
the chimney-pot were really in the direction
of the shadow which she had seen or fancied
she saw, and whether the moon were in the

same part

of the heavens.

She did not

cross-

question herself as to the singularity of a
cliimney-pot which is afraid of being caught

an hallucination? v/hat! two daj^s in succession ? one hallucination might pass, but two! in the act, and retires when its shadow is
The alarming point was, that the shadow was looked at, for the shadow did retire when
most certainly not a ghost, for ghosts never Cosette titrned round, and she fancied herwear round hats.
self quite certain of that fact.
Cosette beThe next day Jean Valjean returned, and came quite reassured, for the demonstration
Cosette told him what she fancied she had seemed to her perfect, and the thought left
seen and heard.
She expected to be reas- her brain that there could have been anyone
sured, and that her father would shrug his walking about the garden by night.
A few
'' You are a little goose,"'
shoulders and say,
days after, however, a fresh incident occurred.
but Jean Valjean became anxious.

—

it is nothing,'' he said to her.
CHAPTER CXCVII.
her with some excuse, and went into
the garden, where she saw him examine the
A HEART BENEATH A STOi^E.
railings with considerable attention.
In the
night she woke up: ^this time she was certain,
IjS" the garden, near the railings looking
and she distinctly heard some one walking out on the street, there was a stone bench,
just under her windows.
She walked to her protected from the gaze of jxissers-by by a
shutter and opened it.
There was in the hedge, but it would have been an easy task
garden really a man holding a large stick in to reach it by thrusting an arm through the
his hand.
At the moment when she was go- railings and the hedge. One evening in this
ing to cry out the moon lit up the man's face same month of April Jean Valjean had gone
it w^as her father.
She w^ent to bed again out, and Cosette, after sunset, was seated on
saying, '^He seems really very anxious!" this bench.
The wind was freshening in the
Jean Valjean passed that and the two follow- trees, and Cosette was reflecting; an objecting nights in the garden, and Cosette saw less sorrow^ was gradually gaining on her, the
him through the hole in her shutter. On invincible sorrow which night produces, and
the third night the moon w^as beginning to which CQmes perhaps for who knows? from
rise later, and it might be about one in the the mystery of the tomb which is yawning at
morning when she heard a hearty burst of the moment. Possibly Fantine w^as in that
laughter, and her father's voice calling her,
shadow.

'^'Perhaps

He

left

—

—

'^

Cosette!"

—

Cosette rose, and slowly w^ent round the
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garden^ walking on the dew-laden grass, and
saying to herself through the sort of melan-

choly somnambulism in which she was
plunged, '^l ought to have wooden shoes to
walk in the garden at this hour; I shall catch
cold.*^
She returned to the bench, but at the
moment when she was going to sit down she
noticed at the place she had left a rather
large stone, which had evidently not been
Cosette looked at
there a moment before.
the stone, asking herself what it meant; all
at once the idea that the stone had not
reached the bench of itself, that some one had
placed it there, and that an arm had been
passed through the grating, occurred to her
and frightened her. This time it was a real
l^o doubt was
fear, for there was the stone,
possible; she did not touch it, but fled without daring to look behind her, sought refuge
in the house, and at once shuttered, barred,
and bolted the French window opening on
the steps. Then she asked Toussaint,
^'^Has

my

^''So,

miss."

(We have

father

come

in?^^

it,

as

^^Hold -your tongue, ^^ said Cosette,
fasten

up everything

securely.

^'^and

^^

Cosette, terrified by the drama improvised
by Toussaint, and perhaps, too, by the apparitions of the last week, which returned to
her mind, did not even dare to say to her,
'^ Just go and look at the stone laid on the
bench, '^ for fear of having to open the garden gate again, and the men might walk in.
She had all the doors and windows carefully
closed, made Toussaint examine the whole
house, from cellar to attic, locked herself in
her bedroom, looked under the bed, and
slept badly.
The whole night through she
saw the stone as large as a mountain and full

of caverns.

sunrise

is

to

—

At sunrise the
make us laugh at
and our laughter

of the night,

peculiarity of
all
is

our terrors
always pro-

—

portioned to the fear we have felt at sunrise
Cosette, on waking, saw her terror like a
nightmare, and said to herself, ^^ What could
I be thinking about ? it was like the steps
which I fancied I heard last week in the garden at night
It is like the shadow of the
!

indicated once for

all

Toussaint^s

stammering, and we ask leave no longer to
accentuate
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we

feel a musical notation of

chimney-pot

now

?

crevice

;

am

I

going

to

turn coward

The sun which poured through the
of her shutters and made the damask

curtains one mass of purple, reassured her
an infirmity to be repulsive.)
Jean Valjean, a thoughtful man, and so fully that all faded away in her mind, even
stroller by night, often did not return till a to the stone.
^^ There
late hour.
was no more a stone on the bench
^^
Toussaint, Cosette continued, ^^be care- than there was a man in a round hat in the
ful to put up the bars to the shutters looking the garden.
I dreamt of the stone, like the
on the garden, and to place the little iron rest.^'
things in the rings that close them.^^
She dressed herself, went down into the
^^Oh, I am sure I will, miss.^^
garden, and felt a cold perspiration all over
Toussaint did not fail, and Cosette was her the stone was there. But this only
well aware of the fact, but she could not re- lasted for a moment, for what is terror by
night is curiosity by day.
frain from adding,
^^ Nonsense \"
^^For it is so desolate here.^^
she said, '^ I'll see.^^
^^
^*Well, that^s true, said Toussaint; ^^we
She raised the stone, which was of some
might be murdered before we had the time size, and there was something under it that
and then, too, master does not resembled a letter ; it was an envelope of
to say, Ouf
But don^t be frightened, white paper. Cosette seized it ; there was
sleep in the house.
miss.
I fasten up the windows like Bastiles.
no address on it, and it was not sealed up.
Lone women! I should think that is enough Still the envelope, though open, was not
Only think! to see empty, for papers could be seen inside. Coto make a body shudder.
men coming into your bedroom and hear sette no longer suffered from terror, nor was
them say, ^ Hold your tongue!^ and then they it curiosity; it was a commencement of anxbegin to cut your thro it. It is not so much iety.
Cosette took out a small quire of
the dying, for everybody dies, and we know paper, each page of which was numbered,
that we must do so, but it is the abomination and bore several lines written in a very nice
of feeling those fellows touch you; and then and delicate hand, so Cosette thought.
She
their knives are not sharp, perhaps; oh, looked for a name, but there was none ; for
a signature, but there was none either.
Lord!^^
For
^'^

—

!

•
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whom

was the packet intended ? probably for
hand had laid it on the bench.

herself, as a

which can occupy and fill the immensity, for
the infinite needs the inexhaustible.

it come ?
An irresistible
Love is a portion of the soul itself, and is
upon her she tried to turn
of
the same nature as it.
Like it, it is the
her eyes away from these pages, which trembled in her hand.
She looked at the sky, the divine sjDark like it, it is incorruptible, inIt is a point of
street, the acacias all bathed in light, the divisible and imperishable.
pigeons circling round an adjoining roof, and fire within us, which is immortal and infinite,
then her eye settled on the manuscript, and which nothing can limit, and nothing extinwe feel it burning even in the marrow
she said to herself she must know what was guish
of our bones, and see its fiashing in the depths
This is what she read,
inside it.

From whom

did

fascination seized

;

;

;

The reduction

of the universe to a single

being the dilatation of a single being as far
as God, such is love.

Love

is

the salutation of the angels to the

of the heavens.

Oh, love
adoration
voluptuousness of
two minds whicli comprehend each other, of
two hearts which are exchanged, of two
glances

stars.

I

I

How

sad the soul

what a void

love

;

who

of her

true

it

own

is

is

when

it is

self fills

the world.

Oh

I

Iiow

being becomes

that the beloved

is

sad through

the absence of the being

God we might understand how God might
be jealous of her, had not the Father of all
!

evidently

made

creation for the soul, and the

the solitudes, blest and

in

have dreamed that from
time to time hours were detached from the
lives of the angels, and came down here to
traverse the destinies of men.
radiant days

!

I

God can add nothing to the happiness of
who love, except giving them endless
After a

duration,
soul only, needs to see a smile in a

white crape bonnet in order to enter the
palace of dreams.

love

of love, an eternity of
augmentation but it is

life

in truth an

is

impossible even for

;

God

to increase in its in-

tensity the ineifable felicity which love gives

God

to the soul in this world.

God

You

oh, happiness, will you not?

those

soul for love.

The

one another.

that penetrate

come to me,
Walks with her
will

behind everything, but everything
conceals God. Things are black and creatures are opaque, but to love a being is to
render her transparent.
is

of heaven. love

You
cause

birds, the light of the sun, the sighs of the

the fulness

gaze at a star for two motives, beis luminous and because it is im-

You have by your side a

radiance and greater mystery
All of us, whoever
respirable beings.

Separated lovers cheat absence by a thousand chimerical things, which, however, have
They are prevented seeing
their reality.
each other, and they cannot write, but they
find a number of mysterious ways to correspond. They send to each other the song of

is

the fulness of man.

it

penetrable.

There are
moments when the soul is kneeling, no matter what the attitude of the body may be.
Certain thoughts are prayers.

is

and we
want of love
us,

stifle

we may

If they

and

die.

is f righf ul,

for

sweeter

—woman.

fail

be,

have our

us, air fails

Dying through
it is

the asphyxia

of the soul.

When love has blended and moulded two
beings in an angelic and sacred union, they
have found the secret of life; henceforth

breeze, the rays of the stars,

they are only the two terms of the same

of creation

destiny, the two wings of one mind.

;

and the whole
and why should they not ? All

the works of

Love

is

God

are

made

to serve love.

powerful to interest
messages.

suflficiently

nature with

its

Oh, spring, thou art a

is

the day when a woman who passes beyou emits light as she walks, you are lost,
for you love.
You have from that moment
but one thing to do: think of her so intently
that she will be compelled to think of

fore

to hearts
the only thing

you.

which

The future belongs even more
Loving

On

I write

letter

Love

!

all

to her.

than to minds.

and soar

—

!
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What

love begins can only be completed
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Profound hearts, wise minds, take life as
it; it is a long trial, an unintel-

God makes

by God.

ligible preparation for the

True love

in despair^ or enchanted

is

lost glove or a

by a

found handkerchief, and it reits devotion and its hopes.

quires eternity for

It is composed at once of the
and the infinitely little.

If

infinitely great

unknown

destiny.

This destiny, the true one, begins for man
with the first step in the interior of the tomb.
Then something appears to him, and he be-

The

gins to distinguish the definite.

defi-

on that word. The living see
the infinite, but the definite only shows itself
In the meanwhile love and sufto the dead.
fer, hope and contemplate.
Woe, alas to
nite, reflect

you are a stone, be a magnet; if you
if you are a man,

are a plant, be sensitive;

!

be love.
N^othing is sufficient for love. You have
You
happiness and you wish for paradise.
have paradise, and you crave for heaven. Oh
ye who love each other, have all that is con'

hence try to find it in it.
Love has, equally with heaven, contemplation, and more than heaven, voluptuoustained in love,

ness.

Does she still go to the Luxembourg ? ISTo,
Does she attend mass in that church ?
She does not go there any longer. Does she
She has removed.
still live in this house ?
Where has she gone to live ? She did not
sir.

—

—

man who

has only loved bodies, shapes,
and appearances
Death will strip him of

the

!

Try

all that.

to love souls,

and you

will

meet them again.
have met in the street a very poor young
in love.
His hat was old, his
coat worn, his coat was out at elbows, the
water passed through his shoes, and the stars
through his soul.
I

man who was

What

a grand thing

a grander thing

it is

still to

to be loved!

love!

The

what

heart be;

comes heroic by the might of passion.
Henceforth it is composed of nought but
what is pure, and is only supported by what
leave her address.
An unworthy thought
is elevated and great.
What a gloomy thing it is not to know
can no more germinate in it than a nettle on
where to find one^s soul
The lofty and serene soul, inaca glacier.
Love has its childishness, and other pas- cessible to emotions and vulgar passions,
Shame on the soaring above the clouds and shadows of the
sions have their littleness.

make a
the one which makes

passions that

man

little

him

a child

It is a strange thing, are

I

am

for a

in the right,

Honor

!

you aware of

woman

to

!

it ?

carried off

world,

follies,

falsehoods, hatreds, vanities,

and miseries, dwells in the azure of the sky,
and henceforth only feels the profound and
subterranean heavings of destiny ^s the summit of the mountains feel earthquakes.

heaven with her when she flew away.

Oh

!

to lie side

by

hand in hand, and
from time to time
suffice for

my

You who
than ever.

side in the

same tomb

If there were nobody who loved, the sun
would be extinguished.

to caress gently a finger

in the darkness,

would

CHAPTER CXCYIIL

eternity.

suffer because

To

you

die of love

is

love, love

to live

more

through

it.

While

reading these lines Cosette gradualand at the moment when
she raised her eyes from the last page the
pretty officer passed triumphantly in front of
Cosette found
the gate, for it was his hour.
him hideous. She began gazing at the roll
of paper again ; it was in an exquisite handwriting, Cosette thought, all written by the
ly fell into a reverie,

Love, a gloomy, starry transfiguration,
mingled with this punishment, and there

is

is

ecstasy in the agony.

Oh, joy of birds
have the nest.

COSETTE AFTER THE LETTER.

!

they sing because they

same hand, but with

Love is the celestial breathing of the
mosphere of paradise.

at-

different

inks,

some

very black, others pale, as when ink is put in
the stand, and consequently on different days.

:
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This letter was like a spark that had fallen
from the other soul into hers; she felt the
fire begin again, and she was penetrated by
'^
Oh yes,'
every word of the manuscript.

thought expanded on the
irregularly, without
order, without choice, without purpose, acCosette had never read any thing
cidently.
like it; this manuscript, in which she saw
more light than obscurity, produced on her

this; I

the effect of the door of a shrine left ajar.
Each of these mysterious lines flashed in her
eyes, and inundated her heart with a strange
The education which she had relight.

As she finished reading it for the third
time Lieutenant Theodule returned past the
railings, and clanked his spurs on the pavement. Cosette w^as obliged to raise her eyes,

It was, therefore, a

sigh by

paper,

sigh,

she said to herself, ^*^how well I recognize

have read

it all

all

already in his eyes."

ceived had always spoken to her of the soul, and she found him insipid, silly, stupid, useand not of love, much as if a person were to less, fatuous, displeasing, impertinent, and
The officer thought himself
speak of the burning log and say nothing very ngly.
about the flame. This manuscript of fifteen bound to smile, and she turned away ashamed
gladly
pages suddenly and gently revealed to her the and indignant; she w^ould have
She ran
whole of love, sorrow, destiny, life, eternity, thrown something at his head.
It was like a awa}^, re-entered the house, and locked herthe beginning and the end.
hand which opened and threw upon her a self in her bed-room, to reread the letter,
galaxy of beams. She felt in these few lines learn it by heert, and dream. When she had
an impassioned, ardent, generous, and honest read it thoroughly she kissed it and hid it in
Cosette had
It was all over.
nature, a sacred will, an immense grief, and her bosom.
an immense hope, a contracted heart, and an fallen back into the profound seraphic love,
expanded ecstasy. What was the manu- the Paradisaic abyss had opened again. The
A letter without address, whole day through Cosette was in a state of
script? a letter.
name, or signature, pressing and disinter- bewilderment; she hardly thought, and her
I

;

I

i

:

ideas were confused in her brain ; she could
forming any conjectures, and
not succeed
she hoped through a tremor, what ? vague
She did not dare promise herself
things.
anything, and she could not refuse herself
any thing. A pallor passed over her face,
seek a refuge in death, and w^ho sent to his and a quiver over her limbs, and she fancied
absent love the secret of destiny, the key of at moments that it was all a chimera, and
then she felt
It had been written with one foot in said to herself, " Is it real
life.
the grave and the hand in heaven, and these the well-beloved paper nnder her dress,
corners
lines, which had fallen one by one on thef pa- pressed it to her heart, felt the
had
Valjean
if
Jean
and
flesh,
her
against
the
per, were what might be called drops of
seen her at that moment he would have shudsoul.
And now, from whom could these pages dered at the luminous and strange joy which
come ? Who could have written them ? Co- overflowed from her eyelids. '' Oh yes/' she
this
comes
only thought, ^'it is certainly his
sette did not hesitate for a moment,
from one man, from him I Daylight had re- from him for me V And she said to herself
turned to her mind and every thing reap- that an intervention of the angels, a celestial
peared.
She experienced an extraordinary accident, had restored him to her. Oh, trans-

an enigma composed of truths, a lovemessage fit to be borne by an angel and read
by a virgin ; a rendezvous appointed off the
world, a sweet love-letter written by a phanIt was a tranquil and
tom to a shadow.
crushed absent man, who seemed ready to
ested,

m

V

—

joy and a profound agony.

I

It was he
he
he had been there
his
arm had been passed through the railings
while she was forgetting him he had found
But had she forgotten him ? no,
her again
never she was mad to have thought so for a
moment, for she had ever loved, ever adored
him. The fire was covered, and had smouldered for a while, but, as she now plainly
saw, it had spread its ravages, and again
burst into a flame which entirely kindled her.

who wrote

to her

!

!

!

!

!

!

figuration of love

I

oh,

dreams

!

this celestial

accident, this intervention of angels, was the

bread cast by one robber to another
from the Charlemagne yard to the lions' den,

ball of

over the buildings of la Force.
When night came Jean Valjean

went out
She arranged
and Cosette dressed herself.
her hair in the way that best became her, and
put on a dress whose body, being cut a little
too low% displayed the whole of the neck, and
was therefore, as girls say, '' i-ather inde-
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was not the least in the world init was prettier than the former
fashion.
She dressed herself in this way
without knowing why. Was she going out ?
No. Did she expect a visitor ? J^o. She
went down into the garden as it grew dark
Toussaint was engaged in her kitchen, which
looked out on the backyard. Cosette began
walking under the branches, removing them
from time to time with her hand, and some
were very low, and thus reached the bench.
The stone was still there, and she sat down
and laid her beautiful white hand on the
All at
stone, as if to caress and thank it.
once she had that mdescribable feeling which
people experience even without seeing, when
some one is standing behind them. She
He
turned her head and rose— it was he.
was bare-headed, and seemed pale and thin,
and his black clothes could be scarcely disThe twilight rendered his glotinguished.
rious forehead livid, and covered his eyes with
darkness, and he had, beneath a veil of incomparable gentleness, something belonging
His face was lit up by
to death and night.
the flush of departing day, and by the
thoughts of an expiring, soul. He seemed as
if he were not yet a spectre, but was no longer a man. His hat was thrown among the
Cosette,
shrubs a few paces from him.
though ready to faint, did not utter a cry;
It

cent/''

decent^ hut

she slowly recoiled as she felt herself attractThrough the ineffaed, but he did not stir.
ble sadness that enveloped him she felt the
glance of the eyes which she could not
Cosette, in recoiling, came to a tree,

see.

and

leaned against it had it not been for this
Then she heard
tree she would have fallen.
his voice, that voice which she had really
never heard before, scarce louder than the
rustling of the foliage, as he murmured,
''^Pardon me for being here; my heart is
;

swollen, I could not live as I was,

Have you read what

come.

bench

?

me at all ? do not be
Do you remember that

do you recognize

frightened at me.

and I have
on that

I placed
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You

know.
I followed
? and then you disappeared. I fancied that I saw you pass
once as I was reading the papers under the
Odeon Arcade, and ran after you, but no, it
was a person wearing a bonnet like yours. At
night I came here fear nothing, no one
and I walk very softly that you
sees me
may not hear me, for you might be alarmed.
The other evening I was behind you, you
turned round, and I fled. Once I heard you
sing, and I was happy; does it harm you that
I should listen to you through the shutters
house.

see that I

,

you, what else could I do

—

—

? no, it cannot harm you. You
you are my angel, so let me come now
and then, and I believe that I am going to die.
If you only knew how I adore you But forgive
me, I am speaking to you, I know not what
I am saying, perhaps I offend you
do I offend you V'
" Oh, my mother V she said.
And she sank down as if she was "dying.

while singing
see

!

—

He seized her

and pressed her to
knowing what he did. He

in his arms,

his heart, not

supported her while himself tottering. He
head were full of smoke; flashes
passed between his eyelashes; his ideas left
him; and it seemed to him as if he were accomplishing a religious act, and yet committing a profanation. However, he had not
the least desire for this ravishing creature,
whose form he felt against his chest he was
distractedly in love.
She took his hand, and
laid it on her heart; he felt the paper
there and stammered,
" You love me, then V'
She answered in so low a voice, that it was
almost an inaudible breath,
" Silence you know I do.^^
felt as if his

;

!

And

she hid her blushing face in the chest

proud and intoxicated young man.
on to the bench, and she by his side.
They no longer found Avords, and the stars
were beginning to twinkle. How came it
that their lips met? how comes it that the
bird sings, the snow melts, the rose opens.
May bursts into life, and the dawn grows
white behind the black trees on the rustling
tops of the hills ? One kiss, and that was all;
both trembled and gazed at each other in the
of the

He

fell

day when you looked at me, now so long ago ?
It was in the Luxembourg garden, near the
Gladiator, and the days on which you passed
before me were June 16 and July 2, it is
nearly a year ago. I have not seen you again darkness with flashing eyes. They neither
I inquired of the wom- felt the fresh night nor the cold stone, nor
for a very long time.
an who lets out chairs, and she said that you the damp grass, nor the moist soil, they
no longer came there. You lived in the Eue looked at each other, and their hearts were
de rOuest on the third floor front of a new full of thoughts. Their hands were clasped

—
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without their cognizance. She did not ask
him^ did not even think of it^ how he had
managed to enter the garden, for it seemed
to her so simple that he should be there.
From time to time Marius' knee touched
Cosette's knee, and both qaivered.
At intervals Cosette stammered a word; her soul
trembled on her lips like the dew-drop on a

WORK8.

was only a mother as far as her daughand her maternity ended there. Her
hatred of the human race began with her
sons: on that side her cruelty wds precipitous, and her heart had a lugubrious escarpment there. As we have seen, she detested
the eldest, and execrated the two others.
Why ? because she did. The most terrible
flower.
of motives and most indisputable of answers
''
Gradually they conversed, and expansive- is. Because.
I do not want a pack of
ness succeeded the silence which is pleni
squalling brats, ^^ this mother said.
tude.
The night was serene and splendid
Let us now explain how tbe Thenardiers
above their heads, and these two beings, pure managed to dispose of their two last children,
as spirits, told each other everything, — their and even make a profit of them.
That Magdreams, their intoxication, their ecstasy, their non, to whom we referred a few pages back,
chimeras, their depressions, how they had was the same who continued to get an annuadored and longed for each other at a dis- ity out of old Gillenormand for the two chiltance, and their mutual despair when they dren she had.
She lived on the Quai des
dier

ters,

j

i

j

ceased to meet.

They confided

Celestins, at the corner of that ancient

to each other

Rue

|

an ideal intimacy which nothing henceforth could increase, all their most hidden
and mysterious thoughts. They told each

in

other, with a candid faith in their illusions,

that love, youth, and the remnant of
childhood which they still had, brought to
their minds; their two hearts were poured
into each other, so that at the end of an
hour the young man had the maiden^s soul,
and the maiden his. They were mutually
penetrated, enchanted, and dazzled. When
they had finished, when they had told each
other every thing, she laid her head on his
shoulder and asked him,
" What is your name T'
"Marius,'^ he said; "and yours ?^'

all

"Mine

is

Cosette.''

du Petit-Musc, which has done
to

change

odor.

Our

its

it

could

bad reputation into a good

readers will

remember the great

croup epidemic, which, thirty-five years ago,
desolated the banks of the Seine in Paris,
and of which science took advantage to make
experiments on a grand scale as to the efficacy
of inhaling alum, for which the external application of tincture of iodine has been so
usefully substituted in our day.
Li this epidemic Magnon lost her two boys, still very
young, on the same day, one in the morning
the other in the evening.
It w\as a blow, for
these children were precious to their mother,

month.
These eighty frcincs were very punctually paid
by the receiver of M. Gillenormand's rents,

as they represented eighty francs a

a M. Barge, a retired

Eue de

CHAPTEE CXCIX.

all

Sicile.

bailiff,

When

who

the

lived in the

children were

dead the annuity was buried, and so Magnon
sought an expedient. In the dark freemasonry of evil of which she formed a part every
Since 1823, while the public-house at thing is known, secrets are kept, and people
Montfermeil was sinking, and gradually be- help each other. Magnon wanted two chiling swallowed up, not in the abyss of a bank- dren, and Madame Thenardier had tw^o of
ruptcy, but in the sewer of small debts, the the same size and age; it was a good arrangeThenardiers had two more children, both ment for one, and an excellent investment
These made five, two daughters and for the other. The little Thenardiers bemale.
three boyc, and they were a good many. The came the little Magnon% and Magnon left
mother had got rid of the latter while still the Quais des Celestins, and went to live in
babies by a singular piece of good lack.
Got the Rue Cloche Percee. In Paris the identity
rid of, that is exactly the term, for in this which attaches an individual to himself is
woman there was only a fragment of nature; broken by moving from one street to the othit is a phenomenon, however, of which there
The authorities, not being warned by
ers.
is more than one instance.
Like the Mare- any thing, made no objection, and the subchale de Lamothe-Houdancourt, the Thenar- stitution was effected m the simplest way in

A MALICIOUS THICK OF THE

WI]S"D.

LE8 MI8ERABLE8.
the world.

Tlienardier^ however,

demanded

for this loan of children ten francs a

month,

which Magnon ]3i'c>iii^sed, and' even paid.
We need not say that M. Gillenormand continued to execute himself, and went every
He did not
six months to see the children.
" Oh, sir,^'' Magnon would
notice the change.
say to him, " how like you they are, to be
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They spent several
and Thenardier augured well of
it.
One day he happened to say to Magnon
as she handed him the monthly ten francs,
^^
The ^ father' must give them an education."
All at once these two poor little creatures,
hitherto tolerably well protected, even by
slang in their presence.
years there,

their ctII destiny, were suddenly hurled into

and forced

to begin

An

sure.^'

life

Thenardier, to whom avatars were an easy
task, seized this opportunity to become Jon-

criminals

His two daughters and Gavroche had
scarcely had time to perceive that they had
two little brothers, for in a certain stage of
misery people are affected by a sort of spectral
indifference, and regard human beings as

searches and ulterior incarcerations,

drette.

ghosts.

Your

nearest relatives are often to

you no more than vague forms of the shadow,
hardly to be distinguished from the nebulous
background of life, and which easily become
blended again with the invisible. On the
evening of the day when Mother Thenardier
handed over her two babes to Magnon, with
the well-expressed will of renouncing them
forever, she felt, or pretended to feel, a
scruple, and said to her husband, " Why, that
is deserting oner's children V' but Thenardier,
magisterial and phlegmatic, cauterized the
scruple Avith this remark, ^' Jean Jacques
Eousseau did better."
From scruple the
mother passed to anxiety. '^ But suppose
the police were to trouble us? tell me. Monsieur Thenardier, whether what we have done
is permitted?"
Thenardier replied, '^ Every
thing is permitted. Besides, no one has any
interest in

inquiring closely after children

that have not a halfpenny."

Magnon was

a

she-dandy in crime, and dre^^sed handShe shared her rooms, which were
furnished in a cmiventional and miserable
way, with a very clever Gallicized English
thief.
This Englishwoman, a naturalized
Parisian, who was closely connected with
medals of the library and the diamonds of
Mademoiselle Mars, was at a later date celebrated in the annals of crime; she was called
Maynselle Miss,
The two little ones who had
fallen into Magnon's clutches had no cause
to complain; recommended by the eighty
francs, they were taken care of, like every
thing which brings in a profit; they were
not badly clothed, not badly fed, treated almost like ^"'little gentlemen," and better off
with their fafee mother than the true one.
Magnon acted the lady, and never talked

e72

it.

arrest of

masse, like that in the Jondrette

garret, being necessarily complicated wifch re-

abb

is

a verit-

hideous and occult,
counter-society which lives beneath public
society, and an adventure of this nature produces all sorts of convulsions in the gloomy
world.
The catastrophe of the Thenardiers
was the catastrophe of Magnon. One day, a
little while after Magnon had given Eponine
the note relating to the Kue Plumet, the
police made a sudden descent on the Kue
disaster

for that

Oloche-Percee.
Magnon was arrested, as
was Mamselle Miss, and all the inhabitants of
the house which were suspected were caught
in the haul.
The two little boys were playing
at the time in the backyard, and saw nothing
of the razzia, but when they tried to go in
they found the. door locked and the house
empty. A cobbler whose stall was opposite
called to them and gave them a paper which
their mother" had left for them.
On the
paper was this address, ^^M. Barge, receiver
^"^

of rents,

No.

8,

Rue du Roi de

cobbler said to them,
here.

Go

there,

on your left.

The boys

it is

—

set off,

paper.
the elder leading the younger,

and holding

to serve as their guide.

in his

numbed
at the

The

longer live

close by, the first street

somely.

and

Sicile."

You no

Ask your way with that

sort of

little

^^

hand the paper which was
It was cold, and his

fingers held the paper badly,

corner of a lane a puff of wind

it from him, and as it was night the boy
could not find it again. They began wandering about the streets haphazard.

tore

CHAPTER

CO.

GAVROCHE TO THE RESCUE.
SpRiiirG in Paris is very frequently traversed

by sharp, violent breezes, which, if they do
not freeze, chill these breezes, which sadden
the brightest days, produce exactly the same
effect as the blasts of cold wind which enter
a warm room through the crevices of a badly;

——

——
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closed door or window.
It seems as if the and younger than himself, one apparently
gloomy gate of winter has been left ajar, and seven the other ^\e years of age, timidly
that the wind comes from there. In the turned the handle, and entered the shop,

spring of 1832, the period when the first
great epidemic of this ceutnry broke out in
Europe, these breezes were sharper and more
cutting than ever, and some door even more
than that of winter had been left ajar.

icy

It was the door of the sepulchre, and the
breath of cholera could be felt in these
From a meteorological point of
breezes.
view these cold winds had the peculiarity
that they did not exclude a powerful charge
of electricity, and frequent storms, accompanied by thunder and lightning, broke out

asking for something, charity possibly, in a
plaintive murmur, which was more like a
sob than a prayer. They both spoke together
and their words were unintelligible, because
sobs choked the voice of the younger boy,
and cold made the teeth of the elder rattle.
The barber turned with a furious face, and
without laying down his razor drove one into
the street with his left hand, the other with
his knee, and closed the door again say-

ing.—

'•'To come and chill people for nothing !"
The two lads set out again, crying: a cloud
One evening, when these breezes were had come up in the meanwhile, and it began
blowing sharply, so sharply that January raining. Little Gavroche ran up to them,
seemed to have returned, and the citizens and accosted them thus,

at this period.

.

had put on their cloaks again,
still shivering gayly under

little

his

Gavroche,

'^

was

"

rags,

standing as if in ecstasy in front of a hairdresser's shop in the vicinity of the OrmeSaint Gervais. He was adorned with a
woman's woollen shawl, picked up no one
knew where, of which he had made a belcher.
Little Gavroche appeared to be lost in admiration of a waxen image of a bride, wearing
a very low-necked dress, and a wreath of
orange flowers in her hair, which revolved
between two lamps, and lavished its smiles
on the passers-by
but in reality he was
watching the shop to see whether he could
not '' bone'' a cake of soap, whicli he would
afterwards sell for a halfpenny to a barber
in the suburbs.
He frequently breakfasted
on one of these cakes, and he called this
style of work, for which he had a talent,
shaving the barber." While regarding the
bride, and casting sheep's eyes on the cake of
soap, he growled between his teeth, " Tuesday, this is not Tuesday, is it Tuesday ? it is
perhaps Tuesday, yes it is Tuesday." What
this soliloquy referred to was never known,
but if it was to the last time he had dined it
was three days ago, for the present day v/as a
Friday. The barber, in his shop warmed
with a good stove, was shaving a customer
and taking every now and then a side glance
:

^'^

enemy, this shivering and impudent
gamin, who had his two hands in his pockets,
but his mind evidently elsewhere.
While Gavroche was examining the bride,
the window, and the Windsor soap, two boys
of unequal height, very decently dressed,
at this

What's the matter with you, babes ?"
We don't know where to sleep," the

elder replied.
''Is that all I"

Gavroche,
that's a
great matter to cry about, you babes in the
wood." And assuming an accent of tender
said

'"'

and gentle protection, which was
through his somewhat pompous superiority, he said,
''
Come with me, brats."
affection
visible

" Yes, sir," said the elder boy.

And

the two children followed him as they
would have done an archbishop, and left off
crying.
Gavroche led them along the Rue

Antoine, in the direction of the Bastile,
off took an indignant and
retrospective glance at the barber's shop.
''That whiting has no heart," he growled,
St.

and while going

" he's

A

an Englishman."

seeing the three walking in file,
Gavroche at the head, burst into a loud
This laugh was disrespectful to the
laugh.
girl

party.

" Good day, Mamselle Omnibus," Gavroche
said to her.

A

moment

after the hair-dresser returning

mind, he added,
" I made a mistake about the brute: he is
not a whiting but a snake.
Barber, I'll go
and fetch a locksmith, and order him to put
a bell on your tail."
This barber had made him aggressive; as
he stepped across a gutter, he addressed a
bearded porter ess, worthy to meet Faust on
the Brocken, and who was holding her broom
in her hand,
to his

—

—

—- —

"

—-

—

—
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"Madame/^ he

said to her, '^I see

you go

out with yonr horse/^

And

after

this

mother?-

Gavroche raised his nose out of the

a ma, but

" Have you a complaint to make, sir
" Yes, of you/^ said the gentleman.
"

The

I

don^t receive any

office is closed/^

Sometimes that

^'

'^

Gavroche, remarked.
to-

he noticed a

grows indecent.
^^Poor girl,- said Gavroche,- she hasn't
even a pair of breeches. Here collar this.And taking off all the good wool he had
around his neck he threw it over the thin
violet shoulders of the beggar-girl,

when

the

The
belcher became once again a shawl.
little girl looked at him with an astonished
and received the shawl in

certain stage

of

At a

silence.

a poor

distress

stupor no longer groans at

evil,

man

in his

and gives no

thanks for kindness. This done,
a gj.j. y> gg^j(j Gavroche, colder than St.
Martin, who, at any rate, retained one-half
his cloak.
On hearing this brr, tlie shower,
redoubling its passion, poured down; those
wicked skies punish good actions.
" Hilloh ^' Gavroche shouted, '^ what^s the
meaning of this ? it is raining again. My God,
if this goes on I shall withdraw my subscrip\

!

tion.-

And he set out again.
''
No matter,- he said,

as

at the beggar-girl crouching

he took a glance
under the shawl,

she's got a first-rate skin.-

looking at the clouds, he cried,
-

Sold, you are

The two

!

children limped after him, and as

they passed one of those thick, close gratings
which indicates a baker's, for bread like gold
is placed behind a grating, Gavroche turned
round.
'^

By

We

we have

a pa

is

and

are.-

better than knowing,

who was

a philosopher in his

things at the corners of the streets, but found
nothing.

"I know,street

of thirteen or fourteen shivering in a
gateway, in such short petticoats that she
But the little girl was
showed her knees.
beginning to get too tall a girl for that;
growth plays you such tricks, and the petticoat begins to become short when nudity

"

;

hours,- the lad continaed,

the bye, brats, have you dined ?-

have had nothing to eat, sir, since
early this morning,- the elder answered.
"Then you haven't either father or

said Gavroche: ^^the dogs eat

everything.-

He resumed aiter a
"And so we have

girl

''

sir

know where they

^^We have been walking about for two
"and looked for

?

more complaints

As he went along the

And

don't

said Gavroche,

day.-

'^

we

small way.

shawl.

air,

Gavroche continued, magister-

" I beg your pardon

he plashed the varnished

!

^^
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ially.

boots of a passer-by.
" Scoundrel '' the gentleman said furiously.

-

pause,
lost

We

our authors.

don't

know what we have done with them.

That

isn't

the right thing, brats, and you

didn't ought to turn grown-up people out to

Well, I suppose I must
them a shake-down.He did not ask them any more questions,
for wdiat could be more simple than to have
no domicile ? The elder of the boys, who
had almost recovered the happy carelessness
grass in that way.
find

childhood,,

of

funny for

made

all that, for

this

remark;

mamma

^^

said she

It

is

would

take us to fetch blessed box, on Palm Sunday.
Mamma is a lady who lives with Mamselle
Miss.-

^^— Tanflute?- Gavroche added.
He stopped, and for some minutes searched
all sort

of corners which he had in his rags:
he raised his head with an air

at length

which only wished to be
triumphant,

satisfied,

but was in

reality

"Calm yourselves, my infants; here is
supper for three.And he drew a sou from one of his pockets;
without giving the lads time to feel amazed,
he, pushed them both before him into the
baker's shop, and laid his sou on the counter,
exclaiming,

" Boy,

five

centimes' worth of bread.

The baker, w^ho was the master
took up a loaf and a knife.

in person,

" In three pieces, my boy,- Gavroche
marked, and he added with dignity,
"

We

re-

are three.

And

seeing that the baker, examining the
three suppers, had taken a loaf of black
bread, he thrust his finger into his nose, with
as imperious a sniff as if

he had the great
Frederick's pinch of snuff on his thumb, and
cast
the baker's face this indignant re-

m

mark,
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" Keksek9a T'
Those of our readers who might be tempted to see in this remark of Gavroche's to the
baker a Eussian or Polish word, or one of
the savage cries which the loways or the
Botocudos hurl at each other across the de-

I

would

take

more care

of

them than

that."

As they were finishing their bread, they
reached the corner of that morose Eue de
Ballet at the end of which the low and hostile wicket of La Force is visible.

''Hilloli, is that you, Gavroche?" some
serted streams, are warned that this is a
word which they (our readers) employ daily, one said.
'' Hilloh, is that
you, Montparnasse ?" said
and which signifies " qu'est ce que dest que
The baker perfectly comprehended, Gavroche.
cela T'
It was a man who accosted Gavroche, no
and replied,
'^^Why, it is bread, very good seconds other than Montparnasse disguised with blue
'^
spectacles, but Gavroche was able to recogbread.
"You mean black bread," Gavroche re- nize him.
"My eye !" Gavroche went on, "you have
marked, with a calm and cold disdain.
" White bread, my lad; I stand treat."
a skin of the color of a linseed poultice and
The baker could not refrain from smiling, blue spectacles like a doctor. That's your
and while cutting some white bread gazed at style, on the word of an old man !"
^''Silence," feaid Montparnasse,
^^not so
them in a compassionate way which offended
loud;" and he quickly dragged Gavroche out
Gavroche.

"Well," he

said,

"what

that you look at us in that

When

is

there about us

way ?"

the bread was cut, the baker put
till, and Gavroche said to the

the two little boys
;
followed mechanically, holding each other by
the hand.
When they were under the black
of the light of the shops

the sou in the

arch of a gateway, protected from eyes and

two boys,

rain,

" Grub away."
The boys looked at him in surprise, and
Gavroche burst into a laugh.
" Oh yes, that's true, they don't understand yet, they are so
And he continued,

little."

— " Eat."

At the same time he gave each of them a
lump of bread. Thinking that the elder,
who appeared to him more worthy of his
conversation, merited some special encouragement, and ought to have any hesitation

about satisfying his hunger removed,
added, as he gave him the larger lump,
" Shove that into your musket."

he

There was one piece smaller than the two
and he took that for himself. The
poor boys, Gavroche included, were starving;
others,

while tearing the bread with their teeth, they
blocked up the baker's shop, who, now that

he was paid, looked at them angrily.
" Let us return to the street," said Gavroche.

They

started again in the direction of the

and from time to time, as they passed
lighted shops, the younger boy stopped to see
what o'clock it was by a leaden watch hung
round his neck by a string,
"Well, he is a baby/^ said Gavroche.
Then he thoughtfully growled between his
teeth, '' No matter, if I had brats of my own
Bastile,

Montparnasse remarked,
^'Do you know where I am going?"
" To the abbey of Go-up-with-regret" (the
scaffold), said Gavroche.
^^ Joker !"
And Montparnasse added,
''\ am going to meet Babet."
" Ah !" said Gavroche, '' her name is Babet
is

it?"

Montparnasse lowered his voice,
"It is not a she but a he."
"I thought he was buckled up."
"He has unfastened the buckle," Montparnasse replied.
And he hurriedly told the boy that, on
that very morning, Babet, while being removed to the Conciegerie, escaped by turn-

ing to the 1-eft instead of the right in the
"police office passage."

Gavroche admired his skill.
What a dentist I" he said.
Montparnasse added a few details about
Babet's escape, and ended with, ^^Oh, that is
'^

not all."
Gavroche, while talking, had seized a cane
which Montparnasse held in his hand: he
mechanically pulled at the upper part, and
a dagger blade became visible.

"Ah
back,

!"

he said, as he quickly thrust

it

"you have brought your gendarme

with you disguised as a civilian."

—

—

—

;

—
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Montparnasse winked.
^'The deuce r Gavroclie continued, ^^are
you going to have a turn-up with the slops T^
" There^s
no knowing/" Montparnasse
answered carelessly, ^^it^s always as well to
have a pin about you/^
Gavroche pressed him.
^^
What are you going to do to-night T'
Montparnasse again became serious, and

mincmg his words,
Some things.""

said,
''

And he

suddenly changed the conversa-

tion.

" By the bye—""
^^What?""

happened the other day.
Just fancy. I meet a bourgeois, and he
makes me a present of a sermon and a purse.
I put it in my pocket, a moment later I
feel for it, and there was nothing there.""
" Only the sermon,"" said Gavroche.
'^ But where are you going
now ?"" Montparnasse continued.
Gavroche pointed to his two proteges, and
said,

I

am

going to put these two children to

bed.""

" Wh^re
^'

^^

At my house.""
Have you a lodging

Where

it"s

done, and there's

seen,""

After a pause Gavroche added,
"I shall have a ladder for these young
ones."'

Montparnasse burst into a laugh.
" Where the devil did you pick up those
brats

?'"

"A barber
In

come

made me a present of them.""
the meanwhile Montparnasse had be-

pensive.

"You recognized me very easily,"" he said.
He took from his pocket two small objects,
quills

wrapped

in cotton,

thrust one into each nostril; they
quite a different nose.

"That changes you,""
are not so ugly now,

them

and

made him

said Gavroche;

and you ought

to

"you
keep

in for good.""

Montparnasse was a handsome fellow, but
Gavroche was fond of a Joke.
"Without any humbug,"" Montparnasse
asked; " what do you think of me now ?""
It was also a different sound of voice; in a
second Montparnasse had become unrecognizable.

"Oh play Porrichinelle for me !"" Gavroche exclaimed.
The two lads, who had heard nothing up
to this moment, engaged as they were them!

?""

?""

"Yes.""
''

turn, eric crac,

no one to be

which were

" Something that

'"^

" One
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selves
?""

in

thrusting their fingers up their

drew nearer on hearing this name, and
" Inside the elephant,"" said Gavroche.
gazed at Montparnasse with a beginning of
Montparnasse, though naturally not easy joy and admiration.
Unhappily Montparto astonish, could not refrain for the exclam- nasse was in no humor for jesting;
he laid
ation,
his hand on Gavroche"s shoulder, and said,
" Inside the elephant ?""
with a stress on each word,
'^
Well, yes, kekQaa?""
"Listen to what I tell you, boy; if I were
This is another word belonging to the on the square, with my dog, my knife,
and
language which nobody reads and everybody my wife, and you were to offer me ten
double
speaks; kek^aa signifies, qu' est-ce-que cela a 9 sous I would not refuse to work, but
we are
The gamin"s profound remark brought Mont- not at Shrove Tuesday.""*
parnasse back to calmness and good sense
This strange sentence produced a singular
he seemed to entertain a better opinion of effect on the gamin, he turned round
sharpnoses,

Gavroche"s lodgings.
" Ah, yes,'" he said, " elephant.
Are you
comfortable there ?""
" Very,"" Gavroche replied. ''Most comfortable.
There are no draughts as there
are under the bridges."

—

How do you get in is there a hole ?""
Of course there is, but you have no need
to mention it; it"s between the front legs,
and the bobbies don"t know it.'"
''And you climb in ? yes, I understand.""
''

"

ly,
looked with his little bright eyes all
around, and noticed a few yards off a policeman with his back turned to them. Gavroche let an "all-right"" slip from him,
which he at once repressed, and shook Montparnasse"s hand.

*Ecoute ce que

je te dis, gar9on, si j'^tais siir la

avec mon dogue, ma digue, et ma digue, et
si vous me prodiguiez dix gros sous, je ne ref userais
d'y goupiner, mais nous ne sommes pas le Mardiplace,,

gras.
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good -night/'

'^MVell^

my

to

elepliant with

lie

my

said;

brats.

want me any night

happen

to

there.

I lodge in the entresol,

no porter; ask
^^

for

''lam
Siioiild

you'll find

oil

you

mo

and there's
Monsieur Gavroche/

All right/' said Montparnusse.

And
toward

parted^ Montparnasse going
Greve, and GaM'oclie toward the
The youngest boy, dragged on by

they
tlie

Bastile.

whom

Gavroche dragged along
round several times to
watch Porrichinelle go away.
The enigmatical sentence by which Montparnasse informed Gavroche of the presence
of the policeman contained no other talisman
but the sound dig repeated five or six times
under various forms.
This syllabi e^, not
pronounced
separately^,
but
artistically
mingled w'lt^i the words of a sentence, means
^•take care, we cannot speak freely.-'
There
was also in Moiitparnasse's remark a literary
beauty which escaped Gavroche's notice,
his brother;,

in his turn, looked

that

is,

^'

mon

dogeu, vui dagiie,

et

ma

digue,''

a phrase of the Temple slang greatly in use
among the bandits of the great age in which
Moliej'e wrote and Callot designed.

Twenty years back there nught have been
seen in the southeastern corner of the square
of the Bastile, near the canal dock, dug in
the old moat of the citadel prison, a quaint

gloomy, enigmatical and immense; it looked
like a powerful phantom visible and erect by
the side of the invisible spectre of the Bastile.

Few

edifice, and no
was falling in ruins,
and each season, plaster becoming detached
from its flanks, made horrible wounds upon
it.
The ^'Ediles,'" as they were called in the
fashionable slang, had forgotten it since 1811;
it stood there in its corner, gloomy, sickly,
crumbling away, surrounded by rotting
palings, which were sullied every moment by
drunken drivers; tliere were yawning cracks
in its stomach, a lath issued from its tail, and
tall grass grew between its legs; and as the
level of the square had risen during the last
thirty years through that slow and continuous
movement which insensibly elevates tlie soil
of great cities, it was in a hollow and it
seemed as if the earth was giving away
beneath it. It was unclean, despised, repulsive, and superb; ngly in the eyes of cits, but
melancholy in the eyes of the thinker. It
had something about it of the ordure which
is swept away, and something of the majesty

strangers visited

passer-by looked at

it.

this

It

which is decapitated.
As we said, at night its appearance changed
for night

is tlie

real

medium

;

of every thing

which is shadow.
So soon as twilight set in
the old elephant was transfigured; and it
assumed a|)lacid and redoubtable appearance
in the formidable serenity of the darkness,
x4lS
it belonged to the past it belonged to

already been effaced
from the memory of Parisians, and which
should have left some trace, as it was an idea
of the '^ member of the Institute, commander- night, and this obscurity suited its grandeur.
We say This monument, rude, broad, heavy, rough,
in-chief of the army of Egypt."
monument, though it was only a plaster cast, austere, and almost shapeleSvS, but most
but this cast itself, a prodigious sketch, the assuredly majestic, and imprinted with a
grand corpse of a ISTapoleonic idea which two species of magnificent and savage gravity, has
or three successive puffs of wind carried away disappeared to allow the sort of gigantic
each time further from us, had become stove, adorned with its chimney-pot, to reign
in peace, which was substituted for the
historic, and assumed something definitive,
which formed a contrast with its temporary frowning fortalice with its mere towers, much
appearance. It was an elephant, forty feet in the same way as the bourgeoisie are substi-

monument, which has

high, constructed of carpentry and masonary,
bearing on its back a castle which resembled a

house, once paii^ted green by some plasterer,
and now painted black by the heavens, the
In this deserted and uncovrain, and time.
ered corner of the square the wide forehead
of the colossus, its trunk,

its

tusks,

its castle,

tuted for feudalism. It is very simple that a
stove should be the symbol of an epoch in
which a copper contains the power. This
period will pass away, it is already passing

people are beginning to understand
may be strength in a boiler there
can only be power in a brain; in other words,
that what leads and carries away the world is
not locomotive but ideas. Attach locomotives
to ideas, and then it is all right; but do not

away;
that

if

there

enormous back, and its four feet like
columns, produced at night upon the starlit
sky a surprising and terrible outline. No one
knew what it meant and it seemed a sort of take the horse for the rider.
However this may be, to return
It was
symbol of the popular strength.
its

to the

THENARDIER'S

f^SCAPE.
Hu^O.
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hold

Bas tile square/ the architect of the elephant
to produce something grand with

up, you,'' he said to the elder.

managed

your hand."

plaster while the architect of the stovepipe
has succeeded in making something little out
This stovepipe, which was
bronze.
of
christened a sonorous name^ and called the
Column of July, this spoiled monument of an
abortive revolution, was still wrapped up, in
1832, in an immense sheet of carpentry-work,
which we regret for our part, and a vast
enclosure of planks, which completed the
It was to this
isolation of the elephant.
corner of this square, which was scarce
lighted by the reflection of a distant oil lamp,
that the gamin led the tw^o children.
(Allow us to interrupt our narrative here,
and remind our readers that we are recording

The little boys nudged each other, for the
gamin at once frightened and reassured them,
and then it was raining very hard. The elder
boy ventured, and the younger, on seeing his
brother ascending and himself left alone

the simple truth, and that twenty years ago a
boy,

who was caught

sleeping in the inside of

the elephant of the Bastile, was brought
before the police on the charge of vagabondage and breaking a public monument.)

On coming near the colossus Gavroche
understood the effect which the infinitely
great may produce on the infinitely little,
and

between the feet of this great beast, felt
greatly inclined to cry, but did not dare.
The elder climbed up the rungs of the ladder
in a very tottering way, and as he did so
Gavroche encouraged him by exclamations
of a fencing-master to his pupils, or of a muleteer to his mules.

—

Don't be frightened—that is it keep on
set your foot there
now, your hand
here bravo
And when he was within reach he quickly
and powerfully seized him by the arm, and
drew him to him.
''
Swallowed " he said.
The boy had passed through the crevice.
" ]^ow," said Gavroche, '' wait for me.
Pray sit down, sir."

moving

—

—

—

!

!

And, leaving the hole
he had entered

said,

I will

it,

he

slid

same way as
down the elephant's
in the

" Don^t be frightened brats.^^

leg with the agility of a squirrel, fell

Then he went through

feet in the

on his

youngest boy
into the ground round the elephant, and round the waist, and planted him on the
helped the children to pass through the middle of the ladder; then he began ascend
breach. Th^lads, a little frightened, followed ing behind him, shouting to the elder boy,
'' I'll push him, and you'll pull him."
Gavroche without a word, and confided in
this little Providence in rags who had given
In a second the little fellow was pushed up
them bread and promised them a bed. A dragged, pulled and drawn through the hole
ladder, employed by workmen at the column before he knew where he was, and Gavroche,
by day, was lying along the pailings; Gav- entering after him, kicked away the ladder,
roche raised it with singular vigor, and placed which fell in the grass, and clapped his hands
it against one of the elephants fore legs.
At as he shouted, '' There we are! long live Genthe point were the ladder ended a sort of eral Lafayette!
This explosion over," he
black hole could be distinguished in the belly added, '' Brats, you are in my house."
of the colossus.
Gavroche pointed out the
Gavroche was, in fact at home. Oh unladder and the hole to his guests, and said, expected utility of the useless! oh, charity of
" Go up, and go in.'^
The two little boys great things oh, goodness of the giants this
looked at each other in terror.
huge monument, which had contained a
^^You are frightened, brats ^^ Gavroche thought of the emperor, had become the
exclaimed, and added, *^you shall see/^
lodging of a gamin; the brat had been acHe clung around the elephant^s wrinkled cepted and sheltered by the colossus. The
foot, and in a twinkling, without deigning to cits in their Sunday clothes who passed by
employ the ladder, he reached the hole. He the elephant of the Bastile were prone to say
went in like a lizard gliding into a crevice, as they measured it with a contemptuous look
and a moment after the bo3^s saw his head, from the eyes flush with their head. Of what
like a white livid form, on the edge of the service is that ?
It served to save from cold,
a hole in the palings

grass, seized the

!

!

!

I

which was full of darkness.
from frost, from damp and rain, to protect
he cried, "come up, my blessed from the winter wind, to preserve from sleepbabes.
You will see how snug it is. Come ing in the mud, which entails fever, and

hole,

''Well,''

Hugo.

Vol.
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from sleeping in the snow, which causes
and motherless boy,

death, a little fatherless

up in the Heidelberg tun, or, better still what
Jonas must have experienced in the biblical

without bread, clothes, or shelter. It served belly of the whale. An entire gigantic skeleto shelter the innocent boy, whom society re- ton was visible to them and enveloped them
It served to diminish the public above their heads a long brown beam, from
pulsed.
It was a lair opened to him, against which sprang at regular distances massive
wrong.
whom all doors were closed. It seemed as if cross bars, represented the spine with the ribs,
the old wretched mastodon, attacked by ver- stalactites of plaster hung down like viscera,
min and oblivion, covered with warts, mould and vast spider webs formed from one side to
and ulcers, tottering, crumbling, abandoned, the other dusty diaphragms. Here and there
and condemned, a species of colossal mendi- in corners could be seen large black sjDots
cant asking in vain alms of a benevolent which seemed alive, and changed places rapglance in the midst of the highway, had taken idly, with a quick and startled movement.
pity on this other beggar, the poor pigmy The pieces which had fallen from the elewho walked about without shoes on his feet, phant's back on its belly had filled up the
without a ceiling over his head, blowing his concavity, so that it was impossible to walk on
fingers, dressed in rags, and supporting life on it as on a flooring.
The youngest lad nudged
what was thrown away. This is of what use his brother and said,
the elephant of the Bastile was, and this idea
^at is black."
of Napoleon's, disdained by men, had been
This remark caused Gavroche to object, for
taken up again by God what had only been the petrified air of the two lads rendered a
The em- shock necessary.
illustrious had become august.
''
What are you talking about ?" he shouted
peror would have needed, in order to realize
what he meditated, porphyry, bronze, iron, ^^ what's that nonsense, eh ? you're showing
gold, and marble, but for God, the old collec- your disgust, are you ? I suppose you want
tion of planks, beams, and plaster was suffi- the Tuileries ? are you brutes ? if you are, say
cient.
The emperor had had a dream of so, but I warn you that I'm not a fellow to
Ah, ah, to hear
genius; in this Titanic elephant, armed, pro- put up with any humbug.
digious, raising its trunk, and S230uting all you talk one would think that your father
around glad and living waters, he wished to in- was a prince of the blood."
A little roughness is good in ^rror, for it
carnate the people, and God had made a
greater thing of it, for He lodged a child in it. reassures; the two children drew nearer to
The hole by which Gavroche entered was a Gavroche who, affected paternally by this
breach scarce visible from the outside, as it confidence, passed from sterness to gentleness
was concealed, as we said, under the ele- and addressing the younger lad,
" You little goose," he said, toning down
phant's belly, and so narrow that only cats and
the
boys could pass through it.
insult with a caressing inflection of the
''
Let us begin,'' said Gavroche, '' by telling voice, ^^ it is outside that it's black. Outthe porter that we are not at home."
side it rains, and here it does not rain; outAnd plunging into the darkness with cer- side it is cold, and here there is not a breath
tainty, like a man who knows every corner of of wind; outside there is a heap of people,
the room, he took a plank and stopped up the and here there's nobody; outside there's not
hole.
Gavroche plunged again into the dark even the moon, and here there's a candle, the
ness, the children heard the phizzing of a deuce take it all."
match dipped into the bottle of phosphorus,
The two lads began looking around the
for lucifer matches did not yet exist
and the apartment with less terror, but Gavroche did
Fumade fire-producer represented progress at not allow them any leisure for contemplation.
^^ Quick
I" he said.
that day. A sudden light made them wink,
And he thrust them toward what we are
Gavroche had lit one of those rope's-ends
dipped in pitch, which are called '^ cellar very happy to call the end of the room, where
Gavroche's bed was perfect,
his bed was.
rats;'^ and this thing which smoked more
than it illumined, rendered the inside of the that is to say, there was a mat trass, a coverlet,
elephant indistinctly visible. Gavroche's two and an alcove with curtains. The mattress
guests looked around them, and had much was a straw mat, and the coverlet was a
such a feeling as any one would feel if shut rather wide wrapper of coar&f/, gray wool, very
;

—

— —

—

—

—

—

——
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warm, and nearly new.

is

what the

coYe was, —three long props were
curely into the plaster

soil,

that

driven

is
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After a pause he continued,
" The beasts had all that, and I took him
from them, and they were not at all angry,
for I told them that I wanted them for the

al-

se-

to say, the

elephant's belly, two in front and one behind
and were fastened by a cord at the top, so as
These props supto form a hollow pyramid.

elephant."

There was another interval of silence,
which he continued, *^ Yqu climb over
walls and take a sight at the government,

ported a grating of brass wire, simply laid
upon them, but artistically fastened with iron
wire, so that it entirely surrounded the three
poles.
A row of large stones fastened the
lattice-work down to the ground so that

after

that's the dodge."

The two

lads

and
and inven-

gazed with a timid

stupefied respect at this intrepid

vagabond like them, isolated
them, weak like them, who had something admirable and omnipotent about him,
who appeared to them supernatural, and
whose face was composed of all the grimaces
of an old mountebank, mingled with the
held down the lattice-work in front, and simplest and most charming smile.
^*Then, sir," the elder lad said timidly,
shouted to the lads,
^^ You are not afraid of the police ?"
^^
Xow, then, on all fours.^'
Gavroche limited himself to answering,
He made his guests enter the cage cau^'Brat! you mustn't say policemen, but
tiously, then went in after them, brought the

nothing could pass, and this lattice was
merely a piece of the brass work put up
Gavroche's bed
in aviaries in menageries,
was under the wire-work as in a cage, and
the whole resembled an Esquimaux's tent.
Gavroche moved a few of the stones that

stones together again,

the openingi

They

and hermetically closed
down all three on

tive being, a

I

j

like

j

slops."

The younger had

lay

the mat, and though they were all so short,
not one of them could stand upiight in the
Gavroche still held the '' cellar rat'^
alcove.
in his hand.
'^
Now,'' he said, '' to roost; I am going to
suppress the chandelier."
^^ What is that, sir ?" the elder of the lads

asked Gavroche, pointing to the grass grating.
^^ That,'^ said Gavroche gravely, '^is on account of the rats. Go to roost I"
Still he* thought himself obliged to add a
few words of instruction to these young
creatures, and continued,
^"^It comes from the Jardin des Plantes,

his eyes wide open, but

was at the edge of the
mat, the elder being in the centre, Gavroche
tucked in the coverlet round him as a mother
would have done, and raised the mat under
his head with old rags, so as to make him a
Then he turned to the elder boy
pillow.
said nothing; as he

^^Well!
-^

at

Oh

it is

jolly here,

eh?"

yes I" the lad answered, as he looked

Gavroche with the expression of a saved

angel.

The two poor

little fellows,

who were wet

through, began to grow warm again.
"By the bye," Gavroche went on, "why
were you blubbering ?"
"'
And pointing to the younger boy he said

and is employed to guard ferocious animals.
There is a whole storehouse full; you have to his brother,
*^
A fondling like that, I don't say no; but
only to climb over a wall, crawl through a
window, and pass under a door, and you can a tall chap like you, when he cries, looks
like a stuck pig."
have as much as you like."
Well, sir," the lad said, we hadn't any
While speaking he wrapped up the little
lodging to go to."
boy in the blanket, who murmured,
^^
" Brat," Gavroche remarked, "you musn't
Oh, that is nice, it's so warm !"
-'

Gavroche took a glance of satisfaction at
the coverlet.
*^That also comes from the Jardin des
Plantes." he
monkeys."

And

said, ^^I

nobbled

it

from the

pointing out to the elder one the

straw mat on which he was lying, which was
very thick and admirably made, he added,
" That belonged to the giraffe."

say lodging, but ken."

" And then we felt afraid of being alone
like that in the night."
'^People don't say night, but gropus."
'^
Thank you, sir," said the boy.

"Listen to me," Gavroche went on. '' You
must never blubber for any thing. I'll take
care of you, and you'll see what fun we shall
have.

In summer we'll go to the Glacier©

—
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with Kavet^ a pal of mine well bathe in the
dock, and run about naked on the timber
floats in front of the bridge of Austerlitz, for

trouble,

;

washerwoman
they kick, and, Lord

makes

that

They yell,
knew how

I

they are!

if

you only

We'll go and

man, he's all alive oh at the
ChamjDS Elysees, and that parishioner is as
thin as a church-mouse. And then I will
take you to the play, and let you see Frederick Lemaitre; I get tickets, for I know some
actors, and even pel'formed myself once in a
piece; we were a lot of boys who ran about
under a canvas, and that made the sea. I
will get you an engagement at my theatre. We
will go and see the savages, but they aint real
savages, they wear pink fleshing which form
creases, and you can see repairs made at their
elbows with white thread. After that we will
go to the opera, and enter with the clappers,

sort,

at his door.

Ah we
I

shall

amuse

this

moment

Gavroche's iiand,

a drop of pitch

and

recalled

him

The

devil,

he

" the match

said,

It's

like

that

humbugging

almost as fine as the

as people say in fashionable society.

Am-

yourselves well

up

going to

the light

i3ut

Wrap
am

in the blanket, for I

out;

are

you

all

right ?"

on

"Yes,"
and feel

to the

is

isn't

it

This said, he restored order in the grating,
pushed the two lads on to the bed,
pressed their knees to make them lie full
length, and cried,
his candle,
^' Since le bon Dieu is lighting
Children, my 3^oung
I can put out mine.
humans, we must sleep, for it's very bad not
It makes you stink in the throat,
to sleep.

realities of life.
'^

the

softly

our-

fell

is

so growl-

bigu."

selves famously."

At

and

lightening.

Eue de Marais,
name's Samson, and he's got a letter-

box

is

the thunder-clap to burst into a laugh.
" Be calm, my children, and do not upset
the edifice.
That's fine thunder of the right

tioner to 3^ou; he lives in the
his

so that

the elephant's belly.
Almost at the
same moment the thunder roared, and very
furiously: the two little boys uttered a cry
and rose so quickly that the brass grating was
almost thrown down; but Gavroclie turned
toward them his bold face, and profited by

though I wouldn't care to be seen with them
on the Boulevard. At the opera, just fancy,
they're people who pay their twenty sous,
but they are asses, and we call them dishAnd, then, we will go and see a man
clouts.
guillotined, and 111 point out the execu-

and

and

in

very well selected at the opera,

are

us,

the old water-carrier

with us."
This allusion to the thunder, whose consequences Gavroche, in his quality a nineteenth-century philosopher, accepted, was
followed by a lengthened flash, so dazzling
that a portion of it passed through the hole

see the skeleton

who

drown

can't

it

why

ii]g

ferocious.

tlie

ridicu-lous

reason

my

wear-

said the elder boy,

as if I

"I'm

all right,

had a feather pillow under

head."

'^You mustn't say 'head,'" Gavroche
than a sou a month for lighting, and when cried, "but 'nut.'"
The two lads crept close together; Gavpeople go to bed they are expected to sleep.
We haven't the time to read Monsieur Paul roche made them all right on the mat, and
de Kock's romances.
Besides, the light pulled the blanket up to their ears; then he
might pass through the crevices of the gate, repeated for the third time in the hieratic
and the slops might see it."
language, " Roost."
^^
And then," said the elder lad, who alone
And he blew^ out the rope's end. The
ing out.

Pay attention

I

I can't afford

more

;

;

dared to speak to Gavroche and answer him*
" a spark might fall on the straw, and we
must be careful not to set the house on fire."
^'^You musn't say "set a house a-fire,'"
Gavroche remarked, ^^but blaze a crib.'"
The storm grew more furious, and through
the thunder-peals the rain could be heard pattering on the back of the colossus.
"The rain's sold!" said Gavroche. ''I
like to hear the contents of the water-bottle
running down the legs of the house. Win'^

ter's

an

ass, it

loses

its

time,

it

loses

its

light

j

'

!

I

:

I

'

I

\

i

^\•as

scarce extinguished ere a singular

trembling began to shake the trellice-work
under which the three children were lying.
It was a multitude of dull rubbings which
produced a metallic sound, as if claws and
teeth were assailing the copper wire, and
this was accompanied by all sorts of little
Tlie little boy of five j^ears of
shrill cries.
age, hearing this noise above his head, and
chilled with terror, nudged his elder brother,
but he was " roosting" already, as Gavroche
had ordered him; then the little one, unable
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any longer for fright, dared to
address Gayroche, but in a very low voice
and holding his breath.
to hold out

^^SirP'
"'Hilloh!'^ said Gavroche,

who had

just

closed his eyes.

^^Whatisthatr
" It^'s the rats/' Gavroche

"And
The

rats,

answered.
he laid his head again on the mat.
which were really by thousands in

and were the live
black spots to which we have alluded, had
been held in check by the flame of the link
so long as it was alight, but so soon as this
the elephant's carcase,

cavern, which was, so to speak, their city,
had been restored to night, sniffing what

famous

that

story-teller,

Perrault,

calls

fresh meat,'' they rushed in bands to Gavroche's tent, climbed to the top, and were
''

biting the meshes, as

if

trying to enter this

And, then,
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am

Stay, take

here.

my

hand,

hold your tongue and sleep."
Gavroche at the same time took the boy's
hand across his brother, and the child pressed
the hand against his body, and felt reassured,
for courage and strength have mysterious

communications. Silence had set in again
around them, the sound of voices had startled
and driven away the rats, and when they returned a few minutes later, and furiously attacked, the three boys, plunged in sleep,
heard nothing more. The night hours passed
away; darkness covered the immense Bastile
Square, a winter wind, which was mingled
with the rain, blew in gusts; the patrols examined doors, enclosures, and dark corners,
and, while searching for nocturnal vagabonds,
passed silently before the elephant; the monster, erect and motionless, with its eyes open
in the darkness, seemed to be dreaming, as

at its good deed, and sheltered
from the sky and rain the three poor sleep''
In order to understand what
ing children.
''
is going to follow, it must be remembered
^^ What are rats?"
that at this period the main-guard of the
^^ They're mice."
Bastile was situated at the other end of the
This explanation slightly reassured the square, and that what took place near the
child, for he had seen white mice in his life, elephant could neither be prevented nor
and had not been afraid of them; still he heard by the sentry. Toward the end of the
hour which immediately precedes daybreak,
raised his voice again.
" Sir ?"
a man came running out of the Eue St. An" Well ?" Gavroche repeated.
toine, crossed the square, went round the great
enclosure of the column of July, and slipped
'MYhy don't you keep a cat?"
/^*^I had one," Gavroche answered; "I through the palings under the elephant's
belly.
If any light had fallen on this man,
(^brought it here, but they ate it for me."
This second explanation undid the work of it might have been guessed from his thorthe first, and the child began trembling oughly drenched state that he had passed
once more; the dialogue between him and the night in the rain. On getting under the
Gavroche was resumed for the fourth elephant he uttered a peculiar cry, which
belongs to no human language, and which a
time.

novel sort of trap.

In the meanwhile the

if satisfied

one did not sleep.
Sir ?" he began again.
Well ?" Gavroche asked.

little

''

Sir ?"
?"

parrot alone could

" Well
"
''

What was
The cat."

eaten ?"

raphy

'^

The rats."
The mice ?"

" Yes, the

The

rats."

child, terrified

by these mice which

ate the cats, continued,
*'

Would

"

Oh

He

repeated

scarce

supplies

any

idea,

Kiri-

At the second cry a clear, gay,
and young voice answered from the elephant's belly, " Yes !" Almost immediatily
kikiou!"

" AVhat ate the cat ?"
«

produce.

twice this cry, of which the following orthog-

those mice eat us ?"

Lord, yes !" Gavroche said.

The child's terror was at its height, but
Gavroche added,
" Don't be frightened, they can't get in.

the plank that closed the hole was removed,
and it left a passage for a lad, who slid down
the elephant's leg and fell at the man's feet.
It

was Gavroche, and the

nasse.

As

man was Montpar-

for the cry of Kirikihiou,

doubtless what the lad

meant to say

by,

it

was

^^

You

Monsieur Gavroche."
hearing it he jumped up with a start,
crept out of his alcove by moving the grating

will ask for

On
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and then carefully closing it again, plete idea, w^as, with the appearance of a
opened the trap and went delicate complexion and a deeply premediThe man and child silently recog- tated languor, a polished, intelligent robber,
down.
nized each other in the night, and Montpar- who possessed a caressing look and an atrocnasse confined himself to saying,
ious smile.
His look was the result of his
We want you, come and give us a help.'^ will, and his smile the result of his nature.
The gamin asked for no other explanation, His first studies in his art w^ere directed to
'^
Here I am,^^ he said.
roofs, and he had given a great impulse to
And the jDair proceeded toward the Eue St. the trade of lead stealers, who strip roofs and
Antoine, whence Montparnasse had come, carry away gutters by the process called an
winding rapidly through the long file of gras double.
What finally rendered the
market carts which w^ere coming into town at moment favorable for an attempted escape
The gardeners, lying on their was that workmen wei-e at this very moment
the time.
wagons among their salads and vegetables, engaged in re-laying and re-tippiug the prison
half aslee23, and rolled up to their eyes in slates.
The Saint Bernard was not absohitely
their great-coats, owing to the beating rain, isolated from the Charlemagne and St. Louis
did not even look at these strange passers-by. yards, for there were on the roof scaffolding
and ladders, in other words, bridges and
staircases, on the side of deliverance.
The
CHAPTER CCI.
new building, which was tlie most cracked
and decrepit affair possible to imagine,
I]S'OIDEXTS OF AX ESCAPE.
was the weak point of the building. SaltThis is what occurred on the same night petre had so gnawn the walls that it had
An escape had been concerted been found necessary to prop up and shore
at la Force.
between Babet, Brujon, Gueulemer, and the ceilings of the dormitories, because stones
Thenardier, although Thenardier was in became detached and fell on the prisoners'
secret confinement.
Babet had managed the beds. In spite of this antiquity, the error
affair on his own account during the day, as was committed of confinhig in the new buildw^e lieard from Montparnasse^s narrative to ing the most dangerous prisoners, and placGavroche, and Montparnasse was to help them ing in it the '^ heavy cases,'' as is said in the
a

little,

after wliicli he

'"

outside.

Brujon, while spending a

a punishment room,

had time,

month in
to make

first

a rope, and, secondly, to ripen a plan.

Formerly, these severe places, in which prison
discipline leaves the prisoner to himself, were

composed of four stone

walls, a stone ceiling,

a brick pavement, a camp-bed, a grated skylight, and a gate lined with iron, and were

prison jargon.

The new building contained

four sleeping-wards, one above the other, and
a garret-floor called the

''

Fine

air."

A large

some old
Force, started from

stove-pipe, probably belonging to

kitchen of the Dues de la
the ground-floor, passed through the four
stories, cut in two the sleeping-wards, in

which it figured as a sort of flattened pillar,
and issued through a hole in the roof.
sidered too horrible, so now it is composed of Gueulemer and Brujon w^ere in the same ward,
an iron gate, a grated skylight, a camp-bed, a and had been placed through precaution on the
called

dungeons

;

but the dungeon was con-

brick pavement, a stone ceiling, four stone
and it is called a ^' punishment room.^'

walls,

A

lifctle

daylight

is

visible

about mid-day.

The inconvenience of these rooms, which, as
we see, are not dungeons, is to leave beings
to think who ought to be set to w^ork.
Brujon, therefore, reflected, and he left the
punishment room with a cord. As he was
considered very dangerous in the Charlemagne
yard, he was placed in the new building, and
the first thmg he found there was Gueulemer,
the second a nail; Gueulemer, that is to say,
crime, and a nail, that is to say, liberty.

Brujon, of wdiom

it is

time to form a com-

Accident w^illed it that the
head of their beds rested against the stove
pipe.
Thenardier was exactly above their
heads in the attic called Fine air.

ground-floor.

The

passer-by,

who

staps in the

Eue Cul-

ture Sainte Catherine, after passing the

fire-

man's barracks, aud in front of the bathhouse gateway, sees a courtyard full of
flowers and shrubs in boxes, at the end of
which is a small white rotunda with two
wings, enlivened by green shutters, the
bucolic dream of Jean Jacques.
Not ten
years ago there rose above this rotunda a
black, enormous, frightful, naked wall, which
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was the outer wall of la Force. This wall
hehind this rotunda was like a glimpse of
Milton caught hehind Berquin. High though
it was, this wall was surmounted hy an even
it
hi acker roof which could be seen beyond,
was the roof of the new building.
Four dormer windows protected by bars
could be seen in it, and they were the windows of Fine air, and a chimney passed
through the roof, ^hich was the chimney of
the sleeping wards. Fine air, the attic-floor
of the new building was a species of large hall,
closed with triple gratings and iron-lined
When
doors, starred with enormous nails.
you entered by the north end, you had on
your left the four dormers, and on your right
facing these, four square and spacious cages,
separated by narrow passages, built up to
breast-height of masonry, and the rest of the
Thenardier had been conroof of iron bars.
fined in solitary punishment since the night
It was never discovered how, or
of Feb. 3.
by what connivance, he succeeded in procuring and concealing a bottle of that prepared wine, invented, so ^tis said, by Desrues,
in which a narcotic is mixed, and which the
band of the Endormeurs rendered celebrated.
There are in many prisons treacherous turn-

—

who

assist in

escapes, sell to the police a faithless

domes-

keys, half gaolers, half robbers,

ticity,

and ^^make the handle

basket dance.

of the salid-

"^

On this very night, then, when little Gavroche picked up the two straying children,
Brujon and Gueulemer, who knew that Bawho had escaped that same morning, was
waiting for them in the street with Montparnasse, gently rose, and began breaking open
with a nail| which Brujon had found the
stove pipe against which their beds were.
The rubbish fell on Br u jour's bed, so that it
was not heard, and the gusts of wind mingled
with the thunder shook the doors on their
hinges, and produced a frightful and hideous
row in the prison.
Those prisoners who
awoke pretended to fall asleep again, and ..oft
Brujon and Gueulemer to do as they pleased;
and Brujon was skilful and Gueulemer was
vigorous.
Before any sound had reached the
watchman who was seated in the grated cell
which looked into the ward, the wall was
broken through, the chimney escalated, the
iron trellis- work which close the upper opening of the chimney forced, and the two formidable bandits were on the roof. The rain
bet,
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and the wind were tremendous, and the roof
was slippery.
^^ What a fine night for an escape V said
Brujon.
An abyss of six feet in width and eighty
feet deep separated them from the surrounding wall, and at the bottom of this abyss they
could see a sentry's musket gleaming in the
darkness.
They fastened to the ends of the
chimney bars which they had just broken the
rope which Brujon had woven in the cell,
threw the other end over the outer wall,
crossed the abyss at a bound, clung to the
coping of the wall, bestraddled it, glided in
turn along the rope to a little roof which
joins the bath-house, pulled
their rope
to them, jumped into the yard of the bathhouse, pulled the porter^s string, opened
the gateway, and found themselves in the
street.

Not

three-quarters of an hour had

elapsed since they were standing on the bed,
nail in hand, and. with their plan in their
heads ; a few minutes after, they had re-

joined Babet and Montparnasse, who were
prowling in the neighborhood. On drawing
the cord to them they broke it, and a piece
had remained fastened to the chimney on the
roof, but they had met with no other accident, beyond almost entirely skinning their
fingers. On this night Thenardier was warned, though it was impossible to discover how,
and did not go to sleep. At about one in
the morning, when the night was very black,
he saw two shadows passing, in the rain and
gusts, the

window opposite

his cage.

One

stopped just long enough to give a look it
was Brujon. Thenardier saw him, and understood that was enough for him.
Thenardier, reported to be a burglar, and detained on a charge of attempting to obtain
money at night by violence, was kept under
constant watch, and a sentry, relieved every
two hours, walked in front of his cage with a
loaded musket. The Fine air was lighted by
a skylight, and the prisoner had on his feet
a pair of fetters weighing fifty pounds.
Every day at four in the afternoon, a turn;

—

—such things
—entered his cage^

key, escorted by two mastiffs
still

happened

at that

day

placed near his bed a black loaf of two pounds
weight, a water-jug, and a bowl of very weak
broth in which a few beans floated, inspected

and tapped the bars. This man,
with his dogs, returned twice during the

his fetters

night.
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Theiiardier liad obtained permission to
keep a sort of iron pin which he used to nail
his bread to the wall^ in order, as he said,
^*
As Thenarto preserve it from the rats."
dier was under a constant watch, this pin did
not seem dangerous still it was remembered
at a later day that a turnkey said^ '^It would
have been better only to leave him a wooden
skewer/" At tvv^o in the morning the sentry
who was an old soldier, was changed, and a
A few minutes
recruit substituted for him.
after, the man with the dogs paid his
visit, and went away witliout having noticed
anything, except the youth and peasant look
Two hours after,
of the '^ Tourlourou.'"
when they came to relieve this conscript,
;

they found him asleep, and lying like a log
by the side of Thenardier's cage. As for the
prisoner, he was no longer there ; his severed
fetters lay on the ground, and there w^as a
hole in the ceiling of his cage, and another
above it in the roof, A plank of his bed had
been toi'n out and carried off, for it could not

In the cell was also found the halfempty bottle, containing the rest of the drugged wine with which the young soldier had
The soldiers bayonet
been sent to sleep.
be found.

At the moment w^hen

had

disajDpeared.

this

was discovered, Thenardier was supposed

all

the truth was, that he
was no longer in the new building, but was
Thenardier, on reachstill in great danger.
to be out of reach

;

ing the roof of the new building, found the
remainder of Brujon^s rope hanging from the
chimney bars, but as the broken cord was
much too short, he was unable to cross the
outer wall as Brujon and

Gueulemer had

still standing ruin.
The boarding has a door in it which, a few years ago,
was merely closed with a liasp. It was the
top of this room which Thenardier had attained a little after three in the morning.

against the

How did he get there
This was never explained
or
understood.
The lightning
.^

must at once have impeded and helped
Did he employ the ladders and scaffold-

flashes

him.

ing of the slaters to pass from roof to roof,
over the buildings of the Charlennigne yard,
those of the St. Lonis yard, the outer, and

thence reach the ruined wall in the Rue du
Roi de Sicile ? But there were in this passage
solutions of continuity, which seemed to ren-

der it impossible. Had he laid the plank
from his bed as a bi'idge from the roof of
Fine air to tJie outer wall, and crawled on his
stomach along the copirig, all round the prison
till he reached the ruin ?
But the outer wall
of la Force vras very irregular, it rose and
sank; it was low at tiie sappers' barracks, and
rose again at the bath-house

it

was inter-

;

remains almost inexplicable. Had he, illumined by that frightful thirst for liberty
wdiich changes precipices into moats, iron
bars into reeds, a cripple into an athlete, a
gouty i^atient into a bird, stupidity into instinct,

and intellect
and improvised a third
Iso one ever knew.

instinct into intellect,

into genius, invented

mode

of escape

?

not always possible to explain the
marvels of an escape; the man who breaks
It is

prison

done.

;

and had everywhere
drops and right angles and then, the sentries must have seen the fugitive^'s dark outline—and thus the road taken by Thenardier
sected by buildings,

is,

we

i-ejDeat,

inspired, there

When

is

a flash

you turn out of the Eue des Ballets in the mysterious light of the flight; the efinto the Eue du Eoi Sicile, you notice almost fort made for deliverence is no less surprise
In the than the soaring toward the sublime, and
directly on your right a dirty hole.
people say of an escajDed robber, '^How did
last century a house stood here, of which
only the back wall exists, a perfect ruin of a he manage to scale that roof " in the same
'^
Where did
wall which rises to the height of a third story way as they say of Corneille,
between the adjacent buildings. This ruin he find his qu^il mouriitV However this
can be recognized by two large square win- may be, Thenadier, dripping with perspii-adows, still visible the centre one, the one tion, wet through with rain, with his clotlies
nearest the right-hand gable, is barred by a in rags, his hands scarified, his elbows bleedshored-up beam, and through these windows ing, and his knees lacerated, reached the
could be seen, formerly, a lofty, lugubrious ruin-wall, lay down at full length on it, and
A perpendicuwall, which was a portion of the outer wall then his strength failed him.
The gap which the demdlished lar wall as high as a three-storied house sepaof la Force.
house has left in the street is half filled up with rated him from the street, and the rope he
He waited there pale,
a hoarding of rotten planks, supported by five had was too short.
stone pillars, and inside is a small hut built exhausted despairing though just now so
!

;

—

—
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covered by night, but saying to
would soon come; horrified
at the thought that he should shortly hear
it strike four from the neighboring clock of
St. Paul, the hour when the sentry would be
changed and be found asleep in the hole in
Thenardier regarded with stupor
the roof.
hopeful,

still

himself, that day
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be seen by passers-by, or the sentry guarding
the wicket of La Force a few paces distant.
We must say, too, that the rain kept this
Thenardier, unsentry confined to his box.
able to distinguish their faces,

listened to

remarks with the desperate attention of a wretch who feels himself lost.
at such a depth below, and in the light of He felt something like hope pass before his
the lamps, the wet black pavement that de- eyes, when he heard these men talking slang.
The first said, in a low voice' but distinctl}^,
sired and terrific pavement which was death
and which was liberty. He asked himself something which we had better ira islate.
" Let us be off. What are we doing here? '^
whether his three accomplices bad succeeded
The second replied,
in escaping wbetber they were waiting for
"It is raining hard enough to put out the
him, and if they would come to his help
He listened excepting a patrol, no one had fire of hell. And then the police will pass
passed through the street since he had been soon besides, there is a sentry on. We shall
lying there. Nearly all the market carts from get ourselves arrested here.^^
Two words icigo and icicaiUe, which both
Montreuil, Charonne, V^incennes and Bercy
mean here, and which belong, the first to the
came into town by the Kue St. Antoine.
Four o^clock struck and Thenardier trem- flash language of the barrieres, and the secbled.
A few minutes after, the startled and and to that of the Temple, were rays of light
confused noise which follows the discovery of for Thenardier. By icigo he recognized Bruan escape broke out in the prison. The sound jon, who w^as the prowler of the barrieres,
of doors being open and shut the creaking of and by icic^ille Babet, who, among all his
gates on their hinges, the tumult of the other trades, had been a second-hand clothesguard-room, and the clang of musket-butts dealer at the Temple. The antique slang of
on the pavements of the yards reached his the great century is only talked now at t heears; lights flashed passed the grated win- Temple, and Babet was the only man who
dows of the sleeping wards, a torch ran along spoke it in its purity. Had it not been for
the roof of the new building, and the sappers the icicaille, Thenardier could not have fecwere called out. Three caps wbich the torch ognized him, for he had completely altered
lit up in the rain, came and went along the
his voice.
In the meanwhile the third man
roofs, and at the same time Thenardier saw, had interfered.
" There is nothing to hurry us, so let us
in the direction of the Bastile, a livid gleam
mournfully whitening the sky. He was on the wait a little.^ What is there to tell us that
top of a wall ten inches wide, lying in the he does not want us ? ''
pitiless rain, with a gulf on his right hand
Through this, which was only French,
and on his left, unable to stir, suffering from Thenardier recognized Montparnasse, whose
the dizziness of a possible fall and the horror pride it was to understand all the slang diaof a certain arrest, and his mind like the clap- lects and not speak one of them.
As for the
per of a bell, went from one of these ideas to fourth man, he held his tongue but his wide
the other: ^^ Dead if I fall, caught if I re- shoulders denounced him, and Thenardier
In this state of agony he suddenly did not hesitate; it was Gueulemer. Brujon
main.^^
saw in the still perfectly dark street, a man, replied almost impetuously, but still in a low
who glided along the walls and came from voice,
" What is that you are saying ? The landthe Rue Pavee, stop in the gap over which
Thenardier was, as it were, suspended. This lord has not been able to escape. A man
man was joined by a second, who walked with must be a clever hand to tear up his shirt
similar caution, then by a third, then by a and cut his sheets in slips to make a rope; to
fourth.
When these men were together, make holes in doors; manufacture false
one of them raised the hasp of the hoarding papers; make false keys; file his fetters
gate and all four entered the enclosure through; hang his rope out of the window;
where the hut is, and stood exactly under hide and disguise himself. The old chap
These men had evidently se- cannot have done this, for he does not know
Thenardier.
their

—

!

:

:

lected this place to consult in^ in order not to

how

to work.^^

U2
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Babet added, still in a correct classic slang
which Poiailler and Cartouche spoke, and
which is to the new, bold and colored slang
which Brujon emploped what the language
of Eacine is to that of Andre Chenier.
^^Your landlord has been caught in the
act for he is only an a]3prentice.
He has let
himself be duped by a spy, perhaps by a
sheep, who played the pal.
Listen, Montparnasse; do you hear those shouts in the
prison ? You saw all those candles; he is
caught again, and will go off with twenty
years.
I am not frightened, I am no coward,
as it is well known, but there is nothing to
be done, and we shall be trapped. Do not
feel offended, but come with us, and let us
drink a bottle of old wine together.""
''

Friends must not be

left in a difficulty,^''

They

nasse.

raised their eyes

dier thrust out his head a

and Thenar-

little.

" Quiet,'' said Montparnasse

''
;

the other end of the rope, Brujon
"Yes.''

have you

?''

'^Fasten the two ends together, we will
throw the rope to him, he will attach it to
the wall, and it will be long enough for him
to come down."
"Thenardier ventured to raise his voice,
" I am wet through.
^^

We'll

warm you."

"I cannot

"You

stir."

will slip

down, and we

will

catch

you."

"My
'^

hands are swollen."
Only just fasten the rope to the wall."

"I

can't."

" One of us must go up," said MontjDarMontparnasse growled.
'^I tell you he is caught again,'^ Brujon
nasse.
'' Three stories,"
resumed, ''and at this moment the landlord
Brujon ejaculated.
is not worth a half-penny.
An old plaster conduit pipe, which had
We can do nothing for him, so lefc us be off. I feel at every served as a chimney for a stove formerly lit
moment as if a policeman were holding me in the hut, ran along the wall almost to the
in his hand.^^
spot where Thenardier was lying.
This pipe
Montparnasse resisted but feebly; the truth which at that day was full of cracks and
holes, has since fallen down, but its traces
is that these four men, with the fidelity which
bandits have of never deserting each other, may be seen.
It was very narrow.
" It would be 2^ossible to mount by that,"
had prowled the whole night round la Force,
in spite of the peril they incurred, in the hope said Montparnasse.
"By that pipe?" Babet exclaimed; "a
of seeing Thenardier appear on the top of
some wall. But the night became really too man ? oh no, a boy is required.
''Yes, a boy," Brujon said in affirmative.
favorable, for tlie rain rendered all the streets
" Where can we find one ?" Gueulemer
deserted; the cold which attacked them, their
dripping clothes, their worn-out shoes, the said.
alarming noises which had broken out in the
"Wait a minute," Montparnasse said, ''I
prison, the hours which had elapsed, the patrols have it."
they had met, the hope which departed and
He gently opened the hoarding door, asthe fear that returned, all this urged them sured himself that there was no passer-by in
Montparnasse himself, who was the street, went out, shut the gate cautiously
to retreat.
perhaps Thenardier's son-in-law, in a certain after him, and ran off in the direction of the
sense, yielded, and in a moment they would Bastile.
Seven or eight minutes elapsed,
be gone. Thenardier gasped on his wall like eight thousand centuries for Thenardier;
the shipwrecked crew of the Meduse did on Babet, Brujon, and Gueulemer did not open
their raft, when they watched the ship which their lips: the door opened again, and Montthey had sighted, fade away on the horizon. parnasse came in, panting and leading GavHe did not dare to call to them, for a cry over- roche. The rain continued to make the
heard might ruin every thing, but he had an street completely deserted. Little Gavroche
idea, a last idea, an inspiration,
he took from stepped into the enclosure and looked calmly
The rain was
his pocket the end of Brujon^s rope which he at the faces of the bandits.
had detached from the chimney of the build- dripping from his hair, and Gueulemer said
ing, and threw it at their feet.
to him,
" Brat, are you a man ?"
" A cord !" said Babet.
''
Gavroche shrugged his shoulders, and reMy cord V said Brujon.
*^The landlord is there, ^^ said Montpar- plied,—

—
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^'A child like me is a man, and men like intellect was rearoused, and found itself
The
erect and free, ready to march onward.
yon are children/
''What a well-hung tongne the brat has P first remark this man made was,
" Well, whom are we going to eat?"
Babet exclaimed.
It is unnecessary to explain the meaning
"The boy. of Paris is not- made of wet
this frightfully transparent sentence,
of
paste/' Brujon added.
" What do yon want of me ?' said Gav- which signifies at once killing, assassinating,
and robbing. The real meaning of to eat is
roche.

Montparnasse answered,
''Climb np.tbat pipe.^'
" With this rope/" Babet remarked.
"And fasten it/' Brujon continued.
"At the top of the wall/' Babet added.
"To the cross-bar of the window/' Brujon
said, finally.

"What
" Here

devour,

"

We

must get into hiding,"

said Brujon.
understand each other in three
There
words, and then separate at once.
was an affair that seemed good in the Eue
Plumet, a deserted street, and an isolated
house, old rust eaten railings looking on a

"We

will

garden, and lone women/'
" Well, why not try

next T' asked Gavroche.
said Gueulemer.

it is/'

The gamin examined

to

the rope, the chim-

it

P'

Thenardier

asked.

" Your daughter Eponine went to look at
and the window, gave that indescribable and disdainful smack of the lips the thing," Babet answered.
"And gave Magnon a biscuit," Brujon
which signifies, " What is it ?"
" There is a man up there whom you will added; "there's nothing to be done there."
" The girl's no fool," said Thenardier,
save," Montparnasse continued.

ney, the wall,

" Are you willing ?" Brujon asked.^
"Ass !" the lad replied, as if the question
seemed to him extraordinary, and took off

we must see."
"Yes, yes," Brujon remarked, "we must

"still

see/'

Not one

his shoes.

Gueulemer seized Gavroche by one arm,
placed him on the roof of the pent-houses,
where mouldering planks bent under the
boy's weight, and handed him the rope which
Brujon had joined again during the absence
The gamin turned to the
of Montparnasse.
chimney which it was an easy task to enter
by a large crevice close to the roof. At the
moment when he was going to ascend, Thenardier, who saw safety and life approaching,
leant over the edge of the wall; the first
gleam of day whitened his dark forehead,
his livid cheek-bones, his sharp savage nose,

and his bristling gray beard, and Gavroche
recognized him.
"Hilloh!" he said, "it's my father; well,

men seemed

Gavwas sitting
on one of the posts; he waited some minutes,
perhaps in the hope that his father would
turn to him, and then put on his shoes again,
saying,—
"Is it all over ? you men don't want me
any more, I suppose, as I've got you out of
the scrape ? I'm off, for I must go and wake
of the

to notice

roche, who, during this colloquy,

my brats/'
And he went

The

off.

inclosure in turn.

When

five

men

left

tl:a

Gavroche had

dis-

appeared round the corner of the Eue des
Ballets Babet took Thenardier on one side.
" Do you notice that brat ?" he asked
him.

" What brat ?"
" The one who climbed up the wall and
handed you the rope."
" Kot particularly."*
resolutely commenced his assent. He reached
" Well, I don't kno\V, but I fancy it's your
the top of the wall, straddled across it like a

that won't stop me."
And taking the rope between his teeth he

horse,

and securely fastened the rope

to the

topmost cross-bar of the window. A moment after, Thenardier was in the street; so
soon as he touched the pavement, so soon as
he felt himself out of danger, he was no longer wearied, chilled, or trembling; the terrible

things he had passed through were dissipated
like smoke, and all his strange and ferocious

son."
"JSTonsense," said

Thenardier;

"do you

think so?"

CHAPTEE ecu.
THE

GRIGIiq-

OF SLANG.

" PiGRiTiA " is a terrible word, for it engenders a world, /a jt?e^ re, for which read

—
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robbery; and a Hades, la pegrenne, for which
read hunger. Hence indolence is a mother,

—

and

iias

a son, robbery, and a daughter, hun-

Where
What

ger.

are

we

at

this

moment

?

in

made

see a frightful, living,

and you fancy you
and bristling polype,

which

is

beast

for the night,

moves,

shivers,

demands
One

agitated,

the shadow again, menaces, and looks.

word resemble^ a clav\% another a lustreless
is slang ? it is at once the naand the idiom, it is robbery in its two and bleeding eye, and some phrases seem to
Fonr-and- snap like the pincers of a crab. All this lives
species, people and language.

slang.

tion

years ago, when the narrator of this
grave and sombre history introduced into the
middle of a work written with the same object as this one * a robber speaking slang,
thif'ty

there was

what

!

amazement and clamor.

slang

I

why,

it is

frightful,

^*

it

Why
is

!

the

language of the chain-gang, of hnlks and
prisons, of everything that is the most abomWe could
inable in society,^' etc., etc., etc.
never understand objections of this nature.
Since that period two powerful romancewTiters, of whom one was a profound observer of humanity, the other an intrepid
friend of the people, Balzac and Eugene
Sue, having made bandits talk in their
natural tongue, as the author of '^ Le dernier
Jour d'un Condamne ^' did in 1828 the same
objections were raised, and people repeated,
''
What do writers want with this repulsive
patois ? slang is odious, and produces a shud-

—

Who

der/^

When

denies

it ?

of

course

it

does.

probe a wound, a gulf,
it become a fault to
drive the probe too deep ? we have always
thought that it was sometimes an act of
courage and at the very least a simjDle and
useful action, worthy of the sympathetic attention which a duty accepted and carried
Why should we not explore
out deserves.
iiiid study everything, and why stop on the
the object

or a society,

is

to

when did

with the hideous vitality of things which are
let us
ask, when did horror begin to exclude
study? or the malady drive away the physician ? Can w^e imagine a naturalist who
ojganized in disorganization^/ Now,

would refuse to examine a

viper,

a

bat,

scorpion, a scolopendra, or a tarantula,

a

and

throw them into the darkness, saying, 'Tie,

how ugly they are I'^ The thinker who
turned away from slang would resemble a
surgeon who turned away from an ulcer or a
wart.
He would be a philologist hesitating
to examine a fact of language, a philosopher
hesitating to scrutinize a fact of humanity.
For we must tell all those ignorant of the
fact, that slang is at once a literary phenomenon and

What

asocial result.

properly so called

?

it

is

is

slang,

the language of

misery.

Here we may, perhaps, be stopped; the fact
be generalized, which is sometimes a
way of alternating it it may be observed
that every trade, every p)rofession, we might

may

;

also say all the accidents of the social hier-

archy, and

all

the forms of intelligence have

The merchant who

their slang.

demand, Marseille

pellier in

who

says,

'^

Mont-

fine quality;"

carrying forward, and
buying for the account ;^^ the gambler who
says, ''pique, repique, and capote;" the usher
the broker

says,

''

who says, '" the holder in
make any claim during the hered-

way ? Stopping is the function of the probe,
and not of the prober.
Certainly it is neither an attractive nor an

of the ISTorman isles

easy task to seek in the lowest depths of so-

gagor;" the playwright who says, " the piece
was goosed;" the actor who says, "I made a
hit;" the philosopher who says, "phenomenal
triplicity ;" the sportsman who says^ " a covey
of partridges, a leash of woodcocks;" the

cial order,

where the earth leaves

otf

and

mud

begins, to grope in these vague densities, to

pursue, seize, and throw" quivering on the

pavement that abject idiom which drips with

fee cannot

itary seizure of the property of the mort-

phrenologist who says, "amativeness, comword seems an bativeness, secretiveness;" the infantry solunclean ring of a monster of the mud and dier who says, " my clarionette;" the dragoon
darkness.
Nothing is more mournful than who says, '' my turkey cock;" the fencingthus to contemplate, by the light of thought, master who says, "tierce, carte, disengage;"
the frightful vermin swarm of slang in its the printer who says, " hold a chapel;" all
nudity.
It seems, in fact, as if you have printer, fencing- master, dragoon, infantry
just drawn from its sewer a sort of horrible man, phrenologist, sportsman, philosopher,
actor, playwright, gambler, stock-broker, and
* Le deruier Jour d'un Condamne.
merchant talk slang. The painter who says,
filth

when thus brought

to light, that pustu-

lous vocabulary of which each

—
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my

grinder;'' the attorney

who

says,

spring-OYer-the-giitter;'' the barber
''

my

clerk;''

and the cobbler who

''my

who

says,

says,

"

my

scrub/'— all talk slang. Eigorously taken,
the different ways of saying right and left,
the sailor's larboard and starboard, the sceneshifter's off-side and prompt-side, and the
beadle's Epistle-side and Gospel-side, are
There is the slang of the poppets as
slang.
there was the slang of the precieuses, and the
Hotel de Eambouillet bordered to some slight
There is the
extent the Cour des Miracles.
slang of duchesses, as is proved by this sentence, written in a note by a very great lady
and very pretty woman of the Eestoration;
^'^'Vous trouverez dans ces potains-la nne
foultitude de raisons pour que je me lib6rDiplomatic cyphers are slang, and
tise."*

all

the

pontifical

chancery,

writing

26

for

''Eome," grkztntgzyal for ''Envoy," and
adfxustgrnogrJczu tu XI. for "the Duke of
Modena," talk slang. The medi^Bval physicians who, in order to refer to carrots, rad-

and turnips, said opopoiiach, perfroscliinum, reimtalimis, dracatliolicuin angelorwm,
and postmegorum, talk slang. The sugarbaker who says, "clarified lumps, molasses,
this honbastard, common, burned, loaves,"
ishes,

All this

people

may

is

perfectly true, but, whatever

say, this

mode

of

comprehending

the word slang is an extension which everybody will not be prepared to admit. For our
part, we perceive the precise circumscribed

and

settled acceptation of the word,

strict

slang to slang.

The

and

re°

true slang, the

slang par excellence, if the two words can be
coupled, the immemorial slang which was a
kingdom, is nothing else, we repeat, than the
ugly, anxious, cunning, treacherous,
ous,

cruel,

blear-eyed,

vile,

venom-

profound, and

There is at the
language of misery.
extremity of all abasements and all misfortunes a last misery, which revolts and resolves
to contend with the ensemble of fortunate
facts and reigning rights: a frightful struggle,
in which, at one moment crafty, at another

fatal

violent, at once

unhealthy and ferocious,

it

attacks the social order with pin-pricks by
For
vice, and with heavy blows by crime.

the necessities of this struggle, misery has invented a fighting language, which is called
To hold up on the surface and keep
slang.
from forgetfulness, from the gulf, only a

fragment of any language, which man has
spoken, and which would be lost, that is to
say, one of the elements, good or bad, of
which civilization is composed and complicertain
A
slang.
talks
manufacturer
est
school of critics, who twenty years ago said, cated, is to extend the data of social observa"one half of Shakespere is puns and playing tion and serve civilization itself. Plautus
on words," spoke slang. The poet and artist rendered this service, whether voluntarily or
who with profound feeling would call M. de involuntarily by making two Carthaginian
Montmorency a bourgeois, if he were not a soldiers speak Phoenician; Moliere rendered
connoisseur in voices and statues, talk slang. it also by making so many of his characters
The classic academician who calls flowers talk Levantine and all sorts of patois. Here

—

Flora, the fruits

Pomona, the

sea J^eptune,

love the flames, beauty the charms, a horse a
charger, the white or tricolor cockade the
rose of Bellona, the three-cornered hat the
triangle of Mars,— that classic academician
Algebra, medicine, and botany
talks slang.

have their slang.

The language employed

objections crop out afresh; Phoenician, excellent, Levantine, very good, and even patois

allowed, for they are languages which
to nations or provinces ^but
belonged
have

may be

—

slang? of what service is it to preserve slang
and help it to float on the surface?
To this we will only make one remark.
Assuredly, if the language which a nation or

on ship-board, that admirable sea-language
interest,
so complete and picturesque, which Jean a province has spoken is worthy of
attention
of
worthy
more
still
thing
is
a
there
spoke,
Duperre
and
Suffren,
Bart, Dufresne,
which is mingled with the straining of the and study, and that is the language which a
rigging, the sound of the speaking-trumpets,
the clang of boarding axe, the rolling, the
wind, the gusts, and the cannon is an heroic

—

which is to the ferocious
slang of robbers what the lion is to the

and

brilliant slang,

jackal.

*

"You

of reasons

will find in that tittle-tattle a multitude
why I should take my liberty."

wretchedness has spoken. It is the language
which has been spoken in France, for instance, for more than four centuries, not only
by a wretchedness, but by every wretchedness, by every human wretchedness possible.
And, then, we insist upon the fact, to study
social deformities and infirmities, and point
them out for cure, is not a task in which
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choice

permissible.

is

The historian of morals

and ideas has a mission no

than
The latter has the

the historian of events.
surface of civilization,

less austere

the

struggles

of

crowned heads, the births of princes, the
marriages of kings, assemblies, great public

men and

revolutions,

—

all

the external part:

the other historian has the interior, the basis,
the people that labors, suffers, and waits, the

real historian attends to every thing.

Man is

not a circle wdth only one centre; he is an
ellipse with two foci, facts being the one, and
ideas the other
slang is nothing but a vestibule in wdiich language, having some wicked
;

action to commit disguises itself.
It puts on
these masks of words and rags of metaphors.

In this w^ay

becomes horrible, and can
is it really the French
language, the great human tongue ? it is ready
to go on the stage and take up the cue of
crime, and suited for all parts of the repertory
of evil.
It no longer w^alks, but shambles;
it

scarce be recognized:

crushed w^oman, the child dying in agony, the
man with man, obscene ferocities, prejudices, allowed iniquities, the
subterranean counterstrokes of the law, the
secret revolutions of minds, the indistinct
shivering of multitudes, those w^ho die of
hunger, the bare-footed, the bare-armed, the

limps upon the crutch of the Cour des
may be metamorphosed into
a club
all the spectres, its dressers, have

disinherited, the orphans, the unhappy, the

daubed

infamous, and all the ghosts that wander
about in obscurity. He must go down with

erect with the double

dull warfare of

his heart full of charity

as a brother

and

and

severity, at once

as a judge, into the

it

Miracles, which
:

its face,

and

it

crawds along and stands

movement of the rephenceforth ready for any part, for
it has been made to squint by the forger, has
been verdigrised by the prisoner, blackened
tile.

It is

impenewhich crawl pell-mell by the soot of the incendiary, and ruddled by
those who bleed and those who wound, those the murderer.
who weep and those who cure, those who fast
When you listen at the door of society, on
and those who devour, those that endure evil the side of honest men, you catch
the diaand those who commit it. Are the duties of logue of those outside. You distinguish
questhe historians of hearts and souls inferior to tions and answers, and notice,
without comthose of the historians of external facts? can prehending it, a hideous murmur,
sounding
w^e believe that Alighieri has less to say than almost like the human
accent, but nearer to a
Machiavelli? is the lower part of civilization, yell than to speech. It is slang; the
w^ords
because it is deeper and more gloomy, less are deformed, wild, imprinted with a
species
important than the upper? Do we know the of fantastic bestiality. You fancy that
you
mountain thoroughly if we do not know the hear hydras conversing. It is unintelligibilcasemates

trable

in

caverns.

We

ity in darkness.

will notice,

by the

w^ay, that

from our

previous remarks a marked separation, w^hich
does not exist in our mind, might be inferred
betw^een the two classes of historians. No one
is

a good historian of the patent, visible, glisand public life of a people, unless he

tening,
is

at the

same time and

to a certain extent

It gnashes its teeth and talks
whispers, supplementing the gloom by
enigmas.
There is darkness in misfortune,

in

and 2:reater darkness still in crime, and these
two darknesses amalgamated compose slang.
There is obscurity in the atmosphere, obscurity in the deeds, obscurity in the voices.
is

a

horrifying,

frog-like

language,

It

which

the historian of their profound and hidden- goes, comes, hops, crawds, stavers, and
moves
and no one is a good historian of the in- monstrously in that common gray mist comterior, unless he can be, whenever it is re- posed of crime, night, hunger,
vice, falsehood,
quired, historian of the exterior.
The his- injustice, nudity, as|)hyxia, and winter, which
tory of morals and ideas penetrates the his- is the high-noon of the wretched.
tory of events, and vice ve7^sd ; there are two
Let us take compassion on the chastised,
orders of different facts which answer to each for, alas w^hat are we ourselves?
life,

who am

I

other, are always linked together,

and often

who am speaking

I,

you ? who are you who
engender one another. All the lineaments are listening to me ? whence d.o we
come ?
which providence traces on the surface of a and is it quite sure that w^e did nothing
benation have their gloomy but distinct paral- fore we were born ? The
earth is not wdthout
lels at the base, and all the convulsions of the a
resemblance to a gaol, and who knows
interior produce up-heavings on the surface. whether man is not
the ticket-of-leave of DiAs true history is a medley of everything, the vine justice? If we look at life closely we
to
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Reflecting minds
find it so made that there is punishment every- of night is around them.
where to be seen. Are you what is called a rarely use the expressions the happy and the
happy man? well you are sad every day, and unhappy, for in this world, which is evidently
€ach of them has its great grief or small anxi- the vestibule of another, there are no happy
Yesterday, you trembled for a health beings. The true human division is into the
ety.
which is dear to you, to-day you are fright- luminous and the dark. To diminish the
ened about your own, to-morroy it will be a number of the dark, and augment that'of the
momentary anxiety, and the day after the dia- luminous, is the object, and that is why we
tribe of a calumniator, and the day after that cry, "Instruction and learning !^^
Learning
again the misfortune of some friend; then to read is like lighting the fire, and every
the weather, then something broken or l9st, syllable spelt is a spark. When we say light,
or a pleasure for which your conscience and however, we do not necessarily mean light
your backbone reproach you
or, another for men suffer in light, and excess of light
time, the progress of public aifairs, and we do burns.
Flame is the enemy of the wings,
not take into account heart-pangs. And so it and to burn without ceasing to fly is the
goes on; one cloud is dissipated, another prodigy of genius.
When y(3u know and
forms, and there is hardly one day in one when you love you will still suffer, for the
hundred of real joy and bright sunshine. day is born in tears, and the luminous
And are you one of that small number who weep, be it only for the sake of those in
are happy as for other men, the stagnation darkness.
;
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